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Preface 

1. Goals of the study 

This work seeks to investigate experimentally a phonological phenomenon associated with 
connected, casual speech, and invariably determined by language-specific underlying voicing 
specifications of obstruents. The process, referred to as regressive voicing assimilation 
(RVA), operates at the edges of lower level prosodic units like the Phonological Word, but 
never affects the edges of the syllable. Its occurrence, whether regular or sporadic, often 
escapes the speaker’s attention and frequently remains beyond their conscious control in 
native as well as foreign language environment, which has often been experienced by the 
author during his teaching career while observing learners’ language behaviour. Although a 
number of theoretical phonological studies have been devoted to the phenomenon of RVA 
(Gussmann 1992, Rubach 1974, 1997, Cyran 2012, among others), there are few experimental 
studies of Cracow-Pozna� voicing, except for a recent study of RVA in the pronunciation of 
speakers of Pozna� Polish, i.e. Strycharczuk 2012.Furthermore, little attention was given to 
the influence of this phonological process on  the pronunciation of speakers of Cracow Polish 
as learners of English. The main aim of the present study is to explore RVA in the context of 
Polish and English spoken by a group of Polish advanced learners of English, whose native 
accent represents Cracow dialect of Polish. Based on the degree in which RVA affects final 
underlyingly voiceless obstruents before the following voiced obstruents as well as sonorant 
sounds in the native speech of the respondents, the assimilatory habit is expected to be subject 
to transfer into analogical contexts in English within a particular stage of learning the second 
language.  

More specific tasks of the experiment (described in chapters 6 and 7 of this 
dissertation) include testing the impact of the process on particular manner and place of 
obstruent targets of RVA, the potential ability of the types and places of articulations forming 
the voice source to trigger RVA in the target, as well as the behaviour of the target of voicing 
before vocalic segments. The latter aspect includes the type of pausing expected to take place 
in prevocalic context in Polish as well as in L2 if liaison processes have not been adequately 
incorporated into the learners’ style of speaking the second language. Descriptive results of 
the study are expected to have implications for language instruction in teaching English as, 
theoretically, the reference is to be made to grammar and its language-specific components 
which determine the shape of phonological representations realized as particular phonetic 
forms.  

2.  Theoretical framework 

Theoretical framework adopted in this study is Optimality Theory (OT) proposed by Prince 
and Smolensky (1993), developed by McCarthy and Prince in their various joint publications, 
e.g. McCarthy and Prince (1993), and further expanded by their collaborators. The potential 
attractiveness of OT may follow from its reliance on the mutual interaction of universal 
constraints, which assume language/dialect specific orderings conducive to the selection of 
output forms typical for a given grammar, without reference to rules or derivational processes. 
A number of authors (e.g. Lombardi 1995, 1999; Gnanadesikan 1997; Grijzenhout & Krämer 
2000; Nagy 2000; Krämer 2001, 2003; Kenstowicz et al. 2003; Al-Harbi 2005; Petrova et al. 
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2006; Mołczanow 2007) have applied the OT approach to analyze voicing phenomena in 
diverse languages, and their findings are referred to in the present thesis.  

The need to consider more than just a single, phonological representation in the course 
of OT analysis is emphasized in the Bidirectional Phonology (BiPhon) model proposed by 
Boersma (2009). The model incorporates the phonetic level that includes both acoustic and 
auditory representations, and recognizes the existence of interaction between all successive 
levels during the selection of optimal output form.   

Since voicing assimilation operates in a regressive direction there is a need to 
emphasize the status of the voice source constituted by the onset of the domain-initial 
syllable. The issue of prominence, coupled with simultaneous resistance to modifications 
within voicing specifications of the onset, call for some reference to phonological theories 
that deal with syllabic components and their mutual relations like Government Phonology 
(Kaye et al. 1990; Harris 1994; Kaye 1995; Gussmann 1997; Cyran and Gussmann 1999; 
Rowicka 1999). The thesis also introduces major principles and assumptions of other 
frameworks, like the Strict CV Approach (Kijak and Rojczyk 2007; Kijak 2008), which lays 
stress on codaless nature of the natural syllable, as well as Beats-and-Binding theory 
(Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2003, 2005; Schwartz 2007; ) and Onset Prominence framework (OP) 
(Schwartz 2013), which further define and specify the onset of a syllable and its bond with the 
nucleus from a more acoustic and also articulatory perspective.   

3.  Organization of the study 

The work is divided into chapters that include lower order sections, initially of theoretical and 
descriptive character followed by parts devoted to description of the study, its results and 
theoretical implications. 

Chapter One sets out to present types of laryngeal features participating in 
phonological voicing specifications of speech segments, with special emphasis laid on the 
language groups to which the two investigated language contexts belong. Further, the 
structure of the larynx together with the anatomy of the muscles responsible for the 
production and control of voicing are discussed in greater detail. Then follows the 
presentation of acoustic, both temporal and dynamic parameters resulting from the action of 
the glottis and marking the articulation of voiceless and voiced obstruents. The acoustic 
components of obstruents, like Voice Onset Time, aspiration, prevoicing, incomplete voicing 
and fundamental frequency contribute to their identification, appropriate classification and 
categorization, also in the context of phonology. The final section of the chapter illustrates 
how acoustic and articulatory detail is reflected in phonological features defining obstruents 
and related to the state of the glottis during the production of distinct classes and types of 
obstruents. 

Chapter Two explains how the process of voicing assimilation alongside with the 
phenomenon of final devoicing are handled by Optimality Theory (OT), the chief framework 
adopted in the study. First, the principles of OT are outlined, followed by the discussion of the 
role of constraints in the grammar of language. Subsequently, it is shown how the 
phonological category of [voice] is incorporated into the notion of faithfulness and 
markedness and how these achieve status in constraint hierarchies. Further, links are defined 
between the notion of agreement in voicing and the specific type of appropriate constraints, 
whose high ranking consequently determines the choice of outputs showing the results of 
RVA. Finally, the concept of linguistic distance between three languages belonging to the 
Germanic group is illustrated on the basis of constraint hierarchies peculiar to the grammars 
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of these languages, and regulating voice specifications of obstruent phonemes and forcing the 
application of RVA.   

Chapter Three is devoted to prosodic constituents of language systems of Polish and 
English, with special stress laid on the syllabic unit. At the beginning, the syllable is 
introduced as it is viewed from the perspective of sequential increase in sonority of its 
component segments with emphasis laid on the status and prominence of the syllabic onset. 
Then follows the presentation of prosodic units, of the notion of constituent boundary, and 
segmentation of  utterances. Insight is also offered into morphological processes of affixation 
and formation of compound words, as well as into the means of marking the boundaries of  
vowel-initial onsetless syllables at left edges of prosodic domains. Attention is also given to 
the concepts of linearity and alignment of prosodic units as having evident implications on 
syllabification processes. The latter part of the chapter presents the structure of CV, codaless 
type of syllable and reasons for its special place in phonological systems from the perspective 
of Government Phonology and its particular, Strict CV approach. Its implications for the 
systems of Polish and English are further shown alongside with a discussion of the concept of 
empty nuclei in Polish syllables. The last part of the chapter elaborates on the articulatory 
motivations for the CV syllabic structure viewed from the perspective of the rules of Beats-
and-Binding Phonology. 

Chapter Four offers a detailed account of the process of voicing assimilation, final 
devoicing, as well as resistance to assimilation in specific language contexts. Among the 
considered examples are languages mostly belonging to the Germanic and Slavic group 
selected on the basis of their geographical proximity to Polish, either in contemporary or 
historical sense. In each of the linguistic contexts, the chapter discusses the interaction of 
constraints constituting language-specific hierarchies and allowing for various types of 
assimilatory behaviour of obstruents forming clusters marked by conflicting voice 
specifications. Separate sections are devoted to non-typical processes, involving devoicing in 
American English and voicing assimilation before sonorants in Italian and Breton. Finally, the 
process of RVA is presented in detail within the context of Polish, especially in the Cracow-
Poznan variety, with references to languages and dialects forming a continuum with the 
Cracow dialect. 

Chapter Five investigates the process of voicing assimilation from the perspective of 
language acquisition, both in children acquiring their first language and in adults learning a 
second language. The first part of the chapter deals with the development of phonological 
categorization of obstruents in infant speech during the successive stages of child 
development. Also, insight is given into principles governing the hierarchical rearrangement 
of faithfulness and markedness constraints during the process of language acquisition in 
children, and formation of interlanguage phases in L2 learners, alongside with a brief 
overview of relevant learning types, elaborated on in the following section of the chapter. In 
the subsequent part, language transfer is discussed, with special focus on the transposition of 
voicing and devoicing rules from the native to foreign language. The last part of the chapter 
analyses the sphere of speech perception, with reference to the concepts of phonological 
redundancy, perception of phonemic and morphemic boundaries, proportions between 
perception and comprehension in children, maximization of distinctiveness and maximization 
of contrast, as well as ‘Licensing Cue’ hypothesis. Finally, major assumptions of Bidirectional 
Phonology are presented, showing the distinction between types of input and output belonging 
to four levels representing the domains of phonology and phonetics. Emphasis is placed on 
the importance of constraints regulating the processes of production and perception and 
remaining in mutual interaction, allowing for multilevel analysis of the choice of optimal 
outputs in a specific language/dialect context. 
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Chapter Six introduces the major context of the study, describing the division of 
Polish into dialect areas with special attention to the status of voicing assimilation in each 
area, as well as the detailed geographical context of the investigated variety of Polish. General 
linguistic and social identity of the respondents used in the experiments are also presented, 
followed by the description of phonological and morphological contexts forming the core of 
the elicitation material and later subjected to analysis. Further sections of the chapter specify 
the crucial parameters taken into account and measurements made in the course of the 
analysis of the recorded material and included in the calculations, alongside with the 
description of the method and major technical parameters of the equipment used during the 
experiment.  

Chapter Seven presents and discusses the results of the examination of audio material 
produced for the study. Initially, overall occurrence of voicing assimilation in the collected 
tokens is presented, followed by a detailed account of how the process affected individual 
obstruents at particular boundary types. Then, the incidence of voicing affecting the target is 
presented in relation to individual obstruent and sonorant types of the voice source. Both the 
first and the second part of the chapter contain theoretical summaries proposing sets of left- 
and right-hand context oriented constraints regulating agreement in voicing. The hierarchies 
they form reflect average occurrence of voicing assimilation in particular phonetic and 
morphological environment. Both directionally motivated types of constraints are also shown 
in mutual combinations specifying in a more detailed manner what types of domain-final 
obstruents are supposed to agree in voicing specification with particular domain-initial voiced 
phonemes. The chapter additionally inspects the length of closure phase and its correlation 
with presence of voicing assimilation in the investigated obstruent types. Special attention is 
paid to the sibilant class as displaying evidently strong relation between duration of frication 
and presence of voicing. In its final part, the chapter considers transjunctural prevocalic 
environment, its evident resistance to voicing assimilation, combined with the production of 
boundary markers realized as phonetic pauses. Two types of pauses, namely the glottal stop 
and creaky phonation forming part of domain-initial vowels, as well as combination of the 
two are further described in greater detail. The conclusion is constituted by an OT-driven 
analysis of constraint hierarchies determining variable, context-dependent choice of output 
forms containing prevocalic prefix-, stem-, and word-final obstruents. The key configurations 
include presence/absence of voicing assimilation coupled with presence/absence of glottal 
pausing, the latter implying the application of liaison processes consisting in syllabification of 
domain-final obstruents into the following, underlyingly onsetless initial syllable of 
word/stem. 

 Chapter Eight presents a set of conclusions drawn from the analytic sections of the 
former chapter as well as vital remarks concerning problems and questions that arose in the 
course of theoretical discussion of the findings. The chapter also offers implications for the 
process of language instruction during EFL learning together with the outline of major 
directions for further research within the context of voicing assimilation. 

Final parts of the thesis include a summary in Polish, Appendices containing 
additional figures with graphs and diagrams not included in Chapter Seven, full list of 
constraints mentioned in theoretical sections of the thesis, lists of items used during the 
elicitation of data for audio and acoustic analysis, and also a list of reference sources. 

4.  Symbols and abbreviations 

Throughout the text of both the descriptive and analytical parts of the thesis, full or, 
occasionally, partial transcriptions of words used as examples and relevant to the discussion 
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are provided and included either in the main text or in the description of the attached figures 
and illustrations. One standard transcription system, namely IPA, is used for languages 
belonging to the Slavic, Germanic as well as other groups, without reference to other 
transcription systems that might still be in use in different linguistic traditions. Examples of 
words from languages that do not use Roman alphabet are spelt in the original way, and the 
chief hint to their pronunciation is the accompanying transcription, usually without 
simultaneous Latin transliteration of the spelling form. Symbols and diacritic marks belonging 
to IPA are not explained in the present section or later when they appear in successive parts of 
the work. Full description of relevant IPA symbols together with their audio demonstration 
may be accessed online (e.g. at: http://www.yorku.ca/earmstro/ipa/). Other symbols, which 
are  not part of IPA, are listed and explained below; some are also briefly explained when 
being introduced for the first time both in the text and in description accompanying figures. 
Certain symbols, and, later, abbreviations have more than a single meaning, but they appear in 
different analytical contexts, so that any chance of ambiguity is avoided. Thus, for example,  
the square brackets stand for phonetic representation if they contain phonetic script; they 
represent surface form if located in a tableau; otherwise they contain names of phonological 
features, with empty brackets signifying ‘absence of a feature’. 

Symbols: 

/    /           underlying or phonological representation 
[    ]          - surface or phonetic representation 
                 -phonological feature 
<     >     lexical representation 
[[      ]]     auditory form 
  ~           ‘alternates with’
  *               - ‘unattested or incorrect form’ if placed before transcription 
                   - ‘markedness’ if placed before a name of a constraint 
                    - ‘constraint violation’ if placed within a tableau  
  !            fatal constraint violation
                 optimal candidate    

   >         ‘changes/changed into’(in descriptions of processes)
 >>        dominance in constraint hierarchy 
 α              characteristics of a feature if more than one value appears in a stated rule 
[H]           stiff vocal cords 
[L]           slack vocal cords 
#(#)          prosodic boundary (if distinction appears necessary, especially in names of   
                 constraints introduced in Chapter 7, single mark stands for Morpheme boundary,   
                 double mark for Word boundary) 

ω          desired optimum (optimal candidate) 
ω                    (lowered omega) prosodic word (appearing next to boundary brackets) 
��������� missing feature/empty segment/empty nucleus 
X            slot (analysis within Government Phonology) 
��,           a diacritic for ‘prevoiced’ 

Most abbreviations are explained immediately with their first introduction in the text, also 
often with their successive use. The full list is attached below, with some abbreviations 
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having more than one meaning. In this case, a particular interpretation is associated with 
specific context in which a given abbreviation appears. Thus, possible confusion is not 
possible because one abbreviation with simultaneous multiple meanings never appears in a 
single context. Certain single Greek letters are included below rather than in the list of 
symbols above as they correspond to Latin letters constituting the beginning of terms they 
signify and may be interpreted as abbreviations. Certain terms are linked only with certain 
fields or theories so their use in the text may be sporadic and limited only to single chapters or 
sections. Otherwise, some terms or contexts are referred to frequently, so the corresponding 
abbreviations reappear throughout larger portions of the text. The list below does not contain 
abbreviations corresponding to individual constraints, whose full names are given when a 
constraint is introduced in the text for the first time. All constraints are explained in Appendix 
B, where they are listed alphabetically. Abbreviations included below appear in alphabetical 
order for convenience of the reader. 

Abbreviations: 

A              (followed by a number of illustration) Appendix A 
ANF          auditory nerve fibre 
ANOVA    analysis of variance 
ATR         Advanced Tongue Root 
B              beat 
BCD        Biased Constraint Demotion 
BT             boundary tone
C                      - constraint (in OT analysis) 
                         - consonant  (phonetic/phonological description, syllable structure) 
C/D Lemma     Cancellation/Domination Lemma 
CG                    Clitic Group 
COMPAR.           comparative degree 
CS             Consonantal Stricture 
DIM          diminutive 
ECP          Empty Category Principle 
EFL         English as a Foreign Language
EMG        electromyography 
ERC      Elementary Ranking Condition 
ESL       Error-Selective Learning 
F            feature 
F0                fundamental frequency 
F1                 frequency of the first formant 
F2                 frequency of the second formant
F3                 frequency of the third formant 
fnc           function word 
Ft              foot 
Φ                    phonetic interpretation system 
Gen./GEN      genitive 
GLA     Gradual Learning Algorithm 
GP        Government Phonology 
GT        Glottal Tension 
GW       Glottal Width  
HVPT     high variability phonetic training 
Hz          Hertz (frequency init) 
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IL            interlanguage 
IMPER.   imperative 
INF.       infinitive 
INSTR   instrumental 
INTERROG     interrogative 
IO         Inter-Onset 
IPP        intermediate perceptual property 
I-to-O   input-output relation  
IG         Infrasegmental Government 
IP          Intonational Phrase 
IV         Inherent Voicing 
L            loser’s mark (in tableaux)  
L1          speaker’s first (native) language 
L2          speaker’s second language 
Lex        lexeme (lexical word) 
Λ           lexical recognition system 
MBCD   Multiply-Biased Constraint Demotion 
MCA   multiple-category assimilation 
MEG    Magnetoencephalography
M/F      markedness/faithfulness 
Mwd     morphosyntactic word 
MOA     manner of articulation 
NAD     computed sum of distances in manner of articulation 
NL   native language 
NOM     nominative 
µ           mora 
N           nucleus 
n            non-beat 
O            - obstruent 
               -onset (in syllabic analysis) 
OBSOL.   obsolete form 
O-to-I   output-input relation 
OT         Optimality Theory 
p-value   (in statistics) probability that the null hypothesis (H0) is true or that the results are   
                not significant; indicates strength of the data used to evaluate H0

PG         proper Government 
PL         plural 
POA      place of articulation 
PPh        phonological phrase 
PSTM    phonological short-term memory 
PW/PWd        Prosodic Word 
r              correlation coefficient 
R            - syllabic sonorant (if not included in phonetic/phonological transcription) 
               -  rhyme (in syllabic analysis) 
ROA   Rutgers Optimality Archive  
RVA      Regressive Voicing Assimilation 
S            sonorant 
sg           spread glottis 
SG         singular 
SPE        the Sound Pattern of English 
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SSG       Sonority Sequencing Generalization 
STG       superior temporal gyrus 
σ            syllable 
T           obstruent 
TL         target language  
UG        Universal Grammar  
V            vowel 
vd           voiced 
VIC        Voicing Into Closure
VOT      Voice Onset Time 
W           winner’s mark (in tableaux) 
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 1. Introduction to voicing

The definition of voicing appears to vary depending on the discipline in which it is applied. It 
has apparently proved confusing for linguists, who interpret it in accordance with the theory 
they follow, or with the particular aspect which has been under their investigation. As noted 
by Abramson (2000:25), to a phonologist voicing is an abstract feature vital in a grammar for 
distinctive purposes. A field phonetician, on the other hand, usually associates voicing with 
the portion of detectable glottal pulsing present in a speech signal, whereas the laboratory 
phonetician may refer to voicing which is clearly shown in instrumental analysis, but hardly 
identifiable by the ear. Yet, a number of parameters that compose an individual phonological 
feature are reflected in varying phonetic effects, which, if perceptually salient and properly 
interpreted are not mere acoustic effects that would otherwise be ignored by phonology 
(Keating, 1990: 332-333). Thus, the underlying phonological primitives seem to be equivalent 
to bundles of gestures that agree with the traditional segmental description (Saltzman and 
Munhall, 1989:365).  

Voicing as a feature may be discarded by phonology as irrelevant, although 
perceptually it may be evident enough as an element forming a part of speaking habits of a 
particular group. In the course of time, articulatory features may acquire phonological status 
following the sound change implemented through generalized perceptual errors (Ohala 1981, 
1993). In the case of foreign language study speakers of L1 may ignore certain features of L2 
they perceive as irrelevant, or concentrate too much on features they view as contrastive in 
their own language despite the fact that the grammar of L2 does not recognize phonological 
status of those features. Such a discrepancy is caused by serious systematic differences 
between languages, sometimes even within one language group, although articulatory and 
perceptual capabilities of speakers seem to be universal. 

1.1 Laryngeal features and distinctiveness of voicing 

The languages examined and compared in the present study, namely Polish and English, 
deploy voicing in obstruents in a different way. Honeybone’s classification (2005) places 
Polish in the ‘type B’ languages, where the voiceless stops are unaspirated, the voiced stops 
are fully voiced, and where assimilations to voicedness in clusters are commonly attested. 
English belongs to ‘type A’ languages which possess ‘voiceless stops’ that are aspirated in 
many contexts, and whose ‘voiced’ stops are subject to spontaneous voicing only. Those 
languages tend to be characterized by assimilation to voicelessness in clusters.  According to 
Iverson and Salmons (1995:369), the voicing contrast in Germanic languages is expressed 
through the feature ‘fortis’ or [spread glottis]. Slavic and Romance languages use [voice] as a 
salient property to distinguish between pairs of obstruents.  Iverson and Salmons (1995:369) 
further remark on the lexical assimilatory possibilities of the two types of languages with 
assimilations to voicing exhibited by languages where [voice] is a marked feature. The 
English-type languages display a different kind of laryngeal markedness where the marked 
feature [spread glottis] is held responsible for assimilations to voicelessness rather than 
voicing in obstruent clusters. As shown by Henton, Ladefoged & Maddieson (1992:78-79) 
voiceless vs. aspirate systems constitute the second most common laryngeal contrast in two-
way systems,  which places languages like Polish with its voiced-voiceless contrast among the 
minority. 
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1.1.1 Germanic languages 

Germanic languages, including English, exhibit the ‘fortis-lenis’ or ‘tense-lax’ opposition 
among their plosive consonants. The marked category [spread glottis] is associated with the 
former, whereas the unmarked with the latter term. As noted by Abramson (2000:27), voicing 
may be traced in the ‘lax’ (or ‘lenis’) category, but merely because of low articulatory effort 
normally not associated with the marked category in which voicing would be undesirable. 
Therefore, from the phonological perspective, voicing in most Germanic languages comes 
across as passive, or redundant (Iverson and Salmons 1995:380), as the aerodynamic 
conditions in the glottis that are necessary for voicing are not under active control in these 
languages (Iverson and Ahn, 2007). The unmarked stops (/b, d, g/) in most members of the 
Germanic group are subject to voicing in non-initial position, as a result of the absence of 
stiffness of the vocal folds. Historically, as postulated by Iverson and Salmons (2003:28), 
Verner’s Law came to operate because of passive voicing that had become phonologised. On 
the contrary, languages in which stiffness is employed as a feature (e.g. Thai and Hindi) do 
not manifest redundant voicing in unmarked stops (Iverson and Salmons 1995:382).  

In connected speech in Germanic languages, the unmarked plosives are 
distinguished by the voicing cue intervocalically (cf. Jensen& Stong-Jensen, 2005:9).  
Instrumental analysis (Abramson 2000:29) has proved the presence of glottal pulsing 
throughout the closure in medial phonologically voiced stops in trochees, while the 
phonologically voiceless stops were unaspirated in analogical contexts. As regards foot-initial 
stops, because of their relative saliency, the marked (fortis/tense) variants in Germanic 
languages are produced with aspiration, a feature that enjoys phonological status in English, 
where only foot-initial stops undergo aspiration (Iverson and Salmons 1995:375). But as 
Jensen & Stong-Jensen testify (2005:9), aspiration need not be confined to foot-initial position 
among the Germanic group, with Icelandic possessing only voiceless stops which are 
distinctive for aspiration even in non-initial intervocalic position,. On the other hand, the 
lenis/lax plosives in initial contexts, unlike their word-medial intervocalic allophones, though 
classified in Germanic languages as phonemically voiced, show very little if any phonetic 
voicing (Iverson and Salmons 1995:381). 

As for laryngeal features, whether single or conjoined in bundles, Halle & Stevens 
(1971) ascribe two features: [+stiff vocal folds] and [+spread glottis] to the Germanic and 
English aspirated plosives /ph, th, kh/. The corresponding unaspirated, phonologically 
unmarked category of stops /b, d, g/ are left with only one feature [+slack vocal folds]. A 
more simplified system is proposed by Honeybone (2005:331), who characterizes the 
aspirated series with the feature [spread], and leaves the unaspirated series as non-specified 
and transcribes them as /po, to, ko /. Iverson & Salmons (2003:4) classify English aspirated 
stops using only one articulatory dimension GW (i.e. Glottal Width) within which only one 
gesture [+spread glottis] is operating in English, as shown in (1.1). The other possible gesture 
[constricted glottis] assumes a negative value for English aspirated stops. The Glottal Width 
Dimension is posited by Iverson & Salmons (2003:12) as a trigger to aspiration in Proto-Indo-
European voiceless unaspirated stops implemented within communities that were to emerge 
later as Germanic peoples. The authors label this innovation of Indo-European obstruent 
system as ‘Germanic Enhancement’, not strictly a change that would occur at one time but 
rather a tenacious set of constraints influencing voiceless stops over the course of 
approximately 25 centuries. Further, Iverson & Salmons assign English unaspirated stops with 
empty brackets [     ], which stand for laryngeally unmarked phonemic type. This allows for a 
considerable freedom in the phonetic representation of phonological /b, d, g/ depending on 
their phonetic context (i.e. [�~ ��~�] etc.). 
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(1.1) The laryngeal contrasts employing the dimensions glottal Width (GW), Glottal Tension (GT)   

         and Larynx Height (LH). Adapted from Iverson & Salmons (2003:4) 

/p~�/ /b/ /p
h
/ /b

h
/ 

Spanish [     ] GT   

English [     ] GW 

Thai [     ] GT GW  

Hindi [     ] GT GW GT, GW 

Stops are not the only class of obstruents that are associated with the feature [spread glottis] 
which manifests itself in aspiration. Iverson & Salmons (2003:7) extend GW to the fricative 
system making the feature [spread glottis] a distinctive property of Germanic (and English) 
spirants with the sole exception of Dutch. Analogically, Honeybone (2005:332) uses the 
superscript /h/ that denotes aspiration with fricatives, and classifies them as [spread]. Iverson 
& Salmons’ argument in favour of such reasoning (2003:17) is based on assimilatory 
premises, namely strong deaspiration of stops after fricatives, as well as sonorant devoicing 
after both stops and fricatives, which the authors attribute to sharing of the feature SG 
([spread glottis]) by both segments of a consonant cluster.   

English has displayed progressive and regressive assimilatory processes in the course 
of its historical development. Both processes were productive in Old English laryngeal system 
(Moulton, 2003). The former type of assimilations was operating in verbal past tense 
inflections in weak verb system, whereas the latter type was involved in compounding and 
derivational affixation. Molton (2003:157) argues that Old English voicing assimilations 
prove the underlying specification for fricatives as voiceless sounds, which, following the 
reasoning of Iverson & Salmons (2003), fully deserve to be associated with the feature 
[spread glottis]. According to Molton (2003:160) voiced obstruents are not specified for 
voicing, which answers why they act as targets of assimilation, as only unspecified segments 
can receive feature spreading. Thus, the Old English singleton spirants surface as voiced if 
located between vowels and sonorant consonants, following a stressed syllable, word-
internally or preceding an inflectional morpheme boundary (Molton 2003:162). The 
mechanism of the delinking of [lar] from the representation of the fricative consonant situated 
between two segments that have Sonorant Voicing (SV) feature is illustrated in (1.2) below. 
Consequently, (SV) spreads freely across the fricative segment giving rise to a continuously 
voiced cluster. 

(1.2) Fricative Voicing Rule (FVR) in Old English. After Molton (2003:163) 

C C C

[SV] [lar] [cont] [SV]

The process of Old English Fricative Voicing, or Southern English Fricative Voicing (SEFV) 
as it is renamed by Honeybone (2005:339), is placed alongside ‘the Inner-German Consonant 
Weakening’ (the ‘IGCW’) by the same author and defined as belonging to the tradition of the 
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so called ‘laryngeal realism’ (2005:345). It seems to account for contrasts in languages with 
two types of obstruents more adequately and allows the two processes (SEFV and IGCW) to 
be understood as the loss of [spread] viewed simply as an articulatory gesture. Phonologically, 
the mechanism would be referred to as delaryngealisation. Molton (2003) claims that 
Fricative Voicing Rule (FVR) should be viewed as a feature-filling rather than feature 
changing rule. He agrees with Kim (2001) on the lexical rather than post-lexical nature of 
(FVR), characterizing Voicing Assimilation (VA) as belonging to the latter type. Kim 
proposes the status of archiphonemes; /F S �/ which would be converted by FVR as a default 
rule from [0voiced] to [+voiced] or [-voiced] giving rise to [v]/[f], [z]/[s], and [�]/[�] 
respectively (see (1.3) for examples).  

(1.3) Voicing  in Old English after Gussmann (2002:13) 

  
wulf   /w�	
���wolf'    -     wulfas /w�	�����wolves' 

                                          wis  /��:�/ ‘wise’       -     wise  /��:��� ‘wise’ 
                                          soð   /��:�/ ‘true’        -     soðe   /��:��/ ‘truly’ 

Logically, FVR would precede VA rule at the same time giving priority to an allophonic rule 
over a neutralization rule outside lexical phonology (Molton 2003:166). FVR then would be 
considered lexical, and syncopation, as well as VA, post-lexical.  As a consequence, voiced 
medial clusters should be regarded as only apparently voiced, resulting in a difference 
between spontaneous, accidental agreement for voicing brought about by syncopation, or by 
cluster agreement rule that started operating from Middle English onwards (Molton 
2003:171). 

The argumentation outlined above seems to offer phonological support for purely 
physical, phonetic tendencies shown in spontaneous voicing of both phonemically voiced 
obstruents and phonemically voiceless ones that were subject to diachronic phonological 
changes. At the same time, certain inherent features of English obstruents appear to conform 
with the uniform Germanic system deeply grounded in articulatory habits of the speakers of 
particular dialects and languages belonging to this group. As has been observed by 
phoneticians (Rush, 1827; Abercrombie 1967) there exist particular settings associated with 
language- or dialect-specific voice qualities of the speakers, which affect the quality of sound 
articulated by them, and can not only persist across generations but also survive segmental 
alterations and phonological reorganizations (Iverson & Salmons 2003:26). In the case of 
Germanic, the discrete phonetic settings would be typified as ‘laryngeal tension’.  Polish, and 
generally the Slavic group seem to be organized on markedly different principles reflected 
both in their phonological system and in pronunciation habits of the speakers. 

1.1.2 West Slavic languages 

Unlike Germanic languages where the voicing contrast is determined by the ‘fortis’ feature 
[spread glottis], Slavic languages in general distinguish between their pairs of 
voiceless/voiced phonemes  by means of the feature [voice] (Iverson & Salmons 1995:369), 
which the grammars of those languages treat as marked. Only with markedness of [voice] are 
lexical assimilations to voicing viable. Hence, they commonly occur among the Slavic group. 
As claimed by Iverson and Salmons (1995:370), the privative feature [voice] is implemented 
by such languages to contrast voiced with unaspirated voiceless obstruents. Furthermore, this 
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particular feature is available for spreading and brings about assimilations to voicing in Polish 
as well as Romance languages like Spanish.  

With regard to the non-binary feature [voice], Keating (1984:290-291) claims that it 
possesses only a classificatory nature, while {voiced}, {voiceless aspirated} and {voiceless 
unaspirated} relate to the major phonetic categories which are applied by languages like 
Polish and English in a different manner according to discrete phonological distinctions, 
although both languages likewise may be said to contrast [+voice] and [-voice]. In some 
cases, what phonologically is classified in Polish and English as [+voice] will be phonetically 
{voiced} in the former and {voiceless unaspirated} in the latter. On the other hand, Polish 
{voiceless unaspirated} and English {voiceless aspirated} will refer to a single phonological 
category [-voice]. Keating considers Polish as representing a simple and uncontroversial case  
(1984:302, 305) in that the [+voice] members are uniformly realized as (fully) {voiced} and [-
voiced] are pronounced as {voiceless unaspirated}. In English the relation between category 
and surface form is more ambivalent , as {voiceless unaspirated} may stand for either of the 
two phonological categories depending on the speaker and position in a word, where stress 
placement plays a crucial role.  

With regard to processes like obstruent regressive voicing assimilations, Polish bears 
resemblance to Russian, and especially to Czech and Slovak, which both belong to West 
Slavic group. Hall (2003:95) describes Polish, Czech and Slovak as split LV CV (laryngeal 
voice/contextual voice) systems in contrast to Russian classified as LV system by Avery 
(1996). Voice systems presented in (1.4) offer the following possibilities: in a Contextual 
Voice system (CV), the voiced obstruents have no underlyingly specified voicing features. In 
a Sonorant Voice system (SV), voiceless obstruents have no specification whatsoever. In a 
Laryngeal Voice system (LV), on the other hand, each class has at least one voice 
specification which leaves both voiceless and voiced obstruents with [laryngeal] node. Hall 
(2003:99) assumes that, following from redundancy rules, obstruents assigned with a bare 
[Laryngeal] node feature as voiceless, and those with no [laryngeal] node as voiced. In a 
cluster of obstruents a voiced marked feature of the rightmost segment spreads regressively to 
the unmarked one, thus causing the whole cluster to be voiced, as depicted in (1.5). Thus, 
wherever the regressive assimilation occurs as it does on a wide range of segments in many 
Slavic languages, all obstruents in a cluster will have the same voicing value (Hall 2003:96).  

(1.4) Voice systems (adapted from Hall (2003:98)) 

SYSTEM VOICELESS VOICED SONORANT

a. Contextual voice

b. Sonorant voice

c. Laryngeal voice

�

Laryngeal

� �

SV

� �

SV

�

SV

Nasal

�

Laryngeal

�

Laryngeal

Voice

�

SV
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Exceptionally, as noted by Hall (2003:100, 102), Czech /��/ and /v/ do not trigger regressive 
assimilation, as the voicing of either segment is described to be less distinctive than the 
voicing on other obstruents. In a system like Czech, /v/ seems to pattern with sonorants which 
possess the feature SV [Sonorant Voicing] (cf (1.4) above). Voiced obstruents share [voice], 
which dominates the [Laryngeal] node, voiceless obstruents possess a bare [laryngeal] node, 
yet /��/ is devoid of any node. Hall further poses a question (2003:103) whether the underlying 
presence of a feature on one segment follows from its existence on the neighbouring ones, 
which phonetically would be understood as absence versus presence of more or less 
uninhibited glottal pulsing over a set of adjacent phonemes. In Czech, in particular, the feature 
[Laryngeal] may correspond to the ability of a segment to share its voicing value.  

(1.5) Regressive assimilation revised.  After Hall (2003:103) 

Rt Rt(+)

Laryngeal

Voice

Laryngeal

Voice

Following from the representation in (1.4), Czech sonorants effectively block regressive 
assimilation analogically to the situation in Russian (Hall 2003:104). In Slovak, unlike in 
Czech, regressive assimilation targets all obstruents inclusive of /v/ which, in turn, does not 
trigger it. Slovak /v/ also resists final devoicing, and is realized as /w/ in the syllable final 
position. In this respect /v/ in both languages acts analogically to the anomalous behaviour 
displayed by Russian /v/ (Padgett, 2000). According to de Bray (1969), Polish behaves in a 
slightly different way allowing for more assimilatory possibilities than either Czech or 
Slovak. Regressive assimilation in Polish causes both voicing and devoicing and can ignore 
the word boundaries between a preposition and its object. For that reason, Polish combines 
the features of a LV and a CV language because of /v/, whose behaviour, analogical to Czech 
/��/, ascribes it to the latter system. 

Final devoicing that is present in the systems of Polish, Czech, and Slovak should not 
be discarded from the English system as a viable possibility. Cruttenden (2001: 178) notes 
that ‘in initial and (especially) final positions, the voiced fricatives may be partially or almost 
completely devoiced’. He also remarks on the unequivocally voiceless friction of the word-
final phonemes /���������� but leaves their lenis nature intact. Evidently, certain natural, 
universal tendencies seem to encroach upon the features inherent in established phonological 
language-specific systems without violating the properties that are available for maintaining 
contrast. Phonological distinctions in voicing are utilized through various, language-specific 
acoustic means that are frequently, though sometimes perfunctorily, employed in typological 
representations, with aspiration serving as an example for English and other Germanic 
languages. 

Since aspiration is not treated as a distinctive feature in Polish stops, the physical 
dimension of aspiration, namely VOT (discussed at large in section 1.2.2) is disregarded by 
the listener whose perception focuses on voicing during closure versus its absence, which 
serves to distinguish between obstruents in initial position (Keating et al 1981:1268). Thus, 
the physical factors that govern the distinction between {voiced}, {voiceless unaspirated}, 
{voiceless aspirated} make the obstruent systems of languages like Polish and English 
markedly different from each other. Acoustic dimensions   finely controlled by and  relevant to 
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the speakers of one language may be completely ignored or implemented in a different way 
and for different purposes by the users of  the other language, as outlined in the following 
section.

1.2 Acoustic parameters of voicing/voicelessness 

The acoustic terminology used for the purpose of  systematic classification of obstruents, 
chiefly stops, like aspiration, Voice Onset Time (VOT), pre-voicing, fundamental frequency 
(F0) and its transition into the adjacent vowel is significant from the point of view of both 
articulation and perception (the latter discussed in more detail in section 5.5). The occurrence 
of the phenomena described by those terms is conditioned by the structure of the human 
larynx, mechanisms governing the adjustment of laryngeal articulators, as well as by 
initiation, maintenance, and duration of phonatory gestures. Their choice, settings, and timing 
appear to be language-specific, though based on the universal anatomical set-up shared by all 
humans. 

1.2.1 Laryngeal muscle control of voicing gestures

Following Stevens (1999:5-8), the major structure in the larynx that is involved in speech 
production are the vocal folds (see (1.6) below) made up of tissue varying in length from 1.0 
to 1.5cm (for an adult speaker) and thickness of 2 to 3mm. The folds run parallel to each other 
in an antero-posterior direction and they are supported by a set of cartilages which can be 
manipulated causing the folds to be either approximated (adducted) or separated (abducted) 
with a space left in between. The cartilages can also be displaced in such a way that the 
tension in the vocal cords will decrease or increase. 

(1.6) The larynx viewed from above   

        (http://www.homebusinessandfamilylife.com/images/larynx_from_above.gif)
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Immediately above the trachea, as shown in (1.6) and (1.7) there is a ring called cricoid 
cartilage whose posterior part is vertically wider than the anterior one. On the upper ends of 
the cricoid cartilage there are smaller cartilages called arytenoids. These articulate with the 
upper surfaces of the cricoid cartilages in a slight tilting or sliding manner along their edges. 
These delicate motions of the cartilages in relation to each other are directly responsible for 
either abduction or adduction of the vocal folds. The sliding motion of the arytenoid cartilages 
(see (1.6)) produces the abduction of the glottis. The rotary motion of the cartilage abducts the 
cartilaginous part of the glottis at the anterior corners of the arytenoid cartilage, to which the 
vocal cords are attached, and brings them together.

(1.7) Sagittal (left) and coronal (right) section of the larynx and upper part of the trachea 
               (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gray953.png) 

               ( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gray954.png) 

         

On either side of the cricoid cartilage, laterally, from the anterior end, there is a winglike 
structure called thyroid cartilage which forms an angle of 70 to 80 degrees, and is open from 
the posterior end, as represented in (1.6) and (1.7). At the inner posterior surfaces of the 
thyroid cartilage, there are lower projections which articulate with the cricoid cartilages 
making up the cricothyroid joint, so that the two cartilages can rotate or rock in relation to 
each other, as shown in (1.8). The rocking or translation movement of the thyroid cartilage 
has an impact on the length of the vocal cords. As the anterior part of the thyroid cartilage 
moves down in relation to the cricoid cartilage, the folds become stretched increasing 3 per 
cent in length if the thyroid cartilage moves 1mm. 

Cricoid cartilage

Thyroid  

cartilage 
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(1.8) Rotation (left) and translation (right) of the cricothyroid joint. 

       (adapted from Honda 2004, Fig.2) 

The movements of the cartilages and changes in the position and mechanical properties of the 
vocal folds are the result of muscular activity. The cricothyroid muscle connects the space 
between the cricoid and thyroid cartilages, as depicted in (1.9). The contraction of its front 
part, pars recta, is responsible for the rotary movement of the thyroid cartilage. As noted by 
Honda (2004:740), a rotational difference can reach 5 degrees in correspondence with the 
fundamental frequencies range from 120 to 180Hz.  

(1.9) Intrinsic laryngeal muscles. Adapted from:
         http://www.ensemble.org/tcda/txsings/archive/images_txsings/FigCw.jpg 

           http://accweb.itr.maryville.edu/myu/image/IntrisicM.gif 

                                             

The other, translating motion of the thyroid cartilage is produced by the back part of the 
cricothyroid muscle, pars obliqua (see (1.9)), and this movement can stretch the vocal folds. 
Since joint translation occurs along the longitudinal axis of the vocal cords, it can stretch them 
more effectively than the rotation movement. While rotation may play a decisive role in 
voicing gestures, the translation movement is responsible for regulating fundamental 
frequency patterns (Honda, 2004). Hoole (2006) argues, that although the cricothyroid muscle 
is not directly involved in the suppression of vocal folds, it influences the abductory 

Cricothyroid 

muscle 

Pars recta

Cricothyroid  

Muscle 

Pars obliqua 

Posterior 

cricoarytenoid 

Arytenoid 

muscles
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movement of the arytenoids with respect to the resulting glottal aperture (2006: I-112). And a 
marked glottal opening at the onset of voiceless stops and fricatives, especially at perpetually 
salient onset positions, appears to be of crucial importance. Löfqvist, et al. (1989) in their 
examination of the cricoarytenoid relate the increased activity of this muscle for voiceless 
consonants and confirm the view that it is more related to devoicing than to pitch control. If 
the latter were the case, the increased activity of the muscle would be located closer to the 
vowel following the obstruent (1989:1320).  The authors claim that this activity appears to 
perform the function of raising the longitudinal tension of the cover of the vocal folds and 
leads to the inhibition of glottal vibrations. 

Though the translation motion of the cricoid and thyroid cartilages appears small in 
relation to the rotational motion,  Honda argues (2004:740) that it can stretch the vocal cords 
more effectively and concludes that the translation may be more decisive in modulating F0, 
whereas the rotation might play a role in a more spontaneous elongation of the folds. Other 
two sets of muscles which abduct and adduct the vocal folds at the posterior ends are 
connected to the lateral and posterior surfaces of the arytenoid cartilages, as illustrated in 
(1.9). One of these muscles, posterior cricoarytenoid muscle, contracts, causing the separation 
of the vocal cords (cf. Löfqvist, et al., 1989). It also stretches them while tilting the arytenoid 
cartilages backwards. Hirose & Gay (1972:145), commenting on the role of posterior 
cricoarytenoid muscle, pinpoint its noticeable activity for voiceless segments, both stops and 
fricatives, and its suppression for voiced ones in the word-medial position. In the final 
position, the activity of posterior cricoarytenoid muscle is suppressed for post-vocalic /b/. 
Another muscle that is involved in the control of the vocal folds is the lateral cricoarytenoid, 
actually the smallest muscle in the larynx (Honda, 2004:741) (see (1.10) below). As 
mentioned by Löfqvist, et al. (1989), the suppression of its activity is connected with focal 
fold abduction used for devoicing. The muscle is considerably active during the production of 
word-final voiced stops, most likely because of the preceding vowel whose duration is greater 
for the following voiced than the voiceless segments (Hirose & Gay 1972:145).  Hirose & 
Gay (1973:210) stress that the muscle does not solely cause approximation of the folds, but 
might have another role to perform, such as contributing to their medial compression or 
tension.  

(1.10) Lateral cricoarytenoid muscle: inward rotation of the arytenoid (adduction of the vocal  

           cord).

Lateral 

cricoarytenoid 
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Thyroarytenoid, shown in (1.11) is the fastest observed laryngeal muscle and may be held 
responsible for rapid, abrupt modulations in F0 present during certain segmental adjustments 
(Honda, 2004). The deeper and lower fibres of the muscle that lie parallel with and are 
adherent to the vocal ligament are termed the Vocalis (see (1.11)). Hutters (1985) reports that 
during the consonantal closure stage the activity of the vocalis muscle is inhibited, and this 
behaviour is stronger for aspirated consonants. On the contrary, the activity of the vocalis 
muscle becomes markedly more intense at consonant-vowel transition, and it is particularly 
strong for the unaspirated consonants during the time of voice onset, as indicated by arrows in 
(1.11) below. 

Apart from intrinsic laryngeal muscles, extrinsic muscles like the sternohyoid and 
the sternothyroid play a role in lowering the larynx, as observed by Stevens (1999:13-14) and 
Hoole (2006:I-38). The latter author associates the activity of the sternohyoid muscle with the 
jaw movement against load. Contraction of these muscles displaces the larynx in downward 
direction and subsequently causes the posterior portion of the crycoid cartilage to move down 
along the cervical spine.  

(1.11)  Vocalis muscle

At the same time, the anterior part of the cartilage tips forward concurrently with the 
downward motion. Consequently, the angle between the cricoid and thyroid cartilages 
increases, leading to the decrease in length, stiffness, and tension of the vocal cords (see 
(1.12) below). The resulting fundamental frequencies are at their lowest. The position of the 
hyoid bone and the larynx is normally lower for voiced stops (Kent and Moll, 1969). For 
voiceless consonants, on the contrary, as some evidence shows (cf. Hoole 2006: I-23), the 
larynx appears to be raised bringing about higher vocal fold tension.  
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(1.12) Left: Extrinsic laryngeal muscles (adapted from   

           http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sternothyroideus.png),
                 Right: Rotation of the cricoid cartilage relative to the thyroid cartilage 

                 (Adapted from Honda 1993:42)

                         

As presented above, the active behaviour of some muscles lowers the larynx and facilitates 
voicing by hindering the increase in intraoral pressure. This, as pointed out by Hoole (2006), 
would place voiceless consonants on a par with sonorants for which the motion of the glottis 
is the opposite of the voiced consonants characterized by lowered F0. Consequently, the 
vertical laryngeal tension hypothesis is considered by Hoole with caution which further 
indicates the complexity of the relations between individual groups of muscles and particular 
voicing/devoicing effects achieved in the glottis. 

There exist supplementary tensor mechanisms outside the larynx that assist in 
inducing the tension of the vocal folds. Honda and Fujimura (1991), Fujimura and Honda 
(1993) show the interaction between the tongue gestures and the larynx via the activity of the 
geniohyoid muscle which pulls the hyoid bone forward, as demonstrated in (1.13), triggering 
the rotation of the thyroid cartilage. The outcome is analogical to the result of the action of the 
pars recta portion of the cricothyroid muscle (shown in (1.8) above), namely lengthening of 
the vocal folds and raising of F0.   
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(1.13) Mechanical link between the activity of genioglossus and  lengthening of the vocal folds 

(after Honda & Fujimura (1991), cf. Honda (1993, Fig.4)

One of the most significant acoustic parameters that results from the tense configuration of 
the vocal folds and that is used in systematic description of voiceless stop phonemes in many 
languages, including Germanic, is the Voice Onset Time (VOT). The ensuing section is 
devoted to the discussion of the parameter in detail, based on a long tradition of its treatment 
by linguists and a large stock of experimental data obtained through laboratory investigation 
of VOT for various languages. 

1.2.2 Voice Onset Time 

In spectrographic representation of stops, as stated by Lisker and Abramson (1964, 1965), the 
blank portion of the spectrum that corresponds to closure phase is associated with the 
‘voiceless’ category, while the harmonic wave pattern superimposed upon the closure phase 
explicitly suggests the ‘voiced’ class of sound . Yet, this straightforward correspondence does 
not seem to apply to a number of languages, including many from the Germanic group. 
Wherever the presence of voicing during closure is not attested phoneticians indicate 
aspiration as distinctive, though of secondary importance.  

Lisker and Abramson (1965:390) propose a single difference, the distinction in voice 
onset time (VOT), earlier defined by both authors (1964:389) as the time interval that passes 
from the release of the constriction to the beginning of glottal pulsing (cf. Ladefoged; 1975, 
Port and Rotunno; 1975, Cruttenden; 2001, Gonet; 2001). The parameter, as pinpointed by 
Lisker and Abramson (1965:390) is shared by voiced-voiceless, aspirate-inaspirate, or fortis-
lenis pairs of stops in traditional approach, but is also extended to fricatives (Gonet 2001:74). 
Lisker and Abramson (1964:394) noticed that some authors address the articulatory force 
rather than voicing while determining the type of an obstruent, treating the latter parameter as 
less significant, or even as irrelevant. The timing of the vocal fold vibration in the production 
of fricatives pertains to the formation of a narrowing in the vocal tract, and in the production 
of plosives to the closure interval. The onset of glottal pulsing represented by vertical 
striations in wide-band spectrograms clearly marks a shift from the abducted to the adducted 
state of the glottis (Abramson and Lisker, 1965:390), and effectively allocates an obstruent to 
its linguistic category. Cross-language approximate VOT dimensions defined by Lisker and 
Abramson (1965), Abramson and Lisker  (1965) extend from -100ms ‘voicing lead’, through 
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voice onset occurring just after release, located at around 10ms (Abramson, 1977), up to 75ms 
‘voicing lag’ (see (1.14)).  

(1.14) Schematic representation  of three basic VOT values (indicated by arrows),

                     as defined by Abramson and Lisker (1965). (Cf. Gonet, 2001)

The ‘voicing lead’ is manifested by a low frequency buzz preceding the moment of the 
release. The ‘voicing lag’ is marked by the suppression of the first formant and the aperiodic 
high frequency noise that characterizes the burst and the upper formants before the buzz is 
initiated (Abramson and Lisker, 1965:390). Languages with a two-way contrast in their 
obstruent systems, including English, as well as Polish, may use any two of the three features 
(Ringen and Helgason, 2004:53) specified above. Gonet (2001:74) associates the ‘voicing 
lead’, or negative VOT (cf. Lisker and Abramson, 1964:389) with Polish word initial voiced 
obstruents, small positive or ‘0’ VOT with English word initial partially voiced stops, and 
‘voicing lag’ expressed in positive numbers (cf. Lisker and Abramson, 1964:389) with 
English voiceless aspirated stops. In connected speech, in the position between voiced sounds, 
phonation coincides with the period of occlusion and proceeds uninterrupted from the voiced 
environment into the constriction. Both authors remark, however (1964:417), that even in the 
contexts where a voiced segment is followed by a voiceless one the glottal oscillations of the 
voiced segment may continue for a moment despite the glottis opening in preparation for the 
voiceless sound. The ‘edge vibrations’ (as termed by Lisker and Abramson) are weak and 
auditorily imperceptible because of the surrounding aperiodic turbulence.  

No matter whether positive or negative VOT values are calculated, the spectral 
measurements start relative to the burst which, as specified by Barry and Fourcin (1992), is 
marked by a single or more impulses that are stronger in amplitude and different from the 
following aspiration or ambient noise. Ladefoged claims that in English lenis stops voicing 
may have negative values. This view is contradicted by Gonet and Ró�a�ska, in whose study 
(2003) lenis stop VOT values for all speakers were short positive aiming at zero. Both authors 
found that VOT values co-varied with place of articulation regardless of the speaker. Velar 
stops had significantly longer VOT boundary values than alveolar stops, with bilabials 
displaying the shortest values (see (1.15)), which is in close agreement with cross-linguistic 
findings by Lisker and Abramson (1964:399), Lisker (1978), Cho and Ladefoged (1999). 
Gonet and Ró�a�ska (2003:51) ascribe the length of VOT for /g/ to the immobility of the 

release
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radical section of the tongue operating at the velum. Evidently, muscular action gives much 
more freedom to the anterior part of the tongue, hence VOT value are smaller for more 
fronted stops. With regard to aerodynamic conditions created by velar constriction, Cho and 
Ladefoged (1999:210) stipulate that the pressure in the vocal tract will decrease more slowly 
for velars as more time is required to achieve the transglottal pressure indispensable for the 
initiation of glottal pulsation.  

(1.15) Mean values of VOT (in ms) in word initial lenis plosives for bilabial, alveolar, and velar  

          places of articulation, averaged across speakers (Gonet and Ró�a�ska,2003, Fig.6)

Aerodynamic forces and muscular tensions seem to interact in the process of phonation. 
When the subglottal pressure is sufficiently high, the vocal folds are separated and the air 
rushes into supralaryngeal cavities (Lisker and Abramson, 1964:415). As the air pressure 
below the glottis diminishes, the vocal folds approximate each other again resulting from the 
tension of intrinsic laryngeal muscles as well as the decrease of the pressure along the edges 
of the vocal folds. This drop of pressure is concomitant with the rush of air through the glottal 
aperture (the so called Bernoulli Effect). Cho and Ladefoged (1999:219) hypothesize that the 
observed differences in VOT attributed to various places of articulation may, as a result of a 
strategy grounded in perception, be utilised in distinguishing between individual places of 
articulation, notwithstanding the articulatory cost of such an operation.

VOT differences between aspirated and unaspirated stops in initial position clearly 
point at systematic differences between Polish and English. The ‘voicing lag’ apparently 
covers a continuum of values ranging from 20ms for the Khonoma Angami voiceless 
unaspirated stops to 154 ms for the Navajo aspirated stops, as observed by Ladefoged and 
Cho (2001:3) in their study of 18 languages. According to the results of the investigation, the 
temporal span in VOT between minimal values that represent unaspirated and aspirated 
classes is not often remarkable. In Hupa, for example the two categories differ in 40ms while 
in Tlingit the difference reaches 100ms (see (1.16) below for comparison). For languages 
contrasting more than two stop categories, the acoustically measurable categories may 
become less distinct. Accordingly, Ladefoged and Cho (2001:7-8)  propose a physiological 
measure, Articulator VOT, based on a supposition that ‘speakers aim for a certain timing 

difference between articulatory and glottal gestures irrespective of the articulator gesture 

involved’. Differences in VOT for speakers of a single language are inevitable, and they 
follow from physiological differences and aerodynamic conditions determined by the location 
of the constriction, and syntagmatic contexts. Lisker and Abramson (1971:782) maintain, 
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based on the data from a set of languages, that, though certain stable values of VOT are 
generally preferable among speakers, the speakers are capable of producing stops with voice 
lag and lead values covering a range of several hundred milliseconds. Ladefoged and Cho 
(2001) put forward the concept of modal, language-specific VOT that should be available for 
each phonologically defined obstruent category, and without which a phonological account of 
a linguistic system, as the authors claim, appears incomplete. 

(1.16) VOT values of aspirated and unaspirated stops for 7 languages from the study by   

           Ladefoged and Cho (2001, Fig.3), which possess contrast between the two categories. 

Comparison of VOT in second language acquisition by Fellbaum (1996:4) points to the fact 
that in the interlanguage phase the Spanish learners of English were able to achieve 
acceptable ranges of VOT for English. English speakers, whose native scope of available 
VOT values is narrower, could not reach the values characteristic of Spanish. Thus, what 
seems to emerge as vital is variation between speakers, extent of ranges of VOT within a 
language, and the extreme edge points of each range. In fact, English /p, t, k/ have essentially 
unimodal VOT distributions, while, as discovered by Lisker and Abramson (1967), English 
/b, d, g/ fall into two discontinuing categories, with values at about -100ms, and 
approximating zero.

The overall values and differences between VOT are normally subject to reduction 
caused by the increase in speech rate (Lisker and Abramson, 1964:414). Such compressed 
articulator conditions diminish the gap between VOT categories employed for the purpose of 
phonological contrast. Thus, the contextual factors that seem to govern the timing of VOT, as 
argued by Lisker and Abramson (1971:770), are not only the place of articulation, but also the 
fact, whether the word is uttered in isolation or in a longer stretch of speech. Analogically, the 
position relative to stress prominence appears to have bearing on the duration of VOT. Lisker 
and Abramson (1967) found that the English unstressed /p, t, k/ were articulated with a shorter 
lag, whereas the unstressed /b, d, g/ were produced with a longer delay in VOT. Jensen and 
Stong-Jense (2005:8) conclude that, in sentences in running speech voicing may seem more 
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distinctive than ‘aspiration’. Lisker and Abramson (1971), and Abramson (2000), however, 
argue for VOT to be the most effective measure for the physical and perceptual distinction 
between homorganic stop categories, both in initial and medial position, although in an earlier 
study (1967) they admit that there is an overlap between VOT values for contrasting stops, 
and it is not possible to separate them on the basis of this measure in longer sentences, 
especially in unstressed position. The study revealed mean difference between /p, t, k/ in 
isolated words and sentences at about 25ms. Analogical difference between /p, t, k/ in the 
stressed and unstressed positions reached only 6 ms. Lisker and Abramson conclude 
(1967;25), on the basis of their examination, that no single acoustic property should be 
sufficient for separating physically what phonology classifies as distinct. A study by Lorge 
(1967) reveals that the 50 per cent point at which stimulus theoretically changes from /d/ to /t/ 
is found between 30 and 40 milliseconds of voicing lag, and the transition appears rather 
abrupt, with responses for /t/ changing from 33 % at 30ms to 89 % at 40ms.  

Voice timing, therefore, appears to result from an intricate set of relations between 
articulators, not to be captured by means of one physical dimension. Instead, a few properties, 
reflected in physiological modes of articulatory behaviour form certain configurations 
responsible for linguistic categories understood in a broader sense. Among the four measures: 
peak pressure, onset time, decay time, pressure pulse, that were singled out in the study of 
Lisker (1970), each performed a role in distinguishing between ‘voiceless/voiced categories’ 
in certain contexts. No single measure was found to be a reliable index of contrasts in all 
investigated contexts, namely initial, medial, and final. In each context one or more measures 
was used to distinguish between the categories. Moreover, the number of effective measures 
was larger wherever voicing was the basis of the difference. In order to separate the two 
categories of stops at least two measures were necessary, one of them being the measure of 
decay time. Otherwise, if only one measure, like peak pressure, is considered the overlap 
between the two sets of stops seems extensive, and their identification as members of one 
category appears difficult.  

Lisker and Abramson (1971:771-773) refer to a bundle of features implemented in 
the phonetics of Chomsky and Halle and determining the voice timing, namely ‘voice’, 
‘tensity’, ‘glottal constriction’, and ‘heightened subglottal pressure’. The first feature, ‘voice’, 
is equivalent to glottal pulsing in the absence of tensity or glottal tension. ‘Tensity’ refers to 
the properties of the supraglottal muscles, and impedes glottal pulsing, as well as prevents the 
pharynx from expanding in order to maintain proper airflow through the glottis. Thus, 
‘tensity’ excludes ‘voice’ and prevents the drop in the transglottal pressure. ‘Glottal 
constriction’ feature impedes glottal vibration allowing it to start simultaneously with release, 
and inhibits aspiration. The last property, ‘heightened subglottal pressure’ accounts for 
aspiration in the absence of ‘voice’ and ‘glottal constriction’. Alternatively, it allows for 
voiced aspiration common to Indo-Arian languages in view of the presence of ‘voice’, but 
absence of ‘tensity’. Aspiration, as a feature employed by the plosive systems of English, and 
other Germanic languages is dealt with in the following section. 

1.2.3 Aspiration 

When the initiation of voicing occurs some time after the release of the closure, which is 
indicated by considerably positive VOT values, there is an interval between release and  
voicing during which the air that rushes through the glottis produces turbulent noise referred 
to as aspiration (Lisker and Abramson, 1965:389). In order that the turbulent fricative signal 
should occur and the beginning of the voicing be delayed in time the glottis must remain 
abducted. It has been found that for unaspirated plosives the arytenoids close immediately 
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after oral release, yet for aspirated stops the closure of the arytenoids necessary for adduction 
of the vocal cords is finalized only well after the release, (cf. Abramson, 1977:161; Iverson 
and Salmons, 1995). With a markedly long lag in VOT, the resulting turbulence concurrent 
with the pre-phonatory span of voicelessness can be identified on a spectrogram as a separate 
segment, as illustrated in (1.17): 

(1.17) Spectrogram illustrating the period of aspiration in word initial English /�/ followed by the  

           vowel /�/. Based on the signal from:                   
          http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/grammar/pron/sounds/con_voiceless_1.shtml
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The segment either follows the moment of release, as it does in post-aspirated stops in some 
languages, like English, Navajo, or Thai, or anticipates the release, as is the case with pre-
aspirated stops in other languages, like Icelandic or Scottish Gaelic. Gordeeva (2007) 
discusses phonetic variants of word final voiceless fricatives used in certain varieties of 
Scottish Standard English and British English that are characterized by pre-aspiration. In other 
languages like Russian, according to Gordeeva, transitional aspiration does not occur, because 
of a tighter timing in laryngeal-oral gestures. 

Since the excitation of the air is brought about by turbulence occurring primarily in 
the glottis, the segment equivalent to the period of aspiration may be phonetically represented 
by [h], as noticed by Abramson (2000:26). The author observes that, at the same time, the 
glottal fricative [h] that phonology treats as a separated phoneme is the sound source for the 
initial and final part of a vowel. Yet, along with the observation made by Iverson and Salmons 
(1995), within the framework of  the generative phonology aspiration has not been regarded 
as an independent segment, but as a feature property [+aspiration], or a positive specification 
arising from the feature ‘heightened subglottal pressure’(Chomsky and Halle, 1968). Kim 
(1970:77) refers to the size of the glottal aperture, apparently conditioned by the pressure 
below the glottis, defining aspiration to be ‘…a function of the glottal opening at the time of 
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release. (…) if a stop is n degree aspirated, it must have an n degree glottal opening at the 
time of release of the glottal closure.’(see (1.18) for the relationship between the temporal 
changes in the size of the glottal opening, relative to the events in the vocal tract). Ohala 
(1975:67) defines the airflow through an aperture as a function of the pressure drop across the 
aperture and the resistance of the aperture. After "normal" glottal resistance is restored 
following the release of the voiceless aspirated stop, the subglottal pressure takes a 
considerable time to return to the normal "equilibrium" pressure proper to the given pulmonic 
force and glottal resistance.  The nature of aspiration in Germanic languages offers some 
insight into historical shifts from aspirated stops to fricatives. According to the remark made 
by Kohler (1984:164) voiceless aspirated stops, normally tend to have a ‘weaker and shorter’ 
closure than unaspirated stops. Major portion of an aspirated stop seems to coincide with 
release stage manifested by aspiration. Unaspirated stops, on the other hand, are in greatest 
part realized within the closure stage, with minimized release stage.  

In aspirated plosives, the mutual durational relation between oral occlusion and 
aspiration (top part of (1.18)) varies depending on the place of articulation, especially between 
bilabial and velar stops (cf. Cho and Ladefoged, 1999:Fig.3). The speed of air during the 
release stage depends on the volume of air flowing through the constriction and the cross 
sectional area of the constriction (Ohala and Solé, 2008:299). Thus, with the increase in the 
volume and the decrease in the size of the constriction the frication effect becomes intensified. 
The duration of the closure appears to be inversely proportional to the duration of aspiration. 
Accordingly, bilabial stops have longer closure, shorter burst, while velar stops have shorter 
closure and longer burst. In discussing the Task- Dynamics model Saltzman & Munhall 
(1989) show that the degree of glottal opening gesture is actively modified in proportion to 
the amount of experimental interference in the bilabial closure for /p/. The same authors 
establish the concept of gestural ‘dominance’ which claims that different segments dominate 
the timing of the glottal peak to a different degree.  

(1.18) Typical pattern of  laryngeal- oral coordination in aspirated stops (based on Hoole,1999:      

          Fig.1) 
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Cho and Ladefoged (1999:218-219) suggest on the basis of their cross linguistic 
measurements that since the differences in VOT between places of articulation appear to be 
similar for both aspirated and unaspirated stops VOT on the whole the parameter may become 
a component of a perceptual cue to a particular place of articulation. 

As regards the allocation of aspiration as a feature of stops relative to the position in 
a word, Wagner (2002:376), commenting on the situation in German, claims that aspiration in 
that particular language is not foot-initial, because it apllies also to unstressed syllables and 
these do not make up the beginning of a foot. Aspiration additionaly occurs word-medially, 
and, as the author stresses, the dictionaries never reflect aspiration in word-internal contexts 
or in unstressed syllables because the phenomenon is of lesser intensity in those positions. In 
English, as shown by Avery and Idsardi (2001:12), /p, t, k/ receive aspiration in an onset 
position, in which the peak of aspiration coincides with the release of a stop. If a sonorant 
follows immediately, it is devoiced. In final position, the stops are normally unreleased and 
glottalised, as exemplified in (1.19). This agrees with the view of Keating (1990:330) who 
states that glottalization in syllable-final position is commonly found although it is not an 
obligatory gesture. Regarding pre-sonorant stops, the aerodynamic conditions in the following 
continuant prevent the initiation of voicing as the oral tract is still partially occluded and the 
supraglottal pressure is higher than the subglottal pressure (Hoole, 1999).  

(1.19)  

Syllable-initial stops Pre-sonorant stops Syllable-final stops 

‘pie’   ����� � ‘play’ ���	��� � ‘lap’ �	�!� �

‘tie’   �����  ‘tray’ ������� � ‘rat’ ���!� �

‘chi’  �"���  ‘clay’  �"�	���  ‘lack’ �	�!" 

 (cf. Avery and Idsardi, 2001: (5)) 

Hoole (1999:94) postulates a variant more output-oriented explanation of the phenomenon 
claiming that for perceptual reasons it may be important to have a substantially devoiced 
second element of the cluster (e.g. to distinguish between ‘played’, ‘blade’, ‘prayed’, ‘braid’). 
The author additionally suggests that the devoicing gesture may be influenced by the length of 
the syllable onset, regardless of the voicing features inherent in the segments that are part of 
the onset. For unreleased stops in word final position, Avery and Idsardi propose the gesture 
[constricted] in contrast with the gesture [spread] reserved for onset positions. According to 
Keating (1990: 331), the feature [+constricted glottis] is phonetically realized as a glottal 
closing gesture. If it is combined with [-voiced], it comes across as a glottal stop, whereas if it 
is coupled with [+voiced] it appears as a partial constriction. A contrary view is expressed by 
Wagner (2002), who argues that since aspiration can be traced in coda positions in careful 
speech it cannot be exclusively a syllable-initial process. Harris (2009:8) makes a clear 
distinction between what is observable in word-final voiceless stops versus the corresponding 
word initial segments. What may be taken for aspiration in the former is a brief burst 
accompanying the release unlike the prolonged burst, or aspiration proper that is found in the 
latter case. In order that aspiration should be fully realized in final position, according to 
Abramson’s viewpoint (1977:299), a final stop potentially would have to be released into 
something, possibly an additional syllable (cf. Harris, 2009:7).  In fact, absolute final 
positions, not being as salient as initial positions, apparently facilitate weakening, or reduction 
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processes. Fuchs and Koenig (2006:4) testify that in acoustic examination the burst is 
frequently impossible to identify in coda-final /#t/ or /t/.  
              As for stop-fricative clusters, they are identified by Löfqvist (1990, p.296) as 
consisting of sounds that are both characterized by high rate of airflow and articulated with 
separate gestures. In languages like English, Swedish, and Icelandic, when stop-fricative 
clusters occur word-initially or finally, according to Löfqvist, the plosive is unaspirated and in 
result, only a single abduction peak is found. If a cluster spans a word boundary, two peaks 
occur, marking two independent glottal gestures. As the number of voiceless segments in a 
cluster increases, more glottal peaks are identified. In a later experiment, investigating peaks 
at word boundaries, Munhall and Löfqvist (1992) found that in /s#t/ the number of glottal 
peaks varied from two to one depending on speech tempo. Thus, there were two clearly 
separated peaks at slowest rates, more intricate patterns in moderate rates, and single-peaked 
gestures at fastest rates. The authors argue that the last type seemed like an end of a 
continuum rather than a different mode of articulatory organization that would be radically 
separated from multi-peaked tokens. The examination of quasi-geminate /s#s/ and /k#k/ 
sequences in American English (Munhall & Löfqvist 1992:98) revealed a slightly different 
organization in the location of the glottal peaks in the clusters. A single peak skewed to the 
left tended to occur in the former type, whereas in the latter type the peaks were skewed more 
to the right. Ridouane et al. (2006:284) hypothesise that the unusual aspiration in initial 
fricative-plosive clusters may be analogical to the situation in geminate clusters, which 
confirms the definition of aspiration made by Kim (1970) and presented in the second 
paragraph of the present section.  Iverson and Salmons (1995:3) observe that the apparent lack 
of aspiration in /s/-clusters is caused by the fact that the narrowing adductory movement of 
the glottis that characterizes the latter portion of the [spread glottis] feature is shared by the 
whole cluster, as shown in (1.20).  

 (1.20)    

Cluster: Singleton:

[spread glottis]

� � V ��

[spread glottis]

=

�
�

V

[spread glottis]

V

                        
                       (Adapted from Iverson and Salmons, 1995:(1)) 

This conforms to the hypothesis by Saltzman and Munhall (1989:370) that fricative-stop 
sequences can be linked with an underlying set of temporarily overlapping gestures but 
partially offset component glottal gestures blended into a uniform gestural compound. On the 
other hand, in singleton stop-vowel initial clusters (see (1.20)) aspiration is fully manifested 
as the narrowing of the glottis coincides with the initial part of the vocalic segment. 

In perceptual terms, listeners relate the signal they hear either to the aspirated, or 
unaspirated class at a temporal threshold. A number of phoneticians locate this VOT 
boundary at 35ms (cf. Harris, 2009; Keating, 1984). Typologically, aspirated stops are more 
marked than unaspirated ones, according to Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH) 
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(Eckman, 1977), and the presence of aspirated series in a language implies the existence of 
the plain ones in the same system, yet not vice versa. Since aspirated plosives are featurally 
more complex, they appear to be more difficult to acquire by language learners, compared 
with unaspirated stops (cf. findings of Fellbaum, 1996 for contrary observations). Languages 
with aspirated/plain stops, like English for example, apparently require more precision in the 
process of assigning phonetic category with either set. In such a case, the two types of stops 
are situated relatively close on the VOT continuum (Keating et al., 1981) not allowing for too 
much variation within each category, which would be feasible if the gap were wider like in 
voiced/unaspirated system. In Polish, on the other hand, as observed further by Keating et al. 
(1981:1264), the borderline is situated at around 0ms VOT. Therefore, Polish voiced/ 
voiceless categories are separated by a relatively broad span of predominantly negative ‘lead’ 
VOT values. The discrimination is facilitated over a region of short-lag values, and the gap 
between the two Polish contrastive categories extends on both sides of the release, 0ms VOT 
point. English possesses a discrimination region located only within positive VOT values, 
well on the right side of 0, concentrating within the span of 20-30 ms VOT (Keating et al., 
1981:1264). Evidently, Polish stop categories and discrimination boundaries differ 
considerably from those of English. What matters, though, as stressed by Keating et al. 
(1981), is the different response to range effects between both groups of speakers. Polish 
boundaries clearly vary extensively and with different, more freely selected values. In the 
speakers of English, the variation is found narrow, or it hardly exists.  

Gustafson (1986:49-51) draws a parallel between the roles performed by non-
phonemic aspiration and regressive assimilation. The two seem to serve for contrast in word 
initial stops in languages with different phonetic properties. Languages with non-phonemic 
aspiration, like English, where aspiration is context-dependent, tend to employ phonetically 
inconsistent opposition between lenis and fortis stops. In word-medial intervocalic contexts, 
English stops are distinguished by negative VOT, but elsewhere short lag / long lag VOT is 
used as a cue. Languages in which regressive voicing assimilation occurs show a consistent 
phonetic contrast between negative VOT ant short lag VOT in their stop systems across all 
contexts. Obviously, voicing could not spread to the preceding obstruents from stops with no 
pre-voicing. Neither could fricatives without continuous voicing cause voicing assimilation in 
the preceding sounds. This does not occur in English whose non-phonemic aspiration seems 
to consist in tensing of the marked plosives, which leaves the non-tense variant unmarked (cf. 
van Roy and Wissing, 2001:316). The implications of negative VOT and pre-voicing gesture 
are given a broader scope in the section that follows. 

1.2.4 Pre-voicing 

  

Adequate implementation of the feature [voice] by a particular language system seems to 
constitute a prerequisite for the regressive assimilations, as mentioned in the previous 
sections. Van Rooy and Wissing (2001) distinguish between two ways in which the feature 
[voice] might be understood. After the ‘broad interpretation, as the authors term it, a language 
using a dual contrast in [voice] expresses the contrast, combining any of the three properties, 
namely pre-voicing, short lag, and long lag onset of phonation. According to the ‘narrow 
interpretation’ [voice] is employed exclusively in languages with pre-voicing, which would 
indicate Polish as a representative of the case. However, Ringen and Helgason (2004) prove 
that Swedish, despite possessing the feature [voice], does not have regressive voice 
assimilation. In their further analysis, Ringen and Helgason apply both [spread glottis] and 
[voice] to account for the data from Swedish. This may suggest that even in the Germanic 
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group not all systems are consistent in reference to [voice] and its involvement in voicing 
contrasts. 

Sawashima et al. (1970:198-199) conclude that the variations in the glottal opening 
attested in their study of connected speech are due to the control of arytenoid cartilages. The 
authors discovered a range of possibilities from open cartilages to such configuration that are 
almost identical with phonatory position. The latter are represented by voiceless unaspirated 
stops; certain voiced fricatives, and those instances of English /b, d, g/ in which voicing is 
interrupted. Although in a prevailing number of cases English lenis stops are voiceless 
unaspirated in word initial position, Flege (1982) recounts a substantial amount of instances 
of pre-voicing that have been attested in various studies of American stop consonants: 

(1.21)   Per cent of pre-voiced stops in some studies of utterance initial VOT in American English   

            (adapted from Flege, 1982:Table 1) 
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In the study by Lisker and Abramson, 75 per cent of subjects showed no pre-voicing, but all 
were linguists and therefore most likely speech-conscious. Smith (1978a) does not specify the 
number of speakers without pre-voicing. Apart from the first few studies listed in (1.21), the 
number of tokens exceed one thousand, and the number of investigated subjects is higher than 
10. Flege (1982) maintains that both types of English stops, the pre-voiced and those 
articulated with short lag VOT will be perceived by native speakers as phonologically voiced. 
Flege’s own study of utterance initial bilabial (1982:185) stops reveals a high percentage of 
pre-voicing. 164 out of 200 voiced stops showed glottal adduction starting yet before the stop 
release. A little more than half of the stops were pre-voiced. Among these, in 112 per 117 
cases pre-voicing proceeded without interruption until the onset of the following vowel. Flege 
attributes the high number of occurrences of pre-voicing in /b/ to the large size of cavity 
behind the articulator constriction made at the lips, which facilitates the maintenance of 
glottal pulsing. In about a half of the examined stops there was a considerable delay between 
the adduction and the start of glottal pulsing. No case of adduction below 50ms before the 
release was attested. Flege further postulates that the data he obtained may suggest an 
additional constraint on laryngeal timing.  

Westbury and Keating (1982:154-155) propose an alternative aero-dynamic reason 
for pre-voicing in word initial stops. Given that the vocal cords are completely adducted, a lot 
earlier before the release of a stop, the pressure above and below the glottis will increase at 
different rates. The subglottal pressure would rise first and only when the vocal folds are 
blown apart will the supraglottal pressure start mounting. Westbury and Keating point at 30-
40ms of voicing that might follow the moment of abrupt separation of the folds and 
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subsequently cease at 30-40ms prior to release. The period of utterance initial closure in such 
conditions would be initially voiceless, then voiced, and voiceless again. Such patterns are 
seen in speakers of American English and it does not appear certain to Westbury and Keating 
whether perceptually such sounds would be classified pre-voiced or voiceless by native-
listeners or phoneticians. In order that pre-voicing is complete throughout the duration of 
occlusion of the supraglottal tract the transglottal air pressure cannot become equalized 
(Abramson: 1970:299). Rothenberg (1968:93-99) provides the conditions in the pharynx 
relative to the durations of voicing during closure. Without any interference in the aero-
dynamic conditions in the larynx during the levelling of the transglottal pressure, there would 
be only two glottal pulses. If the pharyngeal walls were passively expanded leading to 
increase in the transglottal pressure voiced closure would increase in duration to 20-30ms. An 
active expansion of the pharynx would prolong the voiced closure to 80-90ms, as stated by 
Rothenberg, who calculated the maximum expansion of the pharynx at 10 ml. He assigned 
every single millilitre of pharyngeal expansion to extra 10ms of glottal vibration. The 
maximum amount of voicing owing to growth in the size of the pharynx would not exceed 
100ms (cf. (1.22) below).Voicing durations longer than that and attested by Lisker and 
Abramson (1964) might be possible due to incomplete laryngeal closure which would further 
decrease the pressure above the glottis and prevent pressure equalization (Rothenberg, 1968).  

The study by Koenig and Lucero (2008) reveals that the amount of voicing during 
closure is dependent upon the intensity of intraoral pressure. In the case of ‘fast-rising’ 
pressures, illustrated by convex shapes of pressure pulse amplitudes the amount of voicing 
decreases. This decrease is proportional to the degree of convexity. On the other hand, with 
‘slow-rising’ pressure slopes, the amount of voicing during closure increases.  

(1.22)   Oscillograms of the syllable [�$] produced carefully by the author with varying degree of  

             closure voicing: no pre-voicing (‘0’ VOT) shown in top part, short pre-voicing achieved  
            through passive expansion of the larynx – middle part, and long prevoicing attained  
            through active expansion of the pharynx, shown in bottom part 
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A slow rise, as suggested by the data in Koenig and Lucero (2008:1083), should be associated 
with larger vocal tracts typical for adult men, whereas in children and women, whose vocal 
tracts are normally smaller, the intraoral pressure rises more rapidly, and voicing during 
closure is harder to achieve. 

The study by Bell-Berti (1975) links the enlargement of pharyngeal cavity to the 
activity of certain laryngeal muscles. The author claims (p.460) that sternohyoid muscles (see 
(1.12)) together with levator palatini serve the purpose of expanding the pharynx in an active 
manner. The latter muscle is normally used to raise the velum in order to shut the nasal tract 
while swallowing. Yet, the choice of muscles varies according to the speaker. The subject 
observed by Bell-Berti to be using passive expansion less frequently resorted more to active 
expansion. Others displayed a reverse pattern employing appropriate muscles accordingly, 
favouring the use of one group of muscles over the other. For two of the speakers the levator 

palatini was more active for the voiced, so called [-tense] stops, than for the voiceless, 
referred to as [+tense]. For two of the speakers the sternohyoid was implemented more for the 
voiced [-tense] plosives, than for the voiceless [+tense]. Bell-Berti perceives such a pattern of 
behaviour as contrary to the general notion of ‘tenseness’. In fact, in view of the involvement 
of both intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal musculature the various muscular contractions that 
result in stretching, tensing of the vocal folds or expanding of the pharyngeal walls seem to 
imply the feature [+tense] rather than [-tense] or [lax].  

The possibility of a relatively broad enhancement in the larynx that has been so 
widely attested in English, a language which phonologically appears not to make use of the 
feature [voice], might lead one to believe that the effect of full voicing need not necessarily be 
a mode aimed at by the native speakers producing word initial /b, d, g/. Speakers who 
consciously apply such mechanisms in careful, deliberate speech will most probably abandon 
voicing enhancement in running speech, whereas speakers who rarely show voicing 
enhancement will start using it if asked to more clearly separate voiced/voiceless pairs in 
careful presentation (cf. Lisker and Abramson, 1967:24). The findings presented above appear 
to prove that pre-voicing in English is used optionally, unlike in true voice languages, of 
Polish or Spanish type. The next section discusses the conditions that have impact on voicing 
perceived as incomplete and treated accordingly as a phonetic feature of phonologically 
voiced stops and fricatives in all positions.  

1.2.5 Incomplete voicing 

Glottal gestures, as transpires from the discussion above, are complex enough to make it 
difficult to precisely specify whether a sound is voiced or voiceless at a given moment, even 
though we are aware of their actual adjustments at that moment (Hoole 1999:90). There are a 
number of factors whose interplay determines the beginning, maintenance, and cessation of 
phonation, as noted by Hoole (1999). The first factor considered by Hoole is the set of 
muscular adjustments of the vocal folds which allow for their abduction or adduction, as well 
as the discrete configuration of the glottis at the point of adduction. Another factor is the set 
of the aerodynamic conditions at the glottis, chiefly the transglottal pressure, alluded to in the 
previous section, which not only depends on respiratory facts, but also on the degree and 
duration of the occlusion formed above the glottis. Finally, Hoole enumerates the intrinsic 
elasticity of the vocal folds and their tension which is modified by the laryngeal muscles. 
Muscular tensor activity, which leads to voicing on the one hand, as well as abductory 
movements, rapid airflow and aspiration on the other hand, are all associated with salient 
positions in a word. Word final contexts, though, usually facilitate muscular relaxation, 
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cessation of the signal, including devoicing. Word final devoicing is found in a number of 
languages, both Slavic, including Polish and Russian, and Germanic languages, like German 
or Dutch. 

Quite to the contrary, as noticed by van Oostendorp (2006:2), the languages 
mentioned above have been described as possessing phonetically incomplete final devoicing, 
with only apparent neutralizations in final contexts (cf. (1.23) below).  

(1.23)   Examples of word-final neutralizations from Polish, German, and Dutch 

Polish rat /%$�/ 
‘installments’(Gen.Pl.) 

rad /%$�/ 
‘advice’(Gen.Pl.) 

German Rat /&�'�/ 
‘advice’ (Nom.Sg.) 

Rad /&�'� / 
‘wheel’ (Nom.Sg.) 

Dutch rat /�$�/ 
‘rat’(Nom.Sg.) 

rad /�$�/ 
‘wheel’ (Nom.Sg.) 

Port and Leary (2005:948-949) argue that word–finally in such languages the devoicing is 
only context-sensitive, and despite the evident neutralisation the underlying spelling 
distinction is preserved and works for other, non-final contexts (cf. Van Oostedorp, 2006: (1) 
for alternating pairs). The authors claim that some speakers may leave the distinction only 
partially neutralized by means of fine, conscious articulatory control. Van Oostedorp (2006:3) 
maintains that acoustic measurements may still indicate systematic differences between 
seemingly neutralized segments. Moreover, listeners in psycholinguistic tests are capable of 
discriminating between such segments, no matter how subtle the difference is in the 
phonetics. Speakers often use enhancement in contexts that facilitate neutralization, using 
vowel lengthening, for example. Van Oostedorp (2006:4) postulates the possibility of 
phonological implementation of ‘enhancement’ that normally might be viewed as merely 
phonetic, and which signals the need of phonological structure in which the feature [voice] is 
not present in devoiced segments, yet the segments are still different from underlyingly 
voiceless ones. In English the phonologically unmarked segments, the so-called voiced 
phonemes are deprived of consistent cues that their marked counterparts possess (Avery and 
Idsardi 2001:10-11). English bilabial /b/, for example, is sometimes fully voiced, sometimes 
exhibits only partial voicing and may be voiceless, as well. Nevertheless, there is no overlap 
between /b/ and /p/ in English, but the distribution of the former phoneme is not as regularly 
specified as is the case with the latter. Analogically, unlike the English /s/ that is fully 
specified, /z/ has only contextual voicing, lacking laryngeal specification. The same holds for 
the remaining English obstruents.

The feaure [voice] is possible to attain only where the unspecified laryngeal airway 
is constricted for stops and fricatives, whereas the absence of voice requires a considerable 
departure from the neutral laryngeal state. The glottal aperture is wide enough to prevent any 
voicing in such a case (Losker and Abramson, 1971). The absence of voicing during closure, 
according to Chomsky and Halle, is either due to the neutral state of the larynx or to the 
absence of the feature [voice]. They associate the voiced state with those voiceless stops 
where pulsing starts upon the release, not during an occlusion. Transillumination of the glottis 
(Lisker et al., 1969), indeed reveals closing down of the glottis before the release in English 
initial /b, d, g/. Intraoral pressure measurements (Lisker 1970) show no reliable defferences 
between Englisk /p, t, k/ and /b, d, g/, either in rate of pressure rise, or peak intensity. It seems 
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that the pharynx is not enlarged for either class of stops. In non-initial positions, it is not the 
timing of the glottal opening and closing, but rather the control of the extent of the opening 
that the speaker seems to control (Lisker and Abramson, 1971). 

The choice of articulatory settings required for the implementation of voicing makes 
voiced plosive sounds a relatively difficult option. Ruhlen’s survey of 706 languages (1987) 
lists as many as 166 languages with only voiceless stops, compared with 4 languages that 
have only voiced stops. Yet, voicing tends to be employed more comfortably by stops than 
fricatives, because of the difficulty in maintaing the necessary transglottal pressure difference 
during fricative articulations. The high pressure required for friction in the vocal tract 
conflicts with the need for low pressure in the tract that is indespensible for the maintanance 
of voicing in the glottis (Ohala 1983a:201). Ruhlen’s survey (1987) shows that the absence of 
voicing on fricatives is in fact more than twice more likely than the lack of voicing in stops 
which agrees with the aerodynamic conditions met by both types of sounds. Furthermore, 
voiced fricatives tend to be of shorter durations than the voiceless ones, and voiced fricatives 
phonologically resemble ‘frictionless continuants’, which, as proved by the case of Spanish 
and Danish, is the final stage in their diachronic development (Ohala and Solé, 2008:313). As 
regards stop inventories, some places of articulation tend to disfavour voicing. In a set of 570 
languages whose stops were examined by Sherman (1975), gaps were attested in 87 
languages. It appears evident that velar stops are the least congruous with voicing in contrast 
with bilabial stops where voicing is achieved more naturally.  

According to calculations by Ohala  (1975) and Rothenberg (1968), on the proviso 
that the air volume in the vocal tract remains stable, voicing during stops can continue for 10-
15ms at most in any case, estimating the volume of vocal tract at 30-150cm3, flow rate of 
glottal air at 70-120 cm3/sec, and subglottal pressure at 5-15cm3 H2O . The study by Ohala 
and Riordan (1980) sets the maximum average duration of stop voicing at 70ms with the exact 
value determined by vocal tract wall compliance. This compliance, of all the plosives, seems 
greatest for /b/. Together with the walls of the pharynx, the tongue surface and the soft palate, 
as well as parts of the cheek walls are used (Rothenberg 1968). Only during the production of 
labial stops coarticulated with low vowels are the highly compliant lateral cheek walls 
exposed to the oral pressure, which would explain the largest median voicing duration of /b/ 
in the syllable /aba/ as testified by Ohala and Riordan (1980) (see (1.24) below). The extent of 
naturally achieved closure voicing appears to be influenced by the laxness and compliance of 
the walls of the vocal tract above the glottis, the cheeks apparently being the most compliant 
of all, as pointed by Westbury and Keating (1986:150). Some surfaces, like the hard palate 
and the teeth have very low, or zero compliance and have almost no impact upon voicing 
duration. The yielding ability of the soft walls appears to play a more crucial role in duration 
of voicing than the overall volume of vocal tract cavity behind the constriction for a stop 
(Ohala and Riordan, 1980). Within the bilabial pair, /p/ is more likely to undergo voicing and 
merge with /b/ than vice versa (Ohala 1983b:195). The vocalic context was found to influence 
the degree of devoicing, as well. As observed by Pape et al. (2006:216) the percentage of 
devoicing increases with  decreasing vowel height. The bilabial stop was found devoiced 
more often before the mid and low vowel compared to the high vowel. 
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(1.24)   Oscillograms of  syllables [$�$],[$�$],[$($] (from top to bottom)articulated by the   

            author at a relaxed manner, illustrating the result of vocal tract wall compliance upon the               
            duration of single voiced stops in the vicinity of low vowels.     
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Yet, according to Ohala and Riordan (1980:92), only in non-labial stops, where the cheeks are 
not involved, voicing duration should be proportional to vowel height, as the pharyngeal 
cavity size increases with vowel height. This seems to account for the supraglottal pressure 
drop during the production of high vowels. Additionally, tense/lax effect on mid- and high 
vowels was found to be vital. Lax vowel had a larger impact on the devoicing, because of oral 
tract enlargement in which they participate. Some languages circumvent the aerodynamic 
difficulties confronted in the production of voiced stops by means of pre-nasalization. The air 
pressure that builds up in the oral cavity is released into the nasal cavity through the velic port 
during the formation of closure. The resulting sounds are pre-nasalized stops of /mb, nd/ type.

As regards intervocalic voiced stops, whether geminate or homorganic, as presented 
in a model of Keating and Westbury (1986), lengthening of the closure would normally leave 
the pressure required for the continuation of voicing unchanged. Yet, further protraction of the 
closure to some 150ms would make the supraglottal pressure approximate the pressure below 
the glottis. Therefore, what should be expected in long geminate or homorganic clusters is 
first a period of voicing and then voicelessness, as presented in (1.25). Harms (1973) views 
the devoicing present in the second /d/ in the phrase ‘mad dog’ as a consequence of a natural 
rather than a consciously controlled behaviour, which seems to confirm the notion that 
voicing is maintained only in the first phase of  a stop geminate. Thus, if the changes in 
articulatory parameters that are voluntarily controlled are minimized by speakers a stop 
surrounded by two identical vocalic segments should be predominantly voiced if it is short 
enough. Prolonging the stop articulation must lead to the devoicing of the latter part of the 
plosive (Westbury and Keating 1986:152), giving rise to a voiced-voiceless segment. 
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(1.25)   Model oscillograms of  a long (geminated) voiced-voiceless /d/ in a syllable 

            [$��$  pronounced by the author  
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 This agrees with Helgason and Ringen’s findings for Swedish (2008:616) that point at a 
tendency for voicelessness to increase with stop duration in long consonantal intervocalic 
VC:V clusters. It might therefore be assumed that voicing in such conditions must be 
incomplete for natural reasons. In other, non-medial positions, be it initial or final, pressure 
differences on both sides of the glottis are naturally greater, as stated by Westbury and 
Keating (1986), and complete voicing is even more difficult to achieve. 

In word final post-vocalic pre-pausal context, a stop whose closure is held for more 
than 100ms is predominantly a voiceless one (cf. top part of (1.26)). Even with vocal folds 
that are adducted for the purpose of a prolonged phonation, glottal pulsation is likely to 
terminate early during the stop closure (Westbury and Keating 1986:152). Therefore, the 
feature [voice] appears to be considerably difficult to manifest phonetically in word final 
obstruents. For the best, final voicing may only be incomplete, and retained through some 
kind of enhancement, possibly lengthening of the preceding vowels or vocalic paragogue, as 
illustrated in middle and bottom part of (1.26). The resulting number of possible allophones of 
English stops conditioned by various types of limitations met at different positions seems to 
be considerable, most notably concerning the set proposed by Trager and Smith (1951:31-31). 
They postulate three allophones for /b/, namely [b], [���], and [���]. The first allophone stands 
for a fully voiced stop, whereas the other two represent variants with a voiceless onset and 
offset respectively. The fortis phoneme /p/ is represented as having four allophones: [ph], [p], 
[P], and [�) *�The first variant is described as voiceless and aspirated to some degree, the 
second as fortis voiceless unaspirated, appearing in medial positions, the third is found only in 
clusters starting with /s/, and is similar either to any allophone of /b/ or /p/. 
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Vocal fold vibration ceases 
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(1.26)   Oscillograms of word final, voiced /d/ in the syllable /��/. Top part shows an essentially   

             voiceless [��~�] caused by extreme closure length. Middle part exemplifies a partially   

             voiced [d��] achieved through an increased length of the preceding vowel. Bottom part   

            shows an almost fully voiced [d] in which voicing continues into an extra vocalic element 
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The last allophone of /p/, [�) �is defined as occurring in pre-pausal position. Nowadays, the 
last two variants of /b/ are represented by means of [��], and somewhat vaguely described as 
either ‘voiced as in English’, ‘voiceless and lax’, or ‘voiced but not pre-voiced’ (Lisker 
1982:233-234). Concerning the last label, Lisker (1982) notes that, in fact, medial /p/ in the 
word ‘rapid’ may have the same amount of voicing as the initial /b/ in ‘be’, yet the ‘p’ is 
hardly ever classified as ‘voiced but not pre-voiced’. 

In the case of fricatives, as signalled before, two contrary conditions must be 
fulfilled in order that a fricative is voiced. The pressure at the glottis must be higher than the 
atmospheric pressure to allow for frication, but lower than the pressure below the glottis to 
permit vocal fold vibration. As observed by Fuchs et al. (2007:92), phonologically voiced 
fricatives should phonetically be either partially voiced or voiceless. Studies on the 
articulation of English /s/ and /z/ by McLeod et al. (2006) show a greater degree of anterior 
tongue palate contact and a smaller groove for the voiced fricative. Dixit and Hoffman (2004) 
claim that a larger palatal contact in the production of phonologically voiced sound is caused 
by laryngeal action. A narrower groove in a more tongue palate contact ensures the pressure 
drop during the constriction and maintenance of friction necessary for /z/. The study by Fuchs 
et al. (2007) indicates that full voicing contrast is observed in German alveolar and 
postalveolar fricatives only in word medial position. In word-initial position, subjects showed 
little or no difference in voicing between the voiced and voiceless phonemes. In the final 
position, voicing gesture was abandoned quickly. The authors argue that if differences 
between voiced and voiceless alveolars exist they consist in more palatal contact in the former 
group. More frontal articulation of the voiced variants would indicate that the maintenance of 
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voicing rather than turbulence is given priority. Thus, the feature [voice] seems to find its 
expression in the articulatory efforts that clash with aerodynamic limitations. 

The last acoustic element to consider as a cue to voicing/voicelessness is the role of 
fundamental frequency in stop-vowel contexts and vowel formant transitions close to an 
obstruent. 

1.2.6 Fundamental frequency (F0) and formant transitions 

  
Some authors (Lehiste and Peterson, 1951; Kohler, 1982; Umeda, 1981; Ohde, 1984) suggest 
that the release of a voiceless stop before a vowel is accompanied by a raised F0 of the onset 
of the voice source compared to the release of a voiced stop. In the voiceless stop, the low F0

tends to shift downward, whereas in the voiced stop it is likely to shift upward. Abramson 
(2000:27) expresses a view that a raised F0 results from the action of the cricothyroid muscle 
aimed at suppressing phonation. Analogically, in the case of word final postvocalic stops the 
fundamental frequency contour displays downward deflection for a voiced consonant and an 
upward deflection for a voiceless one, as found in a perception study by Kohler (1985). What 
is more, broadening the frequency range for the falling movement of F0 additionally led to an 
increase in [+voice] judgements. Another perception study by Abramson and Lisker (1985) 
further proves listeners’ sensitivity to fundamental frequency shifts and their length. The 
number of positive identification of English labial stops in the study varied for F0 transitions 
that were 20ms long, but with transitions longer than 35ms virtually all identifications were 
positive. The authors found a significant effect for F0 onset, and strong interaction between 
shift durations and F0 onset for each of the durations. They further conclude (1985:32) that 
there is a modest effect of F0 shifts on judgements of consonant voicing. Moreover, there 
seem to be values of VOT upon which F0 has no impact. On the other hand, any values of F0 

can be affected by voice onset time. As regards flat F0 contour, Gruenenfielder and Pisoni 
(1980) likened it to a falling contour with starting and ending values equidistant in Hz above 
and below  the flat contour. However, the falling contour was found by both authors to 
influence [+voice] responses more radically. Derr and Massaro (1980) posit a contradictory 
claim that it is not necessarily a decrease but also an increase in fundamental frequency values 
that is responsible for voice judgements. What seems to play a decisive role in the perception 
of voicing is the departure from a stable or stationary flat F0 contour in the vicinity of a 
consonant. 

Whalen et al. (1993) found that the appropriateness of the F0 in synthesized signal 
containing prevocalic labial stops affected decision time in listeners. As separate analyses of 
signal for /p/ and /b/ showed, F0 was significant in itself, although it strongly interacted with 
the response category, namely /p/ and /b/. Inappropriate F0 resulted in a 17ms delay in the 
identification of the category. Repeated series of tests in the same study revealed that subjects 
made more use of the F0 information as they became more familiar with the stimuli. The 
speeded conditions in the experiment seemed to prove that despite unambiguous VOT values 
for both the voiced and voiceless stop category, the F0 information was still used and 
incorporated into the identification process. That might indicate, as noted by the authors, that 
the redundant features are always taken into account. Furthermore, both level and contour 
fundamental frequency values had influence on voicing judgements. In fact, as the results of 
the study by Whalen et al. (1993:2156) seem to imply, perturbations in natural speech must be 
perceptible as they appear to be directly linked to the presence versus absence of voicing. 
Even speakers who do not employ F0 differences for phonological contrasts in their own 
speech might learn to treat such differences as vital from the speech of others who utilize such 
distinctions. Moreover, in order to be implemented distinctively the effect of F0 on voicing 
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must be intensified. Otherwise, the loss of voicing contrast would consequently connote the 
loss of difference in fundamental frequency (Whalen et al, 1993:2158).  

A perception study conducted by Castleman and Diehl (1996) revealed that either a 
lower steady-state F0 or a lower offset F0 caused a higher number of [+voice] identifications 
while other variables were kept stable. Among the investigated series, as shown in (1.27), 
Low-Low series yielded more [+voice] responses than the Low-High ones, but without 
significant difference. 

(1.27)   Schematic diagram of the F0 contours representing all combinations of the binary F0   

             values in the steady-state region of the syllable and the syllable offset (adapted from  
             Castleman and Diehl, 1996: Fig.1) 
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As for all the four possible regions of the disyllable, the four with Low-Low F0 contour in the 
first syllable triggered more [+voice] responses than the four series with a Low-High F0

contour, which appears to be in agreement with the low-frequency hypothesis (Stevens and 
Blumstein, 1981). The property may be analysed as comprising three phonetically distinct 
subproperties such as voicing during the constriction interval, and low F1 frequency close to 
the interval together with a low F0 in the same context. Lehiste (1977) hypothesises that an 
alterating F0 contour is responsible for the impression that the following consonant receives 
more voicing. In fact, overall vowel duration is greater before voiced/lenis than before 
voiceless/fortis consonants. 

Alongside the role of F0 as a cue in the perception of consonant voicing, vowel F1 

has also been observed (Delattre et al., 1952) as an indicative of word final obstruent [voice] 
categorization, and not merely as a cue for the vowel height. This is also supported by Stevens 
and Klatt (1974), who found a considerable percentage of listeners who reacted in a 
categorical manner to the presence or absence of radical frequency shifts in the formants 
following the onset of phonation. Lisker (1986), in an investigation of acoustic features 
present in trochees, emphasises the importance of F1 offset frequency, F1 transition offset 
time, or F1 ‘cutback’ in pre-closure. Correspondingly, in post-closure signal the author 
highlights the role of onset of F1 transition, F1 onset frequency, as well as F1 transition 
duration. Differences that can be observed in the F0 of a vowel do not seem to be caused by 
the airflow that accompanies the preceding consonant (Hoole, 2006: I-22). The rush of air 
present in the production of voiceless aspirated consonants seems to increase the Bernouilli 
effect in the closing phase, and consequently the glottal cycle rises only for a moment. In 
voiced consonants, the slow flow of air supposedly diminishes the fundamental frequency. 
Experimental studies (Liberman et al. 1958) have shown that a manipulation of the signal 
through a very low start in the frequency of the first formant leads to the production of a 
perceptually strong stop consonant. Positioning the first formant at frequencies other than low 
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weakens the voicing impression, though the impression of voicelessness does not seem to be 
strong. Liberman et al. (1958;154) report that Malécot in personal communication mentioned 
a possibility of obtaining final voiceless stops by reducing the intensity of F1 of the release or 
by omitting the formant altogether. The authors tested Malécot’s operation on the initial stops 
where it had an analogical devoicing effect. Additionally, as found by Liberman et al. (1958), 
the length of the F1 reduction necessary for the conversion of voiced stops into voiceless ones 
depended on the place of stop articulation. The alveolar stops required the largest cutback to 
be perceived as voiceless, while the labials appeared as voiceless with minimal reductions in 
F1. Many listeners reacted to the labials as voiceless only when the voice bar had been 
removed without any change in F1 transition. In fact, with other classes of stops listeners 
discarded the presence/absence of the voice bar as redundant, identifying the stops as voiced 
even when the fundamental frequency was absent in the spectrum. Both factors appertaining 
to the first formant, namely its rise and the delay in its appearance, occurred to be vital in the 
experiment. The former suggested the presence of voice, the latter the voicelessness of a stop. 
Apparently, as noticed by Liberman et al. (1958:164), the presence of noise in place of 
harmonics in all three formants does not lead to the perception of sound as devoid of voice. A 
rising F1 superimposed on the ‘noise alone’ pattern (see (1.28)) proved to be a strong cue to 
voice, in fact cancelling the potential impression of voicelessness represented by the noise in 
the formants. Furthermore, the presence of noise in F2 and F3 simultaneous with the presence 
of cutback in F1 increased the impression of voicelessness, although the inclusion of noise 
without cutback had no similar impact on listeners’ perception. 

(1.28)   Patterns illustrating the stimulus conditions designed to evaluate the effects of noise in the    

             formants (adapted from Liberman et al., 1958:Fig.6) 
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The ability to perceive voicing, which appears to be one of the factors that make this feature a 
distinctive one, is predominantly linked with stop consonants (Lisker and Abramson, 1967).
Languages where this feature would apply to sounds other than stops and fricatives are 
apparently hard to find. Spectrographic presence of noise originating in the glottis, 
perceptually audible, and at the same time distinguishable from any background noise defined 
as ‘hum’ is largely dependent on intensity threshold (Lisker and Abramson, 1967:3). Yet, it 
seems quite risky to attach too much importance to a limited number of physical disturbances 
represented in the spectrum and hence detectable acoustically, because they may not have 
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their auditory consequence in the listener (Lisker and Abramson, 1964). The discrepancy or 
incomplete correspondence between perception, spectral images of  physical acoustic facts, 
and phonological distinctive categorisations appears to be serious. The desire to apply a single 
feature [voice] to sounds in the production of which vocal fold vibration is absent seems to 
create a need to discard serious phonetic differences between languages which contrast pre-
voicing with short-lag VOT, short-lag VOT with strong aspiration, as well as pre-voicing and 
strong aspiration (Petrova et al., 2006). It appears that consonants represented in various 
spellings and phonetic representations, whether broad or narrow, are a result of a set of 
articulatory gestures and states rather than their acoustic properties more or less directly 
visible in the spectra. The following section deals with phonological specifications that are 
determined by a selected number of articulatory gestures. Many of them have been presented 
in the sections before and some are regarded as vital in defining language-specific contrasts 
involving glottal configurations. 

1.3 Phonological specifications – the feature [spread glottis] 

By far the most favourable context for obtruent release to be salient, and, at the same time, for 
voice onset time to serve as a cue for voicing contrast are presonorant positions (Kenstowicz 
et al., 2003:13), also including prepausal positions. Sonorants are usually associated with 
articulator strength and a marked degree of articulatory opening. Any process that limits the 
degree of a modulation that could be applied to signal is regarded as a weakening (Harris, 
2009:2). Strong positions, as argued by Harris (2009:3), tend to promote contrasts which may 
become obliterated in other positions, and prominent positions, in turn, are those in which 
strengthening is feasible. 

Phonological representations, as a rule, tend to be possibly simple and are devoid of 
features considered as redundant. Over-specification appears to be a drawback of phonetic 
representations which contain much more information that is necessary for maintaining 
phonological distinctions (Avery and Idsardi, 2001:1). Specifications offered by phonology, 
on the other hand, are not sufficient to make up a complete set of articulatory gestures 
employed in the pronunciation of a particular segment. In the pronunciation process the 
mapping from phonlogy to phonetics, as stated by Avery and Idsardi (2001:7), provides the 
minimum phonological data with the missing gestural detail. Both authors call the process 
completion. The already present dimensions are thus furnished with additional information 
that refers to movements of articulators. Another process mentioned by Avery and Idsardi 
(2001), enhancement, consists in adding a dimension node that converts a phonological 
contrast into a phonetic one. The complex relationship between phonetics and phonology, the 
surface realization and phonological abstract structure is reflected in the formulation of the 
Turbidity Theory (van Oostendorp, 2007:8) which assumes the existence of two distinct 
relationships, projection and pronunciation. The former is a structural link between a segment 
and the feature, roughly analogous to licensing. The latter relationship covers the output 
correspondence between structure and the segment, and describes the output realization of a 
structure. In certain cases, the projection relations are not expressed phonetically, and remain 
only on the structural level or are ‘turbid’. The phonetics, as further related by van 
Oostendorp (2007:9), interprets only those features that stand in pronunciation relation to a 
segment in the phonology. ‘Deletion’ of a structural feature is usually seen as a projection line 
which is not recognizable as a pronunciation line (van Oostendorp, 2007:10). Such an account 
requires that phonetics should become gradient, rather than categorical. A given phonological 
feature may be phonetically represented in various ways, and listeners’ perception tends to be 
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modified in such a way that it identifies those features in the signal that serve categorical 
distinctions in the most reliable manner (cf. van Oostendorp, 2007:12). The following section 
discusses various acoustic implications of phonological features, which refer to the state of 
the glottis, and are used in the so-called ‘voicing’ contrasts. 

Voicing can occur only if certain aerodynamic conditions at the glottis are fulfilled. 
These refer to the mutual relationship between the width of the glottal opening, the difference 
between the subglottal pressure and the pressure across the glottis, and the stiffness of the 
vocal folds (cf. 1.1.1). The last is modified by the action of relevant laryngeal muscles (see 
1.2.1). As illustrated in (29), and stated by Halle and Stevens (1971), glottal vibrations above 
the line labelled as ‘slack’ (light grey area in (1.29)), when the stiffness of the vocal folds is 
relatively small, are possible with the width of the glottal opening larger than around 0.5mm.  

(1.29)   Approximate ranges of conditions in which vibrations of the vocal cord take place. ∆P   

             stands for the transglottal pressure; Psub for the pressure below the glottis, and ws is the   
            static width of the glottis if there were no vibrations. Points A, B, C represent glottal   

            widths for non-obstruents when ∆P/Psub=1. The regions are based on the assumed  

            subglottal pressure of -8cm H2O. For smaller values of ws the curves are estimated.   
           (altered version of Fig.IX-15 from Halle and Stevens (1971))
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As the glottal opening increases, a smaller difference between the subglottal pressure and the 
transglottal pressure is required. In an analogous way, the oscillations are found above the line 
labelled as ‘stiff’ (dark grey area in (1.29)). Here, however, a smaller difference between the 
two pressures is necessary for the initiation of glottal vibrations with much smaller glottal 
openings. The feature ‘stiff’ does not apply to openings larger than 1.5mm. Below the two 
lines, vocal fold oscillations do not occur for ‘stiff’ and ‘slack’ vocal folds respectively. The 
three points that lie along the line where the transglottal and subglottal pressures are equal 
refer to voicing conditions for non-obstruents. Hence, normal conditions for voicing in 
obstruents are found when the subglottal pressure is higher than the transglottal pressure. 
Slack vocal folds, unlike stiff vocal folds entail a larger difference between the pressures for 
smaller glottal width values. 
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Phonological systems of languages that possess voicing contrast rely on thoroughly 
voiced stops if the dimension Glottal Tension is present (Iverson and Salmons, 2003). 
Obstruents in such languages are characterized by the gesture [slack]. Those lenis stops in 
which voicing is partial or weak are encountered in aspiration languages, and they are not 
marked for any inherent laryngeal qualities. In aspiration languages during the production of 
voiced obstruents increasing intraoral pressure is responsible for outward displacement on the 
vocal folds leading to their abduction. At the same time, the stiffness of the walls of the glottis 
and the vocal tract during the closure is increased (Cho and Ladefoged, 1999:211-212). As a 
result, aspirated sounds are normally represented by features such as [spread glottis], [stiff 
vocal folds] (see. 1.1.1), or [H], whereas actively voiced stops are labelled in phonology by 
features [voice], [slack vocal folds] or [L] (Harris, 2009:22). If the feature [spread glottis] is 
the only active feature in stops in aspiration languages, the only voiced stops must be found in 
contexts which facilitate voicing, for example in intervocalic position (Petrova et al., 2006:3). 
In such situations, voicing is a matter of phonetics, not an active phonological feature. 
Spontaneous voicing, from a formal point of view, as expressed by Iverson and Salmons 
(2003:8), results from the introduction of Glottal Tension dimension into laryngeally 
unmarked sonorants. Then voicing takes place regardless of the degree of vocal fold tension. 
The gesture [slack] will manifest itself in lower pitch, [stiff] in higher pitch, and if neither 
feature is present, the pitch will be intermediate. However if the Glottal Tension dimension is 
marked for the gesture [stiff] in a specific way, stiff vocal cords will inhibit glottal oscillations 
at low pressure values across the glottis and, automatically, by the low transglottal airflow, as 
is the case with obstruents (Iverson and Salmons, 2003:10). 

In a similar fashion, as noted by Iverson and Salmons (2003), aspirating systems 
make use of fricatives that are partially or derivatively voiced (Glottal Tension absent), and 
non-aspirating systems employ consistently voiced segments (Glottal Tension present). Yet, 
voiceless fricatives are similar with respect to laryngeal features in both types of languages, 
and are marked by Glottal Width expressed by means of the feature [+spread glottis], which 
likens them to aspirated stops (Vaux, 1998). The differences between the amplitude of vocal 
fold opening for stops and fricatives do not exceed 0.25mm, as has been found by Löfqvist 
and McGarr (1987). What seems to distinguish voiceless stops and fricatives is the size of the 
peak glottal opening, which has been observed to be slightly but significantly larger in 
aspirated stops than fricatives. Moreover, the beginning of glottal abduction in fricatives, 
relative to the formation of oral closure occurs sooner than in stops (Hutters, 1984,; Löfqvist 
and McGarr, 1987). From the point of view of aerodynamic conditions, in fricative sounds the 
most decisive moment seems to be their onset, while in aspirated stops what matters most is 
their offset (Hoole,1999;21). An early start of glottal abduction in stops would probably lead 
to preaspiration and it is postponed in languages where preaspiration is avoided, like in 
English for example (cf. Löfqvist and McGarr ,1987).  

The unmarked state for fricative consonants, as argued by Van Bree (2003), is 
voicelessness, and the voiced fricatives are subject to devoicing more readily than the voiced 
stops. The nature of contrast between the voiced and voiceless fricatives on the phonetic level 
is based on the difference in duration (cf. Slis and van Heugten, 1989), which may be traced 
also in phonological OT framework in the formulation of MULTILINK constraint (Ringen, 
1999), which states that ‘a consonant is [+spread glottis] iff it is long’. In a similar fashion the 
feature [tense] on fricatives appears to be cued by length, which points at [tense] and [spread 
glottis] as behaving like two identical features (van Oostendorp, 2007:12). Consequently, if a 
voiceless fricative is short it tends to share its spread specification either by means of 
becoming long or by occurring in a voiceless cluster. 

The application of particular dimensions describing the state of the glottis to stops 
can cause their gradual spirantization and transform them into fricatives, as was the case in 
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the history of Germanic languages (cf. 1.1.1). Iverson and Salmons (2003) view Grimm’s 
Law as a drag chain (see (1.30)). The Indo-European simple voiced plosives lost their Glottal 
Tension specification and underwent devoicing. Later, in result of Germanic Enhancement 
(see 1.1.1) the devoiced series acquired the Glottal Width dimension and became aspirates. 
The Indo-European ‘voiced aspirates’, at the same time, were reduced to plain voiced stops 
being rid of the Glottal Width dimension, finally also losing their Glottal Tension. The 
outcome was a laryngeally unmarked set of plosives that appeared in later Germanic. 
Ultimately, the only dimension that remains is the Glottal Width manifesting itself in the 
feature [spread glottis] which characterises voiceless aspirated stops (see (1.31)). Phonetic 
effect that accompanies the [spread glottis] is aspiration, which is lacking in the non-aspirated 
unmarked series (cf. Ringen and Helgason, 2004:65). Aspiration, a common Germanic 
feature, has continued to act as an enhancing force leading to spirantisation, or affrication of 
phonetically aspirated stops, as is he case with Liverpool English (Honeybone, 2001), as well 
as Danish (Fischer-Jørgensen 1980, Kohler 1984: 164). The non-distinctive affrication which 
tends to accompany heavily aspirated stops in systems that contrast aspirated vs. plain 
plosives may follow from the fact that the feature [spread glottis] is likely to be enhanced by 
the feature [+strident], as suggested by Clements (2006:3). 

(1.30)   Likely internal chronology of Grimm’s Law as a drag- chain effect (adapted from Ivery   

              and Salmons (2003:Table I), starting from the stage after Germanic Enhancement 
             (see 1.1.1) 
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Frequently, palatalized stops are pronounced with strident affrication. On the other hand, 
exceptionally, a large glottal aperture present in the production of a stop need not guarantee 
its aspiration (Ridouane et al., 2006). For instance, the unaspirated uvular stop [,] is produced 
with a wide open glottis, yet with a VOT which does not exceed 20ms.  

As regards the voiceless unaspirated stops, the bilabial variant has been assigned 
with the feature [+stiff] (Halle and Stevens, 1971) along with the aspirated counterpart [ph].  
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(1.31)   Differences in featural representation of three stop categories

                  (based upon Keating, 1984:326)

{VOICED} {VOICELESS  UNASPIRATED} {VOICELESS  ASPIRATED}

STOP STOP STOP

Closure ClosureRelease Release Closure Release

[+voice] [-spread glottis] [-spread glottis] [+spread glottis][-voice] [-voice]

Nevertheless, electromyographic evidence (Hirose and Gay, 1972:162) shows that these stops 
are articulated without increased activity of the cricothyroid, the vocalis, and the lateral 
cricoarytenoid muscles (see section 1.2.1, figures (1.9), (1.10), (1.11)). The EMG data seem 
to undermine the viability of the use of the feature [+stiff] for the production of voiceless 
obstruents. Moreover, the application of the feature [-spread glottis] for the voiceless 
unaspirated stop, as illustrated in (1.31) above, does not find support in the EMG evidence 
offered by Hirose and Gay (1972), as this consonant is marked by high posterior 
cricoarytenoid activity and suppressed interarytenoid muscle activity normally associated with 
an abducted glottis. 

The use of the feature [spread glottis] cannot be limited to contexts promoting 
salient release, although full glottal fold abduction is attainable only foot-initially (Iverson and 
Salmons, 1995), and metrical prominence tends to strengthen glottal opening gestures in 
syllable onsets. Apart from stops and fricatives found in strong positions, like foot and 
syllable initial ones, the gesture is phonetically present also in clusters of fricative plus stop 
where it occurs as shared between the two segments (Iverson and Salmons, 1995:3). As the 
fricative is articulated with a higher oral flow than the stop (i.e. /sk/ clusters) the peak glottal 
opening, which is larger for /s/, tends to overlap with the smaller opening for the stop 
consonant. This seems to account for the deaspiration of voiceless stops (see (1.32, a) after 
fricatives in aspirating languages (Ridouane, 2006; Ridouane et al., 2006). The study of 
Berber by Ridouane et al. (2007) reveals that the overall number of peak glottal openings and 
their location depends on how many voiceless fricatives are found in a sequence. In two 
adjacent fricatives there was just a single glottal opening positioned at the leftmost fricative. 
In segments produced with a high rate of oral airflow there existed a separate laryngeal 
opening gesture pointing at the discreet functional coupling between oral articulators and the 
larynx (Ridouane et al. 2007:2052). If a voiceless stop or a fricative is followed by a sonorant 
sound in a language that employs the feature [spread glottis] the obstruent shares the feature 
with the sonorant, and the latter devoices, as shown in (1.32, b, c) (Ridouane 2006:3). In 
languages that do not employ the feature [spread glottis] either phonemically or phonetically, 
sonorant sounds that follow the initial voiceless unaspirated stops remain predictably and 
invariably voiced with no sharing effect (Iverson and Salmons, 1995:4). 
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(1.32)   Sharing of the feature [spread glottis] in fricative + plosive (a) plosive + sonorant (b) and   

             fricative + sonorant (c)  clusters (adapted from Ridouane, 2006:(3))

The aerodynamic conditions present at the glottis seem to account for the lack of need for 
strong voluntary command of glottal aperture (Fuchs et al, 2004). Unlike in the case of 
phonation which is subject to voluntary control, the pressure differences at the glottis together 
with the elastic properties of the vocal folds are sufficient for the abductory gestures (the 
myoelastic theory). The modelling studies by Van den Berg (1958) proved that the neuroaxic 
theory assuming the neuro-muscular control of the glottal movements was incorrect. Thus, the 
interaction between glottal aerodynamics, physical properties of the vocal folds, and the 
muscular control of the vocal fold tension, abduction and adduction is reflected in the choice 
of featural representations of the ‘voiced/voiceless’ contrast in the so called aspirating and 
non-aspirating languages. Phonological principles regulating voicing and devoicing 
tendencies in a particular language are determined by language-specific grammars. The 
following chapter is devoted to the outline of the theoretical framework adopted for handling 
language data acquired for the present thesis. 
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2. Voicing assimilations and final devoicing - Optimality Theory (OT) 

framework

The present chapter tries to illustrate how the processes of voicing assimilations and word-
final devoicing are interpreted by the set of principles established by Optimality Theory (OT) 
(Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy 2001). The sections that follow present chief 
assumptions of the theory as they relate to the issues investigated by the thesis. Thus, section 
2.1 discusses the basic principles of OT model and their implications. Section 2.2 deals with 
the principles of constraint interaction, the notions of faithfulness and markedness in relation 
to the feature [voice], and whether this feature should be perceived as binary or privative. The 
following two sections 2.3. and 2.4 show the ways OT framework accounts for the 
phenomena of agreement in voicing and final devoicing. Section 2.5 presents constraint 
rankings that relate to voicing specifications employed by three selected languages of the 
Germanic group: English, German and Dutch. 

2.1. Core notions of OT model 

The model of  grammar created by the Optimality Theory (hence referred to as OT) differs 
essentially from the traditional systems like Chomsky’s SPE generative framework. SPE 
could be defined as segmental, rule-based, derivational, heavily based on abbreviational 
conventions, and acting after the principles of rule ordering. Certain rules are treated as cyclic, 
i.e. they are repeatedly applicable to increasing morphosyntactic constituents that follow one 
another in a hierarchical order (McCarthy 2001:48). In OT there are no processes that stand 
apart from other processes but they potentially interact, whereas in SPE each rule appears 
autonomous (McCarthy 2001:102). McCarthy (2001:108) stresses the inherently typological 
nature of OT. Given that the grammar of one language is known completely then the 
grammars of all possible human languages are known, as well. In the model of Natural 
Phonology the natural processes that constitute the grammar are part of an innate set that 
learners use at the beginning of learning when the processes are active. During the process of 
learning the innate processes are gradually suppressed either to a full or partial extent 
(McCarthy 2001:50). OT accounts for differences between grammar in languages by means of 
different constraint ranking but offers no explanation why the constraints are ranked in a 
particular order in various languages (Haładewicz-Grzelak 2009:526). Haładewicz-Grzelak 
(2009:525) draws the attention to the fact that OT seems to operate as a system of partial 
discourses which are mutually exclusive and has the nature of para-thesis. Para-thesis 
according to Parmenides is pseudo-discursive and it lacks the logo-machie in which thesis and 
antithesis battle each other. When an OT analysis produces a tableau the whole explanation is 
complete, which may be perceived as a drawback of the whole model. 

The basic architecture on which the whole system of OT relies is presented in (2.1) 
below. 

(2.1) The OT architecture (after Alyumah 2008:164) 

Optimal OutputEVAL (constraints)candidate setGENInput Optimal OutputEVAL (constraints)candidate setGENInput
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Both inputs and outputs are levels of actual representation. In contrast with the theory of 
Generative Phonology OT is nonderivational. This means that mapping from inputs to outputs 
proceeds without intermediate steps (Alyumah 2008:164). If there are two output candidates 
the one that performs better on the highest ranking constraint that distinguishes between them 
is viewed as more harmonic. Consequently, the output constitutes the more harmonic or 
optimal candidate of the two (McCarthy 2001:3). Cross-linguistic variation is conditioned by 
reranking constraints and the grammar inventory of a language follows from the outputs that 
originate from the universal set of inputs common to all languages. The unrestrained 
combinatorial possibilities inherent to the set of linguistic principles and inputs place no limit 
on the input and are referred to as Richness of the Base (Smolensky 1994:5, cited in Krämer 
2003; McCarthy 2001:70). As a result users of a given language or dialect are able to create 
the patterns of their language drawing from the unlimited set of inputs (Krämer 2003:11). 
Particular language inventories, according to OT, are subject to both static and dynamic 
restrictions that result from the interaction of markedness and faithfulness constraints. Each 
restriction is accounted for once and only once and thus the Duplication Problem is avoided 
(McCarthy 2001:73). 

The second element in the OT architecture (see (2.1)) is called GEN and its task is to 
offer the set of various candidate outputs from which a language-specific ranking selects the 
right one. GEN turns out to act as a universal candidate generator which depends on the input, 
but whose candidates differ from the input in diverse ways (McCarthy 2001:8-9,138). 
Possible inputs are not identical to underlying representations. Though the grammar of a 
language is responsible for mapping all possible inputs onto attested surface forms, the 
speakers will not make use of all the forms. Lexicon Optimization (Prince and Smolensky 
1993) provides a strategy that enables a language learner to choose a single most harmonic 
output out of multiple inputs (Beckman and Ringen 2004:105). 

 The element of the OT architecture that immediately follows GEN is EVAL ((2.1) 
above). It makes all candidates subject to comparison and using the language-specific 
constraint hierarchy chooses the most optimal one, which usually stands at the top of the 
candidate set (McCarthy 2001:7, Alyumah 2008:164). McCarthy (ibid.) remarks that EVAL 
cannot choose between candidates that incur the same number of violations from all 
constraints. This, in turn, brings about variation that exists within individual languages. Yet, 
the universal set of constraints employed by any language is sufficiently rich for EVAL to 
come up with a unique winner. Variation within languages cannot, however, be explained by 
any parameter (McCarthy 2001:110). On the other hand, a constraint that is dominated may 
appear as decisive in contexts where higher-ranking constraints are not, whereas in other 
languages the same constraint may be undominated and systematically obeyed (McCarty 
ibid.). Constraints always assert their preferences, though not all of them are visibly active 
with the exception of the highest-ranking ones (McCarthy 2001:11-12). Another existing 
module that closely cooperates with EVAL is known as CON. Its role is to manipulate a 
language specific ranking of constraints from the so called ‘universal set of constraints’ 
(Alyumah 2008:164).  

Thus, the chief mechanism on which the whole performance of OT model is the 
interplay of various language-peculiar constraints, which are crucially responsible for 
qualifying or disqualifying given inputs as output forms. The ensuing section is devoted to the 
principles of constraint interaction, primarily to the ways in which faithfulness and 
markedness constraints compete in the selection of most optimal outputs in reference to the 
feature [voice]. 
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2.2  Constraint interaction 

The role of constraints employed by OT model does not resemble the role of universals of 
human language as, unlike universals, constraints are subject to violation. According to the 
requirements of OT constraint interaction serves as the source of derivation of language 
universals (McCarthy 2001:16). Furthermore, constraints seem to act as specific hypotheses 
about Universal Grammar that are later proved or disproved in the process of OT analysis. 
Possessing the status of hypotheses only, they cannot be fully accounted for (McCarthy 
2001:17). Constraints pose certain demands that are either obeyed or not, thus strengthening 
or weakening their role as potential hypotheses. 

Haładewicz-Grzelak (2009:524) claims that OT is essentially ‘boundary based’, 
thereby highlighting the role of ONSET and ALIGN constraints, although what they act upon 
and indirectly imply, namely the boundary or the syllable, are missing in this representation. 
The former constraint requires that syllables must have onsets, the latter one demands that 
constituent edges (of syllable, foot, or word) coincide. 
            The process of successive constraint violations resulting during an OT analysis allows 
for a choice of a most harmonic candidate out of a set of outputs. On the basis of an analytical 
tableaux constraints are ranked accordingly. The tableaux themselves enable to draw certain 
conclusions that stem from the behaviour of candidate outputs in relation to a particular 
constraint. The principle of Harmonic bounding (McCarthy 2001:23) points at output 
candidates that categorically lose to another candidate regardless of constraint ordering. The 
principle states that input-output a harmonically bounds input-output b if the former pair 
incurs a subset of violations incurred by the latter pair. As regards the possible rankings of 
given constraint sets, McCarthy (2001:26) recommends reporting only those that are 
sufficiently backed by evidence.  
            An OT analysis is graphically expressed by means of tableaux where given candidates 
are indicated as optimal in reference to constraints they are subjected to. One way of showing 
this is by means of annotated data tableaux (see (2.2) below). Violations of subsequent 
constraints C by candidate outputs ω, a, and b are marked by stars (*). 

(2.2) An annotated data  tableau (Prince 2002:3) 

******!b

***!*a

****ω

C3C2C1

******!b

***!*a

****ω

C3C2C1

When the star-format contains a larger number of violations that are shared by individual 
candidates the comparison between them may be facilitated by cancelling out those  violations 
(Prince 2002:4). The number of violations need not be counted. What matters in the process 
of comparing two candidates, though, is the difference between the violation profile of the 
desired optimum and that of each competitor. Cancelling out helps to highlight the difference; 
winning and losing takes place when one candidate’s tally is zeroed but the other is not, as 
illustrated in (2.3) below. 
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(2.3) Cancellation (Prince 2002:4) 

******

*******

******

*******

*

**

*

**

Prince (2002:5) points out that pairwise cancellation may prove useful in conducting 
computations in order to evaluate two candidates. Yet, in the case of multi-comparison 
collections it may turn out unsuitable, because it removes row-local representations that act as 
vital sources of all the crucial information. Prince (ibid.) further suggests that instead of 
cancellation one would rather apply subtraction of one row from another. This gives rise to a 
three-way distinction between winner (W), loser (L) and blank, or zero as can be seen in the  
tableau presented in (2.4). This type of tableau is referred to as a comparative tableau. This 
way of comparing candidates seems to simplify the basic notions regarding candidates and 
constraints. As stated by Prince (2002:2), it should be established whether a candidate 
behaves as a desired optimum, or else competes with the desired optimum, which signifies 
that it forms the suboptimum itself. As for each constraint, these should either show 
preference for the desired optimum, or the desired suboptimum, or else be neutral to both. The 
tableau shown in (2.4) below shows the competition between two candidates: A and B, among 
which A is the desired optimum, B is the desired suboptimum. The cells marked with W

indicate which constraint C favours the winner, and those marked with L point at the 
constraints preferring the loser. Empty cells show when a constraint is neutral to both 
candidates. 

(2.4) Comparative tableau: A vs. B (adapted from Prince 2002:2) 

LLWWLΑ ~ B

C7C6C5C4C3C2C1

LLWWLΑ ~ B

C7C6C5C4C3C2C1

If candidate A from (2.4) were to be taken as the desired optimum ω and if the two constraints 
C2 and C3 were considered the so called constraint conflict would occur (Prince 2002:7). This 
is depicted in the tableau presented in (2.5). Both indices W and L are found in cells 
belonging to a single row, and the ranking  C2 >> C1 is supported by this tableau as ω is the 
desired optimum, and not vice versa. Should the opposite occur B would become the optimum 
and the ranking would be reversed which would call for a reformulation of the tableau. 

(2.5) Constraint conflict (adapted from Prince 2002:7) 

WLω ∼ B

C2C1W~L

WLω ∼ B

C2C1W~L

Other possibilities that act contrary to the assumed constraint rankings and the choice of the 
desired optima/suboptima are suggested in (2.6). If a row contains only W (tableaux at the top 
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of (2.6)) the desired suboptimum turns out to be a universal loser and no ranking of 
constraints can make it optimal (Prince 2002:7). Analogically, if only L is found in a single 
row (bottom part of (2.6)) the desired optimum is a universal loser. It cannot possibly win 
regardless of the ranking, so that its loss is not to be averted by any constraint domination. 

(2.6) Tableaux containing universal winners (W and a blank in a row) and universal losers (L and 

a blank in one row)(adapted from Prince 2002:7)

Wω ∼ a

C2C1

Wω ∼ a

C2C1

Wω ∼ a

C2C1

Wω ∼ a

C2C1

Lω ∼ a

C2C1

Lω ∼ a

C2C1

Lω ∼ a

C2C1

Lω ∼ a

C2C1

The comparative tableaux, as noted later by Prince (ibid.) classify both constraints and 
arguments. Constraints may belong to two varieties; those that assess the winner, the loser, 
and those that are indifferent to the comparison conducted at a particular moment. Therefore, 
while constructing a ranking argument certain constraints are safe to ignore for tactical 
reasons 
            Each individual tableau row must be devised in such a way that it encodes the vital 
restriction on constraint ranking defined as ‘elementary ranking condition’ (ERC) (Prince 
2002:12). An ERC assumes that at least one constraint assessing W, and thus expressing 
preference for the desired optimal candidate, must dominate all constraints assessing L, or 
preferring the suboptimal candidate. ERC is observed by the ranking of constraints presented 
in the tableau in (2.7) used for the argument below. 
             A vital principle regulating domination of one candidate over another is 
Cancellation/Domination Lemma (C/D Lemma) (McCarthy 2001:29). It provides a solution in 
situations when two candidates A and B do not incur identical sets of violation marks. In such 
a case A is more harmonic than B if every constraint that favours B over A is dominated by 
some constraint favouring A over B. The situation is illustrated in (2.7).  

(2.7) A comparative tableau illustrating the C/D Lemma (adapted from McCarthy 2001:33). Grey 

fields highlight constraints favouring candidate A over its competitors. W stands for Winner, L 
indicates Losers

LWA ~ D

LWA ~ C

WLWA ~ B

C4C3C2C1

LWA ~ D

LWA ~ C

WLWA ~ B

C4C3C2C1
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The leftmost column contains three pairs of candidates, in all of which A is more harmonic 
than another candidate (B, C, D) as all constraints that favour B, C and  D are dominated by 
constraints favouring A; C1dominates C3, C2 dominates C3, and C3 dominates C4
respectively. Comparative tableaux as the one presented in (2.7) appear to draw attention to 
the direct comparison of candidates that partake in the competition rather than the 
accumulation of violation marks (*) (McCarthy 2001:33), by examining which one 
establishes the facts about particular winning or losing candidates. Such tableaux indicate the 
reason why a given candidate feature as optimal. The rows are ordered in such a way that the 
leftmost- filled cell of any row must represent a W (winner). 
            Certain constraints may appear to be undominated in a particular language. This 
happens in a situation when all the forms of mappings in a language obey some known 
constraint C (McCarthy 2001:34). McCarthy advocates an important strategy useful in 
identifying candidates that are informative.  He recommends  (2001:35) establishing ways in 
which candidates that have not been ranked yet can be brought into conflict. If among three 
candidates A, B and C there is evidence that A>>B and B>>C one should look for evidence 
of A dominating C as well. If, however, it should occur that C>>A the whole analysis appears 
questionable. In a similar way constraints that serve to break links between two candidates are 
unrankable (McCarthy 2001:38).  
           If there is a need for a new constraint, according to McCarthy (2001:39), the constraint 
must be established in a way that its status becomes unquestionable. In a situation when this 
becomes implausible, one should look for a substitute in the form of interaction between the 
constraints that are already known, or their modification. It should be borne in mind that any 
newly devised constraint consequently modifies the typology of a language system (McCarthy 
2001:39). While trying to define the function inherent in the nature of constraints employed 
by OT, it should be stressed that constraints neither suggest nor urge that a condition is 
fulfilled by a given candidate. Constraints either prohibit or demand certain conditions, which 
is reflected in formulations ‘only if’, ‘except if’. Such reasoning excludes state-of-affairs and 
complex descriptive constraints (McCarthy 2001:40). For devising a constraint, McCarthy 
(2001:42) first advises to start with taking an intuition about a language, then restating it as 
CON, formulating it in a simple way avoiding any complications, and finally examining the 
typological and interactional possibilities of the CON.
           As regards processes that operate in a language system, they must follow from 
constraints ranked together in a single strict domination hierarchy (McCarthy 2001:82). 
Constraints are by nature susceptible to being violated, often to a varying extent in cases when 
candidates are robust enough to contain several loci of violation. Yet violation itself, as 
claimed by McCarthy (2001:134), is minimal, and the candidates that incur the smallest 
number of violations will be favoured.  
       The subsections that follow subsequently discuss in greater detail two types of constraint 
that are important in regulating input-to-output correspondence, namely faithfulness and 
markedness constraints. They are defined in relation to [voice], which constitutes the key 
feature under investigation in the present thesis. 

2.2.1 Faithfulness to [voice] 

McCarthy (2001:66) defines the role of faithfulness constraints employed by OT as 
prohibiting disparity between output candidates and the underlying inputs. In other words, 
faithfulness ensures identical input-to-output mappings, where candidates /a, b, c/ surface as 
[a, b, c] and violations of markedness constraints are tolerated as long as F >> M. If the 
ranking F>>M is reversed (M>>F) and markedness starts dominating faithfulness some inputs 
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will be mapped unfaithfully to outputs that obey markedness constraints (McCarthy 2001:22-
23). 
            As regards faithfulness to voicing, Kenstowicz et al (2003:3) posit two types of 
constraints contained in Universal Grammar. One is Positional Faithfulness: Id-[voice]onset 
which states that ‘there is identity in voicing between input and output correspondents of 

obstruents that immediately precede a tautosyllabic sonorant’. The other constraint is referred 
to as Context-free Faithfulness: Id-[voice], and it ensures that there is identity in voicing 
between corresponding input and output obstruents. If the two constraints are outranked by 
markedness constraints two processes result. These are the insertion of voicing on an 
underlying voiceless obstruent and the devoicing of underlying voiced obstruent (Kenstowicz 
et al. 2003:6). It is further remarked (ibid.) that Positional Faithfulness in onsets remains  top-
ranked, which results in obstruents in onset position retaining their voicing value. Beckman et 
al. (2006:2, cited from Padget 1995, Lombardi 1999)  mentions the constraint ID-
PRESONORANT VOICE (ID-PRESON VOI) which preserves voicing specifications of onsets. 
Grijzenhout (2000:15) reports on an analogical constraint: IDENTONSPWSTOP(voice), which 
prevents changes in the voicing specifications of plosives in onsets of prosodic words. 
Similarly, Van Rooy et al. (2001:324) refer to the same constraint formulated in a different 
way, namely FAITHPLOSVOICEPWO, which stands for Faithfulness to Plosive [Voice] in 
Prosodic Word Onsets. For an onset consonant it seems more essential to obey faithfulness 
constrains advocating preservation of laryngeal features, as observed by Lombardi 
(1999:274), than to obey a competing markedness constraints of *LAR (‘Do not be voiced’) 
type. Yet, in the case of coda consonants the trend appears to be reversed with markedness 
constraints taking priority over faithfulness constraints. 
            Apart from obstruents, fricative segments are also protected by faithfulness 
constraints. Beckman et al. (ibid.) points at another constraint: ID-PRESON-f, which states 
that ‘an input fricative and its output correspondent must have the same specification for 

[voice] in pre-sonorant position’ (cf. Padget 1995, Lombardi 1999). The consequence of this 
is the fact that assimilations to voicing tend to proceed regressively rather than progressively. 
Butska (1998:62) testifies to that phenomenon arguing that the constraint 
IDentOnset(Laryngeal) (IDOnsLar) (‘Onsets should be faithful to underlying laryngeal 
specification’) enjoys high ranking across languages regulating the preferable directionality of 
voicing assimilations. 
            Padgett (2002:6) observes that some constraints reflect the principles of articulatory 
effort minimization and other constraints aim at preserving perceptual distinctiveness. The 
latter include faithfulness constraints. Hence the principle that faithfulness to underlying 
feature values is most strongly observed in positions of  psycholinguistic or phonetic salience. 
One of the positions that are protected in this manner is the syllable onset position where 
faithfulness seems inviolable. This suggests that the range of phonetic distinctions that 
phonology must take into account is greater than previously claimed (Padgett, ibid.). 
           Faithfulness constraints also prevent certain modifications affecting segments. FILL, 
which may be replaced by the corresponding DEP  requires that every element in the output 
stands in correspondence with the input (McCarthy 2001:13). This means that faithfulness 
prevents processes of insertion of segments. Here, two types of constraints posited by Prince 
(2002:23) are DEP-C and DEP-V; the former battles against insertion of consonants, the latter 
against insertion of vowels. The corresponding anti-insertion constraints in Tesar 
&Smolensky (cited in Prince:2002) are FILLOns and FILLNuc respectively. Apart from 
insertion, constraints prohibit the opposite process of deletion blocked by MAX faithfulness 
constraint. It states that every element in the input is in correspondence with the output 
(McCarthy 2001:130). Alternatively, MAX is replaced by PARSE (Prince 2002:23). 
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Mnemonically, DEP makes output dependent on the input and MAX secures the full 
expression of input in the output (McCarthy 2001:14). 
            Faithfulness constraints that specifically protect the identity of onset plosive and 
fricative segments ensure that neutralizations are rarely attested in such contexts linguistically 
and contrast is easily maintained (Westbury and Keating 1986:160). However, in the final 
position stop voicing contrast is very commonly neutralized, which is caused by outranking of 
faithfulness by markedness constraints in such context in languages like Bulgarian, 
Cantonese, Dutch, Gaelic, German, Polish, Russian, Spanish, to name a few after Keating et 
al. (1983). 
        

2.2.2 Markedness of [voice] 

Markedness constraints, as remarked by McCarthy (2001:66), evaluate whether an output 
candidate is well-formed or not, and, at the same time, ensure the correctness of the typology 
that is predicted under permitted rankings of the constraints in CON (McCarthy 2001:15). As 
a result of the operation of markedness constraints certain structural configurations win over 
others (McCarthy, ibid.). Voicing of segments appears to be disfavoured by the constraint 
*LAR (‘Do not have laryngeal features’)(Butska 1998:61) which checks for [voice] 
specification in segments. Butska (ibid.) mentions the constraint AGREE which battles against 
obstruent clusters which do not show agreement in terms of voicing. The constraint is 
satisfied by either voiced-voiced or voiceless-voiceless consonant clusters. Otherwise, the 
disagreeing clusters voiced-voiceless or voiceless-voiced would feature as marked, and 
possibly perceptually confusing, liable to be taken for something else, as claimed by Myers 
(2002:28). 
            Neutralization of voicing contrast is viewed as a result of the activity of markedness 
constraints (Lombardi 1999:275). Consequently, each voiced consonant segment receives a 
mark for *LAR. Here, a markedness constraint, like IDENT faithfulness constraints, is 
interpreted as operationg on segments rather than autosegments. Contextual Neutralization 
posits context sensitive markedness constraints with positional faithfulness constraints. 
Complementary Distribution assumes lack of faithfulness if it stands in conflict with  
markedness resulting in at least two unfaithful mappings, whereas Identical Distribution takes 
place when IDENT occupies the top position in constraint hierarchy and causes inactivity of 
markedness constraints (McCarthy 2001:84-87). If the low ranked markedness constraint 
proves decisive, while the highest-ranking constraints are unable to choose an optimal 
candidate the phenomenon is referred to an ‘the emergence of the unmarked’ (McCarthy 
2001:129). 
           An excessive number of violation marks incurred by outputs, both in the case of 
faithfulness and markedness constraints is termed ‘an overkill effect’. Such violations are then 
conditioned by the need to satisfy a higher constraint X, i.e. X >> F, or X >> M (McCarthy 
2001:111). An example of ‘overkill’ is segment deletion implemented in order to satisfy a 
markedness constraint, although an output resulting in the process would never be optimal 
(Lombardi 2001:13-14).  
           Comparing the roles of markedness and faithfulness in OT appears analogical to setting 
articulatory or phonetic ease against phonological intention understood as clarity from the 
perspective of Natural Phonology(McCarthy 2001:51). Keating (1984:312) strives to re-
analyse the theory of markedness and neutralization by Trubetzkoy (1939/1969:146). 
According to the theory, if there are two phonemes that differ in only one feature, the one that 
is less complex in its articulatory make-up is preferred to the other that is more complex. Such 
a phoneme is regarded as ‘unmarked’ and possessing a minus value of the feature in question. 
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Yet, the feature to be considered as the basis for the ‘unmarked’ status of a segment could 
also have a positive value if the phoneme having this feature appeared in contexts where 
neutralization takes place. Doubtful cases do exist, however, as further highlighted by Keating 
(ibid.). If, in a particular language, voiced lenis consonants form contexts prone to 
neutralization with voiceless fortis consonants, and where the archiphoneme in such contexts 
is represented by the latter type of consonant the voicing correlation is found since the feature 
[voiceless] is viewed as phonetically unmarked. In a similar manner, if t stands as 
phonologically unmarked in the t/d opposition the feature in question is likely to be [voice] 
because t is voiceless. But, as for d, the feature taken into account would be [-tense] as d is a 
lax plosive. The feature [lax] would become a mirror image of [voice] allowing for passive 
voicing in certain contexts. 
           The following subsection analyses varying arguments regarding the perception of 
features, particularly those involved in voicing opposition in obstruent systems, as binary, 
existing with two opposite [+] and [-] values, or privative, devoid of either of the values. A 
third way drawing from the concept of underspecified segments is also taken into account. 
The nature of feature specification has strong bearing on the way assimilatory processes of 
voicing or devoicing are to be understood. 

2.2.3 [Voice] – binary or privative feature? 

Within the conventional description of features where each feature is assigned with positive 
and negative values, the feature [voice] is represented by [+voice] and [-voice] respectively.  
In such circumstances in obstruents possessing the opposite values of ‘voice’  there is contrast 
between binary [voice], [spread] and [constricted] as posited by Iverson and Ahn (2007:249). 
Figure (2.8) indicates how complex the contrast seems for languages like English or German 
where the phonemes /�/ and /�/ are not uniformly represented. 

(2.8) Conventional description of ‘voice’ contrasts using binary features (based on Iverson and 

Ahn 2007, Fig.1) 

[-constricted]

(elsewhere)

[-spread]

(elsewhere)

[�]

[-spread]

[-constricted]

/�/

[+voice]

[��~�], [�] 

[-voice]

(initial…)

[-spread]

[-constricted]

/�/

[+voice]

[�][��], [�], [�!] 

[+constricted]

(syllable-final)

[-spread]

[-constricted]

[+spread]

(foot-initial)

/�/

[-voice]

/�/

[-voice]

French, SpanishEnglish, German

[-constricted]

(elsewhere)

[-spread]

(elsewhere)

[�]

[-spread]

[-constricted]

/�/

[+voice]

[��~�], [�] 

[-voice]

(initial…)

[-spread]

[-constricted]

/�/

[+voice]

[�][��], [�], [�!] 

[+constricted]

(syllable-final)

[-spread]

[-constricted]

[+spread]

(foot-initial)

/�/

[-voice]

/�/

[-voice]

French, SpanishEnglish, German

Thus, according to the divisions presented in (2.8) above, English and German /�/ represented 
by [-voice] should possess the feature [+spread] in foot-initial contexts but [-spread] in the 
remaining contexts. Phonetic realizations of the features are [��] and [�] respectively. In 
syllable-final position /�/ would additionally be characterized by [+constricted] ([�!]), a feature 
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that would be negative in other positions. The phoneme /�/ in such a system would possess 
the feature [+voice] and, as regards the features used for the contrasting phoneme, it would be 
characterized by negative values of both [spread] and [constricted]. Furthermore, in the initial 
position, it would be assigned with the feature [-voice], phonetically realized  as [��~�]. In 
languages like French or Spanish, both obstruent phonemes /�/ and /�/ are described as [-
spread] and [-constricted] and surface phonetically as [�] and [�]. 
             If  the same type of contrast in obstruents is expressed through privative, monovalent 
features [voice], [spread] and [constricted] there emerges a much simpler image of feature 
allocation (see (2.9) below). 

(2.9) Conventional description of ‘voice’ contrasts using primary features (based on Iverson and 
Ahn 2007, Fig.2) 

[�]

/�/

[voice]

[��~�], [�] 

�
(initial)

/�/

[voice]

[��], [�], [�!] 

[constricted]

(syllable-final)

[�]

[spread]

(foot-initial)

/�/

[       ]

/�/

[       ]

French, SpanishEnglish, German

[�]

/�/

[voice]

[��~�], [�] 

�
(initial)

/�/

[voice]

[��], [�], [�!] 

[constricted]

(syllable-final)

[�]

[spread]

(foot-initial)

/�/

[       ]

/�/

[       ]

French, SpanishEnglish, German

The phoneme /�/ is shown as possessing zero voice [      ], and /�/ appears with simply [voice] 
(Iverson and Ahn 2007:250). Moreover, /�/ is labeled with the features [spread] and 
[constricted] in foot-initial and syllable-final context respectively. As regards /�/, its [voice] 

characteristic is null (�) in initial positions. In French and Spanish the two consonants are 
described analogically as having [       ] and [voice] and realized on the surface as [�] and [�] 
respectively. 

 Kenstowicz et al. (2003:2) argue that in lexical phonology the voicing opposition is of 
privative type and the feature [voice] characterizes only voiced obstruents. In such a case 
obstruents that are followed by sonorants at syllable onsets constitute favourable licensing 
sites for the spreading of [voice] as well as other laryngeal features marked in a monovalent 
way. Also in OT framework, as noted by Butska (1998:69), it seems easier to explain the 
distinction between faithfulness in voicing and faithfulness in voicelessness if privative 
features are assumed instead of binary. Such being the case, MAX and DEP constraints come 
to replace IDENT constraints. Lombardi (1999:270) favours the privative nature of [voice] 
despite the assumption made by McCarthy and Prince (1995) who argue for binary nature of 
features. The Identity constraint employed by Lombardi can subsequently be expressed 
through MAX[voice] and DEP [voice]. Then, privative nature of the feature responsible for 
voicing is maintained and the ‘loss’ or ‘addition’ of the feature are to be understood as two 
separate processes. As a result, FAITH[VOICE] is to be interpreted as IDENT[+voice] in a 
binary sense or equivalent to privative MAX[vd] which prevents the deletion of [voice]. 
FAITH[VOICELESSNESS], on the other hand, is represented either by binary IDENT[-voice], 
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or by privative DEP[vd] as a result of which insertion of the feature [voice] is prevented 
giving rise to null [      ] (Butska 1998:69). The adoption of privative account additionally 
reduces the number of violations of the constraint *LAR that are incurred by output 
candidates as a result of assimilation. Candidates with voiced consonants will receive one 
mark (*), whereas the ones containing the voiceless sound will receive no mark as they are 
devoide of the laryngeal feature (represented by [      ] in the privative account (Lombardi 
1999:271)). Petrova et al. (2006:5) similarly adopts privative [voice] and modifies Lombardi’s 
constraint ID-Ons Lar restating it as ID Presonorant Voice (IDpreson voi). Similarly 
Lombardi’s markedness constraint *LAR is replaced by Petrova et al. with *VOI. 

Treating features as privative also finds support in articulatory phonetics. Avery and 
Idsardi (2001:4), referring to the activity of laryngeal muscles, point to the fact that ‘a 

stimulus that excites a muscle on one side of a joint invariably inhibits excitation of the 

antagonistic muscle on the other side of the joint, and vice versa’. That means that during  the 
production of a given speech sound only one muscle can be active within one dimension. 
Therefore, as further argued by the authors (Avery and Idsardi ibid.), features cannot be seen 
as binary because a muscle is only activated or inhibited by the simultaneous activation of its 
antagonistic partner. Consequently, representations of obstruent contrast for English and 
Spanish (cf. (2.8) and (2.9)) involve the presence of null [      ] alongside GW (Glottal Width) 
for English and [      ] together with GT (Glottal Tension) for Spanish (cf. Chapter 1)(Avery 
and Idsardi 2001:6). Alternatively, privative phonological representation of obstruents may 
contain elements corresponding to the low tone of voiced segments (L), the high tone of 
voiceless segments (H), or the lack of either of the features in neutral obstruents as posited by 
Cyran (2011:51) in his choice of laryngeal distinctions in a discussion of voicing systems in 
two major dialects of Polish, and in his new approach to Cracow Voicing phenomenon 
(Cyran: 2012). 

The privative description of voicing contrasts in English and German obstruents 
(cf.(2.9)) can be restated if spreading of features in progressive assimilatory devoicing in 
Eglish is to be accounted for. As noted by Iverson and Ahn (2007:253), the process consists in 
docking of the privative feature [spread] onto the second element in an obstruent cluster like 
/t+z/ of ‘cats’. If privative [voice] is adopted it cannot possibly spread because its negative 
value does not even exist (Iverson and Ahn ibid.). Figure (2.10) below shows a phonetically 
informed privative description of obstruent contrast in English and German without reference 
to the feature [voice]. 

(2.10) Phonetically informed description of ‘voice’ contrasts using primary features (based    
         on Iverson and Ahn 2007, Fig.4) 
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The phoneme /��/ is rendered as having the feature [spread] or [constricted] if it stands in 
syllable-final position, whereas /��/ has empty specification [      ] or, in  post-voiced contexts 
it acquires the feature [voice] and is realised as fully voiced [�]. Such contrast enhancements 
occurring at the phonetic level appear to be vital in understanding how a range of 
phonological adjustments are carried out with no recourse to negative values of features, 
especially to [-voice] (Iverson and Ahn 2007:257). The obstruent phonemes /�/ and /�/ in 
Spanish, French, as well as Polish or Japanese employ the privative feature [voice] to 
distinguish between the two types of obstruents where the voiced phoneme is voiced 
throughout while the voiceless one is unaspirated. Moreover the feature [voice] is readily 
available for assimilatory spread (Iverson and Salmons 1995:11). 

Privative account can, however, be challenged by data from acoustic measurements as 
well as assimilatory processes in languages which, unlike English, do not show monovalent 
[voice] to be a convenient solution. According to Kim (2002:32), even if binary [-voice] is 
considered there still is a missing feature to account for the so called [0 voice] stops which 
showed 50-60ms of voicing into closure as opposed to true [-voice] stops with merely 6-7ms 
if VIC due to active vocal spreading. Three-way contrasts in voicing cannot be explained via 
privative features. Moreover, types of assimilations attested in certain languages are hard to 
account for if spreading of [voice] is taken into consideration. In Yiddish, for example, 
obstruent clusters agree both in voicing and voicelessness, in Ukrainian in voicing only, 
whereas in Makkan Arabic for voicelessness only. The case of Ukrainian, as observed by Kim 
(2002:42), provides vital support for spreading of [voice], with the exclusion of spreading of 
voicelessness. Yet, the reverse situation does take place not only in Makkan Arabic, as 
mentioned earlier, but also in Yorkshire English and Parisian French. The case of Yiddish, 
where heterosyllabic consonants agree in voice both becoming voiced or voiceless, is 
reinforced by analogical data from Serbo-Croatian, Romanian and Hungarian. Privative 
theory seems unable to tackle such a situation as it makes only [voice] and not [-voice] 
available for spreading (Kim 2002:44). It would be convenient to assume that the [0 voice] 
feature should characterise unspecified obstruent segments /P, T, G/. If these are positioned 
before voiceless members of a cluster marked by [-voice] they undergo passive devoicing but 
retain voicing into closure that is markedly longer than in voiceless /������"/. If the following 
consonant in a cluster is characterised by [+voice] the preceding /P, T, G/ are subject to 
passive voicing and exhibit even longer VIC due to the effects of coarticulation (Kim 
2002:46). Kim (ibid.) further argues against removing the binary [-voice] from the feature 
inventory. Consonants marked by [-voice] represent a robust natural phonological class. The 
feature represents an active acoustic target and as such is also active in phonological 
processes. Moreover it appears as a marked feature of sonorant consonants and all vowels. 
Kim (2002:54) perceives the privative [voice] as too radical and less active in processes.  

Apart from binary or privative systems for feature description presented above there is 
a third possibility of the treatment of [voice], namely a ternary way proposed by 
Gnanadesikan (1997, cited in Nagy 2000:100). The opposition thus established distinguishes 
between voicing in sonorants, voiced obstruents and voiceless obstruents. Gnanadesikan does 
not consider sonorant and obstruent voicing as uniform from the phonological perspective, 
and divides the feature [voice] into two nodes, of which the higher node [VOICE] refers to 
Spontaneous or Sonorant Voicing [S-voice] present in the salient voicing of vowels and 
sonorant consonants. It dominates Obstruent  Voicing [O-voice], which corresponds to salient 
voicing in obstruents. 

Ternary approach is also advocated as relevant to both progressive and regressive 
assimilations that occur in English (Al-Harbi 2005:14-15). The three-way distinction between 
[+voice], [-voice] and [�voice] allows for bidirectional assimilatory processes in obstruents 
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and is hard to agree with privative hypothesis (cf. Iverson and Ahn’s account earlier in the 
section). The feature [�voice] posited by Al-Harbi is based on the notion of archiphonemes 
which are underspecified for voice (analogically with the account by Kim presented earlier in 
the section). 

2.3   Agreement in voicing 

The existence of certain restrictions that affect clusters of obstruents in such a way that they 
must agree in voicing has been reported for a number of languages. Among these Myers 
(2002:7) enumerates Dutch (Booij 1995: 58-64), Slovak (Rubach 1993: 280-284), Polish 
(Rubach 1984:206), Russian (Halle 1959), Latin (Niedermann 1910: 67-68), Modern Irish (Ó 
Siadhail 1989:89-90), Sanskrit (Whitney 1891: 55), Sudanese Arabic (Abu-Mansour 1996: 
208). Output candidates that contain laryngeally mixed clusters prove to be less harmonic 
than those where both members agree in voicing. The only viable way of avoiding laryngeally 
mixed clusters is through assimilation (Myers:2002:11). Voicing assimilations are often 
classified as frequent, common and natural, though other laryngeal features like aspiration or 
glottalisation are never or rarely subject to assimilatory processes (Lombardi 1999:1999). In 
general view, assimilations can be understood as reductions in the rate of articulatory changes 
that are bound to occur between adjacent or temporally-proximal segmental states in the 
underlying representation of an utterance (Westbury and Keating 1986:162). Phonetically 
such reductions may be manifested through slowing down of articulatory transitions. The 
outcome is the spreading out of the articulatory transitions or the ‘steady’ states of the 
segments in time. Alternatively, the result may be the decrease in the differences between the 
adjacent states so that one or all of them are undershot. In cases when two consonants 
disagree in voicing overlapping of laryngeal gestures occurs. From the perspective of the 
configurations of the glottis this means overlap of the glottal abduction for a voiceless 
consonant and the glottal adduction for the voiced one (Myers 2002:13). Myers refers to this 
effect as a ‘blended’ or ‘undershot’ compromise between the two gestures and remarks that 
articulatory result of such a compromise is less voicing in underlyingly voiced consonants that 
appear next to their voiceless neighbour and more voicing in underlyingly voiceless 
consonants that stand next to their voiced neighbour. This effect in either case would never be 
greater in other contexts. Spreading backward in time seems to slow down changes in glottal 
state and consequently the sequence of stops forming a cluster are less difficult to articulate. 
An attempt to preserve the dissimilarity between voiced-voiceless clusters’ members would 
certainly be less preferable (Westbury and Keating 1986:162).  

The constraint AGREE(VOICE) that ensures the winning of output candidates whose  
obstruent members agree in voicing as formulated by Padgett (2002:20) requires that within a 
clitic group all contiguous [-wide, -nasal] segments share any [voice] specifications. The 
salient cues to voicing in obstruents such as voice onset time, burst amplitude and duration are 
manifested most effectively in the sonorant period that follows obstruent release but may be 
weaker if the sonorant period is short. The sonorant period is significantly long in vowels (V), 
syllabic sonorants (R), and sequences of sonorants and vowels (Padgett 2002:24). Voicing 
assimilation is of short distance type as it never crosses vowel segments like, for  example, 
assimilatory processes that affect vowels, i.e. vowel harmonies (Lombardi 1999:272). The 
constraint AGREE as stressed by Lombardi (ibid.) is ranked highly together with IDONSLAR  
and both constraints must be satisfied by members of obstruent clusters. This must proceed at 
the expense of the markedness constraint *LAR and faithfulness constraint IDLAR which are 
violable and outranked by the previous two constraints in languages where regressive voicing 
assimilation is found (Lombardi ibid.).  
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Another constraint that is conductive to agreement in voicing is posited in 
Kavitskaya’s analysis of Russian (1998:233) and is formulated as SIMILAR-VOICE(OBST). 
It states that ‘adjacent obstruents have the same voicing specifications’. Kavitskaya also 
proposes a set of faithfulness constraints guarding against the deletion of [voice] (MAX-
VOICE) as distinguished from the deletion of [voice] from released obstruents (MAX-
VOICE(RELEASEDOBST)). The former constraint has a lower ranking than the latter. 
Moreover, the deletion of voice in sonorants is treated as a worse violation than the deletion 
of voice in obstruents. As regards the importance of the release of obstruents, Kavitskaya 
stresses the significance of this feature as a cue to voicing in voicing assimilations and gives 
priority to it over the effect of burst.  

As pointed by Lombardi (1999:2) the constraint AGREE which prefers agreement in 
voicing between members of clusters occasionally has to come into conflict with Faithfulness 
constraints which opt for the retention of the underlying voicing specifications of the 
segments. Yet, not all faithfulness constraints are to enjoy equal status. Since the worst 
possible violation would be the loss of the voicing specifications in an onset IDONSLAR  
should be given priority over IDLAR. The latter secures the voicing features of codas and 
other segments. As a result, in assimilatory processes codas frequently change and adjust their 
voicing specifications to the following onsets, thus satisfying AGREE, which stands as the 
topmost constraint. With the constraints proposed by Lombardi (ibid.), depending on the 
ranking of *LAR and IDLAR in relation to each other, in a language with voicing assimilation 
word-final obstruents either remain faithful to their [voice] specifications or undergo 
devoicing. The direction of assimilation in all cases remains regressive (Lombardi 1997:5). 
Unlike the regressive type of assimilations that Lombardi considers as normal case the 
progressive type is possible only in special circumstances and is bounded by extra 
morphological as well as phonological restrictions. No languages exist where two obstruents 
coming together would show progressive assimilation by default (Lombardi 2007:6). The 
constraints presented earlier and advocated by Lombardi (ibid.), when ranked sufficiently 
high to be active, produce only regressive assimilations and obstruent clusters are subjected to 
the interaction of those constraints. The inviolability of  IDONSLAR acts as a safeguard 
against progressive assimilation. 

Regressive assimilation has been associated with languages that make use of 
prevoicing in their phonologically marked [voiced] obstruents; among the Germanic group 
Afrikaans, Dutch and Yiddish have been mentioned. These languages do not employ the 
feature [spread] but use the negative voice onset time as the marked feature which is  
narrowly referred to as [voice] (Van Rooy and Wissing 2001). Therefore, [voice] should be 
regarded as a distinctive feature in obstruent systems in all languages which possess 
regressive voicing assimilation. At a point when [voice] no longer performs the role of the 
distinctive feature in a narrow sense regressive assimilation cannot take place under any 
circumstances (Van Rooy and Wissing 2001:312). In Dutch, in particular, agreement in 
voicing in certain circumstances may show progressive directionality (Van Rooy and Wissing 
2001:315). The situation depends on the stress placement either before or after the cluster. If 
the former is the case progressive devoicing takes place. If the latter happens assimilation 
tends to be of regressive type. Regressive assimilation seems to favour clusters that span 
word-boundaries or compound boundaries, whereas monomorphemic forms or affix 
boundaries prefer progressive devoicing. If a pause is inserted between members of a cluster 
neither type of assimilation is likely to occur.  

Agreement in the feature [voice] may be looked upon as means of preserving 
continuity of periodic signal through an underlyingly voiceless obstruent that would otherwise 
break up the periodic nature of the signal (cf. Harris 2009:18). Voicing of a stop segment in 
such contexts allows periodicity to seep through. The result of such an adjustment is 
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particularly visible in the case of intervocalic tapping of /t/ ([%]) in American English, which 
markedly shortens the duration of the stop (Ohala 1983b:199) and at the same time mitigates 
the interruption of the periodic signal that continues from one adjacent vowel to another. 
Furthermore, vocalisation of t > % effectively suppresses the abrupt drop in the amplitude that 
is caused by the intervening noncontinuant segments (Harris 2009:17). Phonological 
processes that serve a similar purpose are spirantisation (e.g. b > -) as well as stop 
debuccalisation (e.g. t > !) in which spectral properties that indicate the burst are removed 
alongside with formant transitions characteristic of the stop (Harris ibid.). 

Unlike the position immediately preceding another segment, the word-final position is 
devoid of properties that would facilitate the retention of salient features, not necessarily those 
used for the indication of voicing. The following section discusses conditions that bring about 
devoicing of final consonants as well as the interplay of markedness and faithfulness 
constraints which activate the selection of output forms that lack the feature [voice] (or 
[+voice] if binary distinction is observed). 

2.4 Final devoicing 

Devoicing of obstruents in final position has traditionally been viewed as a process that 
causes strengthening, hardening (Verhärtung) or as a form of fortition, lenition (weakening) 
(Harris 2009:1). Some of those processes may be regarded as conflicting. The open glottis 
required for voiceless sounds acts as a weaker impediment to airflow than the adducted vocal 
folds setting used in the production of voiced sounds, which is a strong implication that 
devoicing should be regarded as weakening, whereas voicing should not be treated as a 
strengthening process (Harris 2009:15). Moreover, some of the processes, as for example 
weakening or lenition, are attributed to voicing of intervocalic voiceless obstruents (cf. 
previous section). Intervocalic positions are treated as weak, non-prominent, associated with 
non-initial locations such as that in a foot or a stem. Furthermore, there are simultaneous 
processes such as vocalization or spirantisation that significantly reduce the salience of a 
segment regardless of the voicing effect (Harris 2009:1). Devoicing seems to have the 
opposite effect and should rather be interpreted as means of strengthening of the segment and 
ultimately demarcating the right edge of words (Iverson & Salmons 2007 cited in Harris 
2009). Studies carried out in selected well-known languages have shown that there are minute 
but still relevant phonetic alterations that preserve differences between consonants which 
form opposition apparently neutralized by the process.  

Voicing in obstruents is hard to maintain because of aerodynamic conditions created 
by the nature of obstruent stricture. On order to keep the phonatory action of the vocal cords 
despite the rise in the intraoral pressure some compensatory gesture has to be activated (see 
Chapter 1). This gesture is non-spontaneous as opposed to spontaneous voicing that 
characterizes sonorant sounds (Harris 2009:5) and is pervasive enough to be interpolated 
through an obstruent that stands between two sonorants. However, at the end of utterances 
and words the inhibitory gesture inherent in the production of voiced obstruents  makes it 
especially difficult to maintain voicing. Final devoicing can suppress aspiration without 
necessarily reducing the release phase of the plosive (Harris 2009:8). Harris (ibid.) refers to 
devoicing understood in the traditional sense as the situation in which the only permitted type 
of an obstruent is plain. Such a type is not marked by an active engagements of the 
articulatory component that produces aspiration or non-spontaneous voicing. Therefore plain 
stops could be looked upon as weakened versions of aspirated and voiced stops. Westbury and 
Keating (1986:158) notice that although utterance-final obstruents /������(/ are classified as 
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devoiced in Polish as well as in the speech of American children the oscillographic evidence 
indicates that for both languages there is more voicing into closure in the utterance-final stops 
(30-40ms) than in the underlying voiceless counterparts /������"/ (10-20ms). In analogical 
word-final contexts debuccalisation of stops and fricatives occurs, a process also classified as 
weakening. Processes of neutralization are likely to be activated not only finally but also 
before other obstruents because pre-obstruent positions are the weakest for voice. Salience is 
reinforced before sonorant sounds because this position is perceptually most favoured 
(Padgett 2002:7). Obstruents are marked by the feature [+release] before tautosyllabic 
sonorants. ‘Release’ should be understood here as burst for obstruents, as well as formant 
transitions and information on voice onset time contained in the phase that follows 
consonantal offset (Padgett ibid.). If the features are missing or are obliterated by the final 
position in which release cues may be missing listeners have to reinterpret the weakened 
signal as target of articulation and, in the long run, weakening acquires a status of a 
phonological process (Harris 2009:14). 

Voiceless, as well as devoiced consonants are considered as agents whose action is 
perceivable as most strongly perturbing the carrier signal. The baseline established by the 
carrier is disturbed proportionally to the magnitude of modulation, which is smallest in the 
case of the schwa-like vowel classified as unmodulated carrier. The modulation is most robust 
in the case of voiceless obstruents. In the process of weakening, whether it affects place or 
manner of articulation the degree to which the carrier is perturbed by a consonant is markedly 
reduced (Harris 2009:18). The fact that modulations in the final position are diminished 
should be viewed as the outcome of neutralization of laryngeal contrasts in final plosives 
under a plain series. If strength is assumed to signify the magnitude of modulation final 
devoicing appears to count as weakening process. Weakening may stand for feature deletion 
in the privative model, while strengthening appears to be accompanied by feature insertion. 
Feature deletion as a phonological process follows from the delaryngealisation which leads to 
a decrease in the modulation caused by a final stop segment (Harris 2009:18). 

As for voiced fricative consonants, the aerodynamic conditions indispensable during 
their articulation make it very difficult for voicing to co-occur with the fricative effect. If 
sufficiently marked frication, especially vigorous in strident fricatives like /�/, is to be 
achieved high intraoral pressure is required. But, in order to ensure the phonatory action in the 
glottis the subglottal pressure must be much higher that that above the glottis. Otherwise, the 
conditions are conflicting and either voicing ceases or frication turbulence is weak, which 
may disturb the identification of a segment as strident rather than a non-strident (Beckman et 
al. 2006:9). When a strident fricative is devoiced it may imply that the speaker could not 
preserve the balance between magnitude of frication and the goals of voice production. This 
need not indicate, though, that the listener will find it difficult to differentiate between /�/ and 
/�/. Still there remain other cues that serve to help keep the distinction, like duration of the 
frication interval. Due to this, speakers frequently abandon the effort to maintain voicing 
throughout a fricative segment and devoicing is frequently the result (Beckman et al. ibid.). 

Taking constraints into account, it is vital to note what features are seen as optimal in 
word-final position in language systems where devoicing results from the high ranking of a 
particular constraint. In German, a high-ranked constraint referred to as [spread glottis] selects 
such candidates that have the feature at the end of prosodic word. This explains why no 
passive voicing takes place in /(/ in Tag und Nacht , why there is a [�] in Han[d]lung but [�] 
in han[�]lich (Jessen and Ringen 2002:212). In terms of constraint ranking markedness, the 
constraint battling against the possession of the feature [voice], outranks the identity 
constraint that calls for the preservation of the underlying voice specifications of the output 
candidate (*[voice] >> Id-[voice])( Lombardi 1999 cited in Kenstowicz et al. 2003:7). The 
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implication of such a ranking is devoicing of obstruents with no regard for their 
voiced/voiceless status. 

The effects of final devoicing may often be obscured by the effects of voicing 
assimilation (Grijzenhout and Krämer 2000:59). In the case of progressive assimilation, 
including the case of affixation, the apparently simultaneous effects of final devoicing and 
assimilation to voicelessness are hard to separate from each other (e.g. Pol. wóz /vus/ ‘cart’, 
wózek /.�/"/ ‘pram’, but wózka /.�"$/ ‘pram-Gen SG’). On the other hand, when 
regressive assimilation takes place final devoicing is ruled out and its otherwise visible effects 
are not manifested in the surface form (e.g Pol. lód /0	.�/ ‘ice’, but lód na rzece /0	.��$0�/����/ 
‘ice on the river’, wóz /0.�/ ‘cart’ , but wóz Józka /0.�01.�"$/ ‘Joe’s cart’).  

A ranking of constraints which prompts final devoicing is presented in (2.11) below. 
Lombardi (1999:276) emphasizes that faithfulness to underlying voicing will be secured in all 
relevant positions as long as IDLAR outranks both *LAR  and AGREE. This implies that the 
retention of either underlying voicelessness or voice wins over the necessity not to be marked 
by voicing or to form a cluster whose members would share identical voicing specifications.   

(2.11) Ranking for syllable-final devoicing (based on Lombardi 1999, Fig.13) 

IDONSETLAR �� *LAR ��� AGREE, IDLAR

If  *LAR  and AGREE outrank IDLAR as shown in (2.11) violations of faithfulness are 
encouraged, especially if a segment is specified as [voice] because markedness constraint that 
battles against laryngeal features acquires relatively high ranking.  In languages like English, 
where devoicing does not occur and voicing is unrestricted, IDLAR, which secures the 
underlying voicing specifications of segments, is shifted to the top of the hierarchy. Both 
*LAR  and AGREE are positioned at the bottom so that candidates with [voice] feature are not 
militated against and there need not be any agreement between adjacent consonants forming a 
cluster across a morpheme boundary (see (2.12) below) (Lombardi 1999:277).  

(2.12) Ranking for unrestricted voicing (based on Lombardi 1999, Fig.15) 

IDLAR �� *LAR, AGREE

Lombardi (ibid.) discards the constraint IDONSETLAR as it forms a subset of IDLAR , the 
latter constraint preserving voice specifications of any input segment. Hence, in English final 
consonants are faithful to the input specifications (e.g. web /���/, not */���/, cf. Pol. drób

/��.�/ ‘poultry’) even if the consonant in the following morpheme or word does not agree in 
voicing. Both segments retain their voicing specifications (e.g. website /0����� ���/ not 

*/0����� ���/, web chat /0�����# ��/ not */0�����# ��/, cf. Pol. Drobtar /0�%���$%/ ‘name of a 

poultry company’, drób kosztuje /0�%.�"��0�.1// ‘poultry costs’). 
Syllable-final devoicing, apart from Polish, is also found in Afrikaans, Catalan, 

Breton, and Dutch (Grijzenhout 2000:5). Among West-Germanic dialect group, only English 
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does not have final devoicing (van Oostendorp 2007). In some languages, devoicing is not 
absolute and it holds only in particular phonological environments. Grijzenhout (ibid.) posits 
three different markedness constraints which prohibit the retention of the feature [+voice] (or 
[voice] in the privative account) in obstruents. The first constraint is formulated as 
DEVOICING: *[+voice] (obstruents are voiceless), the other two make a distinction between 
prosodic word (PW) and the end of a syllable; PWFINDEV: *[+voice])PW (word-final 
obstruents are voiceless), FINALDEV: *[+voice])Syllable (syllable-final obstruents are 
voiceless) (Grijzenhout 2000:8).  

The next section presents how constraints are ranked in three Germanic languages, 
English, German, and Dutch and how the differences between rankings for individual 
languages are reflected in processes involving voicing/devoicing phenomena that a particular 
language employs.  

2.5 Selected language-specific rankings of constraints

Different rankings of universal constraints employed by particular languages belonging to a 
single linguistic group reflect what is defined as ‘linguistic’ distance that divides various 
language systems (van Oostendorp 2004a:5). Van Oostendorp (ibid.) specifies the distance 
between two dialects as ‘the minimal number of minimal rerankings needed to get from one 

grammar to the other’. The notion of minimal reranking refers to the reranking of two 
adjacent constraints. Three given constraints A>>B>>C can thus be minimally reranked in 
two different manners: A>>C>>B or B>>A>>C retaining the distance of 1 where only two 
neighbouring constraints alter their location in relation to each other. Other possible rankings 
would result from increasing the linguistic distance to 2 or 3 producing the order B>>C>>A
or C>>B>>A respectively. Van Oostendorp (ibid.) further moves on to model geographical 
variation upon the basis of linguistic distance which corresponds to geographical distance 
between two dialects in a topological sense. Taking rerankings of constraints controlling voice 
specifications into account, the difference between in English and Dutch should be smaller 
than that between English and German.

2.5.1 English 

Lombardi (1997:6) describes English as lacking any limitations on the distribution of voiced 
and voiceless obstruents and proposes a ranking (see (2.13)) where identity constraints that 
guard faithfulness to voicing/voicelessness are placed at the top. The markedness constraint 
*LAR that prohibits voicing in segments is lower in the hierarchy and thus prone to violation.  

(2.13) Ranking for voicing in English (based on Lombardi 1997:6) 

IDONSETLAR, IDLAR  ��� *LAR ��� AGREE

The constraint AGREE occupies the bottom of the ranking order, which indicates that 
agreement in voicing is not a characteristic of English (cf. (2.14) below). The assimilation of 
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voicing, therefore, is not predicted by this ranking. Neither is word-final devoicing on account 
of the high ranking of identity constraints that do not allow the change in underlying voice 
specifications of the input. As regards the formation of the English plural Lombardi (idid.) 
modifies the ranking slightly by adding another constraint HARMS’GENL (Harms’ 
generalization) at the top, before IDLAR. Harms’ generalization by Harms (1973) and 
Greenberg (1978) is defined as a universal syllable-wellformedness principle which states that 
voiced obstruents are more sonorous than voiceless and therefore must occupy a position 
closer to the syllable nucleus. This means that forms like */��"�/ are not attested and the 
single-segment voiced obstruent suffix /z/ devoices to /s/ as a result of progressive 
assimilation giving rise to the correct form /��"�/. This ranking does not predict any other 
progressive voicing assimilations in English. Therefore, members of word-medial 
heterosyllabic clusters do not agree in voicing (see (2.14) below for examples) and 
assimilated clusters in this and other contexts are not attested in the language (Lombardi 
1997:7). 

(2.14) Examples of English compounds illustrating lack of assimilation to voicing or voicelessness 

of both progressive and regressive type 
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Unattested forms
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English is reported to show instances of regressive assimilation to voicelessness in the case of 
suffixes that attach to a root (Grijzenhout 2000:8). Words like scribe /�"����/ or five /
��/ 
typically do not show word-final obstruent devoicing, but their derived forms that result from 
suffixation, namely scripture /�"����#8/ and fifth /
�
�/ display effects of regressive 
assimilation. Consequently, Grijzenhout (ibid.) places the constraint AGREE at the top of the 
hierarchy (see (2.15) below). 

(2.15) Ranking for regressive assimilation between root and suffix in English (based on 
Grijzenhout 2000:9) 

AGREE �� IDENTVOICE  ��� FINALDEV ���*[+VOICE]
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Such a ranking allows agreement in voicing specification between roots and suffixes and 
makes progressive assimilation possible because faithfulness constraint is lower in the 
ranking. Final devoicing in the root (cf. scribe /�"����/ and the root scrip- /�"���-/) is secured 
by a low ranking of FINALDEV, whereas voiced obstruents preserve their voicing 
specification if found in final position due to the fact that the markedness constraint 
*[+VOICE] is located at the bottom of the hierarchy. 

If, however, suffixation affects the stem, not the root, Grijzenhout (2000:10) proposes 
another suitable identity constraint which preserves the voicing features of stems and which is 
top-ranked and inviolable (see (2.16)). The constrain formulated as IDENTSTEM(VOICE) 
states that ‘a segment that is [α voice] in an input stem is [α voice] in the output’ which is 
interpreted as a prohibition of any changes of the feature for [voice] in the stem (Grijzenhout 
2000: Fig.26). 

(2.16) Ranking for progressive assimilation between stem and suffix and lack of assimilation in 
compounds in English (based on Grijzenhout 2000:10)

IDENTSTEM (VOICE) �� AGREE �� IDENTVOICE  ��� FINALDEV

The ranking presented in (2.16) protects stems from conforming to markedness requirements 
such as AGREE, which is lower-ranked. Hence forms like bats /����/ and pigs /��(�/ do not 
show the changes of stem-final obstruents, but the single sound suffix /z/ devoices to [s] in 
bats as a result of progressive assimilation. With the same ranking compounds like website, 
(see (2.14) for more examples) preserve the voicing specifications for the final consonant of 
the first member of the stem and the initial consonant of the second member of the stem (i.e 
/���.����/).  Output candidates like */���.����/ or */���.����/ are ruled out as they fatally 
violate the crucial IDENTSTEM(VOICE). A combination of the two rankings shown in (2.15) 
and (2.16) above with top-ranked IDENTSTEM(VOICE) and bottom-ranked *[+VOICE] is 
treated by Grijzenhout (2000:16) as the absolute ranking for voicing in English. The crucial 
difference between this ranking and the ranking by Lombardi presented earlier in the section 
is a different interpretation of progressive assimilatory processes in English. In Grijzenhout 
they are regulated by the inviolable IDENTSTEM(VOICE), whereas in Lombardi it is 
HARMS’GENL that performs an analogical function, but refers to sonority hierarchy rather 
than to prosodic structure. The most vital difference between the authors lies in the status of 
the constraint AGREE which is included by Grijzenhout to explain the occurrence of 
lexicalized regressive assimilations between roots and suffuxes. For Lombardi, agreement as a 
phenomenon does not occur in English, which is best attested upon the example of 
compounds and preservation of identity constraints by obstruent output candidates across 
word boundaries. The top ranking of IDLAR and IDONSETLAR implemented by Lombardi 
speaks strongly for the behaviour of English stops and fricatives in such contexts and the 
general resistance to either final devoicing or voicing assimilations of the type found in Dutch 
or German. As observed by Van Rooy and Wissing (2001:325) English and German do not 
exhibit a regular application of regressive voicing assimilation because obstruent systems 
employed by those languages are not specified for the feature [voice]. 
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2.5.2 Dutch 

Quite unlike English, Dutch displays final devoicing as well as the typical regressive type of 
voicing assimilation in clusters containing two plosives and a fricative followed by a plosive 
(Lombardi 1997:9). Thus, final devoicing occurs in the final position in lied /	��/ 'song', but is 
not found in liederen /0	��8�8�/ 'songs'; analogically raaf /��'
/ ‘raven’, but raven /��'8�/ 
'ravens'. Evidently, the identity constraint IDENTVOICE loses to FINALDEVOICING
markedness constraint. Yet, in certain contexts the latter constraint seems to be overruled by 
the constraint AGREE, which forces agreement between two adjacent segments (Grijzenhout 
2000:13). As a result, the final /"/ of dek /�/"/ ‘surface’ assimilates to /(/ in a compound 
dekbed /0�/(�/�/ ‘duvet’ (cf. Grijzenhout 2000:13-14)(see (2.17) for additional examples). 
The fact that both the first segment in the second element of the compound (-bed), and the 
initial elements of the suffixes in the forms presented in (2.17) retain their underlying voice 
specification speaks for the inviolability of the constraint IDVOICEONSET in Dutch. 

(2.17) Examples of Dutch words and their derived suffixed forms. Unassimilated items in  top part 
of the chart;  assimilated stop-stop, fricative-stop cross-morphemic clusters in the bottom section 
of the chart 

huiswerk / 0�9:�;/�"/ - houseworkhuis / 0�9:�/ - house5

bisdom / 0����53/ – bishopricbishop / 0����5�/ – bishop4

aanpasbaar / 0�'��$���'�/ - adjustable

rijkdom / 0�/�(�53/ – wealth

breekbaar / 0���'(��'�/ – breakable

Derived form with regressive assimilation

werkzaam / 0;/�"��'3 / – operative

vroedschap / 0��:�#$� /– town council

vreedzaam / 0��'���'3/ – peaceful

raadsel / 0��'��8	 / - riddle

Derived form without regressive assimilation

aanpassen /0�'��$�8�/ -

adjust

3

rijk / 0�/�"/ - rich2

breek / 0���'"/ - break-IMPER.1

werk / 0;/�" / - work4

vroed / 0��:� /– wise, cf. 

vroeder / 0��:�8� /– wiser

3

vrede / 0���8 / - peace

cf. breed / 0���'�/ - broad

2

raad / 0��'� / - advice, cf.

raaden / ��'�8� / - advice-PL.

1

Root form
(with or without final devoicing)

huiswerk / 0�9:�;/�"/ - houseworkhuis / 0�9:�/ - house5

bisdom / 0����53/ – bishopricbishop / 0����5�/ – bishop4

aanpasbaar / 0�'��$���'�/ - adjustable

rijkdom / 0�/�(�53/ – wealth

breekbaar / 0���'(��'�/ – breakable

Derived form with regressive assimilation

werkzaam / 0;/�"��'3 / – operative

vroedschap / 0��:�#$� /– town council

vreedzaam / 0��'���'3/ – peaceful

raadsel / 0��'��8	 / - riddle

Derived form without regressive assimilation

aanpassen /0�'��$�8�/ -

adjust

3

rijk / 0�/�"/ - rich2

breek / 0���'"/ - break-IMPER.1

werk / 0;/�" / - work4

vroed / 0��:� /– wise, cf. 

vroeder / 0��:�8� /– wiser

3

vrede / 0���8 / - peace

cf. breed / 0���'�/ - broad

2

raad / 0��'� / - advice, cf.

raaden / ��'�8� / - advice-PL.

1

Root form
(with or without final devoicing)

In view of this, alternative forms like */�/"�/�/, */0�'��$����'�/, *�0�/�"�53/, or */ 0;/�"��'3 / 
for example are ruled out as ill-formed. At the same time, IDVOICEONSET outranks 
FINALDEVOICING. However, IDVOICEONSET in Dutch apparently is not observed by 
output forms where the onset contains a fricative (e.g. vreedzaam /������'3/ 'peaceful' where 
the suffix –zaam is /��'3/ in its underlying form/). In order to capture the inclination of 
fricative onsets to lose their voicing Grijzenhout (2000:15) proposes a variant constraint that 
excludes fricatives in onset position from identity requirements. The constraint is formulated 
as IDONSPWSTOPVOICE which demands that ‘plosives in onsets of prosodic words should 

have the same value for the feature [voice] as in the input’. Prosodic words are found in 
compounds and stems followed by derivational suffixes. Inflectional suffixes alongside with 
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clitics do not form prosodic words of their own. The latter, unlike the former do not become 
part of the prosodic word they follow. Instead they exist as adjuncts of the phonological 
phrase (Grijzenhout 2000:14). For both classes, namely stems and inflectional suffixes and 
stems followed by clitics FINALDEVOICING outranks IDVOICEONSET rather than vice 
versa, as is the case with compounds and combinations of stems and derivational suffixes. In 
vreesde /�����8/ 'scared' the /�/ of the inflectional suffix –de undergoes devoicing, not being 
part of a prosodic word.  

In (2.18) the resulting ranking of constraints in Dutch is presented after Grijzenhout 
(idid.).  Unlike in English, AGREE occupies the top of constraint hierarchy and cannot be 
violated. 

(2.18) Constraint ranking for Dutch (based on Grijzenhout 2000:16) 

AGREE �� IDENTONSETPWSTOPVOICE  ���PWFINALDEV ��

IDENTSTEMVOICE ���FINALDEV, *[+VOICE]

The identity of voicing specifications of stop onsets of prosodic words are protected by highly 
ranked IDONSPWSTOPVOICE, which places the prosodic word as well as stop onsets at a 
privileged position as regards the retention of their [voice] features. At the same time, the 
possibility of fricative onset devoicing together with the devoicing of onsets of inflectional 
suffixes exemplify cases of progressive assimilations, which exist alongside the dominant 
regressive type. 

The linguistic distance between the voicing specifications for English and Dutch 
grows somewhat smaller than is the case with Standard Dutch if the ranking for Randstad 
Dutch in (2.19) below is inspected. In this dialect spoken in western cities (e.g. Rotterdam, 
Den Haag, Leiden) there is no regressive assimilation in clusters made up of prosodic word 
final voiceless obstruent followed by prosodic word-initial voiced stop (Grijzenhout ibid.). 

(2.19) Constraint ranking for Randstad Dutch (based on Grijzenhout 2000:16) 

IDENTONSETPWSTOPVOICE, PWFINALDEV �� AGREE ��

IDENTSTEMVOICE ���FINALDEV, *[+VOICE]

As a result, in words like aanpasbaar ‘adjustable’, in which in standard Dutch regressive 
assimilation does occur, in Randstad Dutch there is no agreement in voicing. The 
pronunciation /�'��$���'�/ shows that the underlying voiceless /�/ is preserved in the output 
form. The two constraints IDONSPWSTOPVOICE and PWFINALDEV both outrank AGREE. 
What still keeps apart English and western varieties of Dutch is the tendency for final stops to 
devoice in prosodic words in the latter language. 
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2.5.3 German 

Analogically to English, German does not have regressive assimilation, which is conditioned 
by the low ranking of AGREE (see (2.20) below). As observed by Lombardi (1999:276), the 
domination of *LAR over AGREE acts effectively against additional violations of the former 
constraint by changes of voiceless-voiced to voiced-voiced stop clusters. Therefore, in words 
like Zeitbombe ‘time bomb’ the medial input cluster /tb/ is faithfully represented in the output 
/0������53�8/ and the assimilated output candidate */0������53�8/ is discarded as illicit. 

(2.20) Constraint ranking for German (Lombardi 1999:(13)) 

IDENTONSET  �� *LAR �� AGREE, IDLAR

Similarly, in stockbesoffen /6#�5"�80�5
8�/ ‘blind drunk’ there is no agreement in voicing 
between the members of the cluster /kb/ (see (2.21) for more examples). In this particular 
case, German ranking closely resembles the ranking in English where regressive assimilation 
is ruled out. 

However, as far as final devoicing is concerned, German syllable-final stops are 
described by Lombardi (ibid.) as voiceless. The low ranking of the faithfulness constraint 
IDLAR allows for the loss of [voice] in final plosives. 

(2.21) Examples of German words and their suffixed or compound derivatives showing lack of 
assimilation in stop-stop and stop-fricative cross-morphemic clusters 

Mundgeruch �03���(80<.'=/ -

halitosis

Mund �03���/ - mouth, cf. Mundes

�03���8�/ – mouth–GEN.

11

bedeuten /�80�5:�8�/ - to signify

wirksam /0�<"��'3/ – effectivewirken /0�<"8�/ – to be effective5

Tagtraum �0��'"�<��3/ – daydreamTag �0��'"/ – day, cf. Tages �0��'(8�/  

- day-GEN.

10

Rundblick �0<����	�"/ - panorama

schweigsam /0#��"��'3/ - silent

fruchtbar �0
<�=���'>/ - fertile

bedeutsam /�80�5:���'3/ -

significant

sehenswert /0��'8��/<�/ – worth

seeing

Großherzogtum /6(<�'�0�/<���'"��3
/ – a grand duchy

Freundschaft /0
<5:��#�
� / –

friendship

Erdkunde /0/<�"���8/ - geography

Derived forms

rund �0<���/ - round, cf. Runder

�0<���>/  - round- COMPAR.

9

schweigen /0#��(8�/ – to be silent8

Fruchtbar �0
<�=�/ - fruit7

6

4

Herzog /0�/<���'"/ - duke, cf. 

Herzoges /0�/<���'(8�/ - duke-GEN.

3

Freund /0
<5:��/ – friend, cf.

Freunde /0
<5:��8/ - friends

2

Erde /0/<�8/ - the planet Earth1

Root form
(with or without final devoicing)
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�0<���>/  - round- COMPAR.

9

schweigen /0#��(8�/ – to be silent8

Fruchtbar �0
<�=�/ - fruit7

6

4

Herzog /0�/<���'"/ - duke, cf. 
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3
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2

Erde /0/<�8/ - the planet Earth1

Root form
(with or without final devoicing)
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Preservation of voice specifications by initial stops in guarded by the top-ranked identity 
constraint IDENTONSET. Here, the location of IDLAR is completely reversed in the hierarchy 
in comparison with English where the same constraint is highly ranked (cf. (2.13) earlier in 
subsection 2.5.1.). The consequence of such a situation in German is the existence of 
alterations like Weg /�'"/-Wege /�'(8/ ‘way-ways’, or Bad /��'�/– Bäder /�/'�>/ ‘bath-baths’ 
( see other examples in the first column in (2.21) above: items 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11). The ease 
with which IDLAR can be violated prohibits output forms such as */�'(/ or */��'�/. On the 
contrary, in English due to the opposite ranking, outputs like keg /"�(/ or bad /���/ are 
perfectly well-formed.  

The existence of final devoicing is regulated in Grijzenhout’s analysis (2000) by the 
constraint FINALDEVOICING, which in her ranking for German outranks the faithfulness 
constraint IDENT[VOICE] (see (2.22) below). In the case of compounds (e.g. Weißwein

/0������/ 'white wine', nachtblint /0��?��	���/ ‘night-blind) and combinations of stems and 
suffixes (e.g. tragbar /0�&�'"��'>/ ‘portable’, arbeitsam /0!�<������'3��’hard-working’) (see 
more examples in (2.21): items 9-11, second column) obstruents forming word internal 
clusters do not agree in voicing. Therefore, output forms like */0������/ or */03���(80<.'=/ 
are not well-formed in German. It can be concluded that IDENTVOICE is ranked higher than 
AGREE. In fact, the latter constraint occupies the bottom of the hierarchy. 

(2.22) Constraint ranking for German (Grijzenhout 2000:(50)) 

IDENTONSETVOICE  �� FINALDEV �� IDENTSTEMVOICE,

IDENTVOICE ����AGREE, *[+VOICE]

In German there are a few words in which the medial intervocalic plosive is doubled in 
spelling and considered to be ambisyllabic (Grijzenhout 2000:12). The medial /�/ and /(/ in 
Krabbe /"&��8/ and Flagge /
	�(8/ (cf.Grijzenhout 2000:13)) are considered to belong to the 
coda of the first syllable and to the onset of the following one at the same time. Since 
FINALDEVOICING does not apply here and no output forms like */"&��8/ or */
	�"8/ are 
tolerated the medial stops seem to behave more like onsets than codas. As Lombardi’s (1999) 
positional faithfulness constraint IDENTONSETVOICE protects the underlying voicing 
specifications of onsets rather than codas it is located at the top of the constraint ranking for 
German. At the same time, this constraint outranks FINALDEV, which cancels the possibility 
of medial devoicing in Krabbe and Flagge in case the consonants should be interpreted as 
belonging to the coda. Both outputs incur violations of FINALDEV, but because it is ranked 
lower the violations are by no means fatal. 

This view of neutralisation of voice in syllable-final context is challenged by Petrova 
et al. (2006) who claim that since all underlying plosives in German are voiceless, with the 
feature [spread glottis] or without it, the notion of syllable-final devoicing is irrelevant. 
Instead, the faithfulness constraint ID[SPREAD] (IDsg) regulates the identical realisation of 
inputs and outputs with regard to their specification for [spread].  The related markedness 
constraint *[SPREAD] (*sg) prohibiting segments possessing the specification for [spread 
glottis]  is of low ranking in German (Petrova et al. 2006:14), unlike in other languages where 
stops are [voiceless] rather than [spread]. The type of contrast in the plosive system in 
German is based on whether a segment has the feature [spread] or not. Voicing/voicelessness 
as such  are not taken into account as features. Hence the inclusion of aspiration or the lack of 
it in the phonetic realisation of words, for example Sack [��"�] ‘sack’ but Schlag [#	�'"] 
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‘blow’ rather than Sack [��"] and Schlag [#	�'"]. In this sort of account, voiced stops are ruled 
out by the constraint *VOICE. In forms like Schläge [#	/'(8 �the intervocalic /g/ is subject to 
passive voicing. This causes that phonetic voicing of stops is not marked as [spread] in cases 
where their complete voicing results from the sonorant context in which these stops are placed 
without any active effort at voicing on part of the speaker (Petrova et al. 2006:15). 
Alternatively, Schläge may not be represented as produced with passive voicing for the 
intervocalic stop but realised underlyingly as [#	/'"8 *�The possibility of stops figuring as 
[voiced spread glottis] is averted by the high ranking of the markedness constraint *VOI/SG. 
Therefore, Schläge cannot be represented by the output *[#	/'(�8 *��On the other hand, in the 
plural form of Sack (Säcke [�/"�8]) the intervocalic plosive ["�] preserves its [spread] nature. 
Aspiration in German remains an active feature even in word-medial unstressed contexts and 
it may be regarded as a persistent proof of the viability of the feature [spread] in German 
(Jessen and Ringen 2002:200). 

The chief difference between Petrova’s and Lombardi’s analyses lies in the treatment 
of voicing of stops placed in between vowels (e.g. /g/ in Schläge). The former treats voicing 
of [g] as the result of the action of the constraint PASSIVEVOICE, which requires voicing in 
obstruents located between sonorant segments. The latter author claims the underlying nature 
of the voiced stop /g/. The central distinction focuses on the use of features like [voice] and 
[spread glottis] and the resulting analyses implement relevant sets of constraints which are in 
turn answerable for processes, which depend on the choice of distinctive features. Final 
devoicing is not predicted in Petrova’s (ibid) or Jessen’s and Ringen’s (2002) accounts. In the 
final position stops preserve their [spread glottis] features surfacing as [����] , �����] , and 
["��"] so identity constraint of ID[SPREAD] type is almost inviolable. The existence of [b, d, 
g] in contexts between sonorants is predicted by highly ranked PASSIVEVOICE constraint. In 
medial positions the non-[spread glottis] nature of /������(/ ([������"]) is combined with very 
low VOT values and, as a consequence, remarkably high voicing durations are observed 
which, in turn, leads to their classification as ‘voiced’. 

The chapter that follows constitutes a momentary departure from OT framework, 
although this theory has been chosen for data analysis that is carried out later in the present 
thesis. The ensuing sections present a somewhat broader insight into the structure of the 
syllable as it is understood and interpreted by theories other than OT. The way the syllable is 
viewed by Government Phonology, the Strict CV approach and Beats-and-Binding Phonology 
is of relevance for further parts of the thesis. As could be inferred earlier in the present 
chapter, different authors make use of various notions, which is later reflected directly in the 
formulation of individual constraints. The constraints themselves regulate vital aspects of the 
grammars of particular languages and differences or discrepancies between individual 
rankings may be brought about by the omission of certain crucial aspects of the grammar 
including the structure of the syllable as well as the prosody. In the next chapter some scope is 
given to the principles governing the sonority hierarchy, the special status of syllable onsets, 
the question of the coda. The notion of coda is set against the claims made by models that 
favour CV structure of syllables. Attention is also paid to the principles of word formation 
and the issue of setting morphological boundaries. Many of the problems discussed are to be 
readdressed later indirectly through the form of individual constraints applied by language 
systems presented in Chapter 4 where the discussion again becomes predominantly OT-
oriented.  
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3. Syllable structure and prosody of Polish and English

This chapter elaborates on prosodic constituents of language systems with special attention 
paid to syllable structure, also as it is viewed from the codaless perspective. In order to 
provide a more complete view of such a syllabic model, of the possible relations between its 
units, and of certain vital processes within onset-nucleus strings, other phonological theories 
and models are introduced in the last section of the chapter.  

Section 3.1 discusses the principles that determine the linear ordering of segment types 
in a syllable, based on their sonority. Section 3.2 tries to provide an answer to the question 
why in traditional syllable structure onsets enjoy much stronger status than codas, with the 
view to the coda-less analysis introduced later. Section 3.3 outlines the prosodic hierarchy and 
the articulatory means of marking prominence at the edges of prosodic constituents, as well 
the interaction between boundaries of various prosodic levels in the process of utterance 
segmentation. Section 3.4 presents assimilatory behaviour at morpheme boundaries as 
underlain by individual types of affixation. It also discusses those types of boundaries that 
seem to inhibit assimilation processes at the syllable onset, with special emphasis on 
glottalisation of word-initial vowels. The section also analyses the set of constraints 
controlling alignment between prosodic levels. Section 3.5 deals with the syllable as 
perceived by the Strict CV Approach. First, fundamental principles of the standard 
Government Phonology framework are explained. Then, arguments for the non-traditional 
trochaic Proper Government are considered, together with the resulting account of inaudible 
nuclei in Polish. Finally, section 3.5 outlines the Strict CV treatment of Polish prefixation and 
syllabic sonorants in English. Section 3.6, in turn, considers the Beats-and-Binding 
Phonology outlook upon the syllable, ways of organising and delimiting syllabic structure, as 
well as mutual relations between syllabic constituents determined by their acoustic 
characteristics. 

3.1 Sonority hierarchy 

Sonorant sounds do not normally contrast in voicing and frequently constitute an optimal 
context for voicing contrasts within such classes of sounds as obstruents, (Kenstowicz et al., 
2003:18) which normally, unlike sonorants, occupy a more peripheral position in a syllable. 
Positional distinction stems from the existence of relevant cues to voicing/voicelessness. 
These are best observed in the course of the modal voicing of a sonorant sound which follows 
an obstruent, as noted by Padgett (2002). Obstruents that are followed by another obstruent 
tend to lose burst cues, and are normally devoid of voice onset time cues, as well. Padgett 
(2002:8) introduces three degrees of cue strengths: PS (pre-sonorant within the same prosodic 
word), WF (prosodic word-final), PO (pre-obstruent), and formulates the following constraint 
ranking: 

IDENTPS(VOICE) >> IDENTWF(VOICE) >> IDENTPO(VOICE) 

According to the above ranking, obstruents in the output are more likely to retain their input 
values in pre-sonorant position than in word final position. The faithfulness of input forms to 
their corresponding output forms in pre-obstruent position is most likely to be violated. 
Furthermore, sonorants tend to inhibit voicing assimilations, as any preceding obstruent, 
being a pre-sonorant sound within a prosodic word, must retain its input identity with respect 
to [voice] (Padgett, 2002:9). 
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The relationship between phonological representations and their phonetic surface 
realisations may eventually become obscured, and segments which are inconsistent in this 
respect are called cryptosegments (Blaho and Bye, 2005). The problem is handled by 
Biaspectual Phonology (BP), which posits the role of phonology in providing the link 
between stored lexical, and discrete phonetic representations (Blaho and Bye, 2005:3). In BP, 
the input originating from the rich base is mapped onto an output representation π, which is 
dealt with by two extragrammatical systems. One of them is a phonetic interpretation system 
Φ, and the other a lexical recognition system Λ. The phonological grammar ‘reveals’ these 
two systems different aspects of the output representation. Thus, every feature, or node is 
characterised in relation to its visibility to Φ and Λ. Faithfulness constraints (see 3.1.1) 
require visibility of input material to lexical recognition system Λ, whereas markedness 
constraints (see 3.1.2) require the invisibility of input material to either Λ or Φ (Blaho and 
Bye, 2005:4).  Cryptosegments seem to be typified by conflicting specifications for a feature 
[F]. Yet, since two recognition systems exist, outwardly conflicting featural specifications 
[+F] and [-F] are recognizable by different systems.  

As regards the syllable well-formedness conditions which regulate the sequencing of 
sounds in the syllable in terms of sonority strength, voiced obstruents are more sonorous than 
voiceless, and must be located closer to the syllable nucleus after the so-called Harms’ 

generalization (Harms:1973). According to Sonority Sequencing Generalization (SSG), ‘In 

any syllable, there is a segment constituting a sonority peak that is preceded and/or followed 

by a sequence of segments with progressively decreasing sonority values’(Selkirk 1984:116). 
For Polish the following hierarchy has been proposed by Rubach and Booij (1990a): 

OBSTRUENTS < NASALS < LIQUIDS < GLIDES < VOWELS 

Nair (1998:354) specifies the location of individual classes of obstruents within the hierarchy 
and adds the subclass of obstruentized sonorants, which form a part of Polish consonant 
inventory, as depicted in (3.1). Within the class of vowels, Gnanadesikan (1995:13) places the 
mid vowels /e, o/ lower in the hierarchy than the low vowels like /a/. According to this author, 
onsets generally prefer the least sonorous, and at the same time, the least marked consonants. 
The effect of sonority is taken into account only if the range of consonants available in a 
given system is sufficient. In the case of Polish, the hierarchy apparently seems more complex 
than in English, and as posited by Rocho� (2000:125) in the formulation of the constraint 
*Son   V, sonority in a Polish syllable must not decrease from the edges of the syllable 
towards its peak. Nevertheless, Polish possesses words containing sound sequences which 
apparently violate the constraint as they start with sounds with falling, and not rising sonority 
(i.e. łga� ‘lie’, mgła ‘fog’). Such consonants are described as ‘extrasyllabic’ (Rocho�, 2000; 
Cetnarowska and �ygis, 2007), and they are separated from the syllable that follows, forming 
a separate sonority peak of their own. According to SSG, the extrasyllabic stem-initial 
consonant should be syllabified into the coda of the preceding syllable constituted by the 
prefix, although in this case syllable boundaries are not properly aligned with morpheme 
boundaries (Cetnarowska and �ygis, 2007:15). From the point of view of the conditions that 
seem necessary for the maintenance of glottal oscillations during the closure, a voiced 
obstruent is located in between two voicing sources which facilitate spontaneous voicing of an 
underlyingly voiced segment. 
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(3.1) Maximum sonority scale for Polish (based on Nair, 1998)

PLOSIVES

AFFRICATES

FRICATIVES

@ 
NASALS

LIQUIDS
GLIDES

VOWELS

O   B   S   T   R   U   E   N   T   S

S     O     N     O     R     A     N     T     S

OBSTRUENTIZED

SONORANTS

R I S I N G
S O N O R I T Y

Strict observance of sonority hierarchy imposes a certain logical directionality on the 
ordering of voiced/voiceless segments in relation to one another in a syllable, though this 
appears to be language-specific, at least to some extent. At the same time, the direction of the 
spread of voicing in voicing assimilations is regulated by the syllabic structure of a language, 
as well as by the presence of strongly sonorant sounds in the proximity of syllable onsets. The 
status of onsets, whose prominent position in the structure of the syllable is justified from the 
point of view of both the articulatory and perceptual salience, seems to be much stronger than 
that of coda. The latter readily undergoes weakening and reduction, and, furthermore, its 
validity has been questioned over the recent years (Harris, Gussmann (2002)). The traditional 
view of the syllable structure and the way of reasoning in disfavour of the coda is presented in 
the following section.  

3.2 Special status of syllabic onset 

 Speech sounds have little meaningful function if produced in isolation. The individual 
acoustic characteristics of a sound articulated outside a larger context may not be perceptually 
sufficient for the sound to be decoded. As observed by Liberman (1973:62), articulatory 
events merge and make up composites known as syllables. The resulting sound pattern of a 
composite seems to be indivisible, in the sense that it is virtually impossible to separate the 
acoustic gestures of an initial consonant from those of the following vowel. Likewise, the 
boundary between a vowel and a following, final consonant is equally hard to outline. The 
vowel itself appears to be modified accordingly by the neighbouring consonants. In the mind 
of the listener, the acoustic signal is decoded, broken down into a string of mutually 
dependent sounds, and, eventually, the component gestures receive the status of individual 
entities (Liberman 1973). 

Traditionally, a syllable (σ) has been view as consisting of Onset and Rhyme. The 
latter must incorporate a Nucleus, and may additionally host a Coda, as shown in (3.2) below. 
Evidently, domains such as the syllable must be subject to some hierarchical order, and form 
part of constituents belonging to a higher level.  
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(3.2) Syllabic components of the word ‘shelf’ (modelled on Aljumah  2008:168)

                                          

σ

Onset Rhyme

Nucleus Coda

[ #�����������������	��������
  

Accordingly, Selkirk (1980) postulates in her Strict Layer Hypothesis that the syllable 
dominates the mora, and is itself subordinate to the foot, which, in turn, is dominated by the 
prosodic word. Jessen and Stong-Jessen (2005:6) define the foot as the prosodic unit that 
comprises one or more syllables, of which only one bears stress. The foot is subject to binarity 
(Prince and Smolensky 1993), which assigns the prosodic word (PWd) with minimum two 
moras in a quantity-sensitive language, or, alternatively, two syllables in the case of a 
quantity-insensitive language. The modern concept of ‘mora’ draws from the Greek notion of 

������ 	�
��� ‘primary time’, and the Sanscrit ���� ‘maatraa’, both being basic units of 

syllable weight (G�siorowski 1991:75). Hyman (1985, cited in Gasiorowski 1991) identifies 
two types of light syllables which include CV and CVC patterns. Heavy types of syllables 
listed by Hyman (ibid.) include CVV, CVVC as well as CVC patterns. If a rhyme hosts two 
skeletal positions, the syllable is considered heavy and is believed to contain two moras 
(Gasiorowski 1991:72). G�siorowski (ibid.) modifies Hyman’s model and associates weight 
with vowels only. He furthermore makes a claim that moras are independent of syllabification 
and exist as separate entities. For comparison, consider two alternative representations (3.3) of 
the word ��� /�#�	�/ ‘dog’ in Arabic Al-Ahsa dialect, as proposed by Aljumah (2008:170). 
The author allocates the final consonant /b/, which occupies the coda position in the 
representation on the left of (3.3) to a separate mora, as depicted on the right of (3.3). This 
appears to clearly signal the problematic affinity of syllable-final, as well as word-final 
elements of consonantal clusters; whether they form part of a coda belonging to the same 
syllable or stand apart constituting part of a syllabic unit of their own. Polish is among  
languages that seem to allow for the possibly most robust clustering of consonants at both the 
onset and coda position. 

Nair (1998:353) defines a Maximal Syllable Template for Polish assigning three 
consonants to the onset and three to the coda (CCCVCCC). He further indicates the two 
consonantal positions before and after the vowel (nucleus) as loci for sonorants, while the two 
positions that are maximally removed from the centre of the syllable are reserved for 
obstruents. Both the vowel and the adjacent obstruents are claimed to be moraic, or dominated 
by the mora. Thus, according to Nair’s analysis (1998), the Polish syllable, due to the rich 
consonant clustering abilities, follows the Maximal Onset Principle, which states that 
intervocalic consonants are maximally assigned to syllable onsets. 
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(3.3) Two representations of the Arabic word  	��� ��#�	�/ ‘dog’ in Al-Ahsa dialect. The final 

consonant /b/ is shaded. (Aljumah  2008:168,170)

σ

Onset Rhyme

Nucleus Coda

[ �# ����������	���������  

Ft

σσ

µ µ

[ �# �����	������������  

� �� � � �

However, Polish, alongside with other Slavic languages possesses moraless vowels called 
yers (discussed in detail in section 2.5). Historically, yers were weak unstressed vowels of /�/ 
and /�/ type which later merged into schwa /8� in�West Slavic (G�siorowski 1991:77). In 
modern Polish yers are vocalised, or receive their surface realisation only in certain 
circumstances. That implies insertions of a mora, and in such a case, a yer is syllabified. 
Rubach and Booij (2001:35) argue that Polish phonology strongly militates against surfacing 
of yers and gives preference to complex onsets. This seems to account for the richness of 
onset consonantal clusters, which is balanced by the high number of phonetically unexpressed 
vocalic elements. 

Generally, as observed by Ohala and Kawasaki (1984:115), languages tend to 
possess syllabic structures in which onsets are more distinct than codas. Some languages are 
devoid of tautosyllabic consonants occupying post-vocalic positions. The authors further 
notice that, diachronically, contrasts are better preserved in onsets than in codas. Moreover, 
the syllabification in languages employs an ‘onset first’ principle, which states that in placing 
a syllable boundary across an intervocalic consonantal cluster the number of consonants that 
are assigned to the onset of the second syllable is always greater that the number of 
consonants that remain in the coda of the first syllable. Even if there is a choice whether to 
place a consonant in the onset or in the coda, in view of the lack of constrains concerning the 
make-up of a coda, a maximum number of consonants is placed in the onset, e.g. /�"--

���5'���8���, rather than /�"��--�5'���8���, although the cluster /"��/ can be found syllable-
finally in ‘text’, for example. Ohala and Kawasaki (1984:116) report on the so-called P-
centre, defined as a point based on speakers judgements as to the where a syllable begins. In 
fact, although no acoustic feature coincided with what listeners seemed to define as the P-
centre, it corresponded to some ‘weighted’ average of changes of amplitude, spectrum, 
periodicity, fundamental frequency occurring near the beginning of a syllable, but not without 
relation to the events in the preceding syllable. In fact, as concluded by Ohala and Kawasaki 
(ibid.), the acoustic events contributing to the existence of the P-centre must take place in the 
preceding syllable, and enhance the effect of anticipatory coarticulation. 

Syllable onset positions, unlike coda positions, also provide a better context for the 
obstruent release. Ohala and Kawasaki (1984:117) observe that because of the fact that abrupt 
changes in voice amplitude, fundamental frequency, and the presence of burst are more 
noticeable near obstruent release than near its onset; contrasts are better preserved at syllable 
onsets. The presence of a vocalic nucleus in the position after the onset ensures saliency of 
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such acoustic phenomena, as obstruents are released into a vowel. The absence of a nucleus 
deprives the obstruent placed at the onset from its salient features and leads to weakening, 
which has been observed to be the fate of obstruent codas. Analogically, the effects of 
coarticulation in the CV as opposed to VC sequences are by no means symmetrical (Ohala 
and Kawasaki 1984:117). In a potential C1V1C2V2 string, articulatory gestures of V1 will be 
shared by C1, and those of and V2 will be coarticulated with gestures of C2. Since the 
articulatory features of obstruents tend to affect the properties of the following vowel, rather 
than vice versa, the vowel is normally more distorted or coloured by the preceding consonant. 
The same cannot be said about the opposite VC configuration, and the fact additionally speaks 
for the saliency of syllable onsets. In the diachronic development of languages, consonantal 
clusters positioned between vowels (VC1C2V) have frequently undergone partial or complete 
regressive assimilations, where the less robust C1 changed its place of articulation, often 
sharing it with C2 creating geminate clusters of C2C2 type (Ohala and Kawasaki 1984:118). 
Ohala and Kawasaki (ibid.) state that as pre-vocalic events are more salient, they contribute to 
the synchronisation of the segmental and the prosodic stream (1984:119). The timing point 
usually occurs close to the beginning of such streams, where the loudness resulting from the 
articulatory force is most intense. Therefore, it is the duration of the segments from the vowel 
onset onward, rather than the other way round, that appears to determine stress placement in 
languages. Consequently, the speakers seem to articulate the segments before the vowel onset 
with greater precision, additionally enhancing their salient properties. As a result of the 
relative articulatory and perceptual onset prominence, the set of contrasts licensed in this 
position surpasses the number of contrast attested in coda positions. A frequently quoted 
example is the case of r in non-rhotic accents of English (Harris 2006), which is subject to 
weakening to a glide or zero in pre-consonantal and pre-pausal utterance-final coda positions, 
e.g. ‘bear’ /��8�, ‘beard’ /��8��, ‘for’ /
5'��, ‘fork’ /
5'�"�. The only context where historical r is 
licensed in those accents is a syllable onset position. Here, the cross-word intervocalic 
juncture is also taken into account, on account of r apparently syllabifying into an onset of the 
following syllable that underlyingly starts with a vowel, e.g. ‘there are’ /��8��$'�*�In fact, 
Proto-Germanic *r has often been described as the apical trill [�], but chiefly in onset 
positions, whereas in postvocalic contexts it underwent weakening in West and North 
Germanic dialects, in which approximant allophones of r emerged (G�siorowski 2006:69). 
Harris (2006:360) enumerates other examples of segmental weakening, typically associated 
with the coda position, such as l-vocalisation in English, s-debuccalisation (i.e. pronunciation 
of /�/ as a glottal sound, where a more complex oral constriction is abandoned), liquid-
vocalisation, nasal depalatalisation in Central American Spanish, as well as obstruent 
devoicing in a number of languages. If one persists in abiding by the coda analysis, the 
intervocalic contexts where coda consonants are placed still seem to call for resyllabification. 
A single intervocalic consonant forms the onset of the following syllable, according to ‘basic’ 
or unmarked syllabification (see (3.4a) below), which observes the ‘onset first’ principle 
(Harris 2006:362). Alternatively, the consonant may lose its basic affiliation with the second 
syllable, but become the coda of the first syllable of a stressed-unstressed disyllable as a result 
of ‘crisp capture’ (3.4b) (Hoard 1971; Selkirk 1982). Ultimately, the intervocalic consonantal 
segment may be interpreted as ambisyllabic (3.4c) (Kahn 1976), preserving its basic 
affiliation to the second syllable, or it may be viewed as a geminate (Burzio 1994). Harris 
(2006) treats both b and c variant cases illustrated in (3.4) as instances of CODA CAPTURE. 
Castleman and Diel (1996) investigated medial consonants in disyllabic stimuli. Their 
findings based on listeners’ medial and final [voice] judgements show that a medial 
ambisyllabic consonant would be associated with the second syllable. It appears that voice 
judgments based on F0 variations reflect the syllabic affiliation of the target consonant 
(Castleman and Diel 1996:394), i.e. whether it forms the coda or the onset. 
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(3.4) Alternative treatment of a single intervocalic consonant (after Harris 2006:362,(4))

(a)    Basic                 (b)   Crisp capture (c)   Ambisyllabicity

V

σ σσ σσ σ

V V VV VC CC

Harris (2006:363) argues that coda capture phenomenon reflects its sensitivity to foot 
structure. As the capture operates leftwards, it agrees with left-dominant, trochaic foot 
structure of English. Consequently, Harris considers coda analysis as superfluous and takes 
preference to foot-oriented phenomena outlined above. Thus, the need to resort to 
resyllabification might be discarded. If one assumes that coda capture is proved by speakers’ 
intuitive judgments on syllabification, which results in alternative chunking of words that 
show instances of ambisyllabic segments, Harris points at the existence of pre-task knowledge 
of phonological rules manifested by subjects of metaphonological experiments (2006:364). 
The subjects are often exposed to various definitions of the syllable at an educational stage, 
and may be misguided by those definitions while attempting to syllabify during experimental 
tasks. Harris (ibid.) postulates after Bloomfield (1933: 178) that the smallest pronounceable 
unit in a language is the phonological word, which is possibly equivalent to individual chunks 
uttered by speakers in pause-break tests. According to McCarthy & Prince (1986), the 
minimal unit in many languages, including English is made up of ‘a single bimoraic foot’. 
Harris further assumes (2006:366) that the metrical foot in English consists of a minimally 
bimoraic trochee. Under such an interpretation, word-initial unstressed syllables in English 
are left unfooted, whereas the beginning of a foot, which coincides with the onset in other 
analyses, performs a role of a strong segment licensor. Such a licensing role ensures immunity 
of initial obstruent consonants to various deletion and lenition processes which tend to affect 
consonants positioned in the coda under the alternative analysis. 

The special status that the initial onset position evidently enjoys is attested at various 
levels in the representation of speech (Fougeron 1999:54). The initial position appears as 
marked when it comes to the assignment of various positions in the skeleton of a word. At the 
level of encoding, the existence of prominence and salient nature of initial obstruents are 
naturally employed, as various psycholinguistic data mentioned by Fougeron show. The 
author also emphasizes the production level, at which these positions show particular 
characteristics. Moreover, at the linguistic level, initial contexts prove resistant to both 
synchronic and diachronic reduction tendencies, that otherwise successfully target non-initial 
positions. The existence of the onset, unlike that of the coda, seems to be strongly reinforced, 
which evidently serves its structural preservation. The family of effectively inviolable 
ONSET constraints (see Chapter 2 for the discussion of OT framework) ensures the immunity 
of onsets within syllable structure.  

The notion of coda turns out to be problematic, and its existence in syllable- and word-
final position has been questioned (Lowenstamm 1996; Rowicka 1999; Harris, Gussmann 
2002; Kijak 2008). Harris and Gussmann (2002:4) contrast the outlook upon word-final 
consonants in ‘western’ phonological tradition, which follows the final-coda interpretation, 
with ‘eastern’ tradition, which treats the word-final consonant as the onset of the following 
syllable in which there is no audible nucleus. This might be reflected in the dual division of 
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languages into CV and CVC types, as invoked by Harris and Gussmann (2002:5-6). The 
former type does not possess internal codas and final consonants, whereas the latter type 
allows for both.  Accordingly, Polish and English would belong to CVC type, while Italian, 
for example, to CV type. The authors argue that, mistakenly, CVC type equates domain-
internal codas with domain-final consonants as certain languages like Italian seem to have 
internal codas but no word-final consonants: …V(C)-CV], while other languages like Luo 
permit word-final consonants, but lack domain-internal codas: …V-CV(C)]. In English, the 
domain-final consonant apparently does not influence the length of the preceding vowel in a 
systematic way (Harris and Gussmann 2002:8). English long vowels are found before both a 
domain-internal onset (e.g. lilac, lenis, future), and before an internal coda (e.g. founder, 
stranger). Yet, as Harris and Gussmann further notice (2002:7), the consonants in super-
heavy sequences of …VVC- … type are subject to certain restrictions, in that C must be a 
fricative or a sonorant. If C is a sonorant it must be a coronal consonant homorganic with the 
following onset. As to the word-final consonants in English, they do not tend to have impact 
on the length of the preceding nucleus. In fact, as observed by Harris and Gussmann 
(2002:12), word-final relatively intricate consonantal clusters are a result of word-level 
suffixation. This involves plural, present, past, and ordinal morphemes (e.g. thousandths, 

triumphs, clenched). Such combinations of consonants, though, are not possible within roots, 
and their tautosyllabic nature as homogeneous clusters is hard to accept. Consonant sequences 
that straddle a word-level morpheme boundary are no less restricted than the combinations 
that arise at sentence-level junctions across words. What remains to be attested at word-level 
in final position, excluding any suffixes, is maximally two consonants, most frequently 
/����	���	�������"���3���2"������
�� (Harris and Gussmann, 2002).  The second element of each of 
such clusters is interpreted by Harris and Gussmann (ibid.) as the onset of the following 
syllable (see (3.5) below), which is well-formed as it contains a nucleus which is not 
melodically filled.  

(3.5) Allocation of the final consonant to the onset of the following nucleus (based on Harris and 

Gussmann 2002:19,(23))

(a)   sand (b)   sandy (c)  five d)   fiver

R R R R

OO O OO O O ON N N N N N N

[ x   x  x   x   x ]    [ x   x  x   x    x ]     [ x   x  x  x   x ]     [ x   x  x   x  x ]              

��� � �� � �� � ���� ����������
���������������������
�������������8

N

Both authors conclude (2002:26) that domain-final consonants can be assigned either to 
internal codas or internal onsets, or to both. Both places occupy a weak position of domains 
such as foot, stem, or word. Therefore, a lack of strong segmental licensing does not provide 
sufficient evidence for an unequivocal treatment of domain-final consonants. This situation 
may be remedied by a strict allocation of the final consonant to the following nucleus 
exclusively, if one adopts the universally undominated and highly ranked NUC constraint 
(Prince and Smolensky 1993), which states that a syllable must have a nucleus, even though 
the nucleus is not realised phonetically. Such nuclei, according to Harris and Gussmann 
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(2002:27), are only unusual from the phonemic viewpoint. Otherwise, they may be likened to 
‘ordinary’ nuclei on the basis of their metrical behaviour and the ability to acquire phonetic 
content in special circumstances. In the metrical context, all rhymes appear to be feminine, 
some with a phonetically realised nucleus, e.g. ma(genta), others with a dull unexpressed 
nucleus, e.g. re(pentφ). It all boils down to a conclusion that all feet are feminine, or, in other 
words, minimally binary (McCarthy and Prince 1986), no matter whether the weak nuclear 
element of a foot is phonetically realised or not. This approach apparently makes it possible to 
avoid transformational or simulated resyllabification, as word-level suffixes of –(e)s/-ed type 
can be interpreted as part of separate syllables, rather than uniformly conjoined with the 
stems. The stem-final consonant is thus separated from the suffix consonant by the empty 
nucleus of the stem (see (3.6a) below). The nucleus may become melodically filled in order to 
split the resulting consonantal cluster (see (3.6 b), if the latter is ill-formed (Harris and 
Gussmann 2002:29).  

According to the principles of Optimality Theory (see Chapter 2), to which Harris and 
Gussmann (2002) make ample reference, the existence of word-final consonants in the CVC 
type of languages, to which English belongs, is strictly regulated by a specific set of 
constraints placed in a hierarchical order in relation to one another. NOCODA constraint, 
which militates against the existence of the final consonant in CVC syllables, is of lowest 
ranking. 

(3.6) Syllabic structure of inflected forms, which displays intact syllabic faithfulness to their bases 
(modelled on Harris and Gussmann 2002:30,(32)) 

(a)    fussed (b)  fusses

OO ON

[ [ x   x   x   x ]   x   x ]                 [ [ x   x   x   x ]   x  x ]              

NN O N O N O N

f 7 s        t f    7 �����������

That ensures the preservation of the final consonantal segment in the output forms, whereas 
MAX and DEP constraints, which are dominant, prevent the deletion of the final consonant, 
and vowel epenthesis in the position after it, respectively (Harris and Gussmann 2002:31). In 
CV languages, the three constrains are ranked in the opposite order. Thus, the existence of 
domain-final coda is disallowed, which is achieved in output forms either by deleting the final 
consonant, or epenthesising a vocalic segment after it, due to the low ranking of MAX and
DEP respectively. The way of reasoning presented above, that postulates the existence of 
melodically empty nuclei whose onsets are formed by the domain-final consonant, is justified 
by the low ranking of  EMPTY constraint prohibiting phonetically unexpressed vowels (Harris 
and Gussmann 2002:38). Then, a possible syllabification of a CVCCVC input would be after 
Harris and Gussmann: CVC-CV-C�, with a single violation of low ranked NOCODA and 
EMPTY, but without a loss or an addition of segments from the input form. Yet, this analysis 
still leaves a domain internal coda intact and does not seem to do away with the notion of 
coda as proposed by Lowenstamm (1996). 
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The weak nature of domain-final consonants liable to assimilatory processes, as well 
as lenition and deletion (Harris 1994), seems to find substantial support in the coda-less view 
of the syllable. The position before a word final empty nucleus cannot receive sufficient 
autosegmental licensing compared to a consonantal segment followed by a fully realised 
vowel, as pointed out by Bloch-Rozmej (2008) in her analysis of Ukrainian back fricatives 
within the framework of Government Phonology (given more scope in section 3.5). In the 
case of inflected forms of Ukrainian vaha ‘weight/nom.sg’ and vah ‘weight/gen.pl’  ‘h’ in the 
former form occupies a strong position as it is licensed by the following vowel (Bloch-
Rozmej 2008:12). As a result, the consonant is strong, unlike the ‘h’ in the latter form, which 
receives a limited amount of licensing from the following empty nucleus, and hence its 
phonetic make-up is much poorer (see (3.7) below). 

(3.7) Strength vs. weakness of a fricative segment followed by a full/empty nucleus (after Bloch-

Rozmej 2008:12,(9))

(a)    fricative in a weak context (b)  fricative in a strong context

OO R O R O R

N N

R

N N

x    x    x     x                                x    x    x   x               

�������A ����� B ����

vah ‘weight/gen.pl.’ vaha ‘weight/nom.sg’

Since, analogically to individual segments, syllables cannot exist on their own, but form 
higher constituents in the course of speech, one must not ignore suprasegmental levels. The 
ensuing section discusses higher levels of prosody and the extent to which segmental 
phonology interacts with the phonology of higher prosodic constituents. 

3.3 Prosodic words and phrases 

For English and other languages, a number of authors (Selkirk 1980; Nespor & Vogel 1986; 
Hayes 1989) have proposed lower level prosodic constituents such as the syllable, the foot, 
the prosodic word and, in some cases, the mora placed below the level of the syllable (Selkirk 
ibid.). Immediately above the prosodic word, Nespor & Vogel (1986) and Hayes (1989) place 
the clitic group, whereas Selkirk (1980) postulates the minor phrase as subordinate to the 
major phrase, which is equivalent to the phonological phrase postulated by the former two 
sources. All the above mentioned authors agree in the definition and identity of higher levels, 
i.e. the intonational phrase dominated by the utterance level (see (3.8) below). It is in fact on 
domains larger that the segment where acoustic features like stress or tone are applied. They 
perform their role in a particular moment point of acoustic signal (Fougeron 1999:12), and 
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seem to serve their perceptual purpose as boundary markers, especially in higher types of 
prosodic domains.  

During the process of articulation, the timing of the tongue gestures has been observed 
to agree with syntactic boundaries (Hardcastle 1985). There was a delay in coarticulatory 
overlap across the cluster of consonants /kl/ if there was an intervening syntactic boundary of 
major type between the members of the cluster. Similarly, Holst and Nolan (1995) report on 
analogical lack of assimilation of place between the adjacent /�/ and /#/ if a clause boundary 
occurred in between, but the assimilation did take place across a word boundary. The 
existence of major boundary has been reported (Byrd et al. 1996) to obstruct coarticualtion of 
labial and lingual gestures in /mn/ and /nm/, even though there was no pause to serve as a 
boundary marker. 

(3.8) Examples of prosodic hierarchies proposed in the literature for English and other languages 

(modeled on Fougeron 1999:9, part of Fig.1.3)

Nespor and Vogel, Hayes Selkirk

(Mora) µ µ   µ   µ   µ   µ   µ   µ  µ   µ   µ

Syllable σ      σ      σ     σ     σ      σ     σ      σ      σ      σ σ  σ     σ     σ     σ     σ    σ

Foot Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft Ft

Prosodic Word PWd PWd PWd PWd PWd PWd

Clitic Group

Minor Phrase)

Phonological Phrase Major Phrase
ip ip ip ip ip ip

Intonational Phrase IP  IP IP IP IP IP

UTTERANCE

In none of the cases, did lower lever boundaries prove able to prevent coarticulation. 
Variation in initial segments tends to be facilitated by higher-level constituents, and this 
tendency is less marked in the final position within the same level, and still weaker in lower 
syntactic levels (Fougeron 1999:45). Fougeron (ibid.) concludes that articulatory variation in 
the initial position encountered at Word or Syllable level increases in intensity proceeding up 
the prosodic hierarchy scale. Such behaviour may be part of inherent characteristics of a given 
segment (e.g. aspiration) or some ‘unexpected’ articulatory effect (e.g. glottalisation of 
vowels). 

As may be expected, lower level constituents, like Prosodic Word, for example, 
cannot intrude upon a higher level constituent boundary, in this case a Phonological Phrase 
boundary (Gout et al. 2004;549). Whenever a phonological phrase boundary occurs, both a 
syntactic phrase and a word boundary must coincide with it. A phonological phrase may 
include one or more syntactic phrases with coinciding boundaries. Gout et al. summarise 
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further that the phonological phrase is delimited by final lengthening and a single pitch 
contour, either falling or rising, after the last prominent, phrase-final nuclear pitch-accented 
syllable. As stressed by Cho and Taehong (2008:49), the pitch movement in phonological 
phrase, as well as the final lengthening effect at its end is never as extensive as the 
corresponding tonal and strength characteristics at the final boundary of an intonational 
phrase (IP). The initial phoneme of a phonological phrase is longer and more strongly 
pronounced, thus contributing to the overall strengthening effect at the onset of the 
phonological phrase. Furthermore, as noted earlier, phonemes that span the phonological 
phrase boundary are distanced from each other, and a coarticulatory effect that would 
otherwise be observable if they were found within a phrase is successfully blocked. The 
boundaries of a Prosodic Word are not marked by distinctive tonal features or lengthening at 
its end (Cho and Taehong 2008:49). Gout et al. (2004:553) investigated the difference in the 
duration of individual segments in the word paper placed within a phonological phrase and in 
the sequence pay [per…] that occurred accross the phonological phrase boundary. The results 
show significantly longer duration of /��/ in pay and of /�/ in per across the boundary than the 
duration of analogical segments in paper when no boundary occurred. Cho et al (2008) found 
further evidence of the acoustic consequences of domain initial strengthening. The length of 
CV sequences spliced from the beginning of an intonation phrase was significantly greater 
than in sequences obtained from Wd-boundary contexts, regardless of carrier-boundary type 
in which CV sequences were used. The durational difference was signalled by the initial C in 
the first place, although the peak amplitude of the following vowel was significantly greater in 
CV sequences from the IP-initial position. The strengthening effect evidently spread from the 
initial consonant to the following vowel. 

The findings of Cho et al. for adult speakers (2007) show that the effects of initial 
strengthening had no significant influence upon recognition and segmentation of post-
boundary words, whether the critical two-word sequences straddled an IP- or Wd boundary. 
Reaction times were significantly affected when IP-initial CVs were spliced to post-boundary 
words. Apparently, the pre-boundary cues to an IP boundary strengthen the cues relevant at 
the boundary after a word, and simultaneously exclude spurious candidate words misaligned 
with the prosodic boundary (e.g. bus#ticket rather than bust#...) more effectively than the cues 
that follow from the upcoming word boundary. Cho et al (2007:228) argue that speakers of 
American English successfully differentiate between cues typical for IP-initial and word-
initial consonants, and in this way segment fluent speech signal resolving lexical ambiguities 
and recognising the component words. Lexical access to disyllabic words imbedded in a 
casually spoken sentence was examined in thirteen-month-old children in a word-recognition 
test by Gout et al. (2004). The test revealed that the infants did not mistake both syllables in 
pay [per…]-type for cases of a disyllabic word of paper-type which occurred in the middle of 
a phrase, although they tended to listen longer to passages with paper-type sentences. In 
another experiment (Gout et al. 2004), two groups of twelve-and-a-half-month-old children 
were compared. One group was trained to detect bisyllabic target of paper-type, and the other 
to recognise monosyllabic word of pay-type. Both groups were later exposed to either type of 
signal. Each group responded accordingly, recognising significantly more often their target 
word rather than the word from the opposite group, by turning the head when the word 
occurred in context. The results imply that the presence or absence of the phonological phrase 
boundary successfully prevented the infants from perceiving paper-type target in pay#per-
type sentences, and pay-type words in paper-type sentences. Thus, since phonological phrase 
and word boundaries always concur, it appears unlikely to access a word that straddles a 
phonological phrase boundary. In contrast, as stressed by Gout et al (2004:558) the absence of 
phonological phrase boundary does not mean the absence of word boundary, as most 
phonological phrases are made up of a number of words with word boundaries in between 
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them. This was further proved in an experiment on ten-month-old infants by Gout et al. 
(2004:559-560). The group trained in monosyllabic target reacted almost identically to paper-
type and pay#per-type context, with 42% vs. 49% of head- turns respectively, which strongly 
suggests that the phonological phrase constitutes the domain of lexical access processes. The 
resulting segmentation procedures may be divided into ‘lexical segmentation’ that draws on 
word recognition, and ‘prelexical’ segmentation which makes use of prosodic boundaries, 
allophonic and lexical stress cues, that are distinguished in the speech signal without the need 
to resort to lexical items as such (Gout et al 2004:562).  

The evidently noticeable effects that stem from the existence of boundaries between 
higher prosodic domains make it impossible to describe the sound system of a language 
without considering the evident interaction between phonetics and prosodic structures, as 
stated by Cho and Taehong (2006). The authors found out that in the stressed position, lip 
opening movement kinematic measurements were significantly large for the bilabial /b/, 
regardless of whether the position was domain–initial, or domain-final, and independently of 
the following vowel type (2006:529). The rate of speed in the movement of the lips was not 
necessarily great, though. The large displacement in the articulator gestures was observed to 
increase as the prosodic boundary was associated with higher and higher level of prosodic 
hierarchy. The kinematic data obtained in the study by Cho and Taehong (ibid.) suggest that 
strengthening of initial consonant leads to greater displacement of V#C at edges of prosodic 
domains, but such an effect is not evident at post boundary #CV sequences. As a result, 
contrasts between consonant and vowel phonemes are more strongly manifested at edges of 
prosodic domains (Cho and Taehong ibid: 44). 

The articulatory effects that point to phrase initial vs. phrase final differences have 
been found to differ kinematically. The presence of lengthening caused by accent and 
lengthening associated with the end of the domain are explained by means of the intergestural 
timing account and by stiffness account, referred to in Cho and Taehong (2008). The former 
account explains the lengthening caused by accent which affects the timing of the gesture 
which follows the target gesture and allows the durational expansion of the target gesture. The 
resulting greater duration and displacement do not have impact on the speed of the jaw 
opening and closing movement. The latter, stiffness account describes the lengthening effect 
brought about by the presence of the boundary at the end of the domain. In this case, 
articulatory stiffness slows down the movement of the articulators influencing the duration, 
but with no change in the displacement. Yet, contrary to those assumptions, the lip kinematic 
study by Cho (2006) shows high velocity lip closing and opening gestures in the accented 
position, which the intergestural timing account does not seem to predict. Likewise, at the 
domain boundary position the lip opening and closing movements were marked by 
displacement precluded by the stiffness account. Byrd and Saltzman (2003) observe that 
boundary-adjacent pronunciations show remarkable lengthening, as well as some 
strengthening effect, which the authors ascribe to the π-gesture i.e. the prosodic boundary 
gesture. In fact, as it transpires from the study of V1-to-V2 vocalic kinematics by Cho and 
Taehong (2008) prosodic boundaries are signaled by all kinematic measures, independently 
from Accent effects in most cases. The kinematic pattern caused by accent differs consistently 
depending on whether the vocalic target is a low vowel /a/ (/i/-to-/a/) or high vowel /i/ (/a/-to-
/i/). Thus, Displacement, Total Movement Duration, Acceleration Duration, Deceleration 
Duration had all higher measures in IP than in PWord for both types of vowel targets. Total 
Movement Duration and Deceleration Duration were equal for phonological phrases and 
words, whereas Acceleration Duration for /i/ target was higher for Phonological Phrase than 
for Word. Peak Velocity measure was lower for IP than for Phonological Phrase and Word, in 
the case of both vocalic targets (Cho and Taehong: 2008:54). Peak Velocity measure was 
lower for IP than for intonational phrase (IP) or a PWord. Accentuation, as such, does not 
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seem to influence articulatory speed in a consistent way, nor should it be responsible for the 
increase in the speed of articulatory gestures. The temporal effects of Accent depended on the 
V2 type, and it was only /a/ target, that evidently instantiated articulatory lengthening 
triggered by accent. An accented /a/ was manifested in a larger, longer, but not faster, 
downward movement of the articulators. On the other hand, the articulation of /i/ was not 
marked by such potent effects. This points at the fact that accent does not exert uniform 
influence upon articulations across different vowels, as there is no symmetry in kinematic 
patterns between /a/ and /i/ (Cho and Taehong 2008:59). The overall lengthening effect 
appears to diminish as the articulation moves away from the prosodic juncture. That is why 
the vocalic segment following the post-juncture consonant does not display noticeable 
lengthening effect while the domain-initial consonant and pre-boundary vowel always do 
(Cho and Taehong ibid:57). 

The hierarchically ordered robustness of prosodic boundaries seems to have its impact 
on the assimilatory tendencies displayed by various language systems. The distancing 
between segments across a domain boundary and a lack of overlap between gestures 
associated with those segments seems to be reinforced as the boundary is more marked in 
terms of articulator features. Mohanan (1993) notices that it is easier for segments to 
assimilate as the target and trigger of assimilation are adjacent to each other at smaller 
prosodic domains (see (3.9) below).  

(3.9)

          AGREEσ >> AGREEFoot >> AGREEPwd >> AGREECG >> AGREEPPhrase >> ... 

Thus, the possibility of agreement in voicing is greater at the level of the syllable than at the 
level of the foot. Then, it is easier to find agreement in voicing at Prosodic Word level than at 
Clitic Group (CG) level. It is considerably more difficult to expect voicing assimilations 
across Phonological Phrase and higher prosodic level junctures. Data from Russian in Padgett 
(2002:10) show that final devoicing and voice assimilation does not occur between clitic 
groups (e.g. {��"} {���C} ‘Zhena’s juice’), although it is possible between words and enclitic 
(e.g. {��( ��} ‘juice(emph.)’). If the status of Prosodic Word is assigned to suffixes in 
German, as pointed out by Beckman et al. (2009:235), word-final devoicing is preserved and 
no passive voicing occurs, as it would do within a word. Therefore, before the suffix -lich

passive voicing is blocked as it always is between two prosodic words. But, on the other hand, 
before vowel-initial suffixes like -ig and -ung passive voicing is allowed, which suggests that 
they do not have the status of prosodic words. Therefore, affixation seems to play a vital role 
in the issue of voicing assimilations, and it seems to follow the distinctions posited by 
prosodic hierarchy and hence to make use of the existence of prosodic junctures. The 
following section deals with the boundaries between morphemes and stems and their impact 
on assimilatory possibilities in languages. 

3.4 Morpheme-stem boundaries 

The Fricative Voicing Rule (FVR) that existed in the Old English system was operative 
morpheme internally and across morpheme boundaries (Moulton 2003:164). Yet, the ability 
of the adjacent segments to share the voicing specification was largely conditioned by the 
type of prosodic boundary that separated them. Kim (2001) notes, that FVR applied to both 
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derived and non-derived forms. Yet, he lists a number of contexts where the rule found no 
application. The fricative segment resisted the spread of voicing if found between unstressed 
syllables, both in derived and non-derived words, across prefix boundary, whether the prefix 
was unstressed (e.g. ge[�]eon ‘to see’), or stressed (e.g. an[�]und ‘sound’). Also, no voicing 
assimilation affected fricative sounds across derivational suffix boundary, either in stressed 
(e.g. ��[�]lice ‘suitably’), or unstressed syllables (e.g. seofon[�]a ‘seventh’). Degeminate 
forms did not display the effects of FVR, regardless of the presence vs. absence of stress (e.g. 
py[

]an ‘puff’, ��gte[��]e>���gtesse ‘fury, witch’). Nor was FVR active across compound 
word boundary (e.g. ���[�]�l ‘wine hall’), or word boundary within a phrase (e.g. þ�t hu[�] is 

min ‘that house is mine’) (examples quoted from Moulton 2003). An important factor, that 
seems to be involved in determining whether the output form will differ from the input form, 
is the position of the segment within the morpheme. Krämer (2000:640) observes that 
morpheme-initial elements, like those instantiated by some of the examples presented above, 
are always fully specified, not merely because of their perceptual prominence. Morpheme-
final elements, on the other hand, tend to be subject to underspecification, and hence some of 
their component features, like the laryngeal node in the case of voice assimilations, may not 
be preserved in the output form. Furthermore, following the coda analysis of the syllable 
structure, the range of elements available for segments in the coda position seems to be 
considerably restricted, as Krämer (ibid.) further remarks. It appears strongly evident that 
positions that are most resistant to assimilatory processes, as well as neutralization, are those 
at the beginning of a domain. Grijzenhout & Krämer (2000) argue that it is more vital for 
stops located at the beginning of a PWd to preserve their underlying voicing specification 
than for those plosives that are found in non-initial positions. At the right edge of the domain, 
the change in the output is in turn largely determined by the type of morpheme or the prosodic 
level to which the domain belongs.  

3.4.1 Affixation and compounding 

Wagner (2002) in his analysis of the role of prosody in laryngeal neutralization processes 
points out that stem-final consonants in German appear to resist devoicing if followed by 
either vowel-initial affixes (e.g. Tag /��'"/ ‘day’, but Tage /��'(+8/ ‘days’), or affixes that 
contain only one consonant. In such a situation, the right bracket of the prosodic word to 
which the affix is attached disappears and the segments constituted by the affix are syllabified 
with the preceding segment: (stem suffix). Such a type of affixes is classified by Wagner (ibid: 
380) as cohering suffixes. If no syllabification applies, the brackets are preserved: ((stem) 

(suffix)), corresponding to the boundaries of the component elements. As a result, morpheme-
internal passive voicing does not take place. Instead, what occurs is a stem-final neutralization 
manifested in final devoicing. Such type of affixes, called non-cohering ones, are all prefixes 
in German, as well as consonant-initial suffixes, on the proviso that they contain at least one 
additional sonorant (e.g. Tag /��'"/ ‘day’, täglich /�/'"+	�D/ ‘daily’). Cetnarowska (2000:9) 
points out that, on the basis of vowel-zero alternations attested in Polish, there is a need for 
maintaining the distinction between the so-called ‘synthetic affixation’ (i.e. [prefix+stem]) 
observed in the case of prefixed verbs with vowelless roots (e.g. rozedrze� ‘to tear, pf.’ 
[roz�+d�rze
]), and ‘analytic affixation’ (i.e. [prefix[stem]]) in the case of the remaining 

prefixed words (e.g. rozci�gn�� ‘to stretch, pf.’ [roz�[ci�gn�
]]).  
Grijzenhout (2000) in her analysis of voicing and devoicing in English, German, and 

Dutch strongly argues that the choice of affixes is determined by whether the morpheme 
forms a root, or a stem, following Borowsky’s claim that root+affix and stem+affix 
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combinations differ in the application of identity constraints which determine whether 
assimilation is likely to occur in certain types of combinations or not. In Grijzenhout’s (ibid: 
9-10) selection of outputs for the input form of English fi//+/�/ the final fricative devoices 
(/
�
�/) as fi//- has the status of a root. But in the case of the input do/(/+/�/, or do/(/+/
/ight, 
the corresponding output forms are faithful, and do not display assimilatory behaviour. But, in 
either case here, the left part of the input environment is classified by Grijzenhout (ibid: 10) as 
stems. According to Lombardi (1997:9), compounds manifest an-output-output relationship 
because both parts of a compound are in fact two independent words. Therefore, a potential 
assimilation in either direction would be a violation of output-output faithfulness constraints. 
Borowski (2000) claims that in English compounds, two adjacent obstruents need not agree in 
voicing, because the feature specification of obstruents in both members of the stem is 
guaranteed by high-ranked stem identity constraints referring to the feature [voice]. 
Apparently, if voicing assimilation across the juncture between the two parts of a compound 
occurs, it is ensured by the importance to preserve the identity of the laryngeal specification 
of the onset of the second element of the compound. The resulting assimilation is then of 
regressive type.  

As regards the boundaries between prefixes and stems in English: (prefix)ω(stem)ω

(cited from Raffelsieffen 1999 in Cetnarowska and �ygis 2004), there are no restrictions on 
phonotactics here. Any consonant clustering is possible, as both consonants are separated by a 
syllable boundary, and belong to two different morphemes. A similar situation is reported by 
Cetnarowska and �ygis (ibid: 2) to exist in Polish, where syllabification in prefixed words 
does not take place across the word boundary. The situation seems strongly evident, 
especially in complex words consisting of prefixes and vowel-initial stems, where the 
morpheme boundary in not violated, and the syllabification of prefix-final consonant into the 
stem is not attested (e.g. pod+uczy� *po+duczy� ‘to learn a bit/inf.’). Rubach (1984) classifies 
all prefixes in Polish as having the status of phonological words, and claims that 
syllabification in Polish words respects prefix boundaries. Yet, slightly to the contrary, as the 
study by Cetnarowska and �ygis (ibid:6) suggests, the inviolability of prefix-stem junctures is 
not so ubiquitous in the case of oral tasks, compared to written tests. In the former case, 
articulatory spontaneity seems to allow for resyllabification at what evidently are lower 
prosodic level contexts. The authors further acknowledge that there is no clear division 
between transparent and nontransparent items of the lexicon, and the recognisability of the 
components of prefixed words need not be uniform for all speakers. 

The possibility of becoming a part of a Phonological Phrase is reserved also for clitics, 
in languages like Dutch, for example (Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:55), where suffixes can 
only be linked to a Prosodic Word. Inflectional suffixes in Dutch are exemplified as being 
part of a level at which resyllabification precedes final devoicing. Grijzenhout & Krämer 
(ibid:62) recognize two types of suffixes according to the mode of their prosodification. One 
is termed ‘internal suffixes’, which do not constitute a Prosodic Word of their own (e.g. roder 

/��'�+8�/ (��'*�8�)ω ‘redder’). The other type, called ‘semi-suffixes’, bears resemblance to 
morphological stems, and forms  Prosodic Words, possessing their own internal stress pattern. 
When they attach to stems, the stem-final consonants do not syllabify into the suffix (e.g. 
roodachtig  /��'�+$=�8=/ (��'�)ω($=�8=)ω ‘reddish’). Semisuffixes in their underlying form 
have the same status as stems. Grijzenhout & Krämer (ibid: 75) view weak forms of personal 
pronouns in Dutch as clitics. These lack a specification for stem- or affixhood, and unlike 
stems, semisuffixes and internal suffixes they stay outside the domain of a Prosodic Word, 
relying on the Phonological Phrase (Grijzenhout & Krämer (2000:77). 
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3.4.2 Word boundaries and segmentation of utterances 

Morphological and prosodic boundaries appear to be marked by the differences between 
segments that arise from their location in utterances. Based on those acoustic specifications, 
speaker’s perception is able to segment speech signal and recognize word structure. It appears 
evident that assimilatory tendencies that follow from articulatory ease tend to blur the signal 
and impair its reception by the listener. 

Schatzman and McQueen’s (2006) analysis of durational cues to word boundaries in 
ambiguous sentences reveals that the duration of /s/ in cluster-initial C##sC context was 
longer than in target word Cs##C context. The closure duration, on the other hand was longer 
in the latter than in the former context. Cluster initial words in C##sC context were 
characterized by higher RMS energy of both /s/ and the stop. After a set of experiments in 
which the authors manipulated the length of target Cs##C words they were led to conclude 
that the information contained in the duration of the segment forms a part of stored lexical 
knowledge. The signal that reaches the listener is compared with inherent features of lexical 
representations that are available to the listener. Therefore, ambiguous Cs##C signal with 
lengthened /s/ biases the perception of the listener to classify such information as typical of /s/ 
in word initial C##sC cluster. It appears that, automatically, consonants of long duration 
activate syllable-initial allophones, whereas consonants of shorter duration more strongly 
activate syllable-final allophones (Schatzman and McQueen ibid: 13). Thus, a short /s/ is 
more likely to point at an upcoming prosodic boundary than its longer variant, and signal the 
intended prosodic structure in an unambiguous way. On the other hand, as found by Fougeron 
& Keating (1997), vocalic articulations tend to display decreasing contact but extended 
duration. The authors argue that initial and final edges of prosodic domains are noticeably 
delineated by strengthening/lengthening effects of initial/final elements. In C-to-V and V-to-C 
sequences, higher prosodic levels show larger displacement and coarticulatory resistance. 
This resistance is especially marked in the case of strong segments that naturally are not 
subject to articulatory undershot and gestural overlap with the following segment. That agrees 
with the assumption made by Kuzla et al. (2009:305) that assimilated fricatives are shorter 
than the unassimilated ones, as assimilation follows from weakened articulations that allow 
for segmental overlap. Consequently, assimilations, together with other sandhi processes, 
seem to be more easily encountered across lower than higher prosodic boundaries, as 
predicted by Nespor and Vogel (1986). These phenomena do not seem to be equally typical of 
all prosodic levels. Fougeron and Keating’s experiment (1997) tested five levels of prosodic 
hierarchy, namely syllable, word, phonological phrase, intonational phrase, and utterance. Out 
of these, three or four levels were distinguished by differences in linguopalatal contact of the 
initial consonant. Yet, not all speakers displayed the same degree of differentiation as to the 
number and type of prosodic levels.  

Speech segmentation and word boundary recognition in English appears to draw on 
the onsets of strong syllables followed by full vowels (Cutler and Butterfield 1992). A cross-
language study by Tyler and Cutler (2009) shows that for all participants vowel lengthening 
served solely as the right-edge cue, regardless of language-specific preferences for prosodic 
structures. On the other hand, pitch movement cues caused variation in the results, depending 
on the language. Thus, unlike pitch movement, which is a language-specific factor, vowel 
lengthening is a universal cue used in speech segmentation. If silence was inserted between 
words, it improved segmentation significantly, serving as the strongest of all cues (Tyler and 
Cutler ibid: 374). Kuzla et al. (2007:308) recognize three levels that use the presence/absence 
of the pause, combined with the tonal factor, the so called boundary tone (BT). The highest 
prosodic category MAJOR, roughly equivalent to intonational phrase (IP), is characterized by 
the presence of the features [+Pause,+BT]. The absence of either feature [-Pause,-BT] is 
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found at the Prosodic Word boundary. The intermediate possibility, where the tonal break is 
not accompanied by a pause [-Pause, +BT] was defined as MINOR, and may incorporate 
phonological phrase as well as IP. Kuzla et al. (ibid.) find in their experiment that all 
segments following MINOR boundary are longer than word initial segments. The likelihood 
of devoicing affecting segments in the vicinity of /t/ was similar across MINOR and WORD 
boundaries, and it was the degree of devoicing, and not its very existence, that depended on 
the individual prosodic levels. Eventually, Kuzla et al. (ibid: 317) propose to extend Prosodic 
Phonology to sub-phonemic effects caused by the positioning of a segment within relevant 
prosodic structures. 

In the case of onsetless syllables, speech segmentation may alternatively be remedied 
by the transfer of a better onset, as the study in Child Phonology by Gnanadesikan (1995) 
suggests. A better onset is transferred to the second syllable, if the adult syllable is devoid of 
onset and starts with a glide or a liquid, in agreement with the ONSET constraint proposed by 
Prince and Smolensky (1993:85), which states that syllables must have onsets. ONSET may 
lead to syllabification of prefix-final consonants into the onset of the following syllable, 
although it violates the morphological rules that strive to preserve the separate syllabification 
of prefix and stem (e.g. Polish pod.upada
 vs. po.dupada
 'to decay slightly' (Cetnarowska 
and �ygis 2007:4)). The question asked in the study by Cetnarowska and �ygis (2007) is 
whether the subjects use morphological parsing of the lexical items during the syllabification 
of the stimuli with which they are presented. The decompositional shared-entry model 
developed by Taft (1988) states that words that are related morphologically are stored in the 
same lexical entry, and they are segmented into morphemes accordingly. The retrieval of 
prefixed words would be impeded, though, as noticed by Cetnarowska and �ygis (2007:6), as 
the representation of the prefix and the stem must be accessed separately. In contrast, full 
listing approaches propose separate whole-word representations, which make it possible to 
retrieve complex words more quickly. The authors adopt the ‘dual-route’ system which 
combines the whole-word access with the access to the decomposed constituents. In the 
process of segmentation, the faster of the two component systems prevails and helps the 
subject decide on the syllabification. 

The existence of words and syllables that start with a vowel poses problems if the 
language strives to preserve its morphological, as well as prosodic boundaries. In this 
situation, the morpheme boundaries are violated via resyllabification to provide the missing 
onset, or glides are inserted, or else the initial vowel is glottalised. But then, the perceptual 
impression of an extra pause may upset the prosodic segmentation of an utterance to some 
extent. 

3.4.3 Glottalisation of word initial vowels 

Onsets and their inherent prominence can be likened to the idea of sforzando in music, as 
noted by Schwartz (2007:135). Sforzando is defined as an abrupt attack on the beginning of a 
musical note. Such a note must be separable from the note that comes before it. The onsets in 
speech are in a similar way reinforced, although certain segments appear to bear stronger 
resemblance to sforzando than others do. Schwartz (ibid.) observes that a typical example of 
an onset boost is a sequence of a glottal stop followed by a vowel sound. Such a configuration 
allows for a rapid transition from a brief period of silence to a sonorous sound. 

The production of the glottal closure, which acts as a potent pause-marker, results 
from the action of the aryepiglottic fold, or sphincter (see (3.10) below), alongside other 
adductor muscles, as found in the study by Lindquist-Gauffin (1969). The aryepiglottic fold, 
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as has been observed in experiments with fiber optics inserted through the nose, performs a 
vital role in producing boundaries in the course of connected speech. The mechanism 
associated with the production of the glottal stop gesture can cause other, less extreme 
laryngealisation effects, like creaky voice (Lindquist-Gauffin ibid: 28), though the glottal stop 
results from the most radical position of the mechanism. Flege (1982) distinguishes between 
hard, soft, and breathy onsets, shown as / !$�� /�$/, and /�$/ respectively. The adductory 
muscle, the lateral cricoarytenoid, was observed to begin its activity, namely the medial 
compression of the vocal cords much earlier before the vowel onset in hard onset than in soft 
and breathy onset. 

(3.10) Laryngoscopic view of the interior of the larynx showing the location of the aryepiglottic 

sphincter (modified version of the image from: 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Gray956.png 

Aryepiglottic sphincter

Vocal fold

Trachea

Data from Hirose and Gay (1973) reveal that the activity of the lateral cricoarythenoid 
remains high in the prephonatory period, and then decreases sharply before the onset of 
voicing, followed by a slight rise during the period of phonation. The posterior cricoarytenoid 
was observed to increase in activity just before the onset of voicing, and later it was 
suppressed for the period of voicing (Hirose and Gay ibid: 205). Similarly, the vocalis muscle 
displayed an intense activity just before the onset of phonation, followed by a noticeable fall 
in its activity immediately after the beginning of phonation. Such an intense muscular activity 
during the production of the glottal stop seems to point at its important function in marking 
prosodic boundaries in the absence of other consonantal onsets. 

The need to provide onsets seems to be satisfied to a different degree by different 
language systems. In some cases, the existence of a vowel hiatus is tolerated. In the study of 
Ukrainian Czaplicki (2007) points at a number of words, where segment insertion not a 
preferred option, and the resulting syllable appears to be onsetless (maestro/�// ‘maestro’, 
pean //�/’ paean’. In other cases, Ukrainian allows for prothesis of the labial approximant /; /, 
which applies before rounded vowels /.� and /5 /. Before high front vowels, the prothetic 
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palatalised /1/ appears, whereas in other cases the vowel starts with the breathy onset in the 
form of /B/ (see (3.11) below for examples)(Czaplicki ibid:26). In this case, the need for the 
existence of an onset can be viewed as a priority resolved by means of glide insertion. Polish 
cognates that are related to the Ukrainian vocabulary examples from (3.11) all start with the 
glottal stop rather than a glide, at least in the standard accent. The existence of consonants 
before word-initial vowel was a uniform way of securing syllable onsets in Slavic languages 
(Bloch-Rozmej 2008). 

(3.11) Examples of prothesis from Standard Ukrainian. The initial letter in bold shows the 

prothetic segment.  (cf. Czaplicki 2007: Fig 10) Polish cognates have vowel-initial spellings, but 
the vowel is glottalised, as shown in parenthesis

(!)ostry������ ‘sharp’

(!)armata������ ‘cannon’

(!)orzech����� ‘nut’
B

(!)okno����� ‘window’

(!)owca����� ‘sheep’

(!)on��� ‘he’

;E

(!)ona���� ‘she’

(!).	����� ‘beehive’

(!)ucho

!

���� ‘ear’
;

STANDARD POLISHSTANDARD UKRAINIAN
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(!)armata������ ‘cannon’

(!)orzech����� ‘nut’
B

(!)okno����� ‘window’

(!)owca����� ‘sheep’

(!)on��� ‘he’

;E

(!)ona���� ‘she’

(!).	����� ‘beehive’

(!)ucho

!

���� ‘ear’
;

STANDARD POLISHSTANDARD UKRAINIAN

Phonetically, it was achieved by the gesture of lip-rounding, yotacisation, aspiration, resulting 
in /�~;~/, /1/, and /B/ respectively. In Ukrainian, as discussed before, such pre-vocalic 
segments are shown in orthography. In Polish, vowel-initial vocabulary items are both spelt 
and shown in broad transcription without any prothetic element. Thus, the phrase u Ireny o 

ósmej ‘at Irene’s at eight’ is traditionally transcribed as /.���/�C�5�.�3/1���although, in fact all 

words start with the glottal stop onset /!.�!��/�C�!5�!.�3/1�*�It appears that the glottal stop 
acts as a filler of empty onsets in Polish (Gussmann 2007:24). The glottal stop may be 
partially omitted in casual speech, but when it is fully absent and replaced by broad glides, 
such a mode of articulation may be perceived as too careless, even vulgar. �

The function of glottalisation, or laryngealisation is also attested in English in a 
variety of contexts. Dilley et al (1996) reports that in American, as well as British English 
accents, glottalisation, or ‘creak’ also occurs in non-final contexts in words. Gimson (1980) 
locates the context for glottalisation at word boundaries between two vowel sounds. Kohler 
(1994) reports on the possibility of use of the glottal stop before vowel-initial morphemes. 
Umeda (1978) notices that words used infrequently tend to be subject to glottalisation more 
likely than commonly used words, although some common items like all, only, other are also 
glottalised, possibly because of their frequent emphatic function. Such a context requires a 
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noticeable, abrupt onset. Pierrehumbert and Talkin (1992) found that vowel-initial words that 
start an intonational phrase are more likely to have glottal onset than words in other locations. 

Dilley et al. (1996) discuss the spectral characteristics of glottalisation occurring 
between vowels. One of the most significant cues are pitch periods of irregular type, which 
may be preceded by individual instances of the glottal pulse (see (3.12) below) located near 
the onset of word-initial vowel.  

(3.12) Oscillograms showing a vowel-to-vowel transition across word boundaries in

 ‘u Ireny’ ‘at Irene’s’ pronounced by the author. Top part shows the two vowels linked by means 
of a /j/ glide. The bottom part shows the version of the same phrase with the glottal stop inserted 

between the vowels (cf. Dilley et al. 1996 Fig. 1, Fig.2)

Time (s)
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.������������������������1���������������������������

.��������������������������! �

Irregular pitch periods

Regular pitch

Additionally, a marked dip in fundamental frequency acts as an important indicator of the 
glottal closure located in between two adjacent vowels. Insertion of the glottal stop also 
reduces the amplitude of the signal. If the vowel starts with a glide, or if two vowels are 
linked by means of a glide, amplitude remains on the same level (see (44)). Even if the glottal 
closure is not complete, or ‘virtual’ (cf. Dilley et al. 1996:429), the evident drop in amplitude 
may be perceived as a silent interval and thus suggest the existence of an intended pause or 
boundary. In the study by Dilley et al. (1996) all investigated speakers showed that the 
presence of pitch accent made it more likely that glottalisation would be present at the word-
initial vowel. The rate of glottalisation was observed to vary, not so much because of the 
preceding segmental context, contrary to Gimson’s claim (1980), but more on account of the 
differences determined by prosodic contexts (Dilley et al. 1996:437). 

The role of glottalisation in signalling prosodic boundaries above the word level has 
also been attested in languages other than English. Huber (1988) observes that in Swedish, 
depending on the nature of boundary, different types of laryngealisation take place. The end 
of Intonational Phrase is signalled by creaky voice, especially in female speakers. Female 
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speakers also employ diplophonia, or the alternation of strong and weak glottal pulse, to mark 
the end of Intonational Phrase, and the beginning of Word that is contained within 
Intonational Phrase. Both genders have been found to make use of glottalisation at the initial 
boundary and at the onset of utterance-internal constituents.  

Analogically to language-specific preferences for marking syllable onsets, individual 
languages display various preferences for alignment of edges of prosodic constituents. Certain 
principles, formalised through various constraints, possess universal status. Others are 
arbitrary, depending on the organisation and structuring that a given language chooses to 
employ in order to separate or merge its subsequent prosodic constituents along the linear 
string. 

3.4.4 Linearity and alignment

The individual prosodic domains show a tendency to share their edges. The phonetic and 
phonological consequences of the existence of boundaries tend to affect simultaneously more 
than one prosodic domain. The edges of a domain which is low in the prosodic hierarchy, i.e. 
the Prosodic Word, are aligned with the edges of lexical (i.e. non-functional) words, 
according to McCarthy and Prince (1993), and Selkirk (1995) (cited from Cetnarowska 
(2000). Kraska-Schlenk (2003) proposes the existence of morphosyntactic word (Mwd), 
which she defines as containing a root and an inflectional suffix. Mwds are chiefly lexical 
words, but polysyllabic function words also belong to this class. Clitics are excluded from the 
notion of Mwd according to some authors (Cetnarowska 2000). Others (Kraska-Schlenk 
2003) align the edges of clitic group with the edges of Mwd. As a result, Mwds act both as 
morphosyntactic objects corresponding to Lex, and phonological objects equivalent to 
Prosodic Word. Additonally, a Pword appears to constitute a smaller domain than Mword. 

Selikirk (1995) proposes a list of constraints that outline the principles of prosodic 
domination (see (3.13) below). The Headedness constraint states that constituents of a given 
level always dominate those constituents that are a single level below. The only exception 
here is the syllable, which cannot dominate anything itself. The Layeredness constraint 
prevents a lower level constituent from dominating a constituent belonging to a higher level.  

(3.13) Constraints on Prosodic Domination (Selkirk 1995)

Nonrecursivity:
No Ci dominates Cj, i=j

Exhaustivity:
No Ci immediately dominates a Cj, j<i-I

Headedness:
Any Ci must dominate a Ci-1 (except if Ci=σ)

Layeredness:
No Ci dominates Cj, j>i

The Exhaustivity constraint makes it impossible for constituents to be immediately dominated 
by those constituents that are more than one level above them. Finally, the Nonrecursivity

constraint prohibits mutual domination of constituents belonging to the same prosodic level. 
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The Strict Layer Hypothesis (Selkirk 1995, Nespor and Vogel 1986) was later restated by 
Selkirk (1995) as a combination of the four constraints. Selkirk considers the Headedness and 
Layeredness constraints as essential to the Strict Layer Hypothesis. They cannot be violated 
and work for all phonological representations. The remaining two constraints are specified as 
potentially violable.  

Rubach and Booij (1998:442) observe that Polish does not tolerate syllabification 
across word boundaries as well as across prefix-stem junctures. Although in Polish there is a 
tendency to maximise onsets, the word final consonant in the preposition od ‘from’ cannot be 
syllabified with the vowel of the lexical word (e.g. od okna ‘from the window’ /��*!�"*��/, 
not /�*��*"��/). Cetnarowska (ibid.) notices that in the case of root-final consonants, their 
syllabification into the following suffix-initial vowel turns out to be the preferred option (e.g. 
dy.mek ‘smoke/dimin’.) Glottal stop insertion is considered incorrect in such a context 
(*�F3*!�"). Basri et al. (1998, 1999) postulate that languages rank Lex-PWd Alignment 
constraints and constraints on prosodic Domination in a different, language-specific manner 
(cf. Cetnarowska 2000:9). Align (Lex, L, PWd, L) states that for any Lex, there is a PWd such 
that the left edges of Lex and PWd coincide. Align (Lex, R, PWd, R) ensures that for any Lex 
there is a PWd such that the right edges of lex and PWd coincide. Basri et al (1998:17ff, cited 
in Cetnarowska 2000:12) classify English as a language where AlignLex dominates 
Nonrecursivity Constraint, which in turn dominates Exhaustivity Constraint (see (3.13)). 
Therefore, combinations of clitic and host are viewed as nested structures, and, therefore, 
some material may be left unfooted within a phonological phrase. This is realized in the case 
of free clitics in English (e.g. to go, or to London), which are linked to PWd at the level of 
phonological phrase (i.e. (fnc(lex)PWd)PPh) ), and the beginning/end of such function words is 
devoid of a PWd boundary (Selkirk 1995). The NonRecPWd constraint is violated when affixal 
clitics adjoin to inner PWd and cause its recursion. Such affixal clitics encompass phrase-final 
reduced weak object pronouns in English (e.g. visit us, take her). 

Unlike English, Polish is described by Cetnarowska (2000:14) as a type of language 
where NonRecPWd and ExhPPh are both ranked above Align Lex (i.e. ((fnc lex)PWd)PPh  ). Such a 
ranking excludes nested structures and enables the proclitic/prefix to form a foot together with 
the initial syllable of a host. Rubach and Booij (1990), who adopt the derivational model of 
Lexical Phonology,  treat Polish suffixes as cyclic affixes, and prefixes as postcyclic affixes. 
Hence the constituency bracket ‘[‘, being present at prefix-stem juncture post-cyclically, 
effectively blocks cyclic phonological processes (cited from Cetnarowska 2000:15). Thus, in 
Polish the prerequisite to align the right edge of a prefix with the right edge of some syllable 
(McCarthy and Prince 1993b) wins over the need for a syllable to possess an onset (Prince 
and Smolensky 1993a:85). The resulting structures in Polish are not subject to syllabification 
across a prefix-stem boundary, despite the presence of a vocalic onset in the stem 
(Cetnarowska and �ygis 2004:7). At the same time, as pointed by Cetnarowska and �ygis 
(ibid: 8), AlignP dominates Onset in structures that show transparency. For that purpose, the 
authors postulate Align PTRA constraint which states that the right edge of a prefix of a 
morphologically and semantically transparent word coincides with the right edge of some 
syllable. Yet, as noted later in Cetnarowska and �ygis (ibid: 13), the transparency of 
structures does not seem to be a decisive factor in the choice of optimal candidates when 
extrasyllabic consonants are taken onto account. What follows is the high status of the 
constraint Parse C which requires that all consonants must be dominated by a syllable. Parse 
C precedes AlignPTRA and AlignP in the ranking. In fact, Polish syllabification depends 
largely on phonotactic factors. Prefixed derivatives, whether transparent or not transparent, 
exhibit a strong tendency to treat the stem initial extrasyllabic sonorant as a coda of the 
immediately preceding syllable (e.g. ode+rwa� ‘to tear off’ syllabified as oder.wa� rather 
than ode.rwa� or ode.r.wa�) (Cetnarowska and �ygis ibid: 15). Syllabification of extrasyllabic 
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consonants across junctures is disabled only in the case of prefixed derivatives which may be 
analysed as compounds. 

Apart from the transparency of complex words, among other factors that determine the 
parsability of derived forms Cetnarowska and  �ygis (2007) enumerate the relative frequency 
of occurrence of given lexical items, as well as the degree to which the prefix is recognizable 
as such. Transparency itself relies on close correspondence between meaning and form. Once 
the relationship between the two is not clear, the construction is considered opaque (cited after 
Cetnarowska and �ygis ibid: 7). Semantic lexicalizations follow from departures from 
semantic compositionality (e.g. cupboard, broadcast). In Polish, it appears more essential that 
the internal morphological structure is visible, than for the syllables to have onsets (Rubach 
and Booij 1990). However, morphological principles tend to be violated at the expense of the 
need to observe phonotactic constraints (Cetnarowska and �ygis 2007:8).  Also, the existence 
of polysemy of the prefix acts against the semantic transparency of the derivative, as the 
prefix may not be adequately recognized. For example, prefixes przed-, pod-, bez- are found 
to exist as parts of complex vocabulary, as well as independent items. Therefore, their 
recognisability seems to be higher than in the case of morphemes that act as typical prefixes. 
It appears that if prefixed forms become phonologically and semantically more opaque, they 
are more likely to be syllabified across the juncture (Cetnarowska and �ygis ibid: 11). 
Furthermore, if the prefixed stimuli are of frequent occurrence in comparison with their froms 
without the prefix, transjunctural syllabification is the more likely to take place.  

What might also be assumed here is the degree of morphological recognisability 
accessible to individual speakers, alongside with the degree of speech consciousness, which 
also includes the knowledge of morphology, often acquired in the process of education. This 
might clash against certain natural, apparently universal preferences for syllable structure that 
may discard the existence of morphological principles at large.  The following section 
presents the notion of the Strict CV approach, which prioritizes the view of the syllable in its 
simplest form, and questions the validity of morphology in its traditional sense. 

3.5 The Strict CV approach and its implications 

Unlike in the orthodox feature frameworks, as noted by Harris (1990:268), in Government 
framework only transformations that have effect on composition or decomposition of 
phonological events are of relevance. Internal structure of a word remains intact; that is, any 
element that is already present in the structure is irreplaceable, thus ruling out the possibility 
of substitution. Phonetic surfacing of segments, their strengthening, weakening or deletion are 
determined by licensing or governing capacity of the neighbouring segments, as well as their 
placement within syllabic and metrical hierarchy. The existence of empty slots that are 
phonetically unexpressed leads to the possibility of establishing a simpler syllabic pattern, 
without the need to resort to the notion of the coda in the traditional sense.  

3.5.1 Basic assumptions of Government Phonology framework

Kaye (1990:306) postulates that within a domain all phonological positions must be licensed, 
with the exception of the head of the domain which remains unlicensed (Phonological 
Licensing Principle). As a result, a governing relation is established between the head that 
acts as a governor, and the complement that has the status of a governee remaining under the 
licensing power of its governor. The individual segments that constitute onset, nucleus and 
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rhyme form constituent governing relations with each other. Constituent government is head-
initial, which means that the licensing power acts from left to right, as shown in (3.14) (cf. 
Rowicka 1999:7). Governing relations may also be contracted between segments that belong 
to two different syllables. Then, the licensing proceeds from right to left which means that 
interconstituent government is head-final (see (3.14)). Another type of governing relation, 
called projection government, is contracted between the adjacent nuclear heads and exists at 
the projection level (see (3.14)).  

(3.14) Governing relations and directionality of government (cf. Rowicka 1999:8) 

R R

O ON N

X X X X X

� � � � �

Constituent
government

Interconstituent
government

Projection government

Only nuclear heads have the capacity to be projected through the successive levels of the 
prosodic hierarchy (Rowicka 1999:8). The construction of stress feet is based on the ability of 
nuclear heads to remain in governing relations to one another. The direction of projection 
government may be both right- or left-headed, and is regulated by parameter. 

Individual segments that make up syllabic constituents are linked to skeletal positions, 
which form the lowest domain in the prosodic hierarchy proposed by Harris (1994a). 
Segments are compositions of independent univalent units strictly defined in acoustic terms. 
The active vocalic elements are A, U, and I, which roughly correspond to vowels [a], [u], and 
[i] respectively, if they are pronounced alone. Otherwise, they form combinations responsible 
for the more complex acoustic make-up of the remaining vowels. Another element is the 
cold’, or ‘empty vowel’ represented as ‘v0’, ‘@’, or ‘_’, and possessing the acoustic features 
of a schwa-like vowel. If this potentially neutral element acts as the head of a vocalic 
segment, the vowel is described as lax. Tense vowels, on the other hand, appear as headed by 
an active element (Rowicka 1999:10). Kaye (1995:292) formulates the Uniformity Principle, 
which states that ‘phonological representations are directly interpretable at every level’. This 
may significantly reduce the need for phonetic interpretation, as the acoustic signal may 
directly reflect the element composition inherent in the phonological representation of a 
segment. Furthermore, the possibility of resyllabification is ruled out by the Projection 
Principle (Kaye 1990), which specifies the governing relations at the level of lexical 
representation, which do not alter in the process of phonological derivation. Thus, individual 
constituents like onsets or rhymes always remain what they are underlyingly, without the 
change in the syllabic affinity of individual segments, as proposed in a non-GP approach (see 
(3.15)). The resulting empty nuclei are filled in with melodic material in the process of 
derivation. Even inaudible nuclei possess licensing potential, in accordance with the Onset 
Licensing Principle (Harris 1992), which ensures licensing of onset head positions by nuclear 
positions. 
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(3.15) Syllabification of Polish łez ‘tear-GEN-PL’(left) and łzy‘idem-NOM-PL’(right) in a non-

GP approach (cf. Rowicka 1999:12) 

σ σ

Onset Nucleus Coda Onset Nucleus

�������������/�������������� �����������������������C

The presence of a phonetically unrealised nucleus requires the existence of an adjacent 
nucleus that is filled with melodic content (Rowicka 1999:14). Both the audible and inaudible 
nuclei make up a phonotactic foot and remain in governing relation to one another. This 
specific type of government relation is right-headed and is called Proper Government (PG) 
(Kaye 1990). It is perceived cross-linguistically as a means of controlling the inaudibility of 
empty nuclear positions (see (3.16)). Such positions may not receive their full phonetic 
interpretation if they are properly governed, after the Empty Category Principle (ECP), as 
formulated by Kaye et al. (1990:219).  

(3.16) Right-headed Proper Government for the Polish word jajka ‘egg-NOM-PL’ (cf. Rowicka 
1999:14) 
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Government

The governor in a PG relation must not constitute an empty nucleus itself and must not form a 
target of another PG. Rowicka (1999:37) proposes the Head Audibility constraint which is 
considered as a substitute for the ECP of the standard theory of GP. The constraint requires 
that all heads in PG relations must receive full phonetic content. PG relations start at the right 
word edge and cannot intrude upon other governing domains. Empty nuclei located in final 
position are licensed by parameter which may be set at ON or OFF. The former applies if a 
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language tolerates phonetic surfacing of word final consonants, while the latter holds for a 
language with vowel-final words. If it happens that an inaudible nucleus is positioned in 
between homorganic consonants that form a cluster the nucleus is licensed by the so called 
Inter-Onset (IO) Government that operates between the two elements of a cluster. Such 
elements are precisely specified as to their nature by the INTER ONSET constraint which 
prevents certain sequences of consonants from contracting an IO relation and prohibits 
breaking up of certain consonant clusters (Rowicka 1999:80). Obstruents are perceived by 
Rowicka (ibid: 107) as typical IO heads, whereas sonorants are viewed as typical IO 
dependents. In the case of right-headed IO government relation, sonority will decrease, but it 
will rise if the IO governing direction is left-headed. The standard GP theory and the analysis 
of Rowicka (1999) appear to differ significantly in the directionality of governing relations 
between syllabic constituents. 

3.5.2 In favour of the trochaic PG

Traditional Government Phonology relations are iambic, which means that they are right-
headed. Rowicka (1999:38) argues that there are durational differences between the head and 
its dependant in iambic feet, and that the status of the right-headed feet is comparably weak. 
She proposes the opposite direction followed by the PG relations, namely left-headed, or 
trochaic. Such feet enjoy a stronger status, and the differences between head and its dependent 
consist in intensity, not duration.  

In a trochaic PG relationship, a phonetically realized governor has its silent governee 
to its right, not left like in iambic feet. Trochaic direction of relationship remedies the problem 
of final empty nuclei which are simply properly governed by the melodically full nucleus to 
their left. Therefore, trochaic PG does not require any additional mechanism to license final 
empty nuclei. Phonetically null ‘zero’ nuclei are protected by IDENTITY(�) constraint 
(Rowicka 1999:52), which is ranked below HEAD AUDIBILITY constraint. That means that if 
an empty nucleus acquires the status of a governor in a PG relation, it must become audible 
and phonetically expressed. Furthermore, Rowicka (ibid: 53) introduces BINARITY
constraint, analogous to branching requirements on metrical feet. The constraint states that PG 
relations are binary, and as it turns out, BINARITY is highly ranked cross-linguistically. Feet 
that prove to be well-formed must be branching, or consist of a stressed foot head followed by 
an unstressed dependent. Additionaly, the head-orientation in PG relations is regulated by the 
TROCHEE constraint, which Rowicka (ibid: 53) acknowledges to be the sole option in PG 
relations. As regards stress placement within a single foot, it falls on one syllable only, which 
means that it is allocated to every other syllable in a string. Rowicka (ibid: 54) points at a 
general tendency to avoid stress lapses in rhythmic languages, and postulates the NO LAPSE
constraint which prohibits the occurrence of two metrically weak syllables in a foot. 

Trochaic PG seems to resolve the question of long/short vowel representations through 
uniform directionality of spreading and Proper Government (Rowicka 1999:67), as 
represented in (3.17) below. In both situations, Proper Government strengthens the 
prominence of the head, either by lengthening it, as is the case with the long vowel or by 
suppressing the governee and depriving it of its melodic content. In the latter case, the 
existence of a phonetically realized onset prevents spreading of the melodic content from the 
governor to its dependent. Standard GP handled the issue of closed-syllable shortening in a 
different manner. Syllable rhyme could host only two positions, and if a consonant was parsed 
into the same syllable, a long vowel was shortened before the consonant that came to occupy 
the coda. Thus, one vocalic skeletal position was deleted to make room for the consonant. 
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(3.17) Trochaic PG relation resulting in long vowel (a), and short vowel (b) (Rowicka 1999:67 

Fig.30) 
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A special status is enjoyed by a type of empty vowels called ghost vowels, which are given 
full account in Rowicka (1999). The ‘ghosts’ are null vocalic elements that alternate with 
pronounceable elements, but their quality and distribution are not completely predictable. 
Their special role in the Polish phonological system appears to be unquestionable. The 
consequences of their existence upon the syllabic structure of Polish within the trochaic model 
are presented in the section that follows.  

3.5.3 Inaudible nuclei in Polish

According to the view expressed by Cyran and Gussmann (1999), empty nuclei in Polish are 
licensed chiefly by means of Inter-Onset government. Yet, in a ‘C1�C2V’ sequence, iambic 
proper Government does not apply in a straightforward way from the phonetically realized 
vowel V leftwards to the preceding ‘zero’ nucleus. Initially, the C1 and C2 are checked 
whether they are capable of forming a licit IO relation (see (3.18a) below). If the result is 
positive, both consonants enter into an IO relation, and subsequently the empty vowel 
between the consonantal segments is licensed (Rowicka 1999:108).  

(3.18) Interaction between iambic PG and IO Government in Polish kra ‘ice float’(a) and kto 
‘who’ (c) (cf. Rowicka 1999:108/109 Fig.12)  
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If a sequence of consonants in Polish cannot form an IO relationship, they cannot form a 
cluster as a result of iambic PG which would license the intervening empty vowel as shown in 
(3.18b). But, if the members of a cluster are both typical governors (3.18c), then PG may 
apply.  

In Polish, four vowels may be assigned the status of ‘ghosts’ (Rowicka 1999:166). 
These are [/], [C], [�  and [5], out of which the first is most commonly found in roots as well as 
in affixes in derived and non-derived forms of most major grammatical categories, as shown 
in (3.19). Apart from ghost [/], there are examples of a phonetically identical [/] which does 
not alternate with zero.  

(3.19) Examples of Polish alternating ‘ghost’ [e] (left, underlined), and non-alternating [e] (right, 

italicized) (cf. Rowicka 1999:167/109 Fig.5,6) 

kisielem

‘fruit jelly-INSTR SG’

kisiel

‘fruit jelly-NOM SG’

kundlem

‘mongrel-INSTR SG’

kundel

‘mongrel-NOM SG’

teka

‘portfolio-NOM SG’

teczka

‘portfolio-DIM’

mgła

‘mist-NOM SG’

mgiełka

‘mist-DIM’

lenia

‘lazy-bones-GEN SG’

le�

‘lazy-bones-NOM SG’

lnu

‘linen-GEN SG’

len

‘linen-NOM SG’

Non-alternating vowel �/ Alternating vowel [/]

kisielem

‘fruit jelly-INSTR SG’

kisiel

‘fruit jelly-NOM SG’

kundlem

‘mongrel-INSTR SG’

kundel

‘mongrel-NOM SG’

teka

‘portfolio-NOM SG’

teczka

‘portfolio-DIM’

mgła

‘mist-NOM SG’

mgiełka

‘mist-DIM’

lenia

‘lazy-bones-GEN SG’

le�

‘lazy-bones-NOM SG’

lnu

‘linen-GEN SG’

len

‘linen-NOM SG’

Non-alternating vowel �/ Alternating vowel [/]

Ghost vowels in Polish and other Slavic languages have been called yers. Because of the 
influence exerted by these vowels on the preceding consonant, yers have been classified into 
two types: front palatalizing, and back non-palatalising ones. They have also been described 
as high, rather than mid vowels as they alternate with [C] and [� *�If yers are realised 
phonetically, they are lowered to [/] by the ‘Lower’ rule, or they undergo deletion.  

Previous GP account of silent nuclei in Slavic was iambic, and consisted in leftward 
directionality of Proper Government, which ensured the null status of the first vowel, as 
represented in (3.20a). However, the same pattern may be represented in terms of trochaic PG 
(Rowicka 1999:178), as shown in (3.20b). In this case, the high ranking NO LAPSE constraint 
is not violated as the sequence of two successive empty nuclei is avoided.  

(3.20) Vowel-zero alternation in Polish mech ‘moss’ vs. mchu ‘moss GEN SG’ in terms of iambic 
(a), and trochaic (b) Proper Government  (cf. Rowicka 1999:178 Fig.12,13)  

O ON1 N2

X X   X     X    

3������=�������

Iambic PG

a.

/��������

O ON1 N2

X X   X     X    

3������=���.�����

b.
O ON1 N2

X X   X     X    

3������=�������

Trochaic PG

/��������

O ON1 N2

X X   X     X    

3������=���.�����

mech mechmchu mchu
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A serious problem seems to arise if two successive yers are found in between consonants 
forming word initial complex clusters. According to Gussmann (1997), in this case, PG can 
apply iteratively from the governor to two successive nuclei to its left (see (3.21)), and 
maximally two empty nuclei can be governed in this way.  

(3.21) Iterative application of PG from two empty nuclei in Polish word pchła ’flea’ (Rowicka 

1999:184 Fig.16) 

O ON1 N2 O N3

�������=���������������

pchła

Rowicka (1999:190) points out that the theoretical assumptions of GP are seriously 
undermined by the fact that in Polish there are many words in which, in accordance with what 
GP predicts, either two many or too few ghost vowels surface phonetically. The problem is 
handled by Gussmann and Kaye (1993) by means of the Strict Cyclicity Condition (SCC), 
which states that a nucleus which is unlicensed in one cycle in the course of derivation 
remains unlicensed on a successive cycle. In this way, nuclei that are phonetically filled on 
earlier cycles cannot be devoid of melodic content on later cycles. Rowicka (1999:197) notes 
that inflectional affixation does not give rise to another cycle as inflectional suffixes are added 
synthetically. She argues (ibid: 207) that both Class A and B suffixes in Polish are analytic 
consonant-initial and do not contain lexically contentful vowels, which makes them 
prosodically weak.  Therefore, they tend to depend upon the stem to which they attach. As 
shown in (3.22) below, the sequence of two phonetically empty nuclei is preserved, thus 
violating NO LAPSE.  

(3.22) Pre-accentuation domain triggering the formation of a PG relation across root-suffix edge 

in Polish word koperek ‘dill DIM’. Σ denotes a left-headed ‘superfoot’, ‘∆’ marks the contentful 
vowel of the root. The underlined ‘weak’ morpheme forms a branch linked to the root. (cf. 
Rowicka 1999:208, 209 Fig.19a, 20c) 

O ON1 N2 O N3

koperek

N4O+

����"��5 ���������%������ ���������"������� �/��������

Σ

∆
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The constraint ALIGN (Morph, Phon) is satisfied, which proves that it ranks above NO 
LAPSE. The fact that the root-final yer is vocalized despite being properly governed follows 
from the existence of PRE-ACCENTUATION constraint postulated by Rowicka (ibid: 209). 
The constraint secures the preservation of the headed status of the root-final yer, which 
receives phonetic realization and contracts a PG relation across the edge with the attached 
suffix (see (3.22)). Consequently, the root-medial PG head alongside with the PG head that 
governs the yer in the suffix are both phonetically realized. On the other hand, synthetically 
attached vocalic inflectional endings successfully block pre-accentuation.  

The resulting choice in suffixed words in Polish (Rowicka 1999:228) is that either all 
yers are phonetically realised except for the last one (Class A consonant initial suffixes), or all 
yers retain their null value (Class B, vowel initial suffixes). The former class receives the 
specification of ‘PG foot tails’. They are viewed as problematic as they lack a lexically 
present vowel. Rowicka (ibid: 229) classifies them as unaccentable, as because of the fact that 
they are devoid of stress which would mark their prominence. They are either pre- or post-
accenting elements in that they attract stress to the syllable that either precedes, or follows 
them. 

The interaction between the occurrence of multiple consonant clusters and ghost 
vowels in Polish appears to prioritise IO Government above PG in this language. Rowicka 
(1999:235) points out after Cyran ad Gussmann (1999) that under traditional GP analysis only 
those empty nuclei that do dot contract IO Government can be subject to PG. The role PG 
performs in Polish boils down to its interaction with IO Government in the case of sequences 
of two empty nuclei existing between two obstruent elements, and empty nuclei between a 
branching onset and another onset. 

Another problem that remains is the issue of unaccentable roots in Polish (e.g. mgł+a

‘mist/NOM SG, pchł+a ‘flea/NOM SG’). Rowicka notices (1999:243) that unaccentability of 
such roots leads to the suppression of the audibility of yers contained within such roots, even 
if such yers act as PG governors (see (3.23) below).  

(3.23) A sequence of silent yers in the unaccentable root of Polish word d�gn�
 ‘to stab’; ‘ω’ 
stands for the ‘word’, ‘s’ denotes the strong PG domain of the suffix, ‘w’ stands for the weak PG 

foot of the root.  (cf. Rowicka 1999:244, Fig.13)

O ON1 N2 O N3

d�gn��

N4O+

�G (��������������������5H����I

ω

sw

The absence of a phonetically realised yer in the root implies that the root and the suffix are 
parsed synthetically. The constraint ALIGN(Morph, Phon) undergoes a violation, but NO
PROMINENCE is satisfied at the same time. This strongly implies higher ranking of the latter 
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constraint in Polish. The suffix vowel acts as head of the domain that supports the weak PG 
relation within the unaccented root. If an unaccented root is followed by a ‘zero’ inflectional 
suffix, as in mgieł  “mist/GEN PL’ the yer in the unaccented root surfaces phonetically, which 
suggests that HEAD AUDIBILITY  dominates NO PROMINENCE (Rowicka 1999:245). These 
facts clearly imply that Polish prosody has strong preference for feet to be located close to the 
right edge of words. If a conflict between EDGE RIGHT and EDGE LEFT occurs in lexical 
items containing three empty vowels, the former constraint prevails.  

Rowicka (1999:279) argues for left-headed, trochaic directionality of Proper 
Government within feet. On the higher prosodic level, the head orientation results from the 
location of unaccentable morpheme in a word. Phonological domain structure which has 
relevance for IO, PG relations, as well as phonotactic relations do not necessarily always 
coincide with the prosodic structure (Rowicka ibid: 279). With the view to assigning stress, 
Polish affixed words are treated as single prosodic words. At times, the only way to achieve a 
well-formed structure without incurring NO LAPSE violation is avoided by violating prefix 
unaccentability, and parsing it synthetically within the root, as in (3.24b) below. This means 
that NO LAPSE is ranked above NO PROMINENCE as well as ALIGN ROOT. The 
preservation of ALIGN ROOT would give rise to an illicit version without a surfacing vowel 
in the prefix (see (3.24a).  

(3.24) Representation of Polish word zerwa
 ‘to tear off’ as a nested domain (a), and as a 

structure with the prefix parsed synthetically with the following root (b). (a) shows an ill-formed  
version of the word, whereas the well-formed version (b) exemplifies a violation of prefix 
unaccentability (cf. Rowicka 1999:284 285, Fig.20, 21)

[   O [    ON1 N2 O N3

*zrwa�

N4   ]    ]O

����������������������������������I

s

ω
a.

[   O ON1 N2 O N3

zerwa�

N4   ] O

���������������������������I/��������

b.

Rowicka (ibid: 301) claims that the Strict CV approach that she adopts resolves the ambiguity 
arising from the distinction between branching onsets and onset-onset clusters advocated by 
the standard GP. Together with Proper Government, the approach also predicts the 
appearance of a ghost vowel before a single consonant at the end of a domain, and splitting up 
of morpheme-final consonant sequences under derivation. In non-derived words, such clusters 
resemble branching onsets. In fact, some authors as Kijak and Rojczyk (2007), Kijak (2008) 
postulate CV structure to represent the only existing syllable type.  
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3.5.4 The CV model and it implications for Polish and English

As implied by Projection Principle (Kaye et al. 1990:221) and Structure Preservation (Harris 
1994), coda appears to be a highly inconvenient notion. The former principle battles against 
resyllabification and changes in the identity of codas and onsets. The latter principle claims 
that licensing conditions are stable in lexical representations and their derived forms. The 
Strict CV or CVCV model is put forward by Lowenstamm (1996), who claims that in all 
languages syllables are underlyingly constructed as CV sequences. The existence of the onset 
precludes the existence of the nucleus, and vice versa. Such units are the smallest to be 
manipulated, and the existence of C and V elements on the skeletal tier may dispense with the 
need for any higher prosodic hierarchy, as suggested by Kijak and Rojczyk (2007:76). 
Governing and licensing are perceived as two conflicting forces, the former weakening and 
inhibiting the segmental expression of its target, the latter restraining reduction processes and 
reinforcing its target (Kijak and Rojczyk ibid: 76). In the Strict CV representation, traditional 
structures such as closed syllables, geminates, long vowels, branching onsets, coda-onset 
contacts are represented by sequences of alternating CV elements upon the skeletal tier with 
their expressed or unexpressed phonetic content represented on the melodic tier (see (3.25)). 

(3.25) The Strict CV representation of some traditional syllable structures. The ‘TR’ stands for a 
typical branching onset, i.e. an obstruent followed by a sonorant (cf. Kijak and Rojczyk 2007, 

Fig.1)

(a)   Closed syllable (b)      Geminate (c)   Long vowel (d)  Branching onset (e)     Coda-onset contact

C   V   C   V       C   V   C   V C   V   C   V C   V   C   V C   V   C   V

C   V   C   � C V C         V T � R V R � T V

skeletal
tier

melodic
tier

Psychoacoustic evidence strongly promotes the CV model as the preferred and most natural 
type. Mac Whinney (1999, cited in Kijak and Rojczyk 2007) reports on the presence of CV 
structures in infants’ lip-smacking paradigm, being a preparation for later regular CV 
production. Kijak and Rojczyk (ibid: 79) also report that in coarticulatory studies by Gay 
(1997) it was found that the tongue movements in readiness for the second vowel of VCV 
sequence started only when the consonant closure had been completed. It was also observed 
that the amount of coarticulation between a consonant and a following vowel was remarkable, 
whereas very little or no such tendency was displayed by vowel-consonant sequences. 
Furthermore, Kijak and Rojczyk (ibid: 79) cite after Pickett (1999) and Kelso et al (1986) that 
in syllable-final positions consonantal gestures are not efficient at higher syllable rates, and 
such a phenomenon may speak for the concept of ‘CV dominance’. In auditory studies 
(referred to in Kijak and Rojczyk ibid.), it was impossible to isolate plosive consonants from 
the following vowel. A replicated experiment of Delattre et al. (1955)  by Kijak and Rojczyk 
(ibid.)  indicates that the cues for a stop are manifested against the following vowel sound, 
and a stop consonant itself has hardly any ‘conspicuousness’ of its own if there is no vowel 
following it in a typical CV unit.  
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One of the most crucial assumptions that arise form the Strict CV model as proposed 
by Lowenstamm (1999) is the introduction of the fully phonological object # = CV instead of 
the boundary marker. Kijak (2008:25) argues that the existence of the initial null phonological 
unit accounts for various dynamic and distributional phenomena in Polish and English. He 
divides languages into two major categories, following from the limitations imposed upon 
word-initial consonant clusters. One group, including English, German, French, etc., allows 
for rising sonority in such clusters (#TR), whereas the other group, with languages like Polish, 
Slovak, Czech, and others permits both falling-, and rising-sonority clusters (#TR and #RT). 
Earlier attempts at explaining numerous violations of the Sonority Sequencing Principle 
treated sonorants in #RT sequences either as part of appendices, extrasyllabic segments, or as 
linked to higher prosodic constituents like Foot or Prosodic Word (Kijak 2008:30). Cyran’s 
theory (2003) that an obstruent must be followed by a sonoront if an Inter-Onset relation is to 
be contracted indirectly suggests the existence of the CV syllable type. In such a case, the 
empty nucleus found in between the two consonants is ‘locked’ or inert. Kijak (ibif: 32) 
believes that what traditionally has been viewed as branching onsets is a sequence of two 
onsets separated by an empty vocalic position. Such a structure consisting of two consonants 
exemplifies a leftward type of the relation (see (3.26) below).  

(3.26) Representation of an IO governing relation within an obstruent-sonorant branching onset 

separated by an empty nuclear position (cf. Kijak 2008:32 Fig.5b)

O ON1 N2

T         R    V

�

Licensing

IO

Government

Such a relation is defined by Scheer (1999a) as Infrasegmental Government, and it replaces 
the notion of branching onsets. Two segments that belong to the two onsets contract an IG 
relation. The nucleus located between them is inert and need not be governed, and the vowel 
that follows such a cluster can become a governor of a prefix vowel. The role of head or 
complement that a given segment is to play in the onset-onset relation is determined on the 
basis of segment complexity, and only elements that make up segments are scanned at place 
level (Kijak 2008:36). Kaye et al. (1985) propose a set of phonological primitives, or 
Elements: (I) palatal, (U) velar, (A) low, ATR, (B) labial, rounded, which nowadays have 
been applied to both vowels and consonants (e.g. Cyran 1994).  Two of these elements, 
namely (I) and (U) always share an autosegmental line, as illustrated in (3.27). If at least one 
element faces an empty position along a given line, an IG domain may be established (3.27a). 
If all places are filled, or if a governor is lacking, IG may not hold (3.27b). Nether may IG be 
established between two empty positions (3.27c). 
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(3.27) Infrasegmental Government (IG) relations (marked by arrows) on particular autosegmental 

lines. Squares denote empty positions; heads of the expressions are underlined. (after Kijak 
2008:37 Fig.9

a. b. c.

I/U line

A line

��������������"���������������������������������������� �

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

I

A A

U I I  I 

A A

Depending on the language type, the initial empty CV unit is either always active, or always 
inactive. Such an unlicensed site remains unlicensed throughout, in accordance with 
Lowenstamm’s Uniformity Convention (1999:164). Polish and other Slavic initial CV unit is 
specified as inactive (Kijak 2008:40), which means that there is no need for V0 to be properly 
governed in order to remain silent. If V1 is properly governed by V2, the order of consonants 
in the initial cluster is free, either #TR or #RT, as shown in (3.28c) below.  

(3.28) Impact of the status of the initial phonological object CV on governing relations within 
word initial consonant clusters (after Kijak 2008:40 Fig.13)

C V0 C1 V1 C2 V2

PG   

�

T         R    V

a.

Lic.

IG

C V0 C1 V1 C2 V2

PG   

R         T   V

*b.

�

(C V0) C1 V1 C2 V2

PG   

R         T   V

c.

�

If the initial CV is active (3.28b), there remains no potential governor to insure the null status 
of V0, because V1 is properly governed by V2 in order to maintain the RT cluster, members of 
which cannot enter into an IG. In (3.28a), in the case of rising sonority type of cluster, the full 
vowel V2 can license and govern at the same time. V1 remains silent, as the members of TR 
cluster form a licit IG domain. The intervening vowel in a TR cluster may surface 
phonetically, as is the case in vowel-zero alternations (see (3.29)).  

(3.29) Application of PG in vowel-zero alternation in Polish words kra ‘ice floe NOM SG’, and 

kier ‘idem GEN PL’ (after Kijak 2008:40 Fig.13)

(C V) C V1 C V2

PG   

" /���%����

a.
PG   

b.

(C V) C V1 C V2

"1 /���%����
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In the form shown in (3.29a) the vowel between the members of the cluster is properly 
governed by the final audible vowel and, subsequently, the consonants form a cluster. In 
(3.29b), on the other hand, the two consonants are unable to contract an IG relation, as the 
vowel between them cannot be properly governed by a final empty nucleus. Kijak (2008: 55) 
discards the need for distinguishing between synthetic and analytic prefixation. Instead, IG is 
presented as acting interchangeably with PG. #TR clusters must contract an IG relation, and, 
as a result, the following vowel properly governs the vowel of the prefix (3.30a). If there is a 
lexically present vowel, and members of a cluster cannot form an IG domain, then PG applies, 
and the prefix vowel surfaces (3.30b).  

(3.30) Representational difference between Polish words odmruga
 ‘wink back’ and zemle
 ‘grind 

PF’ (after Kijak 2008:56 Fig.13)

C V C V C V  C   V

PG   b.

�

PG   a.

�

�

5 ����/��3�������%����.���(��������I �

C V C V C V  C   V   C   V   C   V

�� /��3��/���	���/����I �
IG

Kijak (2008:57) claims that #TT and #RT clusters are always resolved by means of PG, #TR 
and #RR result either from IG, or PG, whereas #m+R clusters possess the ability of 
contracting IG.  

Kijak (2008:6) makes a clear distinction between syllabic and the so called ‘trapped’ 
consonants, or sonorants located in between two other consonants of lower sonority or 
between an obstruent and a sonorant. Syllabic consonants resemble vowels, whereas trapped 
consonants behave in the way typical for consonants. The latter type is common in Polish, but 
they are not classified as syllabic. Nevertheless, they possess syllabic status in cognate words 
in other Slavic languages. The consonants that flank the trapped one agree in voicing (e.g. 
krta� ‘larynx’, drga
 ‘vibrate). Assimilation across a trapped sonorant has been observed to 
be both progressive and regressive (e.g. ["%/
] – ["%�
1�] – ["%/J�] ‘blood 
nom.sg/gen.sg/relative’, [�%/
] – [�%1�] – [�KL�%�5�%/�] ‘eyebrow, nom.sg/nom.pl/woman 
with black eye-brows’) (Kijak 2008:67). If sonorants are devoid of ‘trapped’ status they retain 
their voiced character in final position and in clusters (e.g. ka[%] ‘punishment, gen.pl’, pa[	] 
‘smoke, imper.’, ta[%�] ‘rubbed’). Trapped sonorants, on the other hand, behave like 
obstruents, and they are not transparent to voicing assimilation, unlike their cognates in 
Czech, which are syllabic and have vowel-like character (e.g. Pol. [�%�
��I] ‘last’, ["%�
1�] 
‘blood, gen.sg’, Czech [�����], ["��/]) (Kijak 2008:73). Syllabic consonants are regarded by 
Kijak (ibid: 78) as left-branching onsets, while the trapped ones, despite earlier proposals 
(Rowicka 1999a), are represented as spreading to the right. This is proved by the behaviour of 
the prefix, in which, as depicted in (3.31a) the prefix vowel is not properly governed by the 
phonetically full element, resulting from the spread of the sonorant to the right. If the sonorant 
spread leftwards as demonstrated in (3.31b), the melodically contentful nucleus would 
properly govern the prefix final vowel and the vowel would be empty. 
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(3.31) Representation of trapped consonants as right-branching (a), and left-branching (b). The 

former results in a licit form of Polish word rozedrga
 ‘become vibrating’. The latter 
representation, melodically surfacing as *rozdrga
, is ill-formed and not attested in Polish (after 

Kijak 2008:78, 79 Fig.35, 36)

  

PG   a.

C V C V C V  C   V   C   V   C   V

%���5 ����/�����������%�������(��������I �

PG   b.

%���5 ����/�����������%�������(��������I �

C V C V C V  C   V   C   V   C   V

??

The Coda Mirror theory formulated by Ségéral and Scheer (1999) claims that the melodic 
structure of segments is modified depending on their location in the string. The crucial 
positions occupied by consonants are word initial #_, after a heterosyllabic consonant C._, 
intervocalically V_V, before a heterosyllabic consonant _.C, and word finally _#. Among 
these the Coda Mirror draws a clear distinction between C._ and #_, viewed as onset position, 
and _.C and _#, which traditionally illustrated the coda position. Consonants in codas, as well 
as those in intervocalic positions are generally viewed as prone to lenition processes, whereas 
those located in onsets are immune to such effects. As government reduces the potential of a 
segment to retain its melodic content, it points at weak segmental positions (see (3.32a). Such 
positions are also unlicenced. On the other hand, strong positions are ungoverned but 
licensed, which results in fortition of a segment (64b) (Kijak 2008:91).  

(3.32) The Strict CV representation of the strong (a. and b.) and weak contexts (c. and d.) in which 
consonants (underlined C) appear.(a) displays the word-initial position, (b) shows post-
consonantal position, (c)shows the word-final position, (d) depicts the position before a 

heterosyllabic consonant  (after Kijak 2008:91 Fig.45, 46)

(a)                                (b)                   (c)                                  (d)

Strong positions Weak positions

PG   PG   PG   PG   

� C V V   C � C V V C � V    C � C V

C  V0 C1 V1 V1 C1 V2 C2 V3 V1 C2 V2 V1 C1 V2 C2 V3

#

Thus, codas emerge as weak unlicensed positions followed by an empty nucleus which cannot 
perform a function of a licit licensor. 

Unlike in Polish and other Slavic languages, in English and German the word initial 
CV unit is active (Kijak 2008 :138). In order that its vowel should remain silent it requires a 
governor. In the case of English, words that start with an unstressed syllable that contains a 
syllabic sonorant, such a consonant acts as a governor. Whenever a sonorant appears in an 
intervocalic position, it is simultaneously governed and licensed. Thus, whether a sonorant is 
found before an empty nucleus or between vowels, its position is weak. The result is the 
tendency of sonorants to avoid such locations, which is manifested in vowel syncope and 
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schwa-‘zero’ alternations in English. Schwa faces two options; it either disappears and 
vacates its skeletal position and makes it available for the syllabic consonant to spread onto 
(see (65a)), or it might be properly governed and undergo syncope (65b) (Kijak 2008:140).  

(3.33) Displacement of schwa by the following sonorant (a) and a subsequent contraction of a PG 

relation with the following weak vowel (b) (after Kijak 2008:140 Fig.30)

C V C V C V

Gvt.

a. first step – syllabic ��M 

PG   

b. second step – syncope

4 ����8 �M���8

Lic.

4 ����8 ����8

Lic.

C V C V C V

Yet in English, vowels do not act as proper governors unless the positions they aim to govern 
are lexically empty. Kijak (2008:140) argues that the syncopated schwa is not properly 
governed, but is replaced by the following sonorant, if the latter can surface as a syllabic 
consonant. This is confirmed by alternations between forms that contain the syllabic variant 
and the syncopated schwa (e.g. especially [�0���#	M� ~ �0���#	�], personal [0�N'��M8	 ~ 0�N'��8	 
(Harris 1994). Apparently, English vowels are able to contract PG relation with nuclei that 
host the left branch of the sonorant, as illustrated in (3.34) below. Therefore, vowel syncope 
can only appear before a phonetically realised nucleus. The final sonorant appears before an 
empty nucleus. Consequently, it spreads leftwards and docks into the preceding skeletal 
position, becoming a syllabic element.  

(3.34) Representation of a PG relation between a syllabic consonant and the preceding nucleus 
occupied by another syllabic consonant. The result is a syncope followed by a syllabic consonant 
(after Kijak 2008:142 Fig.33)

C V C V C V   C   V  

PG   

��������#���8 �����8 	M�����

The resulting form (3.34) shows a syncopated schwa followed by a syllabic element in the 
next syllable (Kijak 2008:142).  

Sequences that host vowel syncope described above are of ‘dynamic’ type, as they 
display schwa-‘zero’ alternations, and can be contrasted with ‘static’ bogus consonant clusters 
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(Harris 1994), in which such alternations are not attested (e.g. athlete, butler). Such being the 
case, the vowel separating elements of such a cluster should be properly governed, and, in 
turn, the vowel of the initial empty CV unit should remain ungoverned (Kijak 
2008 :144).Word-initial bogus clusters seem to be borrowings (e.g. tmesis, knesset), and some 
speakers tend to articulate them with a schwa separating the consonants forming he clusters. 
In other cases, word-initial bogus clusters are reduced to a sonorant only (e.g. pneumatic, 
knowledge). Yet, if such clusters are preceded by a full vowel, both consonants surface (e.g. 
apnea, agnostic) (Kijak 2008 :145). Clusters like [kn] and [gn] diachronically resulted from 
vowel syncope. Later, they contracted IG relation which secured the silent status of the initial 
CV vocalic element via PG perpetuated by the vowel following the clusters in question (Kijak 
ibid: 147).  

The Strict CV approach appears to account for the most intricate phenomena of 
segment alterations in Polish and English, as well as the complexity of consonantal clusters in 
Polish. Drawing from the GP framework, it resolves numerous dilemmas without appealing to 
higher prosodic levels or morphological structures.  Another theory that relies on syllable-
internal relations of varying directionality, reflected in language-peculiar consonant-vowel 
sequencing patterns based on ordered and gradable segment composition is the Beats-and-
Binding Phonology framework outlined in the ensuing section. 

3.6  The syllable in Beats-and-Binding Phonology 

Beats-and-Binding theory, developed by Dziubalska-Kołaczyk (2003, 2005), views the CV 
sequence that makes up a CVCVCV strain as unmarked, with markedness starting whenever a 
consonantal phoneme is inserted, thus producing a CVC, CCV sequence (Dressler and 
Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2006:71). A beat is defined as a ‘regularly recurring skeletal prosodic 
unit of phonological representation, of a size corresponding to that of a segment’ (Dziubalska-
Kołaczyk 2002a: 86). A beat seems to be properly reflected in phonetic reality, and is 
believed to be more accessible than both the mora, and the syllable, and to give a clearer 
insight into the structure (Haładewicz-Grzelak 2009:508). Beats, by nature rhythmic in 
themselves (Schwartz 2007:129), form constituents of feet, which are trochaic, optimally 
consisting of two beats; usually a stronger one followed by a weaker one. Normally, 
phonemic elements qualifying as beats are part of a nuclear slot, most likely a vocalic 
segment, but also, possibly a consonant, labeled as ‘N’(Haładewicz-Grzelak 2009:508). A 
beat (B) exists together with other structural units, non-beats (n) in mutual, binary 
relationships defined as bindings, based on sonority (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2002c:94), 
roughly corresponding to the notions of onset and coda (Schwartz 2007:130). In a single 
sequence {BnB}, maximally two bindings may be identified, as far as the directionality and 
location of either element is concerned: a B�n binding with a non-beat bound to the 
preceding beat, and a n�B binding, where a beat has a non-beat bound to it to its left, both 
giving rise to a structure {Bn+nB}. Yet, a beat may stand alone in a structure, unlike a non-
beat, which must be bound to a beat. Thus, a beat standing alone may be represented in two 
possible sequences, i.e. {B+nB} or {Bn+B}(Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 1995:61). The presence or 
absence of a binding in such cases follows from language-specific preferences. Dziubalska-
Kołaczyk (2002c) points at the binding of n�B type represented by the CV sequence, as 
being more stable and robust than the opposite, B�n binding realized as the VC sequence. 
The former sequencing appears to be more listener-friendly, based on the perceptual 
preference for more salient release which naturally occurs at the CV interface (Ohala and 
Kawasaki 1984: 117). 
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Binding relations seem evidently motivated by the semiotic principle of ‘figure and 
ground’ (Dressler 1985, as quoted in Schwartz 2007:130). In phonology, the principle finds 
its application in the natural tendency displayed by neighbouring sounds, which must remain 
in contrast with one another in order to retain their perceptual salience. Bindings also reflect 
the cohesive drive that counteracts the naturally easier tendency to separate elements, thus 
preventing the otherwise chaotic relations within matter, as claimed by Haładewicz-Grzelak 
(2009:514), who, analogically to the concept of phoneme, considers the idea of binding as 
essentially mental. In comparison with the Strict CV theory, which is heavily based on the 
inherent preferences for CVCV strings, Beats-and-Binding appears even more radical in its 
anti-prosodic motivation. This is manifested by the concept of the Direct Effect (Haładewicz-
Grzelak 2009:513), which advocates the necessity of a direct transition of the morho-syntactic 
information into the phonological level. In this way, the notions of the prosodic word, 
phonological phrase, and small phonological phrase, etc. are rejected. As noted by Scheer 
(2006:105), the Direct Effect discards the need for ordered application of processes, re-
ranking of constraints, only retaining the interpretation, with which phonology should deal on 
its own.  

Schwartz (2007) gives an account of an auditory composition of a beat, after the 
principles of a listener-oriented version of Natural Phonology. Thus, every beat consists of an 
onset (!) and a nucleus (@), both forming a single constituent. As to codas, these are deprived 
of any formal status within beat structure, but they may acquire such status in the process of 
language use (Schwartz ibid: 130). Unlike the phonological systems that assign bare skeletal 
slots to onsets and codas, B&B calls for articulator interpretability of onsets and nuclei, 
specified in auditory terms. Schwartz (ibid.) assigns each individual element with a set of 
perceptual cues, maximally five in number. Consequently, the realization of each segment is 
defined by the number of cues present. In (3.35) below, the characteristics of each individual 
cue out of the set of five are shown. 

(3.35)  Cues to the onset element ! (after Schwartz 2007, Table 1)

Coarticulatory effects of consonant with

vowel

FORMANT MOVEMENT (FM)5

Aperiodic noiseNOISE4

Onset of vowelRAPID RISE 2 (RR2)3

Release of stops and affricatesRAPID RISE 1 (RR1)2

Closure of stops and affricatesSILENCE1

DescriptionCue
No

Coarticulatory effects of consonant with

vowel

FORMANT MOVEMENT (FM)5

Aperiodic noiseNOISE4

Onset of vowelRAPID RISE 2 (RR2)3

Release of stops and affricatesRAPID RISE 1 (RR1)2

Closure of stops and affricatesSILENCE1

DescriptionCue
No

As it transpires here, the voiceless stop consonants that contain all five cues reach the 
maximal prominence of 5. Auditory response in such a case is extended to an average of 55 
ms of a beat, or syllable. The response is a sum of two periods that occur after the moment 
when the acoustic stimulus reaches the inner ear. The auditory nerve fibers (ANFs) fire during 
a quick adaptation period of just around 5 ms, referred to as onset boost or spike (Wright 
2001, as quoted in Schwartz 2007:132). Subsequently, there is a short-term adaptation period 
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of around 50 ms, during which the high response level of ANFs gradually decreases and 
reaches the saturation point. Figure (3.36) shows the subsequent ordering of element 
according to the number of cues allocated to them. Voiced or lenis stops are less prominent, 
lacking noise or silence. Fricatives are devoid of silence period and Rapid Rise 1 cue, and 
often do not possess RR2cue, as well as the noise component. Liquids, nasals, vowels with 
glottal attack, some non-strident fricatives occupy the penultimate position in onset 
prominence scale, and approximant have only one cue present, namely Formant Movement.  

(3.36)  Preference scale for onset prominence (after Schwartz 2007:(1))

5

3-4

2-3

2

1

Voiced stops and affricates

Voiced stops and affricates

Fricatives

Liquids/nasals, vowels + glottal attack, non-strident fricatives

Approximants

Schwartz points out (2007:133) that it is possible to form predictions as to the rhythmic 
structure and phonotactic preferences drawing from the correspondence between onset 
prominence and the moment of auditory saturation. In the case of weakly prominent onsets, 
there is a delay in reaching saturation point, and more material may align with the beat before 
the next onset boost appears. As a result, codas may emerge, leading to the appearance of 
beats of varying durations, which characterize stress-timed languages. Otherwise, when onsets 
display high prominence and saturation is achieved more rapidly, beats are of equal duration, 
and a preference for a CV structure is manifested more strongly. If a stop is produced in the 
final position, the burst creates cues for the potentially subsequent release auditorily 
associated with syllable onsets. In this case, the existence of an immediately following vowel 
is by no means necessary. Yet, if no vowel occurs, the existence of an effectively silent, 
although not ‘empty’ vocalic element is hard to question (Schwartz 2007:134). In fact, as 
posited by Schwartz (ibid: 140), a silent nucleus should be regarded as a real one if it 
possesses a prominent onset. Stop consonants, alongside with affricates located in the coda 
position are characterized by auditory prominence as they follow an evident period of closure. 
Nasals and liquids, on the other hand, when placed in coda position are devoid of a clear 
closure phase which deprives them of an onset status. Consequently, Schwartz (ibid: 141) 
predicts that post-vocalic consonants with low onset prominence should display ‘coda’-like 
behaviour, whereas those with high prominence should not resemble codas. This assumption 
appears to be proved by weight phenomena, accounted for by Gordon (2004) who indicates 
that languages distinguish syllables of two types; CVC and CVR (where R stands for a 
sonorant) according to their weight. The former type, with an obstruent coda consonant, 
appears as lighter because the obstruent acts as a potential onset of the following beat. The 
latter CVR type is much heavier, hosting material contained within a single beat. 

The nuclear element of a beat (@) may be characterized by a combination of cues 
out of the set of five, as shown in (3.37). These are: periodicity, duration, robust formant 
structure, loudness, and high first formant (Schwartz 2007:143). All five cues are present in 
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low vowels, whereas mid and high vowels have the prominence level within the range of 3-4 
(number of cues present).  

            (3.37)  Cues to the nuclear element @ (after Schwartz 2007, Table 2)

Contributes to subjective loudness, preset in low vowelsHIGH F15

Present in sibilants, absent in chromatic vowelsLOUDNESS4

Present in vowels and approximantsROBUST 
FORMANT STRUCTURE

3

Strengthens other nuclear cuesDURATION2

Vocal fold vibrationPERIODICITY1

Description/CommentsCue
No

Contributes to subjective loudness, preset in low vowelsHIGH F15

Present in sibilants, absent in chromatic vowelsLOUDNESS4

Present in vowels and approximantsROBUST 
FORMANT STRUCTURE

3

Strengthens other nuclear cuesDURATION2

Vocal fold vibrationPERIODICITY1

Description/CommentsCue
No

Schwa and other extremely reduced vowels are devoid of duration cue, and their prominence 
reaches 3. Sonorant consonants also possess nuclear prominence, as they are periodic sounds 
and have visible formant structure, which is less visible, and certainly not so robust in nasals, 
although nasals, in turn, possess marked duration. Therefore, the level of prominence for 
sonorants falls between 2 and 3.  Some nuclear prominence is also present in sibilants, as 
these are marked with significant loudness and duration. Hence, they are assigned with 
number 2 within the prominence scale, unlike other obstruents, whose prominence is very 
weak (number of prominence cues: 1) (Schwartz 2007:143). Schwartz (ibid: 144) observes 
that despite the fact that sibilants may be perceived as louder than vowels they cannot be 
regarded as more sonorous. In fact, some auditory or perceptual cues, such as duration and 
intensity, that characterize sibilant sounds, tend to suggest that they are sonorous, whereas the 
fact that they lack periodicity speaks in disfavour of their sonorous affinity. This has an 
impact on how fricative-stop clusters may be viewed. Schwartz (ibid.) treats them as 
consisting of two beats, and remarks on the phonological behaviour of such clusters, 
frequently different from typical TR clusters. In the phrase z psem [���/3] ‘with the dog’, 
[���] cluster goes against the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Sekirk 1984). If the initial 
fricative was given the nuclear status, the cluster would contain two beats, with the stop [p] 
forming the onset of the second beat. The concept of lenition in post-vocalic position would 
then represent an instance of the weakening of a segment’s properties as a viable onset. Such 
a segment would remain attached to the preceding nucleus with the spectral properties staying 
intact, but its potential ‘onsethood’ would emerge as seriously reduced (Schwartz 2007:149). 
According to Schwartz (2007), codas emerge owing to lenition of onset features of a post-
vocalic consonant segment. 

The order in which particular segment are arranged, and the type of relation they enter 
into is determined by language-specific phonotactics and limited by universally observed 
constraints (Bertinetto et al. 2007:2). Such intersegmental cohesion appears as position-
sensitive, unlike the ‘sonority scale’, which relies on a perceptual-articulatory effect that 
characterises phoneme types, regulated by their manner, place of articulation, as well as 
voicing distance, but irrespective of the position phonemes occupy in a word. Thus, 
intersegmental cohesion indicates to what extent particular phoneme types may be attracted or 
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repulsed by other phonemes that directly precede or follow them. Ultimately, syllable 
structure does not act as the determinant of intersegmental cohesion but rather follows form 
the latter. Bertinetto et al. (2007), exploring phonotactics of Polish C1C2 clusters imbedded 
within CV C1C2V frame came up with the following frequency decreasing order: fricative-
obstruent clusters appearing most commonly, obstruent-liquid clusters less frequenty, before 
nasal-consonat clusters, and both liquid-obstruent and glide-obstruent clusters occurring least 
commonly. The way in which given segments should order themselves forming a successful 
sequence is defined by the Optimal ‘Net Auditory Distance’ Principle (NAD) (Dziubalska-
Kołaczyk 2006:71). Optimal relations between segments are formulated as well-formedness 
conditions that apply to double, triple and n-member clusters in all positions in a word. 
Bertinett et al. (2007:6) present NAD as a computed sum of distances in manner of 
articulation (MOA), place of articulation (POA), and voicing (Lx) between consonants in a 
cluster, or a consonant and the neighbouring vowel sound. The resulting NAD assumes 
specific numerical values (1, 2, 3, etc.), and the greater its values become, the better contrast 
is established between elements in a segment sequence. NAD also sets the preferences for 
sequences starting with a vowel. The distance between the vowel and the preceding consonant 
should be smaller than between the vowel and the preceding consonant, i.e. C1C2V: NAD 
(C1,C2)>= NAD (C2,V) (Bertinetto et al. 2007:7). Clusters like [��], and [
�] were assigned 
with the NAD values of 4, and 3 respectively (Bertinetto et al. ibid:  Fig.1). Lower NAD 
values were measured for clusters [	], [3K], each receiving 0 value. Even lower values, 
namely -1, were given to [��], [
"] clusters, whereas clusters like [3�], [K"], [�"] scored the 
lowest -2 NAD value. Hence, two-consonant clusters seem less system-adequate than three-
consonant clusters. Complex Polish clusters like [
�"V-, 
��V-] are examples of a situation 
where the distance in the cluster-internal [-�"-] and [-��-] appears greater than in [
�], so the 
preference for a maximally small distance is satisfied on the left side of the cluster 
(Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2006:80). On the right side, on the contrary, there is no difference to 
doubles. Complex clusters in which neither side of the preference is satisfactory (e.g. [
�=V-], 
always qualify as morphotactic. Such clusters are banned from word-final positions and, by 
means of an obligatory phonological repair (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2006:81), they are broken 
up by a vowel (e.g. kotka ‘cat GEN PL’ vs. kotek ‘cat DIM’). Remedial repair may perform a 
purely phonostylistic function or act as an obligatory phonological rule of vowel insertion, 
which in other theories exemplifies yer vocalization, or acquisition of melodic content by an 
empty vocalic position in a CVCV strain (cf. Section 2.5.3, 2.5.4). 

Individual languages display various, and comparatively conflicting phonotactic 
preferences. These are chiefly expressed by specific rhythmic features characterizing a given 
language system. The unmarked type of rhythm is foot timing, and languages tend to employ 
either beat-timing or stress-timing pattern (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2002c). Within Beats-and-
Binding theory, rhythmic preferences are expressed in Level 0; one of the four layers 
according to which phonology is structured (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 1995, cited in Haładewicz-
Grzelak 2009). In Level 1, possible combinations between beats and non-beats are offered, 
and the number of bindings is specified. Level 2 defines phonotactic preferences, i.e. how 
consonantal and vocalic clustering is organized, based on sonority distances among vowels 
and consonants. Level 3, in turn, outlines articulatory preferences, which are formulated 
through possible assimilations and reductions. The relative ease of articulation, to which there 
exists a natural tendency, results from speaker-friendly drive towards maximization of the 
number of phonotactic sequences that do not pose articulator problems. In fact, Level 1 
prevents vowel hiatus; the combination B + B is reduced to a single beat, expressed as a short 
vowel, or it remains a two-beat unbounded structure. Such a cluster may be phonemically 
realized as a long vowel or a diphthong on Level 2 (Haładewicz-Grzelak 2009:509). If a 
particular language follows universally observed phonotactic preferences, its clusters acquire 
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stability, in accordance with the sonority distance between their members. In this way, 
consonants resist the binding tendency advocated by Level 1, and form clusters instead. The 
resulting clash between individual levels; the conflict between what the speaker and the hearer 
aim at, is reflected in the attempt to achieve balance between the two conflicting propensities 
(Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 1995:72). 

Certain consonant clusters seem to be of an obviously marked type. The number of 
phonemes in such clusters is greater than the number of phonemes in monomorphemic words, 
and the clusters are marked in complexity, as they do not observe phonotactic preferences. 
The excessive consonant members of some clusters of that type are treated in some theories as 
extrametrical. Strongly inflecting languages of fusional type, like Polish, will naturally 
possess more clusters of marked type, whereas isolating languages, like English, and also 
German or Italian will have fewer complex clusters (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2007:72, 73). In 
English, morphotactively motivated consonant sequences are found in word-final cluster in 
plurals, third singular present forms and in Saxon genitives. Members of such clusters are 
marked phonotactically, they occupy the same rank on the sonority scale, share manner of 
articulation, and differ only slightly in place of articulation (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk ibid: 74). 
Strong cases of morhotactics are exemplified by word-final clusters, whose monomorphemic 
opponents are not common, sometimes being part of Latinate vocabulary stock (e.g. [-��], [-
"�] clusters). In Polish, on the other hand, complex clusters are attested in all positions; word-
initially maximally four consonants, and in word-final position five consonants. In 
phonological words, even up to five consonants are found in initial position, including 
geminates, which are non-existent in final position (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2007:78). Polish 
exhibits the type of consonant clustering which appears comparatively plastic as far as 
syllabification is concerned (Bertinetto et al. 2007:10). If certain clusters cannot be preserved, 
they are subject to splitting, due to Polish phonotactics. In contrast, Italian consonant clusters 
are described by Bertinetto et al. (ibid.) as rigid; i.e. they are either tauto-, or heterosyllabic, 
which means that the bonds that tie them are strong. In Polish, these bonds are comparatively 
tenuous.  

In terms of the possible directionality of relations between beats and non-beats, in 
certain beat-timed languages, like Spanish for example, there exist preferences for n�B 
bindings. This leads to reparsing, as the directionally opposite B�n bindings are disfavoured. 
Such a binding shift leads to a string of subsequent n�B relations, which correspond to CV 
syllable type (Haładewicz-Grzelak 2009:522). In English, unlike in Spanish, preferences for 
n�B binding type are much weaker, which reduces the possibility of reparsing in phrases. 
Yet, English also displays instances of reparsing, evident in the case of ‘linking r’ as well as 
‘intrusive r’, or affrication across word boundaries (e.g. get you [(��#.]). As observed by 
Haładewicz-Grzelak (ibid: 527), in English this phenomenon is restricted, and not automatic 
and freely applied, regardless of syntax, like in Spanish, where reparsing is employed 
spontaneously and is not subject to exceptions. As regards word-internal contexts, beat-timed 
languages, as ones abounding in n�B bindings do not show instances of consonant 
weakening internally. This happens because target consonants weaken only in the B�n type 
of bindings, equivalent to either word medial or word final context in which the segments 
appear (Haładewicz-Grzelak 2009:540, cited from Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 1995). 
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4. Cross- linguistic overview of voicing assimilations and neutralizations

This chapter provides a more detailed account of voicing assimilations and final 
neutralisations, or an alternative lack of both type of processes, or else their incomplete 
application in a selected group of languages. Most languages presented in the following 
sections belong to the Germanic and Slavic group, and in this way, they are related to the two 
languages that are the chief focus of the present study. The only exception is the case of 
Italian and Breton, which serve as examples because of the fact that they show assimilation 
before sonorant sounds, not attested in the majority of languages discussed in the chapter, and 
so characteristic of the Cracow dialect of Polish. Most of the languages either used to be or 
still continue to be in a direct or indirect geographical, political or cultural proximity to 
Polish, including Yiddish, the language of the Jewish community living in Polish diaspora. 
Hungarian, though neither Slavic nor Germanic, likewise used to be in contact with Polish, 
especially with its southern, Cracow dialect. Whether such contacts are relevant or not, the 
presented languages display a rich variety of assimilatory habits and various types of 
behaviour of obstruent phonemes in relation to voicing, resembling the case of Polish, or quite 
different from it. Evidently, the greatest analogy to Polish is found in the languages spoken by 
the south-eastern or southern neighbours of Poland, both contemporary and historic, namely 
Ukrainians, Czechs, Slovaks and Hungarians.  

Voicing assimilation processes are analysed within the framework of Optimality 
Theory, based on the principles outlined earlier in Chapter 2, and with the application of 
relevant aspects of syllable structure broadly presented in the previous chapter.  Constraint 
rankings and the type of constraints originate from the models developed by Lombardi (1995, 
1999), Butska (1998), later extended by Krämer (2000, 2001, 2003), Petrova (2006), 
Mołczanow (2007) and applied to specific language systems, including those presented here. 
An alternative, ternary scales model (Gnanadesikan 1997), based on inherent voicing levels of 
obstruents and sonorants and the proximity of segments, is also used and set against the other 
models. Most constraint sets, apart from the one offered by ternary scales framework, take 
into account syllable structure and make references to morphology, especially the status of the 
onset, alignment of prosodic boundaries, and the issue of resyllabification, so essential in 
accounting for the complexity of principles that allow for or inhibit voicing adjustments 
between neighbouring segments, so often depending on the morphological status of such 
proximity. The irregular behaviour of neighbouring phonemes in relation to their voicing 
character is particularly evident in the case of Dutch, Swedish and Russian, as well as in the 
case of Italian /s/, and it could not be explained without broad references to morphology. As it 
turns out, laryngeal features of obstruents are either shared or blocked by prosodic boundaries 
at different levels, and often their identical specifications in a cluster of segments are 
regulated by an absence of morphological brackets, whereas the loss of voicing is facilitated 
at constituent edges. 

The chapter also provides references to selected acoustic findings that throw light on 
the articulatory as well as the perceptual conditioning of voicing habits. These do not 
necessarily have to be directly reflected in phonological specifications of given phonemes, or 
in phonologically grounded assimilatory tendencies characteristic of particular languages. 
Phonetics, phonology, and morphology are thus at interplay and contribute to the possibly 
clear and uniform account of the phenomena in question. 

The first part of the chapter focuses on faithfulness to voice, which regulates complete 
or gradient preservation of voicing specifications of word final obstruents. The second, more 
extensive part, presents languages that have final devoicing and show various degree of 
agreement between segments underlyingly different in respect to the feature [voice]. The last 
sections of the chapter present special cases of Breton and Italian, the issue of devoicing of 
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the voiced sibilant /z/ in American English. The final section offers a detailed discussion of 
voicing assimilation in the two main dialects of Polish, namely the Warsaw Polish and the 
Poznan-Cracow Polish. 

4.1Faithfulness to voice 

In the following discussion of language-specific behaviour of obstruent outputs in response to 
various constraint rankings a ternary model developed by Gnanadesikan (1997) is introduced. 
It is used throughout the chapter alongside unary and binary models employed by other 
authors (see earlier section 2.2.3). The systems are compared and contrasted in terms of how 
they account for voicing assimilations and neutralisations in selected languages. 
Gnanadesikan perceives voiced obstruents as located on a scalar continuum between voiceless 
obstruents placed at the bottom and sonorants positioned at the top of the scale (see (4.1) 
below). Voicing as a feature starts at level 2 (IV2) as non-inherent or non-spontaneous and 
acquires its inherent, spontaneous value at level 3 (IV3) reserved for sonorant sounds.

(4.1) The Inherent Voicing Scale (based on the model proposed by Gnanadesikan, 1997:1) 

VOICELESS OBSTRUENTS

VOICED OBSTRUENTS
(non-inherent voicing)

SONORANTS
(inherent/spontaneous voicing)

IV

(Inherent
Voicing)
scale

3

2

1

The scale is constructed in such a way that any two neighbouring values are in opposition to 
the third value. The values 1 and 2 on the scale are obstruents, whereas the third value refers 
to sonorants forming an opposition to the two lower values. Alternatively, values 2 and 3 are 
voiced sounds unlike the first value (IV1) which refers to unvoiced segments. Analogically, if 
one considers the Consonantal Stricture (CS), the first two values (IV1 and IV2) are labelled 
as consonants while value 3 is not regarded as such. On the other hand, values 2 and 3 are 
continuant, whereas scale 1 represents non-continuants (Gnanadesikan 1997:2). 

Non-ternary systems seem to fail to capture changes or shifts within more than one 
feature in a simultaneous fashion. The binary model cannot uniformly explain the two stages 
of the chain shift voiceless-to-voiced and voiced-to-sonorant, which in the ternary model are 
represented by shifts from level IV1 to IV 2 and subsequently to IV3. Such a change is not 
predicted by a rule-based model of SPE type, as the model does not recognise the changes of 
[-voice] to [+voice] and from [-sonorant] to [+sonorant] as related processes (Gnanadesikan 
1997:3) since the features that are at play belong to two different categories. The need for two 
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features of privative type (i.e. [voice] and [sonorant]) to occur together at the same time is 
cancelled if features are placed along a scale as advocated by the ternary model. Although the 
values 2 and 3 belong to two different categories of sounds they are located on adjacent 
positions on IV scale and the switch between the immediately neighbouring scales may be 
viewed as a natural process. Sonorants, belonging to scale IV3, may act as a trigger of 
assimilation of value 1 to value 2. Otherwise, when strict identity of both target and trigger of 
assimilation is required sonorants do not act as agents causing voicing in obstruents 
(Gnanadesikan 1997:5). 

As regards relative faithfulness constraints, Gnanadesikan (1997:78) puts forward two, 
namely IDENT [X scale] and IDENT-ADJ [X scale]. The former secures identical values of 
input α and output β on the scale X. Practically speaking, the output may not move from the 
input on the scale. The latter constraint refers to identity and adjacency between input α and 
the corresponding output β. The movement of output relative of input is limited to only one 
step on the scale. When a violation of faithfulness occurs in the output β the violation is 
tolerated if the values are adjacent on the scale. A crucial violation takes place if the output 
value is not adjacent to the input and has no relation to it. This principle holds for most 
languages and  leads to a universal ranking of relative faithfulness constraints in which 
IDENT-ADJ [X] dominates IDENT [X]. 

Compared to the set of constraints employed by Butska (1998) and Lombardi (1995) 
discussed earlier in Chapter 2, the constraint ASSIMILATE postulated by Gnanadesikan 
(1997) is analogical to the constraint AGREE used by the former authors and forms the core 
issue in the context of voicing assimilation. Gnanadesikan’s constraints STAY 1, STAY 2, 
STAY 3, which prevent the change of the underlying inherent voicing (IV) values of voiceless 
obstruents, voiced obstruents and sonorants respectively stand in direct relation to faithfulness 
constraints guarding the feature [voice] in the analyses by Lombardi and Butska. Successive 
constraints of RESIST type found in Gnanadesikan’s model prevent the acquisition of other IV 
values by individual segments, and these resemble markedness constraints in Butska’s and 
Lombardi’s accounts. There is no direct reference in Gnanadesikan’s set of constraints to 
constraints corresponding to syllabic structure and directionality of assimilation, or those 
reflecting morphological aspect of voicing relations and the question of alignment of 
morphological constituents employed by other authors. The question of deletion or insertion 
of segments is not addressed by any of the constraints present in Gnanadesika’s analysis. With 
regard to that, Gnanadesikan’s model, simple and transparent as it certainly is, may not be 
sufficient to encompass the complete set of factors that should be considered in the analysis of 
data collected for the present study. Despite that, it seems to clearly account for various 
voicing phenomena present in most of the languages discussed in the following sections. 

4.1.1 Ukrainian – faithfulness to voice and upward assimilation 

Ukrainian possesses a system of obstruents among which only the voiceless plosives and 
fricatives undergo assimilation to voice (see second column in (4.2) below). The voiced 
obstruent inputs, on the other hand, remain faithful to their voice specification in the output 
forms (first column in (4.2)). The direction of assimilation is regressive, which means that 
only voiced obstruents perform the role of triggers in the process (Butska 1998:67).  
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(4.2) Examples of word-final faithfulness and voicing assimilation in Ukrainian obstruents 

���� �!-"��#��� / 6=	5�/��1��.0�1$"$/ backslapper������ / =	5�/��1/ chap

------------------��� /	5�//  bed

����� /	1��"5� bed

��$��" / �1����C�/ bat��� / �1��#/ night

------------------"��� /��.A� friend   

"��� ��% /6��.A0�C#// a friend writes

��� # � ��� /635A�/0	/�C1 / green moss
��� / 35=/ moss

------------------��� /1��/  cart  

� �� / /�0�C/ carry

��� &��a /6	1�� 0��$�$/ brother’s forest��� /	1��/ forest

��%�� '���� /6"5#C(0�C�"C/ woman's basket
��%�� /"5#C"/ basket

------------------����� /�$0�5�/ nation

����� ��"�( / �$0�5��0�$�$1// a nation falls

�� &�'�! / 6"1���1�0�C�1/ a cat is running��	 / "1��/ cat

------------------���
 /=	1��/ bread

���
 ���� /6=	1��0�$=�/ / bread smells good

���� '�� / 6��1��0�C�$/ a sheaf of rye���� / ��1��/ sheaf

Assimilation to [voice]Word-final faithfulness

���� �!-"��#��� / 6=	5�/��1��.0�1$"$/ backslapper������ / =	5�/��1/ chap

------------------��� /	5�//  bed

����� /	1��"5� bed

��$��" / �1����C�/ bat��� / �1��#/ night

------------------"��� /��.A� friend   

"��� ��% /6��.A0�C#// a friend writes

��� # � ��� /635A�/0	/�C1 / green moss
��� / 35=/ moss

------------------��� /1��/  cart  

� �� / /�0�C/ carry

��� &��a /6	1�� 0��$�$/ brother’s forest��� /	1��/ forest

��%�� '���� /6"5#C(0�C�"C/ woman's basket
��%�� /"5#C"/ basket

------------------����� /�$0�5�/ nation

����� ��"�( / �$0�5��0�$�$1// a nation falls

�� &�'�! / 6"1���1�0�C�1/ a cat is running��	 / "1��/ cat

------------------���
 /=	1��/ bread

���
 ���� /6=	1��0�$=�/ / bread smells good

���� '�� / 6��1��0�C�$/ a sheaf of rye���� / ��1��/ sheaf

Assimilation to [voice]Word-final faithfulness

The result of such a situation is that obstruents that stand in absolute final position surface 
phonetically as either voiceless of voiced, remaining faithful to the output forms (see (4.2) 
above). Thus, both classes of obstruents retain their voice features in the coda position before 
a pause.  

As regards the formulation and the order of constraints that select optimal obstruent 
outputs in Ukrainian, Butska (1998:70) places the faithfulness constraint that protects the 
voiced/voiceless character of the onset at the top (see (4.3. below). Faithfulness to voice is 
ranked below and as a result of this relatively high ranking the feature [voice] in word-final 
obstruents is inviolably protected.  

(4.3) Constraint ranking for Ukrainian voicing assimilation (Butska 1998) 

FAITHONSET[VD/VL] �� FAITH[VOICE] ����AGREE  �� [*VOICE]

Lack of assimilation to voicelessness is accounted for by a low ranking of AGREE, whereas 
the markedness constraint [*VOICE], which militates against voiced obstruents either in 
clusters or in the final position before a pause, is placed at the bottom and is liable to frequent 
violations. The use of privative feature [voice] is explained by Butska (1998:69) as more 
clearly justified by its suitability to account for changes of voiceless to voiced, voiced to 
voiceless obstruents, as well as the preservation of [voice]. In the three cases the privative 
constraint either successfully prohibits a change or is violated. Only in the case of the 
retention of voicelessness does the constraint fail to apply. The choice of binary [+voice] and 
[-voice] appears to be less preferable, as either constraint actively applies to only half of the 
possible changes of voice specifications, including the change of voiced to voiceless. If a 
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constraint neither successfully prohibits nor is effectively violated in half of the possible 
input-output configurations the constraint hierarchy seems to prefer the privative feature.  

Adopting the constraint hierarchy proposed by Butska and applying it to illustrate the 
change of the underlying voiceless /s/ into the voiced surface form /z/ in ‘��� &��a’ (see (4.4) 
below), one can observe that only the lowest-ranked markedness constraint [*VOICE] receives 
a double violation mark, as the candidate contains two voiced segments placed across the 
word boundary.  All the remaining constraints are satisfied by the optimal output.  

(4.4) Voicing assimilation of /	1�����$�$/ to 	1����� �$�$ (cf. Butska 1998, Fig.26) 

****!	1�� ��$�$

**!	1�� ��$�$

**	1�� ��$�$

**!	1�� ��$�$

[*VOICE]AGREEFAITH[VOICE]FAITHONSET
[VD/VL]

	1�������$�$

****!	1�� ��$�$

**!	1�� ��$�$

**	1�� ��$�$

**!	1�� ��$�$

[*VOICE]AGREEFAITH[VOICE]FAITHONSET
[VD/VL]

	1�������$�$

An output candidate that is faithful to the underlying input form receives a fatal violation 
mark under the constraint AGREE which it fails to satisfy. The same set of violations (of both 
AGREE and [*VOICE]) does not, however, have the same disqualifying power if an 
underlyingly voiced word-final obstruent is followed by a word-initial voiceless segment. As 
(4.5) shows below, out of the four output candidates for ����� the one that is faithful to the 
input form wins over the remaining output candidates. These incur fatal violations, either of 
the faithfulness constraint regulating voicing specifications of the onset (candidates 2 and 4) 
or of the faithfulness constraint that protects the preservation of the feature [voice](candidates 
3 and 4). The location of both FAITHONSET[VD/VL] and FAITH[VOICE] above AGREE 
signifies the priority of the retention of voicing over assimilation, which only causes the 
change from voiceless to voiced, and not vice versa. 

(4.5) Lack of assimilation to voicelessness in �	1��"5� (cf. Butska 1998, Fig. 27) 

****!	1�#(5

*!	1�#"5

***!	1��(5

**	1��"5

[*VOICE]AGREEFAITH[VOICE]FAITHONSET
[VD/VL]

	1���"�5

****!	1�#(5

*!	1�#"5

***!	1��(5

**	1��"5

[*VOICE]AGREEFAITH[VOICE]FAITHONSET
[VD/VL]

	1���"�5
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Also, the fact that there are two distinct faithfulness constraints, one protecting the onset and 
the other preserving the feature [voice] means that voicing in non-onset positions is more 
likely to be tolerated (Butska 1998:72). 

If one examines Ukrainian data from the perspective of ternary scales (Gnanadesikan 
1997; see section 4.1) the type of assimilation attested in the language can be classified as 
upward assimilation. Within this type only a shift to a higher Inherent Voicing scale (IV) is 
possible. That means that only IV1 moves up to IV2 (see (4.6)), and not the other way round. 
Hence, assimilation to voicelessness (i.e. a shift from IV2 to IV1) is ruled out (Gnanadesikan 
1997:38). 

(4.6) Upward assimilation in Ukrainian from the perspective of ternary scales (cf. Gnanadesikan 

1997, Fig. 28) 

�$�5���$�$1/ ��� �1��#�C� ���� 

/��C ��� "1�� �1��C�1 ��� 

=	1�� �$=�1/ ��� ��1�� �C�$ ��� 
Voiced obstruent unaffected (IV2 stays IV2)Voiceless obstruent voices (IV1     IV2)

�$�5���$�$1/ ��� �1��#�C� ���� 

/��C ��� "1�� �1��C�1 ��� 

=	1�� �$=�1/ ��� ��1�� �C�$ ��� 
Voiced obstruent unaffected (IV2 stays IV2)Voiceless obstruent voices (IV1     IV2)

Combinations of voiceless-voiced (/pb/, /pg/, /tb/, /td/ etc.) are not feasible due to the upward 
nature of scalar changes in voicing. The lack of opposite directionality facilitates the existence 
of cross-boundary clusters like /bp/, /bt/, /dt/ and so on, which leads to the preservation of 
voicing as a feature even in positions which are more vulnerable, like the absolute word-final 
position in which the feature would be lost if the type of assimilation were downward. Among 
the obstruent outputs that faithfully surface as voiced segments there is a gap in the plosive 
set. The voiced velar stop /g/ is not found in Ukrainian in the absolute final position. The 
Ukrainian letter ) realized phonetically as the glottal spirant /B/ in non-final contexts surfaces 
as a more narrowly articulated voiced velar spirant /A��in the absolute final position�(Bloch-
Rozmej 2008:11)* The voiced-voiceless set of combinations is therefore compensated by pairs 
consisting of the voiced velar fricative followed by a voiceless obstruent (e.g. 
/A����/A����/A"��etc.). 

The constraint ranking that follows the implications of the ternary scales model is 
shown in (4.7) below. The fact that in Ukrainian voiced obstruent outputs are faithful to their 
input forms is regulated by the high ranking of faithfulness constraint STAY 2 (number 2 
corresponds to the second scale value, namely ‘voice’). The constraint ASSIMILATE is ranked 
lower, which means that only voiceless segments change their voice specification, and the 
assimilation is of a voicing type since the faithfulness constraint RESIST 2 is easily violable 
leading to the shift from value 1 to 2 in the IV scale. 

(4.7) Constraint ranking for upward voicing assimilation proposed by Gnanadesikan (1997:45). 

The language-specific hierarchy applicable to Ukrainian is shaded in grey. 

�

STAY 3, RESIST 3  �� STAY 2 ����ASSIMILATE �� RESIST 2

�� STAY 1, RESIST 1
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Fig. (4.8) illustrates how optimal output candidates are selected by the ranking proposed by 
Gnanadesikan (ibid.). In the case of voicing assimilation (part a of (4.8)) the violations of 
STAY 2 and ASSIMILATE prove fatal for candidates 1, 2 and 3. Because of the fact that 
RESIST 2 is of a lower ranking its violation by the optimal assimilated output is of little 
consequence. The second part of (4.8), on the other hand, points at the optimal candidate that 
resists assimilation to voicelessness. Yet, the violation of ASSIMILATE this time is outdone 
by an even worse violation of the top ranked STAY 2  by the rival candidate which strives to 
observe the lower ranked ASSIMILATE. This clearly captures the lack of toleration for a 
downward shift in the voicing scale (i.e. from IV2 to IV1) in the obstruent system of 
Ukrainian. 

(4.8) Ukrainian Assimilation ( cf. Gnanadesikan 1997 Fig.32) 

a). Voicing of obstruents before voiced obstruents

*****!	1�� ��$�$

**!	1�� ��$�$

RESIST 1

**	1�� ��$�$

*!	1�� ��$�$

STAY 1      RESIST 2ASSIMILATESTAY 2	1�������$�$

*****!	1�� ��$�$

**!	1�� ��$�$

RESIST 1

**	1�� ��$�$

*!	1�� ��$�$

STAY 1      RESIST 2ASSIMILATESTAY 2	1�������$�$

b). Voiced obstruents fail to devoice before voiceless obstruents

*****!	1�#(5

**	1��(5

*

RESIST 1

*!	1�#"5

*	1��"5

STAY 1        RESIST 2ASSIMILATESTAY 2	1���"�5

*****!	1�#(5

**	1��(5

*

RESIST 1

*!	1�#"5

*	1��"5

STAY 1        RESIST 2ASSIMILATESTAY 2	1���"�5

With respect to voicing assimilation Ukrainian resembles related Slavic languages like 
Russian and Polish. Yet, neither Ukrainian nor Russian assimilations are triggered by 
sonorants, as is the case with southern and western dialects of Polish (Cracow and Poznan 
Polish) (see (4.9) for examples). In Warsaw dialect of Polish, which is regarded as a standard 
variety of the language, the behavior of voiceless obstruents before sonorants is analogical to 
Russian and Ukrainian, namely sequences like /tm/ remain unchanged in their surface forms. 
One curious case is the behaviour of Ukrainian � /;/ and Russian � /v/. Their Polish cognate is 
w /v/, which phonologically and phonetically behaves like and obstruent and patterns with 
obstruents. But both the Ukrainian and Russian variants fail to trigger voicing assimilation, 
just as true sonorants do in both languages. The principal difference between the Russian and 
Ukrainian segments is that, while the /v/ in the former is realised as an obstruent but behaves 
like a sonorant blocking the assimilation, in the latter language the voiced labiodental 
approximant /;/ behaves like a sonorant both underlyingly and on the surface. The Russian 
variant seems to occupy a position intermediate between Polish /v/ and Ukrainian /;/, 
pronounced like an obstruent but functioning phonologically as a sonorant (Mołczanow 
2007:51). 
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(4.9) Assimilatory processes affecting plosives in Cracow Polish, Russian, and Ukrainian in the 

vicinity of voiced obstruents and sonorants ( based on Mołczanow 2007:51) 

‘Vanya’s cat’�� *��� /"��� ; $J�/�� *���� /"���  �J��kot Wani /"5��  $J��3

‘mother’s cat’�� ���� /"��� 3 $3C��� ���+ /"��� 3 �3C�kot mamy �"5�� 3 $3C�2

‘brother’s cat’�� &��� /"��� � �$�$��� &��� /"��� � ���8�kot brata /"5�� � %$�$�1

English gloss
UkrainianRussianCracow Polish

‘Vanya’s cat’�� *��� /"��� ; $J�/�� *���� /"���  �J��kot Wani /"5��  $J��3

‘mother’s cat’�� ���� /"��� 3 $3C��� ���+ /"��� 3 �3C�kot mamy �"5�� 3 $3C�2

‘brother’s cat’�� &��� /"��� � �$�$��� &��� /"��� � ���8�kot brata /"5�� � %$�$�1

English gloss
UkrainianRussianCracow Polish

4.1.2 English – faithfulness to voice 

Earlier, in section 2.5.1 English was illustrated as an example of a language where constraints 
are ranked in such a manner that obstruent outputs are faithful to the input forms and neither 
regressive nor progressive assimilation occurs. The sole exception is progressive assimilation 
between roots and certain types of suffixes (Lombardi 1997, Grijzenhout 2000). This section 
further develops the account of voicing in English obstruents and provides data from acoustic 
studies which indirectly undermine the homogeneous view upon English obstruent contrasts. 
Further on, relevant implications of the ternary model by Gnanadesikan are introduced in 
order to extend the range of constraint combinations which determine the status of English as 
a language devoid of assimilatory processes. 

The chief type of voicing assimilatory processes in English is the progressive one. Its 
result is devoicing of /d/ and /z/ after voiceless stem consonants, i.e. the underlying 
/��"���becomes����"� ��and �"�����surfaces as��"��� ��which implies that /d/ and /z/ retain 
their voicing after vowels, sonorant consonants and voiced obstruents (cf. Grijzenhout 
2000:3). As discussed earlier in 2.5.1, the existence of highly ranked HARMS’ 
GENERALIZATION constraint, stating that voiced obstruents are closer to the syllable nucleus 
than voiceless ones,  forms like */"���/ or */��"�/ are disqualified as illicit. Additionally, low 
ranked IDENTLAR enables progressive devoicing of underlyingly voiced obstruents 
belonging to the suffix (Al-Harbi 2005:4). Borowski (2000, cited in Al-Harbi ibid.) introduces 
two extra faithfulness constraints, namely IDWD and IDMS, which protect laryngeal identity 
of a word and a single-consonant morpheme respectively. Al-Harbi (ibid. :10) proposes two 
faithfulness contraints ID(VOICE)STEM  and ID(VOICE)AFFIX, which are meant to protect voice 
features of  stem and affix independently. As shown in (4.10) the two constraints are ranked at 
the top above AGREE, which prioritizes the retention of voice specification of stem or affix 
consonant over the need to assimilate.  

(4.10) Constraint ranking for English progressive assimilation between stem and affix (Al-Harbi 
2005:10) 

IDENT(VOICE)STEM , IDENT(VOICE)AFFIX >> AGREE

>> IDENT [+voice] >> IDENT [-voice] 
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The outcome of the above ranking is the choice of output forms like /"���/, /	���/, or /�4"�/, 
in which the final consonant of the stem is preserved. The plural suffix /z/ loses its voicing 
and the spread of voicelessness is of progressive type. The tableux (4.11 part a) shows that 
neither a form faithful to the input (*/�4"��) nor a candidate with a cluster resulting from 
regressive voicing assimilation (*/�4(��) are selected as optimal. Compared with its rivals, the 
form with the progressively assimilated cluster /ks/ incurs only one violation, as a result of 
which the plural suffix /z/ loses its [+voice] feature and devoices. If the final segment does 
not belong to the stem, but to a root, like the underlying /v/ of fifth, the assimilation is 
regressive (see part b of (4.11) below). The output candidates that are faithful to the root form 
/
�-/, namely the forms */
��/ and */
��/, both fatally violate one of the top ranked 
constraints AGREE and ID(VOICE)AFFIX respectively. As far as the outputs with progressively 
devoiced final /z/ are concerned, cases analogical to that presented in (4.11 a) are found in 
vocabulary items like beliefs, cliffs, coughs, births, deaths (see Al-Harbi 2005, (23) for a full 
list of examples).  

(4.11) a). Progressive assimilation to voicelessness in English (cf. Al-Harbi 2005, (31)) 

*�4"�

*

IDENT
[-voice]

*!�4(�

*!�4"�

IDENT
[+voice]

AGREEIDENT(VOICE)
STEM

�4�"�STEM + ���

*�4"�

*

IDENT
[-voice]

*!�4(�

*!�4"�

IDENT
[+voice]

AGREEIDENT(VOICE)
STEM

�4�"�STEM + ���

a). Regressive assimilation to voicelessness in English ‘fifth’ (cf. Al-Harbi 2005, (33)) 

*
�
�

*

IDENT
[-voice]

*!
��

*!
��

IDENT
[+voice]

AGREEIDENT(VOICE)
AFFIX


���ROOT + ���

*
�
�

*

IDENT
[-voice]

*!
��

*!
��

IDENT
[+voice]

AGREEIDENT(VOICE)
AFFIX


���ROOT + ���

However, these being instances of stem-final /f/ and /�/, the directionality of assimilation is 
not uniform. Regressively assimilated cases of stem+suffix /z/ abound here, for example 
calves, knives, sheaves, wolves, as well as ba[��], mou[��], pa[��] (see Al-Harbi 2005, (22) 
for a full list of examples), including varied cases of voice assimilation like clo[��] ~ -[��] , 
you[��] ~ -[��], scarves/scarfs, hoofs/hooves (full list of examples in Al-Harbi 2005, (24)). 
The unsteady behaviour of such stem+suffix clusters can be explained through the notion of 
underspecified obstruents that are found in stem final position. Thus, unlike in wave or berth 

where the absolute final segment is specified as [+voice] and [-voice] respectively, words like 
youths or hoofs/hooves are deprived of [+/- voice] specification of the stem final obstruent. 
The segments may be shown as /TH/ and /F/, each unspecified for voice, labeled with the 

feature [�voice] (Al-Harbi 2005:11). Al-Harbi (ibid.) explains the manner in which either of 
the output forms is identified as optimal by introducing constraints regulating parallel input-
output (I-to-O) and output-input (O-to-I) relations in accordance with Correspondence 
Theory. In relation to the feature [± voice] there are four faithfulness constraints: IDENT I-O 
[+voice], IDENT I-O [-voice], IDENT O-I [+voice], and IDENT O-I [-voice] (Al-Harbi 
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2005:13). The incorporation of these constraints allows for an explanation of varied output 
forms, as it is illustrated in the two tableaux in (4.12) below. 

(4.12) Tableaux illustrating the selection of the freely varied optimal candidates whose choice 

depends on the application of constraints from I-to-O or from O-to-I (cf. Al-Harbi 2005, (45, 46)) 
a). 

*!�.'�

**

IDENT O      I
[-voice]

�.'
�

**!�.'
�

IDENT O      I
[+voice]

AGREEIDENT(VOICE)
STEM

�.'�V�STEM + ���

*!�.'�

**

IDENT O      I
[-voice]

�.'
�

**!�.'
�

IDENT O      I
[+voice]

AGREEIDENT(VOICE)
STEM

�.'�V�STEM + ���

b). 

�.'�

IDENT I      O
[-voice]

*!�.'
�

*!�.'
�

IDENT I      O
[+voice]

AGREEIDENT(VOICE)
STEM

�.'�V�STEM + ���

�.'�

IDENT I      O
[-voice]

*!�.'
�

*!�.'
�

IDENT I      O
[+voice]

AGREEIDENT(VOICE)
STEM

�.'�V�STEM + ���

The candidate /�.'
���selected as optimal in (4.12 a) despite incurring a double violation mark 
for IDENT O-I [-voice] fares better than the candidate /�.'����which fatally violates the 
higher ranked IDENT O-I [+voice]. Since /V/ is unspecified for [voice] both /�.'
���and 
/�.'���violate each IDENT O-I constraint which requires that the output should have the same 
value for [voice] (either + or -) as the input. Since the unspecified input possesses neither 
value, both output candidates lose on those constraints. In tableau (4.12 b), the alternative 
candidate /�.'������������/�.'
����������	������
���		F���	�����IDENT I-O[+voice], because 
the output form has no [+voice] feature. The two tableaux which pick both alternative forms 
/�.'
���and /�.'���as winners exemplify cases of free variation where two different scenarios 
of constraints apply from I-to-O or O-to-I alternatively. Both optimal forms satisfy or violate 
the same IDENT[voice] constraint in a different way and emerge as co-winners under 
alternative application of the same constraint (Al-Harbi 2005:14).  

Acoustic experiments (Jansen 2004) indicate that English obstruents trigger 
coarticulatory regressive assimilation in a non-systematic manner. Actively voiced /z/ as well 
as actively devoiced /t, s/ caused deviations in the phonetic voicing of a preceding obstruent. 
English /d/ treated by Jansen (ibid.) as passively voiced did not have an assimilatory influence 
on the preceding segments. In clusters consisting of obstruents whose laryngeal features are 
not uniform usually the first member is affected by the voicing of the second member. As 
noted by Myers (2002:20), a phonemically voiceless plosive has a significantly higher 
percentage of voicing if it is placed next to a phonologically voiced obstruent segment, rather 
than in any other context. The nature of such assimilations is described by Rubach (1974) as a 
purely phonetic effect. A fully unvoiced /z/ is viewed by the author as radically different from 
the phoneme /s/, chiefly in the intensity of its articulation. In generativist perspective, the two 
obstruents are distinguished from one another by features [-tense] and [+tense] respectively, 
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which illustrates their different inherent articulatory force (Rubach 1974:131). Jansen proves 
in his experiment (2004:142) that in the case of regressive voicing assimilation only the 
voicing part of the articulation of the target consonant C1 as well as the features that are 
automatically associated with the production of voicing are modified by the following voiced 
C2. The features that are not subject to assimilatory influence are the patterning of C1 closure 
and the release duration of the preceding vowel (V1). Even if these diverge somewhat from 
the default unassimilated variants, such variation is not attributed to the same principles that 
control voicing of C1. The findings of Jansen (ibid.) comply with the observations of Rubach 
(1974). Such a type of assimilation does not seem to operate like a fully neutralizing process. 
Even the voicing features of C1, which are shaped by those of C2 still have the characteristics 
that distinguish the fortis from the lenis variants of C1. Since the primary element that serves 
as a contrast cue to such a distinction, namely the length of V1, is unaffected by any type of 
phonetic assimilation most auditory descriptions lead to the classification of English as a 
language with little assimilation or none at all (Jansen ibid.). However, as Jansen’s study 
reveals, a type of regressive voicing assimilation triggered by articulatory adjustments is 
attested even in aspirating languages like English.  

As regards the ternary framework account of voicing assimilation (Gnanadesikan 
1997), English appears to be a language which preserves the second value of the Inherent 
Voicing scale (IV2) in onsets as well in codas, which implies the lack of word final 
neutralization of voicing in obstruents, just as in the case of Ukrainian (see section 4.1.1). 
This clearly indicates the domination of the faithfulness constraint STAY 2 over the 
markedness constraint *IV2 in the hierarchy for English as illustrated in (4.13) below. The 
constraint STAY 2 is subject to crucial violation by the unfaithful output form */��"/, which 
serves to select /��(/ as the optimal candidate, although it does not obey *IV2, which 
militates against forms with obstruents belonging to the second level on the voicing scale. 

(4.13) IV2 preservation in English word final context; faithfulness to [voice] (based on  

Gnanadesikan 1997 Fig. (9)) 

*!���" 

*���( 

*IV2STAY 2���(�

*!���" 

*���( 

*IV2STAY 2���(�

In German, the ranking of those two constraints is reversed, and as a result, word final voiced 
obstruents do not keep their voiced character but undergo neutralization, because the 
markedness constraint *IV2 outranks the faithfulness constraint STAY 2.  In English, unlike 
in German, there is no need to separate two faithfulness constraints STAY 2 and STAY 2- 
ONSET because both onset and coda obstruents are faithful to voicing (Gnanadesikan 
1997:172). As regards the constraint ASSIMILATE, it is ranked low in English where coda 
assimilation is not attested. Most probably it is ranked below *IV2 which means that *IV2 
can remain active is some environments and be ignored in others (Gnanadesikan 1997:175). If 
*IV2 outranked ASSIMILATE and STAY 2 there would be no assimilation but instead 
neutralization would take place. As can be inferred from (4.14), constraint ranking for English 
only partially facilitates that course of events as there is no assimilation. But, since STAY 2 is 
top ranked neutralization is out of the question.  
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(4.14) Faithfulness and lack of regressive assimilation in English using constraints from ternary 

model proposed by Gnanadesikan (1997) 

* **!"�4��� 8�

**"�4��� 8�

ASSIM*IV2RESIST 2"�4����8�

* **!"�4��� 8�

**"�4��� 8�

ASSIM*IV2RESIST 2"�4����8�

*!(	8���� �4�

**(	8���� �4�

ASSIM*IV2STAY 2(	8������4�

*!(	8���� �4�

**(	8���� �4�

ASSIM*IV2STAY 2(	8������4�

If ASSIMILATE outranked *IV2 then assimilation would be triggered by the following onset 
and neutralization would happen word finally (Gnanadesikan 1997:179). As the choice of 
optimal candidates in (4.14) testifies, neither outcome is represented by the data from English. 
The evident lack of neutralization and regressive assimilation to either voicing or 
voicelessness may lead to the adoption of the following constraint ranking scenario for 
English: RESIST 2, STAY 2, >>  *IV 2  >>  ASSIMILATE. The constraints that are ranked at 
the top secure both the retention of voicing and voicelessness in the coda obstruents. 
  

4.1.3 Yiddish – faithfulness to voice, upward and downward assimilation 

Yiddish, together with Serbo-Croatian, belongs to languages in which regressive assimilation 
affects both voiceless and voiced obstruent segments. Both stops and fricatives found in the 
coda position share voicing specifications of the obstruent occupying the syllable onset of the 
following word or stem (see 4.15 for examples). In this respect Yiddish is similar to Polish 
and different from Ukrainian, where only voiceless obstruents in the coda position undergo 
assimilation. Unlike Polish and German, though, Yiddish displays word final faithfulness to 
voice/voicelessness in obstruents (examples in 4.15 below), which points at the domination of 
faithfulness constraint IDENT[VOICE] over markedness constraint *[VOICE] (Kenstowicz et 
al. 2003:7).  In the former two languages, the ranking of the two constraints is reversed and as 
a result final devoicing takes place. 
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(4.15) Faithfulness to voice and regressive assimilation in Yiddish. Segments that display 

faithfulness in word final position and undergo assimilation are marked in bold type

  Spelling Latin  

transliteration

Transcription English gloss

�� gob (5�� gift

����  krayd "&�/�� chalk

����  klug "	�(� clever

Word final 

faithfulness 

 to voice

���  gloz (	5�� (drinking) 
glass

�������  libshaft O��#�
�� love

�������  bodkostum �5�"5���3� bathing suit

���������  tog-teglekh �5"�/(	8?� day-to-day

Regressive 

assimilation 

 to voicelessness

� ���!  noztikhl �5���?	� handkerchief

��"  opgos 5�(5�� sink

���� �� ����  trit bay trit �&����/�&��� step by step

�����  fusbol 
���5	� football

�������!  nashvarg �����(� sweets

���#�!  nokh dem �5A�/3�� afterwards

Regressive 

assimilation 

 to voice

$�������%  oyfboyen 58�58��� build

Butska (1998:62) applies alternative constraints; IDENTLAR that protects faithfulness to 
voice/voicelesness and *LAR that prohibits voiced segments. As the ranking for Yiddish in 
(4.16) shows, the markedness constraint *LAR occupies the bottom of the hierarchy and 
easily undergoes violation. IDENTLAR, which is ranked higher than *LAR helps select output 
candidates in which obstruent segments are faithful to voicing specifications of the 
corresponding segments in the input. The highest position in the hierarchy is occupied by the 
faithfulness constraint which protects the voice features of the consonant found in the onset, 
namely IDENTONSETLAR. This fact ensures that voicing assimilation in Yiddish is 
regressive, not progressive. The constraint that is placed next to IDENTONSETLAR in the 
hierarchy is AGREE, which selects output forms in which obstruent clusters agree in 
voicing/voicelessness. Similar constraints and an analogical ranking is proposed by Lombardi, 
who applies them to Yiddish as well as to Hungarian, where, apart from undergoing 
regressive assimilation, word final obstruents are also immune to neutralization in the word 
final position (Lombardi 1999, cited in Petrova et al. 2006:11). 

(4.16) Constraint ranking that results in regressive voicing assimilation in Yiddish (Butska 
1998:63) 

IDENTONSETLAR >> AGREE >> IDENTLAR >> *LAR

Such a ranking leads, in the case of vocabulary items like ,-./01203 (‘bathing suit’), to the 
selection of output forms which are not faithful to input forms (see 4.17a below). In this 
particular case the unassimilated cluster /�"/ found in the input is realised on the surface as 
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[�"]. This output form violates only the low ranked IDENTLAR constraint and thus scores the 
lowest number of violation marks among all the four output candidates. The rival candidate 
which is faithful to the input fails to satisfy the highly ranked AGREE, which in this case 
proves to be fatal.  The other output candidates, in which the onset obstruent is not faithful to 
the input form incur fatal violations of the top ranked IDENTONSETLAR, alongside the 
violation of other lower ranked constraints. Assimilation to voice, shown in (4.17b), shows 
that in the case of words like /0450 ‘sink’ the optimal output form /5�(5�� incurs a somewhat 
larger number of violations, but the constraints that are disobeyed, namely IDENTLAR and 
*LAR are both ranked low.  

(4.17) Tableaux showing the choice of optimal obstruent outputs as a result of regressive 

assimilation in Yiddish following the constraint ranking proposed by Butska(1998) 

a). assimilation to voicelessnes in ,-./01203 ‘bathing suit’

*****!�5��( 5���3
****!�5��( 5���3

*LAR

*�5��" 5���3

**!�5��" 5���3

IDENTLARAGREEIDENTONSLAR�5��"�5���3

*****!�5��( 5���3
****!�5��( 5���3

*LAR

*�5��" 5���3

**!�5��" 5���3

IDENTLARAGREEIDENTONSLAR�5��"�5���3

b). assimilation to voice in /0450 ‘sink’

*****!5��" 5�
**!5��" 5�

* *

*LAR

*5��( 5�

**!5��( 5�

IDENTLARAGREEIDENTONSLAR5��(�5�

*****!5��" 5�
**!5��" 5�

* *

*LAR

*5��( 5�

**!5��( 5�

IDENTLARAGREEIDENTONSLAR5��(�5�

The rival candidates do not satisfy the highly ranked constraints AGREE and 
IDENTONSETLAR, which disqualifies all the three output forms, including the candidate 
faithful to the input: /5�(5��,�in which the members of the plosive cluster fatally violate the 
constraint AGREE. 

An alternative view of the motivation for regressive voicing assimilation in Yiddish as 
well as the lack of neutralization of word final obstruents is offered by the ternary model 
(Gnanadesikan 1997). The constraint ranking presented in (4.18) below is adapted from 
Gnanadesikan’s account of regressive assimilation in Hungarian, which, analogically to 
Yiddish, displays changes in the inherent voicing levels (IV) both from IV1 to IV2 and vice 
versa. Since the alteration is both from a lower to a higher and from a higher to a lower scale 
the assimilations are of upward as well as downward type. The constraint ASSIMILATE 
occupies the top position in the hierarchy, analogically to the constraint AGREE employed by 
Butska and Lombardi. 
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(4.18) Constraint ranking motivated by Yiddish according to ternary scales model proposed by 

Gnanadesikan (1997:30) 

ASSIMILATE >>  RESIST 2, STAY 2  >>  RESIST 1, STAY 1

As it can be noticed the tableaux in (4.19), the low ranked constraints RESIST 2, STAY 2, and 
RESIST 1, STAY 1, which strive to prevent both an upward and downward shift in the voicing 
scale tend to be violated by both optimal candidates /�5�"5���3��and�/5�(5��*�Yet the rival 
candidates that are faithful to the input forms, /�5�"5���3��and�/5�(5���lose on the highly 
ranked ASSIMILATE, which is fatally violated by both unassimilated forms. 

(4.19) Tableaux illustrating upward and downward assimilation in Yiddish according to ternary 

scales model (cf. Gnanadesikan 1997: (20)) 
a). downward assimilation in ,-./01203 ‘bathing suit’

STAY 1

*

RESIST 1

*�5��" 5���3

*!�5��" 5���3

STAY 2RESIST 2ASSIMILATE�5��"�5���3 STAY 1

*

RESIST 1

*�5��" 5���3

*!�5��" 5���3

STAY 2RESIST 2ASSIMILATE�5��"�5���3

b). upward assimilation in /0450 ‘sink’

*

STAY 1RESIST 1

*5��( 5�

*!5��( 5�

STAY 2RESIST 2ASSIMILATE5��(�5�

*

STAY 1RESIST 1

*5��( 5�

*!5��( 5�

STAY 2RESIST 2ASSIMILATE5��(�5�

The fact that ASSIMILATE is ranked above faithfulness constraints that secure the retention of 
either of the inherent voicing levels makes the situation in Yiddish radically different from 
Ukrainian. In the latter language, due to the top ranking of  STAY 2, only output forms 
displaying upward assimilation are selected as optimal. 

4.2 Final devoicing and voicing assimilations 

In languages where word final obstruent output forms are not faithful to their input, the 
phonological contrast between ‘voiced’ and voiceless’ consonants seems to be suspended. 
Unlike in English, Ukrainian and Yiddish, in which obstruents retain their voice features in 
final contexts, in languages with final devoicing word final obstruent segments behave 
passively with regard to phonetic features that are relevant to the preservation of contrast 
between voiceless and voiced phonemes (Jansen 2004:66). From the perceptual perspective, 
as posited by Steriade in his cue-based theory (1997, cited in Jansen 2004), final contexts 
should be treated as phonetically neutralising which leads to lack of laryngeal contrast in such 
positions. Laryngeal features in such contexts are particularly hard to recover from speech 
signal and, consequently, laryngeal contrast is difficult to maintain here. From the diachronic 
point of view offered by functional phonology (Jansen 2004:69), if contrast in such vulnerable 
positions exists in a given language it is likely to be misperceived and misinterpreted as non-
existent by learners whose language is devoid of such contrast. As a result, the learners 
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neutralise the existing contrast in their own grammars of the language they learn. It can be 
assumed, after Jansen (ibid.), that neutralisation is a function of relative perceptibility.  

Among the voiced sibilant class even place cues are difficult to detect. Therefore, 
having fewer distinctive features than their voiceless counterparts, voiced sibilants may be 
missing in particular languages and laryngeal contrast as such lacks relative stability (Jansen 
2004:71). Steriade’s interpretation of the neutralisation mechanism in stop consonants 
(1997:23) is based on the notion that distinctive voice-voiceless opposition in plosive 
phonemes follows from specific auditory targets which are achieved through precise 
articulatory means. Contexts that facilitate neutralisation are such in which a hearer finds it 
harder to properly interpret the achievement of those articulatory means. The grammar in such 
positions may opt for candidates which are devoid of perceptual burden impeding the 
accuracy of the perceptual categorisation on part of the listener, as well as of the difficulty 
encountered by speakers striving to maintain such a contrast. Consequently, a neutralised 
obstruent segment lacks articulatory target, a distinctive auditory category that could be 
identified in it. Furthermore, it is not associated with specific articulatory gestures that would 
otherwise be clearly specified in the case of non-neutralised variants. Following this way of 
reasoning, one should treat neutralised segments as radically different from true voiceless and 
voiced ones.  

Articulatory and aerodynamic reasons responsible for voicing neutralisation, given by 
Rogers and Fuchs (2010:68) follow from the changes in air pressure during speech 
production. During extended periods of speech subglottal air pressure drops. The transglottal 
pressure which results in phonatory activity of the vocal folds also decreases as the difference 
between subglottal and supraglottal pressure becomes smaller. Supposedly, the devoicing of 
plosive phonemes tends to occur more frequently and more radically in sentence final position 
because of lowered subglottal pressure. Despite the fact that neutralisation is regarded by 
phonology as a fact some sources (Charles-Luce 1985, Port and Crawford 1989, Dinnsen and 
Charles-Luce 1984, Słowiaczek and Szyma�ska 1989, Steriade and Zhang 2001, Ernestus and 
Baayen 2003) report the lack of complete loss of phonetic distinction between obstruents in 
languages like German, Catalan, Polish, Romanian and Dutch. Evidence exists that in those 
languages allegedly neutralised obstruents still carry residual cues that point at their lexical 
voiceless/voiced status. On the other hand, contrary evidence in a number of studies (Fourakis 
and Iverson 1984, Kahlen-Halstenbach 1990, Jassem and Richter 1989, Baumann 1995, 
Ernestus 2000, Kopkalli 1993) suggests that in languages like Polish and German word final 
neutralisation is complete, and the neutralising process affecting Dutch and Turkish 
obstruents cancels any distinction between word final fortis and lenis classes of stops. 
Fourakis and Iverson (1984) managed to establish a relation between instances of incomplete 
neutralisation and stimuli presented through orthographic form which might trigger an 
artificial tendency to preserve contrasts on the basis of spelling conventions. 

As regards features that are responsible for contrast in obstruents and may act as 
voicing assimilation triggers, if [tense] is regarded as binary and visible to the phonology 
Jansen (2004:198) posits four types of ‘grammars’ of regressive assimilation. In the first two 
types of configurations either [+tense] or [-tense] acts as the trigger of assimilation. In the 
remaining two cases, either both features are responsible for assimilation within a single 
grammar or neither of them. Phonetic theories link the assimilatory properties of actively 
versus passively voiced obstruents with those aspects of their production that are shown via 
articulatory gestures. VOT-based theories, on the other hand, seek an explanation in the 
acoustic effect of these gestures which is visible in a specific phonetic context (Jansen 
2004:219). This approach, however, seems to treat devoiced obstruent phonemes on par with 
voiceless ones as far as their behaviour in regressive assimilation process is concerned. Both 
classes are represented by the unmarked laryngeal stricture and therefore should be 
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phonologically inert (Jansen ibid.).  Yet, as it is shown by experimental evidence, fortis zero 
to short lag plosives in voicing languages like Yiddish, Hungarian, Dutch as well as others 
can cause assimilation, but their lenis counterparts in English never act as assimilation 
triggers. 

4.2.1 German – final neutralization 

Although German is not classified as a voicing language, its voiced obstruent consonants 
undergo devoicing in word final position and, as noted by Harris (2009:7), they do not differ 
phonetically from their devoiced counterparts in voicing languages. As shown in (4.20) 
below, underlyingly voiced phonemes /�, �, (/ surface as voiceless in absolute final position 
but retain their voicing in derived inflected forms before the following vocalic plural suffix. 
Harris (ibid.) views German /�, �, (/ placed in intervocalic context as plain stops whose 
voicing in this environment is passive, resulting from the vocal-fold vibration that spreads 
from the preceding vowel via the intervening plosive segment into the vowel that follows. 

(4.20) Final devoicing in German stop consonant phonemes 

blow-blowsSchläge
/#	/'(8�

Schlag

/#	�'"�

image-imagesAbbilder
/0��6��	�> �

Abbild
/0��6��	��

thief-thievesDiebe
/��'�8�

Dieb

/��'��

English glossNoun

(plural)

Noun (singular)

blow-blowsSchläge
/#	/'(8�

Schlag

/#	�'"�

image-imagesAbbilder
/0��6��	�> �

Abbild
/0��6��	��

thief-thievesDiebe
/��'�8�

Dieb

/��'��

English glossNoun

(plural)

Noun (singular)

Word-final position together with word-internal codas facilitates various weakening processes 
in dialects of German. These include non-rhoticity, l-vocalisation in Austrian German, 
spirantisation of g in northern German dialects (Harris 2009:11). In the latter, historically 
voiceless stops are subject to voicing in such positions, whereas coronals are realized as 
tapped variants intervocalically within a foot. Foot-initial as well as word-initial stops fail to 
undergo such processes and therefore can be considered as phonetically strong, characterized 
with tighter and longer articulatory gestures (Harris 2009:13). Iverson and Salmons (1999) do 
not treat the neutralizing process that affects word-final obstruents in German as Final 
Devoicing. Since the feature [voice] is not phonologically active in German, the authors 
interpret the process as Final Fortition and link it with the feature [spread glottis], which 
marks the obstruent class in that language. Because of the fact that the lenis set is not marked 
with laryngeal features there is no available element of laryngeal type which would spread 
leftwards into a neighbouring fortis segment. On the other hand, the feature [spread glottis] 
cannot spread leftward into a segment that is already of fortis type (Iverson and Salmons 
ibid.). 

Acoustic studies (Rogers and Fuchs 2010) show evidence that German final stops 
undergo almost a complete neutralization to a passive termination of voicing. Their behaviour 
in final contexts is fundamentally different from the behaviour of their English counterparts in 
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analogical word final context. In English, the maximum pressure is higher, while in German it 
rises due to the presence of the occlusion and its acceleration is higher and drops rapidly after 
closure, which contributes to the concave shape of the pressure slope in German. The study 
does not make it clear whether the differences between the two languages stem from different 
articulatory mechanisms of from different timing characteristics of English and German stops. 
The phonological status of German stops is hard to determine, as they do not possess either 
the gesture that leads to the termination of voicing in English ‘voiceless’ fortis final stops, or 
the gesture that prolongs voicing in English final ‘voiced’ lenis stops. The neutralization 
process in German final stops obscures the distinction that in either context determines their 
clear categorization (Rogers and Fuchs 2010:80).   

Languages that are characterized by final neutralization like German and also Dutch 
show the effects of the Laryngeal Constraint delinking laryngeal nodes in word-final contexts 
(Jansen 2004:421). This, in turn, constitutes the first step towards assimilations in obstruent 
clusters across word boundaries. Regressive voicing assimilations that occur in languages of 
that type obey a two-way taxonomy. If [voice] spreading is switched on a RVA of Polish or 
Dutch type takes place. If, on the other hand, [voice] spreading is off assimilation is not 
attested, yet clusters whose final member is a fortis obstruent appear as homogeneous 
sequences of unmarked obstruents (Jensen ibid.). The account of German fricative voicing by 
Beckman et al. (2006) draws attention to the fact that underlyingly voiced final fricatives most 
optimally surface as voiceless outputs if followed by voiceless plosives. Only fricatives 
located in pre-sonorant positions are faithful to their input forms. Otherwise they are forced to 
devoice by a highly ranked FRICATIVE-[spread glottis] constraint that demands that non pre-
sonorant fricatives should appear as fortis or voiceless. Instances of voicing assimilations 
affecting root-final underlyingly voiceless obstruents are reported by Krämer (2001) for some 
varieties of German. Such obstruents appear as voiced in their outputs if followed by vowel-
initial pronominal enclitics. In Standard German forms like stop ich ‘I stop’ or weiß ich ‘I 
know’ are realised as /#�5�!�D/ and /���!�D/ respectively. In Colloquial German, final 
obstruents surface as voiced which is manifested in forms like /#�5��D/ and /����D/. This does 
not happen with prefixes or words.  

The account of coda neutralization in German within the Ternary Scales model 
developed by Gnanadesikan (1997) assumes that only voiceless obstruents that have Inherent 
Voicing level 1 (IV1) and sonorants marked by IV3 can occupy coda position. Voiced 
obstruents (IV2) are barred from such context and, consequently, they are forced to devoice to 
IV1. This neutralization is possible when the markedness constraint *IV2 outranks the 
faithfulness constraint STAY 2 (see (21) below). Subsequently, if devoicing targets only codas 
leaving obstruent outputs in the onset faithful to their input forms, the constraint STAY 2-
ONSET must be ordered at the top of the hierarchy. 

(4.21)  Constraint ordering that results in coda neutralisation (Gnanadesikan 1997:172)

STAY 2-ONSET >> *IV 2  >> STAY 2 >> RESIST 1

RESIST 1 is ranked low and as a result devoicing may proceed unimpeded. The tableau shown 
in (4.22) illustrates how a faithful output form [��'� �is disfavoured by its violation of the top-

ranked *IV2, whereas the form [��'� �with the final devoiced obstruent is selected as optimal, 
though it violates two lower ranked constraints, one of which strives to secure the retention of 
the IV level of the input, the other militating against the change to a lower IV level.  
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(4.22) Change from Inherent Voicing level II to I in German as a result of neutralisation (based 

on Gnanadesikan 1997, Fig (18)) 

*

RESIST 1

*���'� 

*!���'� ��

STAY 2*IV 2���'��

*

RESIST 1

*���'� 

*!���'� ��

STAY 2*IV 2���'��

Since German obstruents are not subject to coda assimilation, the constraint ASSIMILATE
(corresponding to AGREE in Butska and Lombardi) is low ranked and it does not interact with 
*IV2 (expressed as *OBSTRUENTVOICE in other sources). If it were ranked higher than 
*IV2 the latter constraint could be overruled in some environments and continue to be active 
in others (Gnanadesikan 1997:175). 

4.2.2 Dutch – context-sensitive neutralization conditioned by assimilation 

Dutch, unlike German, is a language with both regressive voice assimilation and final 
neutralization. According to Jensen (2004:192), Dutch assimilation seems to be of [tense]-
symmetric type, rather than asymmetrically triggered by lax plosives. Dutch regressive 
assimilation, therefore, qualifies itself to be regarded as coarticulatory in that it is caused by 
tense, as well as lax obstruents. As far as neutralization is concerned, analogically to German 
obstruents Dutch word final obstruents are unspecified for the feature [tense]. This lack of 
specification is supported by data from certain dialects of Dutch. In Limburg Dutch 
(Oostendorp 2005), for example, word-final stops are either voiced or voiceless. Limburgish 
loead /	.P��Q�/ ‘lead (n.)’ has a voiced final /d/, whereas its Standard Dutch equivalent lood 

/	�'�/ is pronounced with a devoiced /t/. On the other hand, good, the Limburgish equivalent of 
Standard Dutch goed /?.�/ ‘good’, is variably realized as either /R�'P�/ with a voiced plosive 
or as /R�'P�/ with a voiceless one. As regards final fricatives, Oostendorp (ibid.) cites an 
example droog ‘dry’ from Twente dialect, where final ‘g’ appears as the voiced velar fricative 
/A�. In Standard Dutch, the same vocabulary item has the voiceless uvular fricative /?/. In the 
same context, Limburgish shows lack of voicing in meug /3�'S=/ ‘tired’, which is not 
consistent with the data for word-final ‘g’ in Twente dialect presented earlier. 

Voiceless plosive segments that result from word-final devoicing in Dutch are 
reported to be often perceivably voiced before vowel-initial enclitics (Jansen 2004:72). In this 
case, the position in which the stops appear is found at a weak prosodic boundary before an 
unstressed syllable. Thus, forms like /�/��"� (�/� + �") �have I’ can be contrasted with /�"�/�/ 
‘I have’, in which the stop segment /p/ surfaces as voiceless because of its placement in the 
final position. Underlyingly voiceless fortis stops, however, retain their voicelessness in 
word-internal intervocalic context. Jansen (ibid.) further expresses a view that bare root forms 
are stored in the mental lexicon alongside numerous morphologically complex forms 
containing those roots. In the process of lexical access, the activation of a particular root co-
occurs with the activation of a phonologically derived form. If various manifestations of the 
root show phonological differences successive productions and perceptions of specific entries 
of the same root may be confused and obscured. According to the functionalist perspective, 
incomplete neutralizations follow from the interference of alternative morphologically derived 
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forms. In such a case, phonetic rules cannot be solely based on auditory representations. 
Despite the fact that forms like krab /"&$�/ ‘crab’ and grap /?&$�/ ‘joke’ apparently end with 
the same voiceless stop, there is residual phonetic contrast supported by the full phonological 
contrast in derived plural forms kraben /"&$�8�/ and /?&$�8�/. The resulting pronunciation 
of the final plosive in /"&$�/ may therefore resemble ‘b’ more than the pronunciation of the 
final consonant in /?&$�/, which, in turn, may appear more p-like. In the former case, the 
perception of final /p/ as b-like is fed by the coactivation of the plural form by the speakers 
(Jansen 2004:77). The actual contrast that the speakers extract seems to originate from the 
corresponding plural forms rather than from the signal present in the singular forms with the 
absolute-final /p/. If any perceivable distinction is present in the latter forms the final 
neutralization does not appear to be complete. 

Constraint ranking for Dutch ensures that laryngeal identity is preserved only in 
obstruents positioned in the onset, which is expressed through the top ranking of IDONSLAR 
(Lombardi 1996). Laryngeal faithfulness in voiced obstruents is violated in the coda position, 
which results in final devoicing and leads to neutralization in word-final obstruent segments. 
Formally, this is represented by low ranking of the faithfulness constraint IDENTLAR. Yet, 
the potential inviolability of IDONSLAR may be overruled in the case of underlyingly voiced 
fricatives, which are subject to progressive assimilation of voicelessness due to Postobstruent 
Fricative Voicing constraint (FRICVOICE)(Lombardi, 1996, 1999). The results are commonly 
attested in Dutch compound nouns (e.g. rotzak /�5��+/�$"��gives /��5�.�$" /�'scumbag' , asvat 

/$��+/$�/ ‘dustbin’ is realised as /$�.f$�/, luchtvaart /	:?��+/�'��/ ‘aviation’, is pronounced as 
/�	:?�.
�'�� /)(cf. Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:60).  

Grijzenhout & Krämer (2000:66) formulate a positional markedness constraint 
*[voice])ω that requires that Prosodic Word-final obstruents should be voiceless. This affects 
obstuent segments placed at PW boundary, but leaves PW-internal obstruents unaffected by 
the devoicing process. In the case of past forms of Dutch weak verbs the past suffix ‘-de’ 
combines with the root to form one Prosodic Word. The resulting output form retains voicing 
specifications of both the stem-final and suffix-initial obstruents. Thus, in broedde ‘breed-
PAST’ the combination of /brud/ + /d8�Affix results in (brud.d8))PWd (cf. Grijzenhout & Krämer 
2000:67). On the other hand, in the combination of the past form gaf /?$
� ‘gave’ and the 
enclitic –die /��/ ‘he’ pronounced as /?$
��� ‘gave he’ the final fricative of gaf remains faithful 
to its voicing specification as it coincides with the edge of the Prosodic Word. The constraint 
*[voice])ω  is observed and additionally, through progressive assimilation, the initial 
consonant of the clitic is devoiced, both components becoming one Phonological Phrase of 
PW+clitic type.  

Since various morphemes possess different status, which influences the principles of 
alignment between morphemic edges within a Prosodic Word, General Alignment constraints 
achieve high ranking in the hierarchy (see (4.23 below)) that regulates final devoicing in 
Dutch. The constraint that dominates all the remaining ones is ALIGNLSTEM  (Grijzenhout & 
Krämer 2000:68). It states that the left edge of every stem must be aligned with the left edge 
of some Prosodic Word. Consequently, left edges of vowel-initial stems, like –armoede, as 
well as semisuffixes like -achtig, simultaneously form the left edge of PWd, so that the final  
voiced obstruent in the stem component placed before these suffixes undergoes devoicing, 
thus obeying the markedness constraint *[voice])ω. The resulting forms like fruitachtig

/
�9:�*$?�8?/‘fruitlike’ and bloedarmoede /blut.$�3.�8� ‘anemia’ are pronounced with stem-
final /t/ rather than /d/.  
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(4.23) Constraint ranking for final devoicing in Dutch (Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:40, Fig. (47)) 

ALIGNLEFT STEM >> ALIGNRIGHT PWD >> *[voice])ω >> ONSET 

The constraint ALIGNR PWD (Selkirk 1995, cited in Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000) protects 
the alignment of the right edges of every prosodic Word with some lexical word, including 
internal suffixes, like –de, -er. As a result in past tense forms like broedde (exemplified 
earlier), or names of performers of certain actions like bevrijder /�80�/��*8�� ‘liberator’ stem-
final /d/ does not undergo devoicing, as *[voice])ω does not apply here. The segment /d/ 
becomes an internal component of the Prosodic Word containing both the stem and the affix.  

Devoicing of the stem-final obstruent also takes place if the stem is followed by a 
clitic, or a weak form of a personal pronoun. Clitics, unlike internal affixes, and similarly to 
semisuffixes do not form one Prosodic Word with the stem, and therefore they are outside the 
prosodic structure (Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:75). As a result the verb-final obstruent is 
devoiced because it coincides with the right edge of the PWd, as in hij sneed’r /B/�0��/��8�/ 
‘he cut her’, ik meed je /�"0m/��18��'I avoided you', or in zij reed’t /�/�0�/��8�/ ‘they rode it’.  

If one considers the assimilatory behaviour of Dutch consonants at edges of 
morphemes (Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:71) in combinations stem+stem, stem+semisuffix, 
stem+affix, and stem+clitic it can be observed that in the former two combinations there is 
regressive assimilation (e.g dekbed /0�/(�/�/ ‘duvet’ or vreedzaam /������'3/ 'peaceful' (see 
Chapter 2 for the discussion of assimilation in Dutch)). In the remaining two cases of 
morpheme combinations, the directionality of voicing assimilation is progressive (e.g. baatte

‘avail-PAST’ /ba't/+/d8��realised as /ba'tt8���kweet ze ‘lost he’ /";/���+/z8��surfaces as 
/";/��s8/). The constraint posited by Grijzenhout & Krämer (ibid.), which leads to this type of 
assimilatory behaviour in Dutch is SURFACE IDENTITY [voice] (S-IDENT). It ensures that 
two obstruents placed in the same string are identical in voicing. In the case of stem+affix, 
and stem+clitic combinations, the stem final obstruent is devoiced first as PWd-final and then 
progressive assimilation to voicelessness occurs. The inviolability of voicing specifications of 
PWd onsets is guarded by another faithfulness constraint IDENTPWO proposed by Grijzenhout 
& Krämer (2000:72).  Yet, since PWd-initial fricatives are not faithful to their underlying 
voicing specifications (e.g. vreedzaam /������'3/ resulting from /�����+/��'3/) only stop 
onset identity is prioritised by means of the constraint IDENTSTOP. Grijzenhout & Krämer 
further posit a combination of the two identity constraints in the form of IDENTPWOS, 
according to which only plosive onsets of prosodic words preserve their faithful input-output 
correspondence in relation to the feature [voice]. Full ranking of constraints proposed by 
Grijzenhout & Krämer (ibid.) where assimilation operates as a consequence of undominated 
Surface Identity constraint is presented below in (4.24). 

(4.24) Assimilation in Dutch expressed through ranking of positional markedness constraints 

versus positional IDENTITY[voice] constraints (Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:79, Fig. (73)) 

S-IDENT, IDENT PWOS >> *[+voice])ω, IDENT PWO >>

IDENT STOP (voice), IDENT (voice), *[+voice] 
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A full application of the ranking presented in (4.24) in the choice of optimal output forms is 
further exemplified in the tableaus shown in (4.25). Both vocabulary items illustrate the case 
of progressive assimilation. The tableau in (4.25 a) shows the interaction of constraints in 
selecting the output of the past tense form baatte, in which the stem is combined with the 
past-tense suffix /�8/. As both morphemes constitute the same PWd the two highly ranked 
constraints IDENT PWOS and *[+voice]ω do not apply to any of the four output candidates. 
The only stop onset present in all forms, namely /b/ retains its voiced identity, and there is no 
PWd-final voiced segment that would surface in any of the output candidates, either. The top 
ranking constraint S-IDENT incurs faithful violations by those outputs in which the stem-final 
and the affix-initial plosives disagree in voicing. Thus, assimilated clusters of two 
voiceless/voiced adjacent stops are favoured.  

(4.25) Constraint ranking showing optimal outputs resulting from stem-final devoicing and 
progressive assimilation to voicelessness in Dutch

      a). baatte ‘avail-PAST’ – combination of stem+affix (cf. Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000, (60)) 

* *

*

*

IDENT
(voice)

* ***![(��'�.�8)]

*[(��'�.�8)]

*

IDENT STOP
(voice)

* *

*[+voice]

[(��'�.�8)]

**![(��'�.�8)]

*[+voice])ωIDENT
PWOS

S-
IDENT

���'�/STEM+��8/AFFIX

* *

*

*

IDENT
(voice)

* ***![(��'�.�8)]

*[(��'�.�8)]

*

IDENT STOP
(voice)

* *

*[+voice]

[(��'�.�8)]

**![(��'�.�8)]

*[+voice])ωIDENT
PWOS

S-
IDENT

���'�/STEM+��8/AFFIX

      b). kweet ze ‘lost he’ – combination of stem+clitic (cf. Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000, (66))

[/";/�� .�8

*![/";/�� .�8

*![/";/�� .�8

*[+voice])ωIDENT PWOSS-IDENT/";/��/STEM+/�8/ CLITIC

[/";/�� .�8

*![/";/�� .�8

*![/";/�� .�8

*[+voice])ωIDENT PWOSS-IDENT/";/��/STEM+/�8/ CLITIC

The choice of the output resulting from progressive spread of voicelessness seems to be 
determined by double violation marks of the markedness constraint *[+voice] by the 
candidate [��'��8] which presents the reverse directionality of assimilation, namely the 
regressive one. The violations of faithfulness constraints that protect the voice identity of 
plosive segments are without consequence, as these constraints are low in the hierarchy.  

In the case of stem+clitic combination kweet ze, presented in (4.25 b) the output form 
faithful to the input is eliminated by the violation of top-ranked S-IDENT, which disallows 
non-homogeneous clusters of obstruents with two different voicing specifications. The 
candidate [";/���8 ��which results from regressive assimilation to voice is ousted by the fatal 
violation of highly ranked *[+voice]ω. Since stem final /t/ constitutes the edge of the PWd, 
which coincides with the edge of the stem, a voiced stop in this position would contribute to 
ill-formedness of such an output. In this way, regressive direction of assimilation is prevented 
by the type of the morphological constituents making up the stem-clitic combination. 

Neutralization in Dutch is alternatively viewed by Gnanadesikan (1997:175) as 
assimilation-sensitive, because it is applicable only if assimilation does not take place. 
Underlyingly voiced obstruents devoice only in a coda position or before sonorants. In the 
ternary scales model developed by Gnanadesikan (ibid.) the constraint RESIST 3 occupies a 
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high position in the constraint hierarchy for Dutch. Since the constraint rules out output froms 
where an obstruent assimilates or is attracted to sonorants, which possess the 3rd level within 
IV (Inherent Voicing scale) neutralization cannot occur before sonorant segments. Below, in 
(4.26) the full ranking proposed by Gnanadesikan is shown. Highly ranked ASSIMILATE in 
(4.26 a) leads to voicing assimilation between obstruents as the rise in the IV level to 2, or 
‘voiced, is not effectively blocked by the markedness constraint *IV 2 dominated by the 
former constraint. This situation, coupled with low ranking of STAY 2 and RESIST 2 has 
consequences in the neutralization of obstruents, because neither the preservation of voicing, 
nor resistance to voicing are militated against in an effective way. 

(4.26) Constraint ranking of assimilation, neutralisation and faithfulness in Dutch (Gnanadesikan 

1997, Fig. (21))

a).  STAY 2-onset, ASSIMILATE  >> *IV 2  >> STAY 2, RESIST 2

b).  RESIST 3, STAY 3  >> IDENTICAL >> *IV 2 >> ADJACENT

The bottom part of (4.26) accounts for the fact that sonorants neither trigger nor take part in 
the assimilatory processes on Dutch. The constraint IDENTICAL represents the tendency to 
assimilate, which is dominated by the two constraints RESIST 3 and STAY 3. This fact 
prevents obstruents from becoming sonorants in the vicinity of sonorants, and prevents 
sonorants from moving down in IV scale. The domination of the markedness constraint *IV 2 
over ADJACENT, which acquires lowest ranking, ensures that sonorants will not cause 
voicing of voiceless obstruents. Such a shift from IV 1 to IV 2 would further facilitate 
adjacency of IV 2 and IV 3. The precedence of neutralization in cases where assimilation fails 
to be triggered is illustrated in a tableau in (4.27). Assimilation of stem-final /d/ to stem-initial 
sonorant segment is ruled out by the top-ranked markedness constraint that prohibits 
assimilation to a sonorant. Thus, assimilation as a process is ruled out completely. Such being 
the case, the decisive role falls with the markedness constraint *IV 2, which prevents the 
selection of a faithful output form */�	.'�3�	
 �/. As the attraction-causing constraint 
ADJACENT is outranked by *IV 2, neutralization becomes a fact, chiefly owing to the 
performance of *IV 2, which bans the outputs with segments having the second Inherent 
Voicing scale. 

(4.27) Devoicing of a voiced coda followed by a sonorant onset in a Dutch compound noun 

bloedmooi ‘drop-dead gorgeous’ (cf. Gnanadesikan 1997, Fig. (22 d)) 

*

*

STAY 2

*!��	.'�.3�'i��

*

ADJACENT*IV 2

*��	.'�.3�'i��

*!*��	.'�.3�'i��

IDENTICALRESIST 3��	.'�/STEM+�3�'i ��STEM

*

*

STAY 2

*!��	.'�.3�'i��

*

ADJACENT*IV 2

*��	.'�.3�'i��

*!*��	.'�.3�'i��

IDENTICALRESIST 3��	.'�/STEM+�3�'i ��STEM

Devoicing of coda obstruents is allowed easily by the low ranking of faithfulness constraint 
STAY 2, which is responsible for preventing segments from moving down from the voiced 
level within IV scale. Evidently, despite a violable status of *IV 2 in Dutch, its effects are 
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visible through final neutralization, although the dominating constraint 
ASSIMILATE/IDENTICAL masks the effects of *IV 2, thus giving priority to assimilation 
over neutralization (Gnanadesikan 1997:178).  

4.2.3 Swedish – bidirectional assimilation to voicelessness 

The obstruent inventory of Swedish, compared to German, Dutch or English, seems to display 
a somewhat more varied possibilities as far as the realization of stops is concerned. The chart 
in (4.28) below shows examples of voiceless and voiced stop phonemes representing three 
places of articulation, namely labial, dental, and velar. The retroflex stops /T/ and /U/ were 
omitted in the representation. Voiceless plosives are realized as post-aspirated in word-initial 
position, whereas in intervocalic medial position as well as absolute final position they appear 
on the surface as pre-aspirated (Ringen and Helgason 2004:56) or, alternatively, unaspirated 
segments (Ringen and Helgason 2004, cited in Petrova et al. 2006:20). Voiced phonemes 
surface as pre-voiced variants in word-initial or intervocalic contexts. In absolute-final 
position stops are characterized as fully voiced (Petrova et al. ibid.).  

(4.28) Swedish voiceless and voiced plosive phonemes in word-initial, intervocalic and word-final 

position (cf. Petrova et al. 2006:20)

dop [�.'��~ �.'� �baptism

bot [�.'��~ �.'� �a fine

sak [�$'�"~ �$'" �thing

apa [$'���~ $'�� �monkey

mata [m$'���~ m$'�� �to feed

leka [	�'�"�~le'"� �to play

på [���' �on

ta [��$' �to take

kom ["�53 �came

Voiceless plosive

labb [	�� �laboratory

god [gu'� �good

lag [	$'( law

Final

krabba ["���'� �crab

fredag [
��'�� �Friday

såga [��'(� �to saw

Intervocalic

bord [�.'U �table

dö [��' �to die

gå [(�' �to go         
Initial

Voiced plosivePosition

dop [�.'��~ �.'� �baptism

bot [�.'��~ �.'� �a fine

sak [�$'�"~ �$'" �thing

apa [$'���~ $'�� �monkey

mata [m$'���~ m$'�� �to feed

leka [	�'�"�~le'"� �to play

på [���' �on

ta [��$' �to take

kom ["�53 �came

Voiceless plosive

labb [	�� �laboratory

god [gu'� �good

lag [	$'( law

Final

krabba ["���'� �crab

fredag [
��'�� �Friday

såga [��'(� �to saw

Intervocalic

bord [�.'U �table

dö [��' �to die

gå [(�' �to go         
Initial

Voiced plosivePosition

Since both voiceless pre-aspirated or unaspirated variants as well as voiced obstruents are 
found as output realizations of the underlying voiceless and voiced phonemes Swedish does 
not have final neutralization. As regards assimilation in sandhi contexts, morpheme-final 
voiced stops devoice before voiceless obstruents, which implies the existence of regressive 
assimilation to voicelessness in Swedish (see (4.29) below). The opposite directionality of 
devoicing is also attested, as shown by the examples in the bottom section of (4.29). However, 
in most cases the devoicing of the initial stop of the second component of a compound is 
triggered by the genitive suffix –s present in the first component (Hellberg 1974, cited in 
Lombardi 1999:285). The voiceless /s/ forms part of voiceless clusters, which evidently 
reinforces the devoicing of the left-hand environment. In the two cases listed in the left 
bottom section of (4.29), namely döds [�9��] and skogs [�"�"�] the first elements of the 
cluster, underlyingly a voiced plosive (/d/ in död [��'�] and /g/ in skog [�".'(] respectively) 
undergoes regressive assimilation to voicelessness during the production of the genitive 
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singular form. The otherwise long/tense vowel (e.g. /�������$'�) normally found before single 
consonant phonemes in the first component of a compound, accordingly changes to its 
short/lax correspondent (/9���������������V���	F) realized before consonantal clusters. 
Another case where progressive assimilation is also attested is the preterite underlying suffix 
–de, which surfaces as –te after stem-final voiceless obstruents (Hellberg, ibid.). 

(4.29) Regressive and progressive assimilation in Swedish compound nouns (cf. Hellberg 1974, 

cited in Lombardi 1999:285)

tisdag [���'�� �Tuesday

dödsdag [�9���$'( �date of death

riksdag [��"��$'( �session of parliament

statsbana [������$'�� � state railroad

skogsduva [�"�"��W'� �woodpidgeon

Progressive assimilation to voicelessness

sidfot [���'
.'� �a page footer

dödfödd [�9�'
9� ����		����
högtyska [�9"'�F�"� �High German (language)

tågfärja [�5"'
��R� �train ferry

Regressive assimilation to voicelessness

--------- + dag [�$'( �day

döds [�9�� �dead-GEN + dag [�$'( �day

riks [��"� �kingdom-GEN + dag [�$'( �day/meeting

stats [����� �state-GEN + bana [�$'�� �track

skogs [�"�"� �forest-GEN + duva [�$'�� �dove

Underlying forms

sida [��'�� �side + fot [
.'� �foot

död [��'� �dead + född [
9� �born

hög [��'( �high + tyska [�F�"� �German

tåg [��'( �train + färja [
��R� �ferry

Underlying forms

tisdag [���'�� �Tuesday

dödsdag [�9���$'( �date of death

riksdag [��"��$'( �session of parliament

statsbana [������$'�� � state railroad

skogsduva [�"�"��W'� �woodpidgeon

Progressive assimilation to voicelessness

sidfot [���'
.'� �a page footer

dödfödd [�9�'
9� ����		����
högtyska [�9"'�F�"� �High German (language)

tågfärja [�5"'
��R� �train ferry

Regressive assimilation to voicelessness

--------- + dag [�$'( �day

döds [�9�� �dead-GEN + dag [�$'( �day

riks [��"� �kingdom-GEN + dag [�$'( �day/meeting

stats [����� �state-GEN + bana [�$'�� �track

skogs [�"�"� �forest-GEN + duva [�$'�� �dove

Underlying forms

sida [��'�� �side + fot [
.'� �foot

död [��'� �dead + född [
9� �born

hög [��'( �high + tyska [�F�"� �German

tåg [��'( �train + färja [
��R� �ferry

Underlying forms

An acoustic study by Helgason and Ringen (2007) provides evidence of strong prevoicing, or 
negative Voice Onset Time in utterance-initial lenis stops. The prevoicing effect was 
significantly more robust for male speakers (average duration of 109ms) than for female 
speakers (average duration of 66ms). As for the relation between negative VOT and places of 
articulation, the average duration of prevoicing was longer for and velar and dental plosives 
(c.95ms, 90ms respectively) than for the dentals (c. 60ms) (cf. Chapter 1, sections 1.2.2 and 
1.2.4). Prevoicing duration ranged from 58ms to 132ms, and as much as 93 % of initial lenis 
stops had at least 10ms of prevoicing. The authors (Helgason and Ringen, 2007:612) also 
noticed a significant between-subject variation in the duration of prevoicing (at p<0.001). In 
intervocalic and pre-pausal positions, the lenis stop phoneme realizations were voiced for 
most of the investigated subjects. This complies with earlier findings of Ringen and Helgason 
(2004) where over 50 per cent of the closure in final stops indicated the presence of voicing. 
Additionally, a tendency to produce an epenthetic vocoid after the release of pre-pausal lenis 
stops was observed, most likely as a factor that reinforces the continuity of voicing throughout 
the stop closure (Helgason and Ringen, 2007:615). In the case of clusters made up of lenis 
pairs, almost all instances of the first member of the cluster were voiced throughout the 
closure. The second stop was fully voiced in 18 out of the total 24 instances. An additional 
feature frequently found in lenis clusters (22 out of 24 instances) was the presence of a vocoid 
between the two plosives (cf. Ringen and Helgason 2004:56). This led to the presence of 
voicing in the release phase of the first stop. As regards fortis stop clusters, all were realized 
as voiceless and were accompanied by a slightly negative Voice Offset Time indicating 
preaspiration of the mean duration of 26ms (Helgason and Ringen 2007:619). Analogically, 
fortis-lenis clusters were pronounced as sequences of two unvoiced segments preceded by a 
period of preaspiration, the average duration of which was 31ms for all subjects. Preaspiration 
was earlier observed by Ringen and Helgason (2004:58) to take precedence over 
postaspiration in intervocalic fortis plosives, ranging between 30ms to 55ms depending on the 
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place of articulation.  Generally, the voicing effects were weaker and of shorter duration in 
female respondents (Helgason and Ringen 2007). Women tended to produce less voicing 
during the closure of stops, their plosive articulations were more likely to be partially 
voiceless and prevoicing phase was shorter than in male subjects. On the other hand, 
preaspiration in female speakers was found to occur more often and to be of longer duration 
than in males. Clusters consisting of lenis stops, investigated by Ringen and Helgason (2004) 
were observed to have full voicing in both members irrespective of their position. As 
concluded by Helgason and Ringen (2007:625), Swedish seems to contrast aspirated stops 
with fully voiced ones, unlike English or German. If prevoicing points at the presence of the 
feature [voice] in the representation of lenis plosives, and aspiration follows from the 
presence of the feature [spread glottis], Swedish plosive system seems to be marked by both 
features, which appears to disqualify this language as a purely aspirating one. Beckman et al. 
(2011) find further proof of the fact that Swedish displays a two-way laryngeal contrast. It 
turns out that even in slow speech both long-lag VOT and prevoicing in word-initial plosives 
increase, although Swedish does not have an intervening short-lag category of plosive 
phonemes. Consequently, Central Standard Swedish should logically be described as a 
language in which both [voice] and [spread glottis] are attested, since both cues responsible 
for the distinction between the two features increase with a slower tempo of articulation 
(Beckman et al. 2011:18). Despite the fact that such an opposition seems to go against the 
principle of economy, it clearly implies that changes in phonetic contrastiveness reflect the 
inherent articulator dynamics of a language, which follows directly from the featural 
specifications that speakers intend to manifest in the surface forms in a clearest manner. 

As it transpires from the study of assimilatory tendencies present in the behaviour of 
Swedish obstruents located in sandhi contexts by Ringen and Helgason (2004), Swedish does 
not have regressive assimilation of voice. Yet, it clearly possesses both regressive and 
progressive assimilation to voicelessness (Ringen and Helgason 2004:63). Among the 
constraints that determine the featural composition of Swedish stops faithfulness constraints 
responsible for the retention of spread glottis (FAITH[sg]) as well as voice (FAITH[voice]) are 
ranked above markedness constraints that prohibit the presence of those features (*SG and 
*VOICE respectively). Such a ranking ensures that initial fortis stops are aspirated (e.g. ta

[��$'] ‘to take’), but the lenis ones are prevoiced rather than unaspirated (e.g. bord [�.'U] 
‘table’ rather than [��.'U~�.'U]). The presence of the feature [spread glottis] is manifested 
through either postaspiration or preaspiration (e.g. kom ["�53] ‘came’, mata [3$'���] ‘to 
feed’, bot [�.'��] ‘a fine’). However, if a fortis stop comes before an obstruent the phonetic 
effect of postaspiration is absent, though the segment still bears the feature [spread glottis]. 
Analogically if a [spread glottis] stop follows an obstruent it lacks the effect of preaspiration 
(Ringen and Helgason 2004:63). 

A closer investigation of regressive assimilation in Swedish by Helgason and Ringen 
(2007) reveals that the readiness of the three lenis stop phonemes (/b, d, g/) to undergo 
devoicing is context-sensitive. Evidently, the chief trigger of the devoicing process is the 
following /t/, rather than /s/. Stops that retain their voicing before other voiced stops or in 
absolute-final position do not devoice also before the following /s/. But if they are placed 
before a /t/ devoicing does occur (Helgason and Ringen 2007:1537). In the genitive singular 
forms of nouns, referred to as bröds words the voicing of /d/ was unaffected by the following 
/s/, whereas in singular neuter forms (trögt words) there was generally no voicing during the 
stop closure. These findings run contrary to what is claimed in the literature, which states that 
fricatives also cause devoicing in the preceding stops (Helgason and Ringen 2007:1539).  

The existence of bidirectional assimilation to voicelessness in Swedish requires a 
constraint ranking in which the faithfulness constraint responsible for the retention of voicing 
specification of the onset obstruent occupies a low position in the hierarchy. The ranking 
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presented in (4.30) below assumes that the necessity for obstruents to agree in voicing is to be 
observed in the first place. Additionally, the voicing identity of the onset is easily violable 
because of the low ranking of IDONSETLAR.  

(4.30) Constraint ranking for bidirectional assimilation in Swedish (Butska 1998:65)

AGREE �� IDLAR �� *LAR   �� IDONSETLAR

Such an ordering of constraints means that neither progressive nor regressive assimilation is 
disfavoured, but both directions are possible. A relatively low placing of the markedness 
constraint *LAR disfavours voiced cluster members in the output and leads to the formation 
of voiceless clusters regardless of the direction of assimilation (see (4.31, parts a and b) 
below). Output candidates with voiced+voiceless, voiced+voiced and voiceless+voiced lose 
incurring at least one violation of *LAR. The constraint facilitates assimilation to 
voicelessness, the unmarked state, in both types of the process in Swedish. 

(4.31) Tableaux illustrating two types of assimilation reported for Swedish, across the stem+stem 
boundary in compounds  

a)  Regressive assimilation to voicelessness in högtyska ‘High German (language)’ 

* 

*

IDONSETLAR

** **!��9"'�F�"� 

* **���'(�F�"� 

*LAR

*��9"'�F�"� 

**!���'(�F�"� 

IDLARAGREE���'(/+��F�"�/

* 

*

IDONSETLAR

** **!��9"'�F�"� 

* **���'(�F�"� 

*LAR

*��9"'�F�"� 

**!���'(�F�"� 

IDLARAGREE���'(/+��F�"�/

b)  Progressive assimilation to voicelessness in riksdag ‘session of parliament’ 

* 

*

IDONSETLAR

*******!���(��$'( 

**���"��$'( 

****

*LAR

**���(��$'( 

***!���"��$'( 

IDLARAGREE���"�/+��$'(/

* 

*

IDONSETLAR

*******!���(��$'( 

**���"��$'( 

****

*LAR

**���(��$'( 

***!���"��$'( 

IDLARAGREE���"�/+��$'(/

The positioning of a more general faithfulness constraint IDLAR above a more specific 
constraint IDONSETLAR indicates that a constraint ranking must be of Anti-Paninian type 
(Prince 1997 cited in Butska 1998:65). In this way, the mapping makes correct prediction for 
the assimilation types found in Swedish. The violations of the highly ranked IDLAR by the 
optimal output forms in both types of assimilations are not decisive and do not disqualify 
voiceless+voiceless clusters in which one input obstruent changes its laryngeal features from 
[+voice] to [-voice]. The crucial role in the selection of outputs with uniformly voiceless stop 
clusters is played by the top ranked constraint AGREE, whose violations are fatal for 
candidates containing clusters whose members disagree in voicing, including outputs that are 
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faithful to the input forms. The choice of the optimal candidate, where either the first element 
of the cluster is subject to regressive assimilation to voicelessness (4.31 a above) or the 
second element undergoes devoicing due to progressive assimilation (4.31 b above) is 
conditioned by a sum of simultaneously incurred multiple violations of the constraints IDLAR 
and *LAR. In this way, progressive assimilation to voice is prevented in the stop cluster in 
högtyska (4.31 a), whereas in riksdag (4.31 b) regressive assimilation to voice cannot take 
place within the cluster ‘ksd’.

4.2.4 Hungarian  – regressive assimilation to voice and voicelessness 

Hungarian belongs to the group of languages where word final obstruents are faithful to their 
voicing specification. In the case of word-final voiced obstruent phonemes their output forms 
retain their voiced character and resist neutralization to voicelessness (see leftmost section of 
(4.32) below for examples). Faithfulness to voicing/voicelessness also applies to cases where 
obstruents are found in the immediate vicinity of sonorant phonemes, which happens, for 
example, across the stem boundary in compounds (see middle and rightmost section of (4.32) 
for examples). Such an environment does not act as the trigger of regressive voicing 
assimilation in the preceding voiceless obstruent. Sonorant phonemes are not affected by 
assimilatory processes if followed by obstruents. Applying the assumptions made by the 
ternary scales model proposed by Gnanadesikan (1997), none of the three inherent voicing 
scales (IV) changes in either the upward or the downward direction (i.e. from IV1 to IV2, 
from IV2 to IV1, from IV1 to IV3, from IV2 to IV3 or vice versa) if obstruents and sonorants 
are located in final neutralizing environment. Sonorants, marked by IV3, do not act as triggers 
of the shift from IV2 to IV3, or from IV1 to IV2 if positioned in adjacency to voiced and 
voiceless obstruents respectively. Neither is the voicing scale of sonorants affected by the 
immediate vicinity of sounds representing lower voicing scales, namely voiceless and voiced 
obstruents. 

(4.32) Lack of neutralisation in word final obstruents and sonorants (leftmost column). Lack of 

assimilation of obstruents before sonorants (middle column) and sonorants and sonorants before 
obstruents (rightmost column) across stem+stem boundary in compounds (cf. Gnanadesikan 
1997:22)

of sonorant before obstruentof obstruent before sonorant

népmese [��'�3/#/ �folktale

ellentmond [/	'/��3��� �to contradict

szaknyelv ��4"J/	 jargon

vakmer6 �4"3/��' daring

percmutató [�/���3.�4��' minute

hand

poszméh [���3�'� bumblebee

köbméter ["��3�'�/� �cubic metre

rövidnadrág [�����4���'( �shorts

No change

ám [�'3 truly

csintalan [�#���4	4� naughty

eldob [/	��� to throw away

naszád [�4��'� sloop

adag [4�4( portion

szalontánc [�4	����'��� �ballroom dance

huszonkilenc [�.���"�	/��� twenty-

nine szempont [�/3���� point of view

szemtanú [�/3�4�.' �eyewitness

körömkefe ["���3"/
/ �nailbrush

szemceruza [�/3��/�.�4 eyebrow

pencil

b7nbak [�F'��4" scapegoat

atombomba [4��3��3�4 atomic bomb

színdarab [����4�4� play, drama

szemgolyó [�/3(�1�' �eyeball

nap [�4� day

falat [
4	4� mouthful

alsik [4	��" to sleep

Contrast in

absolute final position of sonorant before obstruentof obstruent before sonorant

népmese [��'�3/#/ �folktale

ellentmond [/	'/��3��� �to contradict

szaknyelv ��4"J/	 jargon

vakmer6 �4"3/��' daring

percmutató [�/���3.�4��' minute

hand

poszméh [���3�'� bumblebee

köbméter ["��3�'�/� �cubic metre

rövidnadrág [�����4���'( �shorts

No change

ám [�'3 truly

csintalan [�#���4	4� naughty

eldob [/	��� to throw away

naszád [�4��'� sloop

adag [4�4( portion

szalontánc [�4	����'��� �ballroom dance

huszonkilenc [�.���"�	/��� twenty-

nine szempont [�/3���� point of view

szemtanú [�/3�4�.' �eyewitness

körömkefe ["���3"/
/ �nailbrush

szemceruza [�/3��/�.�4 eyebrow

pencil

b7nbak [�F'��4" scapegoat

atombomba [4��3��3�4 atomic bomb

színdarab [����4�4� play, drama

szemgolyó [�/3(�1�' �eyeball

nap [�4� day

falat [
4	4� mouthful

alsik [4	��" to sleep

Contrast in

absolute final position
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Yet, if obstruents with either voicing specification are found next to another obstruent, 
whether voiceless or voiced, assimilation does apply. In Hungarian, the process is of 
regressive type and leads to the downward shift in the voicing scale (from IV2 to IV1) if the 
neighbouring segment to the right possesses voicing value IV1. The change is manifested in 
the devoicing of the segment found to the left of the trigger (see left part of (4.33) below). If 
the obtruent undergoing assimilation is voiceless (IV1) its voicing scale moves one step up to 
IV2 under the influence of the following voiced obstruent, which has voicing value IV2 (see 
right part of (4.33)). 

(4.33) Regressive voicing assimilation of instruments in Hungarian (cf. the  data from 

Gnanadesikan 1997:22, Jansen 2004:145)

to voiceto voicelesness

Regressive assimilation

belépbe [��	�'�'/] go into sth

harapdál [�4�4���'	] to nibble (frequentive)

kelet-délkelet ["/	/�'�'	"/	/�] east-southeast

sajtburger [#41��.�(/�] cheeseburger

alakokban [4	4"�(�4�] figure (inessive plural)

ablakdeszka [4�	4(�/�"4] constellation

kerekded ["/�/(�/�] roundish

cukrászda [��."��'��4] confectionery

korbácsban ["����'���4�] whip (inessive sing.)

sebtapasz [#/��4�4�] plaster

vadkan [4�"4�] wild boar

mégpedig [3�'"�/��(] namely

fogtündér [
�"�F���'�] tooth fairy

csillagkép [�#�	'4"'�'�] constallation

süvegcukor [�F'/"��."��] sugarloaf

jégcsap [1�'"�#4�] icicle

könyvtár ["�J
��'�] library

évfolyam [�'
'�143] volume

vízk6 [�'�"�'] scale

to voiceto voicelesness

Regressive assimilation

belépbe [��	�'�'/] go into sth

harapdál [�4�4���'	] to nibble (frequentive)

kelet-délkelet ["/	/�'�'	"/	/�] east-southeast

sajtburger [#41��.�(/�] cheeseburger

alakokban [4	4"�(�4�] figure (inessive plural)

ablakdeszka [4�	4(�/�"4] constellation

kerekded ["/�/(�/�] roundish

cukrászda [��."��'��4] confectionery

korbácsban ["����'���4�] whip (inessive sing.)

sebtapasz [#/��4�4�] plaster

vadkan [4�"4�] wild boar

mégpedig [3�'"�/��(] namely

fogtündér [
�"�F���'�] tooth fairy

csillagkép [�#�	'4"'�'�] constallation

süvegcukor [�F'/"��."��] sugarloaf

jégcsap [1�'"�#4�] icicle

könyvtár ["�J
��'�] library

évfolyam [�'
'�143] volume

vízk6 [�'�"�'] scale

Regressive assimilation in Hungarian operates across morpheme boundaries in compounds as 
well as in inflected forms of nouns between the stem and the suffix marking case (e.g. 
inessive plural form alakok+ban ‘figure’).  

As argued by Jansen (2004:163), regressive voicing assimilation in Hungarian does 
not bring about complete neutralization of [tense] distinction in segments undergoing the 
process. Jansen identifies traces of the underlying contrasts in voicing between /"/ and /(/, /#/ 
and /�/ forming the left component of CC clusters. Moreover, neutralization was not found to 
apply before /�/ and /�/, which complies with Jansen’s finding for English (ibid.). In the case 
of /"/ its closure stage was identified as shorter if /"/ was followed by another obstruent, 
irrespective of its laryngeal specification. As regards contrast in vowel length, it is retained 
before /#/ and /�/ when these are followed by an obstruent. Jansen further concludes 
(2004:164) that the assimilation type attested in Hungarian should be treated as a proper 
phonological process. The existence of incomplete neutralization is likely to follow from 
lexical interference rather than from coarticulatory tendencies facilitated by the rule. In view 
of this fact, Hungarian data should be interpreted as an attempt at neutralization. This 
hypothesis, according to Jansen (ibid.), poses a question why Hungarian makes either a full or 
a partly phonological use of a process which in English is of purely coarticulatory nature. 

The behaviour of Hungarian obstruents both in absolute final position and before other 
obstruents is regulated by a specific ranking of constraints (see (4.34) below). Petrova et al. 
(2006) places the markedness constraint *VOICE at the bottom of the hierarchy, thus making 
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it possible for voiced obstruents to have faithful output forms in word final position. In the 
same way, scope is given for assimilation to voice in obstruent clusters. The resulting double 
violations of the constraint are without consequence upon the selection of optimal candidates 
with clusters of voiced obstruents.  

(4.34) Total ranking for Hungarian regressive assimilation in obstruents (Petrova et al. 2006:10)

AGREE, IDPRESONORVOICE >> 

IDWORDFINVOICE >> IDVOICE >> *VOICE.

Regressive voicing assimilation is likewise facilitated by the low ranking of faithfulness 
constraint IDVOICE, which allows for both voicing and devoicing of C1 in a cluster. Word-
final faithfulness to voice is guarded by the fairly highly ranked IDWORDFINVOICE, 
according to which corresponding word-final input and output forms of obstuents must have 
identical specification for voice. In the case of assimilation, this constraint receives a violation 
mark, as shown in the tableau in (4.35) below.  

(4.35) Tableau illustrating regressive assimilation to voicelessness in stops across the stem 
boundary in a Hungarian  compound noun vatkan ‘wild boar’ (following the ranking in Petrova et 

al. 2006:10)

*

*VOICE

*

IDVOICE

*�4�"4� 

*!�4�"4� 

IDWFINVOIAGREE�4�/+�"4�/

*

*VOICE

*

IDVOICE

*�4�"4� 

*!�4�"4� 

IDWFINVOIAGREE�4�/+�"4�/

However, the top ranking occupied by AGREE is decisive in choosing the candidate in which 
the stem-final obstruent forming a cluster agrees in voicing with C2. The ranking proposed by 
Petrova et al. ((4.34) above) additionally safeguards against voicing assimilation in obstruents 
followed directly by sonorant segments. The constraint IDPRESONORVOICE stands at the top 
of the hierarchy together with AGREE. Ultimately, both regressive voicing assimilation and 
positional faithfulness of obstruents before sonorants are secured by the ranking. Sonorant 
segments are neither triggers nor targets of the assimilatory process in Hungarian. If placed in 
the coda they fail to undergo assimilation. If they are found in the onset, they do not cause 
assimilation in the preceding segment (cf. Nagy 2000:107).  

Following an alternative set of constraints offered by the ternary scales model 
(Gnanadesikan 1997), the facts provided by Hungarian regressive assimilation in obstruent 
clusters and the lack of such a process before sonorants are accounted for by means of 
changes within inherent voicing scales (IV) or their preservation. Thus, before a voiced 
obstruent representing IV2 a coda obstruent will be subject to voicing assimilation. Before a 
voiceless obstruent marked by IV1 a coda obstruent will be devoiced. If a sonorant, 
represented by the top inherent voicing scale (IV3), follows an obstruent the latter will not 
change its IV value. Sonorants also retain their inherent voicing level regardless of context 
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(Gnanadesikan 1997:21). The agreement in the voicing specification of adjacent obstruent 
segments is forced by the constraint ASSIMILATE, which directly corresponds to the 
constraint AGREE employed by Butska (1998) and Petrova et al. (2006). As can be inferred 
from the ranking below (4.36), ASSIMILATE is highly ranked and it requires that adjacent 
segments should have the same output scale value.  

(4.36) Full rankings motivated by Hungarian (Gnanadesikan 1997:30)

STAY 3 �� �� STAY 2, STAY 1
ASSIMILATE

RESIST 3 �������������������������������RESIST 2, RESIST 1

The top ranked constraints STAY 3 and RESIST 3 dominate ASSIMILATE. The first of them 
acts as a faithfulness constraint and protects segments against the loss of sonorancy 
represented by IV3. The second constraint acts as a markedness constraint which militates 
against obstruents acquiring the highest inherent voicing level (IV3), thus adopting sonorancy. 
The fact that ASSIMILATE ranks below the two means that it has no power to force a change 
of obstruents to sonorants. Neither can it bring about a reverse change by means of the loss of 
IV3 in sonorants adjacent to obstruents (Gnanadesikan 1997:26). The fact that sonorants are 
not subject to assimilation is not treated by Gnanadesikan (ibid.) as proof of their lack of 
specification for voicing. Their own value IV3 is treated as separate from the IV2 value 
characterizing voiced obstruents. This relation seems to be manifested clearly by the ranking 
in (4.36) above. Faithfulness constraints STAY 2, and STAY 1 are located below 
ASSIMILATE alongside RESIST 2 and RESIST 1. That means that both voiceless and voiced 
obstruents are not represented by faithful output forms if adjacent to segments with the 
opposite voice value. There is also no effective mechanism that would prevent obtruent ouput 
forms from moving either up or down the inherent voicing scale changing from IV1 to IV 2 
and vice versa. Tableaus presented in (4.37) below illustrate the selection of optimal output 
candidates resulting from assimilatory processes in Hungarian following Gnanadesikan’s 
ranking. The output form of the item süvegcukor (4.37a) has the cluster /kt/ which satisfies the 
top ranked ASSIMILATE despite the violation of lower ranked STAY 2 and RESIST 1. The 
former is meant to protect the underlying /g/ from changing its IV2 value, whereas the latter 
constraint should prohibit the adoption of a lower IV value. Such a situation disqualifies a 
potential selection of a candidate with the cluster /gt/, which would be faithful to the voice 
specification of its first member. 

(4.37) Tableaux illustrating regressive voicing assimilation in  Hungarian (cf. Gnanadesikan 
1997:28)

       a) Devoicing of voiced obstruents before voiceless obstruents in süvegcukor ‘sugarloaf’ 

*

RESIST 1

*��F'/"��."�� 

*!��F'/(��."�� 

STAY 2ASSIMILATE��F'/(/+���."��/

*

RESIST 1

*��F'/"��."�� 

*!��F'/(��."�� 

STAY 2ASSIMILATE��F'/(/+���."��/
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       a) Voicing of voiceless obstruents before voiced obstruents in ablakdeszka ‘constellation’ 

*

STAY 1

*�4�	4(�/�"4 

*!�4�	4"�/�"4 

RESIST 2ASSIMILATE�4�	4"/+��/�"4/

*

STAY 1

*�4�	4(�/�"4 

*!�4�	4"�/�"4 

RESIST 2ASSIMILATE�4�	4"/+��/�"4/

In the second tableau in (4.37), the surface optimal candidate representing the item 
ablakdeszka contains a cluster /gd/ both members of which agree in their voice specification 
analogically to the optimal candidate presented in (4.37a) before. This time, the two obstruent 
outputs agree in voicing, not voicelesness. The optimal form satisfies the inviolable 
ASSIMILATE, but violates the low ranked RESIST 2 and STAY 1. RESIST 2 would prevent a 
segment from acquiring IV2 value, whereas STAY 1 would force a voiceless obstruent to 
retain its IV1 value. In the case of obstruents that are followed by sonorants the ranking of the 
constraint RESIST 3 above ASSIMILATE (see tableaus (4.38) below) prevents the rise of 
obstruent member of the cluster /km/ in vakmer� (4.38 a) from IV2 to IV3. This effectively 
prevents assimilation of an obstruent to a sonorant sound. The intermediate increase in IV 
scale to IV2, represented by the output candidate va[(3]er� leads to a fatal violation of 
RESIST 2 coupled with a simultaneous violation of STAY 1, which proves decisive in the 
selection of the faithful output form va["3]er� which only incurs one violation under 
ASSIMILATE. 

(4.38) Tableaux illustrating cases when regressive assimilation does not take place in  Hungarian 
(cf. Gnanadesikan 1997)

       a)  lack of assimilation of obstruent before sonorant in vakmer6 ‘daring’ 

**!�423/��' 

*

STAY 1

*!

RESIST 2

*�4(3/��' 

*�4"3/��' 

ASSIMILATERESIST 3�4"/+�3/��'/

**!�423/��' 

*

STAY 1

*!

RESIST 2

*�4(3/��' 

*�4"3/��' 

ASSIMILATERESIST 3�4"/+�3/��'/

     b)  lack of assimilation of sonorant before obstruent in körömkefe ‘nailbrush’ 

**!�"����"/
/ 

RESIST 1

*

RESIST 2

**!�"����"/
/ 

*�"���3"/
/ 

ASSIMILATESTAY 3�"���3/+�"/
//

**!�"����"/
/ 

RESIST 1

*

RESIST 2

**!�"����"/
/ 

*�"���3"/
/ 

ASSIMILATESTAY 3�"���3/+�"/
//

The second tableau represented in (4.38 b) above accounts for the resistance of sonorants to 
assimilation to obstruents in sonorant+obstruent clusters. The two outputs of körömkefe

containing assimilated medial clusters [bk] and [pk] both violate the top ranked STAY 3, 
which acts against the loss of top IV3 value by sonorant segments. In the ternary model used 
by Gnanadesikan as well as in the one applied by Lombardi a sonorant does not have the 
voicing value of an obstruent, which is expressed by IV3 applicable to the former type and 
IV2 to the latter. In Gnanadesikan’s model, however, the two values are adjacent on the 
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continuous IV scale and are naturally related to each other. Their voicing values are both 
higher than the bottom IV1 value characteristic of voiceless obstruents. 

 The ranking presented earlier in (4.36) follows the universal pattern in which both 
STAY and RESIST constraints are ranked from the top down in the decreasing order of 
inherence voicing scale values from 3 through 2 to 1. The language specific  positioning of 
ASSIMILATE between STAY 3 and RESIST 3 on the one hand and both STAY 2/1 and 
RESIST 2/1 on the other hand regulates the application of regressive assimilation in 
Hungarian to obstruents rather than sonorants as presented above. For other language systems 
ASSIMILATE may be ranked  freely in relation to the universally fixed STAY/RESIST
constraint orderings (Gnanadesikan 1997:32). 

4.2.5 Russian  – morphologically sensitive regressive assimilation; special case of 

/v/ 

Russian serves as an example of a language system which displays neutralization of voiced 
and voiceless obstruents in both word- and morpheme –final position (see examples in (4.39) 
below) and regressive assimilation of obstruents in clusters, in which the rightmost obstruent 
determines the voicing status of the whole cluster (Petrova et al. 2006:4, Padgett 2002:2).  

(4.39 )Russian obstruents in morpheme- and word final position (in bold). Left-hand column 

shows devoicing in voiced obstruents. Right-hand column presents examples of voiceless obstruent 
phonemes in analogical contexts (cf. Mołczanow 2007)

Word-, morpheme- final voiceless
obstruents

Word-, morpheme-final devoicing

in voiced obstruents

%���� [��0�.� screw

&��	 [0���� brother

�8�� [01�II�" box, case

�����! [��>0���1 to ask

o	��+! [>�0"�C�1 open-PERF.

)��
 [0(���] coffin

()��
+ [0(���C] coffins)

)�� [0(�� �year

()��a [0(��8 �year– SING.GEN.)

�����!�� [�=>0���1��8 converge

���� [>0�� water

��� [�0�. I go

���- [��� under-VERBAL PREFIX

(������ [�>�8�0�1� approach- PERF.)

& � � [0�1��1�" shore

(�� & � �� [���1��1C0(. on the shore)

Word-, morpheme- final voiceless
obstruents

Word-, morpheme-final devoicing

in voiced obstruents

%���� [��0�.� screw

&��	 [0���� brother

�8�� [01�II�" box, case

�����! [��>0���1 to ask

o	��+! [>�0"�C�1 open-PERF.

)��
 [0(���] coffin

()��
+ [0(���C] coffins)

)�� [0(�� �year

()��a [0(��8 �year– SING.GEN.)

�����!�� [�=>0���1��8 converge

���� [>0�� water

��� [�0�. I go

���- [��� under-VERBAL PREFIX

(������ [�>�8�0�1� approach- PERF.)

& � � [0�1��1�" shore

(�� & � �� [���1��1C0(. on the shore)

Bracketed examples of inflected forms of nouns and verbs as well as forms of prefixes 
attached to vowel-initial stems in (4.39) prove that, as reported by Petrova et al. (ibid.), 
Russian obstruents resist devoicing in syllable final position. As a result of word final 
devoicing, Russian phonemes /�, �, (, �/ surface as /�, �, ", �/ and are not distinguished from 
their word final voiceless counterparts. 

As far as Russian voicing assimilation is concerned, it is of regressive type and, as 
illustrated in (4.40) below, voiced obstruent phonemes are realized as voiceless if they form 
clusters with following voiceless obstruents. Likewise, underlyingly voiceless segments 
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undergo voicing if they are followed by voiced obstruent segments within a cluster. As noted 
by Mołczanow (2007:52), Regressive Voice Assimilation as a process applies word internally 
as well as across clitic boundaries and full word boundaries. Voice assimilation appears to be 
triggered by voiceless obstruents which are derived through final devoicing. In other words, 
as Mołczanow (ibid.) puts it, Final Devoicing feeds Voice Assimilation. As can be inferred 
from the right-hand column in (4.40), and following Mołczanow’s account, sonorant 
segments that form the second element of a cluster do not participate in activation of 
assimilatory process. Thus, the effects of final neutralization are preserved in initial members 
of obstruent+sonorant clusters. Only if a voiced obstruent preceding a sonorant belongs to a 
preposition it fails to devoice (e.g. �� ������ [iz 3>0�"�] ‘from Moscow’)(Padgett 2002:3).  

(4.40) Assimilation to voicelessness and voice in Russian obstruents in morpheme- and word final 

position before instruments (left-hand column). Lack of assimilation before sonorant phonemes 
(right-hand column). Affected segments are in bold. Vocabulary items in left-hand environment 

are drawn from (4.39) in the same order as in the former chart (cf. Mołczanow 2007)

%���� � '� [��0�.�	1C0@C� screw is lying

&��	 9��%� [0�����>0���C Natasha’s brother

�8�� :!�� [01�II�"	1�0� Leo’s box

�	�+! [>�0�C�1 dig out-PERF

%���� &+� [��0�.�0�C	X � screw was

&��	 ;����� [0�����>0�1��8 Boris’ brother

�8�� <����� [01�II�(0�31���1�8 Dmitry’s box

����!&� [0����1�8 request

�	"���! [>��80��1 give back-IMPF.

Lack of assimilation before sonorantsAssimilation to voice before obstruents

& � � ���� [0�1��1�"03��1> seashore& � � <��a 0�1��1�(0���8 �bank of Don
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)��
 �� �� [0(���03��1��� �mother’s coffin

Lack of assimilation before sonorantsAssimilation to voicelessness before
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)��
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�	�+! [>�0�C�1 dig out-PERF

%���� &+� [��0�.�0�C	X � screw was

&��	 ;����� [0�����>0�1��8 Boris’ brother

�8�� <����� [01�II�(0�31���1�8 Dmitry’s box

����!&� [0����1�8 request

�	"���! [>��80��1 give back-IMPF.

Lack of assimilation before sonorantsAssimilation to voice before obstruents

& � � ���� [0�1��1�"03��1> seashore& � � <��a 0�1��1�(0���8 �bank of Don

& � � = � ����a [0�1��1�"�1C031���1�"8 �bank of Temernik

)�� ���� [0(��031��8 year of peace)�� & "���� [0(��0�1����1�8 year of disaster

)�� �$��!� [0(��0II����1 8 year of happiness

c����� [0�=��"8 gathering

����� [0��"8 vodka

��� [�0�1�1� go-INF.

�������! [�>��1�0���1 sign-PERF.

)��
 �� �� [0(���03��1��� �mother’s coffin

Lack of assimilation before sonorantsAssimilation to voicelessness before

obstruents

)��
 $ ��� �� [0(����#1C0	X�1�"8 �person’s coffin

)��
 "��)� [0(���0��.(8 �friend’s coffin

Among Russian obstruents the labiodental phoneme /v/ seems to constitute a special case, as 
pointed out by Mołczanow (idib.). On the one hand, it shows the behaviour typical of other 
obstruents in that it is both subject to Final Devoicing (e.g. ����� [(	X>0�] ‘head-NOM.SG.’ 
but  ���� [(	X�
] ‘head-GEN.PL’, ���� ["��
] ‘shelter-NOM.SG’, but ����a ["��8]‘shelter-
GEN.SG’ ) and to Voice Assimilation (e.g. ������ [">0��8] ‘cow’, but ��� ! �������

[0���E�8�">0��
"8] ‘ladybird’). What is more, word-initial /v/ followed by an obstruent both 
causes and undergoes voicing assimilation (e.g. o" �#��$a [�� �>
0���] ‘from a widower’, 
o" �"��%��a [�� 0
�����"8] ‘from Tuesday’). On the other hand, though, /v/ shares certain 
features with sonorant phonemes. Like the latter, it fails to trigger Voice Assimilation (e.g. o"
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����%a [�� >0(��8] ‘from a railway carriage’, ���" [0���] ‘matchmaker’) (for analogical 
examples see Mołczanow 2007:52-53).  

The ability of the final obstruent in a lexical item to assimilate to the initial element of 
the following item depends on the prosodic status of those items. Thus, in the case of 
prepositions, like for example �" [��] ‘from’, ��# [p��] ‘under’, %�# [���]  ‘above’, � [s]   
‘with’, �� [��]   ‘out of’, they form  Prosodic Words with the following nouns (Padgett 2002:3-
4). Since final devoicing and voicing assimilation apply at and across PWd boundary 
preposition+noun phrases do not form domains within which either of the processes would 
operate. As a result the underlying voiced/voiceless value of preposition-final obstruents is 
retained (e.g. �" &�&�  [���3�3�] ‘from mum’ , but �� &�&�  [���3�3�] ‘out of mum’). As 
for enclitics, like �� ‘interrogative particle’, -�� ‘emphatic particle’, and -"o ‘topic particle’, 
they are not incorporated into the PWd and both final devoicing and voicing assimilation 
affect obstruents that precede those enclitics. Padgett (ibid.) proposes a unit which 
encompasses the PWd and the following enclitics, which is smaller than the phonological 
phrase. He calls it the clitic group (CG) and formulates it as: {[sat]Pwd[li]Pwd}CG (ca# ��

‘garden-INTERROG.’). The domains for both final devoicing and voicing assimilation in 
Russian are the Prosodic Word and Clitic Group. 

As regards constraints that are responsible for assimilatory behaviour of Russian 
obstruents, Petrova (1997, cited in Mołczanow 2007:57) proposes IDENT-PRESYLSON[± voice], 
which is responsible for regressive directionality of voicing assimilation in this language. The 
constraint requires that a segment before a syllabified sonorant must be faithful to its input 
value. The proper assimilatory behaviour in Russian obstruents which assimilate to voice or 
voicelessness before other obstruents but not before sonorants is achieved through the 
domination of IDENT-PRESYLSON[± voice] over both IDENT[± voice] and SHAREVOICE. In the 
tableau attached below (4.41), candidates with the voiced [g] resulting from progressive 
direction of voicing incur fatal violations of the top ranked IDENT-PRESYLSON[± voice]. The 
winning output candidate [�=��"8] fares better than the faithful form [�=��"8] as the latter 
fails to satisfy the highly ranked SHAREVOICE (analogical to Lombardi’s AGREE and 
Gnanadesikan’s ASSIMILATE constraints), which calls for the output form to display
agreement in voicing in both members of an obstruent cluster.  

(4.41) Tableau illustrating regressive direction of assimilation to  voicelessness in Russian c��"��
‘gathering’ (cf. Mołczanow 2007:57) 

* ***!��=��(8 

*��=��"8 

*

IDENT[± voice]

*!��=��(8 

*!��=��"8 

SHAREVOICEID-PRESYLSON[± voice][�=�� �+ ["8 

* ***!��=��(8 

*��=��"8 

*

IDENT[± voice]

*!��=��(8 

*!��=��"8 

SHAREVOICEID-PRESYLSON[± voice][�=�� �+ ["8 

In order to explain the irregular behaviour of the Russian labiodental /v/ Petrova (1997 cited 
in Mołczanow 2007:58) puts forward the constraint LABIALSONORANT (LABSON), which 
allows for the sonorant character of the labial continuant /v/ only on the condition that it is 
found in the position before a syllabified sonorant. In other words, /v/ behaves like true 
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sonorant segment only before a sonorant which occupies the central position in the syllable. In 
such a case /v/ does not cause voicing assimilation in the preceding obstruent segment (e.g. 
o" ����%a [ot >0(��8] cited above). If, on the other hand, /v/ is followed by another 
consonant and forms a cluster with it behaves as an obstruent and undergoes voicing and 
devoicing, and also triggers both processes in the preceding obstruent. Hence, clusters like 
[dvd] and [tft] are attested in o" �#��$a, o" �"��%��a respectively. The Russian labiodental 
fricative /v/ is described to be the surface realization of the undelying labial glide /w/, which 
became obstruentized in the historical development of the language (Padgett 2002:1). This 
accounts for the partially assimilatory properties of the Russian /v/, which patterns with 
obstruents as it undergoes voicing assimilation and final devoicing, and behaves like a 
sonorant because it does not cause voicing assimilation (Kavitskaya 1998:225). Historical 
phonology of Russian throws some light on this dual character of /v/ as it was a sonorant 
sound in Proto-Slavic. Still, in some Slavic languages like Serbo-Croatian, Ukrainian and 
Belorussian /v/ patterns with sonorants in all aspects. In Russian, /v/ is an obstruent in word-
final position and before other obstruents. If it is placed before a sonorant, though, it behaves 
like one as well. 

Obstruent behaviour of Russian /v/ in coda position is regulated by the constraint 
*CODA([u]), according to which sonorant [u] cannot occur in the coda position (Mołczanow 
2007:59). A similar restriction on the occurrence of [u] in the onset is regulated by 
*ONSET([u]). In languages like Slovak, where the sonorant /w/ can occur only in the coda, 
the latter constraint is undominated , whereas the former is subject to violation. In Russian, on 
the other hand, /w/ (representing a moraless melodic /u/) never occurs as the surface form and 
therefore both constraints are undominated. Mołczanow (ibid.) introduces the markedness 
constraint *[w], which encapsulated the restrictions expressed through both formerly 
mentioned constraints. Russian underlying sonorant /w/ is always realized as an obstruent [v], 
and hence it can be represented by the feature [-sonorant]. The identity constraint that 
militates against sonorancy modification is IDENT[sonorant] (Mołczanow ibid.). Because of the 
fact that the modification of /w/ into [v] is permitted, IDENT[sonorant] is outranked by *[w].  
Padgett (2002:15) tries to specify the surface articulatory manifestation of the dubious nature 
of the Russian /v/. He defines it as a form intermediate between a spirant [v] and the glide 
[w], namely the labio-dental approximant [;�]. Acoustically, [;�] is characterized by a more 
formant-like make-up and spectral intensity as well as less friction than the remaining Russian 
fricative phonemes. Padgett (ibid.) further concludes that because sonorancy is manifested 
through formant structure and intensity, whereas fricative nature of sounds is shown through 
aperiodic noise in the spectra, Russian /v/ ([;�]) is more sonorous than other obstruents. 

The choice of optimal candidate outputs in Russian words starting with consonant 
clusters containing non-presonorant /v/ is illustrated in the two tableaux in (4.42) below. The 
top ranking of the markedness constraint *[w] prevents the surfacing of Russian /v/ as a 
sonorant segment in the onset position. Thus, candidates like [�".�] and [����] are ruled out 
by default. IDENT-PRESYLSON[± voice] ensures the regressive direction of assimilation by 
preventing the change of voicing specification of the obstruent positioned to the left of the 
sonorant sound forming the nucleus of the syllable. The constraint SHAREVOICE plays the 
decisive role in singling out those outputs that contain clusters possessing uniform voicing 
features, namely [fkus] (4.42 a) and [vzor] (4.42 b). The high ranking of SHAREVOICE forces 
the syllable initial Russian /v/ to comply with the [±voice] feature of the following obstruent.  
Thus, the resulting clusters of which /v/ is a part are either of voiced+voiced or 
voiceless+voiceless type (Mołczanow 2007:65).    
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(4.42 )Tableaux illustrating regressive assimilation affecting Russian /v/ found in pre-sonorant 

clusters(cf. Mołczanow 2007:64) 
a) regressive assimilation to voicelessness in ���� ‘taste’ 

***!�0(.� 

*

*

IDENT[son]

�0
".� 

IDENT[±voice]

*!

SHAREVOICE

�0".� 

*!�0�".� 

ID-PRESYLSON[±voice]
*[w]�0�".� /

***!�0(.� 

*

*

IDENT[son]

�0
".� 

IDENT[±voice]

*!

SHAREVOICE

�0".� 

*!�0�".� 

ID-PRESYLSON[±voice]
*[w]�0�".� /

b) regressive voicing assimilation in �#�� ‘glance’ 

***!�0
��� 

*

*

IDENT[son]

*!�0
��� 

IDENT[±voice]SHAREVOICE

�0��� 

*!�0���� 

ID-PRESYLSON[±voice]
*[w]�0����/

***!�0
��� 

*

*

IDENT[son]

*!�0
��� 

IDENT[±voice]SHAREVOICE

�0��� 

*!�0���� 

ID-PRESYLSON[±voice]
*[w]�0����/

Regressive Voice Assimilation affecting obstruents located at word boundaries, as noted by 
Mołczanow (ibid.), overrides Final Devoicing as a process. Therefore, despite the fact that in 
words like ���� [(���] ‘coffin’ the final plosive is devoiced before a pause it fails to do so in 
phrases like ���� #�'�� [0(���0��.(8] ‘friend’s coffin’ where word final /b/ must share 
voicing with the following obstruent segment. It becomes evident that FINALDEVOICING is 
dominated by SHAREVOICE. Yet, if the initial element of the following vocabulary item is a 
sonorant sound, like the /m/ in the second element of the phrase ���� &�"��� ‘mother’s 
coffin’, final devoicing in /b/ fails to be inhibited. In the resulting surface form [0(���03��1���] 
Regressive Assimilation does not operate and forms like *[0(���03��1���] are illicit in Russian. 
If it is assumed that because of the undominated status of IDENT-PRESYLSON[± voice], which 
guards against changes in the underlying voice features in segments adjacent to sonorants, 
Final Devoicing should not affect obstruents followed immediately by sonorants (Mołczanow 
2007:70). The inviolable status of IDENT-PRESYLSON[± voice]  seems to be somewhat checked 
if one considers contexts in which word-final obstruent is followed by a word-initial vocalic 
segment as in � � ��a ‘father’s lion’ (Mołczanow 2007:71). In this situation the final /v/ of 
the first element of the phrase is subject to devoicing. The resulting surface realization 
[0	1�
>�0���] rather than the illicit *[0	1�>�0���] points at the fact that in Russian resyllabification 
does not take place across word boundaries and, consequently, /v/ is not treated as a pre-
sonorant obstruent, the sonorant belonging to a different word. Mołczanow (ibid.) observes 
the need to treat IDENT-PRESYLSON[± voice]  as applying to tautosyllabic segments. Only then 
can the obstruent preserve its underlying voice value. This agrees with the principle advocated 
by Lombardi (1999 cited in Mołczanow ibid.) that laryngeal features are licensed in segments 
that precede sonorants within the same syllable. 

  
4.3 Obstruent voicing in Italian and Breton – assimilation before sonorants 

A case unconsidered in the previous section is when an underlyingly voiceless obstruent 
segment undergoes regressive voicing assimilation in the vicinity of a sonorant or a vowel 
segment. Normally this type of assimilation was described as affecting obstruents found next 
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to voiced obstruents. A situation when the trigger of voicing is a following vowel or a 
sonorant is described in Krämer (2001). The author reports that in the Breton dialect of Île de 
Groix underlyingly voiceless obstruents are subject to voicing at word-word juncture if they 
are followed by a vowel- or sonorant-initial word (see Krämer 2001:39 for examples). Yet, 
voicing does not apply if the following element is a vowel-initial affix. Krämer (ibid.) 
concludes that this type of voicing is not to be classified as intervocalic or intersonorant. 
Another language discussed by Krämer (ibid.) where voicing affects an obstruent located 
before vowels or sonorants is Italian. In this language, stridents found in prefix-final position 
are affected by voicing if followed by vowel initial stems, but if stem-initial strident follows a 
vowel of a prefix no assimilation occurs (Krämer 2001:52). Voicing does not affect 
postverbal enclitics, either. The table in (4.43) below shows the behaviour of the final /s/ of 
the prefixes dis- , bis-, and cis- placed in different contexts offered by the following stem. 

(4.43) Examples of Italian words containing a prefix ending in the strident /s/ and the different 

behaviour of the final consonant of the prefix depending on the initial sound of the stem (cf. 
Krämer (2001:39) 

cisalpinecisalpino /�#���	0��'���cis- + vowel

cis-

on southern side of Pocispadano /�#����0��'���cis- + voiceless obstruent

cismontanecismontano /�#��35�0��'���cis- + sonorant

biscuitbiscotto /���0"5�'��bis- + voiceless obstruent

oblongbislungo /���0	.2(��bis- + sonorant

very greasybisunto /���0.����bis- + vowel

bis-

dis- + voiceless obstruent

dis- + voiced obstruent

dis- + sonorant

dis- + vowel

Context

discoloro /���"50	�'���
disfaccio /���0
��#'��

disdetto /���0���'��
disbrigo /���0���'(�

disleale /���	�0�'	��
dismetria /���3�0���'��

disamore /����03�'���
disossido /���05�'����
disutile /���0.'��	��

Spelling and pronunciation

(I) discolour

(I) undo

cancel- PAST PARTIC.

handling

disloyal

dismetria

English glossPrefix

estrangement

(I) deoxidize

useless

dis-

cisalpinecisalpino /�#���	0��'���cis- + vowel

cis-

on southern side of Pocispadano /�#����0��'���cis- + voiceless obstruent

cismontanecismontano /�#��35�0��'���cis- + sonorant

biscuitbiscotto /���0"5�'��bis- + voiceless obstruent

oblongbislungo /���0	.2(��bis- + sonorant

very greasybisunto /���0.����bis- + vowel

bis-

dis- + voiceless obstruent

dis- + voiced obstruent

dis- + sonorant

dis- + vowel

Context

discoloro /���"50	�'���
disfaccio /���0
��#'��

disdetto /���0���'��
disbrigo /���0���'(�

disleale /���	�0�'	��
dismetria /���3�0���'��

disamore /����03�'���
disossido /���05�'����
disutile /���0.'��	��

Spelling and pronunciation

(I) discolour

(I) undo

cancel- PAST PARTIC.

handling

disloyal

dismetria

English glossPrefix

estrangement

(I) deoxidize

useless

dis-

The final fricative segment of the prefix surfaces as /z/ if the stem starts with a sonorant sound 
(e.g. /m, l/), or a vowel. However, if the stem-initial segment is a consonant the /s/ agrees in 
voicing depending on the voice specifications of the consonant. Thus, /s/ undergoes voicing in 
words like disdetto and disbrigo, but retains its voiceless character in items like discoloro and 
biscotto and cispadano. In Northern dialects of Italian, as further noted by Krämer (2001:45), 
the strident /s/ is always realized as voiced in intervocalic position. The voicing effect 
described above is accounted for by the alignment of morphological and prosodic categories 
(Krämer 2001:40). In Italian words, as well as in Breton, left stem edge and left edge of the 
prosodic word must coincide, which is expressed via the constraint ALIGNLEFT. Since, 
however, this constraint is not highly ranked for either of the languages alignment cannot be 
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guaranteed and the resulting ‘mismatch’ leads to voicing. Full constraint rankings for Italian 
and Breton as proposed by Krämer (ibid.) are shown below. The first two top ranked 
constraints for Breton, namely DEP and ONSET rule out deletion of segments and secure the 
existence of consonantal onsets in the syllable structure respectively. The third, namely 
A&OV is an example of Local Conjunction. The two constraints, ALIGNLEFT(stem, PWd) 
and ONSETVOICING {ALIGNLEFT(σ, [+voice])}must not be violated simultaneously if the 
conjunction is to be observed. If a word final obstruent is syllabified into the onset of the 
following prosodic word, the first element of the conjunction is not satisfied. If the obstruent 
segment happens to be voiceless, it disobeys the second part of the conjunction, which states 
that the left edge of every syllable coincides with the left edge of a voiced segment (Krämer 
2000:646). An obstruent escapes the violation of the whole conjunction if it satisfies at least 
one of the two constraints (Krämer 2001:23). The effect of onset voicing in Breton is 
achieved through domination of the three above mentioned constraint over the faithfulness 
constraint IDENTONSET, which would otherwise militate effectively against the preservation 
of voiceless specification of the onset segment. ALIGNLEFT tends to be easily violable as the 
final consonant which becomes the onset of the following word appears to be sandwiched in 
between the left edge of the stem and of the prosodic word. 

(4.44) Constraint rankings accounting for voicing phenomena in Breton (top) and Italian (bottom) 
(Krämer 2001) 

DEP, ONSET, ALIGN&ONSETVOICE �� IDONSET, ALIGNLEFT

�� ONSETVOICE �� *[+voice]

DEPINPUTOUTPUT �� ONSET �� ALIGN&ONSETVOICE

�� ALIGNLEFT, *(VsV)Pwd �� IDVOICE �� ONSETVOICE

In Italian, as the bottom part of (4.44) shows, the highest ranked constraint is DEPIO, 
according to which every segment in the output must correspond to a segment in the input. In 
this way, segment deletion is effectively prevented. Further, the existence of consonantal 
onsets in the syllables is guarded by a highly ranked ONSET. The fact that in some prefixed 
forms (see (4.43) earlier) s-voicing is not blocked, though the underlying character of the 
prefix-final /s/ is voiceless, is accounted for by the middle placement of the markedness 
constraint *(VsV)PWd in the hierarchy. The constraint states that ‘intevocalic /s/ is bad within 
the Prosodic Word’. In some words, like asociale, risuonare, presentire (Krämer 2001:25) 
*(VsV)PWd is violated and, consequently, voicing does not take place. Such forms appear to be 
faithful to simplex output form of the stems being part of the morphologically complex forms. 
Simplex form is referred to as ‘base’. The correspondent faithfulness constraint called BASE-
IDENTITY tends to be hard to satisfy if base forms of stems are difficult to attest as existing 
independently. Such is the case with prefixes like dis-, or cis- (see (4.43)), in the case of 
which *(VsV)PWd is obeyed and, as a result prefix-final /s/ is subject to intervocalic voicing. 
However, as pointed by Krämer (2001:26), Italian has forms in which s-voicing is allowed, 
although the corresponding simplex forms occur with a voiceless /s/ (e.g. pre[z]upposizione; 
base: [s]upposizione, ga[z]olio; bases: ga[s]+olio). For this purpose BASE-IDENTITY and 
*(VsV)PWd must be reranked in relation to each other. The latter constraint, it should be noted, 
does not apply to clitics as these are not part of the Prosodic Word. Italian does not tolerate 
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epenthesis, which is accounted for by the top raked DEPIO. Vowel-initial stems, thus, remain 
onsetless on the surface. The constraint ONSET, consequently, is ranked below DEPIO. The 
former being relatively highly ranked, causes resyllabification of prefix-final /s/ into the onset 
of the vowel-initial syllable of the following stem. Since syllabification is violated in this 
way, which leads to misalignment, ALIGNLEFT must be located relatively low in the ranking. 

(4.45) Voicing in Italian prefix dis- as a result of the local conjunction A&OV combined with 

syllable well-formedness (ONSET)(cf. Krämer 2001:28) 

**��.(z.'��	�

*

*

*

OV

*

***

*

ALIGNL ID

*

*(VsV)Pwd

*!��*(�.'��	�

*!(��*�.'��	�

A&OV

*!���.(.'��	�

**!���.(!.'��	�

ONSETDEPIO�����+ .'��	��

**��.(z.'��	�

*

*

*

OV

*

***

*

ALIGNL ID

*

*(VsV)Pwd

*!��*(�.'��	�

*!(��*�.'��	�

A&OV

*!���.(.'��	�

**!���.(!.'��	�

ONSETDEPIO�����+ .'��	��

The tableau in (4.45) above illustrates the interplay of constraints in the selection of the output 
form of disutile ‘useless’. The most optimal candidate displays two features the manifestation 
of which is guaranteed by the high ranking of the constraints responsible for the existence of a 
consonantal syllable onset and for the voicing of the strident segment located between vowel 
segments within the same Prosodic Word. The former feature is regulated by the constraint 
ONSET, which disqualifies output candidates with onsetless syllables in the stem. An 
alternative candidate with an epenthesized onset of the glottal type is ruled out by the top 
ranked DEPIO. As a result, the onset segment is borrowed from the coda of the prefix dis- but 
the consonant is voiced in agreement with the local conjunction A&OV. Since only the first 
element of the conjunction is violated by the lack of the alignment of the left edge of the stem 
with the left edge of the prosodic word, the whole conjunction is obeyed. Other two 
competing candidates, namely [(��*�.'��	�] and [��*(�.'��	�] incur fatal violations of the said 
conjunction in that they disobey either of its components. Both forms lack the voiced strident 
in the onset and both display misalignment of the left edge of the stem and the Prosodic 
Word. The placement of the said local conjunction within the constraint hierarchy seems 
crucial in prioritizing the output forms with the voiced [z] rather than the voiceless [s]. 
Additionally the fact that the Prosodic Word boundary does not encompass the whole prefix is 
crucial in ensuring that outputs like [(��*�.'��	�] are additionally disfavoured and 
syllabification of prefix-final /s/ into the Prosodic word-initial syllable is additionally 
classified as a preferred option. Yet, the relatively low ranking of *(VsV)PWd  does not seem to 
make this criterion a crucial one. 

The case of Italian seems to imply that syllabification of the prefix-final consonant 
into the initial syllable of the stem, alongside with the avoidance of epenthesis, is more vital 
than the morphological alignment in the grammar of this language (Krämer 2001:13). As it is 
further expressed by Krämer (2000:644), voicing of the syllabified onset acts as a 
consequence of disregarding ‘constraints on the morphology-prosody interface’. Such a 
misalignment of morphological and prosodic structures, achieved by the violation of the low 
ranked ALIGNL, is marked by voicing of stem-initial onset (Krämer 2000:644). An analogical 
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process of syllabification characterizes the earlier mentioned Île de Groix dialect of Breton 
(Krämer ibid.), where morpheme final obstruents become part of following word and surface 
as voiced, thus obeying A&OV. As a result, the syllable of the following word gains a more 
optimal onset at the expense of the offset of the preceding syllable. Breton also displays 
voicing assimilation of obstruents regulated by Syllable Contact Constraint (Krämer 
2000:658), according to which the sonority of the segment preceding another one should not 
be lower than the sonority of the latter. This disfavours sequences of voiceless+voiced type 
and facilitates the occurrence of clusters the elements of which agree in voicing. Voiceless 
offsets followed by voiced onsets violate the said constraint as the sonority should preferably 
decrease or remain stable throughout the cluster. If the language additionally has Final 
Devoicing, as is the case with Breton, the constraint ensuring the process should be ranked 
lower than Syllable Contact Constraint. The resulting possibility of frequent violations of 
FINDEV in offset-onset obstruent clusters which leads to the choice of optimal candidates 
with voiced clusters shows that regressive voicing assimilation is the outcome of the syllable 
contact constraint (Krämer ibid.).  

As regards voicing patterns in Veneto (or Paduan) dialect of Italian, Krämer (2003) 
provides a derivational rule-based explanation, which throws some light on the correlation 
between Veneto and other neighbouring dialects of Italian. In one of the initial stages s-
voicing applies to all simplex intervocalic coronal fricatives. In the next stage of the 
development, geminate fricative clusters are simplified to one consonant only and stops found 
on coda position are subject to deletion. S-voicing does not reapply at this stage and forms 
like ["�'��] or [�����	0��'*��] do not undergo voicing of the single medial /s/, and, ultimately, 
illicit output forms like *["�'��] or *[�����	0��'*��] are not yielded. 

  

(4.46) Ordered rules in Veneto dialect of Italian (based on Krämer 2003:77, Fig. 7) 

Nasal coda 

deletion, 

degemination

[dizo0nes�� 

�"�'�� 

[trasal0pi'*�� 

OUTPUT

di.s#o.nes*�� (di.so.nes*��)            di.zo.nes*�� n.a./���- + �������

s-voicing

"��*�� ( "��*��)                    n.a.                       "�*���"�����

tran.s#al.pi'*����������(tran.sal.pi'*��)          n.a.                tra.sal.pi'*���trans- +alpi'���

Layering/

bracket erasure

SyllabificationINPUT Nasal coda 

deletion, 

degemination

[dizo0nes�� 

�"�'�� 

[trasal0pi'*�� 

OUTPUT

di.s#o.nes*�� (di.so.nes*��)            di.zo.nes*�� n.a./���- + �������

s-voicing

"��*�� ( "��*��)                    n.a.                       "�*���"�����

tran.s#al.pi'*����������(tran.sal.pi'*��)          n.a.                tra.sal.pi'*���trans- +alpi'���

Layering/

bracket erasure

SyllabificationINPUT

In OT grammar, such a state of affairs is expressed through an adequate ranking of certain 
constraints proposed by Krämer (2003:77). The markedness constraint *GEMINATE bars 
surface forms with double clusters of identical obstruents. The selection of output candidates 
devoid of obstruents in coda position is determined by NOSTOPCODA. A possible ranking for 
Veneto Italian proposed by Krämer (2003:78), where markedness constraints *GEMINATE, 
NOSTOPCODA and *VsV outrank FAITHFULNESS leads to a selection of optimal candidates 
that are not attested in this variety of Italian. The ill-formed outputs are mentioned above as 
asterisked illicit outputs with a voiced fricative, as if s-voicing rule reapplied (c.f. the order in 
(4.46)). In order that correct output forms should be predicted Krämer (2003:78) uses I-
CONTIGUITY constraint, which requires that corresponding input and output should be made 
up of a contiguous sequence of segments, which means that segments that stand next to each 
other in the input should also be found in such a sequence in the output. In other words a 
strain /xyz/ should be mapped out as [xyz], and neither deletion nor insertion of a segment is 
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allowed to take place. If one considers ill-formed outputs like *["�'��] or *[�����	0��'*��] 
containing voiced intervocalic fricative segments, they both incur a violation of I-
CONTIGUITY. The former loses one element /s/ of the geminate, whereas the latter undergoes 
a deletion of the nasal /n/. At the same time, both forms violate the constraint VOP, which 
disfavours voiced obstruents in the output. A simultaneous double violation of a pair of 
constraints points at the local conjunction under which the two constraint seem to be 
performing. The tableaux in (4.47) show a desired selection of optimal outputs as a result of 
placing the local conjunction I-CONT&VOP.  

(4.47) Tableaux illustrating the proper selection of output forms in Veneto Italian as a result of 

introducing the local conjunction of I-CONTIGUITY&VOBSTRPROHIB (Krämer 2003:80) 
a)  the fate of underlying geminates 

**

*

FAITH

*!�"��� 

*

*(VsV)

�"��� 

*!�"���� 

I-CONT&VOP*GEM�"�����

**

*

FAITH

*!�"��� 

*

*(VsV)

�"��� 

*!�"���� 

I-CONT&VOP*GEM�"�����

a)  the fate of underlying consonant clusters 

*

* *

FAITH

*����*��	*��*�� 

*(VsV)

*!����*��	*��*�� 

*!�����*��	*��*�� 

I-CONT&VOPNOSTOPCODA������-�	�����

*

* *

FAITH

*����*��	*��*�� 

*(VsV)

*!����*��	*��*�� 

*!�����*��	*��*�� 

I-CONT&VOPNOSTOPCODA������-�	�����

The top ranked markedness constraint against geminate clusters *GEM proves fatal for the 
output form ["����] that is faithful to the input (4.47a), while in the case of transalpino

(4.47b), the faithful output is effectively prohibited from surfacing by the top ranked 
NOSTOPCODA. The optimal outputs, namely ["���] and [�����	����] are chosen, because 
they observe the crucial highly ranked constraint, as well as the local conjunction I-
CONT&VOP, which they satisfy as a whole by violating maximally one element of it. Neither 
of the forms observes I-CONTIGUITY, but each satisfies VOP. Thus, in the grammar of 
Veneto Italian the instances of voiceless intervocalic fricative /s/ result from the simplification 
of geminates and deletion of nasal segments found in the coda. Voicing of the /s/ located 
between vowel segments is blocked by a highly ranked markedness constraint that acts 
against obstruent voicing and forms part of the local conjunction. 

4.4 Non-phonological devoicing of /z/ in American English 

Although languages like English are regarded as not having Final Devoicing in obstruents, 
there are natural aerodynamic limitations on voicing that make it more likely for certain 
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obstruents to resist voicing more than others (see discussion in section 1.2.5). Among 
obstruents, as observed by Ohala (1983b:202), fricatives seem less compatible with voicing 
than stops. Based on his observation of spoken American English as well as on the recorded 
data, Ohala (ibid.) postulates that American // and /�/ rather than the voiced plosives /������(/ 
tend to be devoiced in word final position. 

As far as the non-final contexts are concerned, natural aerodynamic conditions 
facilitate shortening of the coronal stop /t/ in medial intervocalic position, a process that is 
referred to as ‘flapping’ (Iverson and Ahn 2007:261). Phonetic research clearly indicates that 
the phenomenon is variable, tempo-dependent and typical of North American English, which 
has a particularly brief closure duration in coronals. As Iverson and Ahn (ibid.) further point 
out American English is distinguished by the peculiar merger that occurs phonologically 
between ultra-short variants of /�/ and /�/. Speakers who implement this neutralization in their 
production of medial coronals seem to employ the mechanism of laryngeal weakening, which 
may be phonologically expressed as removal of Glottal Width (see sections 1.1.1 and 1.3.1) 
from the surface representation of medial /�/. Such a type of weakening, referred to as Coronal 
Lenition by Iverson and Ahn (ibid.) leads to levelling of lenited /t/ in English from 
phonologically lenis /d/, the former additionally being subject to passive voicing in 
intervocalic context.  

As regards devoicing of American English /z/, Smith (1997) in his acoustic study of 
the phenomenon strives to specify whether devoicing is determined by adjustments of the 
glottis, aerodynamic conditions, or supralaryngeal articulators. Other factors dealt with by 
Smith (ibid.) are the extent to which the aerodynamic properties and the position of the vocal 
cords for the devoiced /z/ differ from those of a voiced /z/ and voiceless /s/, as well as the 
degree to which various phrasal contexts within a sentence enhance devoicing or inhibit it. 
Like other voiced sounds voiced fricatives require higher pressure below the glottis to 
maintain vibration of the glottal folds initiated by the air passing through them. In this way, 
the pressure difference caused by the lower pressure in the cavities above the glottis is 
minimised. Yet, as with fricative sounds, the voiced /z/ also needs high pressure values in 
supraglottal regions in order to maintain the fricative noise through the channel formed at oral 
articulators. This requirement runs contrary to the necessity to keep the pressure difference 
above and below the glottis so that the vocal folds can produce phonation (Smith 1987:472). 
The otherwise narrow constriction formed for /z/ in the oral cavity is automatically widened 
to lower the pressure in the mouth, which in turn helps maintain voicing. The outcome of the 
increased width at the constriction is the production of an approximant rather than a truly 
fricative /z/. In English, according to literature, approximation is found chiefly in non-sibilant 
fricatives. In view of this, the alternative way to simplify articulatory gestures in the 
production of /z/ is to maintain the narrow constriction in the oral cavity and nullify the 
pressure difference necessary to obtain full voicing. The result is the fall in the pressure below 
the glottis. As there is no mechanism employed to prolong the glottal vibration, the vocal 
folds are able to produce voicing only during a part of the oral constriction (Smith 1987:474). 

If devoicing of /z/ were complete in a substantial percentage of cases the neutralisation 
of /z/ and /s/ might be acknowledged as a fact. Yet, evidence shows that devoiced fricatives 
are not acoustically identical with the voiceless ones. Otherwise, perceptual neutralisation 
would follow. But English listeners do not seem to show difficulty in distinguishing between 
devoiced /z/ and voiceless /s/ (Smith ibid.). The results of the study by Smith (ibid.) show that 
the duration of devoiced /z/ was significantly shorter than the duration of /s/. Also, the length 
of the vowels preceding the devoiced /z/ was found to be significantly longer than before 
voiceless /s/, which may serve as a vital indicative of contrast between devoiced /z/ and /s/, if 
vocal folds do not vibrate during the production of the former. The airflow measurements by 
Smith (ibid.) reveal that /z/ consistently had a lower airflow than /s/. The amplitude of airflow 
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for /z/ was found to differ depending on the position of the fricative in the syllable. The only 
instances of a fully voiced /z/ were attested in the context before a sonorant. Complete 
devoicing of /z/ tended to occur mainly before the following voiceless /p/. The probability of 
devoicing of /z/ increased as less and less sonorant segments followed it. It was also 
discovered that /z/ was more likely to devoice if the preceding sound was not a vowel, but a 
voiced stop. The position in which /z/ was prone to devoicing was syllable-initial or word-
medial. The influence of the adjacent segments on /z/ was regardless of whether they 
preceded or followed it, and the effect of voiced stops in such contexts was intermediate 
between the effect of vowels on /p/. That was determined by the fact that voiced stops are, 
unlike vowels, articulated with partial glottal vibration, and they lack the degree of glottal 
opening typical for /p/. Since /p/ requires glottal opening and not tract expansion, /z/ is more 
likely to be produced only with partial voicing due to anticipation of glottal opening for the 
following /p/. This kind of anticipation can be viewed as a change in the coordination of the 
glottal and oral gestures. The release of the lingual constriction for /z/ occurs only after the 
glottis opens, rather than simultaneously with it (Smith 1997:495). Since no extra gesture is 
involved in the devoicing of /z/ apart from the change in the timing between the lingual 
contact and glottal opening, and because such changes in the timing are commonly found in 
casual speech, the failure to produce fully voiced /z/ seems natural here. In contexts examined 
by Smith (ibid.) where /z/ was located next to another fricative and formed a cluster with it, 
devoicing was more likely if its neighbour was phonologically voiceless. The reverse 
possibility, namely voicing of a phonologically voiceless fricative next to a phonologically 
voiced one is reported by Smith (ibid.) as less likely to be attested in acoustic experiments. 

Smith (1997:488) also concludes that American /z/ underwent devoicing more 
radically at the end of a larger domain like a sentence than of a smaller domain like a syllable. 
This agrees with a general tendency that articulatory gestures seem to be less fully realised at 
the end of a larger, rather than a smaller domain (Smith ibid.). In fact, all speakers in the study 
by Smith showed full devoicing in /z/ in sentence-final position and partial devoicing in word-
final pre-pausal position. As for articulatory gestures that are subject to reduction in domain-
final context, in the case of /z/ the lingual, laryngeal and aerodynamic gestures are those in 
question. Speakers are capable of controlling mainly aerodynamic components such as 
subglottal pressure and transglottal pressure drop. The latter component is linked with all 
manoeuvres that are responsible for maintaining voicing in voiced obstruents, namely 
expansion of the oral cavity, lowering of the larynx, incomplete velopharyngeal closure. 
Because transglottal pressure generally falls over the course of a sentence chances for 
maintaining voicing towards the end decrease. Additionally, it appears hard to avoid 
transglottal air pressure drop during the production of voiced stops without employing either 
active or passive manoeuvres that would lead to prolonging of voicing. Laver (1994, quoted 
in Smith 1997:496), points out that segments that are devoiced, like the /z/ in question, are 
articulated with the glottis set as if in between voicing and voicelessness. This configuration 
resembles the one during the production of a whisper, when the glottis is open but the vocal 
folds are in close approximation. Examples of the devoiced /z/ in the study by Smith (ibid.) 
seem to be pronounced with the vocal tract shifting from a state that facilitates voicing to the 
one that inhibits voicing. 

The process of devoicing that affects /z/ could be accounted for from three different 
perspectives (Smith 1997:498). The reason may lie in an assimilatory process, or in a lenition 
process, or else in an articulatory movement in the regions above the glottis where the 
constriction is formed. This leads to a change in aerodynamic conditions conductive to the 
loss of voicing in the examined segment. The data acquired by Smith (ibig.) do not clearly 
indicate which of the three aspects may combine together. Yet, as Smith implies, divergence 
from the canonical voiced /z/ is not without its limits in speakers. The divergence itself 
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consists in the loss of voicing component and not the one that has to do with frication. The 
airflow results indicate that the divergence never reaches a borderline beyond which /z/ would 
be completely identical with the voiceless /s/, following all inherent characteristics of the 
latter.  

The results of the study by Smith demonstrate that despite evident articulatory 
departure from the ideal the phonological properties of the segment contrast are still 
maintained. Neither the alteration in aerodynamics of the airflow, nor the shift in glottal 
settings nor any limitations of the manoeuvring possibilities of the supraglottal regions are 
sufficient for the complete obliteration of the phonological makeup of the segment in 
question. Perceptual impression grounded in acoustic surface characteristics conditioned by 
articulatory adjustments or failures in such adjustments need not indicate a radical change in 
the phonology and, consequently, in the interplay of the constraints in the grammar, by which 
specific output forms are given priority as optimal in agreement with the overall character of 
the process typical for a specific language system. In the present case, the devoicing of /z/ in 
American English does not have to suggest the need for an effective introduction of the notion 
of Final Devoicing into the system of this particular dialect, or other mainstream varieties 
related to it. 

4.5 Regressive voicing assimilation before obstruents and sonorants in 
Cracow Polish 

Polish is a language with a two way contrast among the obstruent phonemes, where 
voicelessness and voicing are the distinctive features. Aspiration, which is present in the 
production of obstruents in Germanic languages, is not an active feature in Polish. Instead, the 
so called voiceless stops, fricatives and affricates are unaspirated, whereas the voiced class is 
characterised by pre-voicing. Such an allocation of phonetic features in the obstruent class of 
a language apparently implies the existence of regressive voicing assimilation in this 
particular language, as observed Ringen and Helgason (2004:56). The contrast between Polish 
voiceless and voiced obstruents is manifested in the surface forms only word-initially and 
medially. Word final obstruents before a pause are invariably devoiced, but if the following 
word starts with a sonorant the preceding obstruent segment either remains voiceless or is 
alternatively voiced, depending on a dialect. If the following consonant is also an obstruent, 
voicing assimilation operates and, consequently, the resulting obstruent+obstruent clusters 
share their voice specifications in Polish regardless of dialect (Jassem 1973:151-153, 
Wierzchowska 1971:206-207/1980:126, Keating 1981:1262/3, Westbury and Keating 
1986:161, Dukiewicz & Sawicka 1995:157-159, Wi>niewski 1997:105-107, Ostaszewska & 
Tambor 2001:97-89, Kenstowicz et al. 2003, Gussmann 2007:292-293, Cyran 2012:177). 

As far as final devoicing in obstruents in Standard Polish is concerned, the effects of 
the process are visible not only at the end of a phonological word, but also at the right edge of 
the morphological word (Rubach and Booij 1990:439). Prepositions standing in proclitic 
position form an exception to final devoicing (e.g. nad oknem ‘over the window’, bez l(ku

‘without fear’) (Wierzchowska 1971:206-207, Wi>niewski 1997:108, Ostaszewska & Tambor 
2001:97-89). Rubach and Booij (ibid.) explain that the eventual blocking of final devoicing 
may be achieved via resyllabification of the preposition-final obstruent into the onset of the 
following word (cf. the case of Italian discussed in section 4.3). Yet, as it turns out, Polish 
does not allow for resyllabification across word boundaries. The same prepositions show 
regular final devoicing if not used in proclitic position. A possible solution offered to account 
for the lack of devoicing in prepostitions in the former type of context is constituent bracket 
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erasure, thus rendering [nad[oknem], instead of [nad] [oknem] (Rubach and Booij 1990:440). 
Since prepositional phrases are derived syntactically, and final devoicing is not attested in 
such forms, the loss of voicing in pre-pausal position should be viewed as a postlexical rule in 
their model of Lexical Phonology. However, the final consonant does not undergo 
resyllabification, and, as the bracketing suggests, it still remains part of the syllable formed by 
the preposition. In Polish, as concluded by Rubach and Booij (1990:442), constituency 
brackets effectively inhibit derivation of prosodic structures. As regards Voice Assimilation, 
Rubach and Booij (ibid.) express the view that the process is determined by prosody and for 
two segments to be affected by assimilation adjacency within a single prosodic unit is 
required. The adjacency is established through formation of a phonological phrase or an 
intonation group.  

The tendency of word final consonants to resist resyllabification into the following 
vowel-initial syllable finds its justification in a general preference for glottal sounds and 
glottalization used as prosodic boundary markers (�ygis 2010:126). Prosodic insertions of 
glottal type at vowel-initial syllables seem more perceptually distinct on the one hand, and 
apart from acting as boundary markers, they do not contribute to the content of a given word 
or phrase on the other hand. For this reason, other types of segments, for example oral stops 
and all sorts of fricatives are less optimal because of their considerable salience. Moreover, 
occurring as phonemes in a given language they could be reason for misinterpretation of 
already existing words if resyllabified and employed as onsets. Insertion of a glottal stop as 
the onset in words starting with a vocalic segment appears an optimal solution, because the 
outcome is the formation of a CV constituent, which is preferred from the phonological 
perspective. Neither the glottal segment nor the vowel form constriction above the glottis and 
they seem to co-occur naturally (�ygis ibid.). �ygis further mentions studies that suggest that 
from the coarticulatory point of view glottal stops and glottalizations seem to be facilitated 
more by low vowels on account of their similar larynx configuration. Lombari (2002, cited in 
Zygis 2010:132) argues that the glottal consonant /!/ alongside with /�/ (referred to as 
Pharyngeals), lacking a place node, are most optimal candidates for epenthesis and are least 
marked in place markedness hierarchy, ranked after dorsals, labials, and coronals. For this 
reason the glottal stop acts as a phonologically driven epenthetic consonant inserted in order 
to satisfy the ONSET constraint (�ygis ibid.). A study by Uffmann (2007) investigates 
optimality of place of articulation depending on the position of a given segment in a syllable. 
Thus, prominent positions are aligned with prominent segment as a result of which vowels are 
least marked in peak positions with laryngeals most marked in the same context. On the other 
hand, the order of optimality is reversed in the case of marginal positions, where vowels are 
most marked, followed by /�/, /	/, nasals, obstruents, laryngeals being least marked and most 
optimal here. If a hiatus occurs between two vocalic segments Uffmann (ibid.) proposes a 
different scale in which glides are most optimal in intervocalic position, ranked above /�/, /	/, 
nasals, obstruents, and laryngeals, the last perceived as top marked candidates for intervocalic 
position. 

Sonorant word-initial onsets, including vowel-initial syllables with an inserted glottal 
stop belong to contexts which trigger regressive assimilation to voicelessness in Standard 
Polish, which, from the regional point of view, is referred to as Warsaw Polish. Other contexts 
in which this type of assimilation takes place include prepausal contexts, as well as positions 
before a voiceless obstruent, both across word boundaries and within words (Rubach 
1974:132). The process is illustrated in (4.48) following rule-based Generative Phonology 
framework. Accordingly, the word final underlying voiced fricative /@/ in poka� ‘show- 
IMPER.’ is devoiced before a pause resulting in the surface form [�5"$K]. The same voiceless 
output is found before the following voiceless obstruent in poka�cie [�5"$K�I�] ‘show-

PLURAL IMPER.’, across the word boundary in poka� palec ‘show your finger’  
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[0�5"$K0�$	/��], as well as before an obstruent in poka� nos [0�5"$K0�5�]‘show your nose’. The 
process also applies in poka� oko [0�5"$K0!5"5] ‘show your eye’, where the vowel initial 
syllable of the second word is shown as glottalized, which emphasizes the resistance to 
resyllabification of the preceding consonant remedied through insertion of a glottal segment 
(see earlier in the section). 

(4.48) Classical Generative Phonology rule illustrating Regressive Assimilation to voicelessness 

affecting final obstruents in Standard (Warsaw) Polish (Rubach 1974:133) 

{ }[ +obstruent ] [- voice ]/ [+ obstruent

- voice ](#)

# #

# [+ sonorant ]

The underlying voiced /@/ in poka� is preserved before a vowel belonging to a 1st person 
plural verbal suffix denoting future in ��5"$0@/3C *��Analogically, underlying voiced 
obstruents do not undergo devoicing before other suffixes starting with vowels.

Polish has Progressive Assimilation to voicelessness affecting initial obstruent 
clusters. In this case, the change of an underlying voiced obstruent to a voiceless one may be 
optional, conditioned by style or accent (Rubach 1974:126). As a result, both versions of 
kwiat ‘flower’, namely ["1��] or ["
1��] are permitted, the latter illustrating a devoicing rule 
presented in (4.49) below. The rule also applies after other voiceless obstruents, as in twarz

[�
$K] ‘face’, kwota ["
5�$] ‘sum’,  modlitwa [350�	��
$] ‘prayer’, and also affects /@/ in  krzak

["K$"] ‘bush’, trzewia [�K/1�] ‘intestins’, przód [�K.�] ‘front’ etc. Forms like modlitwa 

alternate with modlitewnik [35�	�0�/J�"] ‘prayer book’, in which the underlying voiced 
obstruent may be traced. Yet, for many other items, even including those mentioned before, 
no alternants with a voiced phoneme have been found (Rubach 1974:127). �

(4.49) Classical Generative Phonology rule illustrating progressive assimilation to voicelessness 

affecting voiced obstruents // and /@� in word initial clusters in Standard (Warsaw) Polish 

(Rubach 1974:127) 

+obstruent

+continuant[ ] ([- voice ] / [- voice ] [+ vocalic

+ consonant])
Progressive assimilation seems to be blocked in most forms in careful, guarded articulations 
like those used in public speeches, readings of texts on the radio and television. In view of the 
possibilities of such voiceless-voiced variants, Rubach (ibid.) considers this type of 
assimilation to be of a low phonetic type, conditioned by the phonetic environment and not 
applied by all speakers invariably. 

According to the principle of Polish phonology specifying which sequences of 
obstruents are either fully voiced or fully voiceless (Rubach 1974:129), a following voiced 
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obstruent segment should trigger regressive voicing assimilation whether within the same 
word or across morpheme- or word boundaries. As the second column in table in (4.50) 
shows, the agreement does take place, resulting in either voiced+voiced or 
voiceless+voiceless clusters, the members of which being plosive, fricative or affricate Polish 
phonemes. In the case of word final underlying voiced obstruents, their surface behaviour 
coincides with the effect of Final Devoicing applying in pre-pausal contexts. Voicing 
assimilation in word-internal contexts and across morpheme boundaries can be observed in 
items like liczba �	�U@�$ ‘number’ (cf. liczy� �	�TKC�I ‘count-INF.’ ), tak�e ��$(@/  ‘also’ (cf. 
tako� [�$"5K]‘so-OBSOL.’), Bohdan [�5A�$�  ‘a name’ (cf. Bohun [�5=.� �‘a name’), pro)ba

[�%5G�$  ‘request’ (cf. pro)my ��%5I3C ‘let’s ask’) (examples from Rubach ibid.).  

(4.50) Polish voiced and voiceless obstruent phonemes in word final context and their behaviour 
before voiced and voiceless obstruents across the word boundary 

drób podro�ał [0��.��50�%5@$� ��price of poultry increased

lód stopniał [0	.�0��5�J�� �ice has melted

stóg siana           [0��."0I��$ �hay stack

sad� kapust? [0�$�I"$0�.��/ �plant cabbages

raz po raz             [0�$��50�$� �once and again

zamro� truskawki [0��3%5I�%.�0"$
V� �deep freeze the strawberries

zwa� towar          [0�$�0�5$% �weigh the goods

drób    [0��.� �poultry

lód      [0	.� �ice

stóg     [0��." �stack

sad� [0�$�I �plant – IMPER.

raz        [0�$� �once

zamro� [0�$3%5I �deep freeze – IMPER.

zwa� [0�$� �weigh– IMPER.

Retention of voicelessness

before voiceless obstruents

Final voiced obstruents

(subject to Final Devoicing)

łap złodzieja    [0�$���50�G�1$ �catch the thief

brat Basi          [0�%$�0�$I� �Barbara’s brother

jak burza          [01$(0�.@$ �like a storm

mecz grano       [03/U@0(%$�5 �match was played

pła
 zaraz        [0��$�G0�$%$� �pay immediately

pas �ołnierza   [0�$�@5�0J�@$ �soldier’s belt

ko> zbo�e [0"5G0��5@/ �scythe the corn

nasz wóz          [0�$@0.� �our cart

Assimilation to voice before obstruentsFinal voiceless obstruents

łap     [0�$� �catch – IMPER.

brat    [0�%$� �brother

jak      [01$" �like

mecz  [03/T� �match

pła
 [0��$�I �pay – IMPER.

pas     [0�$� �belt

ko> [0"5I �scythe – IMPER.

nasz    [0�$� �our

drób podro�ał [0��.��50�%5@$� ��price of poultry increased

lód stopniał [0	.�0��5�J�� �ice has melted

stóg siana           [0��."0I��$ �hay stack

sad� kapust? [0�$�I"$0�.��/ �plant cabbages

raz po raz             [0�$��50�$� �once and again

zamro� truskawki [0��3%5I�%.�0"$
V� �deep freeze the strawberries

zwa� towar          [0�$�0�5$% �weigh the goods

drób    [0��.� �poultry

lód      [0	.� �ice

stóg     [0��." �stack

sad� [0�$�I �plant – IMPER.

raz        [0�$� �once

zamro� [0�$3%5I �deep freeze – IMPER.

zwa� [0�$� �weigh– IMPER.

Retention of voicelessness

before voiceless obstruents

Final voiced obstruents

(subject to Final Devoicing)

łap złodzieja    [0�$���50�G�1$ �catch the thief

brat Basi          [0�%$�0�$I� �Barbara’s brother

jak burza          [01$(0�.@$ �like a storm

mecz grano       [03/U@0(%$�5 �match was played

pła
 zaraz        [0��$�G0�$%$� �pay immediately

pas �ołnierza   [0�$�@5�0J�@$ �soldier’s belt

ko> zbo�e [0"5G0��5@/ �scythe the corn

nasz wóz          [0�$@0.� �our cart

Assimilation to voice before obstruentsFinal voiceless obstruents

łap     [0�$� �catch – IMPER.

brat    [0�%$� �brother

jak      [01$" �like

mecz  [03/T� �match

pła
 [0��$�I �pay – IMPER.

pas     [0�$� �belt

ko> [0"5I �scythe – IMPER.

nasz    [0�$� �our

If the number of obstruents forming a cluster increases, like in punkt czwarty ‘point four’, 
tekst pisany ‘written text’, zwyci(stw wojennych ‘of war victories’ (cf. Rubach 1974:128), 
voicing of the final obstruents in the first word is less likely in careful and guarded speech and 
it decreases proportionally to the number of voiceless obstruents forming the cluster (Rubach 
ibid.). If one of the mebers of the final cluster is the glide /�/ as in przyniósł drabin( ‘brought 
a ladder’, zmókł bardzo ‘got really wet’ there is no obligatory voicing because of the 
intervening glide, which effectively separates the two otherwise adjacent obstruents. Here, 
adjacency may be achieved through the deletion of /�/ in careless, rapid speech resulting in 
fully assimilated [0�KCJ.��%�0���/  and [0�3.(0�$%��5 . Considering the possibility of voicing 
assimilation without the deletion of /�/, together with all contexts mentioned above 
Regressive Voicing assimilation in Standard Polish may be expressed according to the 
principles of Generative model as shown below in (4.51). 
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(4.51) Classical Generative Phonology rule illustrating Regressive Voice assimilation affecting 

final obstruents before word initial voiced obstruents in Polish (Rubach 1974:130) 

[ +obstruent ] [+ voice ]/ ( + vocalic

+ consonant
])( # ) [+ obstruent

+ voice ][
The above rule takes into account the context expressed earlier in (4.49), which applies to the 
[+vocalic, +consonantal] character of /�/ appearing as member of word-final clusters 
mentioned above. As can be observed in the rightmost part of (4.51) only voiced obstruents 
form the context capable of triggering voicing regressive assimilation in the standard dialect 
of Polish, geographically limited to north-eastern parts of the country. In the case of non-
obstruents, the process does not operate, hence lack of assimilation in phrases like przyniósł 

ró�e [0�KCJ.�(�)0%.@/  ‘he brought roses’, or punkt ósmy [0punkt0usmC] ‘point eight’. Yet, in 
the Polish dialect spoken in the south and west of Poland, referred to as Cracow Polish as well 
as Poznan Polish, Regressive Voicing Assimilation is caused by sonorants as well (Jassem 
1973:151-153, Wierzchowska 1971:206-207/1980:126, Dukiewicz & Sawicka 1995:157-159, 
Wi>niewski 1997:105-107, Ostaszewska & Tambor 2001:97-89, Kenstowicz et al. 2003, 
Cyran 2012:153). In this respect, Cracow dialect shows tendencies analogical to Slovak (cf. 
Polish z nich jest [��J�A�1/��] with Slovak [��J�A�1/], both meaning ‘of them is’) (Hanulíková 
& Hamann 2010) and Moravian dialect of Czech (Dvo@ák 2010, ŠimáAková et al. 2012), as 
opposed to the Bohemian dialect of Czech. �

(4.52) Cracow Polish Regressive Assimilation before sonorants; bottom part shows the process 

applying after Final Devoicing 

zrób obiad         [0��.�05�1�� ��make the dinner

lód le�y             [0	.�0	/@C �ice lies

Bóg miłosierny  [0�.(31��50I�%�C �merciful God

posad� jabło� [0�5�$�G01$��5J �plant the apple tree

mróz idzie          [03�.�0��G� �frost is coming

zamro� ryby [0��3%5G0�C�C �deep freeze the fish

poka� łokie
 [0�5"$@0�5V��I �show your elbow

zrób    [0��.� �make– IMPER.

lód      [0	.� �ice

Bóg     [0�." �God

posad� [0�5�$�I �plant – IMPER.

mróz     [03�.� �frost

zamro� [0�$3%5I �deep freeze – IMPER.

poka� [0�5"$� �show– IMPER.

Assimilation of voicing before sonorants

(after Final Devoicing)

Final voiced obstruents

(subject to Final Devoicing)

kup lemoniad? [0".�	/350J��/ �buy some lemonade

brat mamy         [0�%$�03$3C �mother’s brother

Jak idzie?         [01$(0��G� �How’s it going?

mecz rugby       [03/U@0%$(�C �rugby match

zapła
 jutro       [0�$��$�G01.�%5 �pay tomorrow

pas ojca            [0�$�051��$ �father’s belt

zanie> m�k? [0��J�G0352"/ �carry the flour

kosz narcyzów   [0 "5@�$%0��C�.
 �basket of narcissus

Assimilation to voice before sonorantsFinal voiceless obstruents

kup     [0".� �buy – IMPER.

brat    [0�%$� �brother

jak      [01$" �like

mecz  [03/T� �match

zapła
 [0�$��$�I �pay – IMPER.

pas     [0�$� �belt

zanie> [0��J�I �carry – IMPER.

kosz    [0"5� �basket

zrób obiad         [0��.�05�1�� ��make the dinner

lód le�y             [0	.�0	/@C �ice lies

Bóg miłosierny  [0�.(31��50I�%�C �merciful God

posad� jabło� [0�5�$�G01$��5J �plant the apple tree

mróz idzie          [03�.�0��G� �frost is coming

zamro� ryby [0��3%5G0�C�C �deep freeze the fish

poka� łokie
 [0�5"$@0�5V��I �show your elbow

zrób    [0��.� �make– IMPER.

lód      [0	.� �ice

Bóg     [0�." �God

posad� [0�5�$�I �plant – IMPER.

mróz     [03�.� �frost

zamro� [0�$3%5I �deep freeze – IMPER.

poka� [0�5"$� �show– IMPER.

Assimilation of voicing before sonorants

(after Final Devoicing)

Final voiced obstruents

(subject to Final Devoicing)

kup lemoniad? [0".�	/350J��/ �buy some lemonade

brat mamy         [0�%$�03$3C �mother’s brother

Jak idzie?         [01$(0��G� �How’s it going?

mecz rugby       [03/U@0%$(�C �rugby match

zapła
 jutro       [0�$��$�G01.�%5 �pay tomorrow

pas ojca            [0�$�051��$ �father’s belt

zanie> m�k? [0��J�G0352"/ �carry the flour

kosz narcyzów   [0 "5@�$%0��C�.
 �basket of narcissus

Assimilation to voice before sonorantsFinal voiceless obstruents

kup     [0".� �buy – IMPER.

brat    [0�%$� �brother

jak      [01$" �like

mecz  [03/T� �match

zapła
 [0�$��$�I �pay – IMPER.

pas     [0�$� �belt

zanie> [0��J�I �carry – IMPER.

kosz    [0"5� �basket
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Moravian Czech has forms like náš Jan [��'��1��] ‘our John’ or tak musel [0��(�3.�8l] ‘so he 
had to’, which in the Bohemian dialect are realized as [��'#01��] and [0��"�3.�/l] respectively 
(cf. Polish cognate phrases nasz Jan and tak musiał surfacing as [�$@1$�], [t$(�03.I��] in 
the Cracow variety, but as [�$K01$�] and [t$"�03.I��]  in the dialect spoken in the Warsaw 
region). As the examples in (4.52) above show, the underlyingly voiceless and voiced 
obstruent phonemes, of which the latter are subject to Final Devoicing, are voiced also before 
the following sonorant segments, be it vowels, nasals, liquids or glides. Before voiced 
obstruents the process is analogical to Warsaw Polish (see (4.50) earlier).�

Applying the priciples of the OT framework, and specifically the Ternary Scales 
model developed by Gnanadesikan (1997), assimilation of voiceless obstruents before 
sonorants is determined by a process called attraction, which is not attested in Warsaw Polish 
(Gnanadesikan 1997:678). In systems like Cracow Polish, where assimilation to sonorants 
does not occur, a shift to the highest voicing scale 3 is blocked by the top ranked constraint 
RESIST 3 (see (4.53) and (4.54) below). Therefore, in the case of brat Basi ‘Barbara’s 
brother’ and kup m�k( ‘buy some flour’ presented in the tableaux below candidates with the 
final /n/ and /m/ in place of the underlying /t/ and /p/ are ruled out as outputs. Attraction in 
Cracow Polish is guaranteed by high ranking of related Assimilation Constraints 
(Gnanadesikan 1997:69), namely IDENTICAL and ADJACENT. The former constraint 
disfavours output forms, in which the output voicing scale values are not identical. It proves 
decisive in selecting optimal candidates in the case of voiceless+voice obstruent sequences 
shown in input forms, hence the choice of the output �0�%$�0�$I� �in (4.53) as the most 
optimal. 

(4.53) Tableaux illustrating Cracow Polish Regressive Assimilation before obstruents using 

Ternary Scales model ( Gnanadesikan 1997:70); IDENTICAL forces assimilation to voiced in brat 
babci ‘grandma’s brother’

*

STAY 2

**!��%$�*�$I� 

*

RESIST 2

*��%$�*�$I� 

ADJACENT

��%$�*�$I� 

*��%$�*�$I� 

IDENTICALRESIST 3��%$�*�$I���

*

STAY 2

**!��%$�*�$I� 

*

RESIST 2

*��%$�*�$I� 

ADJACENT

��%$�*�$I� 

*��%$�*�$I� 

IDENTICALRESIST 3��%$�*�$I���

In the case of inputs in which a stop is followed by a nasal (see (4.54) below), IDENTICAL 
also militates against what turns out to be the optimal output, namely [0".�0352"/]. The 
constraint RESIST 3 proves decisive here, favouring the selection of the optimal form with 
voiced stop+nasal at the cost of [0".30352"/], which in turn satisfies the lower ranked 
IDENTICAL mentioned before. Another type of Assimilation Constraint, namely 
ADJACENT requires adjacent segments to be also adjacent on the inherent voicing scale 
(Gnanadesikan ibid.). In the ranking (shown in (4.55)) it is placed below IDENTICAL.�
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(4.54) Tableaux illustrating Cracow Polish Regressive Assimilation before sonorants in kup m�k?
‘buy some flour’ using Ternary Scales model by Gnanadesikan (1997) 

a) ADJACENT causes attraction to sonorants (Gnanadesikan 1997:71) 

STAY 2

*

RESIST 2

*!�".3*352"/�

ADJACENT

*�".�*352"/�

**�".�*352"/�

IDENTICALRESIST 3�".�*352"/� STAY 2

*

RESIST 2

*!�".3*352"/�

ADJACENT

*�".�*352"/�

**�".�*352"/�

IDENTICALRESIST 3�".�*352"/�

b) attraction to sonorants using GRADIENTASSIMILATION constraint (Gnanadesikan 1997:68) 

STAY 2

*

RESIST 2

*!�".3*352"/�

*

ASSIMILATION
(GRADIENT)

�".�*352"/�

* *!�".�*352"/�

RESIST 3�".�*352"/� STAY 2

*

RESIST 2

*!�".3*352"/�

*

ASSIMILATION
(GRADIENT)

�".�*352"/�

* *!�".�*352"/�

RESIST 3�".�*352"/�

Adjacency is violated by the faithful candidate of kup m�k( (see (4.54) above), in which the 
naighbouring voiceless stop /p/ and sonorant /m/ differ from each other by two degrees on the 
scale. IDENTICAL, therefore determines whether assimilation itself takes place or not, 
whereas ADJACENT causes attraction in cases where inputs have voiceless stop+nasal 
sequences. Full assimilation is favoured more than the partial one (Gnanadesikan 1997:70), 
and therefore IDENTICAL dominates ADJACENT in universal ranking, as is also expressed in 
the local ranking for Cracow Polish in (4.55) below. 

(4.55) Constraint ranking for Cracow Polish Regressive Assimilation proposed by the author, 

following Gnanadesikan’s model (1997)

RESIST 3  >> IDENTICAL >> ADJACENT >> RESIST 2, STAY 2

Attraction in Cracow Polish may also be represented by an alternative use of the constraint 
ASSIMILATION GRADIENT (part b of (4.54)). Lack of full assimilation of a voiced obstruent 
to a sonorant, and the resulting appearance of sonorant+sonorant clusters in the optimal 
outputs is prevented by high ranking of Sonorant Stricture (RESIST 3), which effectively 
disqualifies such forms. Dialects like Cracow Polish, therefore, might be regarded as 
displaying a partial satisfaction of ASSIMILATE (Gnanadesikan 1997:68), or gradient 
violation by candidates without sonorant+sonorant sequences. Scoring double violations, like 
in the case of the faithful [0".�0352"/] in (4.54b) turns out to be fatal for this candidate, 
whereas a single violation of the constraint by [0".�0352"/] does not prevent this candidate 
from becoming optimal, as it observes the top ranked RESIST 3. The resulting forms like, for 
example jak nigdy [1$(0J�(�C �‘as never’ only approach the Inherent Voicing scale IV 3 value 
of the neighbouring trigger sonorant /n/, and are never disfavoured over fully assimilated 
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*[1$20J�(�C �����V��
���		F���	�����RESIST 3. The ternary IV scale appears to reflect the fact 
that voicing of obstruents before sonorants is of assimilatory type, despite different nature of 
voicing in obstruents and sonorants. In ternary model, though, they possess gradable voicing 
values and because of adjacency principle, obstruents move up the IV scale, thus approaching 
the IV 3 of sonorants (Gnanadesikan 1974:72). 

Participation of sonorants in voicing assimilation present in Cracow Polish dialect 
differs in principle from voicing assimilation between two consonant segments, which may be 
referred to the interaction between voicing specifications of individual obstruents (Nagy 
2000:99), as is the case in Hungarian, Dutch, Ukrainian or Warsaw Polish. Nagy (ibid.) 
compares the interaction between neighbouring obstruents in Cracow Polish to the situation in 
Hungarian, where both voiceless and voiced obstruents act as targets and triggers of 
assimilation. Regressive directionality of assimilation is determined by the principle that the 
voicing specification of an obstruent placed at the onset is shared by the obstruent located in 
preceding coda (Nagy 2000:1080). Unlike in Hungarian, however, in Cracow Polish 
sonorants also perform the role of triggers. Nagy (ibid.) refers to the type of assimilation 
found in Cracow Polish as cross-featural, thus treating the nature of voicing present in 
sonorants as different from that characterizing obstruents, as opposed to the continuous scalar 
treatment of voicing found in the ternary model presented earlier. According to Nagy, the 
feature [+SONORANT-voice] is capable of causing the change from [-OBSTRUENT-voice] to 
[+OBSTRUENT -voice] in Cracow dialect of Polish. Sonorants themselves are not affected by 
assimilation, and, as the ranking in (4.56) shows their voicing specifications are protected by 
the markedness constraint *[-SONORANT-voice], which necessarily outranks IDENT[O-
voice] (Nagy 2000:109) guarding faithfulness of output obstruents to the voicing 
specifications of the input. The resulting change of voiceless to voiced and voiced to voiceless 
in obstruents proceeds unimpeded on account of the low ranking of IDENT[O-voice].  

(4.56) Constraint ranking for Cracow Polish Regressive Assimilation developed by Nagy 

(2000:109, based on works by Lombardi 1999 and Butska1998)  

NORESYLLAB, IDENT[OBSTR-voice]/ONSET >> AGREE[VOICE]

>> *[-SONOR-voice] >> IDENT [OBSTR-voice]  

>>  *[+OBSTR-voice]  >> *[-OBSTR-voice] 

The undominated ID[O-voice]/ONSET protects obstruents in the onset from voicing changes 
in the output, and prevents progressive assimilation. Although the top ranked constraint does 
not seem to protect sonorants in the onset, the fact that *[-SONORANT-voice] is positioned 
immediately below AGREE (see (4.57) below) safeguards the preservation of voicing in 
sonorants in the onset, as well. Otherwise, progressive devoicing would not be inhibited, 
resulting in the choice of the illicit *�".�*	�/35J��/ �with a devoiced lateral. An alternative 
positioning of IDENT[O-voice] over *[-SONORANT-voice] in the hierarchy would lead to the 
exclusion of �".�*	/35J��/ �because of the change in the voicing of the underlyingly 
voiceless /p/. �
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(4.57) Sonorant onset triggers Regressive Voice Assimilation in Cracow Polish in kup lemoniad?
‘buy some lemonade’ (cf. Nagy 2000:109)  

*

*

ID[O-voice]

*

*

*[-O-voice]

***!�".�*	�/35J��/ 

* 

*[+O-voice]

*!�".�*	�/35J��/ 

*[- S-voice]

�".�*	/35J��/ 

*!�".�*	/35J��/ 

AGREE
[VOICE]

�".�*	/35J��/�

*

*

ID[O-voice]

*

*

*[-O-voice]

***!�".�*	�/35J��/ 

* 

*[+O-voice]

*!�".�*	�/35J��/ 

*[- S-voice]

�".�*	/35J��/ 

*!�".�*	/35J��/ 

AGREE
[VOICE]

�".�*	/35J��/�

The selection of the optimal candidate in an obstruent+obstruent sequence in jak burza

presented in the tableau in (4.58) shows the ultimately crucial role of highly ranked 
AGREE[VOICE], which is violated by the losing faithful candidate �1$"*�.@$ *�Progressive 
direction of voicing is disfavoured over the regressive one by the top ranked ID[O-
voice]/ONSET, as a result of which forms like *�1$"*�.@$ �are disfavoured. Since in Cracow 
Polish AGREE[VOICE] forces agreement between obstruents and the following obstruents as 
well as sonorants including vowels the constraint appears to have a wider scope of influence 
over voice features than the related AGREE[OBSTR-VOICE] (Nagy 2000:109), the latter not 
being active if the potential trigger of assimilation is a sonorant phoneme. 

�
(4.58) Cracow Polish Regressive Voice Assimilation before obstruents in jak burza ‘like a storm’ 

motivated by constraints ranking proposed by Nagy (2000)  

*

* *

*

*[-O-voice]

** ***!�1$(*�.@$ 

* *

*

*[+O-voice]

**!�1$"*�.@$ 

*

ID[O-voice]

�1$(*�.@$ 

*�1$"*�.@$ 

AGREE
[VOICE]

ID[O-voice]/ONSET�1$"*�.@$��

*

* *

*

*[-O-voice]

** ***!�1$(*�.@$ 

* *

*

*[+O-voice]

**!�1$"*�.@$ 

*

ID[O-voice]

�1$(*�.@$ 

*�1$"*�.@$ 

AGREE
[VOICE]

ID[O-voice]/ONSET�1$"*�.@$��

Cracow Polish, having assimilation before sonorants, automatically displays prevocalic 
assimilation in obstruents, with the exception of contexts within the same morpheme (Nagy 
2000:110). The process takes place across word and morpheme boundaries, yielding output 
forms like ��$�*51��$  (4.59)��where an underlying voiceless /s/ undergoes voicing before the 
vowel found at the onset of the following word. Nevertheless, the [z] forming the coda of the 
preceding syllable is prevented from being parsed into the following syllable, and from 
forming the onset of the otherwise onsetless vowel-initial syllable. That is determined by the 
top ranking constraint NORESYLLABIFICATION prohibiting resyllabification across the 
morpheme boundary. Fatal violations of this constraint are incurred by the two losing 
candidates: ��$*�51��$ �and ��$*�51��$ , which display the obstruent placed in the onset 
instead of the coda, resulting in resyllabification of /s/ of the input form ��$�*51��$�.  
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(4.59) Regressive Voice Assimilation in Cracow Polish affecting obstruent before a vocalic onset 

without resyllabification in pas ojca ‘father’s belt’ (cf. Nagy 2000:111)  

***!��$*�51��$ 

* 

ID[O-voice]

**!��$*�51��$ 

AGREE[VOICE]

��$�*51��$ 

*!��$�*51��$ 

ID[O-voice]/ONSETNORESYLL��$�*51��$�

***!��$*�51��$ 

* 

ID[O-voice]

**!��$*�51��$ 

AGREE[VOICE]

��$�*51��$ 

*!��$�*51��$ 

ID[O-voice]/ONSETNORESYLL��$�*51��$�

In fact, the last candidate in (4.59) also scores a violation mark for the second highest 
constraint ID[O-voice]/ONSET as it contains the resyllabified [z] which, apart from showing a 
newly established obstruent onset segment like its rival ��$*�51��$ �����������		F�displays an 
unfaithful voice feature in /z/*�

In allowing obstruents to assimilate to voicing before sonorants Cracow Polish 
constitutes a serious departure from the variety of Polish regarded as the standard. The case of 
resistence to resyllabification before vowels exemplified above need not reflect tendencies in 
casual speech of the users of the Cracow dialect, who do not necessarily bear it in mind what 
the syllabic structure of the words they utter is. The natural drive toward CV syllable 
structure, though proscribed by the rules of the standard grammar, may nevertheless be 
observed as phonetically natural and turn out to be persistent in a local dialect, despite 
possessing a stigmatized status in the standard. Once the two segments share voicing 
specifications they may inevitably enter into stronger correspondence relations that would be 
impossible to achieve if the segments did not share the feature in question (Czaplicki 
2009:364). Moreover, dialects are characterized by large inter- and intra-speaker variation 
facilitating different, often conflicting tendencies in speech habits, often leading to naturalness 
of articulatory habits or else effectively inhibiting them in order to observe 
morphophonological principles acquired through educational processes. The processes may 
be perceived as part of language acquisition at a young age, both in the family and immediate 
local linguistic background, later exposure to language forms prescribed by educational 
institutions, peer pressure at the educational level, models offered by the media and partially 
by linguistic authorities. 
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5. Assimilations in language acquisition 

This chapter addresses certain vital phenomena related to the process of obstruent production, 
perception and voicing assimilation in languages, especially during the first language 
acquisition in children and the acquisition of second language in adults. The first section deals 
with the acquisition of voicing contrast. Physical limitations of the developing speech 
apparatus are discussed in relation to articulatory requirements necessary to fulfil in order to 
achieve phonemic distinction in stops. Furthermore, categorisation in stop phonemes and 
changes in the specification of stops in different phases of child development are presented 
alongside with the reasons for the importance of language training and phonostylistic 
instruction in the case of second language learning.  

The second section deals with the interaction between faithfulness and markedness 
constraints and the change of their hierarchical status in child phonology resulting from the 
principles of the Universal Grammar and gradual development of language-specific features 
that start surfacing due to promotion of respective constraints. Also, infant and adult rankings 
are compared in the section with emphasis laid on the formation of interlanguage (cf. Arabski 
1979) and constraint reranking process during language learning. The type of learning based 
on error selection as well as the concept of phonological repair are also introduced.  

Section three further develops the concept of constraint reranking in the process of 
learning with emphasis on the shaping of phonological memory, existence of innate 
constraints, and the nature of continuous ranking scale. Moreover, phonotactic restrictions and 
their reflection in restrictive identity maps are discussed. Finally, a comparison of Gradual 
Learning Algorithm and Error Selective Learning is attempted.  

Section four elaborates on the transfer of voicing and devoicing rules from native to 
target language as driven by the nature of assimilation and devoicing in a given language. 
Attention is given to acoustic features that determine voice distinctions as well as the contexts 
in which the processes are manifested best. Furthermore, the mechanism of constraint 
demotion as well as the concept of contextual variation regarding assimilation processes are 
addressed. 

 The final section is solely devoted to the principles of speech perception and the 
related concepts. In its initial part, the section deals with the problems of phonological 
redundancy, the ability to perceive phonemic as well as morphemic boundaries, uneven 
balance between perception and comprehension in children, the concepts of maximisation of 
distinctiveness and maximisation of contrast, as well as ‘Licensing Cue’ hypothesis. The 
section also presents the problems of indistinctive contrast, the impact of misperceptions upon 
assimilation as well as the neurophysiological mechanisms of human auditory governing the 
perception of Voice Onset Time. The final paragraphs of the section discuss different types of 
input and output, including perceptual ones, assimilations reflecting language-specific number 
of distinctive sound categories. Special attention is devoted to the Bidirectional Phonology 
model developed by Boersma, the role of constraints regulating individual levels of 
production and perception as well as the links between all the four levels. This part of the 
section proposes a set of constraints and type of multilevel analysis that will later be applied 
in the analytic part of the present thesis. 

5.1 Acquisition of voicing contrast 

Studies in native language acquisition by infants show evidence that strongly suggests that 
‘developing languages’ devoid of contrast possess the most optimal systems of plosive 
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consonants (Westbury and Keating 1986:159). Before children start acquiring any type of 
adult-like contrast in the stop system, they tend to articulate word-initially what has been 
classified as voiceless unaspirated plosives (Preston et al. 1967, cited in Westbury and 
Keating 1986). Starting from the latter half of the first year until about 18 months children do 
not distinguish between the VOT values characteristic of stop categories classified as 
‘voiceless’ and ‘voiced’ in adult language (Whiteside and Marschall 2001:200), and they 
produce stops with VOT values falling within the range of 0-30 ms (Macken and Barton 
1979). This is further supported by Deuchar and Clark, who examine bilingual acquisition of 
English and Spanish in children (1996:358). The authors do not find evidence for voicing 
contrast in children aged 1:7. VOT means obtained from their subjects fall just a little outside 
the short lag region at 0-20 ms for bilabials and alveolars and within 0-40 ms for velars, 
without a single token representing the long lag VOT. In the group of 1:11 year olds Deuchar 
and Clark (ibid.) find no evidence for voicing contrast in initial context with good evidence 
that at that age there is a single voicing system. As regards stop segments in other positions, 
Smith (1973, 1978b) reports on the tendency of young children to produce voiceless stops in 
pre-pausal word final positions before they develop any adult-like contrast in this context. In 
utterance-medial intervocalic positions children are likely to produce spontaneous voicing in 
stops, although in this case Smith (1979) indicates considerable individual variation and lack 
of uniformity in the length of stop closures. These findings seem to indicate a general 
preference in infants for unmarked categories of stops, with a lack of voicing and aspiration 
effect in initial and absolute final plosives on the one hand, and continuity of voicing across 
the stop segment in the position between voiced sounds on the other hand.  

The preference for voiceless stop segments in the initial and final position in young 
children is largely conditioned by physical factors such as the structure of the larynx at a 
young age. In this respect, the proportions of children’s larynx resemble more those of women 
than men. Before reaching puberty, differences between genders are hard to observe. Later, 
pubertal developments in males lead to disproportionate increase in both the length and the 
mass of the vocal folds (Hirano et al. 1983). Laryngeal tissue layers continue changing in both 
sexes into adolescence, and it is chiefly the anterior, membranous region of the folds that 
increases in size in childhood and during puberty in boys. This region is characterised by 
relatively low stiffness in comparison with the posterior cartilaginous area of the folds 
(Hirano ibid.). Considering the proportions of the vocal tract, as pointed out in Bosma (1975), 
Crelin (1987), Vorperian et al. (2005) and others (all cited in Koenig and Lucero 2008), 
childrens’ vocal tracts are shorter and their pharyngeal cavities are considerably small due to 
the high laryngeal positioning in children at an early age. Consequently, due to the differences 
in laryngeal and supralaryngeal systems, the pressure differences that are indispensable for 
maintaining vocal fold vibration cannot be the same in children and adults. Moreover, the 
mechanisms for prolonging voicing during stop closure available for adult speakers are 
difficult to expect to be equally obtainable to very young speakers (Koenig and Lucero 
ibid.:1078). A study by Koenig and Lucero (2005) shows that in a laryngeal model adjusted to 
the properties typical for a five year old child the phonation threshold increases as a result of 
the decrease in the size of the glottal tissue area that traps the aerodynamic energy 
indispensable in maintaining the vibration of the vocal cords. Other research (Stathopoulos 
and Sapienza 193, Stathopoulos an Weismer 1985) offers evidence to the contrary as the 
overall shorter airways of children increase resistance to the airflow and consequently cause 
higher pressures that facilitate phonation. Stathopoulos an Weismer  (1985) also argue that 
children use higher speaking intensities than adult speakers. Childrens’ ability to achieve 
pressures high enough to initiate phonation in their insufficiently sized larynx may follow 
either from the anatomy of their larynx or simply from the conscious choice to initiate 
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phonation against the physical limitations of their laryngeal apparatus (Lucero and Koenig 
2005).  

Despite the evident success in generating higher pressures in the larynx children 
generally fail to produce either fully voiced or pre-voiced plosives. Preston et al. (1968) and 
Preston and Port (1969) report that toddlers from English- and Arabic-speaking homes 
produced chiefly voiceless unaspirated stops initially in syllables, although in Arabic there is 
contrast between voiced and voiceless unaspirated stops. Kewly-Port and Preston (1974) 
analysing the acquisition of voicing in English children found that they produced chiefly 
voiceless unaspirated stops. The authors conclude that this type of stops seems easiest to 
articulate for children. There is no need for volume compensation movements to prolong 
voicing during closure, nor is it necessary to achieve precision in the timing between the 
glottis and the supralaryngeal regions required in the production of aspiration. The effect of 
those conditionings is further supported by the data from two- and six-year old children 
(Zlatin and Koenigsknecht 1976), as well as from four year-old ones (Barton and Macken 
1980), which show that pre-voicing in stops is infrequent in speakers from those age groups. 
On the other hand, devoicing in stops in the final position was found in English two- and four-
year olds in the study by Smith (1979). Analogically, data from French children learning their 
mother tongue investigated by Allen (1985) indicates that word-initial voiced stop phonemes 
undergo voicing only if they located in utterance-medial intervocalic contexts. In this case the 
preservation of glottal oscillations during stop closure is easily attainable cross-linguistically 
for obvious aerodynamic reasons (Westbury and Keating 1986), as opposed to final contexts, 
where voicing is hardest to maintain because of the drop in subglottal pressure. Westbury and 
Keating (ibid.) conclude that full voicing in stops is not infrequent across languages, but the 
voiced-voiceless opposition is prone to be neutralised in word final position. In the case of 
children’ speech this natural drive towards final devoicing, owing to children’s susceptibility 
to factors that facilitate the process, is much more commonly implemented than in the 
language of adults. Koenig and Lucero (2008) remark that children’s inability to control 
voicing in stops is likely to result from the fact that they have not learned how to manipulate 
intra-oral pressure in order to maintain vibration of the vocal folds despite unfavourable 
pressure balance created in the vocal tract. 

Further differentiation within the stop category starts to form in young children around 
the age of 18 months and may be postponed until the age of 28 months. Within this period a 
distinction within the voiceless class of plosives with longer VOT values begins to emerge, 
yet these productions still tend to be perceived as ‘voiced’ (Macken and Barton 1979, Barton 
and Macken 1980). This exemplifies the formation of a more subtle categorisation, which is 
still not clear enough to be accepted perceptually by listeners as representing dual contrast.  In 
the study by Deuchar and Clark (1996:360) the data collected from children aged 2:3 years in 
the English group suggest that the contrast between ‘voiceless’ and ‘voiced’ plosives starts to 
resemble the one implemented by adult speakers. In the Spanish data there are still no 
examples with voicing lead that would signify the existence of typically Spanish ‘voiced’ 
phonemes. However, there appears a subtle indication of the developing contrast manifested 
by slightly longer VOT means for voiceless consonants than for the voiced ones, though not 
as distinctly different as those attested in the findings for English. Other research (Bond et al. 
1980, Kofenal et al. 1881) seems to strongly support the assumption that the voicing contrast 
is formed earlier in English than in Spanish. Analogically, the study by Davies (1995) 
suggests that in languages exhibiting lead versus lag contrast in adult speech the acquisition of 
stops with lead voicing comes comparatively late, possibly as means of strengthening the 
earlier established contrast in the stop class located within ranges of small lag VOT.  Deuchar 
and Clark (ibid.) express a view that the stronger the lag differences between the stop 
consonants forming the contrast, the earlier the potential acquisition of the contrast typical for 
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the actual adult-like articulations that express the contrast on the surface. Deuchar and Clark’s 
investigation of bilingual children (ibid.) proves that earlier at the age of 1:11 there is no 
contrast in either language. Later, around 2:3 the English short vs. long lag adult-like contrast 
is developed, with merely the beginnings of a typically lead vs. short lag system. 

The classification of the class of stops used by children before they start developing 
adult-like contrast as ‘voiceless unaspirated’ might indicate the presence of a short lag VOT 
in their spectra. Keating et al. in their study of Voice Onset Time in the perception of voicing 
in various languages (1981) indicate that adult Polish speakers are sensitive to values of VOT 
around 0 ms. Lag region boundaries are reported as more salient than lead region boundaries. 
Keating et al. further claim (1981:1269) that Polish listeners while acting in the conditions of 
‘experimental uncertainty’ are likely to move the boundaries of VOT towards short-lag values 
as being psychoacoustically salient. Oddly enough, such a range appears to be less 
discriminable in infants as a series of studies in English and Spanish children reveals (Eimas 
et al. 1971, Lasky et al. 1975, cited in Keating et al. 1981). The examined children showed an 
ability to discriminate between VOT boundaries typical for English and extreme voice lead 
pairs, but could not discriminate between 0 ms VOT pairs and extreme voicing lag pairs. As 
noted by Keating et al. (ibid. :1268), Polish type of VOT boundary located at approximately 0 
ms is unlikely to reflect inborn articulatory predispositions. Keating’s data seem to support 
the view that the set of discriminations found in Polish adult speech is reflected in analogical 
discriminations occurring in children’s acquisition of stop contrasts. Moreover, such a process 
of adjustment takes place in languages where lack of correspondence between auditory 
predispositions for infants and adults has been attested.  

Advancing in perceptual abilities and the capability of matching their own articulated 
forms with input forms received from adult speakers, children around the age of four begin 
overshooting adult VOT values in what they perceive as ‘voiceless’ stops (Barton and 
Macken 1980). Later, children retract the overshot values of VOT to the values that resemble 
more those produced by adults. The observations by Barton and Macken contrast with the 
findings by Zlatin and Koeningsknecht (1976) based on the data gathered from two- and six-
year olds, which suggest a continual development of children’s VOT values towards the 
adult-like level. Before children reach the age of 6, they are able to produce the ‘voiceless’ 
versus ‘voiced’ contrast reflected by bimodal distribution of VOT values, although still some 
overlap between the values aimed to represent the two contrastive categories of stops can be 
observed (Kent 1976). After the age of six, according to the Gilbert and Purves (1977), young 
speakers develop the ability to achieve non-overlapping fully contrastive VOT values for stop 
consonants. Interestingly, children’s tendency to produce variable range of VOT extends 
beyond the period of phonological acquisition, and they acquire the minimum adult-like level 
around 8 years of age (Zlatin and Koeningsknecht, 1976 cited in Whiteside and Marschall 
2001: 201). As far as the differentiation within VOT ranges arising from gender differences is 
concerned, Whiteside and Marschall (ibid.) report that such a process starts to operate 
between the 9th and the 11th year of age in boys and girls alike. The data suggest that the 
largest VOT values for /�, �, "/  are found in 9-year old males, and such a pattern has no 
correspondence either in females or males of any other age. During puberty there is a sudden 
increase in the size of both the vocal tract and the larynx in boys, which is manifested in 
changes in several acoustic parameters, including VOT, as well as the fundamental 
frequencies (F0) and formant frequencies (Whiteside and Marschall, ibid.). It is possible that 
boys attempt to stabilise the production of speech sounds to accommodate the changes in the 
vocal tract. This also includes adjustments in timing, which has its reflection in the range of 
produced VOT values. With age increasing and the developmental dynamics ceasing, young 
males find it easier to control timing more precisely and in a more stable manner. Since girls 
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do not undergo such dramatic alterations in their vocal tract during pre-adolescence their VOT 
values do not reflect the adjustments occurring in boys.  

When it comes to the number of categories within the class of plosives that speakers of 
a given language acquire during the process of learning, there is a fundamental difference in 
how infants behave in the natural process of acquisition and how adult learners tackle the 
problem while learning a foreign language (Maye and Gerken, 2001:481). Unlike adults, 
children are not instructed on the actual number of existing stop categories but are exposed to 
natural speech and determine what they should discriminate as phonemes of their own native 
language. During the process of language instruction adults are explicitly instructed on what 
to expect and what to concentrate on in order to learn phonemic contrast effectively. 
According to the view expressed by Maye and Gerken (ibid.), during the process of natural 
language acquisition children arrive at phonetic categories present in the speech signal that 
they are exposed to on the basis of the statistical distribution of phonetic tokens that they hear. 
Despite the fact that there is a lot of variation in phonetic forms produced in natural speech 
tokens that belong to a certain category probably cluster together with relatively fewer forms 
located between two distinct category clusters. Maye and Greken (2001:482) exemplify this 
principle by means of two hypothetical model languages A and B (see (5.1) below), the 
former having phonemic contrast between ‘voiced’ and ‘voiceless’ stops, the latter devoid of 
such contrast. Speech sounds articulated in both language systems would fall within a 
continuum of VOT values as illustrated in (5.1). Yet language A would display frequent 
productions of sounds whose VOT values would fall within two distinctive clusters in a 
bimodal fashion, with the centres of the clusters approximating the ends of the continuum. In 
the case of language B, the range on non-contrastive sounds would be distributed in a 
monomodal way with VOT values clustered around the middle of the continuum, away from 
the more peripheral values that language A would prefer.  

(5.1) Monomodal and bimodal distribution modelled on Maye and Gerken (2001, Fig.1) 
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Children exposed to phonetic forms from either of the languages should be able to infer the 
system of a particular language on the basis of distribution of those forms. An experiment 
with bimodal sets of stimuli targeting adult learners (Maye and Gerken, 2001) did not lead to 
high discrimination of the trained contrasts, resulting in 40% discrimination in alveolar and 
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only 20% discrimination in velar pairs. The results of the experiment imply that the subjects 
were not trained for a sufficiently long period of time, which would facilitate the achievement 
of mastery in the discrimination process (Maye and Gerken, 2001:488). The authors of the 
experiment conclude that brief training sessions with an artificial language do not lead to 
featural discrimination in adult subjects exposed to abstract stimuli. In the case of infants 
abstract representations start to emerge at the age of nine months. Maye and Gerken (ibid.) 
state that the degree of variation found in the natural language may be instrumental in the 
formation of more abstract representations to a larger extent than it was achieved in the 
experiment with adult subjects.  

Unlike in the case of children acquiring their native tongue, adults represent 
consciously learned knowledge of the second language they acquire (L2). Likewise, they 
possess meta-knowledge of their first language (L1), with the help of which they are able to 
consciously limit the interference of L1 upon L2 during the process of learning (Dziubalska-
Kołaczyk 2002b:99). Constructing a new language system by adults is dependent on the 
individual and may be met by means of various teaching methods. Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 
(ibid.), therefore, claims that explicit teaching of phonology of L2, even including casual-
speech phonology, defined as phonostylistics, is highly likely to bring good results. 
Phonostylistics should be understood as covering style-sensitive or style-dependent processes.  
Although Dziubalska-Kołaczyk reduces the scale of styles to two binary extremes, namely 
formal vs. informal, the scale may be broadened to include extreme types of styles, with 
formal styles placed in between extreme and informal ones. Emphatic style can be 
exemplified by citation and motherese forms, formal style by forms such as a speech, a 
lecture, or a job interview, whereas informal style can be seen as encompassing casual, 
colloquial and intimate forms (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2002b:100). Examples of phonostylistic 
processes in English, the extent of which may vary according to the type of style are 
assimilations of stops and nasals, palatalisation and coalescence. In Polish, regressive voicing 
assimilation might serve as an example of a phonostylistic process, also dependent on style, 
and largely conditioned by the regional variety of the language. Dziubalska-Kołaczyk (ibid.) 
draws the attention to the fact that phonostylistic processes are widely believed to be 
automatic, conditioned by phonetics and facilitating articulatory ease. As such they are 
considered to emerge automatically at a certain stage of L2 acquisition. Yet, because 
phonostylistic processes are language-specific and dependendent on the phonetics of a 
particular language, similar functions are likely to be served by different means both cross-
linguistically and within the same language system. Therefore, Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 
concludes (2002b:102), processes that are meant to serve the ease of articulation in the second 
language must not be selected randomly. The greatest problem with the acquisition of 
phonostylistic processes in L2 is the fact that the level of attention in a learner is unlikely to 
decrease strongly enough for those processes to be activated naturally and easily. Even in a 
natural setting during the acquisition of L2 certain forms become fossilised before there is a 
chance to derive them in a productive way. As soon as fossilisation takes place, despite the 
learner’s opportunity of producing L2 forms in natural setting conditions with lowered 
attention natural processes are hard to apply. At this point Dziubalska-Kołaczyk indicates the 
emergence of a vicious circle. On the one hand, a teacher aims at learners achieving casual 
style in L2 relatively fast coinciding with a low level of attention, on the other hand low level 
of attention leads to L1 interference and application of fossilised forms. The desired 
application of casual phonostylistic processes typical for L2 is blocked in this way. 

The author’s view related to the present thesis is that in the case of voicing 
assimilations the overriding tendency of Polish learners to apply regressive voicing 
assimilations in English analogically to how they apply it in their native tongue leads to 
fossilisation of such assimilated contexts in L2 forms that the learners produce. With little 
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instruction and training in similar contexts in English produced in a casual style, Polish 
learners of English are highly unlikely to abandon assimilatory tendencies using English in a 
natural setting with a low level of attention and self-control. As a result, L1 intereference and 
spontaneous use of fossilised forms will reoccur and form a deeply rooted phonostylistic 
characteristics of L2. 

The following section discusses the development of infant grammar. This 
development is reflected in the change of the status of the constraints shaping early grammars. 
With time, these constraints move down in the hierarchy as adult grammars influence the 
child’s language. At the same time, other, initially low ranked constraints shift upwards in the 
hierarchy. As a result of error in the choice of surface forms, input-to-output faithfulness is 
ultimately promoted and achieved in final phases of the acquisition process. 

5.2 Interplay of faithfulness and markedness in child phonology 

Chomsky makes use of the term ‘child’ for the first time in generative literature in 1959 (cited 
in Kager et al., 2004:3) and describes a child that learns a language as someone who has 
constructed a grammar for his/her own use on the basis of observed sentences and non-
sentences, the latter being defined as ‘corrections of the verbal community’. Chomsky 
concludes that this type of grammar is marked by extreme complexity and abstractness, and 
formally constitutes a ‘remarkable type of theory construction’. Such a task performed by a 
child is completed in a very short time, almost regardless of the child’s intelligence and in a 
manner shared by all children alike. The child is able to process a complex store of data called 
Universal Grammar (UG) and to build his/her own grammar, which combines persisting 
stable components of UG and language-specific elements acquired by the child in the process 
of language learning. UG is defined as a starting point for language acquisition in all human 
beings and can be treated as a Jakobsonian concept (Kager et al., ibid.) because the elements 
of UG appear as ‘universal’, or  applicable in typological language studies.  

Kager et al. (2004:4) list four formal devices implemented by Generative Phonology. 
The first is feature representations using a pre-generativist set of phonological features based 
on Universal Grammar. Another device is derivations, whose purpose is to map lexical 
representations into surface representations by means of rewrite rules. Morpheme structure 
rules constitute another device, and their role is to state redundancies at the level of lexicon. 
The last of the four devices is an evaluation measure also having its origin in Universal 
Grammar. Its purpose is to assess the formal complexity of a given grammar as a function of 
the number of symbols contained in the grammar. 

An early phonological system of a child is still devoid of alterations that have their 
root in the rich morphology of a given language. In such a system the nature of the underlying 
forms is considered to be a controversial issue (Kager et al., ibid.). Smith (1973) claims that 
the underlying forms in a child’s grammar are generally the same as the surface forms present 
in the child’s everyday input constituted by adult speech. Smith (bid.) describes the case of a 
child Amahl, who was able to recognise and discriminate forms of adult language by pointing 
at pictures of certain words, which he must have stored before. However, the child was unable 
either to produce or to discriminate the same forms in his own speech not possessing the 
ability to articulate the segments which were contrastive in those word forms. Another 
example of the assumed correct storage of input forms in Amahl’s brain was his ability to 
show the distinction between adult words starting with /r/ and /l/, which manifested itself in 
the ‘phonemic overlap’ between r/l in the former group of words, but the lack of such a 
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confusion in the latter group of words. In adult words of CVC and CrVC the child first 
neutralised the opposition, and then consistently substituted the /r/ with an /l/. Additionally, as 
Amahl learned a new sound or its combination, he utilised it in all relevant contexts, without a 
slow and step-by-step application of the sequence into each word separately.  

Yet, as Kager et al. argue (2004:9), acquiring a language is not equivalent with merely 
acquiring and ordering rules. It also involves  manipulating processes supplied by UG. The 
processes can be limited, suppressed or subjected to ordering if conflict arises between, for 
example, absolute and contextually restricted processes. This throws some light on the 
dominant preference for voicelessness in obstruents as voicing is inhibited by the presence of 
a constriction, and for voicing to be nevertheless present and maintained in obstruents in 
medial positions in a voiced environment. Certain definable types of output, like consonant 
clusters, co-occurrences of segments, the so-called ‘third position’, tend to be excluded by 
children, but they employ various means to achieve it. If such ‘exclusions’ persist it can be 
assumed that these outputs present a difficulty for children and that they are handled by 
children with the help of  certain devices, such as rules of child phonology and avoidance of 
difficult adult vocabulary. The actual diversity and ‘ingenuity’ of those devices implies that 
an early phonology of a child is the product of active ‘problem solving’ approach (Kager et 
al., 2004:11).  

The view of Smith (1973) that the underlying forms of a child’s phonological 
component are based on adult surface forms is challenged by Braine (1976:492), who puts 
forward a ‘partial perception hypothesis’, which claims that the child’s perception is impeded 
by systematic biases and, as a result, is only systematic to a limited degree. Amahl’s 
behaviour, according to Braine, is based on a model containing three elements. In the first 
place, the child’s auditory system must follow auditory encoding laws that dictate the means 
of transcribing the auditory input into auditory attributes. Secondly, there are output 
realisations analogical to those proposed by Smith (ibid.). Thirdly, the presence of 
correspondence rules in the model allows proper mapping of the auditory features into 
articulatory features that are either fully or partially controlled by the child. Production area of 
acquisition in children was further defined by Menn (1978), who proposes the ‘two-lexicon 
model’. According to the model, a perceived form is first entered into a child’s input lexicon, 
where the stored input forms undergo various reductions that are consistent with a child’s 
level of abilities. Consequently, the processed outputs are stored in the output lexicon, which 
turns out to be redundancy free. In order to produce the output forms, a limited set of 
‘production rules’, alternatively called ‘subroutines’ serves to convert the representations into 
the one that eventually enters the motor component whose role is to provide articulatory 
instructions. 

As pointed out by Kager et al. (2004:17), research in phonological acquisition seems 
to take into account three priorities. First, there was an attempt to establish a substantive 
theory of phonological markedness in order to explain universal patterns existing in 
phonological acquisition (starting with Jakobson and then represented in Chomsky and 
Halle’s theory of markedness, Stampe’s Natural Phonology). In the Prague School of 
Linguistics represented by Jakobson’s markedness values allocated on a member of a given 
opposition suggested that the other unmarked member was more widely distributed, and at the 
same time, more natural, simpler, more basic (cited in Eckman, 2008:95). Later, generative 
approaches prioritised establishing a formal theory of phonology.  Such a theory would 
account for the child’s developing competence seen as set of cognitive states eventually 
leading to the grammar used by adults. Each conductive state would encode a grammar, 
perceived either as a series of linear rewrite rules (Chomsky and Halle, Smith), or a set of 
unsuppressed natural processes coupled with rules (Stampe’s model). Menn and other 
researchers recognised the necessity to define output constraints, and recently parameter-
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based approaches saw learnability as an important factor helpful in explaining the relationship 
between learner’s input and phonological development. With the advent of the functional 
approach (Boersma, 1998) constraints governing the output acquired an alternative status 
based on their grounding in articulatory and perceptual factors that are active during the 
process of language acquisition. The approach also predicts a robust affinity between 
acquisition and language typology as the choice of individual constraints by the learner is 
driven by the universal functional factors. This is likely to lead to the conclusion that 
constraints, forming the components of typology, should not differ between languages in 
arbitrary manner (Kager et al, 2004:19).  

Optimality Theory, which serves as the framework for the present thesis, encodes the 
notion of markedness into grammars. Markedness constraints constitute the substance of 
phonologies of languages, as pointed out by Kager et al. (2004:21). As a result, the 
markedness of phonological processes or segment inventories, which can also be looked upon 
as their ‘naturalness’, does not have to be evaluated by means of measures that are outside 
grammar, as it was the case with Generative Phonology (Kager et al., ibid.). Markedness 
principles are assigned a core function in OT, as they are in natural Phonology. Yet, unlike 
Natural Generative Phonology, OT utilises constraints that form hierarchies rather than 
natural processes ordered linearly. The major notion of OT is factorial typology, due to which 
there is room for immediate affinity between language typology and language acquisition. 
This correspondence is far from accidental. The constraint inventory of Universal Grammar 
serves as a building stock for both adults’ mature grammars and infants’ early ones. Those 
two types of grammars diverge at points where constraint rankings differ. Thus, the substance 
remains the same but it is ordered in a different way. It could be assumed that the differences 
between phonologies of natural languages reflect analogical variation between phonemic 
systems of children and adults. Furthermore, any type of process traced in a child’s phonology 
should be analogically identified in some natural language (Kager et al., 2004:38). A factorial 
typology of a set of constraints can be seen as a sum of all possible rankings of these 
constraints (Kager et al., 2004:28). Calculating factorial typologies of newly established 
constraints is an important means of checking their viability. If a new constraint enters the 
universal inventory the predicted typology is likely to be enlarged.  

Variation in a language can be modelled by allowing certain constraints to stand in 
conflict and escape ranking in the hierarchy (Antilla, 1997). In such a case, as soon as the 
grammar is implemented it uses a different ordering of the originally unranked constraints. It 
leads to mapping of a single input into variable outputs. Consequently, constraints are viewed 
as innate, and the process of acquisition does not rely on construction of new constraints but 
on re-ranking of the existing ones. Some of the constraints, according to the innatist 
viewpoint, are expected to be formal, without any immediate phonetic motivation (Boersma, 
1998). The emergentist perspective, on the other hand, treats constraints as directly reflecting 
articulatory and perceptual factors on which they are based. Receptive acquisition in children 
is understood by some authors (Pater, 1997) as following the route of an infant’s productive 
abilities dependent on the stage of development. Initially, only unmarked structures are 
allowed on  the surface, whereas more complex structures emerge during later stages. In the 
model developed by Pater (ibid.), markedness constraints are applied in production and 
perception alike. Because perception develops faster than productive abilities, there is 
supposed to be variation in structural complexity at a given period. In this model, it is possible 
for perceptual representations to present greater complexity than the representations formed 
for production.   

Markedness constraints tend to outrank faithfulness constraints in the case of 
languages that lack alternations, and consequently the problem of learnability arises (Kager et 
al., 2004:41). A hypothetical learner observing the constraint ranking DEP>>NOCODA would 
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produce codaless strings without an alternative for inserting a coda as the constraint against 
insertion occupies the top position in the hierarchy. Assuming the error-driven nature of the 
learning process (Tesar and Smolensky, 1998), such a ranking would prevent the learner from 
naturally moving towards the proper ranking NOCODA>> DEP, in which only codas are 
prohibited, whereas other types of epenthesis are less radically militated against. A language 
with the former type of grammar would be an example of a superset language, where 
Faithfulness dominates Markedness, and in fact both V and VC rimes are possible. Solely on 
the basis of positive evidence the learner should be unlikely to come upon the desired subset-
language type of ranking (NOCODA>> DEP), as the data of the superset language are 
consistent with the data of the subset language anyway. In the required subset system, which 
proves unlearnable to the potential learner representing the superset ranking, only V rimes are 
allowed and Markedness dominates Faithfulness (M>>F).  

Normally, M>>F ranking tends to persist throughout the developmental stages of 
grammar into the adult state of grammar (Kager et al., 2004:43) when evidence that would 
force a possible re-ranking of M and F is lacking. Evidence for F>>M is not accessible in a 
straightforward way by inspecting forms of a language alone. An observation of the fact that 
forms of a language are without syllable-final consonants is not enough to show that a speaker 
of a languages devoid of codas forms a strong restriction against the coda in his/her 
phonological grammar. Instead, one might point to processes of output selection in the case of 
inputs containing codas like loanwords or nonce words in order to illustrate the actual 
productivity of the restriction against codas encapsulated in constraint ranking of the 
language. 

Eckman (1977) in his Markedness Differential Hypothesis defines predictable areas in 
which a language learner is likely to encounter difficulties. In the first place, learners should 
have problems with those features of the target language which are different or more marked 
than the analogical characteristics of the native language. The relative degree of difficulty of 
those aspects of the target language which are different and more marked will correspond 
directly to the relative degree of markedness. In the case of target language, with forms which 
are different from native language forms but not marked, there should be no question of 
difficulty. The hypothesis states that when a particular difference between target language and 
native language emerges, marked structures are seen as more difficult than the corresponding 
unmarked structures. If speakers of two languages try to learn the other’s language one of 
them may have more difficulty than the other, which is referred to by means of the notion of 
directionality of difficulty (Eckman, ibid.). One is likely to assume that English learners of 
Polish should have no problem with voicing specifications in Polish syllable codas, but Polish 
learners of English should find it difficult to reproduce voice contrast in English codas. 

The issue of a phase intermediate between the native language and target language, 
namely interlanguage (IL), is addressed by Eckman’s Structural Conformity Hypothesis 
(1991). SCH does not merely consider the difficulties with the target language encountered by 
learners, but makes insights into the grammar of the interlanguage that are beyond the scope 
of either the target language (TL) or native language (NL) grammar. Interlanguage is defined 
by the hypothesis as following the universal generalisations of primary languages. The fact 
that certain structures or forms seem to be missing in either NL or TL, and at the same time 
appear in IL is handled well by OT framework and its notion of universal constraints. The 
constraints appear to be present in the grammars of all languages but some of them are not 
active on account of their low ranking. This leads to the situation in which certain structures 
do not appear on the surface in NL, but are produced in TL, or vice versa. On the other hand, 
they may be unlicensed in both NL and TL, but turn out to be licit in IL, due to the re-ranking 
of certain constraints that are stored in the grammars of all the three systems but occupy a 
different level of the hierarchy (Eckman, 2008:112). The universal nature of constraints 
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suggests that the constraints are innate and, therefore, as claimed by Gnanadesikan (1995) 
operative in child phonology. Initial stages of a child’s acquisition produce unmarked outputs, 
due to the top ranking of markedness constraints, and as the acquisition progresses the 
constraints undergo re-ranking and gradually faithfulness is promoted, eventually leading to 
the selection of marked outputs of the adult grammar as optimal.  

In the process of acquiring the adult grammar a child strives to find ways of arriving at 
the final grammar, referred to as ‘learning paths’ by Revithiadou and Tzakosta in their study 
of acquisition in Greek children (2004a). Intermediate stages existing in a child’s grammar 
leading gradually to the fully developed adult system, as well as the notion of co-existing 
grammars responsible for evidently rich variation between speech of individual children are 
accounted for by ‘multiple parallel grammar’ model of L1 acquisition proposed by Revithiadu 
and Tzakosta (2004b). The model assumes that multiple grammars may be active at a certain 
stage without being equally imperative. The issue of overriding importance in a child’s 
grammar is the faithful production of a stressed syllable regulated by the quantatively 
dominant grammar, referred to as the core grammar (Revithiadou and Tzakosta, 2004a). 
Consequently, children make an effort to maintain segmental prominence of phonological 
material by highlighting stressed or initial positions. Intermediate stages of L1 acquisition are 
thus marked by positional faithfulness-oriented grammars. Featural make-up of the produced 
stressed syllable together with the preservation of the first consonant segment of the target 
form do not appear to be influenced by sonority hierarchy or markedness scales to a large 
extent. In the intermediate stage represented by sub-grammars, only a subset of markedness 
constraints dominate positional faithfulness. The faithfulness constraint HEADFAITH posited 
by Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004a) insures that both the segmental and featural 
composition of an input prosodic head are realised faithfully in the output form. HEADFAITH
is dominated by #C-FAITH, which guarantees the preservation of the input initial consonant 
and its features in the output. Thus, faithful preservation of the stressed word-initial consonant 
is prioritised over limitations such a voiced nature of the consonant or its place of articulation 
disfavoured by relevant markedness constraints, which are effectively blocked by the higher 
ranking of HEADFAITH.  

Unlike the final contexts, the initial position seems to be favoured and guarded by 
highly ranked faithfulness constraints from early stages of language acquisition. The results of 
the study by Revitiadou and Tzakosta (2004a) show that Greek children use a few grammars 
simultaneously during the process of acquisition. The existence of parallel grammars, 
alternatively described as hybrid co-grammars allows certain markedness constraints to have 
an impact on positional faithfulness constrains because of a sufficiently high position in the 
hierarchy. In the particular parallel grammars present in the form of Greek acquired by 
children investigated by Revitiadu and Tzakosta (2004a:6) one might trace earlier stages of 
acquisition, where markedness constraints against the surfacing of fricative and/or voiced 
segments in initial positions were top-ranked. The existence of hybrid grammars implies the 
existence of links between markedness and faithfulness constraints, which are far from being 
isolated from each other. As a result, a child learning a language is not likely to move along a 
single path proceeding through successive linearly sequenced grammars. Instead, a child 
enters a network of multiple grammatical systems, between which there exist various linking 
paths.  

If one considers the acquisition of voiceless and voiced obstruents in languages like 
English or German, various studies reveal difficulties in faithful production of voicelessness 
initially and a categorical absence of voiced outputs in final contexts (Grijzenhout, 2000:11). 
Evidently, the positional constraint recognized by Lombardi (1999) regularly undergoes 
violation in early stages of childrens’ acquisition, or, as noted by Grijzenhout (ibid.), the 
constraint fails to be recognized during initial stages of acquisition. The constraint 
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FINALDEVOICING, on the other hand, is present in children’s grammar, and, during                                    
the acquisition of languages like English, infant learners have to learn that the constraint is 
ranked low in their language (Grijzenhout an Joppen, 1999). In phonological learning 
described by the Error-Selective Learning (ESL) model (Tessier, 2008), there is a crucial 
moment when a markedness constraint passes the ‘Violation Threshold’. This occurs when a 
given constraint scores the Loser’s mark (L) for more than an assigned x number of violations 
in the temporary error storage area called the Error Cache. This particular constraint is 
referred to as the Trigger Constraint as it initiates the learning process. Step One in ESL 
model comprises the Error Selection Algorithm (Tessier, 2008:20). The Algorithm advocates 
the selection of those rows in the Cache which contain an L (Loser) under the Trigger 
constraint. Subsequently, out of the rows that have scored fewest L marks assigned by other 
Markedness constraints are chosen.  The following step (Step Two) starts with the first pass 
application of Multiply-Biased Constraint Demotion (MBCD). The constraint is applied to all 
Elementary Ranking Condition (ERC) rows stored in the Support, which is defined as the 
storage area for all previous grammars. MBCD is also applied to the Potential Best ERC rows, 
which means those rows that are potentially beneficial to the learning process. In this way 
constraints are installed to the moment a single ERC row has been resolved (Tessier, ibid.). 
The final application of MBCD begins, as it was in the first pass, with the application of 
MBCD to all ERC rows stored in the Support and all the Potential Best ERC rows. 
Constraints are installed until one of the Potential best ERC rows has been resolved. Then all 
Potential Best ERC rows are removed with the exception of the single row where the error 
resolution has just taken place. The application of MBCD to the remaining ERC rows in the 
Support proceeds until termination. Step Three of the ESL model is called Updating Error 

Memory, and requires adding to the previous Support that particular ERC row that was 
resolved in the second stage of Step Two. Finally The Cache is emptied. According to Tessier 
(ibid.), the order of acquisition is supposed to reflect the frequency of violation incurred by 
markedness constraints. The larger the number of errors a markedness constraint assigns 
Loser’s mark to, the more of those L-assigned errors will be stored in the Cache. 

Error types encountered in the acquisition of laryngeal features indicate strong 
preferences for unmarked features, naturally depending on whether the language represents 
the system with pre-voicing or is of aspirating type (Kager et al., 2007:46). In Single Feature 
Hypothesis segments characterised by [+voice] (binary representation) or [voice] (privative 
representation are erroneously replaced by learners of prevoicing languages with [-voice], or [        
] respectively. Such errors are of devoicing type. Following the Multiple Feature Hypothesis, 
segments marked as having the feature [spread glottis] in aspirating languages tend to be 
replaced by the unmarked segments represented by [          ], which leads to de-aspirating 
errors. Results of the study by Kager et al. (ibid.) reveal that the number of devoicing errors in 
children supersedes the number of voicing errors in all stages of acquisition to a significant 
degree. This type of errors was found to persist in all children until the age of three, whereas 
the percentage of voicing errors drops almost to 0% at that stage. Kager et al. account for this 
type of errors by means of Articulatory Effort Hypothesis (2007:54), according to which 
children opt for unaspirated stops with short lag VOT because they have not acquired skills 
necessary for the production of either aspiration (long lag VOT) or pre-voicing (short lead 
VOT). Such reasoning properly predicts lack of aspirated stops in early stages of the 
acquisition of German or English, and difficulties in producing pre-voicing in Dutch or 
Polish.   

The evident shortcomings of human vocalisation and perception are manifested 
through adequate phonological processes, which adjust phonological intentions of speakers to 
their phonetic capacities, and enable listeners to decode speakers’ intentions from the flow of 
speech (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2002a:82). Phonological processes are present in speech from 
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the early childhood, and constitute natural response to assimilative and dissimilative 
tendencies that are at constant conflict. The infant learner is forced to suppress all 
substitutions that are not applicable in the native language. Eventual changes follow from the 
failure to employ a substitution, the lack of which in a style of an adult speaker causes 
variation, and only later leads to change. Dziubalska-Kołaczyk (ibid.) introduces the notion of 
repair, seen as a form of strategy which facilitates the transformation of an unfaimiliar 
intention represented by a target language word into a learner’s familiar production. 
Inevitably, the production must be subject to repair consisting in a suppression of a process 
the learner assumes to operate in the target language. Dziubalska-Kołaczyk (ibid.) points at 
the potential existence of such assumed processes in learners’ phonology, especially in casual 
speech. As casual speech seems to serve the speaker, and causes production to be remote from 
intention, language users are generally unaware of such processes. Phonotactics of a given 
language facilitates perception, but is often realised in casual styles of speech through 
simplification of structures that would otherwise be rigidly preserved in formal speech 
according to the requirements of a particular language, which may be different in the case of 
another language. Emphatic speech, among other styles, acts as a means of preservation of 
language intentions for the benefit of the listener. In emphatic style in Southern Polish, as 
observed by the author of the thesis, regressive voicing assimilation is successfully avoided 
via the insertion of the glottal stop at the onset of vowel-initial words, or by making very brief 
pauses at word boundaries. The result is successful preservation of word-final voiceless 
phonemes. Voiced phonemes in similar word-final environment may hypercorrectly fail to be 
devoiced, resulting in further improved correspondence between the articulated and 
orthographic form of words. Because the written form does not always imply the spoken one 
in Polish, such trends should be perceived as highly unnatural, but apparently preferred in 
certain formal careful contexts and situations. In casual style, on the other hand, also referred 
to as fast, connected, rapid, allegro, or spontaneous, the rate of speaking is relatively high and 
the attention paid to speech form decreases allowing various phonological processes to 
operate freely (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk, 2002a:85). The processes whose task is to facilitate the 
ease of articulation in the target language are not selected by language learners at random or 
in an automatic way. Even if the underlying intentions of the second language are targeted 
successfully, the casual speech processes still need not be initiated, as second language 
intentions may lead to more than one phonetically conditioned natural articulation 
(Dziubalska-Kołaczyk, ibid. :87). Dziubalska-Kołaczyk defines two types of speech derived 
from two styles, namely near-intentional speech and average speech. The former is a listener-
oriented type which allows for merely a minimum of naturalness manifested in language-
specific allophonic processes. The latter type is a speaker-oriented, everyday one proportional 
to the actual level of the speaker’s attention paid to the manner of speaking. In this case the 
learner/listener hears the speech strings above their surface value if any of the operating 
processes are analogical to native language processes, or else the strings are perceived as they 
appear on the surface, resulting from processes unknown to the learner. The intention is thus 
drastically separated from production and appears to be hard to learn for the learner 
(Dziubalska-Kołaczyk, ibid.). A learner’s linguistic awareness, whether it is a young or an 
adult learner, and thus sensitive to language instruction, appears to be more easily increased if 
the learner has the ability of code-switching, either between dialects, or languages. The 
former type of code-switching normally characterises speakers living and functioning in 
dialectally diverse rural areas and seems to emerge as a natural ability. On the basis of this 
ability inter-language code-switching might be developed, facilitating a successful acquisition 
of the casual style of a target language.  

In the next section the principles that govern the change in the location of individual 
constraints in the hierarchy are further outlined and explained. Also different learning 
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strategies are compared with relation to different treatment of errors made during the process 
of acquisition. Errors as such are instrumental in both the promotion and demotion of 
constraints in the learner’s grammar. 

5.3 Constraint re-ranking in phonological learning 

The variation in the degree of individual success in phonological acquisition of the target 
language results from a combination and interaction of a number of factors listed in Garcia et 
al. (2011). Among the decisive factors there is a learner’s experience conducive to greater 
accuracy in the production of target language sounds (Flege et al., 1997), as well as exposure 
to high-quality input (Fllege and Liu, 2001). Likewise, the amount of training both in 
perception and articulation of target language sounds in formal instruction settings plays an 
important role (Aliaga-Garcia and Mora, 2009). An additional crucial factor is cognitive 
ability, also referred to as ‘phonetic talent’ by Rota and Reiterer (2009), which, if highly 
developed, results in a late L2 learner’s  near-native pronunciation in the target language. In 
most early bilingual speakers, though, a larger or a smaller degree of a foreign accent can be 
traced, which may still persist into more advanced stages of learning depending on one’s 
ability to process and store acoustic information.   

One of the subcomponents of working memory, whose role is to process verbal-
acoustic data (Baddeley, 2003), namely phonological short-term memory (PSTM) is better 
developed in those learners who successfully attend to acoustic cues of L2 that are absent in 
their native language. The results of the study by Aliaga-Garcia et al. (2011:12) reveal that the 
process of high variability phonetic training (HVPT) brought  better results with those 
participants that were classified as having high PSTM than those with low PSTM. The results 
of the study proved the correctness of the hypothesis that differences in PSTM have an impact 
on an individual’s phonological competence in adulthood. Furthermore, PSTM appears likely 
to considerably influence the development of speech perception in L2 learning. Aliaga-Garcia 
et al. (ibid.) find sufficient evidence that PSTM is crucial in L2 learners’ use of cue weighting 
necessary in establishing sound categories of the target language.  

In L2 acquisition, just as in childrens’ acquisition of their mother tongue markedness 
dominates faithfulness. The existence of a certain constraint in a child’s or an adult learner’s 
grammar stems from the fact that constrains are universal, and hence innate, as pointed out 
earlier in section 5.2.  Gnanadesikan (1995) provides examples of data drawn from her 2 year 
old daughter G. In the child’s grammar the markedness constraint *COMPLEX prohibiting 
multiple consonantal outputs, and allowing only single consonants in the onset position was 
ranked high. This happened even despite the lack of evidence for such a high ranking in the 
target language of the child, namely American English. English is characterised by a high 
percentage of words with complex onsets and cannot provide much support for the existence 
of such a constraint. Yet, both G’s early infant language and English possess the constraint, 
but its ranking differs radically in both language systems. *COMPLEX turns out to be active in 
G’s forms of English, because faithfulness constraints reinforced by the inputs from the adult 
English have not yet been promoted in the child’s grammar. In later stages of a child’s 
development faithfulness constraints are moved up in the hierarchy, gradually but steadily 
gaining precedence over formerly dominant markedness constraints. Among the constraints 
regulating the syllable structure, as indicated by Boersma and Levelt (2000:230), first the 
constraint *CODA ruling out the existence of the coda loses its dominance, then successively, 
ONSET, *COMPLEXCODA, and finally *COMPLEXONSET shift down in the hierarchy. As a 
result faithful representations of onsetless syllables, as well as syllables with initial and final 
consonantal clusters begin to appear in the respective order. The graph below (5.2) is based on 
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the data drawn from the corpus of  112,926 primary stressed Dutch syllables and shows how 
often individual types of syllables occur in the language. If all types of syllables with the final 
coda are summed we obtain the figure of 49.95 per cent, which means that adult speakers 
violate the constraint *CODA in such a per cent of all produced forms. Analogically, the 
constaint ONSET is violated in 16.26 per cent of syllable types that are devoid of the onset, 
whereas *COMPLEXCODA and *COMPLEXONSET incur violations in 3.93 and 3.62 per cent 
respectively. The proportions between the percentages of violations clearly reflect the order of 
constraints suggested above, starting from the highest ranked *CODA and finishing with the 
low ranked, and therefore most easily violable *COMPLEXONSET (Boersma and Levelt, 
2000:239). 

(5.2) Frequencies of occurrence of various syllable types in Dutch (based on Boersma and Levelt, 

2000, Figure I) 
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According to what Boersma and Levelt (ibid.) propose, constraints possess ranking values 
located along a continuous scale, which differs from the assumption of traditional Optimality 
theory where constraints are ranked along an ordinal scale. The concept of a continuous scale 
allows for varying distances between constraints, which may lie closer to or further away 
from each other. Consequently, constraint evaluation time can be affected by the property of 
‘noisy evaluation’.  With each evaluation, an amount of normally distributed noise is attached 
to the ranking value of each constraint. The resulting effective ranking values then serve as 
the basis for constraint ordering in a tableau. If two neighbouring constraints in a hierarchy 
are at a considerably close distance from each other, the effective ranking value may 
alternately be higher for either of the constraints. The outcome is a variation in the output 
forms following from the small difference between the ranking values. 

As far as children’s grammar is concerned, Boersma and Levelt (2000:232) postulate 
the error-driven learning type, in which the changes in a grammar reflect the comparisons 
made between the child’s forms and the adult ones. Observed differences between infant and 
adult grammars cause lowering of those constraints in the child’s grammar that are violated in 
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the actual forms produced by the adult. The lowering is made by a small value (plasticity) 
along the ranking scale. Simultaneously, those constraints, which are violated in the child’s 
incorrect output are raised in the hierarchy to prevent further incorrect outputs. Eventually, the 
child’s grammar will become a faithful reflection of the adult’s grammar. 

Boersma and Levelt (ibid.) set out to produce a model of the Initial State infant 
grammar where Markedness dominates Faithfulness, with arbitrary  ranking evaluation of all 
markedness constraints set at 100, and all faithfulness constraints at 50. Every time the 
simulated learner hears an adult form, the form is compared to the learner’s output form and if 
differences are noticed re-ranking of constraints follows. The plasticity, or the value of the 
error-driven ranking alteration is set by the authors at 0.1. This implies that if the markedness 
constraint against the existence of the coda (*CODA) were to decrease in its ranking value 
from the Initial State figure of 100 the model learner would have to produce 200 violations of 
this particular constraint in those forms where an adult correctly produces a coda. As 
indicated in (5.3) below, learning process leads to the promotion of FAITH over the initially 
dominant successive markedness constraints relative to the amount of input data heard by the 
learner from the adult users of the language. Thus, after around 600 data FAITH starts to 
outrank *CODA, and the distance between the ranking evaluations of the two grows to reach a 
sufficient value at around 800 data, so that the production of the coda in the learner’s surface 
forms is much less likely to fail.  

(5.3) Re-ranking of constraints in time as a result of the increasing input evidence (modification of 

Figure 2 from Boersma and Levelt, 2000) 
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Onsetless syllables start surfacing in the learner’s output after hearing over 900 data and the 
distance between FAITH, which at that point already dominates *ONSET becomes sufficiently 
large after around 1200 data. Further on, as the exposure to data continues,  FAITH starts to 
dominate *COMPLEXCODA at around 1800 heard data, whereas the so far top-ranked 
*COMPLEXONSET is outranked by FAITH after some 1800 data. At that point, according to 
the simulation by Boersma and Levelt (2000), Faithfulness begins to dominate all the 
markedness constraints at a comfortable ranking evaluation distance of around 2800 data, 
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which steadily continues to stabilise until the moment a child’s output faithfully matches the 
adult’s input.  

During the process of learning, Tesar and Prince (2003) identify two stages, in which 
the learner views the morphology of the input forms in a radically different way. In the first, 
the so called phonotactic stage, each vocabulary item is looked upon as a morphologically 
unanalyzed form. Later on, during the alternation stage, the learner acquires access to the full 
segmentation of words into morphemes, whose identity becomes transparent to the learner. 
Tesar and Prince (ibid.) devise a test system for voicing alterations based on a set of four 
monosyllabic CVC roots that combine with a single vocalic suffix, thus allowing for a finite 
set of eight outputs selected by individual language types defined by six variant constraint 
hierarchies (see (5.4) below). The system of four constraints introduced by Tesar and Prince, 
namely NoVoi, NoSFV, IVV, IDvoi, is responsible for selecting outputs with various voicing 
specifications. NoVoi is analogical to Lombardi’s markedness constraint *LAR (1999), which 
prohibits voiced segments in the output. NoSFV prohibits syllable-final voiced obstruents and 
is similar to the derived constraint NOCODA & *[+voice, -sonorant] employed by Ito and 
Mester (1997:15). The third constraint IVV militates against voiceless obstruents in 
intervocalic context, whereas IDvoi, which ensures that voicing specifications of the output  
match those of the input, can be compared to IDLAR, an identity constraint used by Lombardi 
(1999). For convenience, in (5.4) below only one constraint proposed by Tesar and Prince, 
namely IVV, is used. The remaining three are drawn from Lombardi (ibid.), and Ito and 
Mester (ibid.). 

   
(5.4) Language typology for voicing in obstruents. Dark grey fields on the right show possible 

outputs for each language following the view of phonotactic learning (modification of Tesar and 
Prince, 2003, Tables 1 and 2) 
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According to Tesar and Prince (2003:3), during the stage of phonotactic learning the learner 
observes both the structures permitted by the language s/he learns and those structures that are 
banned by the grammar of the language. If the learner draws from positive evidence 
phonotactic restrictions originate from gaps in the data the learner is exposed to. In the case of 
grammar learning, it is vital to use the data in such a way that can serve as the basis for  
establishing a maximally restrictive grammar. A grammar thus constructed is capable of 
producing forms allowed by the observed data, whereas the forms that are missing in the data 
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are automatically excluded and prohibited by the grammar. The resulting restrictiveness is 
determined by language-specific rankings of constraints. If, for example, the learner obtains 
only the data from language A (see (5.4)), which does not allow any voicing in obstruents, 
then it is impossible to select a ranking that produces outputs typical for language C, where 
devoicing of obstruents occurs only in the coda. In other words, if the observed forms are only 
of /tat/ and /tate/ type (language A), the resulting constraint ranking cannot select outputs like 
/tat/, /dat/, /tade/, /dade/ (language C) as the last three forms are in conflict with the data from 
language A, in which such words simply cannot be attested. 

During the stage of phonotactic learning each word is interpreted by the learner as if it 
were an isolated entity (Tesar and Prince, 2003:6). No notice is taken yet as to what 
morphological relations may exist between individual words. At that point an assumption  is 
made that the underlying form is equal to the surface form, which leads to a ranking that maps 
each vocabulary item to itself. Such a type of ranking is referred to as a restrictive identity 
map, as it maps all observed forms to themselves and, simultaneously, restrictions are made 
on unattested forms. These forms tend to surface as rarely as possible. Each time a given 
morpheme occurs it is treated separately alongside a separate underlying form for that word 
(Tesar and Prince, ibid.). No notion is formed yet as to the existence of a single underlying 
form for a morpheme. 

As soon as the alternation learning stage begins the learner realizes that there may be 
more than one surface form of a morpheme. The identity map assumption necessarily 
becomes less restrictive and a number of potentially possible underlying forms for a single 
morpheme must be taken into account. The ranking devised during the earlier stage of 
learning appears to be more useful now allowing the learner to evaluate different possible 
underlying forms for a morpheme. When a single feature value, like voicing of the root-final 
obstruent is attested in some outputs and missing in others, the learner will start testing 
underlying forms with each of the feature values. Underlying distinctions are normally 
protected by faithfulness constraints and if these constraints are at the top of a hierarchy 
restrictions will be outbalanced by the possibility of preserving more varied structures in more 
numerous contexts (Tesar and prince, 2003:7). Markedness constraints, on the other hand, 
neautralize underlying distinctions, and if they dominate faithfulness then restrictiveness rises 
and, consequently, marked structures are banned from surfacing.  

The mechanism that enables the learner to infer a maximally restrictive ranking, 
namely Biased Constraint Demotion (BCD), helps to identify those constraints that are 
available to be located in the hierarchy (Tesar and Prince, 2003:9). This identification takes 
place during the first pass through the support. Given constraints are judged to be available if 
they score no Loser’s marks (L’s) in their respective columns. As can be inferred from the 
support presented in (5.5) below, two constraints, namely NOCODA & *[+voice, -son] and 
IDLAR have no L’s in their columns and can be located in the hierarchy. In the next step, 
BCD checks whether either of the two constraints is a markedness constraint. NOCODA & 
*[+voice, -son], being a markedness constraint, is accordingly placed into the hierarchy, 
whereas the other constraint is not as it is a faithfulness constraint. The choice is dictated by 
the effort to raise the r-measure of the constructed ranking, thus making it maximally 
restrictive (Tesar and Prince, 2003:8). As a result, after the first pass, NOCODA & *[+voice, -
son] is located at the top of the hierarchy.  
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(5.5) The support. Constraints available for ranking shaded in grey. (based on Tesar and Prince, 

2003, Table 5) 
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The other constraint, IDLAR, becomes the only constraint ready to be ranked on the next pass. 
Since no markedness constraints are available at that moment, IDLAR is located in the second 
stratum of the hierarchy, which results in a partial ranking NOCODA & *[+voice, -son] >> 
IDLAR. In the next phase, BCD observes that the fact that IDLAR is already in the hierarchy 
accounts for both winner-loser pairs, so both constraints are outside further consideration. The 
remaining constraints *LAR and IVV can be placed in the hierarchy, which at that point is 
complete: NOCODA & *[+voice, -son] >> IDLAR >> {*LAR, IVV} (Tesar and Prince, 
2003:10).  

The data available to the learner do not have winner-loser pairs, but only grammatical 
forms appearing on the surface. The actual winners coincide with attested surface forms, thus 
becoming full structural descriptions that combine inputs and surface forms alike. At the 
phonotactic stage, the learner decides upon the winner by copying the surface form to be also 
used as the underlying form. The winner-loser pairs result from the observed difference 
between the predicted surface form and the one that is found in the provided data. Such a 
discrepancy points at an error occurring during the learning process. If error is not made no 
winner-loser pair is constructed (Tesar and Prince, 2003:11). The ranking that is produced 
during phonotactic learning can be applied by the learner to evaluate the hypothesis 
concerning the actual underlying forms on the basis of the existing winner-loser pairs 
triggered by error. For each morpheme that alternates linguistic inputs for words containing 
the morpheme are formed by the learner. The words in which morpheme #1 /tat/ is found are 
tat and tade. In order to test the underlying form /tat/1, two linguistic inputs are constructed by 
the learner. The form /tat/ represents the output tat, and /tat+e/ matches the observed form 
tade. Simultaneously, the learner constructs linguistic inputs for both tat and tade applying the 
other underlying form hypothesis for morpheme #1, /tad/1 for the former word and /tad+e/ for 
the latter. The underlying form /tat/1 only seems to be successful in the environment without a 
suffix /-e/, as the lack of agreement between the ranking output [tate] and the observed output 
[tade] clearly indicates the failure of the input form. As a consequence, /tad/1 is established as 
the underlying form since it succeeds in both the predicted ranking output ([tat], [tade]) and 
the observed output ([tat], [tade]) environments (Tesar and Prince, 2003:16). Analogical 
reasoning enables the learner to choose the underlying forms for the remaining morphemes. 
This mechanism is likely to lead to the learning process in which each positional occurrence 
of a single feature within a morpheme is treated independently. Instead of devising a single 
underlying form at the start of the process, the learner multiplies the underlying forms to 
apply them in each context separately. The multiple underlying forms then become 
coincidental with the existing allomorphs. In the next stage the value of a single 
corresponding feature is fixed as identical across the forms (Tesar and Prince, 2003:23). 
Learning of each alternating feature separately in this fashion might not turn out to work 
efficiently in those cases where features start interacting depending on the position they 
occupy (Tesar and Prince, ibid.). 

Making errors during the process of learning, comparing the errors to the observed and 
intended forms, altering the resulting grammars on the basis of those comparisons allows the 
learner to proceed from one learning stage to another until the final grammar is constructed 
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and no more errors occur. The whole process is of a gradual nature as re-ranking of 
constraints takes place in steps while the learner moves from one stage to another also 
gradually incorporating errors into their system (Tessier, 2008:7). The type of constraint 
rankings proposed by Tessier (2008) is numerical rather than ordinal, and constraints possess 
ranking values sequenced along a number line. Consequently, constraints are not placed 
exactly above or below every other, but are distanced above or below every other. Stochastic 
OT grammars make use of single values allocated for each individual constraint. The choice 
of values gives rise to a scale of single-point constraint values. The distances between the 
successive constraints are not equal but dictated by the relative values that each constraint 
possesses. The ordering of constraints in the form of numerical values spaced along a line 
allows for the gradual nature of the Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA) (Tessier, 2008:14). 
GLA appears as error-driven, applying its current grammars to language data processing and 
making errors, which in turn triggers learning and performs the function of a guide in 
reorganizing the current grammar in some way. The error itself can be conceptualized as an 
optimal candidate produced by the learner’s current grammar and not in agreement with the 
winner observed in the available data (Tessier, ibid.). The resulting discrepancies lead to a 
learning procedure which favours all constraints that prefer the observed winner, and demote 
those constraints that opt for the loser under the current grammar. The numerical amount by 
which a given constraint moves in its value up the scale in response to an error defines the 
learner’s plasticity. The right grammar, the construction of which constitutes the target of the 
learning process, can be arrived at by means of moderate adjustments of ranking values that 
individual constraints have. This notion, as defined by Boersma and Hayes (2001), forms a 
vital hypothesis that lies behind the GLA.  

An alternative approach to stages attested in phonological development, which, in 
opposition to GLA, uses ordinal OT rankings is referred to as the Error-Selective Learning 
(ESL) (Tessier, 2008:18). Learning itself is regarded as means of altering the order of 
constraints in the hierarchy, and the reason for the re-ranking is to ‘resolve’ the error that has 
occurred as a result of the lack of match between the output produced by the existing 
grammar and the output observed in the data. Error resolution in this case must lead to 
construction of a ranking which evaluates the produced loser as less optimal than the actual 
target form in opposition to the previous ranking that led to the error (Tessier, ibid.). The 
process of learning in this case proceeds in cycles, each of which produces a new grammar 
hypothesis tested by means of a set of errors it causes to emerge. ESL facilitates an efficient 
re-ranking algorithm in order that learning is gradual. The tool it employs, namely Multiply-
Biased Constraint Demotion (MBCD), helps to feed the right errors in the Support. If MBCD 
reinforces restrictiveness of the grammar by imposing ranking biases ESL utilizes the same 
biases to identify the most useful errors, due to which learning may continue optimally 
(Tessier, 2008:19). The Error-Selective Learner starts by treating target forms as inputs and 
applying its currently available grammar to generate surface forms. As soon as the learner 
makes an error the resulting Elementary Ranking Condition rows that indicate preferences of 
constraints for winners in relation to their rivals are allocated in a temporary storage area 
called the ‘Error Cache’. That means that the error is not automatically added to the Support, 
nor does it lead to re-ranking of constraints.  

The respective numerical weight value which constraints are labeled with, and the 
harmony of the outputs selected as optimal by the constraints is determined by the sum of 
their constraints violations each multiplied by their weights, as defined by the Harmonic 
Grammar view of Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004). When the number of between 400 and 
500 trials of learning on this grammar has been reached the ranking values change largely 
enough to select a different set of optimal output forms. After 650 trails or more, the learner 
achieves a stable grammar that no longer leads to error production (Tessier, 2008:28). The 
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numerical change of constraint values by the GLA-style learner follows in a step-by-step 
fashion and the relative distance expressed by the respective difference between individual 
values constitutes the essence of the learner’s grammatical knowledge. The ESL model 
outlined in the previous paragraph creates an opposite situation. What the learner actually 
learns are the errors placed in the Cache and Support and the currently constructed grammar 
reflects only a particular Support-to-ranking mapping produced by MBCD. Thus, ESL 
learners establish the successively altered grammars on the basis of errors stored in their 
memory, whereas GLA-like learners do not use such memory. The errors that resulted in 
currently existing grammars find no storage and cannot be deduced from the current 
constraint hierarchies (Tessier, 2008:28). The GLA learner must therefore rely on the 
frequency of error production and on the assumption that memory is not conductive to the 
knowledge about the manner the current grammar has been achieved. Tessier (ibid.) argues 
that learning on the basis of violation frequencies alone without the use of memory that an 
ESL learner possesses may result in a wrong end-state grammar. Therefore, learning through 
gradual, numerical re-ranking and violation frequencies may appear problematic. Incorrect 
assumptions that happen to be made by a currently used grammar become visible in the ERC 
rows in what Tessier calls ‘winner misparses’. These temporary wrong assumptions about the 
grammar can lead to a superset language into which the learner is erroneously driven and 
from which s/he has to recover to eventually reach the error-free end-state grammar. It, 
therefore, seems essential that errors must be somehow stored by the learner in order to be 
used in later stages of the learning process, which only an ESL learners is capable of doing. 

The next section gives insight into the degree of transfer rules regulating obstruent 
voicing and devoicing mechanisms in second language learning. Since individual languages 
frequently possess language-specific featural make-up in their obstruent systems a successful 
adoption of a foreign articulatory behaviour in the production of L2 segments may be 
seriously hampered or impossible for an average second language learner to achieve. 

5.4 Transfer of voicing and devoicing rules 

The intermediate stage between the native language of the learner and the target language 
reached in the process of learning referred to as interlanguage (IL) is characterised by certain 
phenomena that have their origin in principles of markedness as outlined earlier in section 5.2. 
The Markedness Differential Hypothesis (Eckman 1977, 1991) states that those aspects in 
which source language and target language differ most will be most difficult to acquire and 
the level of difficulty is proportional to the degree of markedness. The formation of 
interlanguage is determined by universal principles of markedness as well as by concept of 
transfer. The extent of transfer can be correlated with the frequency of a particular process 
occurring in the source language (L1).  

A number of studies reveal the extent to which transfer affects IL. Cebrian (2000) 
finds that English IL used by speakers of Catalan is marked by both devoicing and voice 
assimilation, which are transferred form L1. But devoicing operates on a much larger scale 
than voice assimilation, which, as claimed by Cebrian, is consistent with IL word-integrity 
effect, which protects levels higher than the prosodic word against the application of rules. In 
the case of higher degree of transfer of voice assimilation rules reported by others (Altenberg 
and Vago, 1983; Rubach 1984) the rules led to assimilation between content words and 
grammatical words or clitics, not affecting a prosodic word boundary. A study by Zsiga 
(2003) examined the articulatory overlap in consonants at word boundaries in L1 Russian and 
English as well as in English and Russian interlanguage developed by users of both source 
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languages. It was revealed that English applies extensive articulatory overlap unlike Russian, 
where consonants are audibly released with little or no overlap. The Russian IL of English 
subjects showed timing effects that normally occurred neither in English nor Russian. Russian 
speakers failed to produce overlap in their English articulating audibly released stops. Such 
asymmetry in transfer was attributed to Weinberg’s (1994) recoverability principle, according 
to which non-native users of a language opt for those structures that preserve contrastive 
information. Additionally, the hypothesis that within smaller constituents constraints, 
universally, are more highly ranked than constraints across word boundaries was supported by 
Zsiga, who observed a more extensive transfer of intrasegmental timing rather than cross-
word timing into Russian IL of English L1 speakers. Zsiga (2003, quoted in Simon, 2010:64)) 
further claims that, crosslinguistically, smaller prosodic units exhibit tighter phasing than 
larger units. Therefore, it seems unlikely that a learner should display an ‘anti-word-integrity’ 
preference which would result in cross-word timing transfer from L1 to L2, without intraword 
timing transfer. 

As regards VOT values and their transfer from source language to target language, 
research shows positive evidence for such a phenomenon in English L2 of Finnish L1 
speakers (Suomi, 1980) and Spanish L1 speakers (Flege et al., 1998). There also exists 
evidence to the contrary, namely of changes in the VOT of L1 as a result of exposure to VOT 
in L2 spoken in the environment in which speakers of L1 were placed. Sancier and Fowler 
(1997) found that users of Brazilian Portuguese, in whose native tongue stops with prevoicing 
contrast with stops with short-lag VOT, showed positive VOT in their L1 after a longer stay 
in the United States. The VOTs decreased after a subsequent prolonged stay back in Brazil. 
Helgason and Ringen (2008) comment on the findings of Keating et al. (1983) concerning the 
lack of prevoicing in L1 of Swedish speakers who, in fact, spent some time in the US living in 
the English-speaking environment. As noted by Helgason and Ringen (ibid.), Swedish stop 
articulation influenced by English is likely to be marked by the decrease in prevoicing.  

Considering the perception of voice constrasts, the studies of Flege and Eetfink (1987) 
provide examples of transfer from L1 to L2 influencing the perception of English stops by 
Dutch L1 users. Furthermore, Curtin et al. (1998) and Pater (2003) give evidence as to the 
perception of the Thai voice contrast by native speakers of English, and Simon (2009) 
investigated how native speakers of Dutch deal with laryngeal representations in English as 
the target language. It turned out that Dutch speakers managed to acquire the long-lag 
aspirated English plosives, but were not able to reduce strong negative VOT values in English 
voiced plosives, which exemplified transfer of voicing lead from L1 Dutch to L2  English 
system. Simon (ibid.) links this phenomenon with the fact that strong positive VOT is more 
salient as a feature than negative VOT. Moreover, the subjects used in the study had been 
trained to produce strong aspiration in English pronunciation classes with no training in the 
reduction of prevoicing.  

The study of Simon (2010) comparing the degree of phonological transfer in 
conversational speech and word-reading tasks in Dutch learners of English reveals devoicing 
of almost 50% of the tokens of English coda stops in conversational speech but merely below 
10% of similar devoicing of the tokens in a word-reading task. This discrepancy suggests that 
learners had managed to develop ways of suppressing devoicing in the target language in 
controlled conditions, whereas in more spontaneous settings a marked degree of transfer from 
L1 to L2 took place. Success in phonetic implementation of the newly learnt structure, which 
in this case is lack of coda devoicing, appears to be determined by the degree of attention that 
a learner has a chance to pay to articulated forms (Archibald, 1998). In running speech, unlike 
in controlled performances, the level of attention naturally drops and the desired feature is 
likely not to appear in the surface forms. Therefore, the failure to employ a freshly acquired 
feature does not follow from their absence in the learner’s L2, but rather from insufficient 
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mastery of L2 articulation that would possibly minimise the degree of transfer (Simon, 
2010:73). As regards voiceless fricatives found in the coda and positioned before sonorant 
onsets, Simon (ibid.) found considerable differences in the L2 English spoken by West-
Flemish and East-Flemish learners. The former showed assimilatory voicing in fricatives in 
nearly 80% of the tokens, whereas the latter group did so in 20% fewer tokens. However, the 
difference between the speakers of the two Flemish dialects was neutralised if the fricative in 
the coda was voiced in the underlying form. West Flemish speakers realise the underlyingly 
voiced final fricatives in L1 as voiced, analogically to English. East-Flemish speakers, on the 
other hand, apply word-final devoicing to voiced fricatives in L1 and the percentage of 
devoiced tokens reached well over 80% in the examined data. As for regressive voice 
assimilation, the process affected a little above 6% of underlyingly voiceless fricatives in 
tokens from East-Flemish speakers, whereas in speakers of West-Flemish the figure was over 
four times greater than in the former group, reaching almost 28% of the tokens (Simon, 
2010:76). Considering the fact that English obstruents in the coda are articulated directly in 
agreement with voice specifications of the underlying form both in the absolute final position 
and before a voiced stop the data of Simon’s experiment show that there is an actual transfer 
of final devoicing and voice assimilation rules from Dutch to L2 English. The transfer is of 
frequent occurrence and, as a result a significant number of non-targetlike forms occur in the 
target language. It becomes evident from the data in Simon (2010:79) that the pressure from 
L2 to produce voice contrast in coda obstruents and the tendency of L1 towards the devoicing 
of obstruents in the coda position are overruled by the Dutch speakers’ manner of employing 
voice assimilation before voiced stops. The findings also lead to an assumption that if West-
Flemish speakers had applied transfer  of regressive voice assimilation before sonorants from 
Dutch into L2 English, yet without an analogical transfer before voiced stops the 
interlanguage of the participants would have disobeyed the universal that states that a 
language with regressive voicing assimilation before sonorants also has such an assimilation 
before obstruents. As the situation was not attested in the investigated data, Simon (2010:82) 
concludes that interlanguages might not follow the same implicational universal principles 
that govern the source languages. 

In the case of transfer of L1 Polish voicing rules to L2 English, one might assume, 
following the arguments offered by Dziubalska-Kołaczyk et al. (2006) that word-final 
obstruent devoicing found in the Polish system will be present in the IL commonly referred to 
as Polglish. This agrees with the prediction formulated by Grijzenhout (2000:17) that if no 
evidence exists that native speakers of a particular language demote FINAL DEVOICING in 
their native tongue they are supposed to apply devoicing in the target language. Since this 
process is of word-internal type, it can further be hypothesised that the regressive voice 
assimilation affecting Polish obstruents, the phenomenon addressed by the present thesis, is 
also to be found in IL. Grijzenhout (ibid.) also points at the principle that without the 
demotion of the constraint AGREE, which forces agreement in voicing, below the constraint 
IDENT(voice) aiming to preserve the surface voice identity of segments the effects of voicing 
assimilation are manifested in the second language. Such a tendency has been noted in Polish 
learners of German (Muß-Gorazd, 1999), who applied regressive voicing assimilation in their 
second language. Yet, since assimilation applies across morpheme- and word boundaries it 
might be likely to be transferred to IL less readily than word final devoicing. Also, as noted 
earlier, voice assimilation before sonorants, a feature of Cracow-Poznan Polish dialect, should 
also be transferred to IL following from the presence of an analogical process before voiced 
obstruents. The following chapters will strive to prove whether this is indeed the case or not. 

The last section of the present chapter discusses rules and mechanisms of human 
perceptual system and the role which perception plays in language learning. Since 
phonological categorisation and individual language phoneme inventories are rooted in more 
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abstract domains and perception together with articulation are strictly physical processes 
discrepancies between the two exist within a single language, and more serious difficulties 
emerge during the development of the second language where the choice of production 
process and perceptual behaviour may be governed by totally different principles than in the 
native language of the learner.  

5.5 The role of speech perception 

Perceptual processes can only be investigated indirectly through speech production, yet 
speech processing has been considerably neglected in theories of language acquisition in 
contrast to mechanisms of speech production receiving so much attention (Gósy, 2008:22). In 
order to produce speech signal a speaker has to utilise the acoustic or auditory information 
provided by other speakers. The total amount of information contained in the speech signal is 
never fully the result of controlled articulatory behaviour, but many features of pronunciation 
are the product of physical constraints of speech production anatomy or even neuro-anatomy, 
as stated by Ohala (1981:179). Speech signal reaching the ear of the listener is frequently 
characterised by the existence of factors that were not intentionally produced by the speaker, 
like for example extra details, missing details, distortions (Ohala 1989:179). A study by 
Whalen et al. (1993:2158) shows, on the basis of measurements in reaction time, that despite 
clearly unambiguous specifications of a primary phonological feature phonetic effect 
constituting a phonologically redundant feature is still taken into account by the perceptual 
system. These redundant traits of the signal are viewed as generally ignored, with the 
exception of cases when primary features are impaired. Then the perceptual system utilises, as 
it were, even the phonologically insignificant data. Some of the acoustic information reaching 
the ear of the listener, like formant frequencies of certain vowels, as well as frequencies of 
resonances characterising various consonants, serve to determine both the shape and size of 
the vocal tract of the speaker (Lieberman, 1972) without reference to the meaningfulness of 
the signal. Occasionally, noise component is wrongly interpreted as the actual phonetic signal 
and becomes part of lexical representation of words. The listener’s role is to distinguish 
between the intended and unintended components of speech signal. Gradually, over larger 
periods of time, as further stated by Ohala (1981:197), the speaker, also being the listener, 
partakes in sound changes by imitating inherent phonetic variability and mistaking the output 
of the rule as the norm of pronunciation (Ohala, 1989:186). It also happens that the listener 
initiates sound changes by wrongly using the reconstructive rules necessary to correct 
phonetic variation. Ohala (ibid., 197) makes an assumption that both the speaker and listener 
are intent on carrying the message across successfully and therefore want to articulate words 
as those seem to have been pronounced by other users of the language.  

Production and perception of speech alike are claimed to be a temporal event to 
speakers (Port and Leary, 2005:930). In the process of speech perception, discrete temporal 
information must be removed or undergo an altogether different secondary coding, this time 
into abstract, static symbolic description used for linguistic cognition. When speech is 
produced, the same information must find its application in the conversion from digital 
abstract analogue mode (Port and Leary, ibid.). Cognitive processes occur in discrete time, 
unlike speech production and perception, which take place in continuous time.  In producing 
speech, the data stored cognitively are converted form discrete into continuous strain of 
acoustic events. This requires a low-pass filter in order to even out abrupt alterations between 
individual segments as well as proper implementation of timing rules. Vowel and consonant 
phonemes of a particular language differ along some acoustic-phonetic continuum and during 
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the identification of one’s native phonemes listeners are able to distinguish sharp boundaries 
between individual categories of sounds (Port and Leary, 2005:939). The evidence that exists 
for categories indicates that subjects are not so much capable of discriminating stimulus 
differences between elements belonging to the same category, but they possess an intense 
sensibility to the actual differences between members of different categories. The results of 
experiments on adult speakers reported by Port and Leary (ibid.) point at a considerable bias 
towards sound categories, and the categories themselves act as strong perceptual effects. 
However, users of various languages perceive both the number of categories and boundaries 
between them in a different manner, which means that the categorisation of a given sound 
continuum is of language specific nature. Werker and Tees (1984) state that in the case of 
young children the ability to categorise sound of their native language develops before they 
start producing speech. Thus, before the acquisition of an infant’s first word the strongly 
categorised perception of speech sounds is learned, and, in the course of the first year of life, 
infant listeners can tell the difference between many sound contrast in many languages, which 
does not indicate yet the ability to produce representations of the perceived sounds (Port and 
Leary, 2005:941). When the second year of a child’s life begins, the ability to differentiate 
between speech sounds that are not part of the ambient language is lost (Werker and Tees, 
ibid.). Speech perception of a two-year-old child is furnished with the so called ‘keyword 
strategy’ (Gósy, 2008:23). At that stage, in order to recognise an utterance the infant listener 
must identify one or a few semantic units. The child’s mental lexicon is characterised by 
double storage, which consists of a pair of sound shapes and a pair of corresponding neural 
spectrograms linked to a single semantic representation. One is a form that a child can 
pronounce, whereas the other reflects the adult target form (Gósy, ibid.). As the child’s 
development progresses double storage is subject to reduction and then to elimination of the 
child’s own versions of pronunciation. When a child reaches the age of two and a half years 
the processing mechanism can be seen as closely resembling a hierarchical model employed 
by adult speakers. The study by Gósy (2008) shows that, in two- and three- year old children, 
speech comprehension appears to be better developed that speech perception. In children 
approaching their fourth year, the two types of perceptual performance proved to be on the 
same level of development, whereas at the age of five children appeared to be performing 
better in speech perception tasks, which indicates better implementation of acoustic cues in a 
variety of phonetic contexts (Gósy, 2008:31). 

The findings of Port and Leary (2005:942) suggest that perceptual systems of adult 
listeners are intensely biased. As a result, speakers of a given language fail to notice 
differences that speakers of other languages notice easily, but which are not of categorical 
nature to the former group. And, inversely, speakers of a particular language are insensitive to 
certain differences within another language, which are easily perceived by its speakers 
because the principles of categorisation depend on a language. Perceptual experiments in 
perceptual categorisation of voicing (Port and Dalby, 1982) prove that judgements between 
members of minimal pairs rely on relative duration of a vowel to the following obstruent 
constriction duration, or C/V ratio, when other cues serving to distinguish between phonemes 
appear to be ambiguous. The ratio remains constant regardless of changes in speaking rate, 
syllable stress or segmental context. As noted by Port and Leary (2005:945), motor-control 
literature does not provide any reliable model which would absolutely specify the duration of 
a target segment in milliseconds. Besides, it would be very hard for a speaker to precisely 
achieve the required number of milliseconds for a particular segment. Furthermore, durations 
expressed in milliseconds are due to be misguided as rates of speakers’ articulations vary and 
relative durations rather than absolute durations should be taken into account. Additionally, 
computational models (Klatt, 1976; van Santen, 1996) specify durations of a single segment at 
a time, while longer sequences, such as those of syllable durations require computation of a 
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sum of individual segments (Port and Leary, ibid.). There still remains no means of 
arrangement for global timing patterns like, for example, periodic stress timing or mora 
timing.  For languages other than English and its Germanic relatives changes in V/C ratio are 
not supposed to cause changes in voicing category. In languages like Spanish, Chinese, and 
Korean (Port and Leary, ibid.) perception of voicing contrast relies primarily on glottal 
pulsing during the constriction. Whalen et al. (1991) provide evidence for the role of the level 
of fundamental frequency of the vowel (F0) found adjacent to a stop. If other features 
indicative of voicelessness/voicing turn out to be ambiguous then sensitivity to F0 value rises. 
Whalen et al. (ibid.) found that both F0 onset and offset acted as significant factors 
influencing perceptual categorization, with high values of both factors yielding proper 
responses to voiceless bilabial articulations preceding and following a vowel segment.  
Voiced responses, indicating the presence of a voiced labial stop were triggered by low F0 
values. Among other features indicating [voice] categories of obstruents, Benki (2001) 
mentions transitions in frequency levels of the first formant (F1) of the vowel at voicing 
onset. Higher formant transitions together with release burst cues combine to indicate both 
[voice] category and place of articulation decisions of the speakers articulating stop segments. 

As far as perceptual constraints on phonology are concerned, the chief constraint is 
based on the principle of maximization of distinctiveness. The drive towards maximization of 
the degree to which contrasting speech sounds are perceptually distinctive has been defined as 
‘dispersion’  (Lindblom and Engstrand, 1989). The term suggests that sounds stand apart from 
each other in perceptual space. Analogical phenomena have been treated by other authors 
(Stevens et al., 1986) as belonging to a broader notion of enhancement. Stevens et al. link 
distinctive features with ‘redundant’ features, which intensify the acoustic representation of 
distinctive features and provide other properties that serve to increase the distinction. Another, 
more recent proposal, the dispersion theory of contrast (Flemming, 2002), claims that the 
tendency to maximize the distinctiveness of contrast clashes with two contrary goals. The first 
consists in maximizing the number of contrasts allowed in a particular context, whereas the 
second is limiting the degree of articulatory effort. If the number of contrasting segments 
grows the information content of each sound is also enhanced and, consequently, more 
efficient communication is possible. This goal goes against the principle of maximizing 
distinctiveness, as, together with the growing number of contrasting segments packed into the 
limited articulatory space, the distance between the sounds diminishes and they are less 
distinct. Lowering articulatory effort by avoiding articulation of sounds that require such 
effort additionally reduces distinctiveness indispensable in maintaining contrast (Flemming, 
2005:166). Maximization of contrast is expressed through specific constraints proposed by 
Flemming (ibid.) which regulate minimum perceptual distance between contrasting forms. 
Sounds possess their specific location within a limited perceptual space, where more densely 
positioned sounds are automatically more likely to be confused, which results in weakening of 
contrast between individual sounds. Flemming (2005:167) uses the constraint 
MINIMUMDISTANCE (MINDIST), which is assigned with numerical labels corresponding to 
relative distance values between contrasting segments. In the resulting hierarchy, MINDIST 
with a higher numerical value dominates MINDIST with a lower value, thus favouring greater 
perceptual dispersion. In consequence, with the increase in distinctiveness of contrast the 
respective violation affects lower ranked constraints. 

Weakening of contrast, or its neutralization, occurs in contexts where the cues to a 
given contrast would be reduced or continue to be available together with the intensification 
of extra articulatory gestures, as argued by Steriade (1997). Contrasts differ in their 
distribution of relevant cues and therefore they are determined by the assumptions of  
‘Licensing Cue’ hypothesis, which states that the presence of contrast in a particular 
environment is licenced by the availability of perceptual cues to that contrast (Steriade, ibid. 
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cited in Flemming, 1995). Articulation of obstruent segments, especially in onset position 
before a vowel sound, is characterized by abrupt increases in intensity from a relatively low 
level within their frequency band, and creates radical responses of auditory nerve fibres 
(Greenberg, 1995). The heightened acoustic effects in such environment are associated with 
more intense formant transitions and plosive release bursts. Ohala (1990) reports results of 
experiments that prove the existence of an auditory-perceptual basis facilitating greater 
distinctiveness of consonants occupying onset position. If cues to place are in conflict with 
stimuli, closure cues are dominated by release cues. 

As regards contrast in Voice Onset Time, Flemming (2005:179) maintains that 
contrast in VOT is impossible before a pause, as the actual difference in closure voicing is not 
enough to allow for voicing contrast in this context. Pre-pausal realization of the laryngeal 
state turns out to be voiceless, following the high degree of difficulty in maintaining vocal 
cord vibration during the production of an obstruent (Flemming, ibid.). If a given type of 
contrast is not sufficiently distinctive in perceptual terms it is subject to neutralization, and as 
argued by Flemming (2005:182), perceptually ranked featural faithfulness constraints can 
account for patterns of neutralization. Otherwise, faithfulness constraints, as such, in principle 
act as means of preventing changes between input and output forms rather than motivating 
such changes. Flemming (2005:181) makes reference to the existence of perceptually 
conditioned phenomena related to lack of faithfulness to the input. Apart from neutralization, 
indistinctiveness of contrast can be remedied by enhancement which serves to improve the 
contrast making it more distinct. In this case perceptually ordered faithfulness constraints do 
not apply (Flemming, ibid.). They only account for perceptually minimal changes between 
input and output, which leads to a loss of indistinct contrasts through their neutralization. On 
the other hand, minimal changes are used as preferable means to achieve alterations in surface 
realization of morphemes motivated by context without any consequences on the contrast. 
Ohala (1990, cited in Flemming, ibid.) claims that consonantal assimilations of place follow 
from easy misperceptions of assimilated clusters as unassimilated, where varying surface 
forms do not seem to indicate differences in the input. Ohala refers to the phenomenon as 
‘innocent misapprehension’ resulting from the fact that listeners’ perceptual judgments may 
be less discrete if actual phonological contrast does not come into play, and as a result 
grammars need not exclude the existence of indistinct contrasts. As it is argued by Gaskell 
(2003:460), weak or moderate assimilations, also consistent with naturally assimilated stimuli, 
are instrumental in predicting an upcoming consonantal segment, yet with weaker variability 
effects. Strong assimilations, consistent with deliberately assimilated stimuli, impair 
predictions concerning the following context of assimilation, but, instead, serve as indicators 
of the place of the original segment based on the effects produced by the following context. 
Consonant clusters whose members differ in laryngeal features are not so much avoided in 
production, but may be misperceived by listeners, including learners of a given language. 
Myers (2002:22) claims that the choice of assimilation in this context as means of avoiding 
laryngeally mixed clusters is a consequence of the way such clusters are distorted in 
perception. 

Acoustic properties that are auditorily similar give rise to a particular perceptual effect  
defined by Kingston et al. (2008:29) as an ‘intermediate perceptual property’ (IPP). The 
property is labeled as intermediate because it is a sum of raw acoustic features of speech 
signal that are subject to measurement and the more abstract, distinctive features. Moreover, a 
single acoustic property may become part of various IPPs, and individual distinctive feature 
values are conditioned by values of a few IPPs. Experiments referred to in Kingston et al. 
(ibid.) test the hypothesis, which states that as a result of integration within individual IPPs of 
those acoustic properties that produce similar auditory effects there is a rise in perceptual 
distance. The presence of low-frequency energy at the stop closure investigated by the 
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experiments increases with the fall in F1 and f0 at the edges of vowels located on both sides of 
an intervocalic plosive closure, as well as with the growth in length of voicing continuing into 
that particular closure. Thus, two acoustic effects seem to combine together in the low-
frequency property (Kingston, 2008:31). The results of one of a series of experiments 
conducted by Kingston et al. (2008:49) reveal that the best percept of low-frequency 
continuity acting as an indicator of the feature [+voice] in English appears to emerge form the 
interplay of F1 and f0 together with voicing continuity in syllable-final and intervocalic, 
phonologically voiced stops. In this case, voicing is prolonged well into the stop closure and 
F1 and f0 are low at the border between the vowel and the stop segment. If unaspirated or short 
lag allophones of [+voice] stops are in the syllable-initial position, voicing starts only as late 
as after the release of the stop with the phase of the closure remaining voiceless. This results 
in lack of continuity of  low-frequency energy into the following vowel. Nevertheless, F1 and 
f0 at vowel edge may still trade with long VOT and listeners associate this as an indicative of 
the feature [+voice] on the basis of its presence at vowel edges in final and intervocalic 
contexts near voiced stops. Although voicing continuity is absent in the initial context, F1 and 
f0 alone can still act as [+voice] correlates. It is, however, hard to define whether F1 
transitions are more effective cues than VOT durations and whether F1 transition alone could 
be detected more efficiently than the duration of the interval between the burst and the onset 
of voicing and of F1 (Lisker, 1978:382). The trading relations between individual cues, as 
argued by Kingston et al. (ibid.), do not follow from integration of features but from learned 
associations made by the listeners, who on the basis of perceptual effect created by interplay 
of acoustic properties see analogy between the presence of some of those properties in 
different contexts and particular features of segments. The study by Delvaux et al (2008) 
investigating production of VOT and burst responses in French learners of English reveals 
that a significant majority of speakers were able to achieve VOT variation in their responses 
as a result of variation in VOT stimuli. As regards burst intensity, only half of the speakers 
managed to respond accordingly to variation in burst stimuli with the variation in their burst 
intensity response. Delvaux et al (2008:151) conclude that speakers seem to show more 
fidelity to VOT variations than to burst variations. On the other hand, they tend to be more 
sensitive to variations in the burst intensity of the stimulus. The speakers’ fidelity to the input 
is heightened by the appropriate manipulation of VOT relative to burst intensity. French 
speakers displayed an inclination to utilize dimensions reflecting timing (VOT) and vowel 
duration rather than burst intensity. Burst intensity was also found to impair the perception of 
the duration of aspiration phase because the correspondence between VOT responses and 
stimuli was best when burst intensity was lowest (Delvaux, 2008:152). 

Phonetic perception of voicing contrasts conditioned by VOT values is the result of 
the action of neurophysiological mechanisms shared by auditory systems of humans as well as 
some other mammalian species (Simos et al., 1998). VOT stimuli trigger the auditory N1m 
response defined as ‘a prominent event-related magnetic brain response originating in the 
auditory cortex and peaking at approximately 100 ms after stimulus onset’ (Leino et al., 
2007). Consonants with long VOT values cause two successive neuronal response peaks 
separated by delay equal to the VOT value of each stimulus. The second peak is missing in 
the response if the stimuli have short VOT values (Simos et al, 1998:215). Simos et al. (ibid.) 
argue in their study that in the case of long VOT the peak of N1m response resulted chiefly 
from the onset of F2 and F3 that preceded the onset of voicing by 40-60 ms. ‘Double-peaked’ 
responses incited by long VOT values of stop consonants in CV syllables apparently rely on 
the first peak which primarily triggers the activity that later is identified by N1m response 
(Simos et al., 1998:218). As for CVs with short VOT values, the single response peak that 
they generate is likely to be evident within a considerably more numerous population of 
auditory cortex neurons which react to a broader range of frequency stimuli. Human ability to 
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make phonetic distinctions determined by VOT values appears to be conditioned to some 
extent by the capacity that the auditory system possesses and utilizes in discerning temporal 
succession of brief acoustic events (Simos et al., ibid.). A study conducted by Papanicolaou et 
al. (2003) on brain activation patterns during perception of VOT with the use of 
magnetoencephalography (MEG) reveals that the sources of evoked field components 
computed after the expiration of N1m component were not only located in superior temporal 
gyrus (STG), but also in the vicinity of middle temporal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus and 
mesial temporal cortex. As far as STG is concerned, its activation was 40% larger in response 
to VOT in the left hemisphere than in the right one. Such an uneven distribution of response 
reactions was not attested for non-speech stimuli (Papanicolaou et al., ibid.).  

Articulatory and perceptual principles of efficient and effective communication 
interact and leave their impact upon sound structures as argued by Passy (1890, cited in 
Boersma, 1997a) in the functional hypothesis for phonology. According to the theory of 
Functional Phonology formulated by Boersma (1997a), the grammar deals with substance-
related phonological phenomena within the constraint-ranking framework of Optimality 
Theory (OT). Boersma (1997b:38) differentiates between acoustic, perceptual and articulatory 
inputs and outputs. The acoustic input is the form produced by the speaker and captured by 
the ear of the listener. The acoustic input is a language-independent entity, whereas the 
perceptual input is conditioned by the perceptual abilities of the listener who makes use of 
perceptual features  and their combination encoded in the speech signal. Perceptual features 
reflect a perceptual specification stored in the user’s lexicon. As regards output forms, 
Boersma (ibid.) divides them in accordance with the divisions within input forms, namely into 
articulatory, acoustic and perceptual. The articulatory output produced by the speaker is 
specified in terms of gestures performed by articulators, the gestures being frequently subject 
to combination. The acoustic output formed by the signal transmitted to the listener’s ear is 
seen as the immediate product of the articulatory output. The perceptual output is the 
speaker’s acoustic output as viewed by the speakers perception. The above mentioned inputs 
and outputs are determined by a set of systems that characterize the functioning of both the 
speaker and the listener. The production system (Boersma, ibid.) is responsible for shaping 
the surface form of the utterance on the basis of an underlying perceptual specification. The 
listener’s perceptual categorization system governs the listener’s conversion of the 
unprocessed acoustic input into a more perceptual representation. The system is applied both 
to inputs from other speakers and to the listener’s own acoustic input. The listener possesses 
one more system, namely the recognition system, that converts the perceptual input into an 
underlying  form and, at the same time, participates in the categorization  of the observed 
input. In language acquisition, the learner’s output as perceived by the learner may not 
comply with the adult utterance seen from the learner’s perspective, and in the case of such 
discrepancy the learner is forced to take a learning step (Boersma, 1997b). 

Non-native perception of contrasts that exist in the target language is accounted for by 
two models; Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best, 1995) and Speech Learning Model (Flege, 
1995, both cited in Eskudero and Boersma, 2002:208).  The widely reported pattern in which 
two phonemes in the target language are interpreted as a single category element on account 
of lack of such contrast in the learner’s language is referred to as single-category assimilation

(Best) or perceptual equivalence (Flege). The pattern can be exemplified by the English 
learners’ perception of Polish /I/ and /K/ as one phoneme /#/, that is part of the English 
consonant inventory. Analogically, Spanish learners of English categorize the English vowels 
/�:/ and /�/ as a single element /�/, which their own native system contains, just as Polish 
learners of English perceive the English vowel phonemes /.:/ and /�/ as Polish /./. The 
second pattern follows from the association of a binary contrast in the target language (L2) 
with a different binary contrast found in the native language (L1). In this case Best applies the 
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term two-category assimilation, whereas Flege calls it old contrast. In (5.6) below, two cases 
of two-category assimilation are illustrated. In the first, English contrast /��/ - /��/ is rendered 
by Dutch learners of English as /�/ - /�/, where the first member  acts as an equivalent of both 
members of the English contrast, and the second member /�/ is also perceived as an 

equivalent of English /��/ in certain contexts. This creates a perceptual overlap in Dutch 
learners between two different categories used by the target language, which leads to the 
following relations of equivalence: /��/, /��/  = /�/ and /��/  = /�/, /d/. Findings in the study by 
Rojczyk (2011:53) investigating the perception of English stops in Polish learners, where the 
relation between stop categories in both languages is analogical to that shown for English vs. 
Dutch in (5.6) below seem to offer contrary evidence. The results of the study show that 80% 
of the investigated learners at the beginner’s level, despite their lack of experience with L2, 
were able to classify almost the lowest short-lag VOT point located at 10ms as representing 
voiced stops, although this range corresponds to native Polish voiceless category.  

     (5.6) Two cases of two-category assimilation (cf. Escudero and Boersma, 2002, Fig.2) 

The other case presented in (5.6) shows the perception of two vowel phonemes of British 
English, namely /�/ and/7��by Polish learners. The front and open quality of the first phoneme 
is perceived by Polish learners as similar to either their native front mid-high vowel phoneme 
///, or as the open centralised vowel /�/. But this Polish vowel is classified  by Polish learners 
as the native equivalent of the target English vowel /7�. This results in the replacement of two 
target vowel categories by one native category. Escudero and Boersma (2002:208) treat the 
pattern as a source of perceptual problem that they refer to as boundary mismatch in the 
perception of the target language system by learners, who, as a result, may have difficulties 
with lexical access. In order to avoid the mismatch, learners have to ‘shift’ the boundary 
between the problematic categories in their L2 to match the boundary that exists in the target 
language.  

Yet another pattern identified in non-native perception (Escudero and Boersma, ibid.) 
is called multiple-category assimilation (MCA). In this pattern, a binary contrast utilized by 
the target language is interpreted as more that two categories in the native language of the 
learner. In (5.7) below, two examples of MCA are shown. One presents the case of Korean 
learners of English. Since Korean possesses three categories of stops; voiceless aspirated, 
voiceless unaspirated and ejectives the native users of Korean interpret the aspirated English 
stops as aspirated and substitute them with their native Korean aspirated phonemes, whereas 
the English devoiced stops are viewed as either unaspirated voiceless or ejectives. The other 
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case presented in (5.7) reflects the perception of German velar and glottal fricative phonemes 
by Arabic learners. As there are three categories of ‘back’ voiceless fricative phonemes in 
Arabic, a mismatch between L1 and L2 certainly occurs. German glottal fricative /�/ will 
either be perceived as the similar Arabic voiceless glottal phoneme or, alternatively as the 
voiceless epiglottal fricative /Z/. This fricative variant, however will also act as the possible 
percept of German voiceless velar /=/, which may also be interpreted as the sound 
corresponding to Arabic voiceless uvular /?/. The two cases of MCA where the set of 
consonant phonemes found in L2 constitutes a subset of the L1 consonant inventory 
exemplify the so called subset problem in language acquisition. 

(5.7) Two cases of multiple-category assimilation (MCA) (cf. Escudero and Boersma, 2002, Fig.3) 
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The question addressed by the concept is the possibility of finding out that a particular feature 
does not exist in L2 solely drawing from positive evidence. Escudero and Boersma 
(2002:208) claim that even if the lexical subset problem is coped with successfully a 
perceptual variant of the problem remains unresolved. Having learned that only two 
categories (as in 5.7 above) should be perceived in L2, the Arabic learner of German may still 
persist in interpreting many /�/ or /=/ (allophonically also [?]) as their native epiglottal variant 
/Z/, although such a phoneme is not part of L2 inventory. The learner’s priority should in this 
case be the removal of that L1 category that is not found in the system of L2. Escudero and 
Boersma (ibid.) assume that the initial state of the learner’s perception system is strictly 
modeled on their own native perception system. Escudero and Boersma (2002:216) argue that 
learners find it very difficult to listen to the target language with the ears of target language 
speakers, and they continue using their native perception.  

The differences between phonemes in a given language are inferred from a set of 
acoustic properties present in the signal and combined together to constitute phonological 
contrasts. According to the assumption made by Boersma and Chládková (2011:330) the 
phonological features of vowel phonemes like height or backness are grounded in phonetics. 
The frequency values of F1 correspond to the three height features, namely [high], [mid], and 
[low], whereas F2 reflects the three backness features, i.e. [front], [central, and [back]. 
Boersma and Chládková further argue that cue constraints refer to  phonetically based features 
connected with individual acoustic properties of segments rather than to phonemes defined by 
multiple properties. Escudero and Boersma (2004:552) state that cues to phonological 
contrasts in a language are given different priority by learners of the language (L2) compared 
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with the native speakers of L2. The findings Flege et al. (1997) show that Mandarin learners 
of English rely less on spectral information than temporal information while learning to 
differentiate between American English vowels /�/ and /�/. Spanish listeners, on the other 
hand, take both types of information into account, whereas American English listeners use 
spectral cues more. According to the existing evidence, learners alter their cue weighting as 
they become more proficient in the target language. Morrison (2002), for example, reports on 
the changes of cue weighting for /�/-/�/ opposition in Spanish learners of Canadian English  
after spending some time  in Canada. Initially, after a month’s stay they rely on duration, and 
after half a year they use either duration or spectral information, but not both cues at the same 
time. In order to account for this as well as other analogical shifts in cue weighting, Escudero 
and Boersma (2004) recall the notion of the Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA) (Boersma, 
1998). According to GLA, learners of both the native language and the target language 
improve their perception following the productions that they witness during the process of 
learning. Finally, their perception is adapted to the acoustic features inherent in the language 
which they learn and to which they are exposed. As regards the optimal degree of perception 
that is normally accessible to the learners of L1, the learners of L2 may either display 
suboptimal optimization strategies typical to L2 acquisition or they may arrive at optimal 
perception depending on the target dialect (Escudero and Boersma, 2004:555). Categorization 
performed by learner’s perception can be determined by the ranking of appropriate constraints 
that constitute perception grammar (see (5.8) below) and which help select those acoustic 
cues that are crucial in recognizing candidates classified as members of the same phoneme.  

(5.8) The adult Spanish F1–to-front-vowel perception grammar. The dashed curve is continuous 

ranking of ‘do not perceive an F1 of x as an /�/. The dotted curve is ‘do not perceive an F1 of x as 

an /�/. The solid curve is ‘do not perceive an F1 of x as an /�/ (modelled on Escudero and 

Boersma, 2004, Fig.6). 
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The perception grammar outlined in (5.8) above captures the relation between the frequencies 
relative to Spanish vowel height in adult speakers of Spanish and the constraints that 
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determine the definition of the vowel quality relative to frequency ranges of the first formant. 
Thus, according to the dashed curve, frequencies above  600Hz cannot belong to a vowel 
perceived as /i/ in Spanish, and the constraint that prohibits the positive classification of such 
a vowel quality is of top ranking. Observing the frequency range encompassed by the dotted 
curve, where the constraints prohibiting the possible identification of the vowel quality as /e/ 
are ranked in the middle of the hierarchy, one might define the location of the percepts 
recognizable as tokens of Spanish /e/ between 450Hz and 700Hz. The most typical tokens 
seem to lie within the range of some 550 and 650 Hz. Here, the negative identification of the 
tokens as /e/ is most unlikely as the corresponding constraint is located at the bottom of the 
ranking. Vowel tokens with F1=750 Hz and upwards are identified as /a/  because the 
constraint that could prevent such a classification is of low ranking and can be easily 
disobeyed. In the process of the acquisition of L2, the learners relying on the data from the 
ambient language shift individual constraints up and down the hierarchy, thus altering the 
perceptual classification of vowel tokens from L2 relative to the vowel percepts of  the 
learner’s native language. If one reconsiders the examples of two-category assimilation shown 
earlier in (5.6) for a Polish learner of British English average vowel tokens of  /�/ fall within 
the production-perception space of  two Polish vowel phonemes, namely mid-open front /// 
and open /�/. In the case of the tokens for two British low vowels /�/ and /7/ the Polish 
learner’s perception locates both phonemes within the range of a single L1 low-central vowel 
/�/. The learning task of a Polish learner exposed to British English is to start perceiving that 
in the case of /�/ what they randomly identify as two different categories in L1 constitutes a 
single uniform category in L2. Conversely, the Polish learner has to split their single native 
category for /�/ into two categories found in L2, namely the low front /�/ and low centralized 
/7/. In both cases, new feature contrast would be formed (cf. Escudero and Boersma 
2004:575).  

Phonological theory, in order to be complete, calls for at least five levels of 
representation, as argued by Boersma (2009:55). Although the levels represented in the 
Bidirectional Phonology model below (5.9) seem to be more commonly applied in 
psycholinguistic models of  speech production and comprehension, Boersma (ibid.) maintains 
that phonological theory should rely on more than the traditional two levels and incorporate 
both the auditory and articulatory components of the phonetic representation as illustrated in 
the bottom part of the scheme in (5.9). 

  

(5.9) The BiPhon model (Boersam 2007): the five levels of representation minimally required for 
doing bidirectional phonology and phonetics (modelled on Boersma, 2009, Fig.1). 
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The strictly phonological levels of representation indicated by the middle part of (5.9) and 
required by the phonological analysis within OT framework comprise the so called input, or 
the underlying form and the output, also referred to as the surface form. The underlying form 
reflects the representation of the phonological structure of morphemes contained in the user’s 
lexicon and may be regarded as ‘a sequence of pieces of phonological material copied from 
the lexicon with a discernible morpheme structure’ (Boersma, 2011:36). The morpheme 
further participates in the connection existing between the underlying phonological form and 
semantic features of the lexicon. To an average phonologist, the underlying form alone does 
not constitute a carrier of any continuous phonetic detail (Boersma, ibid.). Therefore, 
phonological examination must take into account both levels of representation. A phonetician 
considers the auditory as well as the articulatory form. The former is made up of noises, 
spectra, pitches, periods of silence, transitions,  durations of segments, as well as their mutual 
relations such as simultaneity and order (Boersma, 2011:42), which may be partially rendered 
in the form of microscopic auditory transcription (see (5.12) below). The latter phonetic 
representation is formed from the continuous representation of articulatory gestures resulting 
from the activities performed by the speech organs, and more precisely by the muscles that 
change the position, hold, stretch or relax the glottis, sections of the oral passage and its walls, 
parts of the tongue, the soft palate, the lips as well as the cheeks, the jaw and the lungs 
(Boersma, ibid.). Since the auditory-phonetic representation is linked directly to the 
phonological, surface representation, as indicated in (5.9), the listener can successfully 
process the phonology, ultimately accessing the semantic level without the need to refer to the 
articulatory form (Boersma, 2009:59). The links implied by the connections between 
individual levels are evaluated and regulated by appropriate constraints. Thus, the similarity 
between morphemes and underlying forms is evaluated by means of lexical constraints; the 
correspondence between  underlying and surface forms is tested via the faithfulness 
constraints, whereas the structural constraints evaluate solely the surface form (Boersma, 
ibid.). The role of cue constraints is to check the relation between the surface form and the 
auditory form. The sensorimotor constraints express the language user’s ability to identify the 
relation between articulation of a sound and the acoustic properties of that sound. 
Consequently, the speaker must be able to effectively articulate a segment and can also 
predict the sound properties produced by a given articulatory gesture. The model in (5.9.) 
assumes bidirectionality of relations between all the respective levels. The process of mapping 
from the underlying to the surface form constitutes phonological production and is followed 
by phonetic implementation of /surface form/ into [phonetic form]. The opposite direction 
represents the process of perception realized as the mapping of [phonetic form] into /surface 
form/ and further the mapping of /surface form/ into |underlying form|, which is defined as 
recognition (Boersma and Hamann, 2009:11). The existing types of constraints evaluate 
mappings in both directions. Thus, the faithfulness constraints select both the optimal 
phonological output and the mapping from the surface to the underlying form. As a result, the 
same set of constraints participate in evaluating phonological production (input-to-output) and 
phonological ‘comprehension’ (output-to-input) (Boersma, 2009:60). Analogically, cue 
constraint evaluate /surface form/-to-[phonetic form] production process as well as the 
reverse, perception process. Boersma and Hamann (2009:17) view perception as an 
interaction between cue constraints and structural constraints, where the latter evaluate only 
the output of the process, namely the /surface form/. In the whole phonological and phonetic 
processing, the listener faces a threefold task, which consists of the prelexical perception 
module, then the word recognition module, and ultimately in the module of lexical access. 
Each of the modules embraces two levels of representation, starting with the auditory form 
and moving up the route indicated by the scheme in (5.9) and leading to the level of 
morpheme and meaning.  
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Perception as such is defined by Boersma (2009:63) as the process in which 
unprocessed sensory information contained in speech signal is mapped to more abstract 
mental representations. The purpose of perception in phonology is to obtain phonological 
surface structure from a raw continuous auditory representation, the procedure that 
phoneticians refer to as identification task. Listeners are often capable of discriminating 
sounds that might be interpreted as still representing the same phoneme. The reason why two 
auditory tokens may be treated as separate is conditioned by the auditory distance between 
them, and to a certain extent by their phonemic status in a particular language (Boersma, 
ibid.). Starting from the 9 months of age, listeners whose language assigns different 
phonological status to two auditory forms prove to be more efficient discriminators than 
listeners in whose language the same two forms constitute a single phonemic category. The 
role of cue constraints is to set two otherwise disconnected representations against each other. 
These are: the auditory form consisting of certain acoustic characteristics and the surface 
form, which follows from language-specific abstract structures. From the perspective of 
perception, richness of the base can be viewed as established in the input to perception, 
namely in the auditory form. Such an input can be anything, even auditory events that are not 
found in the listener’s language environment (Boersma, 2009:76). Consequently, Boersma 
(ibid.) suggests that richness of the base should be redefined as robust production. Another 
related concept is interpretative parsing, which enables the listener to correctly interpret any 
overt form by converting it into proper surface structure including cases where a given 
structure could never result from the learner’s grammar. The tableaux in (5.10) exemplify 
how the listener’s perception, in this case the perception of a Chinese native speaker, selects 
the optimal output surface form with the help of properly ranked auditory cue constraints. The 
constraints are of markedness type and prohibit the classification of individual tokens of 
dento-alveolar as either the aspirated /��/ or unaspirated /�/, which are represented in Pinyin 
script as ‘t’ and ‘d’ respectively. The choice of the form /���/, if articulated with the high level 
tone ([1���])might indicate the surface form of one of eight possible lexical items ‘ta1’. The 
lexical item might be for example one of the three phonetically identical singular third person 
pronouns, namely ‘she’. If the selected output in the tableau is /��/, also pronounced with the 
high level tone ([1��]), the lexical item might be one of seven possible homophones realized as 
‘da1’, namely ‘pimples’. 

(5.10) Chinese classification of voicing following the cue constraints based on Voice Onset Time 

distribution for Mandarin (cf. Chao and Chen, 2008, Fig.2). The tableaux are modelled on 
Boersma (2009, Fig.33-35) 
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The top ranked cue constraints rule out candidates with VOT values unlikely for either of the 
stop phonemes and occupying almost the two opposite extreme points of the VOT continuum 
attested for each phoneme in the study by Chao and Chen (2008:223). If, for example, a 
Polish learner of Chinese produces the stop in ‘ta1’ with a mean VOT value of 25 ms (see top 
part of (5.10) articulating a typical Polish unaspirated /t/ (cf. Keating et al. 1981) the input 
will be perceived as /da1/ by the Chinese listener. The bottom part of (5.10) refers to the 
situation when the input VOT value of 40 ms articulated by an English learner of Chinese 
approaches the assumed border region outlined by the endpoint values reported for the tokens 
of Chinese /��/ and /�/ in Chao and Chen (2008:223). In English such a VOT duration may 
represent native English /��/, though the value belongs to the lower end point of the scale of 
VOT tokens attested for English /��/ in Chao and Chen (ibid.). In this case, it is likely that the 
Chinese listener will classify the input as /�/ rather that /��/ because the markedness constraint 
militating against the value of 40 ms as representative of /��/ outranks the constraint that 
prohibits /�/ to be pronounced with such a VOT value.  

Loanword adaptation might be treated as a process bearing resemblance to first-
language phonological perception (Boersma and Hamann, 2009). According to a ‘minimal 
view’ of loanword adaptation critically approached by Boersma and Hamann (idid.) learners 
initially store the donor language surface forms as segmentally closest to native language 
underlying forms. Subsequently, the underlying forms are evaluated by the native (first 
language) set of constraints. The whole process of close-copy-plus-L1-filtering is disfavoured 
by Boersma and Hamann (2009:12-13), who argue that loanword adaptation is either 
performed during phonological production with the constraint hierarchy different from the 
one applied in native phonology, or the underlying forms of loanwords are not stored as close 
copies of the surface forms of the donor language. The role of cue constraints appears to be a 
crucial factor here as they form a link between a discrete phonological representation and a 
continuously-valued auditory-phonetic form (Boersma and Hamann, 2009: 19). For example, 
the stop phoneme /�/ appearing in word-final position is linked to a wide range of auditory-
phonetic alveolar plosive forms with different degrees of glottal pulsing and burst intensity 
present/combined in each alternative form, all corresponding to the perceptive discretization 
abilities of the auditory nerve. The following representation is a simplified set of cue 
constraints for /�/, which only considers selected phases in the complete continuum: *[��] /�/, 
*[�] /�/, *[��] /�/, *[d8 /�/, *[��,d8 /�/. The most marked representation is the first constraint ‘the 
sound [��] should not be perceived as the consonant segment /�/’, where the auditory form is a 
stop produced with open glottis and a strong burst identifiable as aspiration. The least marked 
final constraint *[� �,d8 /�/ presents an auditory form with prevoicing as well as a period of 
voicing following the closure. Although any kind of perception model might be constructed 
out of the multiple cue constraints, Boersma’s learning algorithm  (1997c, cited in Boersma 
and Hamann, 2009:22) results in a constraints hierarchy that facilitates the operation a 
probability-matching listener, who automatically ranks their cue constraints in a manner 
serving the perception of an auditory event as most closely corresponding to the phonological 
category realised by the speaker. If, then a listener hears 60 tokens of [��] representing  /�/ in 
the same time span as they hear 20 tokens of [��] for the contrasting form /�/, the auditory-
phonetic form [��] will be established as typically representing the phoneme /�/ after a gradual 
reranking of the cue constraints disfavouring the choice of the surface form based on the 
percentage of perceived auditory tokens. Perception viewed in this way seems to be based on 
the principle of ‘least confusable’ rather than ‘most familiar’ or ‘auditory nearest’, as posited 
by Boersma nad Hamann (2009:22). Such an approach seems to exclude the possibility of 
speakers’ direct knowledge of the auditory distance between phonological elements. 
Bidirectionality of cue constraints leads to similarity between native auditory forms and the 
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auditory forms of the donor language. Computer simulations of a bidirectional learning 
algorithm (Boersma, 2008) indicate that if confusability appears to be low due to high 
auditory salience or lack of confusing phonological competitors in the native language cue 
constraints are ranked high in relation to structural constraints.  

Perception naturally interacts with phonology in that the former is not only regulated 
by cue constraints but also by structural constraints, both types of constraints forming close 
interaction (Boersma nad Hamann, 2009:25). On the other hand, if the learner relies on the 
acquisition model limited to phonological level of representation only (see (5.9)), certain 
problems are likely to emerge as pointed by Boersma (2011). In the case of the merely-
phonological acquisition model adopted by a potential learner, it is imperative that the learner 
has knowledge of both the underlying form and the surface form, though in the process of 
learning the learner has direct access to neither type of information (Boersma, 2011:41). Both 
forms must be constructed from the auditory-phonetic form which the learner has been 
exposed to in the target language environment. The actual auditory form contained in the 
signal the learner has heard must then be transposed to some abstract phonological form, 
which, in turn, has to be based on the existence of language–specific knowledge of how 
phonetic detail relates to discrete phonological entities that individual phonemes are. The 
phonological form, if properly recognized must then be reflected in the construction of the 
correct underlying form, which has to differ from other underlying forms stored in the 
lexicon. The process of recognition that the learner has to pass through has to be based on the 
language-specific knowledge of the relation between phonological structures and meaning. 
All the processes are language-specific and they do not reflect the processes that a learner has 
natural knowledge of as the processes peculiar to the learner’s L1. Moreover, there is an 
interaction between each process that accompanies the transition between the individual levels 
of representation (cf. Boersma, 2011: 35).  

The production tableau below in (5.11) illustrates the selection of the optimal output 
candidate of the underlying form |1�"+�C|. The notation in the candidate cells shows paired 
representations where the first is the repetition of the underlying form. This way of presenting 
candidate forms appears more clearly justified by the multiple number of representations 
(Boersma, 2011:37) as is the case with the tableaux below. The winner surface form has an 
assimilated cluster /(�/ as the top ranked AGREE[VOICE] forces the final voiceless stop of 
the stem to share the voicing specification of the initial plosive of the suffix. The process of 
selection occurs at the phonological level of representation and seems incomplete as it does 
not reflect the phenomena belonging to the phonetic level. 

(5.11) Phonological production of Pol. jakby ‘as if’ without reference to the phonetic level (cf. 

Boersma, 2011:36).
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The incorporation of the forms belonging to the phonetic level into production and acquisition 
tableaux calls for a precise reference to auditory and articulatory facts that appear to be of a 
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more physical nature. Auditory and acoustic data are partly identifiable in spectrograms of 
actual speech signal, but unlike phonological representations they may be more varied and 
unstable, which can result in multiple microscopic auditory transcriptions, where some of the 
data may be irrelevant and speaker-dependent. In (5.12) below, the top part shows an 
exemplary division of the spectrogram of a slow non-casual articulation of the word jakby

with intentional, somewhat overemphasized voicing assimilation affecting the medial stop 
cluster. The author proposes the following transcription of the auditory form:[[ �[1��$!(AC!�BCC�]], 
where some of the visible phases are rendered in an arbitrary way and may be missing in other 
auditory versions of the same item. The initial and final segments are shown as the high front 
vocoids articulated with low frequency vibration resembling a creak and marking the onset of 
the first segment and the offset of the last one. After the palatal glide [[1]] there is a visible 
transition of the formants marking the shift of the front of the tongue from the high front 
position through front low to the low fronted central and then central retracted position in 
preparation for the velar stop articulation. The following phase is the closure stage of the 
plosive voiced [[(]] which may be showed in the form of the glottal closure, or a brief period 
of silence graphically represented by means of [[!]] in (5.12) below. Between the visible end 
of the formant structure marking the articulation of the preceding vowel and the beginning of 
the stop release stage there is a clearly identifiable phase of voicing into closure, which, 
though occupying some 40 per cent of the closure, is not reflected in  the transcription.  

(5.12) Spectrogram of the assimilated version of Pol. jakby ‘as if’ articulated slowly by the 

author. Microscopic auditory transcription refers to identifiable changes in the spectrum.
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After a brief release of the velar voiced segment, a fricative burst follows and the voicing 
continues into an epenthetic high central vocoid, which reinforces full voicing of the 
preceding velar consonant. The subsequent stage in the spectrogram is formed by the closure 
phase of the second member of the stop cluster, namely the labial [[�]]. Then, the momentary 
bilabial release follows, and a very short burst, which is not of homorganic labial type. The 
lips being open rapidly, the channel between them is not narrow enough to allow for the labial 
friction to take place. The resulting burst clearly typifies the voiced glottal fricative, where the 
concentration of energy mirrors the formants of the following high central vocalic segment. 
Since the transitions between individual segments and sub-segments are difficult to capture 
the actual segmentation is of arbitrary nature. As (5.12 a) above indicates, only small portions 
of the spectrogram seem to be relevant to the listener’s ear and much of the produced signal is 
incidental and only naturally accompanies the movements of the articulators, which 
intentionally produce physical representations of the abstract forms belonging to the 
phonological as well as higher levels of representation. As the articulation which formed the 
basis of the graphic representation in (5.12) was purposefully slow and therefore artificial to 
some extent certain, phases visible in the spectrum, like for example the release of fricative 
type after /(/ and /�/, together with the vocalic segment following the former voiced stop 
might all be missing or seriously reduced in more casual and faster auditory versions of the 
same item. Alternatively, as other spectral images of the same item pronounced by the author 
in a more casual manner seem to indicate, the closure for both stops in jakby may be weaker 
and partially incomplete possibly leading to prevoicing in both plosives, which may be 
rendered as [[ �[1��� �,(AC3�,�-CC  *�In such a case, voicing seems to continue from the first vowel 
through both stops without significant interruption, though the closure stage still holds for 
both stops but is less perceptible in their spectra. 

In the tableau in (5.13) below, the choice of optimal forms is shown only within the 
phonetic level with no reference made to the phonological input.  Boersma (2011:43) argues 
that in some cases assimilations are not grounded in phonology, but in articulation. Merely-
phonetic production presented in (5.13) results from the interaction of sensorimotor 
constraints that connect the auditory input to the articulatory output and articulatory 
constraints that evaluate the output. All constraints present in the tableau below were devised 
by the author on the basis of the observed data. If articulatory constraints dominate the 
sensorimotor constraints the outcome is shown below in the choice of the assimilated 
pronounced form [1�(�C] representing the auditory input in which the voiceless stop is 
followed by the voiced one with no agreement in voicing between the members of the cluster. 

(5.13) Phonetic production of Pol. jakby ‘as if’ without phonological input (cf. Boersma, 
2011:43).
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A potential agreement between the auditory and articulatory form visible in the first cell is 
prevented by the top ranked articulatory markedness constraint 
*!+GLABDUC+!+GLADDUCART, which disfavours the sequence of articulatory gestures of 
abducted glottis and adducted glottis, where the continuation of voicing would be halted by 
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periods of silence before and after the first, voiceless segment. The marked nature of such 
articulatory behaviour might suggest that the unmarked state of the glottis is the one 
consisting in adduction and continuous production of undisturbed voicing, rather than 
cessation of voicing and separation of the vocal folds required for the production of voiceless 
segments. Sequences of gestures leading to adducted glottis with periods of silent closure 
before and after the first adducted phase are treated as a marked behaviour by the lower 
ranked constraint *!+GLADDUC+!+GLADDUCART. The sensorimotor constraint 
*[[NOVOICING]] [GLADDUC], which prohibits the pronunciation of voiceless segments with 
adducted glottis is placed low in the hierarchy and hence becomes easily violable. 

 Phonological-phonetic production tableaux like the one in (5.14) are constructed on 
the basis of the parallel or interactive model of  the full phonetic and phonological production 
process where the input or |Underlying Form| is mapped into output of /Surface Form/ with 
simultaneous mappings into lower levels of [[Auditory Form]] and [Articulatory Form] 
(Boersma, 2011:60). 

(5.14) Phonological-phonetic production of Pol. jakby ‘as if’ (cf. Boersma, 2011:(28)).
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The rival series of input-output pairings that form the phonological-phonetic strings of 
candidates are ruled out by interacting faithfulness constraints, cue constraints as well as those 
of sensorimotor  and articulatory type. The top ranking of the articulatory markedness 
constraint *!+GLABDUC+!+GLADDUCART acts as the driving force in the selection of the 
most harmonic articulatory form, which has the [gb] cluster with two successive states of 
glottal adduction rather than an abduction phase succeeded by a closure and another adduction 
phase (i.e.[kg]). Even if a speaker abandons or reduces either one or both stop closure phases 
([!]) and produces both or one member of the cluster with prevoicing ([ �,(]/[�,�]) still the top 
ranked constraint is observed. Such a ranking reflects the determinant nature of articulatory 
constraints conditioned by factors such as articulatory ease, which, in turn, may be speaker- or 
dialect-/ accent-dependent. Both output series with the unassimilated surface forms /.1�"*�C./  
are disfavoured by the highly ranked structural constraint AGREE[VOICE]. The second 
candidate from the top is additionally disqualified by a cue markedness constraint 
*/k/[[VOICING]] which prohibits mismatch between the surface phonological form /.1�"*�C./ 
being realized with an auditory form containing the voiced [[g]]. The low ranking of 
phonological faithfulness constraint IDLAR is decisive in allowing for the selection of forms, 
in which the faithful mapping of the voiceless-voiced sequence present in the underlying 
phonological form |1�" + �C| is not observed in the surface output form. In the same manner, 
the morphological or semantic representations manifested by the identity of morphological 
elements <jak> and <by> and the lexical form “jakby” respectively are not reflected in the 
optimal output forms of all the lower levels of representation. This might imply that although 
assimilatory processes start at the phonological surface level they are further supported and 
reinforced at the phonetic, both auditory and articulatory levels. 
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As regards the process of acquisition of voicing assimilation illustrated partially by the 
tableau in (5.15) below, the language learner’s choice of the fully assimilated set of outputs 
reflecting the relevant assimilatory process is conditioned by appropriate shifts in the ranking 
of the constraints responsible for the mappings between the forms belonging to phonological 
and phonetic levels of representation. In the case where the learner relies on the underlying 
form of the phonological input and tries to preserve it faithfully in the output no assimilation 
occurs. At the same time, semantic representations are preserved in the optimal phonetic 
output. This is caused by the learners’ reliance either on the spelling of the item or the 
knowledge of the independent form “jak” and the related forms like “jaki”, “jaka” “jako” etc. 
in which the underlying |k| always surfaces as /k/ and exists in the auditory and articulatory 
forms as [["]] / ["].   

(5.15) Phonological-phonetic acquisition of assimilation in Pol. jakby ‘as if’ (cf. Boersma, 

2011:(29)). Output form with a tick shows optimal choice after acquisition of assimilation 
accompanied by shift of constraints indicated by arrows.
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Alternatively, the learner may be exposed to spoken unassimilated forms if the speakers of the 
target language do not apply assimilation using a different accent or apply it variably being 
under the influence of the competent accent/dialect. If such is the case, the agreement between 
the lexical input and the phonological and phonetic output forms is secured by the top ranking 
of faithfulness identity constraints like IDLAR in (5.15) above. In a situation when the learner 
lives and acquires the target language in the environment where the articulatory and auditory 
assimilated forms prevail, the possible construction of the relevant structural constraint 
AGREE[VOICE] may take place in the learner’s grammar. At the same time the learner must 
shift the relevant faithfulness, structural and articulatory/auditory constraints in relation to 
each other, eventually leading to the selection of the most harmonic candidate like the one 
marked with the ‘tick’ in the bottom cell in (5.15). The shift of the articulatory constraint 
upwards in the hierarchy is consistent with the learner’s potential realization that it is more 
optimal to articulate sequences of voiced stops with consecutive adducted states of the glottis. 

In Chapter 7 (sections 7.1.7, 7.2.3., 7.4.5) the principles of bidirectional phonology 
concerning shifts of constraints are applied in  the analysis of  voice assimilation process in a 
southern dialect of Polish and in the form of English developed by native speakers of this 
dialect. The degree of transfer of target language rules is assumed to be seriously checked and 
seriously difficult to attain in Polish learners of English from that particular region of Poland. 
Constraint reranking is expected to proceed with difficulty and the role of perception, error 
classification and failure in the recognition of L2 articulatory forms with respect to voicing 
specifications seem to be of crucial importance. 
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6. The study 

The present chapter introduces the context of the study of regressive voicing assimilation 
conducted for the current thesis. In the first part, a historic and territorial description of the 
main dialectal regions in Poland is offered, with special reference to the examined 
phenomenon and the area from which respondents recruited for the experiment originated. 
Further, general identity of the speakers is presented together with main characteristics of 
both language contexts in which they are placed, both as native speakers of Polish and EFL 
learners. 

The second section describes the material used for elicitation. Sections within 
elicitation lists devoted to particular morphological components are presented alongside with 
phonetic context on both sides of word/morpheme boundaries, where both the target and the 
source of voicing assimilation is located. Choice of individual phonemes in both languages is 
explained and justified. 

In the third part, the attention is given to those parameters which were examined 
during the aural and visual acoustic analysis of the recorded material. Procedures connected 
with identification, measurement and classification of the parameters are briefly described and 
accompanied by appropriate spectral images. 

The last part of the chapter describes the process of elicitation of audio signal, its 
conversion and storage alongside with equipment and software used for spectrographic and 
oscillographic analysis of audio samples.  

6.1 Dialectal context and origin of the respondents

The existence of the phonological process examined in the present study is determined by 
dialectal factors conditioned both geographically and historically. Despite the influence of the 
national media, educational system, the impact of popular speaking trends and fashions 
people, regardless of their age seem to base their native accents to a considerable extent on 
models offered by family, friends and local environment to which they belong. Thus, 
language users in a particular locality represent longstanding traditions whose extent 
coincides with both major and minor dialect areas. The boundaries of these do not seem to 
have altered significantly over the course of history. The same appears to be true of basic 
linguistic features of a dialect, which have remained stable, as well. 

The map  presented in (6.1) below shows the extent of major Polish dialects, which 
constitute the context for the phonological process discussed in the thesis. Two large dialect 
areas in the map seem to constitute a uniform region, and this alleged uniformity may at least 
apply to the process of regressive voicing assimilation. The source map in Urba�czyk (1968) 
differs from the division proposed by Dejna (1993) in the location of the boundary between 
dialects of Greater Poland and dialects of Lesser Poland to the south of Lodz rather than to the 
north of the city. For convenience as well as for the purpose of the present thesis this 
boundary is not shown in (6.1) below, as the two dialects form a unity as far as Poznan-
Cracow pronunciation is concerned. However, in the case of the southern boundary between 
Masovian dialects and dialects of Lesser Poland, which in (6.1) runs north of Lublin, Dejna 
(ibid.) draws the line parallel to the boundary marked by Urba�czyk, but just south of the 
outskirts of the city of Lublin (for comparison of the boundaries visit 
http://www.dialektologia.uw.edu.pl/index.php?l1=opis-dialektow). 
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(6.1) Division of Polish dialects (cf. map by A. Krawczyk Wieczorek at 

http://www.dialektologia.uw.edu.pl/index.php?l1=opis-dialektow based on the division by 
Urba�czyk, 1968: map 3). 
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Furthermore, Dejna extends the boundaries of both Masovian dialect and the dialect of Lesser 
Poland from the north-eastern corner of the map at a considerable distance from the eastern 
political boundary of Poland, also with the exclusion of the Bieszczady Mountains forming 
the south-easternmost extremity of the map. The reason behind this may follow from the fact 
that, historically, the contemporary narrow strip of easternmost Polish territory used to belong 
to the extensive frontiers of the 17th century Kingdom of Poland, which remained 
proportionally large until the beginning of World War II. Yet, before the 15th century the 
territory of Poland ruled by the Piast Dynasty did not reach further east than the dialectal line 
proposed by Dejna (ibid.). Both Urba�czyk and Dejna, however, agree in the western extent 
of Silesian dialect and the dialects of Greater Poland and Lesser Poland, which coincides with 
the western political frontier of the Polish State, which hardly ever ran further west of the 
areas encompassed by the linguistic boundaries. Therefore, the territories described as New 
Mixed Dialects are not considered as linguistically coherent due to large-scale post-war 
immigration of settlers from other parts of Poland.

Historically, the regions shown in (6.1) correspond to ancient tribal territories of 10th

century Poland before the beginnings of Piast Dynasty. As the map in (6.3) shows, the region 
around Poznan was inhabited by the tribe of Polans, and this area coincides with the extent of 
the modern dialect of Greater Poland. The area around Cracow and Wi>lica used to belong to 
the tribe of Vistulans, whose ancient territory lay within the limits of the contemporary dialect 
of Lesser Poland. To the south of Polans and to the west of Vistulans there is a region marked 
in light grey which formed the homeland of the tribe of Slezans, a tiny portion of which 
belongs nowadays to the area occupied by Silesian Dialect spoken around Katowice. The 
original territory of the Slezans used to extend north-west towards Wroclaw and beyond. As 
(6.2) shows, both the Vistulans’ and the Slezans’ tribal lands lay within the military state of 
Greater Moravia controlled by the Moravians and the Czechs. The north-eastern area of 
Poland, which at present is home to Masovian dialect (see 6.1) used to belong to the tribe of 
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ancient Masovians. However, the contemporary northern extent of the dialect of Lesser 
Poland penetrates considerably into the originally Masovian territory, which, according to the 
map in (6.2) used to cover a much larger area than the territory of the Vistulans. 

(6.2) West Slavic tribes of the 9th-10th century A.D.  Regions in dark grey indicate the main tribes, 

the dotted line shows the extent of the State of Great Moravia. 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:West_slavs_9th-10th_c..png  cf. map at 

http://www.dialektologia.uw.edu.pl/index.php?l1=podstawy-dialektologii&l2=dialekty-polskie) 

As regards the chief features which serve to delineate the limits of individual dialects of 
Polish, the existence of regressive voicing assimilation at word boundaries constitutes one of 
the two major distinctive categories separating the dialects of Poland. As it is indicated in the 
map in (6.3) below, the dialects of Greater and Lesser Poland Dialect together with Silesian 
Dialect are characterised by regressive voicing assimilation in obstruents as described earlier 
in section 4.5, and are classified as voicing dialects 
(http://www.dialektologia.uw.edu.pl/index.php?l1=podstawy-dialektologii&l2=kryteria-
podzia%C5%82u-mwr). The pronunciation of the region is often referred to as Cracow-
Poznan accent of Polish, although if one refers to the region of the dialect of Lesser Poland 
the label ‘Cracow accent’ can apply, as well. As the map in (6.2) shows, in historical times, 
both the area of Lesser Polish Dialect and Silesian Dialect used to belong to the State of Great 
Moravia.  

Linguistically, as pointed out earlier in section 4.5, both Cracow pronunciation, the 
Silesian accent and the pronunciation of Moravian Czech (Dvo@ák 2010) are marked by 
regressive voicing assimilations of obstruents before sonorants, thus forming a consistent 
dialect continuum. The contemporary Masovian Dialect of Polish, classified as a non-voicing 
dialect, seems to be the only dialect which historically has differed from all other Polish 
dialects in lacking one of the two older distinctive features: voicing assimilation (Lehr-
Spławi�ski 1978:62. The pronunciation of the region labelled as ‘Warsaw accent’ is often 

treated as a model, which appears to reflect the capital status of the city of Warsaw, and not 

the proportional extent of the given type of phonetics in the geographical sense. In the latter 
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sense, the phenomenon of regressive voicing assimilation dealt with in the present thesis turns 

out to be a phonetic feature of the majority of native speakers of contemporary Polish. 

(6.3) The extent of Cracow-Poznan and Warsaw accents of Polish (after Kara):

http://www.dialektologia.uw.edu.pl/index.php?l1=podstawy-dialektologii&l2=kryteria-

podzia%C5%82u-mwr) 
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The group of respondents, whose speech was investigated for the purpose of the present study 

come from the area of Tarnów, a town of over 100,000 inhabitants lying in the district of 

Lesser Poland over 70 km east of the city of Cracow. Location of Tarnów within the dialect 

area of Lesser Poland, as the map in (6.4) below shows, guarantees representative character of 

the pronunciation investigated in the thesis. As may be inferred from the map below, Tarnów 

lies on the borderline of Central Lesser Poland, with the region of the Uplands stretching just 

south of its outskirts.  

(6.4) The extent of the dialect of Lesser Poland and its division into major regions corresponding 

to main subdialects (modified version of the map at: 
http://www.dialektologia.uw.edu.pl/index.php?l1=opis-dialektow&l2=dialekt-malopolski) 
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The Uplands are divided into the Land of Biecz to the south-east of Tarnów, and the Land of 

S�cz, which extends to the south-west, bordering with the region of Podhale and the Tatra 

Mountains. Compared to the location of Tarnów, the position of Cracow is more peripheral on 

the dialectal map of Lesser Poland.  

Respondents used in the study originate mainly from the region of Tarnów as well as 

from the areas lying immediately to the west and south of the town, labeled as the Uplands on 

the map in (6.4). Tarnów itself constitutes the whereabouts of a half of all the 30 respondents 

used in the study. The remaining locations shown on the map below in (6.5) each represent a 

single respondent. The sole exception is the City of Cracow (Kraków), which is presented on 

the map to form a reference point and also to act as a reminder of the name of the dialect 

examined in the study. Most of the respondents were born and continue living in the indicated 

localities.  They also commute to Tarnów to study there or temporarily stay in boarding 

houses during weekdays. Only one respondent comes from the immediate vicinity of Cracow 

(Przybysławice).  

The group of 30 students selected for the study form a representative sample of the 

student community studying at the Department of English Philology at PWSZ (State 

Vocational School) in Tarnów. In the three year course of their study the total number of 

students oscillates around 200, the majority coming from the central and eastern parts of the 

Uplands as well as from the southern part of Central Lesser Poland. Their native accents are 

assumed to possess features typical of traditional pronunciation of the region they belong to. 

The localities the respondents originate from are little towns and villages, and Tarnów itself is 

of medium size and has a population of over 110,000. The original accents of young local 

population are considered to be stable and are not likely to be sensitive to radical 

modifications, at least those regarding chief dialectal features including voicing assimilation.  

(6.5) Places of origin of the respondents used for the present thesis. The city of Cracow marked 

only as a reference point with no respondents recruited from that location.
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The respondents were aged between 20-23 years, most of them having studied English for a 

considerable period of time, starting from primary education. Both the statistical mean and 
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median of the years of study was 11, and the mode was 12, which means that the exposure to 

English as a second language started at the age of 8-9, between their 2 and 3 year at primary 

school.  

Phonetic training generally tends to be of limited importance and is frequently 

neglected in all levels of education with the sole exception of linguistic education at a 

university level and, therefore, numerous features of the first language including features of 

the local accent can be traced in the second language. The author forms this assumption on the 

basis of fifteen years of observation during phonetic instruction at a language laboratory 

environment. With the exception of students who have spent considerable amount of time 

abroad in Britain or the U.S. the English accents of most students are strongly influenced by 

Polish and show strong signs of serious neglect in phonetic training. Even the constantly 

growing exposure to native English accents in the media may not appear to be satisfactory in 

developing native-like pronunciation habits. Most learners do not seem to be aware of this and 

they continue to preserve their own native accents, many key features of which are hard to 

abandon without conscious practice. Certain inherent L1 traits such as voicing assimilation, 

for example, may be assumed to be virtually impossible or extremely hard to minimize or 

eradicate if the period of language instruction and training is of limited duration. A two or 

three semesters long phonetics course at a university coupled with former years of less 

conscious language learning turns out to be an insufficient amount of time to develop non-

voicing English habits. Yet, at the same time, the language of the respondents forms a good 

basis for investigation of the influence of native voicing phonetics on the second language in a 

considerably limited language training environment.

6.2 Investigated contexts 

There were two reading lists used in the experiment, one containing items in Polish and the 

other in English. The items included in the lists were usually in the form of sentences, less 

frequently phrases, all drawn from online textual corpora: http://www.korpus.pl/  for Polish 

and http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/  for English. Both elicitation lists are included in Appendix 

C and each is additionally provided with a description of morphological and phonetic contexts 

examined in the experiment. All investigated cross-boundary contexts are shaded in green for 

easier identification. Reading lists used by the respondents were devoid of any contextual 

notes or marks but contained numbered items, listed in a non-randomized order.  

6.2.1 Polish 

The Polish list (Appendix C1) included 116 items, where 89 items contained potential 

assimilation contexts located at the word boundary and 27 were potential assimilatory 

contexts placed at the morpheme boundary. Within the latter set, 16 items contained 

prefix+stem and 11 items represented stem+particle contexts.  

The word boundary set was divided into 7 sections, each devoted to a single obstruent 

located at word-final position preceding the juncture. The obstruents were potential targets of 

regressive voicing assimilation. Only the vocabulary items which included the voiceless 

consonantal letters  p, t, k, cz, �, s in the spelling were used. This minimized the risk of 

spelling-oriented reading, or interference of another process, namely word-final devoicing. 

Underlyingly, the examined places of articulation belong to the voiceless group of Polish 

phonemes: 
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• three plosives: the bilabial, the dental and the velar (/�, �, ")  

• two affricates: the retroflex /TKL/ and  the alveolo-palatal /�IL���

• two fricatives: the dento-alveolar and the retroflex (/�/, /�/) 
Some Polish phonemes were not included in the investigated set: the dento-alveolar affricate 

/���/ , the alveolo-palatal fricative /�/, the velar /=/, as well as the labiodental fricative /
/. The 

first three phonemes have no direct equivalents in English, and the analysis was supposed to 

follow possible one-to-one correspondence between phonemes in the two languages. The two 

Polish affricates included in the experiment exceptionally seem to relate to a single English 

phoneme, as they both may be used by Polish learners as substitutes for English /�#/. Certain 

local variants of native English /�#/ closely resemble Polish alveolo-palatal /�IL�. As for the 

labio-dental /
/, it was discarded from the analysis because the number of vocabulary items 

written with a word-final letter f rather than w is limited. Each of the seven sections 

representing the seven investigated obstruents located in the left-hand environment contained 

12 items. Each item represented different right-hand context or a different word-initial voiced 

phoneme forming a potential voice source during the process of voicing assimilation. The 

right-hand contexts included: 

• three voiced plosives: the bilabial, the dental and the velar (/�, �, ()  

• two fricatives: the labio-dental // and the dento-alveolar /�/�
• two nasals: the bilabial /3/ and the dental /�/ 

• the dento-alveolar lateral /	/ 
• the apical tap/trill /%~�/ 
• two glides: the platal /1/ and the labio-velar /�/ 

• a vowel phoneme 

The first two manners of articulation constituted obstruent voice sources and the remaining 

ones were classified as sonorant voice sources. Some voiced obstruents, namely the the dento-

alveolar affricate  /��/ , the retroflex affricate /��/ and two fricatives: the palatal /�/ and the 

retroflex /�/ were not included in the right-hand environment. The retroflex affricate might be 

compared to the English /��/, but it occurs initially mostly in loanwords. The dento-alveolar 

affricate appears in the initial position in a very limited number of words, chiefly as the first 

member of the cluster /���/. The two fricatives (/�/ and /�/) are common in the word-initial 

context but they cannot be contrasted with any similar voiced phonemes in English, with the 

exception of the post-alveolar /�/. However, in the initial context,  this English phoneme is 

rare and is only found in loanwords. 

The items in the elicitation list containing prefix+stem started with prefixes ending 

with the bilabial and dento-alveolar stops /�, �/ (ob-, nad-, od-, pod-) as well as with the 

dento-alveolar fricative /�/ (roz-, dys, trans-). Most of these prefixes contain voiced obstruents 

underlyingly, but show allomorphy since the prefix-final consonant can either appear as a 

voiced or voiceless sound, due to the process of final devoicing. When followed by stems 

starting with voiceless obstruents, the prefixes in question are represented by their allomorphs 

/���/, /��/ /�$�/, /��/. In the reading list, all the prefixes ob-, nad-, od-, pod- and roz- appeared 

before a vowel-initial stem acting as a potential voicing environment, and, therefore, they 

tended to be realized as /��/, /�$�/, /��/, /���/ and /���/ respectively. The remaining two 

prefixes (dys- and trans-) appeared in a larger number of items and the stems they were 

attached to started with a greater variety of voiced phonemes, both obstruent and sonorant. 

As regards the items of ‘stem+particle’ type they contained particles, -�e and no. Both 

of these start with a segment constituting a potential voice source for the process of regressive 
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assimilation, one of the obstruent type (the fricative /��) and the other of sonorant type (the 

nasal /�/). The stems preceding the particles finally contained voiceless stops: /p/ and /k/ 

appearing before -�e , and /�/ appearing before no, as well as fricatives (/
/, /�/) and affricates 

(/TKL/, /�IL��) found before each particle. Majority of the voiceless obstruents (potential targets of 

voicing assimilation) were represented orthographically by voiceless letters. The sole 

exception was the vocabulary item popatrz, which contains a cluster where letter t, interpreted 

as a voiceless phoneme, precedes two letters (rz) pronounced as a single voiced phoneme. The 

three letters are treated as a sequence of of a stop and a fricative (/�+�/), frequently articulated 

as a uniform affricate /TKL/ in casual speech. Underlying voicellessness of the second member 

results from progressive voicing assimilation found in stop+rz clusters in Polish. In conditions 

favouring regressive voicing assimilation the cluster is meant to surface as the sequence /�+�/. 

Yet, in casual pronunciation, often regarded as incorrect, the spelling trz is articulated as a 

homogeneous retroflex affricate /TKL/ represented in the spelling as cz. Such casual articulations 

dominated among the respondents during the elicitation process.  

The final part of the reading list contained items in which stop+stop and fricative+stop 

word-final obstruent clusters preceded a word-initial vowel segment. This context 

complemented the above mentioned seven word-final prevocalic contexts containing single 

obstruent segments and was later used in a detailed analysis of word-final prevocalic pause. 

Altogether, prevocalic contexts containing either a single obstruent or a cluster of obstruents 

were represented by 12 items with the word juncture and also additional 6 items with the 

prefix+stem juncture. 

6.2.2 English 

The English list (Appendix C2) included 182 items, with 78 contexts potentially sensitive to 

voicing assimilation located at the word boundary, 32 contexts including prefix+stem 

boundary, 28 items including stem+suffix boundary and 44 contexts including stem+stem 

boundary in compounds. The list was longer than the Polish one chiefly on account of the 

section containing compounds, which in Polish are not so common as in English. Most Polish 

nominal and adjectival compounds contain the interfix –o-, which does not trigger regressive 

voicing assimilation and blocks the potential influence of the following voiced segment. In 

fact, as an interfix, –o-  serves to ease the pronunciation in words where otherwise compound-

internal obstruent clusters would be difficult to pronounce in Polish. For example, Polish 

listonosz (‘postman’), due to the interfix –o- is much easier to pronounce (/�
�����������than if it 

contained a cluster in the middle: *listnosz (*/��
���������
Contextual organization of the word boundary set was analogical to the Polish list. 

They English list was made up of 6 sections, each devoted to a single obstruent located at 

word-final position preceding the juncture. The obstruents were potentially subjected to 

regressive assimilation of voice. Vocabulary items containing final voiceless consonant letters 

( p, t, k/ck, ch/tch, s/ss, sh) in the spelling were used in order to reduce the risk of spelling-

oriented reading, which, in the case of voiced consonant letters, in native English 

pronunciation represents domain-final phonemes which do not undergo final devoicing. 

Underlyingly, the examined places of articulation belong to the fortis group of English 

phonemes: 

• three plosives: the bilabial, the alveolar and the velar (/�, �, ")  

• one affricates: the post-alveolar /�#/�
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• two fricatives: the alveolar and the post-alveolar (/�/, /#/) 
The six sections representing the six investigated obstruents located in the left-hand context 

contained 12 items analogical to the those used in the Polish list presented before. There were 

minimal differences in the place of articulation of the voiced phonemes, namely concerning 

the difference between Polish dental stop /�/ and English alveolar /�/, Polish dental/dento 

alveolar set (/��,�� �,����)�versus the English alveolar�(/�, 	, �/), as well as English post-alveolar 

approximant /�/ and the Polish dento-alveolar tapped-trilled /�/.  Since the respondents were of 

Polish origin, depending on individual the level of acquisition of the native English accent, 

articulations of English phonemes may have varied in place or manner, the latter concerning 

the lenis nature of English obstruents normally pronounced with short-lag VOT in the initial 

position. The presence of negative VOT (or prevoicing) during the production of English 

phonemes resulted from Polish speaking habits and it could naturally facilitate the process of 

voicing assimilation. 

Part of the reading list containing items with prefixes included words starting with 

stop-final prefixes out- and post-, the affricate-final arch-, as well as with a number of 

prefixes ending with the fricative /s/ (dis-, mis-, ex-, vice-). The number of voiced segments 

following each prefix and forming the voice source ranged from 2-7 and included both stops 

and sonorants. 

Suffixes attached to the stem started with the voiced alveolar stop /�/ (-dom), the 

alveolar lateral /	/ (-less, -like), an initial nasal, the bilabial /3/ (-most) and the alveolar /�/ (-

ness) and with the labio-velar approximant /�/ (-word, -ware, -wise, worthy). Thus, eight out 

of all nine suffixes, whose initial segment constituted the source of voicing for the preceding 

obstruent, contained a sonorant phoneme. Before each suffix there were 2-6 stems containing 

a voiceless stop, an affricate or a fricative segment, all serving as potential targets of voicing 

assimilation. In one case (the suffix –worthy) there was, exceptionally, only one item in the 

list, whose stem ended with a stop. In other cases, the preceding, stem-initial contexts were 

more varied. 

The following portion of the elicitation list contained 7 subsets of compounds, whose 

members included the solid, hyphenated as well as open forms. Most items were single-

stressed and the internal stem1-final+stem2-initial context formed the potential target-trigger 

pair of segments. Such a potential voicing assimilation environment was uninterrupted by 

internal word stress. Among the seven subsets, three included stop-final stems containing the 

voiceless /�/, /�/ and /"/, one included the stems with the final affricate /�#/ and each of the 

remaining three contained stems ended with a final fricative segment: /�/, /#/ or /
/). Within 

each individual subset containing one stem-final voiceless obstruent there were from 4-8 

items (depending on the availability of words containing each suffix) with various stem-initial 

voiced segments, both obstruents and sonorants.  

Additionally, in correspondence with the Polish list, there was a section of items 

containing obstruent clusters located at the word boundary followed by word-initial vowel 

segments. The clusters contained a final fortis alveolar stop /t/ preceded by another fortis stop 

(/��/, /"�/), affricate (/�#�/) or a fricative (/
�/, /��/, /#�/). This extra set of word+word contexts 

reinforced the already discussed set of word boundary contexts and enlarged the stock of 

items with obstruents followed by a vowel and potentially separated from the vowel by a 

pause. The overall number of items in the English list representing such contexts at the word 

juncture amounted to 12 plus additional 7 contexts located at the stem+stem boundary in 

compounds and 3 contexts at the prefix+stem boundary.   
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      6.3 Tested parameters 

Among the parameters inspected in the spectral images of the recorded sound, measured and 

later interpreted collectively and presented in Chapter 7 were:  

• presence/absence of voicing assimilation in prefix/stem/word-final underlyingly 

voiceless/fortis obstruents, 

• length of closure phase in plosives/affricates and length of frication phase in fricatives,  

• percentage of voicing into closure,  

• presence/absence of a pause in obstruent+vowel cross-boundary contexts as well as 

the phonetic realization of the pause alongside with the duration of the pause. 

6.3.1. Presence of voicing assimilation 

Recorded samples were examined aurally with simultaneous visual inspection of oscillograms 

and spectrograms. Attention was given only to those portions tokens where regressive voicing 

assimilation was expected to take place, namely the sequences containing the domain-final 

obtruent+juncture+domain-initial segment (see portions of phrases shaded in green in 

Appendix C1 and C2).  

The first parameter to consider was the presence of voicing in the word/stem/prefix-

final underlyingly voiceless obstruent.  

(6.5) Oscillograms (top) and spectrograms (bottom) of the cross-boundary cluster in Polish pusz 

zbytnio (‘puff yourself up with pride too much’) with voicing assimilation (left) and without 

voicing assimilation (right) affecting the word final fricative. Solid line shows the word juncture. 
Dotted lines show approximate boundaries between obstruent segments. Labels refer to three 

parametres considered in the analysis.
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If the portion of the oscillogram representing the obstruent (see the segment to the left of the 

vertical solid line in the left part of (6.5) above) contained periodic waveform, also mixed 

with aperiodic noise in the case of affricates and fricatives, the obstruent was defined as 

‘voiced/assimilated’. Periodic wave in the oscillogram reflects the vibration of the vocal folds 

and the spectrographic image contains the so called ‘voice bar’ at the bottom corresponding to 

the low frequency periodic glottal noise . If the inspected segment was of affricate/fricative 

type, additionally the portion of the spectrogram with visible high frequency noise 

representing frication contained superimposed regular vertical striations showing the presence 

of periodic signal (see bottom left of (6.5) above). Acoustic signal at the playback of the 

sample had to be marked by low tone indicating voicing. The cross-boundary sequence of 

obstruent+obtruent/sonorant was represented by continuous periodic signal that proceeded 

uninterrupted throughout the whole sequence if voicing assimilation operated. If assimilation 

was identified in a token then a ‘1’ mark was put in the ‘measurements’ table. If the segment 

was voiceless/unassimilated a ‘0’ mark was assigned in the table.  

The right part of (6.5) above illustrates an example of a token in which assimilation 

was not identified. The portion of the oscillogram immediately preceding the vertical solid 

line representing the target fricative segment contains only aperodic signal of high amplitude 

without elements that might indicate presence of voicing like those visible in the left part of 

(6.5). Higher noise intensity of the fricative is also noticeable as a darker area at the top edge 

of the right bottom portion of the figure. Additionally, lack of voicing in the segment can be 

judged from the lack of ‘voice bar’ in the spectrogram. Aural impression at the playback of 

the sample is that of high frequency noise. If the inspected segment was an affricate or a 

plosive a period or brief silence could be identified. 

6.3.2. Length of closure phase and percentage of VIC 

Both in the case of assimilated voiced and voiceless obstruents the duration of closure phase 

was measured. In stop segments, the closure of the articulators was identifiable in the 

spectrum as a period following the harmonic phase of the preceding vowel segment and 

continuing until the release or burst phase of the stop itself. In fricative segments, closure was 

simultaneous with frication phase manifested by higher frequency aperiodic noise following 

the periodic portion (oscillogram) or the portion containing formants (spectrogram), which 

represented the preceding vowel (see labels containing durations in (6.5) above). In affricate 

segment, closure phase was a sequence of silence characteristic of stops followed by frication 

phase typical of affricates. In voiced assimilated affricates spectral features indicating glottal 

pulse were identifiable in both parts of the closure. Frequently, the closure stop phase in 

affricates was much shorter compared to the frication phase. Measurements were recorded in 

milliseconds and placed in ‘measurements’ tables. 

As regards the amount of Voicing Into Closure (VIC), or the portion of the closure 

where periodic signal was present relative to the whole length of the closure, in tokens labeled 

as ‘voiced’ periodic signal continued throughout the whole closure and voicing was labeled as 

100% (see labels with percentages at the bottom of (6.5) above). Less often, in a limited 

number of tokens, periodic signal constituted less than 100%, down to 50% of the whole 

closure phase and the aural impression was still that of a voiced segment. Accordingly, such 

tokens were labeled as ‘voiced’. Tokens with VIC constituting less than 50% were virtually 

unattested. Hence, almost all tokens labeled as ‘unassimilated’, where obstruent segment 

retained their underlying voicelessness, contained 0% of VIC. Since most values of VIC were 

either 0% or 100% this parameter was interpreted as equivalent with labels ‘voiced’ or 
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‘voiceless’ and ignored as a separate dimension and, consequently, there are no sections in 

Chapter 7 devoted to it. 

6.3.3. Presence of a pause and its phonetic realization 

Since the examined portions of items in the elicitation list represent continuous acoustic signal 

characteristic of connected speech, pausing at prefix/stem/word boundaries was not expected 

to occur and it did not, especially if the domain-initial segment following the juncture was a 

consonant. Yet, if the domain-final obstruent preceded a vowel segment at any type of 

juncture pauses were observed. Their function was to mark the boundary and they were 

phonetically realized as glottal segments.  

Lack of a pause was manifested in the oscillograms and spectrograms by absence of 

silence and continuity of acoustic signal of periodic/aperiodic type depending on the type of 

obstruent preceding the domain-initial vowel. In the left part of (6.6) below no silent interval 

is identifiable between the release phase of the assimilated voiced plosive and the onset of the 

following vowel. The vertical solid line serves to indicate where the two adjacent segments 

meet each other as the actual word boundary is not manifested by any silent interval. 

Moreover, the burst noise of the stop fluently merges into the harmonic structure of the vowel 

segment. Aurally, there is an impression of a homogeneous syllable [d�]. Tokens with 

analogical spectral images were classified as devoid of a pause and scored ‘0’ in the ‘pause’ 

column of the ‘measurements’ table. 

If, on the other hand, periodic/aperiodic signal typical of the domain-final obstruent 

was followed by a period of silence (see right part of (6.6)) the temporary cessation of 

acoustic signal was interpreted as a boundary marker.  

(6.6) Oscillograms (top) and spectrograms (bottom) of the cross-boundary stop+vowel sequence 

in English ‘pot off’ with no prevocalic pause (left), and in English ‘’mock others’ with a 
prevocalic pause realized as the glottal stop(right). Solid line shows the word juncture. Dotted 
lines show approximate extent of word-final obstruent segments. Labels refer to two parametres 

considered in the analysis.
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Consequently, the token scored ‘1’ in the ‘pause’ column. A pause characterized by a clear 

lack of signal and an abrupt onset of the following vowel was classified as the glottal stop, the 

duration of which was accordingly measured. Additionally, the identification of the pause as a 

glottal segment was accompanied by aural inspection of the playback of the analyzed potion 

of the sample. A glottal segment sounded like a brief and abrupt interruption of the 

articulatory signal and a sudden beginning of phonation for the following vowel. 

Alternatively, a pause was not marked by the glottal stop, but by creaky phonation of the 

initial portion of the vowel before modal phonation started. Aurally, creaky phonation also 

sounded like an interruption of continuous acoustic signal but was additionally accompanied 

by a drop in tone.  

Both phonetic realizations of prevocalic pauses were labeled accordingly in 

measurement tables. Identification marks were accompanied with figures describing durations 

of the glottal stop and creaky voice portions of the spectra. If a glottal stop was 

simultaneously followed by creaky phonation both types were recognized as joint components 

of a pause and proper annotations concerning the type and length of each component were 

made in the ‘Pause’ column. 

6.4 Method of elicitation and equipment 

Recording sessions with most of the respondents were carried out in a language laboratory 

(‘Mentor’ system). Respondents sat in cabins open at the top and at the back and wore 

headphones with microphones. They were not informed about the purpose of the experiment. 

Before the recording started respondents were given elicitation lists with numbered phrases 

and sentences in separate copies for each language. They were asked to read the items at 

natural speed and in a casual manner. In order to ensure maximum ease at performing the task 

they were informed that neither the type of accent nor possible pronunciation mistakes were 

to be subjected to evaluation. Care was taken, however, with regard to the investigated 

word/morpheme boundaries. If these happened to be incidentally misread respondents were 

asked to an item once again. Each item was read twice in a successive way. Second attempt 

was supposed to form the more spontaneous part of the performance. If regressive voicing 

assimilation occurred, no matter at which attempt, the item was labeled as ‘voiced’.  

Sessions lasted up to 25 minutes, 15 minutes for the English list and 10 minutes for 

the Polish list. Respondents were given time for brief relaxation after each page. Because the 

lists were of considerable length and each item was read twice, increasing weariness could be 

observed in the respondents. Simultaneously, the pace of reading grew alongside with 

increasing casual manner of pronunciation. Both factors enhanced the authenticity of the 

elicited material despite the controlled type of respondents’ performance. 

In cases when a respondent was not available for recording sessions at the laboratory, 

they were asked to produce the recordings on their own at home on the condition that they 

possessed proper microphones. Such samples were later checked and either accepted or 

discarded if their quality was not of the desired level. One of the most vital factors considered 

in the qualification of the recorded material was absence of background noise and interference 

that could distort those spectral features that were vital for the recognition of voiced/voiceless 

spectral characteristics of the analyzed obstruent segments. Aural inspection, though often 

reliable despite of background noise, was treated as a compliment to the visual examination of 

the oscillograms and spectrograms.  

‘Mentor’ language laboratory used as a setting for elicitation sessions is equipped with 

headphones and dynamic microphones of MB Quart K-800 model. These were used to 
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capture and transmit audio signal, which was recorded as a mono track and digitalized at the 

sampling frequency of 8000Hz using PRAAT software. Recorded signal was stored in wave 

format for later acoustic analysis.  

Subsequently, samples were subjected to Fourier spectrographic analysis at Gaussian 

window shape. Visual inspection of spectrograms and oscillograms was supported with 

simultaneous aural check with the use of signal playback. In the case of spectrograms, 

maximum viewing range was 4000Hz, window length was set at 0.005s and dynamic range at 

30dB.  
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7. Results 

The results of the acoustic and aural analysis of the recordings obtained from the respondents 

alongside with the results of post hoc statistical calculations are presented in four major 

sections.  

The first section discusses the extent to which regressive assimilation of voice affected 

individual obstruent places of articulation and the degree to which the process operated at 

individual types of morpheme boundary. The discussion is followed by an OT analysis of the 

dominant hierarchies of constraints based on the obtained statistical results. In the second 

section, the impact of the voice source, or the right-hand context is investigated in all tested 

morpheme boundary types. Also, right-hand context oriented constraints are constructed and a 

follow-up analysis is presented. The third section is devoted to the length of the closure phase 

in the morpheme-final obstruent segments located at the boundary and the correlation 

between length and occurrence of regressive assimilation of voice. The fourth section deals 

with the cross-boundary prevocalic environment, application of the glottal pause and its 

phonetic realization in respondents. The discussion is followed by an overview of alternative 

hierarchies of constraints forming more or less dominant grammars and determining 

articulatory behaviours of respondents at ‘morpheme boundary+vowel’ context. 

Each section contains relevant examples of oscillograms drawn from the examined 

material and diagrams illustrating the most vital statistical results appertaining to the analysis. 

All results are presented generally from the perspective of the whole tested population, with 

the division into the language material (Polish, English) as well applying to individual gender 

of respondents. A considerable stock of statistical data are included in Appendix A with 

appropriate references in the course of the discussion. 

7.1 Presence of regressive voicing assimilation in the examined material 

The successive sections present the results of the study concerning presence of voicing 

assimilation in the analyzed material. Only the left-hand context of a word or morpheme 

boundary is considered, or, more precisely, the voiced character of the underlyingly voiceless 

obstruent located at the right edge of the word/morpheme located at the juncture and followed 

by the voice source. Hence, the subject of investigation of the present subchapter is the target 

of the process or the phonetic outcome of the directionality of voicing assimilation in Polish 

and English as a second language. The grammar of the latter is influenced by the voicing 

tendencies of the first language of the examined speakers .  

The results presented below are expressed in percentage values describing the 

frequency of occurrence of voicing assimilation in the body of examined tokens. The figures 

obtained through statistical analysis represent mean occurrences of voice assimilation in 

individual phonetic as well as morphological classes of targets discussed in relation to the 

gender of respondents they originate from as well as the language, either Polish or English, 

from which particular sections of tokens were drawn. Other statistical values considered 

below include modal frequencies, or the most frequently occurring percentages in a given 

group of tokens, as well as maximal and minimal frequencies attested in the contextually 

divided stock of data. Differences between results for context, gender and both languages 

were tested for statistical significance by means of one- or two-way ANOVA tests with the 

default p-value set at 0.01. Additionally, correlation between sets of contextual results for 

gender and language was examined and defined by means of the correlation coefficient r-
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value. Each section devoted to particular obstruent place of articulation also includes 

exemplary osclillograms of tokens to illustrate acoustic images of assimilated segments. 

In the final section of the subchapter statistical results for context and language are 

plotted against one another and particular numerical values are weighted together in order to 

determine the degree of preference for assimilation in contextually determined obstruent 

targets in both languages. These preferences are further defined in the form of related 

constraints facilitating the choice of outputs with assimilated segments. Subsequently, left-

hand environment oriented constraint hierarchies governing voice assimilation are proposed 

for both English and Polish. The hierarchies indicate the collective tendencies regarding voice 

assimilation attested in the examined population of respondents both in their native language 

(i.e. Polish) and English as the second language at a specific state of the learning process. 

7.1.1 Voicing assimilation - overall results 

The results presented below show overall percentage values describing the frequency of 

occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish ((7.1) below) and English ((7.2) below) for each 

gender separately. A two-way ANOVA test shows that in Polish the difference in the 

occurrence of assimilations between sexes is highly significant, at p=0.0007. The variation 

between individual tokens is not significant (p=0.2). Total average frequency of assimilations 

occurring in Polish, regardless of gender, is 51%. 

(7.1) Average occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish in each gender 
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The distribution of percentages obtained for individual speakers (see Fig. A1 in Appendix A,  

hence referred to briefly as A with the successive numbers) is characterized by kurtosis value 

of -1.0 for male speakers and a positive value of 1.0 for female respondents. The former value 

testifies to the wide peak around the mean value of 54%. In fact, in 8 out of 15 male 

respondents the total occurrence of assimilations in Polish fell between 45 and 65%. Negative 

kurtosis seems to suggest infrequent occurrence of extreme values, which is true in the case of 

minimal values obtained from male speakers. As for extreme maximal values, in four males 

assimilation occurred in over 80% of tokens approaching 90%. In female respondents, values 

around the mean of 48% resemble the distribution in men, although, as the kurtosis value 

indicates, there are extreme values and they are found on both  sides of the mean. In two 

cases, assimilations occurred in 30 and less than 30% of tokens. In two other cases, over 80% 

of tokens were produced with assimilation, without many values falling in between the 

maxima and the mean. 
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In English ((7.2.) below) , the difference in the occurrence of  assimilations between 

genders is marginal and of no statistical significance, at p=0.8. The difference between 

individual tokens is not significant, either (p=0.9). Total average frequency of assimilations 

for English approaches 31% and is 20 percentage points lower than the value obtained for 

Polish tokens. In terms of distributional characteristics, percentage values for individual male 

speakers (A.2) approach normal distribution with a gradual differentiation from the minimum 

through the mean to the maximum with the kurtosis value of 0.3.  

(7.2) Average occurrence of voicing assimilation in English in each gender  
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In female speakers (with kurtosis value=1.4) the percentages around the mean are distributed 

similarly to men but more extreme maximum values are clearly identifiable. 

If average occurrences of assimilation in Polish are plotted against those in English 

(see (7.3) and (7.4)) below certain general tendencies are visible in both genders. The number 

of assimilations attested in Polish tokens exceeds the number of assimilations in English 

tokens with the exception of a single male speaker (respondent number 2 in (7.3)). Two-way 

ANOVA tests show highly significant variation between Polish and English tokens in both 

genders, with p=0.001 in females and p=1.0E-06 in males. Differences within individual 

respondents were of weak significance for females (p=0.03) and strong significance for males 

(p=0.002).  

(7.3) Percentages of occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish and English in individual female 
respondents
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Results for each language in individual male speakers show a moderately strong positive 

correlation (correlation coefficient r=0.75) and a weaker positive correlation in females 

(r=0.5). Thus, in both genders higher occurrences of assimilation in Polish seem to underlie 

proportionate increase in the number of assimilations in English tokens. It may be concluded 

that speakers who assimilate in their native tongue do so as well in English, although with 

markedly lower frequency. Related p-values illustrating statistical significance of differences 

in the occurrence of assimilations between Polish and English for each individual respondent 

are shown in (A.3) and (A.4.) in Appendix A.  

(7.4) Percentages of occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish and English in individual male 

respondents 
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In 13 out of 15 female speakers the value reaches 0.01. In almost half of the 13 speakers p is 

lower than 0.00001, which indicates very strong variation in individual female respondents. 

Male speakers display analogical degree of significance in the variation in voicing 

assimilation between Polish and English tokens. Yet, the number of male speakers showing 

variation at p<1E-10 is as high as four, whereas among the female respondents there is but 

one such speaker. 

If one does not consider the total sum of examined tokens (3330 in Polish and 5280 in 

English) but rather their number in each individual phonetic and morphological context per 

each respondent, a slightly different perspective is taken as to overall frequencies of 

occurrence of assimilation in the population. Among the single-item tokens for Polish, 11 

contexts were defined and multiplied by 30 respondents yielding 330 uniform data groups for 

each of which percentages were later calculated separately and results are presented in (7.5). 

The 11 contexts present each individual obstruent at word, prefix+stem and stem+ particle 

boundaries, all treated as separate uniform data sets, as well as word+word boundaries where 

final obstruent cluster is followed by a vocalic onset. In English, 16 analogical contexts have 

been defined, the figure being larger on account of additional consideration of stem+stem 

boundaries in compounds. Multiplied by the number of speakers, the number of data sets in 

English amounted to 480. Coincidentally, the mean value for Polish resembles the total mean 

of 51% presented earlier in the discussion. In the case of English, though, the mean of 31% 

derived from 480 contextual tokens is more than 20 percentage points lower than the mean of 

54%  inferred from (7.2) above. Other statistical factors presented in (7.5) throw some light 

on those discrepancies. 
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(7.5) Selected descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish and 

English in all phonetic and major morphological contexts in all respondents 

The most frequently recurring value in the population, namely the mode, in Polish amounting 

to 40%,  was attested in 13% of examined contexts. In English the modal value 0%, in fact 

overlapping with the minimal value (lack of assimilation in specific contextual groups of 

tokens), was found in as many as 20% of contexts. In Polish, for comparison assimilation was 

not found at all merely in 3% of contexts . Minimal values shown in (7.5) are not reflected in 

the data for individual male and female speakers for either language (cf. (7.3) and (7.4) 

above), where, with the exception of a single respondent minimal frequencies of assimilation 

for individual speakers were higher than 10%. Analogically, maximum of 100% (all items in 

a group of token undergoing assimilation) show that among contextual groups of tokens 

assimilation in all items considered was a fact. In Polish such a high frequency was found in 

13% of groups of tokens (here, mode equals maximum), whereas in English only in 4% of 

cases. Such high percentages are not found among the results for individual speakers (graphs 

(7.3) and (7.4)).  

(7.6) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation in Polish and English for all 
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As for the distributional patterns of contextual groups of tokens, graph (7.6) above coupled 

with kurtosis values for both languages complements descriptive statistics data from (7.5). 

Kurtosis value for Polish approximates -1.0, which suggests wider distribution of values 

around the mean of 54% and less extreme minima and maxima in comparison with model 

normal distribution. Kurtosis value for English, on the other hand, almost equals 0 and among 

the English tokens minimal percentage values abound, and the differences between top 

percentage figures turn out to be sharper than in Polish tokens. 

  

7.1.2 Voicing assimilation depending on prosodic boundary type 

The current subsection offers insight into descriptive statistical results for tokens in major 

prosodic contexts, each regarded and examined as separate token group. In (7.7) below results 

for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at word boundaries are presented. The number of 

examined tokens in Polish was 210; divided by the number of respondents (30 speakers) it 

gives 7 obstruent contexts present at word boundaries. The number of English tokens 

amounted to 180 and represented 6 individual obstruent contexts at word juncture. Mean 

frequency of occurrence for Polish is a little lower than the total mean for all contexts ((7.5) 

above). In English, the figure for word boundaries almost equals the figure for all contexts in 

(7.5). 

(7.7) Selected descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at word boundaries 
in Polish and English in all respondents  

Modal value of 40% of attested assimilations was found in 17% of token groups in Polish. 

The modal value for English characterized a similar number of token groups in the language. 

The minimal value of  0% of assimilations marked just 2% of token groups in Polish and up 

to 6% of token groups in English. Maximal frequency values were attested rarely and applied 

to merely 1% of Polish token groups; in English the somewhat lower maximum of 75% was 

noticed in 2% of token groups. 
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(7.8) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation at word boundaries in Polish and 

English for all individual respondents 

Distributions of voicing assimilation frequency values at word boundaries in Polish and 

English (see (7.8) above) do not differ much in the kurtosis values that describe them. Both 

curves seem to have somewhat wider concentrations of values around the mean than the 

potential normal distribution. At the same time, the occurrence of extreme values at the tail 

ends of the curves seems moderately limited. 

Compared to the results for all contexts and word boundaries, the descriptive statistics 

figures for stem+stem boundaries in English compounds ((7.9) below) indicate relatively low 

frequencies of occurrence of assimilation in this context. The overall number of tokens taken 

into account for each gender was 30 and it reflected two phonetic contexts; stops and 

fricatives, each treated individually. Mean values for males and females are similar and modal 

frequencies are identical. These were found in one third of token groups in males and in 25% 

of token groups in female speakers.  

(7.9) Selected descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at stem+stem 
boundaries in English compounds in male and female respondents  
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frequency figures do not rise above 70% and account for merely 1-2 token groups in each set 

of 30. Distributions of tokens for each gender are shown in (A.5) together with corresponding 

kurtosis values. The distribution for men with kurtosis approaching 0 resembles normal 

distribution. In the case of female speakers kurtosis=0.5 implies presence of more extreme 

maximal values visible on the right hand side of the distribution. 

Unlike in the case of stem+stem boundaries descriptive statistical figures for 

prefix+stem boundaries appear considerably high for each language (see (7.10) below). 

(7.10) Selected descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at prefix+stem 

boundaries in Polish and English compounds in all respondents  

The number of token groups considered in Polish was 60, where for each of 30 respondents 

two contextual groups were examined. One was boundaries after prefixes ending with a stop 

consonant; the other was after s-final prefixes. In English 60 token groups were identified, 

which, if divided by the number of speakers, yields four contextual groups. These were 

analogical to the two contextual groups in Polish plus two separate groups represented by the 

prefix arch- and a prefix followed by a vowel-initial stem. The mean occurrence of 

assimilation in Polish is high compared to English. Modal frequency for Polish equals the 

maximum value of 100%.  As a matter of fact, full voicing occurred in one fourth of 

examined token groups, which is clearly visible at the right end of the distribution for Polish 

in (7.11) below.  
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As can further be inferred, the minimal frequency value for Polish is relatively high and was 

found only in two token groups. In English the modal value of 33% is close to the mean and 

was found in one-fourth of all token groups. It is worth noting that the English minimal value 

of 0% voicing was attested in 15% of all token groups. Both distributional curves in (7.11) 

above are described by a similar negative kurtosis value which suggests a comparatively wide 

distribution of values around the mean in both languages. 

The summary of descriptive statistics for stem+suffix/particle boundary shown in 

(7.12) below displays distributional tendencies analogical to those present in the figures for 

prefix+stem contexts presented in (7.11). 

(7.12) Selected descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at stem+particle 
boundaries in Polish and stem+suffix boundaries in English in all respondents  

There were two contextual token groups examined in Polish, namely the particles –�e and –

no, which, multiplied by the number of respondents, rendered 60 token groups.  

In English, four classes of suffixes were examined: -dom, l-initial, nasal-initial and w-initial 

suffixes. This gave the total number of 120 token groups. Mean frequency of occurrence of 

voicing assimilation in Polish stem+particle contexts was over twice higher than in English. 

The modal value of 100% of assimilated items, also constituting the maximum, applies to as 

many as 40% of all 60 Polish token groups. This can easily be discerned in (7.13) below in 

the form of the broad top right end of the distribution on the left. Kurtosis value of almost -1.5 

strongly indicates wide distribution of values adjacent to the mean. Assimilation did not take 

place in only 10% of Polish token groups. 
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In English, on the other hand, the modal value is equal to the minimum (0% of assimilations) 

and was found in over 50% of all token groups, which strongly suggests weak presence of 

voicing assimilation in English stem+suffix contexts. Maximal value of 100% was attested in 

15% of all English token groups. Negative kurtosis value of -0.5 points at a broad 

distributional concentration of values around the mean. It has to be borne in mind, however, 

that since over half of the values is 0% they are not visible on the x-axis in (7.13) and the 

distribution for English appears to be starting only in the middle of the x-axis where the 

figures are higher than 0%. 

(7.14) Selected descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at prefix+stem and 

stem+particle boundaries in Polish in all respondents  
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relatively low portion of token groups (20-30% of all), As for modal and minimal 0% values 

describing assimilation frequency distribution in stem+suffix contexts, they were found in a 

robust part of the whole set of token groups. Plotted against the data for Polish presented 

earlier in (7.14), only English prefix+stem contexts moderately resemble the overall positive 

tendency for voicing assimilation in both types of contexts in the former language.   

(7.16) Selected descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at individual 

prosodic boundary types in English in all respondents  

Putting together the statistical data for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in English at 

word, stem+stem and affix stem boundaries (see (7.16) above), it can be concluded that mean 

values for all three context types are fairly similar, ranging between 26-33%. Words and 

compounds show similar modal frequency values located at around 20%. Minima for all 

contexts equal 0% and maxima stand at between 70 and 100%. 

Summary of assimilation frequencies for Polish context types ((7.17) below) indicates 

a comparatively strong tendency for voicing assimilation in Polish, which is expressed by 

high means and modal values alike.  

(7.17) Selected descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at individual 

prosodic boundary types in Polish in all respondents  

Voicing assimilation at affix+stem boundaries (i.e. prefix+stem and stem+particle boundaries) 

is especially evident with mean and mode exceeding 80%, the highest figures in collective 

statistics for both Polish and English types of prosodic contexts.  
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The following section offers insight into the distribution of voicing assimilation 

frequencies after stop consonants, generally as well as in detail in reference to individual three 

places of stop articulations; at the lips, at the dento-alveolar place and at the velum. 

7.1.3 Voicing assimilation in plosive consonants 

Data examined here include twelve tokens for each of the three plosive places of articulation 

(/p/, /t/, /k/) in each language. Among the twelve tokens, each represented a different 

potentially voicing righ-hand environment including all possible types of voiced obstruents as 

well as sonorants. The total number of tokens for word boundary prosodic context for either 

language was 1080. An additional set for the examination of voicing assimilation targeting 

plosive consonants if formed by English compounds, in which stem+stem boundaries are 

taken into account. The overall number of tokens for English compounds was 630. Before 

obtaining general descriptive statistic figures results for each stop category were first 

computed for individual respondents thus yielding basic token group for further examination, 

the results of which are shown in the sections below. 

The results for assimilation in Polish stops presented in (7.18) below show similar 

frequency of assimilations for both genders, with males dominating over females by almost 

10%. The difference between both sexes was not found to be statistically significant, at p=0.3. 

The distributional tendencies among Polish females with kurtosis=0.8 point at the existence of 

extreme values at both ends of the curve (notice the high maximum and low minimum in 

(7.18)). 

(7.18) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in stops at word  

boundaries  in Polish in female and male respondents  
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For male speakers, the kurtosis value equals -0.6, which proves the lack of extreme maximal 

and minimal values visible in (7.18). As for the distribution of values around the mean, in 

females there were as many as 7 out of 15 figures oscillating between 44 and 55% (see (A.6)). 

Among the results for males, only three figures lay within 50-60% range with the remaining 

values concentrated more between the mean and the maximum as well as minimum value (cf. 

(A.9)). The mean frequency of occurrence of voicing assimilation in English stops at word 

boundaries (see (7.19) below) is much lower than in Polish for each genders. The differences 

between genders are of no statistical significance, at p=1.0. 
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(7.19) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in stops at word  

boundaries  in English in female and male respondents  
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In females, the distribution is marked by a very broad concentration of values around the 

mean with kurtosis=-0.3. The number of respondents showing frequencies between 20 and 

27% was 7 out of 15, and the modal value of 25% applied to one third of all female speakers 

(cf. A.6). The number of extreme values was limited as the kurtosis value suggests, but the rift 

between modal values and those few of 50% and higher is clearly noticeable. In the case of 

males, the distribution of frequency values for individual speakers appears much flatter than 

in the case of Polish tokens, with kurtosis value at -1.0. Frequencies ranging from 25 to 40% 

were found in 6 respondents (see (A.9)). Compared to females, both the minimal and maximal 

values are less extreme and there is a gradual transition from mean values to both higher and 

lower ones. 

Summing up the data for English and Polish without separating tokens for each gender 

((7.20) below) it is easy to notice the dominance of assimilation in Polish over English stops 

by over 20%. This is visible in the differences between the heights of the bars representing 

mean, modal as well maximum values. 

(7.20) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in stops at word  
boundaries  in Polish and English in all respondents  
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Differences between frequency tokens for Polish and English in females are not significant at 

p=0.1 and the correlation between the frequency of assimilation in Polish and English is low 

at r=0.35. On the other hand, male speakers generally vary highly significantly in the 

presence of assimilation in stops between Polish and English at p=0.002. Also males show 

higher correlation between voicing in Polish and in English than females at r=0.55. Among 

individual female speakers, as can be observed in (A.7), the differences between the presence 

of assimilation in Polish and English stops are highly significant (at p<0.01) for as many as 6 

respondents, whereas similarly high statistical significance is seen in 4 male speakers (A.10). 

As regards correlation between voicing assimilation in Polish and English stop tokens for 

individual respondents (cf. A.8 and A.11) with regard to the following context at word 

boundaries 20% of speakers of both genders display correlation coefficient r>0.6, which 

points at mild and stronger correlation. Yet, the figure reaches 0.8 and 1.0 (full correlation) 

only in the case of two female speakers.  

As far as distributional tendencies visible among the frequency results for individual 

speakers are concerned ((7.21) below), Polish tokens approach the normal distribution at 

kurtosis=0.01. For English, the results are distributed in a more platykurtic manner with 

kurtosis value equal -0.7. In comparison with the normal distribution this distribution is 

flatter, values are spread wider around the mean and both minimal and maximal tokens are 

less extreme than in the case of Polish. 

(7.21) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting stops at word boundaries 

in Polish and English  for all individual respondents 
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In the successive parts of the present section, the data show statistical and distributional 

results for the occurrence of voicing assimilation for each of the three places of stop 

articulations. The oscyllogram in (7.22) below illustrates an assimilated example of a voiced 

word-final /�/ ([�]) in the Polish token kup dom ‘buy a house’. Voicing of the plosive segment 

is full and extends throughout the whole closure stage of the plosive. The following word-

initial /�/ shows long voicing into closure, which forms a voicing continuum with the 

preceding voiced /p/ interrupted only by the release phase of /d/ manifested by brief aperiodic 

noise, which fades into the vocalic periodic signal of the vowel in dom.  
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(7.22) Oscillogram of the fragment of waveform of Polish kup dom ‘buy a house’ showing voicing 

assimilation of word final /p/ at the word boundary.
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In terms of frequency of occurrence, the tendency of the bilabial stop /�/ to undergo voicing 

assimilation does not show statistically significant differences between female and male 

speakers. For Polish, the p-value equals 0.45 and for English it approximates 1.0. Therefore, 

only the statistical summary for each language is presented below in (7.23) without data 

concerning sexes. Mean, modal as well as maximum and minimum frequency values 

describing the results for assimilation affecting /�/ at word boundaries are very similar to the 

figures for all stops presented earlier in (7.20). The comparison of frequency results for 

individual speakers shows that among the female respondents the variation is not significant 

(p>0.8) and the correlation between results for voicing of /�/ in Polish and English in females 

is moderate, at r=0.5. 

(7.23) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in /p/ at word  boundaries  
in Polish and English in all respondents 
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Males, on the other hand, show significant variation between the results for Polish and 

English /�/ at p=0.01, which can be noticed in greater disproportions between the frequencies 

for each language for most speakers in (A.15), where the percentages for Polish markedly 

surpass the frequencies for English /�/. Consequently, as might be expected, correlation 

between voicing in Polish and English /�/ is low, at r=0.3. Individual respondents of both 

genders show little statistical significance in the differences between Polish and English /�/ 

with only two females and one male speaker in whom the significance exceeds p=0.01 (cf. 

A.13 and A.16). In terms of correlation between the occurrence of voicing in /�/ in Polish and 

English with the following phonetic contexts ordered analogically for either language, three 
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out of fifteen females speakers show correlation higher than r=0.6 and approaching 1.0 (see 

(A.14). In male speakers, this correlation is higher than or equal to 0.6 in 6 out of 15 

respondents (A.17).  

(7.24) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting /p/ at word boundaries in 

Polish and English for all individual respondents 
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This seems to suggest that the more voicing occurred in Polish /�/ tokens the more voiced /�/ 

tokens were also found in English in around 40% of the male population. As regards the 

distribution of voicing assimilation frequencies in Polish and English /�/ (see (7.24) above), 

both languages show tendencies analogical to those displayed by the curves and respective 

kurtosis values for stops generally in (7.21). Polish frequencies are likewise characterized by a 

normal-like distribution with both the minima and maxima much more markedly visible than 

in the frequencies for English. The latter, though, display a more flattened distributional 

pattern around the mean value, which is noticeably lower than in Polish. 

Oscillograms displayed in (7.25) below illustrate fully assimilated voiced word final 

/�/ ([�]) in Polish and English tokens in word boundary contexts.  

(7.25) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish płot b?dzie ‘the fence will be’ (top) and 
English ‘fat zebra’ (bottom) showing voicing assimilation of word final /t/ at the word boundary.  
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In top part of (7.25), the juncture in the Polish token is constituted by visually uniform 

periodic portions representing the adjacent [d] and [b]. The periodic portion of the waveform 

continues throughout the whole portion visible in the presented fragment and differs only in 

amplitude, which is considerably low in the case of the stop cluster. In the English example 

(bottom part in (7.25)) the brief word final /�/ ([�]) appears to form the end of the periodic 

continuum constituted by the preceding vowel. The following, fully voiced fricative /�/ shows 

aperiodic wave created by the fricative noise superimposed upon the periodic wave marking 

the voiced character of the segment.  

Descriptive statistics for the frequency of assimilation in Polish and English /�/ 
presented in (7.26) below show similar mean values to those for assimilation affecting /�/ (cf. 

(7.23)), although the mean frequency for English /�/ is slightly higher than for English /�/. 

Differences between genders for Polish and English /�/ are not significant, at p=0.2 for Polish 

and p=0.5 for English tokens. As can be inferred from distribution curves in (7.27), the tokens 

with modal frequency value of 60% for Polish alongside with the adjacent frequencies of  50 

and 65%  cover over one third of the whole distributional continuum for Polish.  

(7.26) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in /t/ at word  boundaries  
in Polish and English in all respondents 
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The slightly negative kurtosis value at -0.2 indicates marked presence of maximal values in 

Polish frequencies and the drive towards the otherwise normal distribution marked by 

kurtosis=0. Distributional results for English tokens with a lower kurtosis at -0.6 point at a 

stronger concentration of  frequencies for individual respondents around the mean of 40%, but 

with less extreme maximal values, which reach 75%  in the case of two respondents. For 

comparison, average values for Polish are equal to or higher than 75% in 15% of the 

examined population, both sexes included. 

Considering the variation between frequencies for voicing in Polish and English /�/ 
within each gender, the results for females do not vary significantly (p>0.5). Correlation 

between the occurrence of assimilation in Polish and English is weakly positive for female 

speakers, at r=0.1. Statistical significance for the differences between frequency of occurrence 

of assimilation in either language in individual female respondents is high (with p either equal 

to or greater than 0.01) in 3 out of 15 respondents (cf. A.19). Only two female speakers show 

moderately positive correlation with r>0.6 (see (A.20). In the remaining female respondents 

the correlation is weakly positive or negative, with four speakers showing negative r values. 
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(7.27) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting /t/ at word boundaries in 

Polish and English for all individual respondents 
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The differences in the occurrence of voicing in /t/ between Polish and English in males are not 

significant (p=0.05). Correlation between the results for both languages in male speakers is 

moderately positive at r=0.5. Differences in the frequency of voicing assimilation in /t/ 

between the results for Polish and English in individual male respondents are highly 

significant (at p<0.01) in only two speakers (see (A.22)). The correlation between the results 

for Polish and English was found to be moderate (r=0.6) or approaching strong (r=0.8) in 4 

out of 15 male respondents. Like in female speakers, there were instances of weakly negative 

correlation among males and these applied in the case of 7 male speakers (cf. (A.23)). 

Examples of assimilation affecting the last of the examined plosive phonemes, namely 

the velar stop /"/ are shown in the oscillograms in (7.28) below. In the top part, the word-final 

/"/ ([(]) in Polish smok ‘dragon’ undergoes voicing assimilation to the following /v/.  

(7.28) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish Smok Wawelski ‘the Wawel Dragon’ 

(top) and English ‘walk down’ (bottom) showing voicing assimilation of word final /"/ at the word 

boundary.  
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Due to aerodynamic limitations resulting from the relatively small cavity size behind the velar 

constriction intraglottal pressure diminishes. As a consequence, voicing during the closure of 

[(] is not complete with the waveform visibly decreasing in its amplitude (cf. discussion of 

voicing aerodynamics in Chapter 1, sections 1.2.4 and 1.2.5).In the bottom part of (7.28) the 

voicing of [(] at word juncture in English ‘walk’ triggered by the following word initial /�/ in 

‘down’ is complete and the amplitude of the glottal pulse is more intense, unlike in the 

previously discussed Polish example. The duration of the stop segment is shorter, the overall 

speech rate seems faster and the aerodynamic conditions that favour the maintenance of 

voicing during the velar closure are preserved throughout the whole length of the segment. 

As regards the frequency of occurrence of assimilation in the velar /"/ at word 

boundaries, the mean for Polish is highest among stop consonants discussed so far and the 

average difference exceeds 5 percentage points. In English tokens, the mean frequency of 

assimilation in /"/ is disproportionately lower than in Polish and, in fact, lowest among 

English plosives presented in the section. 

(7.29) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in /k/ at word  boundaries  
in Polish and English in all respondents 
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Differences�between mean values for male and female respondents are not statistically 

significant, at p=0.6 for Polish��"/ and p=0.25 for English /"/. The numerical distance between 

the modal values for either language is also worth noticing. The relatively high modal value 

of 60% for Polish can be traced in 6 tokens in the distributional curve in (7.30) below.  

(7.30) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting /k/ at word boundaries in 

Polish and English for all individual respondents 
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Together with the adjacent lower tokens of 50% and higher tokens of 65% the modal values 

form a continuum covering around 40% of the respondents. In fact, frequencies of voicing 

assimilation in Polish /"/ surpass 50% in 20 out of 30 examined speakers of both sexes. This 

relatively high potential probability of occurrence of voicing assimilation in /"/ at word 

boundaries in Polish tokens suggests that the segment tends to be more liable to undergo the 

process than the remaining two stops examined earlier. For comparison, the modal frequency 

value for English /"/ is merely 15% and values equal to or surpassing 50% are found in 7 

respondents, the top frequency value for English reaching 75%  in one speaker. 

As regards the differences between frequency of assimilation in Polish and English /"/ 

within gender groups, among females the variation turns out to be significant (p=0.01). At the 

same time, the correlation between Polish and English frequency values in analogical contexts 

at word boundaries is weakly positive, at r=0.15. In male speakers, the variation was found to 

be highly significant, at p<0.0001, and the correlation between average occurrences for Polish 

and English reached a moderately positive value (r=0.45). Differences between assimilation 

frequencies for Polish and English velar stop examined in individual female speakers were 

lower than p=0.01 in the case of a single respondent see (A.25). In males, significant values 

<0.01 were discovered in 3 respondents (A.28). As for correlation between Polish and English 

assimilation frequencies in /"/, three females show a moderately positive r value between 0.5 

and 0.7 (cf. A.26). Among male speakers, r-value ranged between 0.6 and 0.8 in two cases 

only (A.29). All in all, except for correlation results for /�/ in males (A.17), tendencies for 

more than moderate positive correlation have been attested as rather weak, with contrary 

examples of weakly negative correlation. This further weakens any assumptions of organized 

positive correlation patterns in voicing assimilation in Polish and English plosives at word 

boundaries. 

Voicing assimilation targeting stops at stem+stem boundaries in English single-

stressed compounds is exemplified in the oscyllographic image of stem+stem juncture in the 

word backdate shown in (7.31) below. Analogically to the example of analogical phonetic 

context at the word boundary shown earlier in (7.28), one can easily identify the glottal signal 

in the form of periodic wave of low amplitude stretching from the vowel of the first stem to 

the vowel of the second stem of the compound.  

(7.31) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of English ‘backdate’ (bottom) showing voicing 

assimilation of stem-final /"/ ([(]) at stem+stem boundary.  
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The visible boundary between the two voiced plosive segments [(] and [�] is made up of 

periodic wave of a relatively higher amplitude which seems to originate from a weak 

epenthetic vowel segment inserted between the two stops. Naturally, the presence of the extra 

vowel serves to facilitate the continuation of voicing through both the adjacent stop segments. 

In fact, the whole portion visible in (7.31) shows unbroken voicing which decreases 

noticeably on account of aerodynamic limitations created by the pressure differences resulting 

from stop closure. Those differences evidently impede vocal fold vibration for the 
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maintenance of which supraglottal pressure should be higher than the pressure below the 

glottis. In velar and alveolar plosives this pressure is not sufficiently robust to foster 

spontaneous action of the vocal folds.      

As for frequencies alongside with distributional patterns of voicing assimilation in 

stops at stem+stem boundaries in English single-stressed compounds, general descriptive 

statistical results (see (7.31) below)  follow the tendencies presented earlier for stops at word 

boundaries, both generally and for individual places of articulation. Distribution curve in 

(7.32) clearly proves the weak average tendency for stops at stem+stem junctures to undergo 

assimilation in English. Around 25 out of 30 respondents show average percentages at 30% or 

less. In only one female speaker the frequency of occurrence was higher than 50 %. 

(7.31) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in stops  at stem+stem  

boundaries  in English compounds in female and male respondents
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Comparing the occurrence of assimilation between word and stem+stem boundaries in 

English stops in individual genders, results for female speakers are not statistically significant 

(p=0.65). Correlation between the frequencies for either boundary type is low positive, at 

r=0.2. Results for both boundary types in individual females are shown in (A.30). Instances of 

percentage results higher than 50% are rare and refer to only around 15% of tokens and 

among these the maximum never surpasses 70%. 

(7.32) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting stops  at stem+stem  
boundaries  in English compounds for all individual respondents 
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In males, the comparison of average results for word and stem boundaries in English shows 

that the figure of 40% or more is characteristic of almost one third of tokens, but figures are 

never higher than 60% (cf. A.33). In this group of respondents, the significance of the 
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differences in assimilation frequencies between boundary types is low, at p=0.15, but, unlike 

in females, the correlation is moderately positive with r approaching 0.5. Among individual 

respondents the differences between the occurrence of assimilation at word and stem+stem 

boundaries are highly significant (p= or <0.01) for just a single speaker, a single male and and 

a single female (cf. (A.31) and (A.34)). As regards correlation between the results for each 

boundary type in individual respondents, each group shows four respondents (around 25% of 

each gender population) with correlation coefficient r equal to 0.6 or higher (see (A.32) and 

(A.35). However, in either group there are instances of lack of correlation as well as weakly 

negative ones. This high discrepancies among the results agrees with earlier observations of 

similar tendencies in the results for word boundaries and the correlation between the results 

for each language. 

The following section presents the results for assimilation in Polish and English 

affricates, generally as well as for each individual place of articulation. The prosodic context 

taken into consideration is only the word boundary.

7.1.4 Voicing assimilation in affricate consonants 

From among three Polish voiceless affricate phonemes, namely the dental /t��s � /, the retroflex 

/TKL/ and  the alveolo-palatal /�IL��only the last two were examined as they can be directly 

compared to the English post-alveolar affricate phoneme /�#/. The oscillograms presented in 

(7.33) below show all three affricate consonants positioned at word juncture and subjected to 

voicing assimilation under the influence of the following voiced context. 

(7.33) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish pi
 bawarki ‘drink tea with milk’ (top), 
mocz do ‘urine for’ (middle) and English ‘rich Bronze’ (bottom) showing voicing assimilation of 

word final affricate consonants at the word boundary.  
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In the top part of (7.33), Polish alveolo-palatal fricative undergoes full voicing both during the 

closure phase and during the relatively brief fricative portion of the segment. The periodic 

waveform indicative of voicing in the following word-initial /�/ is preceded by a significantly 

more intense voiced segment which clearly represents an epenthetic vowel inserted between 

the two neighbouring  segments and serving as a voice source for both. In the middle part of 

the figure, Polish retroflex affricate shows voicing throughout its fricative portion, which 

appears much more robust than in the previously discussed case. In the English affricate /�#�
([��]) (bottom part of (7.33)), the closure stop phase displays strong voicing manifested by 

the strong amplitude of the periodic waveform, whereas the aperiodic fricative portion of the 

consonant seems to lack voicing, although its final part appears to be voiced as it smoothly 

continues into the following word-initial voiced /�/. This clear lack of consistency in the 

voicing pattern of the three fricatives presented in (7.33) well illustrates certain recurring 

tendencies observed during the visual inspection of in the examined material. Voicing was 

present either in both visible parts of an affricate, or just in one, which was often the fricative 

phase, very frequently the only phase clearly distinguishable in the spectrum. The stop portion 

often appeared either too rapid in duration or was not present at all.  

Statistical analysis of the frequency of occurrence of voicing assimilation does not 

show significant differences between genders for individual affricate phonemes. For Polish 

/�IL��the p value was close to 1.0, for Polish /TKL/ p=0.2, and for English /�#/ it was higher than 

0.7. The general statistical summary of the results for individual respondents presented in 

(7.34) below clearly suggests dominant trends manifested by the Polish alveolo-palatal /�IL�, 
with the highest mean, modal, and minimal figures among all three affricates.  

(7.34) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in affricates at word  
boundaries  in Polish and English in all respondents 
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A glance at distributional tendencies illustrated in (7.35) below reveals that the modal 

frequency value of 40% for voicing assimilation in Polish alveolo-palatal affricate recurs 8 

times, which approximates one third of all tokens for the consonant. In the case of the Polish 

retroflex affricate /TKL/ the mean is markedly lower, which is well visible in (7.35), although the 

trend for maximal values is similar to that of the palato-alveoar. The kurtosis value of -0.1 for 

/�IL��is closest to the normal distribution among all three curves for affricates. In the case of 

English /�#/ the mean is twice lower than in Polish /�IL��and the top frequencies exceed 50% 

only in one respondent, never reaching more than 60%. In Polish affricates the percentages 
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over 50% are found in around 14 respondents, which closely approaches a quarter of all 

Polish respondents.  

(7.35) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting affricates at word  

boundaries  in Polish and English for all individual respondents 
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Differences between assimilation frequencies in the three affricates among female speakers 

(cf. A.36) are of high significance both between Polish /�IL��and English /�#/ (p=0.005), as well 

as between Polish /TKL/ and the English affricate phoneme (p=0.001). Female speakers showed 

weaker statistical significance in the differences between the two native Polish affricates, at 

p=0.04 (a figure higher than the minimum of 0.01 adopted in the current thesis). As for the 

pairwise comparison of voicing assimilation frequencies in affricates obtained from all 

females, there were moderately positive correlation results for the Polish affricates at r=0.65. 

In the case of the correlation between each of the Polish phonemes and English /�#/ r-value 

was lower than 0.2. The results for male individual respondents (A.39) show less discrepancy 

between percentage figures for each of the three affricates. This is manifested in lack of 

statistical significance in differences in pairwise comparisons. Yet, the difference between the 

results for the frequency of voicing assimilation in all three affricate articulations reaches the 

level of significance at p=0.01. Small differences in voicing assimilation tendencies between 

pairs of affricates in males seem to be further proved by relatively high correlation coefficient 

values, with r ranging between 0.55 and 0.6 for all three pairs of consonants, which implies 

moderate, and evenly distributed positive correlation in all three cases. 

Results for individual respondents reveal low significance in the differences between 

assimilation frequencies of the tested affricates. Among both female and male respondents p-

value was smaller than 0.01 only in the case of two respondents in each gender (cf. (A.37) and 

(A.40)). As regards correlation between the occurrence of voicing assimilation in pairs of 

affricates in individual female speakers, coefficient values approximate and exceed 0.6 in the 

case of three respondents for all three tested pairs of affricates (see (A.38)). There are isolated 

moderate or high positive correlations for individual pairs of affricates in three other female 

speakers. In one female, correlation is high (r>0.8 and equal 1.0) for all affricate contexts 

suggesting highly consistent voicing assimilation patterns in affricate context. In individual 

male respondents correlation coefficient value for percentages of voicing assimilation 

consistently exceeds 0.6 for all three pairs of affricates in a single respondent only (A.41). 

Otherwise, males show high occurrence of moderate or high positive correlation in one or two 
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pairs of affricates in as many as 8 respondents, which constitutes over 50% of the population. 

Here, the high or moderate trend for positive correlation dominates between the two Polish 

affricates and is noticeable in 8 out of 15 speakers, with r value reaching 1.0 in two cases. The 

overall consistency is, however, weakened in both genders by the occurrence of very low 

positive and also negative correlations. 

The section below is devoted to the analysis of how voicing assimilation affects the 

last group of obstruents, namely the fricatives, among which only the subgroup of sibilants 

are examined. Other fricative phonemes, the labiodental /f/ and dental /�/ are not taken into 

consideration in the present thesis. Polish dental /� �/, further represented as plain /�/, together 

with the retroflex phoneme /�/, as well as English alveolar /s/ and post-alveolar /#/ are 

subjected to pairwise comparison, regardless of the differences between respective places of 

articulation. This comparative approach is in accordance with the notion that the pairs of 

sounds might be orthographically referred to as s and sh~sz. The latter distinction in the 

spelling and its possible indication of the difference in pronunciation seems to be often 

ignored by Polish learners of English. The Polish alveolo-palatal sibilant /I��is excluded from 

the analysis as lacking its English counterpart and not considered as a substitute for the 

English /#/ by most Polish speakers of English. 

7.1.5 Voicing assimilation in fricative consonants 

A general statistical analysis of all fricative tokens at word juncture for each respondent 

grouped into 60 token sets for separate calculations for either language indicates lower figures 

than those obtained earlier for stops and affricates. This refers to mean, modal, as well as 

maximal values describing the frequency of occurrence of voicing assimilation in the fricative 

context.  

(7.36) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in fricatives at word  

boundaries  in Polish and English in all respondents 
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A glance at (7.36) above reveals considerable differences between the two languages both in 

the average and maximal figures, whereas the most frequently attested, modal value is the 

same, at 33%. It can be inferred from the distribution curve in (7.37) below that in both cases 

this percentage applies to 6 respondents, or around 15% of each population. Maximal 

frequency values for English reach only 50% , while for Polish they exceed this level in the 

case of 6 speakers. Kurtosis value approaching 0 for Polish reveals a tendency towards normal 

distribution. In English, with kurtosis close to -1, the tails at the top and bottom of the 

distribution are less extreme, and the frequency values tend to be located closer to the mean 
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than in the normal distribution. In fact, half of the results range between 20-30%, the mean 

being 25%. In Polish, on the other hand, only one third of the results lie within the somewhat 

broader range of 35-50%, with the population mean of 40%. 

(7.37) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting fricatives at word  

boundaries  in Polish and English for all individual respondents
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The oscillograms below show examples of the results of voicing assimilation of Polish and 

English word-final sibilant /s/. In both cases presented in (7.38) the sibilant portion shows full 

voicing manifested by the combination of fricative aperiodic noise and periodic glottal pulse, 

perceptually and visually classified as a voiced [�]. The wave pattern indicating voiced signal 

continues into the following  word-initial voiced stop phoneme /�/. 

(7.38) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish pas babci ‘grandma’s belt’ (top) and 

English ‘pass beyond’ (bottom) showing voicing assimilation of word final / ��/ at the word 

boundary.  
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Examination of tokens containing word-final s in both languages revealed more intense noise 

frequencies as well as longer duration of non-assimilated /�/-tokens, testifying to their 

acoustically ‘fortis’ nature. Statistical results for Polish and English /�/ in (7.39) and (7.40) 

below point at stronger average tendencies for assimilation to occur in Polish rather than in 

English tokens. As in the case of general results for sibilants presented earlier, the maximal 

averages among the respondents for English are not higher than 50% with a low mean of 

24%. In Polish, the average of 50% was reached and exceeded by over a quarter of the 

respondents.  

(7.39) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in /s/ at word  boundaries  

in Polish and English in all respondents 
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Distributions presented below in (7.40) display trends analogical to those shown in (7.37) for 

all fricative tokens. In English there seems to be a much less tendency for extreme high 

frequencies, whereas in Polish tokens follow normal distribution marked by kurtosis value 

closer to 0. However, both the top and bottom tails of the curve seem to indicate a weakly 

pronounced tendency for extreme values. Detailed results for each gender separately are 

shown in Appendix A in (A.42) and (A.45). Statistical significance of the differences between 

the occurrence of voicing in Polish and English /�/ is absent in the case of female speakers 

(p=0.1), where average values for both languages tend to approximate each other in a 

considerable number of respondents (cf. (A.42)). Comparison of the differences in the results 

for voicing in males (A.45) reveals larger discrepancies classified as statistically significance, 

at p=0.01. 

(7.40) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting /s/ at word boundaries in 
Polish and English for all individual respondents 
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In both male and female group, overall correlation between voicing in Polish and English is 

positively weak with  r values around 0.4. 

As regards individual speakers, differences between the results for each language 

proved highly significant for two females, at p<0.01, (see (A.43)) and one male only (A.46). 

The examination of how the voicing frequency results for analogical Polish and English 

contexts correlate with each other for /�/ in individual respondents show remarkably high 

positive ratios in female speakers (A.44). Six out of fifteen speakers show moderate or high 

correlation, with r equal to or higher than 0.6, reaching the value of 1.0  in two cases. This 

degree of correlation was earlier matched only by the correlation results obtained for /p/ in 

males (cf. (A.17)).  In the case of male respondents, the correlation coefficient displays 

considerably high values for /�/ similar to those in females in four respondents (A.47). 

However, in both genders there are instances of very low or negative correlations, which 

clearly suggests that consistent and parallel voicing assimilation patterns in both language are 

attested only in a limited portion of the population. 

Voicing assimilation affecting the retroflex and post-alveolar sibilants in Polish and 

English respectively is illustrated in oscillograms in (7.41) below. In both cases voicing of the 

word final segments is full and continues uninterrupted from the preceding vowel to the 

following word initial voiced plosive segment. Fragments of the waveform, identifiable as [��] 
in Polish (top part of (7.41)) and [�] in English (bottom part of (7.41)) show analogical 

structure to the one presented earlier in (7.38) for the remaining two sibilants. Fricative noise 

is superimposed upon the wave pattern representing glottal pulse. Polish retroflex /�/ 

(underlyingly the voiceless phoneme /�/) is of comparatively short duration and markedly 

decreases in amplitude towards the following /�/.  The English post-alveolar sibilant [�] (/#/) 
apears to be of similar duration, judging by the scale on the time axis, but it is evidently of 

more robust intensity. Consistently with the earlier examined spectra of [z], both consonants 

presented in (7.41) seem to be characterised in their spectral images by both relatively brief 

durations coupled with low intensity, quite unlike the typical spectral images of unassimilated 

voiceless/fortis [�]/[#]. 

(7.41) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish nasz dom ‘our house’ (top) and English 

‘fish got’ (bottom) showing voicing assimilation of word final Polish /K/ and English /#/ at the 

word boundary. �
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Statistical summary ((7.42) below) displays higher overall frequencies of occurrence of 

voicing assimilation at word boundaries in Polish /�/ and English /#/ alike. Mean values for 

both languages are around 10 percentage points over those for /�/ for both languages (cf. 

(7.39)). Analogically, the maximum frequencies attested for both /�/ and /#/ are markedly 

above those shown earlier in (7.39) for /�/. Modal frequency values for either language are 

moderately low and, as can be inferred from (7.43) below, they account for approximately 

30% of the individual respondent values visible as separate bars in the distribution curve. 

(7.42) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish /K/ and English /#/
at word  boundaries  in each language  in all respondents
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As for tendencies displayed in the curves in (7.43) and further defined by the attached kurtosis 

values, English tokens closely approach normal distribution characterised by kurtosis equal 0. 

Polish tokens are distributed in a more platykurtic fashion expressed by less extreme values, 

especially visible at the top end of the curve and with a little more broadly distributed 

frequency figures around the mean of 47%, although the kurtosis values for each language 

differ only slightly. 

(7.43) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting Polish /K/ and English /#/
at word boundaries in each language for all individual respondents 
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Frequency results for both languages coupled together and compared between individual 

female speakers (A.48) display non-significant differences (p=0.2) for the whole group. The 

correlation between voicing in Polish  /�/ and English /#/ across the whole female population 

is positively weak, at r=0.2. Both factors show little discrepancy in the results for individual 

speakers but, at the same time, considerable disproportions between the results for Polish and 

English in females generally. Results for individual males (A.51) subjected to statistical tests 

show highly significant variation (p=0.006) on the one hand and a little stronger positive 

correlation between voicing in Polish and English than the female group (r=0.4). As regards 

results for individual speakers, three out of fifteen female respondents show significant 

differences between the results for Polish and English, at p<0.01 (A.49). In the case of male 

speakers, only one respondent shows a similar level of significance (cf. (A.51)). Female group 

displays comparatively high occurrence of strongly positive correlation results for individual 

speakers (A.50). Six out of fifteen speakers show moderate or high correlation (r value 

between 0.6 and 0.85) between the voicing frequency results for Polish /�/ and English /#/ in 

analogical contexts at word boundaries. The tendencies displayed here by female speakers 

match similar behaviour in the case of /s/ discussed earlier (cf. (A.44)). Among male 

respondents, four showed correlation between voicing in each language with the coefficient r

equal to or higher than 0.6 (A.53). In fact, in all four cases r value ranged between 0.8 and 1.0 

pointing at strong correlation. Yet, unlike in the case of /�/ (cf. (A.47)), correlation between 

Polish and English results for voicing in /�/ and /#/ was always positive in males and reached 

or exceeded 0.4 in nearly two thirds of the male population. This seems to strongly indicate a 

generally similar voicing patterns between Polish  /�/ and English /#/ in both genders, although 

among females there were also four instances of negative correlation (A.50). 

As regards voicing assimilation in English sibilants at stem+stem boundaries in 

compounds, the oscillographic representations of [�] and [�] in (7.44) below resemble the 

images presented for English voiced sibilants at word junctures earlier in (7.38) and (7.41). 

(7.44) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of English ‘crossbar’ (top) and ‘wash drawing’ 

(bottom) showing voicing assimilation of stem-final /��/ ([�]) and /#�/ ([�]) at stem+stem 

boundary.  
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In both cases shown in (7.44) the stem-final sibilant is subjected to full voicing and is 

typically of rather a short duration and weak intensity fully displaying its lenis character. �
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Statistical differences between the frequency results obtained for individual female 

and male speakers proved non-significant, at p=0.5, which is observable in the general trends 

shown by the statistical figures presented in (7.45) below for each gender. Voicing behaviour 

in English sibilants at stem junctures in compounds seems remarkably similar to the one at 

word boundaries presented earlier at the beginning of the present section in (7.36).  

  

(7.45) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in fricatives at stem+stem  

boundaries  in English compounds in female and male respondents 
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Almost half of the total population of respondents show frequency figures between 20 and 

30% (consider (7.46) below)). Modal value of 20% recurs in 10 out of 30 tokens. Only 5 

speakers reach the voicing frequency of 50% and nearly two thirds fall below 25%.  

(7.46) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting fricatives at stem+stem  
boundaries  in English compounds for all individual respondents 
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More extreme value of 60% and over apply to two female respondents, although the general 

distributional tendency among the female group approximates normal distribution (kurtosis 

value of -0.02).  

Comparing the results for sibilants at word and stem+stem junctures in each gender, 

one-way ANOVA tests reveal significant differences between female speakers (p=0.01) and 

no significance in the variation in males (p=0.6) (cf. (A.54) and (A.57)). Both genders, 

however, show generally high positive correlation between the frequency of voicing 

assimilation at both boundary types in analogical right-hand phonetic contexts. In females, r -
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value equals 0.65 and in males r=0.85, both figures being higher than the results of 

calculations for stops at stem+stem juncture presented earlier. As for he differences between 

voicing frequencies at both boundary types for individual speakers, only one female speaker 

proves to vary significantly, at p= 0.01 (see (A.55)). In the remaining respondents, female and 

male alike (results plotted in (A.55) and (A.58) respectively), there are no significant 

differences. The results for correlation between voicing frequencies at word and stem+stem 

boundaries in individual respondents indicate considerable mismatch between r-values across 

both populations. As can be noticed in (A.56) and (A.59) in Appendix A, three females and 

only a single male display moderate or high correlation, at r between 0.6 and 1.0, with the 

remaining cases showing either low positive or negative values. 

In the section that follows the occurrence of voicing assimilation is subject to 

examination at another type of prosodic boundary, namely the affix-stem juncture. 

7.1.6 Voicing assimilation at affix boundaries 

From among Polish and English affixes the present thesis considers only a limited set of items 

possessing obstruent segments which potentially undergo assimilation at the morpheme 

boundary. In the case of suffixes/particles, the examination includes those starting with the 

segment which potentially acts as a voicing source for the preceding obstruent at the rleft edge 

of the stem. Thus, in both Polish and English, regressive voice assimilation targets prefix-final 

obtruents and is triggered by suffix- or particle-initial voiced obstruents or sonorants. Both 

contexts are analyzed in the subsections below.  

7.1.6.1 Prefixes 

In the case of prefix+stem contexts, a number of prefixes finishing in an obstruent have been 

taken into account.  In Polish these include fricative final prefixes dys-, trans-, and roz- as 

well as stop final prefixes ob-, nad-, od-, pod-. All the stop final prefixes and roz- are

followed by vowel-initial stem in the examined tokens. Polish prefixes are represented by two 

allomorphs. One finishes with a voiceless obstruent (e.g. /���/) and appears before stems 

starting with a voiceless phoneme. The other allomorph contains a voiced obstruent  (e.g. 

/���/) and attaches to stems starting with a voiced segment. Both allophones may function as 

input forms. English prefixes studied in the thesis include those containing the final plosive /�/ 
(in out- and post-), the final affricate /�#/ (prefix arch-) as well as the fricative /�/ (in dis-, ex-, 

mis-, trans-, vice-).  

The oscyllogram presented in (7.47) below represents the case of Polish prefix-final 

plosive phoneme surfacing as the voiced [d] before stem initial voiced segment.  

(7.47) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish podupada
 ‘to decline’  showing voiced 

prefix-final /�/ in ‘pod-’ before the following stem+initial vowel.  
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The other allomorph of the prefix (i.e./���/) is found before voiceless segments in the stem, 

and is analogous in form to the preposition pod (‘under’), in which the final stop undergoes 

word-final devoicing. In (7.47) the prefix is followed by a vowel and one can observe 

continuous voicing from the vowel of the prefix through the stop segment itself and into the 

initial vowel of the stem upada�. In more careful speech or in Polish accents where voicing 

assimilation is not inherent one would expect a voiceless [t] in the prefix, especially before a 

glottal stop acting as a boundary marker between the obstruent and the vowel of the stem.   

The statistical summary for voicing frequency in Polish and English prefixes is 

presented below in (7.48). The differences between voicing frequency in all four contexts 

were found to be highly significant, at p=7.00E-19. The section of the graph describing the 

frequency of occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish prefixes ending in /�/ and /�/ 

reveals surprisingly high average figures as well as modal values compared with the results 

for English prefixes and with most results for voicing assimilation at word boundaries shown 

in earlier sections. The modal value of 100% voicing in all tokens per a single respondent is at 

the same time the maximum value. A glance at (7.49) shows that in fact, full voicing was 

found in half of the examined Polish tokens. In only 5 out of 30 speakers the percentage of 

tokens with voicing assimilation was lower than 75%, and merely one respondent shows a 

figure lower than 50%. The differences between the results for female and male speakers are 

not significant (p=0.05). The results for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in analogical 

contexts in English (cf. (7.48) above) show a much smaller tendency for the same respondent 

population to apply voicing in English /�/. Yet, mean values for voicing assimilation rarely 

reached the level of 40% in the contexts examined so far, with the sole exception of voicing in 

analogical phonetic setting in the case of word boundaries (cf. (7.26)). A comparison of 

respective bars in (7.48) points at a stronger trend towards voicing assimilation in /�/ in the 

case of prefix out- rather than post-.

(7.48) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in prefix-final obstruent 
before vowel initial stem in Polish and prefix-final obstruents  in the English prefixes ‘out-, post-, 

arch-’  
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Corresponding distributional sections of (7.49) show that the frequency level of 50% of word 
tokens with voicing assimilation is found in nearly one third of respondents in the case of out-

and in merely two speakers in the case of the prefix post-. The only instance of a maximum 
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percentage being higher than 75% is found in a single male speaker for out- context. 
Differences in voicing frequency between male and female speakers have not been found to 
reach the required level of significance, at p>0.5.  

Voicing assimilation in the prefix-final affricate /�#/ in the English item arch- proves 
to occur less frequently than in the prefix-final stops (see bottom right of (7.48)). Mean 
frequency value is especially low for female speakers, which is caused by a considerably high 
number of instances of the modal value of 0% of voicing in females. Differences in the 
occurrence of voicing assimilation between the two genders were not found to be significant 
(p=0.1). As the bottom right section of (7.49) reveals, two thirds of female speakers did not 
have voicing in any of the three tokens containing the prefix arch-. Among the male 
respondents, around one third displayed an analogical tendency. As the bars representing 
percentage figures for individual speakers in bottom right part of (7.49) indicate, around one 
third of respondents showed voicing in one item only and about the same number voiced the 
final /�#/ in two items. There were no respondents who would have voicing in all three  
vocabulary items. Out of all English prefixes examined in the thesis, none underwent voicing 
in all tokens per a single speaker, which seems to locate English prefixes containing final 
stops/affricates well behind Polish prefixes with final stops in terms of assimilation 
frequencies. As far as correlation in voicing frequency between pairs of contexts shown in 
(7.48) is concerned, r-values are very weakly positive at <0.15 for most pairwise 
combinations with the exception of obstr#V and out-, as well as post- and arch-, where the 
correlation appears slightly more positive at r=0.25 and 0.2 respectively. 

(7.49) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting prefix-final  consonants 

in Polish prefixes finishing in ‘d’ (top left), English prefix ‘out-’ (top right),  ‘post-’ (bottom left) 
and ‘arch-’ (bottom right) for all individual respondents 
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Voicing assimilation affecting prefix final sibilant /�/ in Polish and English tokens is 
exemplified by the oscillograms in (7.50) below. In the Polish example, the prefix dys- is 
attached to a stem starting with a cluster of obstruent+ sonorant. As the wave pattern seems to 
strongly indicate, voicing in the stem-initial /(/ is only partial, which contributes to the 
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distance between the target and the voice source in the right-hand environment. It seems that 
the full voicing in the prefix-final /�/([�]) is reinforced and maintained by what seems to be a 
short vocalic element inserted between the /�/ and the following stem-initial /(/.  

(7.50) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish dysgrafia ‘dysgraphia’  (top) and 

English ‘dislike’ (bottom) showing voicing assimilation of prefix-final /��/ [/��/] in ‘dys-/dis-’.  
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The same apparently holds for the final /�/ in the English prefix dis- in the bottom part of 
(7.50), where the relatively brief and weak [�] is followed by a comparatively robust portion 
of periodic signal of markedly lower amplitude than that of the following stem-initial liquid 
/	/. In fact, the amplitude of the epenthesized segment is not lower than the amplitude of either 
of the surrounding vowel, syllable-central segments, parts of which are visible at the 
peripheries of the oscyllographic fragment in (7.50). 

Mean frequency values for voicing assimilation in prefix-final /�/ for both languages 
are remarkably high (see (7.51) below), in Polish approaching the earlier obtained average for 
prefix-final /�/ (cf. (7.48)), and in English reaching the highest level in all the statistical 
summaries for voicing assimilation so far. The minimal value of 90% in English is 
immediately preceded by the modal value of 80% of voiced tokens in as many as 5 
respondents (7.52). Altogether, the level of 70% is reached and exceeded in English tokens by 
a quarter of all respondents. 

(7.51) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in prefix-final /��/ [/��/] in 

Polish prefixes ‘roz-, dys-, trans-’and English prefixes ‘dis-, ex-, mis-, vice-’ 
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The distribution of tokens for English (7.52) closely approaches normal distribution at 
kurtosis=0.04. Polish tokens form a platykurtik distribution at kurtosis=-1.0 with less extreme 
values at either end of the curve alongside with a fairly wide concentration of values around 
the mean of 60%. As can be inferred from (7.52), Polish tokens with average frequencies of 
50-65% are shared by one third of the population. 

(7.52) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting prefix-final  /��/ [/��/] in 

Polish and English prefixes for all individual respondents 
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As regards the differences between the mean voicing percentages between respondents within 
each gender group, neither males nor females differ significantly between results for Polish 
and English, with p=0.3 in females and p=0.6 in males (cf. (A.60) and (A.62)). Individual 
female speakers vary significantly in two cases showing p=0.01 or less (A.61). Differences 
between voicing in prefix-final /�/ in analogical Polish and English contexts in individual 
males are not significant, with the lowest p value approaching 0.1 (A.63). The correlation 
between the results for each language is fairly weak for females speakers (r<0.4) and quite 
strong for males (r=0.85), the latter indicating a strong similarity between assimilative 
tendencies in Polish and English prefix-final /�/. 

In the following section, results for voicing assimilation affecting stem-final 
obstruents before suffixes and particles are presented. English particles examined in the 
section are ‘-dom, -like, -less, -ness, -most, -ward, -ware, -wise, -worthy’, the last four 
classified as w-initial suffixes based on the uniform voice source they present. The number of 
tokens including suffixes in the reading list was 28, totaling 840 if multiplied by all 
respondents. In Polish, two intensifying particles, ‘-�e, -no’ were examined in 11 tokens 
included in the list, yielding the total of 330 tokens collected from 30 respondents.  

7.1.6.2 Suffixes and particles 

Illustrations presented in (7.53) below show oscillograms exemplifying differences between 
assimilated and unassimilated stem-final fricatives before the initial /l/ in English suffixes  
-dom and –like.  In the top image in (7.53) the stem-final assimilated [] shows full voicing 
despite incomplete voicing in the following suffix-initial /�/. Apart from being voiced, the [] 
is also articulated with little friction manifested by faint aperiodic noise combined with 
periodic wave indicative of the voicing character of the segment. This strongly contrasts with 
the same type of obstruent visible in the bottom part of (7.53), where the stem-final /f/ resists 
voice assimilation to the following suffix-initial sonorant /	/.  
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(7.53) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of English ‘serfdom’  (top) and ‘lifelike’ (bottom) 

showing voicing assimilation in stem final /
/[] before the suffix  ‘-dom’ and lack of assimilation 

in stem-final /
/ before the suffix  ‘-like’ respectively  
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Compared to the [] in the top oscillogram, [
] has intense aperiodic energy and is markedly 
longer than [], which clearly contributes to the distinction between the two as fortis [
] and 
lenis []. The choice to include an unassimilated token as an example in (7.53) above is 
partially dictated by the considerably low statistical results for voice assimilation in obstruents 
followed by all sonorant-initial suffixes (see (7.54) below). The discrepancies between the 
results for suffixes marked by the non-uniform heights of the bars in (7.64) are further proved 
by ANOVA tests, which show very high significance of the differences between the 
respective contexts (p=8.00E-45). The high mean value for –dom surpasses the average 
frequency figures for the remaining suffixes, whose means are located well below 15%. The 
modal value for –dom equals its minimum of 100% voiced tokens, which stands for all four 
items in the reading list.  

(7.54) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in stem-final obstruent 

before English suffixes 
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As can be inferred from the respective data in (7.55) below, almost two thirds of all 
respondents show voicing assimilation in all tokens with obstruents preceding the suffix –

dom. In the remaining contexts illustrated in (7.54), modal values overlap with the minima of 
0% assimilation, which clearly implies that stem-final obstruents before most suffixes tend to 
resist voice assimilation in the majority of the examined population. Both in the case of the 
contexts followed by the suffixes –less/-like and all suffixes starting with w (cf. (7.54) and 
(7.55)) nearly two thirds of speakers pronounced all tokens with unassimilated obstruents. 
Moreover, average percentages for individual speakers rarely go over 50% indicating rare 
instances of voicing assimilation in at best half of the items in the reading list. 

The variation between the frequency results for voice assimilation before the contexts 
described in (7.54) proves to be highly significant within gender groups ( cf. (A.64) and 
(A.65)). ANOVA tests reveal higher significance in the results for differences between males 
than between females, with p=1.00E-30 for the former group and p=6.00E-17 for the latter. 
Yet, as can be observed in (A.64) and (A.65), male speakers seem to display more uniformity 
in full voicing versus the absence of voice assimilation. Female respondents show a greater 
individual variety in the results for each suffix contexts. Correlation tests point at moderately 
positive analogy between frequencies of voice assimilation between –dom and –less/-like as 
well as in –ness/-most and w-initial suffix contexts in females (at r around 0.4 in either case). 

(7.55) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting stem-final  consonants 

before English suffixes ‘-dom’ (top left),  suffixes starting in ‘w’ (top right) and ‘-less/-like’ 
(bottom) for all individual respondents 
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In males there was moderately positive correlation (r=0.45) between the results for –less/-like

and w-initial suffixes. 
In order to examine voice assimilation in stem-final obstruents in contexts possibly 

analogical and morphologically comparable to English two Polish particles were selected, one 
starting with a nasal (no), the other with an initial sibilant (-�e). Examples of tokens of the 
former are presented in a pair of oscillograms in (7.56) below.  
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(7.56) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish pisz no ‘Write!’+intensifying particle 

without  voicing assimilation  (top) and with voicing assimilation (bottom) in stem-final /K�/ before 

the particle ‘no’ 
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Fragments of waveform offer comparison between two versions of the same token, one with 
an unassimilated voiceless stem-final sibilant, the other with the evidently assimilated voiced 
[�]. The two variants of the same phoneme differ in intensity of friction, and duration. In the 

bottom part of (7.56), the fricative noise in [�] is minimal and overlaps with the periodic wave 
following from the vibration of the vocal folds throughout the whole sibilant segment. 
Voicing in [�] apparently forms part of a continuum of periodic noise starting in the vowel of 
the stem and following into the initial nasal segment of the particle itself. The top part of 
(7.56) evidently displays a lack of a similar continuum in the voicing signal. Instead, a robust 
period of voicelessness can be traced between the vocalic segment at the left part of the 
oscillogram and the nasal to the right. 

Despite the fact that the Polish particle no and the English suffixes –ness and –most

discussed earlier and illustrated in (7.54) share a nasal segment, the frequency of voicing 
assimilations in the preceding obstruents was disproportionately different in the two 
languages. In the frequency distributions illustrated in (7.57) below, one can notice the 
dominance of 0 frequencies for all English tokens with a nasal-initial suffix.  

(7.57) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting stem-final  consonants 

before Polish particle ‘no’ and English suffixes ‘-ness/-most’  for all individual respondents 
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Only 6 respondents had voicing in their tokens, but in less than 25% of tokens. In Polish over 
25% of tokens showing assimilation before the particle no characterized half of the 
respondent population, and around one fourth of the speakers had over 75% of assimilated 
tokens. Clearly, the assimilative tendencies in obstruents preceded by a nasal-initial 
morpheme seem divergent in the two languages. Results for individual respondents grouped 
into gender groups (cf. (A.66) and (A.67)) reveal higher frequency of voicing before the 
particle no and a general lack of assimilation in tokens with the suffixes –ness/-most in the 
male group. Statistical differences between the results for male speakers were highly 
significant, at p=0.00005. Correlation was found to be weakly negative (r=-0.2). Results for 
individual female speakers look more varied (A.66) with fewer high average frequencies for 
the particle no and with a little higher frequencies of voicing assimilation before the suffixes –
ness/-most. The significance of the differences between female speakers was smaller than in 
males (p=0.006), and the correlation between results for voicing before the particle and the 
suffixes was very weakly positive (r=0.15). 

The case of voice assimilation affecting stem-final obstruents before the other Polish 
particle examined in the thesis is exemplified in the oscillogram below (7.58). Voicing in the 
stem-final alveolo-palatal affricate segment is complete and proceeds in an interrupted fashion 
into the succeeding retroflex sibilant segment.  

(7.58) Oscillogram of the portion of waveform of Polish le
�e ‘Fly!’+intensifying particle showing  

voicing assimilation in stem-final /�IL�� before the particle ‘-�e’ 
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As a matter of fact, the boundary between the fricative phase of the affricate and the friction 
of the sibilant segment is not so obviously distinguishable visually, either in the oscillogram 
or in the spectrum. Aural inspection suggests that the retroflex phase starts when the 
amplitude of the waveform diminishes slightly, which constitutes roughly the last 40% of the 
portion visible as periodic+aperiodic signal in (7.58). The fact that voicing assimilation 
between the two adjacent obstruents is full does not automatically have to imply simultaneous 
assimilation of place of articulation. 

Statistical results for voicing assimilation frequency before the particle –�e coupled 
with the results for voicing before no (see (7.59) below) show markedly higher figures for the 
former particle. 
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(7.59) Descriptive statistics for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in stem-final obstruent 

before Polish intensifying particles 
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All features of such a type of distribution are well displayed by exceptionally high occurrence 
of positive extremes at 100%. In contrast, the average values for voicing assimilation 
frequency before the particle no (right part of (7.60)) form a platykurtic distribution (averaged 
kurtosis values for both genders yield -0.8) with thinner tails and a wider distribution of 
values around the mean (40% in this case). Results for individual female speakers (A.68) 
show significant differences between voicing in no and –�e contexts (p=6.0E-6) and very 
weak positive correlation between the results for each particle (r=0.15). 

(7.60) Ordered percentages of tokens with voicing assimilation affecting stem-final  consonants 
before Polish intensifying particles ‘-�e’ (left) and ‘no’ (right) for all individual respondents 
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Results for male respondents (A.69) show similar differences (p=3.0E-6) to those among 
females, but the correlation appears a little stronger, at r=0.3. 

In the following section, all statistical results for average occurrences of regressive 
voice assimilation in specific left-hand environments are put together in order to form general 
conclusions as to the tendencies for assimilation to occur more systematically in certain 
phonetic and morphological environments. Furthermore, there is an attempt to establish 
constraint rankings regulating context-specific agreement in voicing, which will prove more 
categorical for some contexts and less obligatory and more easily violable in others. 
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7.1.7 Summary of voicing assimilation frequencies with systemic implications 

Considering all the data collected for the three major prosodic boundary types at which 
assimilations have been found in the examined material, the hierarchies included in (7.61) 
below illustrate at which juncture types agreement in voicing takes priority both in the native 
language and in the second language among the respondents used in the experiment. From 
among the descriptive statistical figures, three have been considered, namely the average 
frequency of occurrence of assimilation, the modal frequency as well as the maximum 
frequency (see (A.70) in Appendix A). In the case of Polish, the figures were obtained for 
assimilation frequencies at word boundaries, prefix+stem boundaries as well as for 
stem+particle boundaries.  For English, additionally assimilation frequencies at stem+stem 
boundaries in compound words and stem+suffix boundaries were taken into account. 
Additionally, the count values of modal, maximum and minimum percentages were examined 
and rendered as percentage figures (see (A.71)). In this way it was easier to determine the 
proportions between tokens showing assimilation with modal values, as well as highest and 
lowest frequency figures at a given prosodic context. All the three statistical dimensions 
expressed in percentages referring to means, modes, and maxima alongside with counts of 
modes, maxima, and minima  were further combined and balanced against one another. 
Subsequently, hierarchies of constraints governing the agreement in voice specifications 
between segments lying across individual types of junctures were constructed ((7.61) bellow). 
All the constraints are positioned in mutual dominance solely on the basis of the actual 
presence of voicing in the left-hand (target) environment without considering the type of the 
environment in the following context, which is dealt with in the following section. In the case 
of stem+particle/stem+suffix context, the focus is on the collective voicing behaviour of the 
left-hand stem-final contexts rather than on the voice-source character of the following right-
hand phonetic element of the suffix. 

(7.61) Constraint hierarchies for voicing agreement conditioned by prosodic boundary types in 

Polish (top) and English (bottom) based on voicing assimilation frequency statistical results 

AGREEVOICE(PREFIX-STEM), AGREEVOICE(STEM-PARTICLE) 

>> AGREEVOICE(WORD-WORD)

AGREEVOICE(PREFIX-STEM) >> AGREEVOICE(STEM-STEM),

AGREEVOICE(WORD-WORD) >> AGREEVOICE(STEM-SUFFIX) 

If the differences between the combined mean, modal and maximal values for given contexts 
were considerable dominance of one constraint over another was established. If the 
differences were not noticeably large constraints were located parallel to one another in the 
hierarchy. Despite similar mean values for stem+stem and stem+suffix boundaries in English 
(cf. (A.70)), modal zero values for the latter boundary type proved decisive in locating the 
respective constraint at the bottom of the hierarchy for learners’ voicing in English. Due to the 
fact that the occurrence of assimilations was far from stable for all speakers alike and differed 
across individual phonetic contexts, the hierarchies presented above reflect only general 
tendencies within the examined populations and do not have to be observed by individual 
speakers in their assimilative behaviours.  

In order to determine which particular phonetic and morphological contexts were 
affected by voice assimilation and to what degree in relation to the whole set of Polish tokens 
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and to the overall respondent population, mean values alongside modal values were plotted in 
a falling hierarchical order as shown in (7.62) below.  

(7.62) Hierarchy of mean and modal percentages of voicing assimilation for individual 

phonetic/morphological left-hand context in Polish
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As can be seen in the figure, the differences between assimilation frequencies for individual 
contexts are either more sharply marked or gradual or fairly minimal, forming a certain 
decreasing continuity. The resulting hierarchy of constraints (see (7.63)) follows from 
thresholds marked by more noticeable drops in combined means, counts of modal and 
maximal values expressed as percentage figures (cf. (A.72)). In cases where clear thresholds 
are hard to estimate given constraints are not positioned in dominant relation to each other.  

As can be observed in (7.63), agreement in voicing between the final obstruent of the 
stem and the particle –�e as well as between the final stop of a prefix and the initial obstruent 
in a the stem occupy the top of the constraint hierarchy for Polish. Together with the 
noticeable rift between means and modes for the occurrence of assimilations in these two and 
other contexts per whole examined population, this may imply that assimilatory behaviour in 
both cases is almost obligatory. The constraint AGREEVOICE(s#) dominates all the remaining 
constraints visible in the numerical hierarchy in (7.62) above. Between those, however, any 
mutual dominance is hard to estimate and possible systemic preference for assimilation in 
some contexts rather than other is likely to be speaker-dependent or governed by the 
following right-hand environment. A comparison of the more detailed 
phonetic/morphological hierarchy (7.63)  with the general prosodic oriented one (top part of 
(7.61) seems to imply that in the case of Polish, phonetic context at both word and prefix-stem 
boundaries cannot be ignored as a determining factor in assimilatory behavior. 

(7.63) Constraint hierarchy for voicing agreement in Polish conditioned by morphological and 
phonetic left-hand context  

AGREEVOICE(STEM#�e),AGREEVOICE(stop#V) >>
AGREEVOICE(stop##) >> AGREEVOICE(s#) >> AGREEVOICE(affricate##), 

AGREEVOICE(fricative##), AGREEVOICE(STEM#no)

The decisive factor considered in this part of the analysis is the left-hand environment of the 

juncture or the target of the regressive voice assimilation. Therefore, the formulation 
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STEM#�e/no might be discarded as implying some influence by the phonetic context at the 
right side of the boundary and these two contexts and both constraints might be alternatively 
removed from the hierarchy.  

Since voice assimilation was found in only around a half of the Polish and English 
tokens in the examined population of informants (cf. (7.1) and (7.2) earlier), the whole 
process seems by no means obligatory in the native language. In an analogical way, it can be 
traced to a proportional degree in English as the second language of the respondents. If 
elicitation environment had been more spontaneous, or if the speakers were drafted from a 
less speech-conscious or less educated group, or from a group representing a wider range of 
age, then the results would be more likely to represent stronger assimilatory tendencies in 
Polish. Following from unstable assimilatory behaviours and from a considerably substantial 
number of cases without assimilation, the proposed full constraint hierarchy for voice 
assimilation in Polish ((7.64) below) does not place AGREE[VOICE] and IDENT LAR in a 
strictly dominant position in relation to each other.  

(7.64) Proposed constraint hierarchy for variable regressive voicing assimilation in Polish (cf. 

Nagy 2000:109) where particular non-peripheral AGREE constraints proposed in (7.63) may be 
dominated by IDLAR depending on individual speakers’ grammars  

NORESYLLAB, IDENTONSETLAR >> AGREE[VOICE], IDENT LAR >> * LAR

In the case of morpho-phonetic contexts defined earlier in (7.63) the constraints occupying the 
top of the hierarchy and showing a fairly predominant assimilatory behaviour should 
invariably dominate the identity constraint IDENT LAR as shown in the top tableau in (7.65) 
below. 

(7.65) Assimilation in Polish kup�e ‘buy+intensifying particle’ (top), kup mamie ‘buy your mum 
a…’(middle) and lack of assimilation in kup ogórki ‘buy cucumbers’ (bottom) based on the results 

for a single male respondent 
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Before the particle –�e in Polish most speakers assimilated all obstruents with very little 
exception. The directionality of assimilation as regressive is secured by the undominated 
IDENTONSETLar, which protects voice characteristics of the syllabic onset at the right edge 
of the boundary. Analogically, the invariably lowest position of the markedness constraint 
*LAR indicates that its violations incurred by any voiced segment in the output are likely to 
be frequent. The middle tableau in (7.65) shows a less frequently attested case in the 
investigated stock of data, namely the voice assimilation of a word final obstruent before the 
following nasal. In such a situation, an individual speaker’s grammar favouring assimilation 
before nasals places AGREE over IDENT, which need not be the case for other informants, 
even for majority of them. The bottom example presented in (7.65) shows an unassimilated 
word final stop before the following vowel. In this situation, the top of the hierarchy is 
occupied by the inviolable NORESYLLABIFICATION constraint, which protects the vocalic 
onset of the word initial syllable. The grammar of the speakers who present similar non-
assimilatory tendencies places the identity constraint in a dominant position in relation to the 
constraint AGREEVOICE which allows for assimilation, which is illustrated in the tableau by 
means of arrows indicating movement of constraints in the hierarchy. The arrows mark 
dynamic behaviour of the constraints and their shift in relation to each order. Wherever 
violation marks appear arrow points show their movement, which agrees with the shift of 
violated constraints in the ranking. The change in the position of constraints in the hierarchy 
relates to in the default ranking in (7.64), which facilitates voiced outputs and represents 
predominant tendencies in Cracow Polish. Hence the ordering of constraints in each tableau 
matches their ordering in the default hierarchy. Only the arrows signal alterations in the 
ranking.  

The two tableaux in (7.66) below illustrate variable sensitivity to voice assimilation in 
different types of word final obstruents. The situation represents results for a single speaker 
indicating the state of an individual grammar whose character may either be incidental or 
more static. The choice of output candidates follows from the dominance of 
AGREEVOICE(stop##) over AGREEVOICE(fricative##) (7.63). The word final /t/ surfaces as 
a voiced plosive before the following word initial voiced fricative, whereas the voiceless /s/ 
retains its voice specifications in analogical context. In the latter case, the identity constraint 
protecting laryngeal specifications of a segment moves up in the hierarchy to dominate  
AGREEVOICE. The potential dominance of the two context-dependent AGREE constraints 
reflects an around 10 percentage point difference in mean and modal frequency values 
between stop and fricative contexts in general (cf. (7.20) and (7.36)). 
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(7.66) Assimilation of a stop segment in Polish rat wystarczy ‘instalments-GEN. will be enough’ 

(top), and lack of assimilation of a fricative segment in kryzys wymiany ‘exchange (rate) crisis’ 
(bottom) based on the results for a single female respondent 
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Since figures never reach 100% the mutual order of the two constraints may be reversed for 
various individual speakers and IDENT constraint may eventually prove dominant if 
assimilations are not found in stops or fricatives for some speakers and before certain right-
hand contexts at word juncture. 
  The difference between average occurrence of voicing in Polish prefix-final /s/ and word-
final /s/ seems much more categorical and reaches over 20 percentage points (cf. (7.62)). This 
seems to indicate a relatively more easily attestable preference for voice assimilation in the 
former context as shown in the tableaux in (7.67) below. The constraint AGREEVOICE(s#) 
more steadily dominates IDENTLar, whereas in the case of word-final /s/ found at the word 
boundary context the latter constraint shifts upwards in the hierarchy and consequently 
overrules voice assimilation in this context. Of course, the lack of exclusively pro-
assimilatory evidence across the whole examined population indicates variable speaker- and 
context-dependent results suggesting unstable constraint hierarchies leading to possible 
reversals of output choices, also including cases presented in (7.67) below.  

(7.67) Assimilation of /s/  in Polish dyslokacja ‘’dislocation’ (top), and lack of assimilation of /s/ 
in ras ludzi ‘people’s races-GEN.’ (bottom) based on the results for a single female respondent 
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Compared to data for Polish shown in (7.62), mean and modal values for voice assimilation in 
morphological and phonetic contexts in English appear to be relatively low with figures below 
35% starting after the fifth context presented from the left in (7.68) below. Strikingly, in the 
Polish model (cf. (7.62)) only the last item displays similarly low mean value. This seems to 
strongly suggest that AGREE constraints for English will tend to be dominated by IDENTLar 
more frequently, as pointed in the hierarchy in the top part of (7.69) below. The fact that 
violations of the established ranking for native English (see top part of (7.69)) do occur 
among the examined respondent population, although in a relative minority of individual 
contexts listed in (7.68), implies an alternative hierarchy for voicing in learners’ English with 
undetermined dominance between IDENTLar, AGREE and *LAR (bottom part of (7.69)). 

(7.68) Hierarchy of mean and modal percentages of voicing assimilation for individual 
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The dominance is further defined by the context-dependent hierarchy of AGREEMENT
constraint shown in (7.70) and resulting from the construction of thresholds based on more 
clearly noticeable differences between mean values as well as modal and maximum count 
values expressed in percentages for each morphological and phonetic context as shown in 
Appendix A in (A.73). 

(7.69) Ranking for voicing in English (based on Lombardi 1997:6) (top) and a hierarchy proposed 

for learners’ English (L2) (bottom) where specific AGREE constraints listed in may dominate both 
IDLAR and *LAR 

IDONSETLAR, IDLAR  ��� *LAR ��� AGREE

IDONSETLAR >> IDLAR, *LAR, AGREE

The mean and mode percentage figures being relatively low, as mentioned before, the actual 
differences between assimilation preferences for individual contexts are harder to define and 
the violability of the majority of AGREE constraints increases across the examined 
population. The highest rank in the hierarchy for English (7.70) is occupied by the almost 
inviolable AGREEVOICE(STEM#dom), where, as suggested before in the discussion of 
analogical hierarchies for Polish, the overriding factor leading to the choice of assimilated 
output forms may be the plosive character of the initial segment of the suffix. Indicative of the 
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right-hand context, a constraint formulated in this manner may not fit a hierarchy constructed 
solely with the view to describe the target, left-hand environment. As a consequence, the 
following constraint AGREEVOICE(s#) might prove dominant in the hierarchy followed by an 
array of context-driven constraints which, in the majority of cases fall under IDENTLar in 
individual respondent grammars. 

(7.70) Constraint hierarchy for voicing agreement in English conditioned by morphological and 
phonetic left-hand context  

AGREEVOICE(STEM#dom) >> AGREEVOICE(s#) >> AGREEVOICE(out#),
AGREEVOICE(�##), AGREEVOICE(p##), AGREEVOICE(post#) >>

AGREEVOICE(###), AGREEVOICE(STEM#STEM), AGREEVOICE("##), 

AGREEVOICE(�##) >> AGREEVOICE(�###), AGREEVOICE(arch#) >>

AGREEVOICE(#w), AGREEVOICE(# l), AGREEVOICE(#nasal) , 

The top tableau in (7.71) below illustrates a minority case in which the prefix-final /s/ fails to 
assimilate to [z]. The choice of the winner candidate is determined by the hierarchy ordered in 
a manner typical for native English grammar, where AGREE constraint occupies the bottom 
rank suggesting non-assimilative behaviour in native English speakers. Such an ordering of 
constraints results form target language driven reasoning rather than learners’ native-like 
intermediate grammars. Hence, the lack of arrows indicating shifts of constraints in top part of 
(7.71). A similar lack of arrows in the bottom part of the figure, alongside with a reversed 
order of constraints suggests a native language driven ordering of constraints typical for a 
learner’s English grammar based on a native Polish one. A solid line rather than a broken line 
boundary between  AGREEVOICE(STEM#dom) and IDENTLar further points at the relative 
inviolability of the former constraint across the majority of the examined population of 
learners of English.  

(7.71) Unassimilated /s/  in the English prefix dis- in ‘disgorge’ (top), and assimilated stem-final 

/s/ [z] before the suffix –dom in ‘princedom’ (bottom) based on the results for a single male 
respondent
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The fact that the constraint AGREEVOICE(STEM#dom) is formulated in a right-hand context 
oriented manner might strongly suggest the influence of the following alveolar stop context 
upon the assimilatory behaviour of the preceding segment, a fact given full scope in the 
following section. 

The tableaux presented below in (7.72) compare the cases of the word-final and stem-
final alveolar stop /t/ handled by an individual male respondent’s grammar.   

(7.72) Assimilated /t/([d]) in English ‘get right’ (top), and unassimilated /t/ in ‘pot-roast’ (bottom) 

based on the results for a single male respondent
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The choice of output candidates clearly illustrates the dominance of voicing agreement 
between word-final /t/ and the following liquid over a potential agreement between stem-final 
/t/ and the following /r/ across the compound boundary. In the former context, AGREE moves 
up in the ranking and the consequent order of constraints resembles a Polish rather than a 
typical English hierarchy in relation to voicing. 

In an analogical manner, the choice of 	��� ##(8��over 	��� ##(8��illustrated in the 
bottom section of (7.73) below exhibits a Polish-like assimilatory behaviour. Simultaneously, 
the situation depicted in the bottom part reflects the dominance of the constraint governing 
voicing assimilation of the word-final /s/ over the one regulating voicing of the word-final /�#/ 
as shown earlier in the hierarchy in (7.70). At the same time, the choice of the faithful 

candidate in �"�/�#/##(����in��op part of (7.73) indicates ordering of constraints typical for 
native English speakers. Finally, the examples of output candidates selected in the tableaux in 
(7.74) illustrate the weakest status of the constraint AGREEVOICE(#nasal), which is violated 
in almost all English tokens collected from the examined population and, thus, almost always 
dominated by both IDENTLar and*LAR even in Polish speakers of English. This may again 
indicate the importance of the right-hand nasal environment as the decisive factor that leads to 
the choice of unassimilated surface forms. Yet, the argument seems to be somewhat 
undermined by the situation depicted in the bottom part of (7.74), where the same respondent 
chooses to assimilate the word-final /�#/ to [��] in an analogical pre-nasal phonetic context. 
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(7.73) Unassimilated word-final /�#/ in English ‘Scotch guys’ (top), and assimilated /s/ ([z]) in 

‘lass go’ (bottom) based on the results for a single male respondent
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The only difference here is the prosodic boundary type, and the one favouring voice 
assimilation is the word juncture rather than the stem-suffix one as suggested by the prosodic-
oriented ranking earlier in the section in (7.61). As a consequence, the bottom tableau in 
(7.74), through the regrouping of respective constraints, follows the Polish-driven hierarchical 
ordering. This, alongside with other frequent discrepancies among the hierarchies for 
individual speakers presented before in the tableaux for English, might further indicate the 
existence of mixed grammars reflected in the floating character of IDENTLar and the 
individual context-dependent AGREE constraints.  

(7.74) Unassimilated stem-final /�#/ in English ‘richness’ (top), and assimilated word-final /�#/ 
([��]) in ‘much nicer’ (bottom) based on the results for a single male respondent
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The following subchapter offers an analysis of the influence of the right-hand environment on 
the occurrence of voicing assimilation affecting segments on the left-hand side of the 
juncture. The voice source is divided into contextual classes based on articulation type, which 
are further divided into individual places of articulation to be analyzed separately for gender 
and language. Further, based on statistical figures, constraint hierarchies are proposed, which 
reflect the relative power of the voice source in determining regressive assimilation. 

7.2 Impact of the right-hand context 

The following analysis is focused on the trigger of the voicing assimilation, which, on account 
of the regressive directionality of the process is located on the right-hand side of the prosodic 
boundary at the onset of the following word or morpheme. The varying voicing potential of 
the voice source in combination with the more or less pro-assimilatory quality of the target of 
voicing contribute to the partial or complete operation of the process. 

In order to assess the voicing potential of individual places of articulation the first part 
of the section offers statistical results for voicing assimilation before voiced obstruents and 
sonorants at word boundaries. In this particular context, the range of places of articulation was 
complete and it is possible to make proper generalizations concerning articulation types. 

In the second part, stem+affix boundaries are investigated with special attention paid 
to the voice source located at the left edge of suffixes in English and particles in Polish. Since 
the range of articulation types present in this context was somewhat limited the results 
obtained here are supposed to complement those for the word boundary context. 

The last part of the section is devoted to the presentation of possible constraint 
hierarchies based on statistical results for articulation types as well as for individual places of 
articulation in the right+hand context. The resulting constraints regulating agreement in 
voicing but conditioned by the right-hand environment are also combined with constraints 
constructed in the previous section. Constraints formed in this way account for agreement in 
all possible contextual combinations of adjacent cross-boundary segments. Possible ranking 
of constraints of AGREEMENT type in relation to identity constraints and various hierarchical 
combinations caused by unstable grammars of individual speakers are further investigated, 
based on actual statistical occurrences of assimilations in given contexts in individual 
speakers.  

7.2.1 Voice source at word boundaries 

The right-hand environment serving as a potential trigger of the regressive voice assimilation 
process is represented by six sound classes in each language material investigated in the 
present thesis. The classes include voiced stops, fricatives, nasals, liquids, glides, as well as 
vowel sounds, all forming the onset of the word initial syllable. Altogether, the sound classes 
encompass 12 separate places of articulation (cf. A.74 in Appendix A) identical for both 
investigated languages. Differences between Polish voiced stops and English lenis ones and 
the related  respective distinction between negative VOT and short-lag VOT are ignored as 
the respondents are all Polish native speakers and, consequently, the English voiced tokens 
are articulated  in a Polish manner with prevoicing. Among the voiced fricative word-initial 
context  only /v/ and /z/ were considered as the ones that can be compared between the two 
languages in such environment. Other differences between Polish and English places of 
articulation, especially the ones concerning the place of the nasal n and the trill/tap nature of r
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in the former language and its post-alveolar approximant articulation in the latter are all 
ignored in the labeling of segments in graphs included in Appendix A (A.74, A.75). 

Occurrence of voicing assimilation before particular classes of voiced sounds in 
female respondents at word boundaries is illustrated in (7.75) below by means of mean and 
modal percentage values.  

(7.75) Mean and modal percentages for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at word 

boundaries for female speakers in Polish (top) and English (bottom) tokens depending on the class 
of sound located in the right-hand context 
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Each individual sound class multiplied by the number of speakers within one gender and by 
the number of places of articulation representing the target of assimilation (i.e. left-hand 
contexts) yields 105 tokens for Polish and 90 tokens for English.  Statistical, one-way 
ANOVA tests indicate highly significant differences between individual sound classes for 
both languages, with p=3.0E-21 for Polish and p=5.0E-16 for English. A glance at individual 
classes of sounds described in (7.75) reveals that voiced stops and fricatives served as 
dominant voicing assimilation triggers in both languages alike. Voicing assimilation affected 
on average at least 70% of target contexts in Polish and around 55-60% targets in English. In 
both languages, voiced fricatives evidently constituted the strongest voicing trigger, with 
modal values reaching 85% in Polish and 80% in English, the highest results attested for 
right-hand contexts at word juncture. Non-obstruents located at the right-hand side of the 
juncture caused regressive voicing assimilation in no more than 30% of cases in both 
languages, although in Polish figures for sonorant classes are higher than in English. The 
weakest voicing source in both languages proves to be the vowels, before which assimilation 
occurred most rarely, in less than 10% of cases. Polish liquid sonorants seem to be the most 
active voicing triggers with voicing attested in 30% of left-hand contexts. Such a huge 
discrepancy between the occurrence of voicing before voiced obstruents and sonorants might 
suggest that pre-sonorant voicing assimilation does not seem to be a significantly active 
process, at least among the investigated population. 

As regards detailed results for individual places of articulation in right-hand contexts 
in female group (see A.74), the differences between places are highly significant for both 
languages, with p-values lower than 1.00E-13. For Polish the difference is especially high, at 
p=1.0E-18, which becomes evident if one considers the high results for all obstruent places in 
top part of (A.74). Modal values for all stop and fricative places in Polish exceed 70% with 
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over 80% for // and over 90% for /�/ making the latter the most active voicing trigger in 
Polish. Within the Polish sonorant group relatively high frequency figures are found for the 
trilled/tapped [�/%], with the mean at 40%, and for the labio-velar glide /�/ with the mean of 
over 35%. There is also a comparatively high modal frequency for the Polish palatal glide /1/, 
whose modal value approaches 40%. The three sonorant places appear to be relatively potent 
assimilation activators, at least in the female group. Results for English places of articulation 
(cf. bottom part of (A.74)) are noticeably lower than for Polish, which strongly suggests a 
more controlled articulatory behaviour leading to comparable avoidance of voicing 
assimilation in female respondents while reading the English list. Mean figures for obstruents 
drop well below 60%, with the sole exception of /�/ with the mean reaching 70% and the 
mode exceeding 80%. This evidently makes English voiced bilabial stop the strongest pro-
assimilatory environment. English sonorants appear to be very weak voicing contexts with 
means located below 20%. The modal frequencies approach the level of 20% only in the case 
of /3/, /	/ an /1/. In the case of English /w/, the modal, most commonly recurring frequency 
was 0%, which means that in the English token material this particular context blocked 
voicing assimilation in female respondents most effectively.  

Since nasal /�/ seems to be one of the weakest voicing assimilation activators in 
English, the bottom oscillogram in (7.76) shows a comparatively rare instance of an obstruent 
being voiced before the following /�/. Looking at the voice amplitude pattern of the word-
final [��] one might have an impression that the fricative phase of the affricate owes its 
voicing solely to the following nasal. The amplitude of the periodic portion of the fricative 
phase is maintained on a steady level and fluently merges into the pattern of the following 
nasal, whose intensity steadily increases. In the top oscillogram, the [�#], which successfully 
resists assimilation, possesses a clearly silent voiceless closure phase followed by an intense 
voiceless fricative phase.  

(7.76) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of English ‘much nicer’ without assimilation in 

word-final /�#/ before a nasal in a female speaker (top) and with assimilated word final /�#/[��] in 

a male speaker (bottom) �
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The successive word-initial nasal seems to be separated from the affricate by a period of 
silence, which may act as a barrier between the adjacent segments.  
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Summarizing the results for right-hand context at word boundaries for female speakers 
for Polish and English and grouping the contexts into obstruent and sonorant categories, a 
clear distinction between the two seems to emerge as suggested by (7.77) below. Both types 
of right-hand environments more actively foster voicing assimilation in Polish than in 
English. Voiced obstruents placed at the right side of the juncture are by far stronger 
activators of voicing assimilation than sonorants in both language contexts.  

(7.77) Comparison of mean and modal percentages for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at 

word boundaries for female speakers in Polish and English tokens before obstruent and sonorant 
voice source in the right-hand context 
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Moreover, the mean results for Polish obstruents are higher by some 20 percentage points 
than the overall results for the occurrence of voicing assimilation presented in the previous 
section (cf. (7.1)). It might suggest that if one excluded the weak role of sonorants in 
triggering voicing in the left-hand side neighbouring context, assimilation before obstruents is 
a dominant process at word junctures in Polish. The situation seems more significant as the 
data above represent females, normally considered to be conservative speakers, of course if 
one regards non-assimilating articulatory habits in Polish as careful preservation of spelling 
rules in speech. The corresponding figures for English obstruents closely correspond to the 
average results for assimilation in English shown in (7.2). Statistical differences between the 
occurrence of voicing before obstruents and sonorants were found to be highly significant for 
both languages, at p=2.5E-19 for English and p=1.0E-22 for Polish. The differences between 
the presence of  voicing assimilation before Polish and English obstruents also prove to be 
statistically significant (p=0.002). The significance for analogical differences in sonorant 
contexts is even higher, at p=0.0001. These findings clearly imply that the similarity between 
assimilatory behaviour in analogical contexts in Polish and English in females is weak. There 
also seems to be some adoption of non-assimilatory native English habits, at least with some 
success. 

As far as the male group of respondents is concerned, the frequency values for the 
occurrence of assimilation before individual classes of sounds (see (7.78) below) are even 
higher than in the case of female speakers. For Polish stops and fricatives mean frequencies 
reach 85%, whereas modal, most frequently recurring values are 100%, which means voicing 
assimilation in all tokens per speaker. In English stops and fricatives, the frequency figures 
are considerably low ranging between 50-60%, which makes results for English in males 
analogical to those in female speakers. The results for individual types of sonorant sounds in 
Polish are comparatively low with average frequencies oscillating between 20-30%. However, 
the modal values for Polish liquids and glides, reaching and exceeding 40%, are highest 
among the sonorants investigated in the right-hand environment. 
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(7.78) Mean and modal percentages for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at word 

boundaries for male speakers in Polish (top) and English (bottom) tokens depending on the class 
of sound located in the right-hand context 
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The corresponding results for English sonorants classes of segments are low in males, 
standing below 20%. The level of statistical significance for the differences in voicing 
between sound classes in Polish males is high, at p=4.00E-22. The differences between the 
corresponding English contexts are smaller but still highly significant, at p=3.00E-11.  

A more detailed analysis of the frequencies of assimilation found before individual 
places of articulation in males (see (A.75))  reveals very high average figures for all stop and 
fricative places. Mean values are not lower than 80% for all stops and fricatives, with the 
highest value found for the voiced bilabilal /�/, before which assimilation occurred in 90% of 
cases. It was the highest mean value attested for language or gender in the analysis of the 
right-hand context. Modal percentages found in males for Polish obstruent segments reached 
at least 80% and went up to 90% and over in fricative contexts. The mode of 100% for Polish 
/�/ was the highest modal value recorded in Polish or English right-hand contexts, both 
genders included. Among the Polish sonorant places the strongest assimilation triggers prove 
to be /�/ and /�/, analogically to female respondents, with mean and modal values between 
35-40%. In English, the average values for individual stop and fricative places (bottom part of 
(A.75)) fluctuate between 45-65%, the higher margin of the range characterizing /�/ and /�/. 
The two appear to be the most potent potential activators of voicing assimilation in the 
English context. The voiced bilabial place was also the strongest trigger of assimilation in 
English for female respondents. As regards English sonorant places, average figures are low 
in male speakers, hovering between 15-25%, the latter figure marking the occurrence of 
assimilation process before English /1/. The same was attested earlier for female speakers, yet 
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marked by a lower mean figure. Differences between the occurrence of voicing before 
individual voiced segments positioned in the right-hand context were found to be highly 
significant in male speakers for both language contexts, at p=1.5E-19 for Polish and p=6.0E-9 
for English. 

Two oscillograms in (7.79) below show Polish /j/ as an example of  a mid-strong 
activator of assimilation among Polish sonorants segments at the right-hand context. The top 
oscillogram presents a case of a robust fortis word-final /�/ which resists voicing assimilation 
to the following /1/. The amplitude of aperiodic signal gradually weakens and ceases before 
the periodic wave signifying the articulation of the palatal glide is initiated. No silence is 
detectable as a possible boundary marker or a factor that would prevent the spread of voicing 
from the source on the right. A similar non-voicing behaviour of /1/ was a feature 
characterizing as much as three quarters of Polish tokens in males. The bottom section of 
(7.79) therefore represents a minority issue where word-final /�/ undergoes full voicing to [�] 
in similar context and in the same respondent. This time, perhaps on account of a more 
spontaneous behaviour of the speaker, voicing continues throughout the whole fricative 
segment. It seems that the initial portion of the fricative constitutes a continuation of voicing 
from the preceding vowel, whereas the latter portion of  [�] is linked by means of the periodic 
waveform to the following word-initial glide. The middle part of the fricative seems to have 
the most intense aperiodic signal combined with comparatively weaker periodic one The 
whole segment is marked by weaker intensty than the corresponding segment in the top image 
in (7.79). 

(7.79) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish unassimilated łez j� ‘her to tears’ (top) 
and assimilated las jest ‘forest is’ (bottom)obtained from a single male speaker�
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Another phonetic context is illustrated in (7.80) below, where the most actively voicing 

sonorant among right-hand contexts in Polish, namely the labio-velar glide /�/ brings about 

voicing in the preceding stop segment. The voicing proceeds throughout the closure stage of 

[(] and continues uninterrupted into the following, word-initial glide. As noted before, 

voicing in this context was the most frequent among all Polish sonorant environments. 
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(7.80) Oscillogram of the portion of waveform of Polish tak łatwo ‘so easily’ obtained from a 

single male speaker showing assimilated./"/ ([(]) at the word boundary before the following 

labio-velar glide /�/�
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As far as the English right-hand sonorant context is concerned, the oscillogram in (7.81) 

below exemplifies the comparatively rare instance of the post-alveolar approximant /�/ acting 

as voicing assimilation trigger for the preceding fricative /�/. Voicing before /�/ was found in 

less than 20% of English tokens, which means that in the remaining 80% of cases regressive 

voicing assimilation did not occur in the investigated respondents of both genders (cf. (A.74) 

and (A.75)). As can be inferred from (7.81), the waveform of the word-final lenis [�] is made 

up of a combination of periodic and aperiodic signal. Voicing continues from the preceding 

vowel with decreasing amplitude into the fricative phase. Subsequently, the periodic signal of 

the fricative merges with the weak periodic waveform marking the following word-initial 

post-alveolar glide.  

(7.81) Oscillogram of the portion of waveform of English ‘this reason’ obtained from a single 

male speaker showing assimilated./�/ ([�]) at the word boundary before the following post-

alveolar approximant /��/�
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Results for the occurrence of assimilation in male speakers before two major types of voice 

source are put together for both languages and compared in (7.82) below. As it was with 

female respondents earlier (cf. (7.77)), voiced obstruents prove to be much stronger activators 

of assimilation in the left-hand environment than obstruents. Mean and modal values for 

Polish are even higher for male speakers with the means being 15 percentage points higher 

than those obtained for obstruents in female speakers. It also seems significant that the modal 

percentage figure in males reaches 100%, which means that voicing before obstruents was 

often full in Polish tokens. Percentage figures for sonorant contexts closely correspond to 

those for female respondents and are comparatively low for both languages. 
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(7.82) Comparison of mean and modal percentages for the occurrence of voicing assimilation for 

male speakers in Polish and English tokens at word boundaries before obstruent and sonorant 
voice source in the right-hand context 
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The marked rift between the means for obstruents and sonorants in Polish is further testified 

by the highly significant results for the differences between the two contexts, at p=2.0E-24. 

The differences also reach high significance in the case of English obstruent vs. sonorant 

voicing contexts (p=6.0E-14). Pairwise comparisons of results for both languages point at 

highly significant differences between Polish and English obstruent contexts in males, at 

p=1.0E-6, as well as between sonorant contexts, p=0.004. 

Totaling and summarizing the results for the two major types of right-hand contexts 

for all respondents (see (A.76) in Appendix A), it can be concluded that the strongest trigger 

of regressive voicing assimilation are Polish voiced obstruents, which bring about voicing in  

the left-hand context at the word boundary in three-quarters of the examined tokens. 

Assimilations in analogical environment in English material affected approximately half of 

the tokens, and was similar to the overall results presented for English in Section 7.1.1. 

Assimilation in Polish before sonorant segments occurred in three times fewer cases than 

before obstruents (cf. (A.76)), and English sonorant contexts proved to be the weakest 

activator of assimilation causing the process in merely 15% of the examined tokens. 

Differences between Polish and English proved to be highly significant for both contexts, at 

p=2.0E-08 for obstruents and p=2.0E-06 for sonorants. Since the data shown in (A.76) 

summarize results for both genders, it is worth noting that males differed significantly from 

female speakers only in the results for voicing before Polish obstruents (p=0.0015). In the 

three remaining contexts the differences were not significant, with p> 0.1. 

Distributional tendencies among the results for voicing before obstruents and 

sonorants in the examined population of respondents are illustrated in (7.83) below. Each bar 

in the curves in the top part of (7.83) represents a single token group and comprises 

percentages of occurrence of voicing assimilation in a single obstruent place before a single 

voice activator place for 15 respondents of a single gender, for example, the average number 

of voiced /�/[�] before /g/ at word boundaries in Polish for all female speakers.  
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(7.83) Ordered frequencies of occurrence of regressive voicing assimilation at word boundaries 

before obstruent segments (top) and sonorants (bottom) in Polish and English
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There were 70 token groups examined for Polish obstruents and 60 for English obstruents, the 

latter figure being based on a smaller number of left-hand obstruent contexts in English. The 

number of sonorant token groups was 98 in Polish and 84 in English, as the number of 

individual sonorant places of articulation at the right-hand context was higher than the number 

of voiced obstruent places. The kurtosis value for Polish obstruents at 1.3 points at a 

leptokurtic type of distribution with a high concentration of values around the mean and thick 

tails, the latter signifying strong tendency for extreme values. As can be inferred from the top 

part of (7.83), the mean 75% and its most adjacent value of 80% are shared by over one-third 

of Polish obstruent tokens. The broad maximum end of the distribution is also noticeable and 

in fact, values of 95-100% correspond to 25% of all tokens. The kurtosis value for English 

distribution closely approaches 0, signifying the tendency for normal distribution of voicing 

before English obstruents. There is a similar distributional tendency in the case of Polish 

sonorant contexts, with kurtosis close to 0 (bottom part of (7.83). The kurtosis value for the 

distribution of voicing before English obstuents is high (3.5) if compared to the value for 

Polish obstruents, indicating a more radically narrow concentration of values around the mean 

of 15% with a stronger tendency for extreme values at the tails of the distribution curve. One 

can notice isolated tokens with values over 45, even 60% which stand out from the generally 

low voicing tendencies represented by English tokens. At the same time, there is a 

considerable number of tokens with 0% of voicing assimilation, marked by the missing bars 

to the left of the lowest bar for English in bottom section of (7.83). Zero percentages were not 

attested for obstruents in either language (cf. top section of (7.83)). The examined kurtosis 

values seem to further testify the dominant and uniform tendency for voicing assimilation 
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before voiced obstruents at word junctures in Polish alongside with comparatively rare and 

fairly unsteady assimilation tendencies before English sonorants. 

The following section presents results for the occurrence of voicing assimilation at 

stem+stem as well as stem+affix boundaries as conditioned by the type of voice source 

located at the right-hand environment. 

7.2.2 Voice source at morpheme boundaries 

The type of junctures considered in this part of the analysis of right-hand context are cross-

stem boundaries in English compounds alongside with stem+suffix/particle boundaries in 

both examined languages. In the case of prefix-stem juncture the discussion seems somewhat 

limited by the overall uniformity of place of articulation of the final obstruent in the set of 

prefixes examined in the thesis.  

7.2.2.1 English compounds 

There were 43 compound tokens per a single informant, which yielded 645 items in the tested 

population of 30 respondents. The right-hand context was represented by a sufficient number 

of voiced plosives, usually 2-4 places of articulation, and by 5-6 sonorant places, which 

amounted to 6-8 different right-hand voice sources per a single left-hand target obstruent.  

 The frequencies of occurrence for English compounds are illustrated in (7.84) 

below and they closely resemble the data presented earlier for word junctures in English (cf. 

(7.77) and (7.82)), especially as regards obstruents in female speakers. In the case of males,  

obstruent voice source led to regressive voicing assimilation more actively at stem+stem than 

word junctures. The difference in mean values reached 10 percentage points, and modal 

values found in male speakers for voicing in compounds before obstruents reached 80% as 

compared to 65% mode in word-boundary contexts.  

(7.84) Comparison of mean and modal percentages for the occurrence of voicing assimilation for 
male and female speakers in English tokens at stem+stem boundaries before obstruent and 

sonorant voice source in the right-hand context 
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The differences between genders for stem+stem boundaries were not statistically significant, 

at p=0.65 for obstruents and p=0.1 for sonorants. The differences in the occurrence of 

assimilation before obstruents and before sonorants proved highly significant for both 

genders, at p=2.5E-12 for males and p=6.0E-12 for females. This strongly indicates the 

tendency for obstruents to act as more radical activators of voicing assimilation than 

sonorants, a fact already attested in word boundary environment for both languages. The 

modal value for sonorant contexts in male speakers appears to be lowest among the results for 

the right hand contexts presented so far. It means that lack of voicing assimilation before 

sonorants at compound-internal settings  is a commonly attested phenomenon. With a view to 

this fact, examples of obstruents voiced before the following sonorants as those shown in the 

first oscillogram in (7.85) below are fairly rare. 

(7.85) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of English compounds ‘nickname’ pronounced 

with voicing assimilation by a male (top) and ‘washload’ pronounced without voicing assimilation 
by a female (bottom), both  in pre-sonorant context. �
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In the top oscillogram stem-final /"� is realized as [(] before the following nasal. The 

amplitude of both the adjacent segments is comparatively low and the full voicing throughout 

the closure of the stop is followed by what appears to be an epenthetic vocalic segment of 

brief duration, which seems to act as an extra voicing source for the preceding plosive, 

apparently fostering the maintenance of glottal pulse throughout the obstruent. In the other 

oscillogram in (7.85), the stem-final sibilant /#/ does not undergo voicing assimilation to the 

following stem-initial lateral, despite the high amplitude of the periodic waveform of /l/. The 

sibilant evidently retains its fortis character and forms a considerably lengthy voiceless 

interval between the sonorants that stand on both sides. It is also evident that there is no pause 

or silence after the fricative, which would otherwise additionally facilitate voicelessness of the 

segment on the left-hand side of the juncture. 

Since voiced plosives were the only obstruent right-hand context investigated at 

stem+stem boundaries, a statistical summary of average occurrences of assimilation before 

those particular environments is presented in (7.86). It shows the dominance of the voiced 

bilabial stop in triggering assimilation in its left-hand obstruent neighbours. Differences 

between the three places of articulation at stem+stem boundaries were not statistically 

significant (p>0.5). There was no statistical significance between the results for individual 

corresponding stop contexts in compounds and words (p>0.2). Tests for differences between 

genders did not show significant results, either (p equal to or higher than 0.5). 
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(7.86) Comparison of mean occurrences of voicing assimilation for male and female speakers in 

English tokens at stem+stem and word boundaries before the three voiced plosives  positioned  in 
the right-hand context 
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As a consequence of the similarity between the potential capacity of the individual plosives in 

triggering regressive voicing assimilation in both boundary types it is possible to construct a 

joint summary of the two context as the one in the right-hand part of (7.86) above. The voiced 

bilabial /�/ emerges as the winner among the stop contexts, but the frequency value of around 

50% for words and compounds coincides with the overall result for voicing in all examined 

English tokes (cf. 7.2) and is lower than the average for voiced fricatives at word boundaries 

(cf. bottom part of (7.75). 

The following part discusses how frequently regressive assimilation occurred before 

particular voicing contexts located at the left edge of the suffix/particle. 

7.2.2.2 Particles and suffixes 

In the Polish set of tokens, the particle –�e was present after five different stem-final obstruent 

contexts, which amounted to the total number of 150 tokens for all respondents.  The particle 

–no was present in 120 tokens, as there were fewer obstruent contexts preceding the particle. 

Mean figures for the voicing assimilation in obstruent segments before both Polish particles 

presented in (7.87) below reveal that –�e is an absolute voice activator among the male group 

causing assimilation in all 75 tokens examined for this gender. In the female group, the mean 

value is only slightly lower and the modal value reaches 85% of assimilations per single left-

hand context. All those results closely correspond with the high occurrences of voicing  

assimilation before word initial sibilant /z/ (cf. top parts of (A.74) and (A.75) in Appendix A). 

Therefore, it might be concluded that regardless of boundary type voiced post-dental and 

retroflex Polish sibilants constitute the most dominant voicing contexts among all obstruents.  
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(7.87) Comparison of mean occurrences of voicing assimilation for male and female speakers in 

Polish tokens at stem+particle boundaries before fricative-  and sonorant-initial particles 
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The impact of gender factor must not be ignored, however, as the differences between the 

results for female and male respondents were found to be significant, at p=0.005. Similarly 

the genders differed significantly in the results for voicing before the particle –no

(p=0.00025). Yet, assimilations before the particle-initial nasal /�/ were much more common 

than in the case of word boundaries (cf. respective parts of (A.74) and (A.75)) reaching 50% 

in males and exceeding 35% in female speakers. This might point at the role of a particular 

prosodic boundary in either boosting or limiting the relative voicing potential of the segment 

located at the right-hand side of the juncture. 

Unlike in Polish, English nasal segments at stem-affix boundary proved to be very 

weak voicing activators (see second context from the left in (7.88) below). Bars representing 

percentage values of mode count in (7.88) indicate that assimilation did not occur in three-

quarters of all the 90 tokens in male speakers and half of all 90 tokens in females before 

suffixes starting with a nasal segment. For the suffixes starting with the liquid /	/ (210 tokens) 

or the labio-velar glide /�/ (300 tokens), the means of occurrence of assimilation were low, at 

between 5-25% for both genders. Apart from the mean for l-initial suffixes in female 

speakers, the results shown in (7.88) are a little higher than average figures for analogical 

contexts at word-boundaries, which range between 5-10% in both gender groups (cf. bottom 

parts of (A.74) and (A.75)). The differences between the results for individual sonorant 

contexts at stem-suffix boundary were not statistically significant for male respondents 

(p=0.25). In female speakers,  marginal level of significance was reached, at p=0.02, most 

likely caused by disproportion between relatively high figures for w-initial suffixes compared 

to the two remaining suffix types. The highest averages of the occurrence of voicing 

assimilation visible in (7.88) are those for obstruents before the initial /�/ of the suffix –dom 

(120 tokens), ranging between 80-90%. These figures considerably exceed the averages for 

word boundary context before word-initial /�/, which oscillated around 50% for both genders 

(cf. (A.74) and (A.75)). This might indicate that a lower level prosodic boundary facilitated 

voicing agreement to a larger extent than a higher level juncture. Analogical conclusions may 

be drawn if one considers the results for assimilation of prefix-final obstruents before the 

following stem-initial voiced stops (see relevant bars in (7.88). The figures stand at 75% of 

voicing assimilations for males and 60% for female speakers.  
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(7.88) Comparison of selected descriptive statistical values for the occurrence of voicing 

assimilation in English tokens at stem-affix boundaries before plosive and  sonorant  voice 
sources  positioned  in the right-hand context for male (top) and female (bottom) respondents 
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Additionally the high 100% modal value is visible for the former group of respondents, which 

judging from the count value, occurred in one-fourth of all 195 tokens. Mean results for right-

hand stop contexts at word juncture (cf. (7.75) and (7.78)) were lower than those for prefix-

stem boundaries.The difference was especially marked in the case of male speakers, where it 

reached 25 percentage points. The visible pro-assimilatory impact of a weak-type prosodic 

boundary seems to be further proved by the relatively high occurrence of assimilations in 

prefix-final obstruents before stem-initial sonorants (see rightmost parts of graphs in (7.88)). 

Both genders show the mean of 35%, which is markedly higher than 10-15% values shown 

for analogical settings at word junctures (cf. respective parts of (7.77) and (7.82) earlier). The 

considerable discrepancy between the voicing potential of obstruents and sonorants at the 

right-hand contexts discussed earlier for word boundaries is also evident in the case of affix-

stem boundaries. The differences between occurrence of voicing in respective prefix-stem 

contexts were highly significant for the male groups, at p=0.0001. In females, the level of 

significance exceeded the required margin with p=0.03, which was brought about by the high 

results for sonorant contexts versus lower figures for stop contexts. 

The final oscillogram in this section ((7.89) below) illustrates an example of a prefix-

final voiced stop-fricative cluster before the following voiced stop, one of the tokens forming 

a highly pro-assimilatory environment in males (cf. (7.88) above). The stem-initial voiced 

velar plosive /(/ causes assimilation in thetwo final segments of the preceding prefix ex-. The 

first member of the cluster is homogeneous in place with the voicing agent. The former is of a 
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much shorter duration with full voicing which continues throughout the following sibilant 

portion of the waveform.  

(7.89) Oscillogram of the portion of waveform of English ‘ex-girlfriend’ with voicing assimilation 

of a  prefix-final obstruent cluster before a  stem-initial voiced plosive pronounced by a male 
respondent�
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The incessant continuity of  glottal pulse through three successive obstruent segments clearly 

indicates the drive towards the spread of voicing leftwards from its source as well as the 

clearly pre-voiced character of the stem-initial stop. Both elements seem strongly reminiscent 

of inherently Polish voicing habits, transposed upon English in this particular case. 

In the section that follows, the results for voicing based on general and individual 

articulation types of the voice source are ordered in a hierarchical manner and compared in 

order to construct constraint rankings following the average influence of the right-hand 

environment on the assimilation process in the examined population. 

7.2.3 Right-hand context – systemic  implications for word boundary contexts 

Since the range of phonetic contexts appearing at the right hand side of the word juncture was 

more varied and complete than the places of articulation at the left edge of the suffix/particle 

or the stem+stem boundary only the results for former context are considered in the present 

summary. All the hierarchies and tableaux that follow below apply to word boundaries only. 

However, as the statistical figures for voicing assimilation conditioned by the type of voice 

source at  stem+stem and affix-stem boundaries (cf. (7.84) and (7.86-88)) follow the general 

trends observed in analogical phonetic contexts at word juncture the rankings for each 

language included in this section are likely to apply to other boundary types, as well.  

The hierarchy presented in top part of (7.90) below summarizes certain tendencies for 

voicing assimilation in Polish for both genders (cf. (A.77). Both types of voiced obstruents at 

the right-hand context brought about voicing assimilation in a significant number of Polish 

tokens (over 85% of items). Voicing agreement before obstruents clearly dominates the 

tendency for such agreement before sonorants generally (see bottom part of (7.90) below). 

This fact follows from the marked differences in both mean and modal values reaching 

between 40 and 60 percentage points if one considers the distance between stops and glides in 

either male or female speakers in (A.77). The relative differences between figures for 

individual types of sonorants are comparatively insignificant and there are no subsequent 

levels of dominance expressed in the top, extended hierarchy in (7.90).  
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(7.90) Constraint hierarchies for voicing agreement in Polish conditioned by phonetic right-hand 

context in reference to general places of articulation (top) and types of voice source (bottom) 

AGREEVOICE(_##VOICEDFRIC), AGREEVOICE (_##VOICEDSTOP)

>> AGREEVOICE (_##GLIDE), AGREEVOICE(##LIQUID), 

AGREEVOICE(_##NASAL), AGREEVOICE(_##VOWEL)

AGREEVOICE(_##VOICEDOBSTR) >> AGREEVOICE (_##SONOR)

If one compares the implications of either of the rankings in (7.90) with the rankings for 

phonetic left-hand environment at word juncture in Polish (cf. (7.63)) it is possible to produce 

combined constraints which regulate voicing assimilation in joint left+right- hand settings. 

Such constraints would either dominate IDENTLAR (cf. (7.64)) or fall below it depending on 

the grammar of an individual speaker. The whole multiple range of combined constraints, like 

AGREEVOICE(STOP##VOICEDFRIC)>>AGREEVOICE(AFFRICATE##VOICEDFRIC)>> 
AGREEVOICE(FRICATIVE##VOICEDFRIC)>>AGREEVOICE(STOP##VOICEDSTOP)… 
etc.  would produce a continuum, whose both extremes would be observed in approximately 
100% or 0% of cases. In this manner, the top-ranked constraint should almost always 
dominate IDENTLAR, whereas the one occupying the bottom rank should nearly always be 
dominated by IDENTLAR. In fact, AGREEVOICE(STOP##VOICEDFRIC) was violated in 6 
per 90 tokens in males and in 17 per 90 tokens in females. This yields only 13% of violations 
per the whole population. Consequently, the inviolability of this particular constraint reached 
87% . The remaining constraints should accordingly be violated in a continually increasing 
degree with the growing likelihood of being shifted below IDENTLAR in the hierarchy. 

The tableaux in (7.91) below illustrate general population trends signaled by the 
ranking in the bottom part of (7.90) above. Both selections of optimal candidates are very 
likely to be common in populations of Polish speakers similar to those used in the present 
experiment with frequent voicing assimilations between /p/##/d/ and relatively common lack 
of assimilations between /p/##/m/. In the latter case AGREEVOICE(_##NASAL) should tend 
to be dominated by IDENTLAR, of course allowing for exceptions in speakers whose 
assimilatory habits in Polish are more general.  

(7.91) Assimilation in Polish kup dom ‘buy a house’ (top), and lack of assimilation in kup mamie
‘buy your mum a…’ (bottom) based on the results for a single male respondent 
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The 13% of cases of actual violations of AGREEVOICE(STOP##VOICEDFRIC) mentioned 
before are likely to be conditioned by the varying degree in the voicing potential among 
individual voiced fricative places unspecified in the general wording in VOICEDFRIC. The 
hierarchical orderings suggested by the data in (A.78) point at overall dominance of 
assimilation before /�/ in both genders. This seems to imply that, consequently, the constraint 
AGREEVOICE(STOP##/z/) is likely to incur even fewer violations than 
AGREEVOICE(STOP##VOICEDFRIC). In the case of voiced stops in the right-hand context, 
however, generalization is impeded by differences within genders, with /b/ causing more 
assimilations in males and /g/ in females. As the relative differences in percentage points 
between individual obstruent places are never too high in either gender a hierarchy like the 
one presented in (7.92) below might undergo re-rankings in a considerable number of 
speakers. 

(7.92) Constraint hierarchy for voicing agreement in Polish conditioned by voiced obstruent types 

in right-hand context 

AGREEVOICE(_## VOICEDFRIC) >> AGREEVOICE (_##VOICEDSTOP)

Yet, if one considers the cases occupying the extremes of the ordering shown in top part of 
(A.78), including means and modal values alike, it is quite possible to find speakers with a 
grammar like the suggested in (7.92) above. The tableaux in (7.93) below exemplify such an 
individual, though not commonly attestable, situation. Among the 15 male speakers there was 
only one unassimilated example of kup warzywa and three cases of unassimilated /p/ in kup 

dom. This means that the example illustrated in (7.93) is a sole exception in a population of 15 
speakers, which constitutes less than 7% of any population. Therefore, the placement of 
IDENTLAR between the two AGREE constraints in the ranking  in (7.92) would represent an 
insignificant minority of speaker-dependent grammars, but only if we consider /p/ as the left-
hand context. 

(7.93) Assimilation in Polish kup warzywa ‘buy some vegetables’ (top), and lack of assimilation in 
kup dom ‘buy a house’ (bottom) based on the results for a single male respondent 
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As for the ranking of constraints involving individual sonorant places of articulation acting as 
the voice source in Polish (see (7.94) below), agreement in voicing tended to be stronger 
before the following /�/ or the glides /�/ and /1/. In males, the means for the three segments 
ranged between 25-40% with modal values  of 25-45% shared by one-third of the speakers 
(see top part of (A.79)). In the case of nasals, /	/ and vowels both means and modal values 
dropped comparatively low, to 10-30% for the former and 15-20% for the latter.  

(7.94) Constraint hierarchy for voicing agreement in Polish conditioned by individual sonorants 

in right-hand context 

AGREEVOICE(_##/r/), AGREEVOICE (_##GLIDE) >> AGREEVOICE (_##NASAL),

AGREEVOICE(##/l/), AGREEVOICE(_##VOWEL)

In females, the differences in mean and modal values between /�/, glides and the remaining 
sonorants were similar to those in male speakers (cf. bottom part of (A.79)). This accounts for 
the placement of AGREE constraints involving the three types of sonorants below those with 
/�/ and the glides in the hierarchy representing both genders (7.94). The two constraints that 
occupy the lowest ranks, namely AGREEVOICE(##/l/) and AGREEVOICE(##VOWEL) if 
combined with the lowest ranking constraint for the left-hand context at word boundaries (cf. 
(7.63) produce constraints potentially incurring the largest number of violations. Thus, 
left+right hand context oriented AGREEVOICE(fricative##/l/) and AGREEVOICE(fricative## 
VOWEL) are likely to be absolutely dominated by IDENTLAR (cf. (7.64)). The former
AGREE constraint was observed only twice per 60 tokens in males and four times per the 
same number of tokens in females, thus undergoing violations in 90% of items. As for the 
constraint forcing the agreement between a fricative followed by a vocalic context, it was 
violated in all 60 tokens in both genders. The tableaux in (7.95) below illustrate the selection 
of optimal outputs in two cases involving right-hand contexts included in the constraints 
located at extreme ends of the hierarchy in (7.94) above, both combined with a left-hand 
context which was fairly sensitive to voicing assimilation at word juncture, namely the stop 
segment (cf.(7.63).  

(7.95) Assimilation in Polish kop Romka ‘(don’t) kick Roman-dimin.’ (top), and lack of 

assimilation in chłop ludowiec ‘’member of a peasant party’ (bottom) based on the results for a 
single female respondent 
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Among the 15 females examined in the experiment, assimilation actually occurred in kop 

Romka in four cases, with a simultaneous lack of voicing agreement in chłop ludowiec. 
Consequently, the potential ranking AGREEVOICE(/p/##/r/)>>IDENTLAR>>
AGREEVOICE(/p/##/l/) would be observed by as much as 25% of the population representing 
one gender. For comparison, assimilation in both items occurred in 20% of females, with both 
AGREE constraints dominating IDENT, whereas the reverse ranking (IDENT>>AGREE) 
leading to lack of assimilation in either item applied to 45% of female respondents. There was 
just one respondent who had voicing in chłop ludowiec and no assimilation in the other item, 
which would potentially point at 7% of the population exhibiting such a behaviour. All in all, 
the moderate dominance of assimilations before /�/ over those before /	/ affecting the 
preceding voiceless bilabial stop /�/ might be expressed by the frequency of occurrence ratio 
45%:25% in female group and 45%:30% in males. 

As far as constraint rankings for English tokens are concerned, there was no absolute 
unanimity between genders concerning certain groups of obstruents in the right-hand context, 
which is visible in separate rankings for each gender in (7.96) below. 

(7.96) Constraint hierarchies for voicing agreement in English conditioned by phonetic right-hand 

context in reference to general places of articulation in male speakers (top) and female speakers 
(bottom) 

AGREEVOICE(_##VOICEDFRIC), AGREEVOICE (_##VOICEDSTOP)

>> AGREEVOICE (_##GLIDE), AGREEVOICE(##LIQUID) 

>> AGREEVOICE(_##NASAL), AGREEVOICE(_##VOWEL)

AGREEVOICE(_##VOICEDFRIC), AGREEVOICE (_##VOICEDSTOP)

>> AGREEVOICE (_##LIQUID), AGREEVOICE(_##NASAL)

>> AGREEVOICE(##GLIDE), AGREEVOICE(_##VOWEL)

Both females and males, however, showed most agreement in voicing before the following 
voiced fricative, just like in the case of Polish, and also before the following stop segment. 
Both groups had the weakest agreement before the following vocalic segment, as well. 
However, in the middle of the hierarchy either group displayed different behaviors concerning 
glides, liquids and nasals. In males, the statistics for nasal context (see top part of (A.80)) 
show 0% modal value corresponding to one-fourth of tokens, which places this context 
noticeably below liquids and glides. In females (cf. bottom part of (A.80)), both liquids and 
nasals are characterized by higher mean and modal values than the context before glides, 
which places the former two in the middle of the hierarchy. Glides alongside with vowels are 
marked by lowest modal values applying to 33-50% of tokens.  

As for detailed ranking of AGREE constraints relating to particular obstruent places of 
articulation, the ranking in (7.97) below shows a single ordering for both genders. 

(7.97) Constraint hierarchy for voicing agreement in English conditioned by voiced obstruent 

types in right-hand context 

AGREEVOICE (_##VOICEDBILABSTOP), AGREEVOICE(_## VOICEDALVEOLAR) 

>> AGREEVOICE (_##/v/) >> AGREEVOICE(_##/g/)

Unlike in the ranking shown earlier for Polish (cf. (7.92)), the top voicing potential among 
right-hand context in English belongs to voiced bilabial stops. The placement of the relative 
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constraint at the top of the hierarchy for all respondents was dictated by markedly high 
statistical figures for this context in females (see bottom part of (A.81)). Both mean and 
modal values for this place of articulation make it outstanding among obstruents. In males 
(top part of (A.81)), mean and modal values for /b/ are not distinctly different form those for 
/�/ and /d/, though. Therefore, there is no explicit dominance between contexts before voiced 
bilabials and alveolars in (7.97) above. Voicing agreement before /v/ shows middle values for 
the mean and mode (around 50%), and figures for the following /g/ turn out to be lowest 
among all obstruent contexts (cf. top and bottom of (A.81)). Accordingly, relative constraints 
referring to the two contexts are placed in dominant relation in the ranking in (7.97). An 
attempt to combine top-ranked left-hand (see (7.70) earlier) and right-hand context-oriented 
AGREEMENT constraints for English leads to the formation of 
AGREEVOICE(/t/##VDBILABIAL). This particular constraint is violated only once in all 15 
males and twice in all females yielding a 90% obedience ratio for the whole population. This 
places the constraint in a position over IDLAR (cf. (7.69) strongly implying a pervasive 
dominance of Polish-driven learner’s grammars across the whole population in reference to 
this particular phonetic context. Similar agreement in voicing after /�/, in obedience with  
AGREEVOICE(/p/##VDBILABIAL), applies to 70% of tokens, which points at a weaker 
influence of Polish, giving room for 30% observance of native English hierarchical 
implications where IDLAR dominates AGREE. For contrast, the constraint 
AGREEVOICE(fricative##/g/) made up of lowest-ranked constraints applying to left- and 
right-hand contexts incurred as much as 70% of violations in the examined population. This 
clearly implies relatively strong non-voicing English-like behaviours  among the respondents. 

The top tableau in (7.98) below illustrates the winning candidate undergoing 
assimilation on account of the dominant position of AGREEVOICE(_## VDALVEOLAR) in 
the hierarchy, even though the left-hand context belongs to the most rarely assimilated among 
the stops at word juncture in English (see (7.70)). In the bottom tableau, the choice of 
unassimilated output is determined by the weak ranking of AGREEVOICE(_##/g/) in the 
hierarchy, combined with low assimilatory status of /k/ among the left-hand contexts. 

(7.98) Assimilation in ‘walk down’ (top), and lack of assimilation in ‘mock groan’(bottom) based 

on the results for two  male respondents 
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In fact, the ranking AGREEVOICE(_## VDALVEOLAR)>> IDLAR>> AGREEVOICE(_##/g/), 
suggested by the case illustrated in (7.98) above applied in 25% of male respondents. A 
ranking with a reversed order of AGREE constraints in relation to IDLAR was observed in 
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15% of males. Both constrained dominated IDENTLAR in another 25% of male population, 
resulting in voicing agreement in both items. Lack of assimilation in either item characterized 
as much as 40% of males indicating a more fixed dominance of IDENTLAR over AGREE and 
a comparatively strong general observance of English non-assimilating principles.  

The tableaux in (7.99) exemplify the choice of most optimal candidates in two 
representatives of the female group. The right-hand context-oriented AGREE constraints are 
ranked from middle to lowest position in the hierarchy for English obstruents in (7.97). 
Voicing assimilation applies to the preceding /s/ in the top tableau, despite the low positioning 
of AGREEVOICE(/s/##) among left-hand contexts (see (7.70) earlier).  

(7.99) Assimilation in ‘this van’ (top), and lack of assimilation in ‘lass go’(bottom) based on the 

results for two female respondent 
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On the other hand, there is resistance to assimilation expressed by the choice of the output in 
the bottom tableau. This type of behaviour, following the potential ranking 
AGREEVOICE(_## /v/)>> IDLAR>> AGREEVOICE(_##/g/), was observed in 33% of female 
speakers, with the reversed ranking observed in one respondent only (<7% of the population). 
Voicing assimilation in both items, marked by the dominance of IDLAR over AGREE was 
found in another 33% of females. This might suggest a fairly weak dominance of 
AGREEVOICE(_## /v/) over AGREEVOICE(_##/g/) in females. Lack of assimilation in both 
tokens applied to 20% of female speakers suggesting moderate non-assimilatory behaviour in 
females with regard to those particular contexts.  

In the case of constraints regulating agreement in voicing in English at word juncture 
before individual sonorants it was difficult to arrive at a hierarchy uniform for both genders. 
Rankings in (7.100) below show a considerable discrepancy between the place of individual 
constraints in hierarchy depending on gender. In males, assimilations before /�/, /3/ and /1/ 
was more common than before the remaining places, the fact being reflected in mean and 
modal values. The latter were highest for /r/ and /m/ and applied to one-third of all tokens (see 
top part of (A.82)). The last of the three context (i.e. /1/) scored highest mean value among 
sonorants in males. The remaining sonorants referred to in the lower ranked constraints in top 
hierarchy in (7.100) had lower mean and modal values. In the case of /�/ and /	/, the average 
of 7% was shared by half of the tokens. In the pre-vocalic contexts assimilation did not take 
place in half of the tokens, which places the relevant AGREE constraint at the bottom of the 
hierarchy. 
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(7.100) Constraint hierarchies for voicing agreement in English conditioned by phonetic right-

hand context in reference to sonorant places of articulation in male speakers (top) and female 
speakers (bottom) 

AGREEVOICE(_##/r/), AGREEVOICE (_##/m), AGREEVOICE (_##/j/)

>> AGREEVOICE(##/n/), AGREEVOICE(_##/w/) >> AGREEVOICE(_##/l/), 

AGREEVOICE(_##VOWEL)

AGREEVOICE(_##/m/), AGREEVOICE (_##/j) >> AGREEVOICE (_##/l/),

AGREEVOICE(##/n/) >> AGREEVOICE(_##/r/) >> AGREEVOICE(_##/w/),

AGREEVOICE(_##VOWEL)

In female speakers (bottom part of (7.100) above), the strongest assimilating sonorant 

contexts were /3/ and /1/ with averages of 15% and modes of 20-25% (see bottom part of 

(A.82). The lower ranking constraints with /	/ an /n/ in the right-hand context reflect lower 

means but still comparatively high modal values. AGREEVOICE(_##/r/) occupies the third 
position in the ranking on account of its low modal value of 7% attested in 33% of tokens in 
female speakers. For comparison, the corresponding value in males (25% ) was found in the 
same number of items. 

If the top-ranked constraints from (7.100) are combined with similarly highly ranked 
constraints including the left-hand context at word juncture (see (7.70)) then we obtain 
constraints with a potentially low violability, given that the right side of the boundary includes 
a sonorant. AGREEVOICE(/t/##/m/) was, in fact, observed in as many as 35% in both 
genders, being violable at the level of 65%. The lowest ranked combined constraint for 
English, AGREEVOICE(/�#/##VOWEL), incurred 100% violations both genders.  

(7.101) Assimilation in ‘pack your’ (top), and lack of assimilation in ‘track layout’(bottom) based 
on the results for three female respondents 
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The constraint  AGREEVOICE(/�#/##/l/), which would be ranked together with the former one 
in the hierarchy for males incurred 100% of violations in this particular gender. The constraint 
AGREEVOICE(/�#/##/w/), which would occupy an analogical rank in females was violated in 
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93% of tokens, being observed in one item in one respondent. The tableaux in (7.101) below 
show two cases drawn from the female group, one including a relatively potent assimilating 
sonorant context with /j/ located on the right-hand side of the boundary, and the other with /l/ 
sound, which forms part of the constraint coming next after /j/ in the ranking for females (see 
bottom part of (7.100) above). The choice of the output suggest the following ranking for the 
three females who behaved identically in the cases illustrated by (7.101): 
AGREEVOICE(/k/##/j/)>>IDLAR>> AGREEVOICE(/k/##/l/). The ranking was observed by 
four female respondents, in all (25% of the population). There were no cases suggesting a 
reversed ranking. Assimilation occurred in both items in one speaker only (7% of the total 
population), which makes the potential raking with both AGREE constraint dominating 
IDLAR an unlikely configuration. Both AGREE constraints were violated simultaneously by 
as many as 10 respondents (almost 67% of the female group), which indicates that the 
hierarchical dominance typical for native English (cf. (7.69), namely IDLAR>>AGREE,
applied to a substantial portion of female learners.  

The following part of the chapter investigates the correlation between the presence of 
voicing assimilation and length of closure phase in obstruents that undergo the process. All  
classes  and places of articulation are examined alongside with particular prosodic settings 
they were placed in. Other investigated factors include the closure length of voiced fricative 
segments and their special status with reference to overall findings presented in the following 
discussion. 

7.3 Length of closure in assimilated obstruents 

The first part of the following discussion focuses on the extent to which the closure phase in 
obstruent segments subjected to regressive voicing assimilation is modified in its temporal 
dimension. Correlation between duration of closure and occurrence of assimilation is 
calculated and compared for three manners of articulation, namely plosives, fricatives and 
affricates. The type of prosodic boundary is also considered as a separate factor in the 
analysis.  

The second part is entirely devoted to fricative segments in view of the fact that their 
voiced variants display the most consistent relationship between the length of frication stage 
and voicing. Additionally, the analysis takes into account the possible impact of articulatory 
speed in individual respondents on the duration of friction and the actual incidence of voicing 
assimilation among the examined tokens. 

  

7.3.1 Correlation between presence of assimilation and length of closure 

For aerodynamic reasons (see sections 1.2.4 and 1.2.5. for full discussion) maintenance of 
vocal fold vibration is dependent on the pressure difference across the glottis at a given stage 
of the production of an obstruent. When the difference is equated after a certain period of time 
the vibration of the folds ceases unless some articulatory gestures are implemented in order to 
further maintain the pressure difference. Thus, closures exceeding certain temporal threshold 
are expected to be incompatible with prolonged voicing or voicing equal in duration with the 
closure itself. Moreover, (section 1.2.5) while high pressure at the glottis is required for the 
initiation of frication in fricatives, the pressure must at the same time remain low to allow for 
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vocal fold vibration if the fricative segment is to be voiced. Therefore, intensity of friction is 
supposed to be inversely proportional to the duration of voicing in a fricative sound.  

The statistical figures in (7.102) below represent overall results for correlation 
between voicing and length of closure in all obstruents examined at word boundary contexts. 
The results are divided according to language and gender categories. The differences between 
individual respondents were not found to be significant (p=0.25). The differences between 
gender and language might also be ignored as the p-value approached 1.0. The average r-
value at around -0.2 points at a weak negative correlation between length and presence of 
voicing assimilation.  

(7.102) Selected descriptive statistics of correlation between presence of voicing assimilation and 

length of closure in all obstruents in the left-hand context 
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A negative correlation value indicates a potential tendency for assimilation to occur with 
shorter obstruent closures. The clearly noticeable discrepancy between the minima 
approaching 0 and maxima reaching and exceeding -0.4 suggests that the correlation trends 
might vary depending on the classes or subgroups of obstruents with possibly lower negative 
values for certain obstruent segments and opposite, positive values for others. 

The data in (7.103) below illustrate correlation between assimilation and length of 
closure in particular types of obstruents positioned on the left-hand side of the word juncture 
in Polish and English tokens. The differences between individual respondents within language 
categories or in pairwise comparisons between types of obstruents did not turn out to be 
significant, at p ranging between 0.1 and 0.9. The overall differences between types of 
articulation were found to be highly significant both for Polish (p=1.0E-13) and English 
(p=9.0E-12). Similarly highly significant differences were attested between Polish stops and 
fricatives (p=1.5E-10), and fricatives and affricates (p=1.5E-11). The corresponding pairwise 
comparisons in English also yielded highly significant results, at  p=6.0E-7 for stops versus 
fricatives and p=3.5E-9 for affricates versus fricatives. The differences between stops and 
affricates were found to be smaller in either language, being non-significant in Polish 
(p=0.35) but still significant in English (p=0.001). As far as the tendencies visible in the 
figures presented in (7.103) are concerned, fricatives stand out as the class where all statistical 
parameters reach maximal values relative to the remaining obstruent classes. Mean negative 
correlation coefficient values for both languages exceed -0.4 and maximal values are located 
between -0.7 and -0.8. This suggests modest or strong correlation tendencies for closure 
length in fricatives, which appears to be consistently shorter in voiced assimilated segments 
across the whole examined population. It is also worth noticing that the minimal values  for 
fricatives are negative, which indicates that correlation in this class of obstruent was never 
positive. In the case of stops and affricates, on the other hand, calculations yielded opposite 
non-negative r-values located between 0.2 and 0.4. At the same time maximal values were 
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negative. Thus, correlation patterns among the respondents as regards stops and affricates 
seem evidently inconsistent. 

(7.103) Selected descriptive statistics of correlation between presence of voicing assimilation and 
length of closure in individual types of obstruents in the left-hand context in all respondents 
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Distribution curves containing individual speaker token sets for stops (see top part of (A.83)) 
reveal that around 25% of respondents had positive r-values for both languages. The number 
of individual occurrences of r< -0.4 was 5 per 60. The evident lack of consistency was further 
proved by statistical one-way ANOVA tests for stops, which revealed highly significant 
differences between results for individual speakers (p=3.0E-14). Corresponding differences 
for fricatives and affricates also proved to be of high significance, at p=1.5E-15 for the former 
class of obstruents and p=7.0E-16 for the latter. Differences in correlation results for 
individual obstruent classes between languages were also found to be significant at p equal or 
less than 0.0001. Results for correlation between presence of assimilation and closure length 
in fricatives for individual speakers (middle part of (A.83)) give further insight into the 
general situation outlined by the respective summary figures in (7.103).  In fact, r-value falls 
below -0.4 in 75% of cases, and it is equal to -0.5 or lower in slightly over half of the cases. 
Negative correlation stronger than -0.65 corresponds to almost 25% of cases. All this seems to 
indicate that the general negative correlation in fricative class in the whole respondent 
population is at least moderate. Results for affricates (bottom part of (A.83)) appear to be 
quite opposite and even less consistent than those for plosives. In around 50% of cases r-
values turn out to be positive, up to 0.4 for Polish tokens and reaching as much as 0.8 for 
English tokens. The opposite extremes never approach -0.5, which seems to indicate that for 
some speakers closure phase increased in assimilated segments, whereas in others the 
situation was reversed, with around one-third of respondents showing almost no correlation at 
all, with r hovering between 0.1 and -0.1. 

The considerably inconsistent relation between closure length and voicing in stops at 
word boundaries is illustrated by portions of oscillograms in (7.104) below. The signal 
represented by the waveform comes from a single male speaker pronouncing the same item 
twice while reading the list. At first attempt, the word final bilabial stop was voiced, while at 
the second the stop remained voiceless. In fact, the closure phase in the voiced example of the 
plosive is 20ms longer than closure phase in the voiceless unassimilated segment. 
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(7.104) Oscillograms showing closure phase in word-final assimilated (top) and unassimilated 

(bottom) stop in Polish kop Romka ‘(don’t) kick Roman-dimin.’ pronounced by a single male

Time (s)
0 0.1046

-0.2997

0.1931

0

0 0.02614 0.05228 0.07842 0.1046

Time (s)
0 0.105

-0.3441

0.3232

0

0 0.02625 0.05249 0.07874 0.105

[�] – closure: 70ms

[�] – closure: 50ms

This agrees with the positive correlation trends for stops in some speakers signaled by the 
results in (7.103) and proved by correlation figures for individual speakers in (A.83).  

The oscillograms shown in (7.105) below exemplify regular patterns following from 
consistent negative correlation results concerning fricatives placed in the left-hand context of 
the juncture. The top part of (7.105) presents the sibilant [�] that resisted voicing assimilation. 
The intensity of friction as well the duration of the segment are considerable compared with 
the features characterizing the voiced fricative in the bottom part of (7.105).  

(7.105) Oscillograms showing closure phase in word-final unassimilated /s/ in ‘boss used’ (top) 
and assimilated /s/([z]) in ‘pass beyond’ (bottom) pronounced by male speakers

Time (s)
0 0.1742

-0.1569

0.122

0

0 0.04355 0.0871 0.1306 0.1742

Time (s)
0 0.07159

-0.1901

0.1497

0

0 0.0179 0.03579 0.05369 0.07159

[�] – closure: 130ms

[�] – closure: 30ms

The noise intensity of [�] is very weak and the portion of the waveform where frication can 
actually be traced is over four times shorter in duration than the whole fricative segment 
representing [�] in the top part of (7.105). 

The inconsistent correlation patterns discovered earlier in the behavior of affricates 
subjected to voicing assimilation (cf. figures in (7.103) and (A.83)) are depicted in the 
examples of oscillograms in (7.106) below. 
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(7.106) Oscillograms showing closure phases in word-final affricate in ‘much nicer’ pronounced 

without assimilation by a female speaker (top) and with assimilation by a male speaker (bottom) 

Time (s)
0 0.1844

-0.2124

0.2153

0

0 0.04611 0.09221 0.1383 0.1844

Time (s)
0 0.1964

-0.2102

0.1925

0

0 0.04911 0.09822 0.1473 0.1964

[�#] – stop phase: 50ms [�#] – fricative phase: 45ms

[��] – stop phase: 50ms [��] – fricative phase: 90ms

The closure stages of the plosive components of the voiceless and voiced variants of the 
affricate are of equal duration, whereas the fricative phase of the voiced segment is twice 
longer than that of the voiceless one. This clearly suggests the possibility of a positive 
correlation between the overall length of the closure and voicing of the whole affricate 
segment. Such a trend was attested in around 40% of speaker tokens and remains a firm 
articulatory characteristics of the examined population. 

As regards correlation between length of closure and voicing at boundary types other 
than those between words, the statistical summary presented in (7.107) introduces results for 
stem+stem juncture in English compounds. Correlation figures for stop and fricative 
segments, with the exclusion of affricates, are set against the data for corresponding segments 
located at word+word junctures in the same language. 

(7.107) Comparison of selected descriptive statistics of correlation between presence of voicing 
assimilation and length of closure in stops and fricatives in the left-hand context at word 
boundaries and stem+stem boundaries in English in all respondents 

-0,8

-0,6

-0,4

-0,2

0

0,2

0,4

Words Compounds Words Compounds

 STOPS FRICATIVES

r -value

MEAN  MODE  Maximum  Minimum

The evident similarity between the results for the two boundary types visible in most 
statistical parameters represented by the bars in (7.107) was further supported by the results of 
one-way ANOVA tests. In both stops and fricatives, the differences between boundary types 
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turned out to be insignificant, at p=0.3. The differences between individual respondents were 
not significant in the case of the stops (p=0.3), but significant in the fricative category 
(p=0.0001). The already noticed distance between correlation trends characterizing each 
manner of articulation also applies to prosodic boundaries types. Accordingly, the differences 
between correlation figures for stops and fricatives at stem+stem boundaries proved 
significant, with p=4.0E-6. As can be seen in (7.107), both mean and maximum correlation 
figures are closely similar for fricatives in both boundary type categories. The minimal 
correlation figure for fricatives in compounds is of positive value, which might not 
correspond well with the general trend for fricatives at word boundaries to show invariably 
negative correlation. However, the positive figure of 0.1 seems to be exceptional as it 
characterizes only a single respondent. 

Differences between correlation tendencies within the remaining prosodic boundary 
contexts are illustrated in the statistical summary in (7.108) below. Statistical tests reveal 
significant differences between all boundary type categories within each language category, at  
p=0.0001 for Polish and p=0.004 for English. Pairwise comparisons within the Polish 
category show significant differences in correlation values between  prefix+stem and 
word+word boundary as well as between prefix+stem and stem+particle boundary (p<0.001). 
No significant differences were discovered between word+word and stem+particle boundary 
(p=0.1). Pairwise comparisons conducted for the English category yielded significant results 
only in 3 out of 6 possible combinations, namely between correlation figures for stem+stem 
boundaries and the other three boundary types (p<0.01). A visual inspection of (7.108) proves 
the outstanding negative correlation trends in Polish prefix+stem boundary category, both as 
regards mean and modal values. In fact, figures lower than -0.6 were found in one-third of 
respondents, which implies a fairly moderate tendency for the shortening of the closure phase 
in the obstruent located at the right edge of the prefix if the segment was subjected to voicing 
assimilation. For comparison, in analogical context in the English category mean and modal r-
values remain above  -0.2 and the maximum never reaches -0.6. 

(7.108) Comparison of selected descriptive statistics of correlation between presence of voicing 

assimilation and length of closure in the left-hand context of all tested prosodic boundary types in 
Polish and English in all respondents 

-0,8

-0,6

-0,4

-0,2

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8
Words Prefixes Particles Words Compounds Prefixes Suffixes

 Polish English

r -value

MEAN  MODE
 Maximum  Minimum

In other prosodic boundary types, regardless of language, mean and modal values suggest 
only weak negative correlation between length of closure and voicing. As the minimal values 
reach above 0, the overall correlation pattern seems to be far from consistent in most cases. 
Therefore, it is hard to assume that there is any clearly systematic influence of the remaining 
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boundary types on correlation between length of closure in the assimilated obstruents and 
voicing. 

Since the only consistent as well as substantial correlation results were obtained for 
the sibilant class, this group of obstruents is further inspected in the following subsection. The 
major factor to be considered this time is the actual length of closure phase, which, as the 
preceding analysis revealed, was modified both considerably and systematically if a segment 
underwent voicing assimilation. 

7.3.2 Length of closure in voiced assimilated sibilant  segments 

In the case of sibilant sounds, including those examined in the present section, the fricative 
part corresponds to the overall duration of the segment. A number of cross-linguistic acoustic 
studies of fricatives offer precise figures concerning durations of particular voiceless and 
voiced phonemes. The durations of voiceless /�/ and /#/ discovered in the study of a set of 
languages investigated by Barthmeier & Sands (2002) range between 124-362ms for the 
former and 111-240ms for the latter fricative. Al-Khairy in the study of Arabic fricatives 
(2005) locates mean durations of voiceless fricative phonemes between 130-150ms, and those 
of the voiced ones within the range of 85-110ms. The differences in average length between 
voiceless alveolar /�/ and  voiced /�/  reached 40ms, with /�/ being characterized by the 
longest mean fricative noise (150ms) among all investigated phonemes. 

The durational results for both voiced and voiceless allophones of Polish and English 
sibilants obtained in the present study are shown in (7.109) below. The statistical summary is 
based on all tokens rather than collective results for individual respondents..  

(7.109) Selected descriptive statistics of length of closure in assimilated and unassimilated 

sibilants in individual tokens in Polish and English  
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The results for each speaker varied considerably in the number of assimilated and 
unassimilated tokens and might not be sufficiently reliable. The figures for the voiced 
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assimilated dento-alveolar [�], post-alveolar [�] and retroflex [�] are comparatively low. Mean 
durations lie within the range of 60-70ms, modal values are very similar, minima go down to 
25-35ms. The maxima soar up to 155ms and 135ms in the case of voiced allophones of 
English sibilants. Here, the gap between the lowest and the highest figures appears larger than 
in the Polish voiced sibilants. Average results for voiceless sibilants are markedly lower than 
the results cited from Barthmeier & Sands and  Al-Khairy earlier and range between 85-
100ms. Maximal values rise to the level mentioned by the authors but minima overlap with 
those for the voiced variants. Statistical analysis of pairwise differences in duration between 
voiced and voiceless variants within ‘place of articulation in a language’ category gave highly 
significant results in all combinations with p<1.0E-15. Significant variation was also found in 
majority of crosswise comparisons of ‘voiced/voiceless place of articulation’ categories 
between languages, at  p<1.0E-04. The only exception was the difference between Polish and 
English voiced [�~#], with p-value at the marginal level of 0.02. It is worth noticing that in no 
case does the mean of dento-alveolar voiceless or voiced sibilants correspond to the figures 
for all fricative phonemes in Al-Khairy (ibid.), being always lower than 100ms for the former 
group and lower than 70ms for the latter.  

Distributional tendencies shown in form of curves in (A.84) and (A.85) in Appendix A 
further define the overall articulatory behaviour of the examined population as far as length of 
closure in sibilants is concerned. Kurtosis values for Polish [�] and [�] (1.0 and 3.0 
respectively) signal leptokurtic distribution with greater concentration of values around the 
mean and a tendency for extreme values, which is especially visible in the case of [�] (see top 
part of (A.84)). Mean figure of 60ms corresponds to over 20% of all tokens of [�] and the 
values of 80ms and over are shared by over 10% of all tokens. Yet, higher figures of 100ms 
and up to the defined maximum were found in only 5 out of 136 tokens. The length of 80ms 
may, in fact, be considered a durational threshold which was rather rarely crossed in the case 
of the assimilated voiced [�] but typically achieved by majority of [�]-tokens (65% of all 
items). Values similar to the lowest ranges for voiced and voiceless fricatives specified in  Al-
Khairy (ibid.) correspond to less than 10% of all tokens, which implies the overall tendency in 
Polish for considerably short closures in [�]/[�]. In the case of English /�/ articulated by the 
same population of respondents the distributional characteristics are somewhat different (see 
top part of (A.85)). A relatively high kurtosis value of 6.0 indicates high extremes at both 
ends of the distribution curve. [�]-tokens with durations of 130ms and more correspond to 
over 13% of all items. Similar percentage refers to durations of 65ms and less, which overlap 
with mean values for [�] as well as the range of lower values typical for the voiced variant. 
The threshold duration in this case might be located at 100ms, a value that is reached and 
exceeded by around 50% of English [�]-tokens and shared by merely 5 per 89 [�]-tokens. The 

distribution curve for Polish voiced assimilated [�] (bottom part of (A.84)) at kurtosis value of 
4.0 contains some noticeably extreme high values which stand out from the general durational 
trends. Part of the curve with values of 90ms and over rises sharply but the percentage of 
tokens marked by these values only slightly exceeds 5%. Majority of tokens (around 83%) are 
up to 85ms in length, which points at a typical articulatory behaviour as regards closure length 

in the voiced retroflex sibilant in Polish. Polish [�]-tokens have generally greater length than 
the tokens of the voiced allophone. The number of items with closure durations over 85ms is 
43%, yet the lengths higher than 115ms and, at the same type, more typical for voiceless 
fricatives correspond to merely 15% of the whole set of tokens. In English (bottom part of 
(A.85), values typical for a voiceless phoneme are found in a slightly higher number of items 
(22%) and those of 100ms and more are shared by almost 50% of tokens, analogically to the 
voiceless [�]. For comparison, the length of the voiced [�] in English exceeds 90ms in only 
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8% of tokens. Tokens with closures up to 85ms constitute 85% of the whole set. Generally, in 
terms of closure length, only the voiced sibilants follow the trends found in cross-linguistic 
studies of fricative segments. In the voiceless variants, the otherwise typical lengths may be 
regarded as a minority feature characterizing only cases approaching the maximum extremes. 

The oscillographic images in (7.110) below exemplify the differences in duration 
between voiceless and voiced allophones of word-final /�/ pronounced in English context. The 
voiceless unassimilated variant (top part of (7.110)) has the duration of 130ms, which 
complies with general findings by other authors mentioned above.  

(7.110) Oscillograms showing closure phase in word-final /��/ in ‘miss Zara’ pronounced with 

without assimilation by a male speaker (top) and with assimilation pronounced by female speaker 
(bottom) 

Time (s)
0 0.4036

-0.1007

0.07404

0

0 0.1009 0.2018 0.3027 0.4036

Time (s)
0 0.1853

-0.2587

0.2218

0

0 0.04633 0.09266 0.139 0.1853

[�] – closure: 130ms

[�] – closure: 75ms

The other, voiced assimilated variant ([�]) shown in the bottom part of (7.110) reaches 75ms 
in length and is slightly higher than the mean range for English assimilated /�/ given in 
(7.109) above. Since the context in (7.110) includes a cluster of homorganic sibilants striding 
the juncture, a precise location of the boundary was not easy in the second assimilated context 
(bottom oscillogram).  However, in the case of fully voiced assimilated segments a vocalic 
portion with markedly higher amplitude was frequently found at the boundary between the 
assimilated voiced obstruent and the voice source to its right. The amplitude of periodic wave 
belonging to the segments across the juncture was always smaller than that of the 
epenthesized vocalic segment. 

In the top part of  (7.111) below, waveforms of two adjacent voiced sibilants merge 
almost completely and it is hard to determine the exact length of the word-final voiced 
retroflex [� ]. But, based on the assumption that the components of the cluster [�z] 
approximate each other in length the duration of the first fricative is supposed to reach 
between 70-80ms. This is supported by the respective figures from (7.109) earlier showing 
averages and modes for Polish [�] at 70ms. The second oscillogram in (7.111) presents the 
first reading attempt at the same phrase by the same male respondent. Initial attempts while 
reading each item from the list were expected to be less spontaneous and often resulted in 

unassimilated versions of obstruents. The word final /�/ in pusz resists assimilation and 
surfaces as a voiceless dento-alveolar segment marked by high noise intensity and 
considerable duration reaching 125ms and being over 40% longer than the corresponding 
voiced variant presented in the top part of (7.111). This time it was comparatively easy to 
locate the word juncture as the adjacent segments noticeably differ in frequency ranges. 
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(7.111) Oscillograms showing closure phase in word-final /�/ in pusz zbytnio ‘(don’t) puff 

yourself too much with pride’ pronounced with assimilation (top) and without assimilation 

(bottom) by a single male speaker 

Time (s)
0 0.2585

-0.184

0.1004

0

0 0.06463 0.1293 0.1939 0.2585

Time (s)
0 0.3413

-0.1362

0.1267

0

0 0.08533 0.1707 0.256 0.3413

[� ]+[z] – closure: 140ms

[� ]– closure: 125ms

In the spectrogram, at the dynamic range set at 40.0dB, visible noise for the retroflex started 
at around 1.13kHz, whereas the lowest noise frequency for the dento-alveolar was perceptible 
at 35kHz. Additionally, the two segments differed in the location of the most intense gravity 
peaks, at around 50kHz for the retroflex and 87kHz for the other fricative. 

Another factor investigated in relation to closure length in sibilants was its correlation 
with articulatory speed, especially in the case of voiced assimilated variants. The results 
shown in (7.112) are based on calculations of average closure length in voiced sibilants per 
speaker compared with average speed at seconds per item measured for individual 
respondents and related to the average pace at which respondents read the list. Mean 
coefficient r-values in (7.112) point at positive correlation, which ranges from weak to 

moderate. The highest score was found in males for Polish voiced allophone of /�/ at r=0.65, 
which indicates that the closure for the voiced retroflex segments increased with speed with 
moderate consistency. Slightly lower values (r=0.4-0.47) were attested in female speakers in 
the pronunciation of both Polish voiced sibilants and the English voiced variant of /#/. 

(7.112) Average correlation between closure length in sibilants and mean articulatory speed 
(seconds/item)  
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It might be concluded that post-alveolar and retroflex voiced sibilants were characterized by 
moderately positive correlation between speed and length of closure, at r ranging between 
0.43-0.65 in 75% of cases with the exception of English tokens articulated by male speakers. 
Statistical one-way ANOVA tests did not show significant differences between the results for 
individual respondents or between the values for articulation types (p>0.2). 

Since the duration of closure tended to moderately increase with speed it was also 
important to examine the relation between articulatory speed and the number of tokens with 
assimilated voiced segments. As the voiceless unassimilated segments were usually markedly 
longer than the voiced assimilated segments one might expect a lower occurrence of 
assimilation at higher speeds. On the other hand, spelling distinctions tend to be preserved in 
careful style of speaking due to increased articulatory effort, and unassimilated outputs are 
likely to occur more rarely. Thus, faster tempo is supposed to reverse the trend and lead to 
more natural, assimilated forms in one’s native accent as well as higher transfer of native 
habits into the second language. A glance at (7.113) below reveals prominent results for 
English voiced allophone of the alveolar sibilant /�/ pronounced by female speakers, but the 
correlation is weak. In other cases, r-value falls even lower, between 0.2 and 0. In the case of 
voiced variants of Polish sibilants, figures for female respondents drop to -0.1 showing 
weakly negative correlation.  

(7.113) Average correlation between number of occurrences of assimilation in sibilants and mean 

articulatory speed (seconds/item)  
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There were no significant differences between the results for ‘place of articulation’ or 
‘speaker’ categories, at p=0.2 for the former and at p=0.05 for the latter. Because of 
considerable discrepancies between results for individual gender groups, language categories 
and types of sibilants it seems hard to arrive at uniform conclusions. Apparently, relations 
between articulatory pace and occurrence of voicing assimilation turn out to be weak and may 
be ignored and treated as purely incidental. 

The last part of the chapter is devoted to the discussion of the presence of the pause as 
well as its types. The function of the pause was to separate the word/morpheme-final 
obstruent and the following vocalic onset. In the majority of cases, as noted earlier in section 
7.1, voicing assimilation was blocked before the following vowel sound. Therefore it remains 
to be determined what types of segments acted as pause-markers, what their length was, and 
whether the preceding consonantal context had any impact on the occurrence, type and 
duration of the pause. Each examined context and each prosodic boundary type included 
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items with the vowel in the right-hand context. Additionally, the reading list contained items 
where the vowel was preceded by an obstruent cluster. This type of context is incorporated 
into the ensuing analysis.  

7.4 Prevocalic pause at word and morpheme boundary 

First part of the present section presents general results for the occurrence of the pause before 
the vowel sound at all types of boundaries in tokens where voicing assimilation did not occur.  
The preceding obstruent context is also taken into account as a factor possibly determining the 
degree of pause insertion. 

The following two subsections are devoted to specific types of pause-markers used by 
the examined respondents, namely the glottal stop and creaky phonation produced at the onset 
of word/morpheme-initial vowel segment. Apart from presenting average presence and 
durations of each type of pause in particular boundary contexts each subsection discusses the 
influence of the preceding consonant upon the occurrence of the glottal stop and creaky voice. 

In the fourth part, a minor but nevertheless distinctive type of pause, consisting of a 
sequence of glottal stop+creaky phonation is analysed. Apart from the limited extent of use 
largely dependent on gender the analysis additionally deals with mutual durational 
proportions of the two components of the sequence. 

The last part offers an OT-oriented analysis of the prevocalic context at 
morpheme/word juncture. All observed phenomena, including voicing assimilation of the 
prevocalic obstruent, or its lack, with simultaneous resylabification of the obstruent into the 
following vowel or, alternatively, pause-insertion are explained via interaction of constraints 
in hierarchies typical for native language, inter-language or second language grammars. 

7.4.1 Presence of a pause  

Part of the results of the present study discussed in section 7.1 pointed at the remarkably low 
incidence of voicing assimilation affecting obstruent segments before a vowel segment, 
especially at word and stem+stem boundaries, also including Polish contexts where sonorants 
trigger the process alongside with obstruents. According to the data in (7.114) below, voicing 
assimilation affected single word-final obstruents in up to 10% of tokens in both languages. 
Consonant clusters located at analogical boundary type underwent voicing assimilation in less 
than 5% of cases with the exception of female speakers, where the figure for English slightly 
exceeded 10%. A similarly low percentage, below 10%, applies in the case of stem+stem 
boundary in English compounds. It all implies that among all tokens representing word 
boundaries (360 items in Polish and English reading lists) and stem+stem boundaries (210 
items in English) at least 90% were pronounced without assimilation. This entails a high 
probability of the prosodic boundary being marked with a pause separating the word-final 
obstruent from the word/stem-initial vowel. In the case of prefix+stem boundaries, where 
voicing assimilation affected between at least 35% and maximally 90% of tokens, prevocalic 
pause was less commonly attested. At the same time, alongside with a relatively high 
occurrence of voicing assimilation, there should be a greater likelihood of resyllabification of 
the prefix-final voiced obstruent into the stem-initial syllable. 
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(7.114) Average occurrence of voicing assimilation in obstruents in prevocalic position at all 
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Since voicing occurred in 75-90% of prefix-final plosives in Polish, it is highly probable that 
this context is most vulnerable to abandonment of a potential prosodic boundary by those 
speakers who applied pre-vocalic voicing. The same would potentially be the case in up to 
65% of prefix-final fricatives in both languages. 

The oscillograms in (7.115) below present two different phonetic versions of a Polish 
item with the prefix od- articulated by a single male respondent. At the second, more 
spontaneous attempt (bottom part of (7.115)), with the use of a greater reading speed, the 
speaker produced a voiced assimilated version of the prefix. It can be noticed that voicing 
continues throughout the closure phase of the stop and is followed by a delicate noise burst 
marking the release stage of the stop.  

(7.115) Oscillograms of the portions of waveform of Polish oduczy
 ‘stop sb doing sth’ without 

assimilation (top) and with assimilation (bottom) pronounced by a single male speaker �
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There is no pause between the burst and the following stem-initial vowel segment. The stop-
into-vowel transition resembles, both aurally and visually a regular syllable [�.]. The top part 
of (7.115) presents a version of the word where the prefix is separated from the stem by 
means of a pause, phonetically realized as a sequence of a glottal stop and creaky voice 
phonation which marks the initial portion of the vowel. The glottal stop is discernible as a 
momentary cessation of noise, whereas the creaky voice can be identified as a low-amplitude 
portion of the stem-initial vowel (marked as [�]) resulting from the slack and compact setting 
of the vocal cords. The closure of the prefix-final [t] is voiceless, followed by a burst. The 
resulting overall silent, aperiodic interval between the vowels of the prefix and the stem is of 
considerable duration. Perceptual impression of the prosodic boundary is thus supported by 
solid articulatory events. 

The rate of occurrence of the pause before vowels in all examined contexts is shown 
below in (7.116). The tendency to produce a pause is clearly predominant at the word juncture 
in Polish tokens, with the highest average found after consonant clusters, where liaison 
phenomena are hard to attest in Polish. As far as gender-oriented articulatory behaviour is 
concerned, females tended to produce more pauses than males in this context (see (A.86) in 
Appendix A). In English, both genders  displayed a slightly different behaviour by avoiding 
pauses in a larger number of tokens. Hence, the means for English in the first two contexts in 
(7.116) drop to 70%. 

(7.116) Average occurrence of the prevocalic pause at all examined boundary types in Polish and 
English for all respondents�
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A similar percentage applies to the occurrence of pauses at stem+stem boundaries in English 
compounds, although here (cf. A.86) females produced 20% more pauses than males. The 
latter group, on average, more often linked the two elements of a compound and avoided 
pausing. At prefix+stem juncture, prevocalic pause was found sporadically, in one-fifth of 
tokens in either language, with resyllabification and voicing assimilation taking place 
frequently. As regards the differences in the occurrence of pauses between genders and 
languages, statistical ANOVA tests reveal significant variation between Polish and English at 
the word boundary after a single consonant, at p=0.01. After consonant clusters, differences 
between combined language+gender categories turned out to be much stronger, at p=2.0E-08. 
The results for prefix+stem boundary were more uniform for language categories, without 
statistical significance (p= 0.08). Within the stem+stem context, differences between genders 
were significant, at p=0.001. No significant differences were detected between word+word 
and stem+stem contexts in English (p=0.7). A comparison of the two English contexts with 
the Polish word boundary context yielded significant results, at p=0.006, further proving that 
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articulatory behaviour in the same group of speakers alters depending on the language context 
in which they perform. 

As for the differences between individual speakers within each gender and language 
category, the results presented in top part of (A.87) reveal statistically significant variation 
(p<0.01) in the production of the pause at word boundaries after a single obstruent, with the 
exception of female respondents performing in English (p>0.1). Here, females behaved in a 
considerably uniform fashion, quite unlike male speakers, who show greatest variation in this 
particular context. After obstruent clusters, speakers within each gender differed significantly 
both in Polish and English contexts, males again showing greatest discrepancies (see middle 
part of (A.87)). On the other hand, at prefix+stem boundaries no gender+language category 
reached the required level of significance (bottom part of (A.87)). Evidently, all respondents 
abandoned pauses in this context without much inter-speaker variation. This signifies that a 
lower level boundary does not seem to create a dilemma; it is simply often ignored and there 
seems to be a strong tendency for a transfer of this articulatory behaviour into the second 
language. 

At the bottom section of (A.87) (pause at prefix+stem juncture) significant levels of 
significance  for ‘context’ category are visible for males and females performing in Polish and 
English, and males in the latter language. This might imply some influence of the prefix-final 
obstruent on the likelihood of pause production or its avoidance. Similarly, significant results 
for ‘context’ are found in most cases after a single consonants at word juncture and after a 
cluster for both genders in English (cf. top and middle parts of (A.87). The remaining part of 
the section deals with the possible influence of obstruent context on the occurrence of the 
following prevocalic-pause. 

 The results below in (7.117) present average presence of pauses after three tested 
types of obstruents. The most remarkable results are those for fricatives in Polish. Polish stops 
scored 15 percentage points less, whereas the remaining group, affricates, reached 70%, a 
percentage level shared by all three obstruent types in English.  

(7.117) Average occurrence of the prevocalic pause at word boundary depending on the 

preceding obstruent type 
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A comparison of the results for the two languages within the fricative category suggests that 
respondents produced pauses 25% more often in their native language than in the second 
language if a vowel was preceded by a fricative segment. The mean frequency of pause 
insertion decreased if the language context was English, which may further imply that 
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resyllabification was easier to implement in a different language environment if the word-
final segments belonged to the fricative class. In Polish, the evident lack of uniformity 
between the averages for the three contexts presented in (7.117) is supported by statistically 
significant differences obtained for the ‘obstruent type’ categories (p=0.007).  

As for individual places of articulation, more detailed results in (A.88) indicate that in 
Polish pauses occurred more frequently than in English after most obstruents, with the sole 
exception of the bilabial stop /�/, which, in turn, scored lowest for Polish (60%). The lowest 
mean (30%) was found for the alveolar plosive /�/ in English. Here, the sound evidently 
underwent resyllabification most easily, probably very frequently being articulated as a flap 
[� �~�]. Affricate places show similar results for both languages, oscillating around 70%, 
whereas among the sibilants the discrepancy between English post-alveolar /#/ and Polish 

retroflex /�/ reaches 45 percentage points. Overall differences between all places of 
articulation are statistically significant for each language category, at p<0.001. 

A similar level of significance (p=3.0E-04) was found for the differences in the 
occurrence of prevocalic pause after obstruent clusters at word boundaries for both Polish and 
English. Mean values are shown in (7.118) below, and in the case of Polish the incidence of 
pauses reached at least 85% for all clusters. Compared with the results after single obstruents 
(cf. (A.88)), pausing after clusters was much more frequent and uniform in Polish.  

(7.118) Average occurrence of the prevocalic pause at word boundary depending on the 
preceding obstruent cluster 
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Pauses occurred less frequently after obstruent clusters in English, with averages moving 
down to 75% and less, with as little as 30% after bilabial+alveolar stop cluster ([��]). There is 
an unusually high mean of 90% among the English cluster contexts, after the velar+alveolar 
["�]. Lower means for English may be attributed to some degree of learnability of English 
linking or resyllabification habits by the tested respondents. But still, the relatively high 
occurrence of pausing after clusters points at persevering native language habits while 
performing in the second language. 

As regards the contextual variation found earlier for prefix+stem boundaries (see 
bottom part of (A.87)), the differences in pausing before stem-initial vowel do not seem to be 
conditioned by the phonetic makeup of the prefix, but rather have to do with particular 
prefixes, as may be inferred from (7.119) below. 
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(7.119) Average occurrence of the prevocalic pause at prefix+stem boundary in Polish and 

English 
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Discrepancies between mean values for individual prefixes are evident and are supported by 
highly significant statistical results (p=2.0E-06 for Polish and 0.002 for English). Pauses were 
rarely produced (mean=5%) after Polish ob-, pod- and trans-, and after dis- in English. Here, 
apparently, speakers ignored the prosodic boundary and tended to attach the prefix-final stop 
or fricative segment into the stem-initial syllable that underlyingly started with a vowel and 
lacked an onset. After the remaining prefixes, pausing was implemented more often but 
averages did not reach beyond 45%, which marks the frequency for Polish nad-. 

In English compounds (stem+stem juncture), pauses were found more often than at 
word boundaries only after [�, ", �#] as can be seen in (7.120) below. The differences seem 
quite radical in the case of the latter two segments reaching 35-40 percentage points. After 
fricative segments, pauses were more common at word boundaries.  

(7.120) Comparison of  mean occurrences of the prevocalic pause at word and stem+stem 
boundaries  boundary depending on the preceding obstruent context in English 
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The largest difference can be seen after the alveolar stop, which also implies that linking 
between /�/ and the following vowel at stem+stem juncture was much more easily 
implemented by the examined speakers. In fact, it is the lowest score if one considers lack of a 
pause among all, both general and contextual, results for word and stem+stem boundaries 
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presented so far. Variation between all six segment categories at stem+stem juncture turned 
out to be statistically significant for either gender, at p<0.01. 

The stem or word initial vowel, forming the nucleus of a syllable, phonetically 
requires some sort of an onset. If the prosodic boundary is ignored by a speaker the word, 
stem, or prefix-final consonant resyllabifies and serves as the onset of the vowel that follows. 
One of the ways to phonetically avoid resyllabification and mark the pause is to insert a 
glottal stop at the juncture, and then the vowel that follows also receives an onset, but of a 
different nature. Such an onset, unlike the one that originates sfrom resyllabification, is 
perceptually classified as a pause at the juncture. The following subsection focuses on the 
glottal stop articulated at the boundary and used as a pause marker.  

7.4.2 The glottal stop 

In some languages, including Polish, vowel-initial syllables utilize the glottal stop as the 
default onset (see section 3.4.3 for full discussion). Although some authors classify sequences 
of irregular pitch periods as spectral features of intervocalic glottalization, the present section 
focuses on possibly uniform spectral intervals marked by a complete lack of signal. These 
were treated as instances of the glottal stop and labeled accordingly as ([!]) during the 
analysis of the audio material for the present thesis. The oscillogram of a fragment of 
waveform of the English phrase mock others presented in (7.121) below exemplifies such a 
case. An abrupt period of silence of a brief duration separates the final velar plosive of mock

from the initial vowel segment of the word others.  

(7.121) Oscillogram of the portion of waveform of English ‘mock others’ pronounced by a female 

speaker with the glottal stop marking  the word boundary �
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Phonetically, the glottal segment forms a cluster of stops together with the preceding ["]. 
Considered from the point of view of syllabic structure, the glottal stop constitutes an onset of 
the initial syllable of the second word of the phrase. Perceptually, the word boundary is 
physically present and manifested as a momentary cessation of the acoustic signal.  

The actual frequency of occurrence of the glottal segment used as pause-markers is 
presented in (7.122) below. Compared with the overall presence of prevocalic pauses in the 
tested material (see (7.116) earlier), the glottal stop constitutes almost half of all pauses in 
Polish at word boundaries. There is a similar ratio for English in the same prosodic boundary 
context.  
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(7.122) Average occurrence of the glottal stop at all examined boundary types in Polish and 

English for all respondents�
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In the case of prefix+stem boundaries in Polish, however, the glottal stop constitutes only 
one-fourth of all instances of pauses. In English, it appears much more frequently, becoming a 
pause-marker in 75% of all pauses found at prefix+stem junctures. Differences in the 
occurrence of the glottal stop between the two languages were found to be only marginally 
significant for word boundaries (p=0.02). At the prefix+stem juncture, the difference was 
significant, at p=0.005. Here, articulatory preferences evidently differed among the 
respondents depending on the language in which they performed. Differences between results 
for genders (see (A.89)) were statistically significant at a marginal level for stem+stem 
juncture and word juncture, but only after obstruent cluster in the latter case. After a single 
obstruent at word boundaries, males and females did not differ significantly (p=0.1). 
Significant variation between genders was found at prefix+stem boundaries, at p=0.005. It is 
worth noting that the highest incidence of the glottal stop (55%) was attested in female 
speakers at word juncture after obstruent clusters. At stem+stem boundaries in English 
compounds, females produced around 30% more glottal stops than males. 

Differences between individual respondents within ‘gender+language’ groups (see 
(A.90)) were significant for respondent category (p<0.01) at all word juncture contexts.  

(7.123) Average occurrence of the glottal stop at word boundary depending on the preceding 
obstruent type 
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Contextual differences in the presence versus absence of the glottal stop were significant in 
the female group performing in English (‘word boundary after a single obstruent’ category) 
and in the male group in Polish (‘word boundary after a single obstruent’ category) and in 
English (‘word boundary after an obstruent cluster’ category). Here, the differences between 
individual males were highly significant, at p=0.001.  

As regards the occurrence of the glottal pause depending on the specific sound class 
(results in (7.123) below), there was no apparent difference in English. Means oscillate 
around the value of 30% and one-way ANOVA tests show no statistically significant variation 
(p=0.7). In Polish, the differences turned out to be significant, at p=0.003.Visual inspection of 
(7.123) leads to a conclusion that the affricate context in Polish produced nearly twice fewer 
glottal pauses than the remaining two manners of articulation. Compared with the total 
percentage of pauses (see (7.117) earlier), the glottal stop constitutes less than half of all 
pauses found before the vowel. Moreover, the rate of glottaling appears markedly lower after 
English stops and fricatives. This is supported by results for individual places of articulations 
(see (A.91) in Appendix A). Differences in the presence of the pre-vocalic glottal stop after 
most plosives and fricatives in Polish and English range from 15-35 percentage points. The 
sole exception is the bilabial stop /�/, after which the glottal stop was produced markedly 
more often in English (55%-35% ratio between the two languages). The top scorer among 
Polish obstruents is the velar stop /"/, after which the glottal segment was produced in 75% of 
cases. The opposite end of the scale is occupied by English /�/, after which the glottal stop was 
identified in merely 15% of tokens. Differences between individual obstruents were 
statistically highly significant for Polish (p=0.002) and marginally significant for English 
(p=0.02).

Comparison of the results for individual obstruent clusters at word boundary (see 
(7.124) below) yielded non-significant results for Polish (p=0.2) and marginally significant 
results for English, at p=0.02. Apparently, articulatory behaviour  of respondents in their 
native language is more uniform, with more consistent and relatively more frequent 
production of the glottal stop regardless of the preceding obstruent cluster. 

(7.124) Average occurrence of the glottal stop at word boundary depending on the preceding 
obstruent cluster 
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The context with most frequently observed prevocalic glottaling in Polish was /"�/ cluster 
(65%). The glottal stop was detected least frequently (20%) after English /��/, although 
closely similar low figures were obtained for th eremaining three English obstruent clusters. 
All in all, in 4 out of 6 English obstruent cluster contexts the glottal stop was found in less 
than 40% of tokens. 
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As regards the prefix+stop boundary (results in (7.125) below), the glottal stop was 
found only in a small percentage of Polish tokens (between 5-15%), after the prefixes nad-, 
od-, and roz-.  

(7.125) Average occurrence of the glottal stop at prefix+stem boundary in Polish and English 
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In English, the glottal stop was produced in 35% of ‘arch-V’ tokens and in 5-10% of the cases 
involving the other two prefixes. Differences between individual prefix contexts reached the 
level of statistical significance for either language, at p=0.01 for Polish and p=0.001 for 
English. 

A comparison of the occurrence of the glottal stop at word and stem+stem boundary in 
English ((7.126) below) reveals greater differences between the average values for /�/, /"/ and 
/�#/. In the former, alveolar plosive context the discrepancy reaches 35%. After the remaining 
two obstruents the two boundary types differ to a lesser degree.  
                             

(7.126) Comparison of  mean occurrences of the glottal stop at word and stem+stem boundaries 

depending on the preceding obstruent context in English 
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The differences within male and female respondent groups were marginally significant, at 
p>0.02. 

Another factor considered in the present discussion is the duration of the glottal 
segment, which, at the same time, corresponds to the length of the prevocalic pause marking 
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the prosodic boundary. In the oscillogram presented in (7.127) below, the length of the glottal 
stop located at the word boundary reaches 75ms. This particular duration is well above the 
average for Polish (cf. data in (7.128)). Two more tokens had a similar duration of the 
segment, and the overall number of tokens with the length of the glottal stop equal to and 
higher than 75ms was 14 per 100 tokens for Polish. 

(7.127) Oscillogram of the portion of waveform of Polish lok opadł ‘a ringlet shifted down’ 

pronounced by a female speaker, with indicated durations of the closure phase of the word-final 
velar stop and glottal closure marking the word boundary   
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It may, therefore, be concluded that the glottal stop presented in (7.127) above, in terms of 
length, belongs to the upper range for Polish. It is worth noticing that the closure phase in the 
preceding velar plosive /"/ is 25% shorter that the following glottal pause. Perceptually, such 
an interval devoid of signal seems significant and characteristic of staccato speech which 
abounds in pauses, especially at word junctures, and is also typical of certain styles of Polish 
pronunciation. 

The statistical summary in (7.128) below presents descriptive statistics of durations of 
the prevocalic glottal stop segments for language and prosodic boundary categories. One-way 
ANOVA tests gave highly significant results for the differences between individual boundary 
types (p=5.0E-07).  

(7.128) Selected descriptive statistics of the duration of the glottal stop at word and stem+stem 

boundaries in Polish and English for all respondents�
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Pairwise comparisons between Polish and English within the three boundary categories 
indicated significant differences between the duration of the glottal stop at word juncture 
(p=5.0E-04) and at prefix+stem juncture (p=0.01).  Polish and English did not differ 
significantly in the ‘obstruent cluster’ context. Mean lengths of the glottal segment fall within 
the range of 50-55ms in most cases presented above. Higher figures were recorded for word 
and stem+stem boundaries in English (65-70ms). A sole example of a lower mean (40ms) 
characterizes duration of the glottal stop at prefix+stem boundary in Polish. A glance at 
minimal and maximal values reveals the extent to which lengths varied in individual cases, 
starting from an ultra short duration of 10ms, ending in 150ms, which might be classified as 
an extended pause.  

Distribution curves presented in (A.92) in Appendix A show tendencies observed 
across the respondent population for three contexts with the exclusion of  prefix+stem 
boundary because of limited occurrence of the glottal stop in this context (11 items in Polish, 
and 14 in English). Leptokurtic tendencies signaled by kurtosis values (2.0-3.5) can be 
observed for ‘word juncture after a single obstruent’ category in Polish and both word 
boundary categories in English. Such high kurtosis values indicate the existence of extremes 
within a distribution. Indeed, in the three contexts one can observe sharp upper ends of the 
curves with durations of 90ms and over. Similarly high figures can be noted for ‘stem+stem 
boundary’ category in English, but here the distribution approaches the normal one with no 
noticeable trend for extreme values. In fact, lengths of 90ms and over were shared by 25% of 
items, and those between 60 and 90ms characterized as much as 42% of all tokens. Lengths of 
less than 60ms mark merely a third of items for English stem+stem juncture, whereas the 
same range of durations is a feature of 75% of items in ‘word boundary’ category and  55% of 
‘obstruent cluster’ category in Polish. In English, figures below 60ms characterize 45% of 
‘word boundary’ category and 60% of ‘obstruent cluster’ category items. This seems to 
indicate a marked tendency in Polish speakers to produce longer glottal prevocalic pauses at 
stem+stem juncture in compounds. On the other hand, in the native context at word 
boundaries, Polish speakers generally tend to produce glottal pauses of comparatively shorter 
durations. Prefix+stem juncture, which is not included among the distributions in (A.92) 
offers extremely short durations for Polish with lengths below 60ms found in over 80% of 
items. So, when a pause occurred in this context, and it did very rarely in only 5% of tokens 
(cf. (7.122) earlier), it was of a very brief duration. 

Comparisons of glottal stop length within gender+language groups (see (A.93) did not 
produce significant results for differences between individual respondents (p-values equal to 
and higher than 0.5). Differences between durations of the glottal segment depending on the 
context turned out to be significant for Polish, at p<0.001 for both genders. Results in (7.129) 
below show average lengths of the glottal stop at the word boundary depending on the 
preceding class of obstruents. In Polish, the means for all of the three classes are close to the 
overall mean for the word boundary (cf. (7.128) earlier). In English, the mean length are 
higher than in Polish but they follow the general trend at word boundaries in the language 
presented in (7.128) with the exception of the affricate context where the average duration of 
the glottal stop stands lower, at 50ms. Statistical analysis of differences between the three 
articulatory settings did not yield significant results for either language context (p>0.03). 
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(7.129) Mean duration  of the glottal stop at word boundary depending on the preceding obstruent 
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Results for individual places of articulation (see (A.94)) reveal consistent dominance of 
English over Polish in the duration of the glottal stop after most obstruents. In the case of /�/, 
/�/ and /�/ the differences reach 15-25ms. For the velar stop /"/ the difference is minimal and 
the mean length is maximal among all obstruents in each language. There are also small 
differences in length of the glottal stop between Polish and English after affricates and 
postalveolar/retroflex sibilants. 

As regards the word boundary context after obstruent clusters (see (7.130) below), 
results for the length of the glottal stop in Polish were higher than in English in three out of 
five cases with the exception of /��/ and /
�/. The longest duration of the glottal pause was 
recorded after English /�#�/ (70ms) and the greatest difference between the two languages was 
found after /��/ context. Statistical tests did not produce significant results for the differences 
between individual post-cluster contexts for either language (p>0.1). 

(7.130) Mean duration of the glottal stop at word boundary depending on the preceding obstruent 
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The last examined boundary type is the stem+stem juncture in English compounds, which is 
compared with phonetically analogical settings at word boundaries (see (7.131) below). 
Paired results for each obstruent context show greater lengths for the stem+stem juncture in 
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the majority of cases, which agrees with general trends discussed earlier and presented in 
(7.128). The sole exception is the case of /�/ after which mean durations of the glottal stops 
are identical for either boundary type. The greatest discrepancy, reaching 33% can be seen in 
the context after /�#/. 

(7.131) Comparison of  mean durations of the prevocalic pause at word and stem+stem 

boundaries  boundary depending on the preceding obstruent context in English 
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Differences between individual obstruent contexts for stem+stem boundary were not found to 
be statistically significant ( p=0.3). 

Another phonetic indicator of a prosodic boundary before a vowel segment is creaky 
voice phonation spanning the initial portion the vowel itself. Spectrally, the differences 
between the glottal stop and the other pause-marker appear to be evident, although aurally 
they seem more difficult to distinguish, especially at higher articulatory speeds. Both types of 
segments sound like a momentary period of silence or a disruption in the vocalic signal. 

7.4.3 Creaky voice phonation  

Articulatory settings of the vocal folds resulting in the production of creaky voice, also 
referred to as vocal fry, include tight adduction combined with an opening along the length of 
the folds. The opening is large enough to produce voicing. Spectrally, creaky voice is marked 
by an irregular vocal pulse rate and a large noise component in higher frequencies (Ladefoged 
& Madieson 1996:317). In the oscillogram presented in (7.132) below, the initial part of the 
vowel /$/ in artystyczny shows decreased acoustic intensity and fewer pitch periods per 
second compared with modal phonation type (cf. Gordon & Ladeofged 2001:388) 
characterizing the latter portion of the vowel. As can be observed in both the spectrogram and 
the oscillogram at the bottom of (7.132), pitch periods in creaky phonation are longer than in 
modal voice. Also, there are relatively fewer periods in the waveform of the creak than in the 
modal portion of the vowel. 
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(7.132) Oscillogram of the portion of waveform of Polish haft artystyczny ‘artistic embroidery’ 

pronounced by a female (top) and spectrogram (bottom left) and oscillogram (bottom right) of the 
creaky+modal phases of the initial vowel of the second word of the phrase (artystyczny) �
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Hence, the spaces between the vertical striations representing pitch cycles are noticeably 
larger in the creaky voice part of the vowel than in its modal part (cf. Gordon (2001:165)).  

In the examined population of informants, creaky phonation at the onset of vowel-
initial words and stems constituted an alternative way of marking  a prosodic pause, alongside 
the production of the glottal stop. Occurrences of creaky voice at individual juncture types are 
shown in (7.133) below. In Polish, at word boundaries, both after a single obstruent and after 
a cluster, creaky phonation was produced most frequently (30-40% of all tokens where pause 
was followed by a vowel).  

(7.133) Average occurrence of creaky voice phonation as prevocalic boundary marker at all 
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In English, creaky voice was identified in 20-25% of cases at word and stem boundaries. The 
least frequent occurrence was attested after prefixes, in less than 15% of tokens in Polish and 
merely 2% in English. Among all prosodic contexts, statistically significant differences 
between language categories were only found for prefix+stem boundary (p=0.005). 
Comparisons of gender+language categories showed statistical significance for obstruent 
cluster context at word boundaries, at p=0.003. Males produced creaky phonation in as much 
as 45% of prevocalic contexts after obstruent cluster at word juncture in Polish, whereas 
female speakers produced creaky voice in only 20% of both word boundary contexts in 
English. Comparison of gender groups showed similar discrepancies for prefix+stem juncture, 
where mean occurrences ranged from 0% for females in English to 15% for males in Polish. It 
has to be borne in mind that after prefixes pausing occurred relatively rarely. 

As regards variation in the use of creaky voice between individual respondents (see 
(A.95) in Appendix A), highly significant differences were discovered for all 
language+gender categories with the exception of males performing in Polish (p=0.03). 
Significant variation was also found for ‘context’ category in three gender+language groups. 
Here, males performing in English, exceptionally, did not differ significantly (p=0.04). 

Among the examined obstruent classes at word juncture (7.134) below), affricates 
constitute the dominant category, with 40% of prevocalic items with creaky phonation in 
Polish and 35% in English. Mean percentages for stop and fricative classes range between 15-
30%. The lowest scorer was ‘fricative+vowel’ cross-boundary context in English. 
Comparisons of differences in the occurrence of creaky phonation between the three obstruent 
classes did not give significant results for either language. Similarly, no significance was 
discovered in the differences between individual obstruent places in either Polish or English 
(see (A.96)). Visual comparison of differences between equivalent obstruents in Polish and 
English tokens in (A.96) shows that the actual dominance of English over Polish shown for 
stops in (7.134) above was determined by notable discrepancies in the occurrence of creaky 
voice after bilabial and velar plosives. Here the difference reached 10-20 percentage points, 
with means for Polish being lowest among all obstuents (15% each). 

(7.134) Average occurrence of creaky voice phonation at word boundary depending on the 

preceding obstruent type 
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In fricative places Polish dominates English with disproportion visible for post-
alveolar/retroflex place, where the difference reaches 25 percentage points, with merely 5% 
for English /#/. Mean occurrences of creaky phonation after affricate places of articulation are 
relatively high for either language, without notable disproportions. Comparisons of results for 
individual obstruents within language+gender groups of tokens showed significant variation 
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for English obstruents produced by female respondents (p=0.01). Here, quite unlike male 
speakers (consider total means in (A.96)), females showed no instances of creaky voice after 
/�/ and /#/. Otherwise, average occurrences of creaky phonation after individual obstruents 
usually reached at least 15% in all four gender+language groups of tokens.  

As regards the word boundary context after obstruent clusters (see (7.125) below), 
creaky phonation was found more frequently in Polish than in English in most cases. The sole 
exception is /"�/ cluster, for which the means are equal and considerably low at the same time. 
Among Polish cluster contexts, 15% is the lowest value, the highest being 55% in the case of 
retroflex fricative+dento-alveolar stop cluster. The highest results for English can be observed 
after /
�/ and /�#�/, both at 35%.  

(7.135) Average occurrence creaky voice phonation at word boundary depending on the 
preceding obstruent cluster 
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The greatest difference between the two languages can be seen in /��/ context. There was no 
significant difference between results for obstruent clusters within sets of tokens for language 
groups (p>0.1). As for gender+language categories, differences were not significant for any, 
at p-value ranging from 0.1-0.9. The lowest mean was found for Polish /"�/ cluster in female 
speakers (5%) and highest for males producing Polish clusters /��/ and /
�/ (60% in both 
cases). Thus, the incidence of creaky phonation seems to have depended to a considerable 
extent on gender. Greatest gender-driven disproportions were attested in Polish, where mean 
occurrences of creaky voice in males were highest for most clusters.  

Comparison of average presence of creaky voice after single obstruents at word and 
stem+stem boundaries in English (see (7.136) below) did not yield statistically significant 
results (p=0.05). Disproportions can be noticed, however, in the case of /�/, /"/, /#/, where 
differences reach 20 percentage points. No consistent dominance of one juncture context over 
the other can be traced. Also, both higher and lower means are observed within each boundary 
group. 
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(7.136) Comparison of  mean occurrences of creaky voice phonation at word and stem+stem 

boundaries depending on the preceding obstruent context in English 
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Differences within  stem+stem category between genders also did not produce a significant 
result (p>0.1). Comparing results form (7.126) earlier with the ones presented above in 
(7.136), a pattern can be observed concerning the choice of either the glottal stop or creaky 
voice as the onset of the following vowel after single obstruents in English tokens. After non-
alveolar stops and after the affricate /�#/, glottal/creaky onsets dominate at word boundaries. 
After (post-)alveolar obstruents, both types of onsets were found more frequently at 
stem+stem boundaries.  

The oscillogram below in (7.137) exemplifies length of creaky phonation phase at the 
beginning of the initial vowel of the second word in grass under articulated by a male 
respondent. The duration of 65ms constitutes modal value for word boundaries in English (see 
(7.138) later). Similar lengths were found in around 15% of tokens with creaky phonation. 

(7.137) Oscillogram of the portion of waveform of English ‘grass under’ pronounced by a male 

speaker with indicated durations of the frication phase and vowel-initial creaky voice phonation at 
the word boundary  �
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Mean length for the same context was lower, at 50ms. Average durations of creaky voice 
were shorter than the durations of the glottal stop (cf. (7.128)) in word boundary context after 
a single obstruent and in stem+stem context. Averages for word boundary context after 
obstruent clusters matche those for the glottal stop. Recorded maximal lengths of creaky voice 
segments were considerably shorter than those for the glottal stop and never exceeded 110ms, 
whereas those for the glottal segment approached 150ms.  
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(7.138) Selected descriptive statistics of the duration of creaky voice phonation at word and 

stem+stem boundaries in Polish and English for all respondents 
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Pairwise comparisons between length of creaky phonation phase in Polish and English at both 
word boundary contexts did not produce significant results. Distributions curves in (A.97a) 
show relatively high tendency for extremely long lengths of creaky phonation phase in Polish 
at word boundaries after single obstruents. Kurtosis value of 1.5 points at such a trend in the 
distribution, and values below 60ms constitute 80% of the token set. After obstruent clusters 
lengths of creaky phonation are more widely distributed around the mean with values between 
50-60ms shared by 30% of tokens. Kurtosis approaching -1.0 clearly indicates platykurtic 
distribution in this case. A similar trend is visible in the same post-cluster context in English 
(see (A.97b), whereas after single obstruents and at stem+stem juncture distributions 
approach the normal one (kurtosis=0.25) with single instances of extreme lengths over 90ms 
in each context. In comparison, lengths of the glottal stop were more often extreme and 
distributions of tokens were strongly leptokurtic in most prosodic contexts (cf. (A.92). 

The influence of the preceding obstruent type on the durations of creaky onset of the 
following vowel appears to have been rather limited as mean values for the three obstruent 
classes indicate in (7.139) below. Averages approach 50ms in both Polish and English and no 
statistical significance was found for the differences between obstruent classes within each 
language category (p>0.3). The only noticeable difference between mean values, greater than 
5ms, can be observed between Polish and English in the ‘stops’ category. The comparatively 
high mean length of creaky phonation after stops in English results form high values after /�/ 
and /"/ (60 and 65ms respectively). These were the greatest recorded means for contexts after 
individual places of articulation (see (A.98)). In most remaining cases, in Polish and English 
alike, average lengths oscillated between 45-50ms. The highest mean length for Polish place 
of articulation category (60ms) was recorded after the velar stop /"/ and the lowest (40ms) 
after the bilabial stop /�/. Differences between individual places in either language were not 
found to be statistically significant (p>0.1). Comparisons of mean lengths of creaky voice 
phase within gender groups gave significant results. Males performing in English (p=0.008) 
produced highly disproportionate lengths after the bilabial and alveolar plosive, with means of 
35ms for the former context and 85ms for the latter.  
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(7.139) Mean duration  of creaky voice phonation at word boundary depending on the preceding 

obstruent type 
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Similarly high mean durations of creaky phonation phase (70-80ms) were found in the female 
group for the velar stop context in both languages. The most uniform results (p=1.0) were 
found for Polish obstruent paces in male respondents, where mean lengths of creaky 
phonation ranged between 40-50ms. 

Slightly longer and more uniform mean durations of creaky voice phase were obtained 
for the context after obstruent clusters at word juncture (see (7.140) below). After majority of 
clusters averages range between 50-60ms. No significant variation between individual clusters 
was discovered in either Polish or English (p>0.4) or within gender+language categories 
(p=0.1 and higher). In the latter categories, comparatively high mean durations were found in 
the female group after /��/ and /"�/ (70ms) and in English after /�#�/ (70ms). 

(7.140) Average duration of creaky voice phonation at word boundary depending on the 
preceding obstruent cluster 
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For contrast, the shortest recorded mean duration of creaky phonation was found for males 
after Polish /"�/ (40ms). Generally, average lengths obtained for males appear more uniform 
and consistent with the overall means presented for cluster contexts in (7.140) above. 

Results for individual obstruent places at stem+stem boundaries did not differ 
significantly from analogical contexts at word juncture (p>0.05). Yet, as can be noticed in the 
figures presented in (7.141) below, the top average of 75ms was found at stem+stem 
boundaries after the bilabial stop. Here, also, the disproportion between the two boundary 
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context was greatest reaching 35ms. The second largest discrepancy between mean lengths of 
creaky phonation can be seen after the post alveolar sibilant /#/, where boundary types differ 
in 20ms. More uniform results for the two juncture types (5-10ms difference) can be seen for 
the remaining stops and the affricate.  

(7.141) Comparison of  mean durations of creaky voice phonation at word and stem+stem 

boundaries depending on the preceding obstruent context in English 
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In most obstruent contexts, except for the velar stop, creaky phonation phase was longer on 
average at stem+stem boundary. Here, the differences within gender categories were non-
significant, at p>0.2. The largest disproportion was recorded for /�/ context, where the mean 

for females was 20ms higher than for male speakers. Otherwise, average results were either 

identical of fell within 5-10ms difference.  

The next part of the section deals with a less common but, nevertheless, distinctive 

type of prevocalic pause marker at word/stem+stem juncture, namely the sequence of a glottal 

stop and creaky onset belonging to the word/stem-initial vowel. The following analysis 

focuses on the incidence of such a sequence and durational proportions of length between the 

glottal stop and creaky phonation phase. 

7.4.4 Glottal+creaky phonation 

A manner of separating the syllable-final obstruent from the syllable initial vowel by 

producing a glottal stop segment followed by creaky voice onset of the vowel itself was 

observed to characterize style of individual speakers rather than the whole population. In the 

male group this articulatory bahaviour was found in only 3 out of 15 speakers when they 

performed in Polish and in 5 speakers in the English material. Two speakers produced glottal 

stop+creaky phonation sequence in both languages. Instances of such articulations were 

sporadic, ranging from 1-3 cases per 18 tokens with cross-boundary prevocalic context in 

Polish and 22 in English. Female respondents showed similar articulatory behaviour much 

more frequently and there were more female speakers in whom such pronunciations where 

identified. While reading the Polish list, six females produced glottal stop+creaky voice 

sequence, and while performing in English as many as 11 per 15 females showed similar 

behaviour. Four speakers repeated the behaviour in both languages. The range of instances of 
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the sequence per token set was wider than among males, from 1-9. The latter, higher figure 

also applies to the Polish set of tokens, where it constitutes as much as 50% of all items.  

The oscillogram and spectrogram presented below in (7.142) shows the sequence of a 

glottal stop and creaky phonation at the word boundary in an English token produced by a 

female respondent. Both components of the sequence have similar durations which if coupled 

together yield a 90ms long pause.  

(7.142) Oscillogram (top) and spectrogram (bottom) of the portion of waveform of ’right angle’ 

pronounced by a female with the sequence of the glottal stop+creaky phonation marking the word 
boundary
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If one also takes into account the duration of the word final alveolar stop the resulting 

interruption in the continuity of harmonic signal reaches 150ms. When the glottal+creaky 

voice sequence appears after obstruent clusters the overall impression of radical staccato 

articulation is considerable. In case such a speech habit is strong in the native context, the 

opposite legato style without pausing may turn out difficult to develop in a speaker, especially 

if such a style is preferred in a foreign language.

As can be judged from the infrequent instances of the glottal+creaky voice sequence 

in the tested material, mean figures of occurrence for individual boundary contexts are 

supposed to be low. The highest occurrence seen in (7.143) below (7.5%) belongs to the word 

juncture context produced by female speakers in English. Relatively high means of 5-5.5% 

belong to the same gender and characterize word juncture after obstruent clusters and 

stem+stem juncture. Results for analogical contexts in Polish are lower, below 4%. In the case 

of male speakers means do not exceed 1% in either language context. Prefix+stem juncture 

yielded lowest results in each language+gender category, up to 1.5%. Differences between the 

results for language+gender categories were found to approach the required level of statistical 

significance, at p=0.02. If the results for all four juncture contexts are summed together (see 

(A.99) in Appendix A), the highest figure obtained is 20% for female speakers performing in 

English.  
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(7.143) Average occurrence of the sequence glottal stop+creaky voice as prevocalic boundary 

marker at all examined boundary types in Polish and English for all respondents�
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In both languages, female speakers produced the glottal+creaky voice sequence in nearly 

12.5% of tokens with cross-boundary prevocalic context. With very low percentages for 

males in Polish and English the total incidence of the sequence in prevocalic contexts does not 

reach full 2.5% in this gender group.  

Since there are two segment components making up the examined sequence, in order 

to establish an order of durations one of the components must be regarded as the reference 

point. The glottal stop was always the initial element followed by a vowel, and the creaky 

voice components was only inherent part of the vowel. Therefore, the order of durations in 

(7.144) below follows the increasing trends characterizing the length of the glottal phase. 

(7.144) Durations of both phases of the sequence glottal stop+creaky voice for all contexts, all 
respondents and both languages. Increasing attested values for the first component are followed 

by averaged lengths of the second component.�
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Particular lengths of the glottal stop appear only once in (7.144), though most figures 

occurred a few times (cf. figures for individual tokens in (A.100). In male respondents the 
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length of the glottal phase at 35 and 45ms occurred 3 times each, which makes them most 

frequent in this group. There was only one case of length higher than 55ms and no instances 

of glottal phase exceeding 75ms, which leads to a conclusion that the glottal component in 

male respondents was comparatively short. If one considers the other component proportions 

between the two components in male speakers seem fairly equal, except, perhaps, token no 9 

(left part of (A.100). In females, with a much larger set of tokens, lengths of the glottal phase 

are greater and there are more disproportionate durational relations between the two 

components (see right part of (A.100). Durations of the glottal stop phase between 40-45ms 

and 60-65ms are the most commonly found, and each range constitutes around 20% of all 

tokens. Durations of the glottal phase from 60ms upwards are shared by over 45% of tokens, 

with very high durations of 80-120ms found in 16% of tokens. At the same time, noticeable 

disproportions in length between the two phases in females grow when the glottal component 

exceeds 60ms and the creaky voice phase tends to occupy increasingly smaller portion of the 

sequence. This trend is visible in (7.144) above, where the glottal stop phase duration 

thresholds are followed by single values for the creaky voice phase. These were obtained by 

averaging all length of the creaky voice appearing after multiple instances of a given length of 

the glottal phase. This made it possible to even out incidental departures from the general 

tendencies which (7.144) is meant to illustrate.  

Within the range of glottal phase durations from 25-55ms the correlation between 

durations of both components of the glottal+creaky voice sequence is highly positive, at 

r=0.95. This means that with the increase in length of the first component there was 

proportionate rise in the length of the other. The pattern appears less consistent with glottal 

stop lengths from 60-110ms. Here, correlation was found to be moderately negative, at r=-0.4. 

Alongside with the rise of durations of the glottal phase from mid-long to very long the 

durations of the creaky phonation phase remain on a relatively low level or fall slightly. From 

the articulatory point of view, while glottal segments may vary in length depending on the 

individual speaker, creaky phonations are limited in duration as they only form the onset of a 

vocalic segment that follows the pause. With shorter lengths of the glottal stop the adjacent 

creaky vocalic part of the signal might only follow from the prolonged tension of the vocal 

folds after the glottal stop, with the folds not yet ready for modal phonation typically 

employed in vowel articulation. In other words, such speakers lacked proper timing necessary 

for abrupt termination of the glottal segment and equally abrupt initiation of modal phonation 

for the following vowel segment. In fact, a majority of examined speakers were capable of 

such articulatory behaviour by producing ‘pure’ glottal stops in many cases (cf. (7.122).  

If the whole length scale of the glottal phase is divided into intervals spaced every  

5ms from 25-120ms we obtain 18 degrees of length. Since the creaky voice phase following 

each durational degree varies in length (see (A.100)) mean length has to be calculated to 

achieve approximate creaky voice duration relative to the preceding glottal phase length 

degree. Extreme departures in length from the regular pattern in the case of creaky voice may 

be ignored (e.g. tokens no 16, 27, 40 in females in (A.100)). After obtaining mutual length 

ratios of each component it is possible to establish thresholds where each phase occupies a 

defined portion of the sequence expressed in percentages ordered in an increasing manner. 

The five bars in (7.145) below represent five different length ratios relative to the overall 

length of the glottal stop+creaky voice sequence defined as 100%. Among the 18 length 

degrees of the glottal phase durational ratios represented by bars no 2, 4 and 5 recurred most 

often, 6, 4 and 5 times respectively. Bar no 2 (50%:50%) represents the most frequently 

repeated pattern, in which both components occupy the same portion of the whole sequence.  

The thresholds shown in (7.145) present a certain tendency following a noticeably 

regular pattern. The actual coefficient value (r=-1.0) indicates full negative correlation 

between the glottal and creaky voice portions of the pause.  
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(7.145) Ordered proportional durations of the glottal phase in relation to the creaky phonation 

phase. Increasing means of the glottal phase constitute durational thresholds with altering length 
ratio of both phases�
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There is a gradual decrease in the duration of the second portion as the length of the first rises. 

But the only case where the second phase is slightly longer is the first threshold (45%:55%). 

The general glottal-to-creaky voice durational ratio calculated from the five thresholds in 

(7.145) is 60%:40%, or 3:2. Considering individual tokens in (A.100), such a length ratio 

seems to be more typical for female respondents, more commonly attested in cases where the 

duration of the glottal phase exceeded 50ms. 

7.4.5 Constraint interaction at cross-boundary prevocalic context 

Lack of regressive assimilation of voice in obstruents positioned before a vowel, as well as 

the presence of a glottal pause at the word+word and stem+stem juncture characterized from 

60-95% of Polish and English tokens obtained from male and female respondents (cf. (A.86)). 

At prefix+stem boundaries the averages were much lower, ranging between 15-25%. This 

implies that in each examined morphological context a margin was left for pronunciations 

other than those labeled as ‘no assimilation+prevocalic pause’. 

Tables included in (7.146) below present mean occurrences of alternative 

pronunciations in prevocalic contexts in each gender group in the native language and the 

second language. The total number of tokens for word boundary with a single obstruent was 

105 for Polish and 90 for English per gender. There were 75 items with obstruent clusters at 

word juncture in Polish and 90 in English. The reading list included 105 tokens with English 

double-stressed compounds, where obstruents were found at stem+stem boundary in 

prevocalic position. As regards the prefix+stem boundary, there were 60 items with a 

prevocalic stop and 15 tokens with two s-final prefixes in the Polish list. In the English list, 

the two prefixes with final /s/ are treated as a single context represented by 30 tokens per 

gender. As regards the presence of assimilation with the lack of prevocalic pause (see (7.146) 

above), mean figures for prefix+stem juncture type are highest among the population ranging 

from 50-57% in English and 45-88% in Polish. In the latter language context, such 

articulations can be considered as implemented by a majority of respondents (cf. results in 

(7.10) earlier). 
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(7.146) Other attested articulatory behaviours at pre-vocalic contexts in male (M) and female (F) 

respondents in Polish (top) and English (bottom) 
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Absence of assimilation coupled with a lack of pausing were identified in up to 10% of tokens 

with word boundaries in Polish and up to 20% of tokens with analogical boundary type in 

English. The same way of articulating was found in 14-35% of stem+stem and prefix+stem 

tokens in English. The latter type of juncture in Polish served as the context for simultaneous 

absence of assimilation and the glottal pause in maximally 20% of tokens. There were also 

isolated cases where a voiced assimilated obstruent was followed by a glottal pause (between 

1.0-6.5% of items). 

The oscillogram in (7.147) below presents by far the most frequent realization of a 

Polish prefix-final plosive immediately followed by a stem-initial vowel segment. In 72% of 

tokens produced by males and 88% of tokens by females the stop segment underwent full 

voicing with no pause marking the boundary. Acoustically, periodic signal proceeded without 

interruption from the vowel of the prefix into the initial vowel segment of the stem. 
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(7.147) Oscillogram of podupada
 (‘to decline’) exemplifying assimilation and lack of pre-vocalic 

pausing, the most common phonetic realization of a prefix-final prevocalic stop in Polish 

Such articulations were also attested at word boundaries, with the exception of word-final 

obstruent clusters (cf. results earlier in (7.75) and (7.78)), and for stem+stem boundaries in 

English compounds. Formally, within a grammar, the selection of outputs marked by presence 

of assimilation of voice and devoid of the glottal pause is determined by the ranking of 

constraints with AGREEVOICE and MAXONSET occupying the top position, as can be seen 

in the hierarchy in (7.148) below. The latter constraint is formulated following Maximum 

Onset Principle (Selkirk 1981), which states that syllables prefer onsets and disprefer codas. 

Consequently, as many consonants as possible should be syllabified into the onset. 

MAXONSET, therefore, will cause intervocalic consonants to become onsets of the following 

vowel, rather than remain codas of the preceding vowel. The resulting tendency to shift or 

resyllabify the word/stem/prefix-final consonant into the vowel occupying the initial position 

of an onsetless word or stem also implies misalignment between left edges of stem, lex and 

Prosodic Word.  

(7.148) Proposed constraint ranking for voice assimilation in prefix-final stops and word-final 
obstruents, and simultaneous lack of pre-vocalic pause in Polish and learners’ English 

MAXONSET, AGREEVOICE >>

ALINGNLEFT(stem/lex, PWd)&GLOTTALONSET >> IDLAR

Since alignment of left edges of stem/lex and PWD automatically implies insertion of a glottal 

onset realized phonetically either as the glottal stop or creaky phonation of the initial portion 

of a vowel, the respective constraints form the Local Conjunction (see (7.148) above). In 

order to violate the whole conjunction both components of the conjunction must incur 

violations simultaneously. Presence of voice assimilation in the optimal surface form is 

secured by the bottom ranking of the identity constraint and a high ranking of AGREEVOICE. 

Such a hierarchy is supposed to apply not only to the native language of the respondents, but 

also to the phases of interlanguage which closely resemble the grammar typical for Polish. 

Tableux included in (7.149) below show examples of optimal output selection in two 

Polish and one English vocabulary item. In Polish oduczy�, the final segment of the input is 

voiced as it represents the allomorph /��/ found before stems starting with a voiced segment.  

The final stop segment of the prefix becomes the onset of the first syllable of the stem. The 

word-final segment in Polish ba� anglików and, through analogy to Polish, in the English item 

grass under undergo voicing assimilation and syllabification into the stem. The resulting 

outputs may, as a result be syllabified as o.duczy�, ba. d*anglików and gra. zunder respectedly 

with simultaneous voicing in the syllabified obstruent. 
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(7.149) Tableaux illustrating the selection of optimal output of Polish oduczy
 (‘to unlearn’)(top), 

ba
 anglików (‘to be afraid of the English’) (middle) and English ‘grass under’ (bottom) with top 
ranked onset maximization and voice assimilation 
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Output candidates with or without assimilation but with a glottalized onset of the stem/word 

initial syllable lose as they incur fatal violations of the top ranked MAXONSET. The 

candidates with voiceless segments acting as the onset of the stem/word initial syllable are not 

selected, either, as they violate AGREEVOICE, which comes second highest in the ranking. 

Across the examined population, the above rankings were observed in 80% of Polish tokens 

with prefix-final stop, 77% tokens of Polish transakcja and 52% tokens of rozanielony. In the 

last two, simultaneous voicing and syllabification into the onset affected the prefix-final 

fricative. In the analogical context in English, the ranking was observed in 53% of items. In 

the case of word boundaries with a word-final single obstruent, the ranking was observed (as 

in middle and bottom parts of (7.149) above) in only 8.5% of tokens in Polish and 8% of 

tokens in English. In English compounds, at stem+stem juncture, the choice of output forms 

according to the above ranking applied to 6.5% of tokens. It can be concluded, that at 

prefix+stem boundaries there seems to be a strong preference for voice assimilation and onset 

maximization, and the tendency is extended into the speaking habits in the second language in 
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half of the produced tokens. As for the word and stem+stem boundaries, the same type of 

speaking behaviour characterizes a minority of speakers, with less than 10% of tokens 

showing the process in operation. Apparently, the prosodic status of the boundary acts as a 

determining factor in shaping of individual grammars as regards voice assimilation and 

resyllabification of obstruents in prevocalic position. 

Another articulatory fashion, where a voiced prefix/word/stem-final obstruent is 

affected by voice assimilation, but at the same time the morpheme boundary is retained, is 

illustrated in the oscillograms in (7.150) below.  

(7.150) Oscillograms of the portion of Polish oduczy
 (‘to unlearn’)(top), English ‘crashed out’ 

(middle) and ‘right angle’ (bottom) exemplifying voiced assimilated plosive followed by 
prevocalic pause 
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In all three items, the juncture is phonetically manifested by means of creaky voice phonation 

affecting the initial portion of the vowel segment which forms the first syllable of the 

word/stem. Perceptually, there was no problem in identifying momentary disruption in the 

acoustic signal and to classify it as a pause separating morphemes. In the middle part of 

(7.150) the final stop in English crashed additionally undergoes deletion. This habit has been 

observed by the author on numerous occasions in Polish learners of English, who seem to 

have a strong preference for cluster simplification + voicing + lack of pause or cluster 

retention + pausing at prevocalic context at the juncture. Hence the cases shown above appear 

to present a compromise between two deeply-rooted tendencies in Polish speakers. 

The hierarchy presented at the top of (7.151) below determines the selection of those 

candidate outputs which show cross-boundary agreement in obstruent voicing and at the same 

time preserve morpheme boundaries. 
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(7.151) Proposed constraint rankings for presence of pre-vocalic pause and simultaneous voice 

assimilation (top) and lack of assimilation (bottom) in obstruents in Polish and (learners’)English 

AGREEVOICE >> ALINGNLEFT(stem/lex, PWd)&GLOTTALONSET

>> MAXONSET>> IDLAR

ALINGNLEFT(stem/lex, PWd)&GLOTTALONSET >>

IDLAR >> MAXONSET>> AGREEVOICE

Simultaneous preservation of the boundary and lack of voicing assimilation is regulated by 

the ranking shown at the bottom part of (7.151). The constraint AGREEVOICE occupies the 

lowest position and is easily violable. Hence, outputs with voice assimilation in obstruent 

clusters are dispreferred.  

The two tableaux in (7.152) below illustrate selection of optimal candidates following 

the hierarchies presented in (7.151) above. Since the surface forms of Polish oduczy� with 

preserved morphemic juncture were attested rarely the arrows in (7.152) show rearrangement 

of constraints relative to the default hierarchy shown earlier in (7.148). There is also a 

difference in input forms. In the first tableau, the input is the allomorph containing the voiced 

stop despite the following pause which acts as a devoicing context. Such input-to-output 

mappings were attested in a very limited number of speakers. In the second tableau, the input 

is in fact an allomorph in which the final voiceless plosive matches the devoicing context 

constituted by the following pause realized as a glottal onset. Such a mapping, though also 

rare, was found three times more frequently than the one represented in the first tableau. 

(7.152) Tableaux illustrating the selection of optimal output of Polish oduczy
 (‘to unlearn’) with 
simultaneous voice assimilation (top), lack of assimilation (bottom) and lack of misalignment 

resulting from shifting of constraints relative to the default hierarchy where assimilation entails 
simultaneous misalignment
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Violation marks in (7.152) mirror the violations in (7.149) and they shift to the columns 

indicated by the arrows. The result is a new set of violations in accordance with the order of 

constraints in (7.151) redrawn into tableaux in (7.152). In both tableaux the constraint 

MAXONSET moves two ranks down relative to its position shown earlier in (7.149). There is 

a simultaneous shift of ALIGNLEFT&GLOTTALONSET to highest/second highest position in 

the hierarchy. Output forms without syllabification of the prefix-final plosive into the stem 

become winners. The two optimal outputs in (7.152) differ in the presence versus absence of 

voice assimilation, which is regulated by the ranking of AGREEVOICE. The constraint still 

remains highly ranked in the first tableau, but moves to the top of the hierarchy replacing the 

degraded MAXONSET. In the second tableau, AGREEVOICE moves to the bottom of the 

ranking, replacing IDENTLAR, which, in turn, shifts to the second highest position. 

Consequently, the output with an unassimilated prefix-final stop is chosen. The choice of 

o[d].!uczy� exemplifies a considerably rare grammar attested only in 5% of tokens with stop-

final prefix in Polish. The other optimal output (o[t].!uczy�) represents 16% of tokens of the 

word. Analogical forms, without assimilation but with a glottal pause, constitute 30% of 

tokens of Polish rozanielony and 3% of tokens of transakcja. Relatively stronger preferences 

for pronunciations like o[t].- and ro[s].- may be determined by recognition of the preserved 

morphological pause as a devoicing environment, and, consequently, by the choice of 

allomorphs with finally devoiced obstruents. It is worth noticing here that the bottom 

hierarchy in (7.151) and the choice of the optimal candidate in the second tableau in (7.152) 

are applicable to 60-95% of tokens with word/stem-final obstruents in prevocalic context in 

both languages (cf. (A.87)).  

The examples included in the oscillograms in (7.153) below show yet another 

realization of prevocalic obstruents located at the morpheme boundary. This time, 

unassimilated voiceless sibilant /s/ in Polish transakcja and voiceless aspirated /t/ in English 

right angle are not followed by a pause. In both cases, fricative signal continues uninterrupted 

into the periodic waveform of the following vowel segment. The portions of the signal 

containing fricative/stop+vowel segments played back repeatedly give the impression of 

coherent syllables of CV type, /�$/ and /���/.  

(7.153) Oscillograms of the portion of Polish transakcja (‘transaction’) (top) and English ‘right 

angle’ (bottom), pronounced by a native speaker, exemplifying lack of prevocalic pause after a 
voiceless unassimilated prefix/stem-final obstruent
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Two additional examples in (7.154) below illustrate analogical articulation type where the 

final obstruent, successfully resisting voicing, is followed immediately by the vowel located 

on the other side of the underlying boundary. In the top portion of the oscillogram of 

misinform the prefix-final /s/ is not separated from the following stem-initial vowel.  

(7.154) Oscillograms of the portion of English ‘misinform’ (top) and Polish >wist okrutnej ‘swish 

of a viscious (arrow)’ (bottom) exemplifying lack of prevocalic pause after a voiceless 
unassimilated prefix/stem-final sibilant
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Similarly, in the bottom part of (7.154) the sibilant member of the simplified word-final 

consonant cluster /��� seems to form the onset of the word-initial vowel. Cases where elision 

affects the last member of a cluster are typical examples of how, in casual style, Polish 

speakers simplify complex codas with simultaneous syllabification of whatever remains of a 

cluster into the following vowel. The only element that does not seem to be typical of local 

native Polish speaking habits is the lack of voice assimilation affecting the syllabified 

obstruent. 

The ranking shown in (7.155) below presents the order of constraints that ensures 

obstruent syllabification alongside with simultaneous retention of voicelessness. Both 

phenomena are triggered by the high position of MAXONSET and IDENTLAR. The former 

constraints outranks ALIGNLEFT&GLOTTALONSET, which leads to misalignment between 

the left edges of a stem/lex and Prosodic Word. The latter constraint outranks AGREEVOICE

located at the bottom of the hierarchy, which, in turn, leads to the lack of voicing agreement.   

(7.155) Proposed constraint ranking for lack of pre-vocalic pause and simultaneous lack of voice 
assimilation in English and  Polish morpheme-final obstruents 

MAXONSET >> IDENTLAR >>

ALINGNLEFT(stem/lex, PWd)&GLOTTALONSET>> AGREEVOICE
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The top tableau in (7.156) below shows the selection of the optimal output of the English 

compound right angle. The candidate without prevocalic pause, with voiceless unassimilated 

stem-final stop, which syllabifies into the stem angle wins due to the top ranking of 

MAXONSET and IDENTLAR. The ranking of constraints ensuring such a selection may be 

regarded as the default one for English compounds with stem-final obstruents followed by 

stem-initial vowels. In the recorded material obtained from an English native speaker the 

hierarchy was observed in 100% of tokens with stem+stem boundaries. In the recordings from 

Polish respondents only 25% of tokens of stem+stem type observed the ranking. In the 

majority of stem+stem tokens obtained from the respondents (70% of items), the optimal 

output selection followed the shift of constraints as shown in the bottom tableau in (7.156) 

below. This was reflected in the overall preference for forms with an unassimilated stem-final 

obstruent followed by the glottal pause. The native speaker produced no tokens of the type. 

As the arrows in the tableau in (7.156) show, the two constraints responsible for misalignment 

versus alignment and insertion of a glottal onset, namely MAXONSET and 

ALIGNLEFT&GLOTTALONSET swap their positions in the ranking. The latter acquires the 

top position and determines selection of winning candidates in majority of items produced by 

the respondents. 

(7.156) Tableaux illustrating the selection of optimal output of English ‘right angle’ with native-

like default top ranking of constraints ensuring simultaneous misalignment and lack of voicing 
assimilation (top), and with simultaneous lack of misalignment and lack of voicing assimilation 
(bottom) resulting from shifting of constraints relative to the default hierarchy, where 

MAXIMIZEONSET outranks local conjunction ALIGNL&GLOTTALONSET 
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In the case of English phrases with prevocalic obstruent clusters located at the word juncture 

20% of optimal outputs produced by the respondents following the ranking in (7.155). For 

comparison, only 15% of items with the single obstruent at the word boundary produced by 
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the native speaker observed the above ranking. The remaining 85% of word+word phrases 

were articulated without assimilation in the final onstruent of the first word and with the pause 

at the juncture, as shown in the oscillogram of the portion of grass under in the bottom part of 

(7.157) below. The top part shows the pronunciation of grass under by a Polish respondent 

without a pause following the word-final /s/. Polish speakers observed the hierarchy in (7.155) 

in 14% of English items with word+word boundary where a single obstruent preceded a 

vowel. Thus, the degrees of observance of the hierarchy in learners and in the native speaker 

were almost identical. Pronunciations similar to the one exemplified in top part of (7.157) 

constituted less than one-sixth of English word+word tokens.  

(7.157) Oscillograms of the portion of English ‘grass under’ pronounced by a learner (top) with 

lack of prevocalic pause after a voiceless unassimilated word-final obstruent , and pronounced by 
a native speaker (bottom) without voice assimilation but with a prevocalic pause 
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On the other hand, in the obstruent cluster context produced by the native speaker the items 

with no assimilation and no pause constituted 85% of the whole set. In the Polish material, no 

assimilation+no pause context was attested in 10% of tokens with a single obstruent at the 

word juncture and in 5.5% of tokens with an obstruent cluster at the same boundary type. It 

might be concluded that Polish respondent population observed the hierarchy in (7.155) in 

word-boundary contexts to a lesser degree in their native language than in the second 

language. 

The tableau included in (7.158) below shows the way in which constraints undergo 

reranking relative to the hierarchy in (7.148). The input form that appears in (7.158) is the 

allomorph finishing with the voiceless fricative /�/. Despite the fact that the morpheme 

boundary is not preserved and the prefix-final obstruent is immediately followed by a voiced 

segment the input matches the potentially devoicing environment which the juncture would 

be, if otherwise present and realized as the glottal segment. The winner is the candidate whose 

prefix-final obstruent resists assimilation and syllabifies into the stem. In fact, the difference 

between outputs like ro.[z]anielony (cf. top part of (7.149) earlier) and ro.[s]anielony lies in 

the exchange of positions in the ranking by IDENTLAR and AGREEVOICE. The former 

receives a high position in the hierarchy, whereas the latter shifts to the lowest rank. 
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(7.158) Tableau illustrating the selection of optimal output of Polish rozanielony (‘rapturous’) 

with simultaneous misalignment and lack of voice assimilation resulting from shifting of 
constraints relative to the default hierarchy for Polish, where misalignment entails simultaneous 

voice assimilation
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The constraints regulating alignment remain in the same positions. Among Polish 

tokens with prefix-final /�/, optimal candidates like the one in (7.156) were selected in 17% of 

cases. In the case of prefix-final stop /�/ only one speaker pronounced a single token which 

observed the ranking. The actual output, na.[t]obowi�zkowy, became a sole example of its 

type found in the tested population. Relatively low percentage of cases where prefix-final 

voiceless obstruent resyllabified and attached to the stem-initial vowel segment without 

undergoing assimilation seems to suggest that allomorphs with the final voiceless obstruent 

do not match vowel-initial stems as input forms if the morpheme boundary is absent or not 

phonetically realized as a glottal segment. As for the English tokens with /�/ located at the 

right edge of the prefix, items without assimilation and with no pause were found in  26% of 

cases produced by Polish respondents. The native speaker applied the ranking in 100% of 

tokens with prefix-final /�/. 

In the grammars of the majority of Polish respondents, in prevocalic context at the 

word and stem+stem boundaries, the local conjunction ALIGNLEFT&GLOTTALONSET and 

the identity constraint IDENTLAR tend to occupy high positions in the hierarchy. This applies 

to both Polish native contexts and the performance in the second language. In the case of 

prefix+stem boundary, grammatical preferences of the respondents alter, this time favouring 

the high ranking of the constraints MAXONSET and AGREEVOICE in both Polish and 

English contexts. The default native English hierarchy for prevocalic environment at the 

juncture places MAXONSET alongside IDENTLAR at the top. It was observed that the 

tendency to follow such a ranking by Polish respondents noticeably increased as they 

switched to performance in English. Since the observance of the ranking never exceeded 35% 

the degree of the learnability, manifested especially in the radical promotion of MAXONSET 

might be considered as considerably limited. Most respondents proved unsuccessful learners, 

unable to demote ALIGNLEFT&GLOTTALONSET in word+word phrases and compounds, 

which, in most cases were realized as forms marked by misalignment and glottal onsets.  
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8. Conclusions and final remarks 

The main objective of the present study has been to investigate the extent of the phenomenon 

of Cracow-Poznan Regressive Voicing Assimilation in the native accent of a group of young 

students of English from the south-east of Poland, as well as the degree of presence of the 

process in English as L2. The overall results of both the acoustic and statistical analysis of 

speech samples show that voicing assimilation was attested in half (51%) of all the Polish 

tokens and a significantly lower number of English tokens (31%). Thus, generally the process 

seems to operate to a different extent in the first language (L1) and second language (L2) of 

the investigated group of respondents. As for the individual genders, female and male 

speakers differed significantly in the application of the voicing assimilation process only in 

the first language context. Results for the individual 30 speakers reveal a noticeable degree of 

transfer from L1 to L2, reflected in either moderate or strong correlation between the number 

of tokens with voicing assimilation in Polish and English, although the number of voiced 

items in the latter language (L2) was always smaller. Thus, speakers in whose native accent 

voicing assimilation operates to a larger degree, also tend to produce more assimilated forms 

in English, but the process appears to be noticeably inhibited during the performance in L2. 

The lack of voicing assimilation in between half (Polish) and around 70% of tokens (English) 

seems to indicate evident resistance to the process, and, at the same time, preservation of 

laryngeally mixed obstruent-obstruent or obstruent-sonorant clusters with full articulatory 

transitions. The frequently attested lack of assimilation in English does not seem to follow so 

much from the degree of acquisition of laryngeal behaviour typical for the articulation in 

native speakers of English as from the application of partially non-assimilatory habits present 

to a large extent in the speakers’ native accents, accompanied by preservation of prevoicing in 

syllable initial obstruents. In the case of assimilated voiced tokens, obstruent members of 

cross-boundary clusters were frequently accompanied by epenthetic vocoid following the first 

obstruent and facilitating continuation of voicing throughout the whole cluster. 

As regards individual manners and places of articulation of target obstruents 

considered in the thesis, Polish stops underwent voicing comparatively more radically than 

affricates and fricatives, and the average in the former class (54%) corresponded closely to the 

total average presence of voicing assimilation in Polish. In the English context, fricative 

sounds assimilated less frequently (25%) than the total average score for L2. Similarly, Polish 

fricatives were affected by the process noticeably less frequently (40%) than the other two 

obstruent classes. Among the individual places of articulation, Polish velar stop /"/ 

assimilated to /(/ slightly more often (56%) than the average score for the language indicated 

and more frequently than the remaining stops (/�/ and /�/). In English tokens, /�/ underwent 

voicing slightly more often (40%) than the average for L2. Among Polish affricate and 

fricative obstruent phonemes, the retroflex affricate /TKL/ and  the dental ����were subject to 

voicing assimilation least frequently (34% and 37% respectively) and below the average for 

Polish. In English, the lowest mean occurrence characterised the post alveolar affricate 

��#��and the�alveolar fricative ���. Otherwise, mean frequencies of occurrence of voicing 

assimilation at individual places of assimilation approximated the total values for both 

languages. In between 20-30% of the respondents, the correlation between the presence of 

voicing assimilation in Polish stops and fricatives, and assimilation in analogical contexts in 

the second language was from moderately positive to strongly positive (r>0.6). 

The occurrence of voicing assimilation has been found to depend more radically on 

morphological boundary type than on the place of articulation of the target obstruent. Polish 

obstruents were affected by the process more frequently at prefix-stem and stem-particle 
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boundaries than at the word juncture. A similar tendency was observed in L2, but only at 

prefix-stem boundaries. In all the remaining boundary types, occurrence of voicing 

assimilation was lower than the total average for English (34% for context-oriented sets of 

tokens). The most commonly assimilated context of all were Polish prefixes ending with a 

stop and followed by a stem-initial vowel. The mean frequency of occurrence reached 85% in 

this context, with averages lower than 75% found in only 10% of respondents. Another 

relatively easy target for voicing assimilation was the prefix-final fricative ���, which, on 

average, underwent voicing much more frequently (61%) than at the word juncture in Polish 

and over twice more often (55%) than fricative phonemes assimilated to voicing at both the 

word and stem+stem boundary in English. In both language contexts, mean figures showing 

instances of the voiced ����([�]) were noticeably higher than the total average figures for all 

tokens in each language. In the case of stem final obstruents preceding a suffix (L2 context) or 

a particle (L1 context), voicing assimilation affected a high number of tokens containing the 

English suffix –dom (mean of 85%), where averages below 75% were attested in only 10% of 

the speakers. In Polish, a similarly high incidence was found in tokens containing the particle 

–�e, where means of 100% were shared by three quarters of the respondents. In Polish items 

containing the particle no, the occurrence of voicing assimilation was slightly below the total 

mean for all tokens (<50%). Average occurrences of voiced stem-final obstruents were 

notably low before English suffixes starting with a sonorant segment with means of 10% and 

lower. Before nasal-initial English suffixes, total lack of assimilation was observed in as much 

as 80% of respondents. Evidence from Polish shows that stem-final obstruents are commonly  

affected by voicing assimilation and the particles themselves behave similarly to cohering 

suffixes as reported for German data in Wagner (2002). In L2 context, where assimilation 

normally does not take place before sonorant-initial suffixes, there is no syllabification and 

the suffixes themselves are of non-cohering type, analogically to German (Wagner, ibid). 

Based on the mean occurrences of assimilation in obstruents preceding the 

morphological boundary, combined with other descriptive statistical parameters, OT 

constraints regulating voicing agreement between the adjacent segments have been 

constructed and placed in a hierarchy, initially without reference to the type of the voice 

source on the other side of the boundary. In Polish, based on the present findings, 

morphologically conditioned agreement seems to take precedence at the prefix-stem and the 

stem-particle juncture over the word-word juncture. In learners’ English, where the 

respondents clearly displayed noticeable transfer of voicing rules from L1, AGREE constraints 

tend to dominate identity constraints, and the morphologically conditioned order of 

dominance starts with the prefix-stem boundary, followed by the stem-stem and word-word 

boundary, with the agreement at stem-suffix boundary positioned at the bottom of the 

hierarchy, unlike in the case of Polish stem-particle juncture. Considering individual manners 

and/or places of articulation of the target obstruent alongside with the type of juncture in 

which they occur, a more detailed hierarchy of constraints regulating agreement in voicing 

has been proposed. The top of the hierarchy for Polish is occupied by the constraint forcing 

agreement between the stem and particle –�e and the constraint triggering voicing assimilation 

between the prefix-final stop followed by a vowel in the stem. The subsequent constraints in 

the ranking are those regulating voicing agreement in word-final stops, prefix-final –s, word 

final affricates, fricatives, and, finally, stem-final obstruents preceding the particle no. In 

English, where the total occurrence of assimilation was smaller than in the first language, the 

AGREE constraints were, for many speakers and in relatively frequent cases, demoted below 

IDENTLAR, and easily violated. In this way, L2, in its grammars which disallowed voicing 

assimilation, approximated native English with its non-assimilating grammar. Yet, in 

relatively numerous instances, grammars more characteristic for interlanguage, and thus 

resembling native Polish grammar, seemed to prevail. In such cases, the top ranks in the 
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hierarchy were occupied by constraints forcing agreement in voicing between the stem-final 

obstruent and the stop-initial suffix (-dom), then between the s-final prefix and the stem, 

between prefix-final alveolar stop and the stem, word-final non-velar stop and word-initial 

segment, then with assimilations affecting the word-final fricative, stem-final obstruent before 

another stem-initial segment in compounds,  word-final velar stop, word-and prefix-final 

affricates, and finally, the bottom rank of the hierarchy was occupied by constraints forcing 

agreement between the stem-final obstruent and sonorant segments placed in suffix-initial 

position. The last case, alongside with Polish contexts involving particles attaching to stems, 

might be viewed as examples testifying to the impact of the right hand environment on the 

process of regressive assimilation of voice. 

In fact, the total proportion of tokens with and without voicing assimilation, at least in 

the Polish set, no longer appears so evenly balanced if one considers not only the occurrence 

of voicing in the target environment but also the influence of the voice source located at the 

beginning of the word, stem or suffix/particle. Here, differences between sound classes within 

each language context have been found to be significant, which seems to imply that the 

occurrence of voicing in the segment being the target of assimilation depends, to a 

considerable extent, upon the type of segment constituting the voice source and located to the 

right of the target segment. At the word boundaries, voicing assimilation before voiced 

obstruents occurred three times more often than before sonorants in Polish, whereas in 

English, at the word and stem-stem juncture alike, assimilation before obstruents occurred 5-6 

times more frequently than before sonorants. In both language contexts, voicing assimilation 

before voiced obstruent sources took place around 20% more frequently than the total average 

for all tokens for either language. Differences in the occurrence of assimilation before 

individual places of articulation were significant in both L1 and L2. Most uniformly 

assimilatory context in Polish tokens turned out to be the labiodental fricative ���and the 

dental fricative����, with means of 80% and over 90% respectively. The latter source 

(���)�constituted the most radical context triggering voicing in the preceding obstruents in 

Polish in almost all token without exception. In English, the top activator of voicing 

assimilation was the bilabial stop ���, before which the process affected 70% of obstruents. As 

for sonorants, which in Cracow-Poznan dialect of Polish are reported to trigger assimilation, 

unlike in Warsaw Polish, the most radical activators of the process were the tapped/trilled 

/%~���and the labiodental glide������with relatively low averages ranging between 35-40%. In 

English tokens, voicing assimilation before sonorants occurred rarely in up to 20% of cases. 

This seems to agree with the assumption that, unlike obstruents, sonorants are passively or 

spontaneously voiced (Cyran 2012:179) and with the view (Strycharczuk 2012:176) that pre-

sonorant voicing is likely to be rooted in and motivated by perception. Significant differences 

have been observed in the application of voicing before obstruents between genders. Males 

produced voiced obstruents before word-initial voiced obstruents in 85% of tokens, which 

testifies to a considerably categorical assimilatory behaviour in this context, at least in the 

male part of the population. As for the type of the voice source in affix-stem contexts, in 

Polish, assimilation in obstruents standing before the particle –�e occurred without exception 

in males and in 90% of tokens in females. This makes the dental/retroflex fricative segment 

the strongest voice source in Polish, with instances of unassimilated tokens being rare or 

unattested in the investigated material. It is worth noticing that voicing assimilation occurred 

commonly in this phonetic context regardless of the boundary type. In English, assimilation 

affected obstruents before the English suffix –dom more radically than it did at the word or 

stem-stem juncture before voiced stops or obstruents generally. Before stem- or suffix-initial 

sonorants voicing assimilation affected the right edge of the prefix or the stem at a similarly 

low frequency to the word boundary contexts. The sole exception was voicing in obstruents 
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before the Polish particle no, which approached the level of 50%, approximating the total 

mean for the occurrence of the process in Polish tokens. 

Drawing from the mean and modal occurrences of voicing assimilation before 

individual types of voice source, constraints reflecting the behaviour of the right-hand 

environment and regulating agreement in voicing have been proposed. In Polish, as well as in 

the second language, agreement in voicing before voiced obstruents dominates agreement 

before sonorant segments. In reference to particular classes of obstruents in Polish, the 

constraint regulating agreement before voiced fricatives outranks the constraint 

AGREEVOICE(_##VOICEDSTOP). In English, the constraints forcing agreement in voicing 
before the voiced bilabial segment /b/ and before voiced alveolars, stops and fricatives alike, 
occupy the top of the hierarchy. Taking into consideration both the target and the source of 
voicing assimilation process, combined left-hand and right-hand context-oriented constraints 
of AGREE type have been proposed, specifying in detail which obstruent segments at the 
right edge of the juncture are likely to undergo voicing before particular voiced segment 
types. In Polish, a nearly categorical dominance over IDENTLAR can be attributed to 
AGREEVOICE(STOP##VOICEDFRIC), whose inviolability in the investigated population of 
speakers reached the level of 87%. Other constraints of the type, positioned further in the 
ranking are likely to incur a greater degree of violations and, consequently, be outranked by 
identity constraints. Such combinatorial orderings of constraints evidently reflect the 
existence of variable grammars represented by particular respondents, which, based on their 
more widely and narrowly attested recurrence, might characterize either the whole population 
or its significant portion. The absolute bottom of the hierarchy of constraints forcing 
agreement and specifying the type of voice source is occupied by the constraints including the 
nasal segment, /	/ and a vowel. The latter two are likely to be absolutely dominated by identity 
constraints. Combined with the left-hand environment oriented constraint forcing agreement 
in fricative segments, the two constraints incurred 90 and 100% violations respectively, thus 
constituting the bottom of the hierarchy with very rare or unattested reversed orderings of 
AGREE >> IDLAR type. In the second language, the top of the ranking is represented by the 
combined left-right hand context conditioned AGREEVOICE(/t/##VDBILABIAL), observed 
in 90% of tokens, and thus undergoing violations in one-tenth of cases. In this way, the 
dominance of the constraint over IDLAR seems to mark the phase of interlanguage 
characterizing the examined population. As for constraint regulating voicing agreement before 
sonorant segments in L2, the constraints forcing agreement before the following vowel and 
before /	/ in males, and before /�/ in females, occupy the bottom of the hierarchy and are 
liable to frequent violations. Combined constraints regulating  agreement in the word final 
obstruent followed by a vocalic segment, like AGREEVOICE(/�#/##VOWEL) underwent 
violations in 100% of tokens and, consequently qualified for permanent dominance by 
IDLAR. Evidently, the hierarchical positioning of AGREE in relation to IDLAR, whether in L1 
or the successive stages of interlanguage in individual learners of English is strongly 
conditioned by the type and place of articulation of both the target obstruent and the voice 
source. Based on the frequency of occurrence of attested output forms, systematic 
generalizations are possible, giving rise to more permanently fixed orderings of constraints. 

The study has also led to a number of conclusions regarding the length of closure in 
segments that resisted voicing assimilation and those that became subject to it. Maintenance 
of voicing depends on the size of the vocal tract influencing the dynamics of changes in the 
intraoral pressure, which is crucial for either the initiation, prolonging or cessation of the 
vibration of the vocal folds (Koenig and Lucero 2008). In agreement with various findings 
testifying to the difficulty of maintaining voicing during the production of fricatives compared 
to the articulation of voiced stops (Ruhlen 1987; Fuchs et al. 2007; Hutters 1984; Löfqvist and 
McGarr 1987; Van Bree 2003), significant differences in closure duration have been found 
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between stops and fricatives, and fricatives and affricate segments in both Polish and English 
tokens. Differences between stops and affricates proved either insignificant (Polish) of or 
smaller significance (English). Differences in duration between voiceless and voiced 
segments, often constituting the chief basis of contrast (cf. Slis and van Heugten, 1989), are 
reflected in the moderately negative mean correlation coefficient (r) describing the relation 
between segment length and presence of voicing, which was lower than -0.4 in the whole 
population for both languages. Average durations of Polish and English voiced assimilated 
sibilant segments ([�], [�], [�]) in the investigated tokens ranged between 60-70ms. 
Unassimilated voiceless/fortis sibilants were on average 30ms longer in Polish and 20-30ms 
longer in English, with means never exceeding 100ms. The mean figures obtained in the study 
were noticeably lower than those obtained in cross-linguistic studies of fricative phonemes 
(Barthmeier & Sands 2002; Al-Khairy 2005). Additionally, the study has investigated the 
correlation between mean articulatory speed and the relative length of voiced sibilant 
segments produced as a result of voicing assimilation. The highest moderately positive 
correlation (r=0.65) was attested in male respondents in native Polish retroflex voiced 

allophone of /�/ ([�]). Weakly moderate positive correlation at around 0.4 characterized 
voiced sibilant variants produced by female speakers in Polish, and the English voiced 
allophone of /#/([�]) articulated by the same group. Thus, it may be concluded that, in most 
tokens, more quickly pronounced voiced sibilants were also likely to have longer durations in 
a considerable number of the speakers. 

Another vital factor considered in the thesis was the presence of articulatory pause 
between domain-final obstruents and the following, domain-initial vowel segments. In such 
contexts, assimilation did not take place in at least 90% of tokens, although voicing 
assimilation was also supposed to affect obstruents before the following vowels, a feature 
distinguishing the Cracow dialect of Polish. Instead, only around one-tenth of tokens showed 
the process being in actual operation in the tested group of speakers of the dialect. In the 
remaining tokens, lack of assimilation was attested alongside with prevocalic pausing, which 
acted as a morpheme boundary marker. The pause occurred at word boundaries in 80-95% of 
tokens in Polish, after both single obstruents and obstruent clusters, and in around 70% of 
tokens in L2 at word and stem-stem boundaries alike. After prefixes, pauses were attested 
rarely, in around one-fifth of tokens in both languages. Differences between L1 and L2 were 
significant only in word juncture context. There was also significant inter-speaker variation in 
the word-word context, with the sole exception of female speakers performing in English and 
producing pauses after a single obstruent. At prefix-stem boundaries, in both language 
settings, the speakers behaved more uniformly by abandoning pauses. Differences in the 
application of pausing depending on the preceding articulation type have also been noticed. 
Pausing was applied more radically after fricative segments in Polish than in the second 
language, with the difference of 25% of tokens. In Polish, the occurrence of pausing after 
stops, fricatives and affricates was not uniform, showing significant variation. Among the 
individual places of articulation, relatively low instances of pausing were observed after the 
Polish bilabial stop D /�/ (60%) and after the English alveolar stop /�/ (30%). Large differences 
were noticed between the occurrence of pauses after the English post-alveolar and Polish 
retroflex fricatives, the means for which differed by as much as 45%. The highest incidence of 
pausing was found for Polish obstruent clusters (mean of 95%). For comparison, in analogical 
contexts in English, the average incidence of pausing was 25% lower. The generally lower 
occurrence of pausing in English tokens appears to be the proof of the degree to which the 
examined population has acquired the habits typical for L2, in their currently employed phase 
of interlanguage. The generally attested small frequency of pauses after prefixes and before 
the vocalic onset of the stem (mean of 20%) appeared to be largely dependent upon the type 
of prefix. Differences between means of occurrence of voicing assimilation after individual 
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prefixes were significant in Polish as well as English. Prosodic boundary marking was 
implemented via pause insertion in merely 5% of tokens with the prefixes ob-, pod- and trans- 
in Polish, and after dis- in English. Since no interruption in the acoustic signal was detected 
and since, aurally, at the replay, the prefix-final stop formed a uniform sequence of CV-type it 
became strongly evident that resyllabification in those contexts actually takes place. The 
speakers shifted the domain-final obstruent, thus providing an onset for the following, 
otherwise onsetless, vowel-initial syllable. After the remaining prefixes pausing occurred 
more frequently, with the maximum average of 45% recorded for the Polish prefix nad-. 
Those findings seem to offer contrary evidence to claims by other authors (Rubach 1984; 
Cetnarowska and �ygis 2004) that resyllabification across the prefix boundary does not take 
place in Polish. Majority of the data examined in the present thesis does not show evidence 
for preservation of the morphological juncture in such contexts. Yet, the whole experiment 
being an oral task, violation of prefix-stem junctures may be brought about by articulatory 
spontaneity, since not all speakers need to recognize the components of prefixed words as 
possessing the status of independent phonological words with inviolable boundaries (cf. 
further in Cetnarowska and �ygis ibid.). 

As regards the types of segments produced and functioning as the prevocalic pause at 
the juncture, three major types have been identified. These were; the glottal stop [!], the initial 
portion of the domain-initial vowel realized with creaky voice phonation followed by modal 

phonation characterizing the vowel segment itself (e.g.[��$ ,� ���!� etc.), and, lastly, the 

combination of both types (e.g.[!��$ ,� !���!�etc.). The occurrence of the individual variants of 
pauses seemed both context and speaker dependent but indicating the possibility of certain 
generalizations.  

The glottal stop, whose articulation results from an intense muscular activity of both 
the lateral and posterior cricoarytenoid muscles, together with the vocalis muscle during 
prephonatory period (Flege 1982; Hirose and Gay 1973), constituted almost half of all the 
pauses identified at the word boundary in both languages in tokens where a consonantal onset 
was missing in the post boundary context. At the prefix-stem juncture in Polish tokens, the 
glottal stop was a minority type, whereas in English three-quarters of pauses in this context 
were produced using this variant. Differences in the occurrence of the glottal stop between the 
two languages in either boundary type proved significant. If it could be assumed that the 
glottal stop, constituting a visible breach in the acoustic signal, forms a less spontaneous but a 
more controlled articulatory behaviour than creaky phonation at the beginning of vocalic 
segments, glottal pauses could be attributed to either non-native contexts (interlanguage phase 
of L2) or female speakers, considered as careful and conservative speakers. This can, indeed, 
be supported by the findings of the present thesis, where large incidence of the glottal stop 
characterized prefix-stem boundaries in L2, and was the feature of female respondents who 
produced the largest percentage of glottal stops at the word juncture after an obstruent cluster 
in L1 and significantly more glottal stops at stem-stem juncture than males in L2. In Polish, 
significant differences were observed in the occurrence of the glottal pause after plosive, 
fricative and affricate segments, with the last class constituting the context for the rarest 
incidence of this type of pause marking. Also, the occurrence of the glottal stop after 
individual obstruent places of articulation differed significantly in both languages with 
average occurrences ranging from 15% after the  English alveolar stop /�/ to 75% after the  
Polish velar stop /"/, reflecting highly irregular and arbitrary pause marking habits in the 
respondents. Likewise, significant variation was discovered in the application of the glottal 
stop after individual prefix types in both language contexts, but here the general means of 
occurrence were lower and did not exceed 15% in Polish prefixes and 35% after the English 
prefix arch-. Here, a degree of hesitation was observed in a substantial number of speakers 
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combined with an effort in classifying the lexical status of the morpheme, as well as the 
phonetic interpretation of the ch spelling, which may have played a role in more strongly 
separating the prefix arch- from the following stem. Mean durations of the glottal segment 
were around 50ms, with higher values obtained in the case of stem-stem juncture in English 
(up to 70ms) and lower values appearing for the prefix-stem context in Polish (down to 
40ms). Differences in the use of the glottal stop depending on the boundary type were 
significant. Both language categories also varied significantly within the word and prefix-
stem juncture. Within the word juncture category, after a single obstruent segment, both 
languages displayed distributional variation in length marked by kurtosis values from 2.0-3.5 
indicating the occurrence of extreme durations of the glottal segments in individual tokens. 
High extremes in individual cases exceeded 90ms. Discrepancies between durational 
tendencies in the glottal segment also marked the sound class context after which the type of 
pause marker was found. There was a regular tendency for the glottal pause to be longer in L2 
context, including all places of articulation and obstruent types in general. Exceptional data 
were identified in the word juncture context after obstruent clusters, where glottal pauses were 
longer in majority of cases marking a tendency in Polish to strongly separate domain-final 
obstruent clusters from domain-initial vocalic onset segments. A comparison of average 
lengths of the glottal segment after obstruents at the word and the stem-stem boundary in 
English tokens showed a regular pattern, in which pauses were longer in the latter context for 
nearly all obstruents. The greatest difference was noted after the affricate /�#/.  

Another type of boundary marker, namely a period of creaky phonation found in the 
initial portion of vocalic segment at the beginning of words and stems, has been identified less 
frequently than the glottal stop. Creaky phonation also seems to appear less regularly and it 
might be assumed that its articulation follows from more spontaneous articulatory gestures 
aimed at delineating the boundary between morphemes, characterizing more casual 
pronunciation both in L1 and the interlanguage phases of L2. Creaky phonation was found in 
up to 40% of tokens in Polish and maximally  25% of tokens in English, at both word and 
stem-stem junctures. After prefixes, as noted before in the general discussion of the 
occurrence of the pause and the glottal segment, mean frequencies were much smaller, at 15% 
in Polish, and a very low figure of 2% after English prefixes. This discrepancy in language 
context is reflected in statistically significant results for differences between individual tokens 
for each language. Significant differences were also found to mark the use of creaky 
phonation within the gender category. Male respondents tended to apply this type of pause at 
the stem/word-initial vowel more often than female speakers. Variation in the application of 
creaky phonation also turned out to be speaker-dependent within each gender group and 
language context. 

As for the influence of the preceding obstruent class on the choice of the pause 
marker, quite unlike in the case of the glottal stop, creaky phonation tended to follow most 
frequently affricate clusters in both language contexts. This might further imply that a clearly 
marked boundary, achieved through the insertion of the glottal segment, tended to 
characterize non-affricate obstruent articulations, if one considers the total number of pauses 
produced at the boundaries by the examined population. Differences between language 
categories were smaller than in the case of the occurrence of the glottal pause. The only class 
after which creaky phonation tended to be found noticeably more frequently in one language 
context were the fricative segments, specifically the post-alveolar vs. retroflex place, where 

the period of creaky phonation tended to follow the Polish retroflex /��, on average, 25% more 

frequently than the English/#/. Creaky phonation was also applied as a pause marker more 
commonly in Polish after clusters of obstruents at the word-word juncture. There were notable 
differences between gender groups found within post-cluster context in Polish, with 
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considerably high frequencies detected among male respondents, who chose to articulate 
creaky phonation after the labial stop/fricative+/�/ clusters in 60% of tokens. Females, on the 
other hand, very rarely (5% of cases) articulated creaky portions of vowel segments following 
the sequence /k�/. The durational trends in the production of creaky phonation have been 
found to approach those for the glottal stop. However, the top range of mean lengths of creaky 
phases of vocalic segments never exceeded 60ms, and the maxima reached up to 110ms. The 
influence of the preceding obstruent class categories upon the choice of creaky phonation was 
insignificant. There were isolated divergences from the mean, visible in the relatively high 
mean durations after English non-bilabial stop segments and after the Polish velar stop. 
Significant disproportions (50ms difference between mean values) were detected within the 
male group between the lengths of creaky phonation after non-velar plosives in English. After 
obstruent clusters at the word-word boundary in either language, as well as at the stem-stem 
boundary in English compounds, no significant variation in the length of the creaky phonation 
was found in any of the tested categories.  

The last type of pause marker, namely the sequence of the glottal segment and creaky 
phonation, has been observed to typify the pronunciation of individual respondents, rather 
than the whole of the examined population. In either language context, the sequence was 
found in 20-30% of male speakers. Female speakers displayed such articulatory behaviour 
more radically than men, especially in the first language context, where the pronunciation was 
observed in 70% of females. Considering the mean frequency of occurrence, production of the 
glottal stop+creaky phonation sequence at the juncture where final obstruents were followed 
by domain-initial vocalic segment was sporadic, reaching the maximum level of 7.5% at the 
word boundary context in the female group. In males, the average figure was much lower, at 
not more than 1% in individual morpheme boundary categories in either language context. 
Total incidence of the sequence reached less than 15% in females and less than 3% in males 
in all items with a prevocalic morpheme boundary. Considering the length of the individual 
components of the sequence ‘glottal stop+creaky voice’ and their mutual durational 
proportions, in male speakers the segments were of noticeably similar durations, and lengths 
of each phase usually fell between 30-55ms. In female speakers, durations of the first phase 
exceeding 55ms marked nearly half of the tokens, with the glottal stop portions of 90ms and 
more  found in over 15% of tokens. With lengths of the first part of the sequence up to 55ms, 
the durational correlation between both parts of the sequence in females was strongly positive 
(r>0.9). With longer durations of the first phase, the length of the second phase decreased and 
the correlation in these was weakly negative (r<-0.5). In all the examined tokens where the 
sequence ‘glottal stop+creaky voice’ was identified, the most frequently repeated durational 
ratio of the two phases was 1:1. The average ratio obtained for all tokens was 3:2, and this 
appeared to be more likely characteristic of female respondents.  

The apparent lack of regressive voicing assimilation in prevocalic contexts at the 
word/stem juncture in most tokens (60-90% of items depending on context and gender), 
alongside with common occurrence of assimilation at prefix-stem juncture in analogical 
contexts, combined with the various phonetic variants of pause markers, make the morpheme 
boundary before a vowel a specially interesting issue, due to the often conflicting morpheme-
dependent articulatory tendencies observed in the examined population. The most commonly 
attested behaviour at the prefix-stem boundary was the lack of articulatory pause in the 
examined spectra combined with voicing present in the prefix-final obstruent, and it marked 
between 55% of tokens in the English set and up to nearly 90% of tokens in the first language.  
Another type of pronunciation found in prevocalic contexts at the juncture was the lack of 
voicing assimilation in the domain-final obstruent and the lack of the pause at the juncture. 
This articulatory behaviour characterized between one-tenth of Polish and one-fifth of English 
tokens, including the word juncture. Word boundary seemed to prevent voicing assimilation 
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most radically if the domain-initial segment was a vowel, and pauses were most likely to be 
phonetically realized. Lack of assimilation and lack of pause marked the articulations of up to 
one-third of tokens with the stem-stem and prefix-stem juncture in English, signifying a 
greater possibility of abandoning the pause but still being resistant to voicing assimilation in 
L2. In the first language, such pronunciation at the prefix-stem boundary was attested slightly 
less frequently, in up to one-fifth of tokens. The least commonly observed articulatory mode: 
presence of voicing assimilation combined with presence of phonetic pause was discovered in 
maximally 6.5% of tokens in Polish, at the prefix-stem juncture after plosive segments. 

As the process of regressive voicing assimilation within the context of a domain-initial 
vowel seems to markedly affect obstruents at the prefix-stem juncture, the proposed 
hierarchical ordering of constraints conducive to the surfacing of such output forms seems to 
be of prior importance in this particular context. Onset maximization alongside with 
agreement in voicing are secured by the top ranking of respective constraints. Consequently, 
stem-initial onsetless syllable receive phonetic onset through resyllabification, which affected 
the majority of the tokens examined. Simultaneously, the resyllabified obstruent undergoes 
voicing in agreement with the voice specification of the following vowel forming the nucleus 
of the newly formed syllable. Such voiced obstruent+vowel (CV) segments possessed all the 
required timing characteristics of uniform syllables, while examined aurally at the playback of 
the acoustic material. The resulting misalignment of the left edge of the stem forming the 
Prosodic Word follows from the demotion of the relative constraint in the hierarchy. The 
viability of such a ranking was proved by the average occurrence of outputs observing the 
hierarchy: in Polish in up to 80% of cases involving the sequence of stop-final prefix+stem 
and after the prefix trans-, and slightly over 50% of tokens with the prefix roz-. The 
differences in percentages reflect the influence of obstruent type as well as the treatment of 
individual prefixes, and possibly their recognition and interpretation as independent prosodic 
elements by individual respondents. Such an ability to recognize, classify and, ultimately, 
separate through phonetically realized pauses was proved by very common violations (>90% 
of items) of the same ranking by outputs representing word-word boundary, where the lexical 
identity of the components is much more obvious. In the second language, analogical 
violations occurred in non-prefix-stem settings at a similar frequency rate. After English 
prefixes, represented only by s-final items, the mean number of violations resembled the case 
of the Polish prefix roz-, so a certain amount of phonetically conditioned analogy may be 
assumed to take place, with the interlanguage phase of L2 implementing grammars typical for 
L1, rather than L2. 

Generally, in the case of complex domain-final elements represented by obstruent 
clusters, Polish learners of English have been observed to adopt a two-way behaviour: either 
producing surface forms faithful to the inputs followed by phonetically realized morpheme 
boundaries, or simplifying the make-up of the domain-final element through the deletion of 
the final obstruent followed by voicing of the remaining obtruent segment and its 
resyllabification into the following, domain initial syllable. The former type of pronunciation, 
typical of certain careful styles of Polish seemed to dominate in the articulation of Polish 
tokens with word boundaries, as well as English tokens with word/stem junctures. The 
hierarchy leading to the selection of such outputs had at its top position the constraint forcing 
the retention of the underlying alignment of the left edges of the Prosodic Word conjoined 
with the constraint securing the insertion of the glottal onset. Insertion of the glottal segment, 
realized phonetically in three major ways as presented earlier, results in a greater articulatory 
distinction of the word/stem without disrupting its underlying content. The resulting sequence 
of segments, namely the glottal stop and the vowel do not seem to be of a conflicting nature 
from the articulatory perspective, since neither of them involves any distinctive configurations 
in the regions above the glottis (�ygis 2010). Additionally, the glottal stop together with other 
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pharyngeals are tolerated most as candidates for epenthesis (Lombardi 2002) triggered by the 
demand to satisfy the universal constraint requiring the presence of the onset in syllables in 
the output (Prince and Smolensky 1993). Most of the examined speakers, in accordance with 
the principles set by the prescriptively favoured styles of Polish pronunciation, chose not to 
use the domain-final obstruent as an epenthetic element at the cost of the syllabic composition 
of the adjacent morphemes. In the prefix-stem context, however, the preferred candidate for 
the onset tended to be the prefix-final obstruent. 

Prevocalic pause marking at the morpheme boundary and resistance to voicing 
assimilation in the obstruent preceding the boundary was also attested in a number of Polish 
tokens with prefixes. The frequency of occurrence seemed to depend on the type of prefix and 
reached 30% in the case of roz- and below 20% in the prefix od-. There were also isolated 
output forms containing the prefix od- (5% of items) which obeyed a ranking with the 
dominant position of the constraint regulating agreement in voicing alongside with the 
conjoined constraint ensuring alignment of the left edges of the stem and simultaneous 
insertion of the glottal onset. In other words, some speakers chose to produce surface forms 
with assimilation and a pause at the juncture. In such forms, the pause did not seem to act as a 
devoicing environment for the preceding prefix-final stop, or the agreement in voicing 
between the stop and the following vowel proceeded despite the insertion of the glottal 
segment. In fact, three times more tokens attested in the examined material (16% of the whole 
set) represented a grammar where the existence of a glottal pause after the prefix od- 
automatically entailed voicelessness of the stop itself, according to the principle that ‘in 
Polish pauses function as voiceless obstruents’ (Rubach 1974) and clusters of 
obstruent+glottal stop agree in voicelessness. The relatively small number of tokens where the 
pause occurred at the morpheme boundary after prefixes might imply that the speakers 
producing such output forms displayed a somewhat untypical behaviour by indicating  the 
morphological structure of the items they pronounced breaking them up into component 
morphemes.  Alternatively, those speakers may have misinterpreted words made up of prefix-
stem as stem-stem sequences, and applied final devoicing at what they perceived was a word 
boundary. Their articulation may have been marked by hypercorrectness following the rules 
of standard, Warsaw Polish rather than Cracow Polish pronunciation. The apparently 
considerable degree of interspeaker variation is reflected in the lack of uniformity in the 
application of pausing at the prefix-stem boundary and the choice of different input forms of 
prefixes (containing undelyingly voiceless or voiced obstruents) conditioned by the presence 
or absence of the devoicing context. For a substantial number of informants, the pause seems 
to exist in their lexical representations of the words they articulate. On the surface, the pause 
does not seem to manifest itself in the forms produced by those speakers, although it is 
potentially possible to articulate and it definitely exists in the structure of the input. 
Otherwise, assimilation would not take place, as the condition for voicing assimilation in 
Cracow Polish is the existence of the word boundary (Rubach 1997), and the process never 
applies within a morpheme. Structurally, as suggested by Schwartz (2012), word/stem-initial 
vowel segments in Polish seem more complex than those in English as they behave as if 
containing a ‘built-in’ glottal stop, which serves as a blocker of resyllabification across the 
boundary and which creates an effective environment for the application of final devoicing in 
the domain final obstruents. However, as the data obtained in the present study appear to 
suggest, a significant number of speakers simplify the structure of the initial vowel by 
removing the glottal onset and employing liaison, which results in resyllabification concurrent 
with voicing assimilation, especially in prefix-stem environment. 

Another type of behaviour at the boundary before the following vowel has also been 
observed in the examined material, and this manner of articulation appears to be congruous 
with liaison phenomena attested in sandhi contexts in languages like English. Tokens 
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characterized by this type of pronunciation lacked prevocalic pause but contained 
unassimilated domain-final pre-pausal obstruents. The hierarchy responsible for the choice of 
optimal outputs satisfying such articulatory configurations is evidently dominated by 
constraints requiring both onset maximization, which leads to resyllabification, and 
preservation of identity in the affected obstruents, which results in effective resistance to 
voicing assimilation. Such a ranking was observed in all English compound items 
representing stem-stem boundary and produced by a native English respondent acting as a 
model. In analogical contexts, Polish respondents applied the ranking in around one-third of 
tokens, and chose to pronounce outputs resulting from rankings typical for L1. At the word 
boundary in English tokens, respondents applied the ranking typical for L2 in around 15% of 
cases, which might imply that liaison phenomena are even harder to implement at a higher 
boundary level. At the prefix-stem juncture in English words, respondents applied the ranking 
typical of English in one-fourth of tokens, whereas the model native speaker observed it in all 
items he pronounced. In the native Polish context, the lack of voicing assimilation coupled 
with the lack of the glottal pause was attested much more rarely, in over 15% of items with 
prefix-final /s/ and only one token with the prefix-final stop. Generally, judging from the 
average occurrence of forms that were in agreement with the ranking characteristic of native 
English grammars displaying liaison phenomena and lack voicing assimilation, the level of 
learnability of liaison processes and avoidance of voicing assimilation never exceeded 35% in 
the state of interlanguage represented by the respondent population used in the experiment. A 
similar frequency at which Polish users of English implemented liaison processes (around 
30% of cases) characterizes the findings of the study by Schwartz et al. (2014:645). The 
system of Polish (L1 of the respondents) seems to effectively block sandhi phenomena that 
lead to reorganization of prosodic constituents in languages like English (Schwartz et al. 
2014:638). Within the Onset Prominence framework (OP) developed by Schwartz (2013), the 
traditional ONSET constraint satisfying well-formedness requirements regulating the structure 
of prosodic constituents introduces a Vowel Onset (VO) node, which acts like an ‘empty 
consonant’, but may be reinforced by means of gliding, consonantal epenthesis or 
glottalisation. This node seems to be built-in into the structure of Polish vowels, which 
normally start with the glottal element. At the same time, the existence of a glottal onset 
contributes to the construction of a boundary, which blocks sandhi phenomena like 
resyllabification in English. In this language, the process of absorption of the lower-level 
vowel structures into the higher-level obstruents establishes a CV sequence across 
orthographic boundaries.  

Glottalisation of vowel initial syllables, including those located at word- and stem-
initial  position, appears to effectively prevent syllabification across word and prefix-stem 
boundaries, which Polish has been reported not to tolerate (Rubach and Booij 1998). Yet, as 
the data from the present thesis seem to strongly suggest, in a majority of prefix-stem tokens, 
the need to provide a preferably non-glottal onset in the stem-initial vowel tends to trigger 
liaison processes, which cause misalignment of the right edge of the prefix, contrary to the 
predictions of the theory of Generalized Alignment  (McCarthy and Prince 1993b; Prince and 
Smolensky 1993a). Such a behaviour of Polish respondents may be caused by the lack of 
semantical or morphological transparency of the  vocabulary items, resulting in misalignment 
and transjunctural syllabification. This transparency, as postulated by Cetnarowska and �ygis  
(2004) may be the sole condition for the dominance of ALIGNPWD over ONSET constraints. 
Speakers’ ability to recognize the correspondence between meaning and form of 
morphological constituents may depend on the frequency of occurrence of a given form as 
well as on the recognizability of certain prefixes as such. If the latter is fulfilled the speakers 
reproduce morphological structures in a visible way with clearly marked boundaries and 
unaffected by liaison (Rubach and Booij 1990).  
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From L2 learning perspective, liaison in prevocalic contexts appears to be the 
preferred option, reflecting common articulatory behavior of native speakers. This includes 
forms produced by the model used in the present experiment as well as imitation models 
employed in the study of Schwartz et al. (2014). A noticeable degree of liaison observed in 
tokens produced by the respondents seems to be characteristic of the interlanguage phase they 
represent. Considering the results of imitation in Schwartz et al. (ibid.), it might be concluded 
that the acquisition of liaison together with the development of greater resistance to voicing 
assimilation in the liaised obstruent remain within considerable reach of Polish learners of 
English.  

The findings of the present study have also led to certain conclusions that seem to 
have implications for the L2 learning process. The lack of regressive assimilation in English 
as well as the presence of liaison process in cross-boundary prevocalic contexts, also at the 
stem-stem and word juncture, call for special emphasis on developing consciousness of such 
phenomena in learners. Through frequent practice and imitation of model speakers, 
eradication of such L1-specific articulation habits during the performance in L2 should 
become a feasible objective in EFL learning. On the grammatical level, output forms that are 
illicit in L2 but still well-formed according to the rankings characteristic of the native 
language should lose their optimal status as a result of the reranking of proper constraints in 
the hierarchy. The most crucial constraints, namely AGREEVOICE and 
ALIGNLEFT&GLOTTALONSET should be demoted to allow for their easy violation by 
outputs ill-formed in the context of L2. On the other hand, IDENTLAR and MAXONSET 
should be promoted to occupy top position in the ranking. Of course, successive stages of 
interlanguage will be marked by hierarchies where the two pairs of constraints will move up 
progressively through the intermediate ranks. If the distance between the neighbouring 
constraints is relatively small their position in the ranking may alternately be higher for either 
of them, resulting in variable selection of optimal outputs (Boersma and Levelt 2000). The 
percentage of errors, or outputs that are not compatible with the target L2 ranking,  will 
represent the state of grammars of individual speakers as well as grammars characterizing 
more homogeneous groups of learners. Those grammars will include particular constraints in 
dominant relation to one another with their progressive reordering until a final stable state 
resembling L2 grammar is achieved. A lot seems to depend on the Polish grammar in relation 
to voicing assimilation, both in the context of main dialect, local accent and individual style of 
speakers. Thus, as it transpires from the findings of the present study, a notably greater 
occurrence of voicing before voiced obstruents rather than sonorants, alongside with 
considerable interspeaker variation in the case of the latter (cf. Strycharczuk 2012:101), is 
likely to be reflected in the presence or absence of analogical processes in forms of 
interlanguage used by particular speakers, depending on the degree of acquisition of the 
grammar characterizing English used by native speakers. Variation between speakers in the 
application of voicing assimilation appears to agree with the assumption by Cyran (2012:178) 
that the process in Polish is of phonetic rather than phonological nature (cf. Strycharczuk 
2012:105). As for stylistic variation, certain phenomena typical of either emphatic or casual 
pronunciation of Polish will either facilitate or impede the implementation of L2-specific 
modes of articulation. Thus, in more emphatic pronunciation of Polish, boundaries between 
words and morphemes may become more distinct and the frequency of voicing assimilation 
may markedly decrease because of attention paid to the orthographic form. Therefore, with 
speakers who tend to use such a style in their native language, avoidance of assimilation in L2 
is likely to be more successful. However, in the same type of speakers, prevocalic 
transjunctural resyllabification, potentially facilitating the use of liaison in L2, is less likely to 
occur and, consequently, glottalized vowel onsets become dominant in both L1 and second 
language context. In speakers employing more casual style of Polish, liaison processes may 
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occur to a larger extent but with more radical voicing assimilations in obstruent-obstruent and 
obstruent-vowel sequences, also including a greater degree of assimilations before other 
sonorants. The latter phenomena were not attested to a considerable extent in the examined 
population, as the style of the majority of respondents did not seem casual enough, based on 
written form, with tokens placed in reduced context, and carried out in a controlled 
environment. Unwelcome attention to speech form seemed to limit full operation of 
phonological processes, which normally takes place in casual everyday settings (cf. 
Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2002b).  

In EFL classroom instruction and training, the emphasis is usually put on the aspirated 
character of English fortis plosives and on the lack of final devoicing in the cases of lenis 
obstruents. Language transfer from Polish as the first language normally consists in using 
unaspirated voiceless stops and often in applying final devoicing to obstruents. Little attention 
appears to be paid to the abandonment of prevoicing in lenis obstruents and the development 
of short lag positive VOT in initial lenis stops. As to the sandhi phenomena, instruction in the 
use of liaison in prevocalic contexts and avoidance of the transfer of glottal insertion 
evidently receives limited attention. The need not to employ regressive voicing assimilation in 
English as L2 seems not to be considered in teaching pronunciation. In this case, the presence 
of voicing assimilation in Polish-accented English of learners and also of English teachers of 
Polish origin depends on the extent to which the process operates in their own native accent, 
and seems altogether hard to control, also for reasons grounded in perception. Perceptual 
categorization follows from the ability of the listener to convert perceptual input into an 
underlying form during an ‘identification task’ based on raw auditory form, and the 
classification of two auditory tokens as distinct is based on their phonemic language-specific 
status (Boersma 2009). Learner’s perception in the initial as well as further phases of 
interlanguage continues to rely on the use of the native perception system as a model 
(Escudero and Boersma 2002). Therefore, it turns out to be difficult to identify perceptual 
input in the way native speakers do. Target language-specific processes of perception: 
mapping of phonetic form into surface form, and processes of recognition, or mapping of 
surface form into underlying form (Boersma and Hamann 2009) are regulated by cue 
constraints in the former types of processes and by sensorimotor constraints (Boersma ibid.) 
in the latter. Both types of constraints receive language-specific ranking, which gradually 
develops in the learner’s grammar through instruction, appropriate amount of training, 
exposure to native imitation models and reduction in the selection of optimal outputs 
erroneous from the perspective of L2. The learner must acquire knowledge of both the surface 
and underlying form, and of how phonetic detail relates to individual phonemes (Boersma 
2011). Appropriate instruction by the EFL teacher and related controlled imitation tasks of 
repetitive nature employing casual speaking style should serve the purpose of developing such 
knowledge, especially in the context of connected speech processes like liaison and voicing 
assimilation. 

Although assimilatory processes are perceived as initiated at the phonological surface 
level, they are further maintained and strengthened at the phonetic level comprising auditory 
as well as articulatory sublevels (Boersma 2011). If sandhi phenomena alongside with 
assimilatory tendencies follow from articulatory ease manifested to a varying degree by 
individual speakers, or in a particular accent or dialect, then articulatory constraints appear to 
be determinant in shaping language/dialect-specific grammars. In the case of regressive 
voicing assimilation articulatory ease should disprefer the maintenance of mixed states of the 
glottis during the production of transjunctural clusters made up of underlyingly voiceless 
obstruent-voiced obstruent/sonorant. The relative articulatory markedness constraint battling 
against the sequence of glottal abduction immediately followed by glottal adduction should 
assume top ranking, and, consequently lead to the selection of outputs containing uniformly 
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voiced sequences of obstruents and obstruent+sonorant across the word/morpheme boundary. 
In the context of English as L2, articulatory ease of this type does not seem typical and the 
relative constraint should be demoted in the hierarchy. On the other hand, English liaison 
processes, which include resyllabification, reflect articulatory ease, which is less commonly 
attested in Polish, especially at the word juncture, as proved by the present thesis. 
Transjunctural resylabification seems to be determined by a highly ranked articulatory 
markedness constraint which eliminates preglottalised vowels as consisting of mixed or 
variable states of the glottis responsible for sequences of the glottal stop or creaky phonation 
period and modal phonation. The perspective of articulatory ease, often of 
language/dialect/accent-specific nature, may appear problematic as its incorporation as a 
dimension into the process of foreign language instruction should involve a high degree of 
casual style in practiced language forms. This should as well involve the language intructor’s 
insistence on the fact that what does not constitute articulatory ease in L1 facilitates fluent 
casual style in L2.  

The results of the study raise certain questions that call for future investigation. 
Among these are the low occurrence of voicing assimilation before sonorants, which seems to 
be in disagreement with the expected degree to which the process is supposed to operate in 
Cracow Polish pronunciation and then be reflected in EFL learning. The solution might be to 
investigate more spontaneous spoken forms produced by speakers of younger age, including 
children, drawn from smaller towns and villages influenced by local accents. Another aspect, 
referring to the Polish context only, would be a closer investigation of prevocalic cross 
boundary contexts, based on a broader set of tokens, including a wider range of prefixes as 
well as suffixes not considered in the present study. In a more distant perspective, the degree 
of language transfer involving regressive assimilation and vowel glottalisation from Polish to 
other languages should be examined. This would concern Polish users of more popularly 
learned languages whose connected speech phenomena, especially liaison and lack of 
assimilation or its different types differ from those implemented in casual styles of Polish.  
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(A.16) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in /p/ at word 

boundaries  between Polish and English in male respondents
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(A.19) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in /t/ at word 

boundaries  between Polish and English in female respondents
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(A.22) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in /t/ at word 
boundaries  between Polish and English in male respondents
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(A.25) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in /k/ at word 
boundaries  between Polish and English in female respondents
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(A.28) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in /k/ at word 
boundaries  between Polish and English in male respondents
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(A.31) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in English 
between stops at word and stem+stem boundaries in female respondents
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(A.34) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in English 
between stops at word and stem+stem boundaries in male respondents
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stem+stem boundaries  in male respondents 
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(A.37) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations between all 

examined affricates and between Polish /TK��and English /�#�/ at word boundaries in female 

respondents 
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(A.38) Correlation between the presence of voicing assimilation in pairs of Polish and English 

affricates in female respondents
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(A.40) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations between all 

examined affricates and between Polish /TK��and English /�#�/ at word boundaries in male respondents 
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(A.42) Percentages of occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish and English /s/ at word boundaries 
in individual female respondents 
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(A.43) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in /s/ at word 
boundaries  between Polish and English in female respondents 
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(A.46) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in /s/ at word 
boundaries  between Polish and English in male respondents 
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(A.47) Correlation between the presence of voicing assimilation in Polish and English /s/ in male 
respondents
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boundaries in individual female respondents 
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(A.49) Statistical significance of the differences between Polish /K/ and English /#/  in the presence of 

voicing assimilations in female respondents 
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(A.50) Correlation between the presence of voicing assimilation in Polish /K/ and English /#/ in female 

respondents 
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(A.52) Statistical significance of the differences between Polish /K/ and English /#/  in the presence of 

voicing assimilations in male respondents 
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(A.53) Correlation between the presence of voicing assimilation in Polish /K/ and English /#/ in male 

respondents
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(A.55) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in English 
between fricatives at word and stem+stem boundaries in female respondents
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(A.56) Correlation between the presence of voicing assimilation in English fricatives at word and 

stem+stem boundaries  in female respondents 
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(A.58) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in English 
between fricatives at word and stem+stem boundaries in male respondents
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(A.59) Correlation between the presence of voicing assimilation in English fricatives at word and 
stem+stem boundaries  in male respondents 
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(A.61) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in prefix-final 

/��/ [/��/] between Polish and English in female respondents
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(A.63) Statistical significance of the differences in the presence of voicing assimilations in prefix-final 

/��/ [/��/] between Polish and English in male respondents
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(A.64) Percentages of occurrence of voicing assimilation in word final obstruents before English 
suffixes ‘-dom, -less, -like, -ness, -most, -ward, -ware, -wise, -worthy’ (last four marked as –w… in the 

graph) in individual female respondents 
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graph) in individual male respondents
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(A.66) Percentages of occurrence of voicing assimilation in word final obstruents before Polish and 

English particles/suffixes starting with a nasal segment in individual female respondents
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(A.67) Percentages of occurrence of voicing assimilation in word final obstruents before Polish and 
English particles/suffixes starting with a nasal segment in individual male respondents
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(A.68) Percentages of occurrence of voicing assimilation in word final obstruents before Polish 
particles in individual female respondents
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particles in individual female respondents
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(A.70) Hierarchical order of selected descriptive statistical values related to voicing assimilation 

frequencies at individual prosodic boundary types in Polish (left column) and English (right column)
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(A.72) Construction of the constraint hierarchy for voicing agreement in individual 
morphological/phonetic contexts in Polish conditioned by the combination of average mean 

percentages as well as average counts of modal and maximal voicing assimilation frequencies 
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(A.73) Construction of the constraint hierarchy for voicing agreement in individual 
morphological/phonetic contexts in Polish conditioned by the combination of average mean 

percentages as well as average counts of modal and maximal voicing assimilation frequencies 
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(A.75) Mean and modal percentages for the occurrence of voicing assimilation for male speakers in 
Polish (top) and English (bottom) tokens depending on the place of articulation of the right-hand 

context 
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(A.77) Ordered selected statistical values for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish in male 
speakers (top) and female speakers (bottom) before individual classes of voice source, with arrows 

pointing at potential dominance within a constraint hierarchy  
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(A.78) Ordered selected statistical values for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish in male 

speakers (top) and female speakers (bottom) before individual voiced obstruents, with arrows pointing 
at potential dominance within a constraint hierarchy 
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(A.79) Ordered selected statistical values for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in Polish in male 
speakers (top) and female speakers (bottom) before individual sonorants, with arrows pointing at 
potential dominance within a constraint hierarchy 
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(A.80) Ordered selected statistical values for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in English in male 

speakers (top) and female speakers (bottom) before individual classes of voice source, with arrows 
pointing at potential dominance within a constraint hierarchy  
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(A.81) Ordered selected statistical values for the occurrence of voicing assimilation in English in male 

speakers (top) and female speakers (bottom) before individual voiced obstruents, with arrows pointing 
at potential dominance within a constraint hierarchy 
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Appendix B 

List of constraints mentioned in the thesis: 

ADJACENT (Gnanadesikan, 1997) ‘Members of a cluster must be adjacent on the inherent 

voicing scale (IV)’ 

AGREE(VOICE) (Padgett, 2002:20)  ‘Obstruent members agree in voicing’  

ALIGN (Lex, L, PWd, L) (Basri et al., 1998, 1999) ‘For any Lex, there is a PWd such that the 

left edges of Lex and PWd coincide’ 

ALIGN (Lex, R, PWd, R) (Basri et al., 1998, 1999) ‘For any Lex there is a PWd such that the 

right edges of lex and PWd coincide’ 

ALIGNL STEM  (Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:68) ’The left edge of every stem must be 

aligned with the left edge of some Prosodic Word’ 

ALIGN PTRA (Cetnarowska and �ygis, 2004:7) ‘The right edge of a prefix of a 

morphologically and semantically transparent word coincides with the right edge of some 

syllable’ 

ALIGNR PWD (Selkirk 1995) ‘The right edges of every Prosodic Word must be aligned with 

some Lexical Word’ 

ASSIMILATE (Gnanadesikan, 1997) ‘Members of a cluster must agree in voicing’ 

*CODA([u]) (Mołczanow 2007:59) ‘[u] cannot occur in the coda position’ 

*COMPLEX (Gnanadesikan 1995) ‘Multiple consonantal outputs are prohibited’ 

DEP   ‘Output segment is dependent on having an input correspondent’ 

            (This constraint prevents insertion) 

DEVOICING (Grijzenhout 2000:5) ‘Obstruents are voiceless’ 

FAITH[VOICE] (McCarthy and Prince, 1995) ‘Segments must be faithful to their voice 

specifications’ 

FAITHONSET[VD/VL] (Butska 1998) ‘Onset clusters of voiced followed by a voiceless 

member must not change their specifications’ 

FAITHPLOSVOICEPWO (Van Rooy et al., 2001:324), ‘Plosives in prosodic Word Onsets 

must be faithful to their voice specifications’.  

FINALDEV (Grijzenhout 2000:8) ‘Syllable-final obstruents are voiceless’  

*GEMINATE (Krämer 2003:77) ‘Surface forms with double clusters of identical obstruents 

are excluded’ The selection of output candidates devoid of obstruents in coda position is 

determined by NOSTOPCODA
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HARMS’ GENERALIZATION ‘Voiced obstruents are closer to the syllable nucleus than 

voiceless ones’ 

I-CONTIGUITY (Krämer 2003:78) ‘Segments that stand next to each other in the input should 

also be found in such a sequence in the output’ 

IDENT-ADJ [X scale] (Gnanadesikan, 1997:78) ‘Input α and the corresponding output β must 

have identical values and be adjacent on the X scale’ 

IDENTICAL (Gnanadesikan, 1997:78) ‘members of a cluster must have identical voice 

specifications’ 

IDENT[sonorant] (Mołczanow 2007:59) ‘Sonorancy of a segment must be preserved’ 

IDENT-[voice]ONSET (Kenstowicz et al., 2003:3) ‘There is identity in voicing between input 

and output correspondents of obstruents that immediately precede a tautosyllabic sonorant’ 

IDENT[+voice] (McCarthy and Prince, 1995) ‘Voiced segments must preserve their 

specifications’. 

IDENTONSET(Laryngeal) (IDONSLar) (Butska, 1998:62) ‘Onsets should be faithful to 

underlying laryngeal specification’  

IDENT I-O [+/-voice] (Al-Harbi 2005:13) ‘Input should have the same value for [voice] 

(either + or -) as the output’ 

IDENT O-I [+/-voice] (Al-Harbi 2005:13) ‘Output should have the same value for [voice] 

(either + or -) as the input’ 

IDENT PWOS (Grijzenhout & Krämer, 2000:72) ’Plosive onsets of prosodic words preserve 

their faithful input-output correspondence in relation to the feature [voice]’ 

IDENT [X scale] (Gnanadesikan, 1997:78) ‘Input α and output β must have identical values 

on the scale X’ 

ID-PRESONORANT VOICE (ID-PRESON VOI) (Beckman et al., 2006:2)  ‘Voicing 

specifications of onsets must be preserved’. 

IDENTONSPWSTOP(voice) (Grijzenhout, 2000:15) ‘Voicing specifications of plosives in 

onsets of prosodic words must be preserved’.   

ID-PRESON-f (Beckman et al, 2006:2) ‘An input fricative and its output correspondent must 

have the same specification for [voice] in pre-sonorant position’  

IDENT-PRESYLSON[± voice] (Petrova 1997)  ‘A segment before a syllabified sonorant must be 

faithful to its input value’ 
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ID[SPREAD] (IDsg) (Petrova et al. 2006:14) ‘Inputs and outputs must be identical with regard 

to their specification for [spread]’   

IDENTSTEM(VOICE) (Grijzenhout 2000:10) ‘A segment that is [α voice] in an input stem is 

[α voice] in the output’ 

IDMS    ‘Laryngeal identity of a single-consonant morpheme must not change’ 

ID(VOICE)AFFIX (Al-Harbi 2005:10) ‘Voice features of an affix must not change’ 

ID(VOICE)STEM  (Al-Harbi 2005:10) ‘Voice features of a stem must not change’ 

*(VsV)PWd  (Krämer 2001) ‘Intevocalic /s/ is bad within the Prosodic Word’ 

IDWD and IDMS, ‘Laryngeal identity of a word must not change’ and a single-consonant 

morpheme 

IDWORDFINVOICE (Petrova et al. 2006)’Corresponding word-final input and output forms 

of obstuents must have identical specification for voice’ 

*IV1 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘Segments must not be voiceless’ 

*IV2 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘Segments must not be voiced’ 

*IV3 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘Segments must not be sonorant’ 

IVV (Tesar and Prince 2005)‘There must not be voiceless obstruents in intervocalic context’ 

*/k/[[VOICING]] ‘The surface phonological voiceless /k/ must not be realized with an 

auditory form containing the voiced [[g]]’. 

LABIALSONORANT (LABSON) (Petrova 1997) ‘The labial continuant /v/ retains its sonorant 

value only on the condition that it is found in the position before a syllabified sonorant’ 

*LAR (Lombardi 1999:274) ‘Do not have laryngeal features’ 

MAX   ‘Maximize all input segments in the output’ (This constraint prevents deletion) 

MAX[vd] (McCarthy and Prince 1995) ‘Do not delete [voice]’ 

MAX-VOICE(RELEASEDOBST (Kavitskaya 1998:233) ‘Do not delete [voice] from released 

obstruents’ 

MULTILINK (Ringen, 1999) ‘a consonant is [+spread glottis] iff it is long’. 

NORESYLLABIFICATION (Nagy 2000) ‘Resyllabification across the morpheme boundary is 

prohibited’ 

NOSTOPCODA (Krämer 2003:77) ‘Output candidates must be devoid of obstruents in coda 

position’ 
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NOSFV (Tesar and Prince 2005) ‘Syllable-final voiced obstruents are prohibited’ 

*[[NOVOICING]] [GLADDUC] ‘Voiceless segments must not be articulated with adducted 

glottis’ 

*OBSTRUENTVOICE ‘Obstruents must not be voiced’ 

*ONSET([u]) (Mołczanow 2007:59) ‘[u] cannot occur in the onset position’ 

ONSETVOICING {ALIGNLEFT(σ, [+voice])} (Krämer 2000:646) ‘The left edge of every 

syllable coincides with the left edge of a voiced segment’  

PARSE C (Cetnarowska and �ygis 2004) ‘All consonants must be dominated by a syllable’ 

PASSIVEVOICE (Petrova et al. 2006:15) ‘Obstruents located between sonorant segments must 

be voiced’ 

PWFINDEV (Grijzenhout 2000:5) ‘Word-final obstruents are voiceless’ 

*[+voice])PW (Grijzenhout 2000:5) ‘Word-final obstruents are voiceless’ 

*[+voice])Syllable  (Grijzenhout 2000:8) ‘Syllable-final obstruents are voiceless’ 

*VOI (Petrova et al. 2006:5) ‘Do not have [voice]’ 

*[voice])ω (Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:66) ‘Prosodic Word-final obstruents should be 

voiceless’ 

RESIST 1 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘Segments must not acquire IV1 and become voiceless’ 

RESIST 2 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘Segments must not acquire IV2 and become voiced’ 

RESIST 3 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘Segments must not acquire IV3 and become sonorant’ 

SIMILAR-VOICE(OBST) (Kavitskaya, 1998:233) ‘Adjacent obstruents have the same voicing 

specifications’ 

*Son  V (Rocho� 2009a:125) ‘Sonority in a Polish syllable must not decrease from the edges 

of the syllable towards its peak’

*[SPREAD] (*sg) (Petrova et al. 2006:14) ‘Do not have [spread glottis]’ 

STAY 1 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘The underlying inherent voicing value of voiceless obstruents 

(IV1) must not be changed’ 

 STAY 2 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘The underlying inherent voicing value of voiced obstruents 

(IV2) must not be changed’ 
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 STAY 3 (Gnanadesikan 1997) ‘The underlying inherent voicing value of sonorants (IV3) 

must not be changed’ 

SURFACE IDENTITY [voice] (S-IDENT) (Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000:71) ’Two obstruents 

placed in the same string are identical in voicing’

*[+voice] (Grijzenhout 2000:5) ‘Obstruents are voiceless’ 

*!+GLABDUC+!+GLADDUCART ‘The sequence of articulatory gestures of abducted glottis 

and adducted glottis, where the continuation of voicing would be halted by periods of silence 

before and after the first, voiceless segment is disfavoured’ 

*!+GLADDUC+!+GLADDUCART  ‘The sequence of two articulatory gestures of abducted 

glottis, where the continuation of voicing would be halted by periods of silence before and 

after the first, voiced segment is disfavoured’ 
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Appendix C1              Elicitation list – Polish 

_ # #_ Word boundaries

�� Trop ba�anta. 

�� Kup dom. 

(� Łap go. 

� Kup warzywa. 

�� Id� i kup zaraz. 

3 Kup mamie prezent. 

�� Chłop nas wiózł. 

	� Jakub Bojko, chłop-ludowiec.. 

�� Nie kop Romka. 

1� Mop jest w łazience. 

�� Złap łobuza. 

�
�
�
�
�
��

V� Kup ogórki. 

�� Płot b?dzie wi?cej kosztował.

�� Lot dywanem był jeszcze podniebniejszy.

(� Zawrót głowy i mdło>ci.

� Na kilka rat wystarczy.

�� To kot zamiauczał.

3 Brama do wrót Moskwy.

�� Kot nam zgin�ł.

	� Pot lał si? spod pach.

�� U wrót raju.

1� Lat jego panowania

�� Namiot ł�czy si? krytym przej>ciem.

�
�
�
�
�
��

V� Wyst�pił mu pot obfity.

�� Zza gór jak burzowa chmura.

�� Wypuszcza obłok dymu.

(� Wiary tak gor�cej.

� Smok wawelski.

�� Chłopak zna siebie na tyle.

3 Jak małe dziecko.

�� Smok najpierw gonił dziewoje.

	� Wytwory r�k ludzkich.

�� Łzy maiły smak rosołu.

�
�
�
�
"�
�

1� Nie brak jednak dziejopisów.
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�� Tak łatwo im przyszło.

V� Lok opadł jej na oczy.

�� Mecz był praktycznie rozstrzygni?ty.

�� Mocz do laboratoriów medycznych.

(� Czytał po arabsku Koran, lecz go nie rozumiał.

� Licz� si? nie bitwy, lecz wojny.

�� Chałtur? i kicz zafundowano.

3 To ten płacz mi?dzy murami.

�� Skacz na piec!

	� Ucz lepiej swoje dzieci.

�� Mecz rugby bez piłki.

1� Patrz jej w oczy

�� Policz łaty.

�
�
�
�
�
TKL�

V� R?ce precz od Wietnamu.

�� Nie chc? pi
 bawarki.

�� Mo�e si? sta
 darem.

(� Do stawu poszły my
 garnki. 

� I chodzenia spa
 według dzwonków.

�� Nie pła
 za to.

3 Nie pła
 mi złem za dobre.

�� Sta
 na stra�y.

	� Zacz?ła łapa
 lekk� zadyszk?.

�� I jego zi?
 Robert

1� Nie przestał si? go ba
 jak ognia.

�� Nie przesta
 łakn�
.

�
�
�
�
�
�IL�

V� Nie wolno si? ba
 Anglików.

�� Odezwał si? podra�niony bas babci.

�� Pas do ostrzenia brzytwy.

(� Taki los gotuje człowiek człowiekowi.

� Kryzys wymiany walut.

�� Jego boss, zwany Niemcem.

3 Las ma prawie siedem kilometrów.

�� Nad las napływały chmury.

	� Ras ludzi i ludów Ziemi.

�� Zostałam w Kielcach miss regionu.

1� Do mas jest w sumie adresowany.

�� To jest ładny grosz.

�
�
�
�
�
��
�

V� Ró�nych ras i religii.
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�� Potem pisz biznesplan - a potem pła
.

�� To jest nasz dom

(� Sam ten gulasz gotował.

� I co rusz w?druje.

�� Nie pusz zbytnio i bacz, co chodzi.

3 Łukasz ma racj?.

�� Nasz najbli�szy s�siad.

	� I odwróc? wasz los.

�� Nie dasz rady.

1� Ten kalosz jest dziurawy.

�� Nie krusz Łukasz.

�
�
�
�
�
K�
�

V� Pył kasz i makaronów.

Morpheme boundaries 

_ #_                               Prefixes  

ob- V� Instytucja, która b?dzie powoli obumiera
. 

nad- V� Czyn nadobowiazkowy. 

od- V� Oduczy
 ludzi pieniactwa. 

pod- V� Zacz�ł podupada
 na zdrowiu. 

roz- V� Rozanielony na twarzy. 

(� Dysgrafia jest powi�zana z afazj�.

3 Przykładem jest dysmutacja anionorodnika. 

	� Kosztowna i niepotrzebna dyslokacja oddziałów. 

dys- 

1� Utworzone za pomoca funktora dysjunkcji. 

�� Zjawisko to nosi nazw? transdukcji. 

(� Transgraniczny plan działania. 

� Inkorporacja Transwalu do Imperium Brytyjskiego. 

3 Transmutacja oznacza przemian?. 

	� Schemat transliteracji rosyjskiej cyrylicy.

1� Ogłosiło ono niepodległo>
 jako Królestwo 

Transjordanii.

trans- 

V� Udana transakcja handlowa. 
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_ #_      Particles  

�� Kup�e wreszcie telewizor. 

"� Jak�e modne w tamtej epoce. 


� Traf�e wreszcie pod moj� strzech?. 

K� Napisz�e na maila bo umr? z niewiedzy.

TKL� Ucz�e si?, chłopczyku od pocz�tku.

�IL�

-�e�

A le
�e se, zapowietrzona, pomy>lałem. 

�� Skup no si? wreszcie! 


� Traf no w >rodek! 

K� Napisz no do mnie. 

TKL� Popatrz no tam. 

�IL�

no�

Pu>
  no t? lin?! 

_ ##_ 

Word-final clusters;  

stops/fricatives +/t/ 

followed by word-initial /$/ 

�� I słyszałam szept aniołów. 

" Rozkopany ,,trakt adwokatów” 

�� �ałosny >wist okrutnej strzały. 

K� Wiatr przewrócił maszt antenowy 


�

�
�
��

Poprzez rze�b?, haft artystyczny. 
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Appendix C2                     Elicitation list – English 

   _ # #_                        Word boundaries

�� There's a cop beating up a guy. 

�� Swoop down from the sky. 

(� A cap glued to his head. 

� Do not stop very often. 

�� Don’t chop Zack’s wood. 

3 They hope mum will come. 

�� Let's hope not. 

	� The cop looked at Rab. 

��  Wearing his cap right over his ear. 

1� I hope you are right. 

�� From lap one the one to watch was Matt. 

�
�
�
�
�
��

V� Marketing coop operating to tight specifications. 

�� If you persist you get better.

�� It is not dirty!  

(� Dorsal root ganglia . 

� John felt the hull of the yacht vibrating. 

�� What a fat zebra. 

3 After all the Loot misery. 

�� Perhaps the cat knew. 

	� A pot like that one. 

�� This was the hardest to get right. 

1� What you don't ask for you don't get. 

�� The loot went on nannies. 

�
�
�
�
�
��

V� To blow the chimney pot off.

�� I heard it lock behind them.

�� We can walk down the street.

(� He gave a mock groan.

� A `concept stock' valuation

�� Beginning in the forearc zone.

3 To float on the stock market.

�� Isn’t this frock nice? 

	� The copper track layout.

�� The same size as the back room.

�
�
�
�
�
"�
�

1� She cannot help you pack your box.
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�� Except that they lack wings.

V� Hardly any one fails to mock others.

�� Eyeshadow-Liner in Rich Bronze.

�� The match didn’t do well. 

(� All you Scotch guys are mad.

� T the rich varieties of meaning.

�� Where too much zeal is applied.

3 So Grant could catch me!

�� Much nicer than they’d thought. 

	� I'm going through a quiet patch lately.

�� So Neighbourhood Watch really goes out the picture.

1� Catch your death on some of these floors.

�� The next lot of lifts which went even higher.

�
�
�
�
�
�#

V� On a potato patch on Long Island.

�� To pass beyond man and humanism.

�� Arising from loss, damage or delay.

(� Where will the lass go now? 

� This van won’t start any longer. 

�� They’ll miss Zara a lot. 

3 There is a fixed pass mark.

�� Ostensibly to pass night traffic.

	� To clean up the mess left by thrifts.

�� For this reason, handwashing is the most important activity.

1� The boss used to give me some right stick.

�� Bracken and moss were mingled.

�
�
�
�
�
�
��

V� Large areas of grass under forest trees.

�� You can actually wash baby clothes.

�� The abolition of cash deposits.

(� Not much fish got into the net. 

� Bush vetoes Iraq war bill�

�� Will the crash zone crumple?

3 An extendable leash may be helpful.

�� Where’s Ron’s cash now? 

	� Weekly credit callers giving cash loans.

�� Note the way the same wash responds.

1� They certainly won’t push you. 

�� The leash would not allow her to do this.

�
�
�
�
�
#�
�

V� The world's best fish and chip wrappers.
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                                       Morpheme boundaries 

       _ #_ Prefixes  

�� No archbishop equalled that. 

�� Yes, it's the Archduke Christopher. 

arch- 

V Archenemy number one. 

�� She shaked her head in disbelief. 

(�  To disgorge the Neville lands. 

	� Why may some local people dislike this? 

�� It would be wrong to disregard them. 

1� Much of the plant is in disuse. 

dis- 

V  She would never disobey him. 

�� His telephone number was ex-directory. 

(� An ex-girlfriend has borrowed a gun. 

ex- 

��  And went back to his ex-wife. 

�� I never had time to misbehave. 

	� This could mislead the public. 

1� It is dangerous to misuse drugs. 

mis- 

V No intention to misinform you. 

�� I shall outbid all of them. 

�� Hulls and outdrive engines. 

(� Colorado socks outgain U.S.  

3� And outmatch the left bank vineyards. 

	� These will outlast their maker. 

�� The use of outrush reactors. 

out- 

�� To outwit the eight twelves 

�� Can be seen to postdate the craters. 

3� This shift to postmodern films. 

post- 

�� The immediate postwar period. 

�� A national, `transdisciplinary' basis. 

(� Those who develop transgenic lines. 

	� Discusses translocation in the latest newsletter. 

trans- 

�� By professionals and transracial adopters. 

3� With a former Air Vice Marshal vice- 

�� The viceroy met his foe. 
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         _ #_ Suffixes 

�� From the ranks of planetdom. 

"� Geekdom is a company based in Sydney 


� The eyes of turfdom. 

��

-dom

The ecclesiastical princedom. 

�� They sat there, silent and hopeless. 

�� Efforts had proved fruitless. 

"� Sophie was always reckless. 


� Then a galley, cold and lifeless. 

�� Her bland, faceless knight. 

�#�

-less�

For a moment Mungo was speechless. 

�� An irritating catlike smile. 


� Many are not very lifelike. 

�� It makes me feel more businesslike. 

�#�

-like 

There's always rates and suchlike. 

�� Over the topmost bar. 

��

-most 

Of the correct, rightmost path. 

�� Her eyes squinted against the brightness. 

"� It was a time of darkness. 


� To the mean of intellectual safeness. 

�#�

-ness 

A service of richness. 

"� The black “tubes” fall sinkward. 

��

-ward 

Flashing the blade back down iceward.

�� Footware gloves, often called gauntlets. 

"� Jackson promotes his new neckware range. 

��

-ware 

Unique Sportsware and other clothing. 

"� She edged sideways, clockwise. 

��

-wise 

Wash potatoes and halve crosswise. 

�� -worthy Economic progress was particularly noteworthy. 
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  _ # _ Single –stressed compounds 

�� The pleats will drip-dry.  

3� A hole in the heel of the top-mast.

	� 8 who refused to shoplift. 

�� Next to the typewritten pages. 

�� Such as redshank and lapwing. 

�
�

���

V What is your opinion of Pop Art? 

�� Players who know international football. 

(� Didn’t like me from the get-go. 

3� A toothless harvest mouse? 

	� Something about a bootleg. 

�� Try cooking a pot-roast. 

�� A specialised network server. 

�
�

����

V Ready response to the right angle. 

�� I found a dead blackbird. 

�� Are they gonna backdate all that? 

(� A pack of cards, and backgammon. 

�� Just a nickname. 

	� To make sure there's no backlash. 

�� Leaning against a wooden backrest. 

�� I didn't want to be lukewarm. 

�
�
�

�
�"�

�

V� No end to the knock-on effects. 

�� Inexpensive, world-class watchbands.

�� In the pitch-dark tube. 

3� Unless you're a ruddy watchmaker. 

�� A green patchwork of fields. 

�
�

��#

V� Made such a botch-up on coal. 

�� Get on the crossbar. 

�� Encasing oneself in goosedown. 

3� The latest generation of mouse mats.

�� The gooseneck flares were laid out. 

�� We are now at the crossroad. 

�
�
�

����

�� To complete a prize crossword. 
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V When visiting the house agent. 

�� A carelessly installed washbasin. 

�� To do a pen and wash drawing. 

3� Rainbow pauses at a cash machine. 

	� Fine gravel can be considered as washload.

�� I had a washrag sucked into my bathtub. 

� But this washwoman, small and thin as she was… 

�
�

#�

V The busy streets at rush hour. 

�� Don't let them swim without their life belts. 

�� The cliff-dwellers of ancient days. 

3� Draws his attention to the deaf-mute. 

�

�

V� They cannot strive to leap the knife-edge. 

Word-final clusters: stops/fricatives + /t/ 

followed by a word-initial vowel 

�� Preparations for Christmas kept us happy.

" The yacht tracked accurately.

�� We've missed off a few times.

#� The bells crashed out again.


� She laughed aloud.

�#�

�
�
�
��

He fetched us from the station.
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Streszczenie po polsku 

Temat i cel pracy 

Tematem niniejszej rozprawy jest wyst?powanie asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w 

polszczy�nie południowo - wschodniej oraz jej wpływ na wymow? w j?zyku angielskim jako 

j?zyku obcym. Asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci to proces fonologiczny uwarunkowany fonetycznie i 

zwi�zany z potoczn� mow� ł�czon�. Jest osadzona w kontek>cie j?zyka, jego konkretnej 

odmiany, dialektu, gwary; mo�e te� cechowa
 styl poszczególnych u�ytkowników j?zyka. W 

kontek>cie j?zyka polskiego stanowi cech? charakterystyczn� wymowy krakowsko -

pozna�skiej odró�niaj�c� j� od wymowy warszawskiej. B?d�c uwarunkowan� artykulacyjnie 

i powoduj�c modyfikacj? fonetyczn� segmentów spółgłoskowych na granicy wyrazu i 

morfemy, asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci wydaje si? by
 procesem spontanicznym pozostaj�cym 

poza kontrol� mówi�cego. W zwi�zku z tym, co zostało wielokrotnie zaobserwowane przez 

autora w jego kilkunastoletnim do>wiadczeniu w nauczaniu wymowy j?zyka angielskiego, 

asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci jest łatwo przenoszona na kontekst j?zyka obcego, staje si? mocno 

zakorzenionym zwyczajem artykulacyjnym, zwykle niedostrzeganym przez ucz�cego. 

Pozbycie si? tego przyzwyczajenia mo�e stanowi
 �mudny proces zwi�zany z 

u>wiadamianiem teoretycznym i długim 
wiczeniem praktycznym. Ze wzgl?du na fakt, �e 

same obstruenty maj� odmienne specyfikacje fonologiczne w j?zykach polskim i angielskim, 

procesy fonologiczne, którym podlegaj� te� si? ró�ni�. Brak asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w 

j?zyku angielskim stanowi cz?sto przeszkod? w jego biegłym opanowaniu bez widocznych 

naleciało>ci z j?zyka rodzimego, lub jego dialektu. 

Celem badania jest okre>lenie w jakim stopniu proces asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci 

wyst?puje w mowie rodzimej w>ród populacji poddanej pomiarom, oraz do jakiego stopnia 

nast?puje transfer procesu asymilacji z j?zyka polskiego na j?zyk obcy, angielski. Cele 

szczegółowe obejmuj� zbadanie podatno>ci na asymilacj? d�wi?czn� poszczególnych typów i 

rodzajów obstruentów bezd�wi?cznych: głosek wybuchowych, szczelinowych i afrykat, jak 

równie� potencjaln� sił? �ródła d�wi?czno>ci, czyli segmentu d�wi?cznego znajduj�cego si?
po prawej stronie granicy wyrazu lub morfemu. Hródłem d�wi?czno>ci uruchamiaj�cym 

regresywn� asymilacj? tej cechy jest w przypadku polszczyzny krakowsko - pozna�skiej 

zarówno d�wi?czny obstruent, jak i głoska sonorna. Kolejnymi przedmiotami badania s�: 

długo>ci fazy zwarcia zasymilowanych głosek, oraz zjawisko pauzy na granicy 

morfemu/słowa przed segmentem samogłoskowym. Ten ostatni kontekst stanowi dodatkowe 

utrudnienie dla Polaków ucz�cych si? j?zyka angielskiego, poniewa� j?zyk rodzimy wymaga 

pauzy artykulacyjnej, najcz?>ciej wymawianej jako zwarcie krtaniowe (glottal stop), za> w 

j?zyku angielskim na szerok� skal? zachodzi proces ł�czenia mi?dzywyrazowego, polegaj�cy 

na przesuni?ciu (resylabifikacji) ko�cowej spółgłoski do kolejnej sylaby zapocz�tkowanej 

przez samogłosk?. W tym obszarze wpływ j?zyka polskiego na wymow? j?zyka angielskiego 

jako j?zyka obcego mo�e zaznaczy
 si? w dwójnasób: zastosowanie ł�czenia 

współistniej�cego z asymilacj� d�wi?czn� lub brak asymilacji przy jednoczesnym 

zaznaczeniu granicy wyrazów/morfemów poprzez ich oddzielenie pauz� fonetyczn�. 

Opisowe rezultaty bada� powinny stanowi
 implikacje odno>nie procesu nauczania 

j?zyka angielskiego, szczególnie w wypracowywaniu stylu swobodnej mowy ł�czonej oraz 

kształtowaniu akcentu typowego, nie odbiegaj�cego istotnie od akcentu rodzimych 

u�ytkowników j?zyka obcego. Istotne b?dzie odniesienie si? do systemu gramatycznego i 

jego istotnych komponentów charakterystycznych dla danego j?zyka, z uwzgl?dnieniem 

po>rednich faz j?zykowych u ucz�cych si? j?zyka obcego, oraz relacji pomi?dzy abstrakcyjn�
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fonologiczn� struktur� gł?bok� oraz reprezentacj� powierzchniow� realizowan� w konkretnej 

wymawianej formie fonetycznej wyrazu. Te relacje b?d� osadzone w konkretnym kontek>cie 

teoretycznym zaadoptowanym w niniejszej rozprawie. 

Kontekst teoretyczny 

Modelem teoretycznym przyj?tym w powy�szej rozprawie jest teoria optymalno>ci 

(Optimality Theory) zapocz�tkowana i rozwijana na pocz�tku lat dziewi?
dziesi�tych 

ubiegłego wieku przez ameryka�skich j?zykoznawców: Alana Prince’a, Paula Smolensky’ego 

i Johna McCarthy’ego. Stanowi ona nurt współczesnej fonologii generatywnej, ale ró�ni si?
zasadniczo od wcze>niejszych jej nurtów tym, i� odrzuca ide? derywacji i w miejsce reguły 

fonologicznej wprowadza tzw. ograniczenie j?zykowe (constraint). W procesie derywacji 

struktura powierzchniowa, czyli konkretna realizacja fonetyczna, wyprowadzana jest z 

abstrakcyjnej struktury gł?bokiej w wyniku działania reguł fonologicznych. Reguły 

przepisywania mog� ukaza
 dowolny proces fonetyczny, nie b?d�c jednak w stanie wyja>ni

dlaczego dany proces zachodzi. Teoria optymalno>ci spełnia ten wymóg wskazuj�c na �ródła 

ogranicze� daj�cych si? zaobserwowa
 w j?zyku. Bada przede wszystkim form?
powierzchniow�, b?d�c� wynikiem działania procesu fonologicznego. Sam kształt fonetyczny 

jest rezultatem działania ogranicze�, za pomoc� których gramatyka konkretnego j?zyka lub 

jego dialektu reguluje formy reprezentuj�ce dany system j?zykowy. Spomi?dzy wi?kszej 

liczby mo�liwych wyj>ciowych form fonologicznych (output forms) wybrany zostaje ten 

kandydat, który najbardziej optymalnie stosuje si? do ogranicze� nakładanych przez dany 

system j?zykowy. Według teorii optymalno>ci, ograniczenia w poszczególnych j?zykach 

tworz� hierarchiczne sekwencje, za> gramatyka uniwersalna, jako podstawa wszystkich 

j?zyków u�ywanych przez człowieka, zawiera kompletny zestaw ogranicze�. Wszystkie one 

mog� by
 naruszane, a ró�nice pomi?dzy j?zykami i dialektami odzwierciedlaj� ró�ne 

uszeregowanie ogranicze� w hierarchii. Kandydat optymalny to taka forma powierzchniowa, 

która w najmniejszym stopniu narusza układ ogranicze� w danym systemie j?zykowym, 

szczególnie za> te stoj�ce wy�ej w hierarchii. Teoria optymalno>ci została zastosowana w 

analizie zjawiska asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w ró�nych j?zykach przez szereg autorów (m.in. 

Lombardi 1995, 1999; Gnanadesikan 1997; Grijzenhout & Krämer 2000; Nagy 2000; Krämer 

2001, 2003; Kenstowicz et al. 2003; Al-Harbi 2005; Petrova et al. 2006; Mołczanow 2007), a 

niniejsza praca zawiera cz?ste odniesienia do wyników ich bada�. 

W toku analizy form wej>ciowych i wyj>ciowych istnieje potrzeba wzi?cia pod uwag?
innych poziomów reprezentacji poza fonologicznym. Na takie rozszerzenie pozwala model 

Bidirectional Phonology (BiPhon) proponowany przez Paula Boersm? (2009), który bierze 

pod uwag? współistnienie i interakcj? poziomów reprezentacji tak leksykalnej, fonologicznej, 

jak i fonetycznej zawieraj�cych odpowiednio abstrakcyjne formy morfemu, fonologicznej 

struktury gł?bokiej, powierzchniowej, fonetycznych form: słuchowej i artykulacyjnej. 

Interakcja pomi?dzy reprezentacjami fonologicznymi i fonetycznymi zachodzi na wspólnej 

płaszczy�nie, a analizy mo�na dokonywa
 w dwóch przeciwnych kierunkach 

odzwierciedlaj�cych procesy artykulacji, jak równie� percepcji. 

W zwi�zku z tym, �e asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci omawiana w tej pracy jest typu 

regresywnego, istnieje potrzeba zaakcentowania statusu �ródła d�wi?czno>ci mieszcz�cego 

si? po prawej stronie segmentu ulegaj�cego ud�wi?cznieniu. Bior�c pod uwag? istnienie 

pauzy mi?dzywyrazowej lub mi?dzy morfemami, �ródło d�wi?czno>ci znajduje si? w nast?pie 

pierwszej sylaby słowa lub rdzenia. Fakt artykulacyjnego uwydatnienia nast?pu a tak�e jego 

odporno>
 na modyfikacje dotycz�ce specyfikacji d�wi?czno>ci wymagaj� dodatkowego 
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odniesienia do odpowiednich teorii takich jak fonologia rz�du (Government Phonology). 

Operuj� one na poziomie składników sylaby, oraz fonemu jako zbioru elementów 

wyst?puj�cych w konkretnych kombinacjach prowadz�cych do odpowiedniej realizacji na 

poziomie fonetycznym. Fonologia rz�du, rozwijana i stosowana przez wielu autorów (m.in. 

Kaye et al. 1990; Harris 1994; Kaye 1995; Gussmann 1997; Cyran i Gussmann 1999; 

Rowicka 1999) stanowi istotne odniesienie uzupełniaj�ce tej rozprawy wraz z podstawowymi 

zało�eniami dotycz�cymi struktury sylaby i interakcji mi?dzy jej komponentami oferowanymi 

przez zarówno modele pokrewne fonologii rz�du takie jak Strict CV Approach (Kijak and 

Rojczyk 2007; Kijak 2008), oraz inne teorie: Beats-and-Binding (Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2003, 

2005; Schwartz 2007; ), a tak�e aparat Onset Prominence (OP) (Schwartz 2013). Strict CV 

Approach kładzie nacisk na struktur? sylaby naturalnej pozbawionej zest?pu, gdzie 

najbardziej wydatnym elementem pozostaje nast?p poprzedzaj�cy o>rodek sylaby. Dwie 

ostatnie teorie dodatkowo doprecyzowuj� natur? i podrz?dn� struktur? nast?pu oraz jego 

artykulacyjno-akustyczne powi�zania z o>rodkiem. Zało�enia tych teorii pozwalaj� lepiej 

zrozumie
 nie tylko nienaruszalno>
 nast?pu w obr?bie jego specyfikacji d�wi?cznych, ale 

tak�e fonologiczno - fonetyczne umotywowanie zjawiska resylabifikacji mi?dzywyrazowych 

i mi?dzy morfemami lub jego braku, je�eli sylaba nominalnie pozbawiona jest nast?pu. 

Materiał badawczy 

Próbki nagra� do analizy akustycznej zostały pobrane od grupy 30 osób, w równej 

ilo>ci kobiet i m?�czyzn, b?d�cych studentami j?zyka angielskiego w Pa�stwowej Wy�szej 

Szkole Zawodowej w Tarnowie. Wszystkie osoby mieszcz� si? w przedziale wiekowym 20-

23 lat i pochodz� z okolic Tarnowa, z miejscowo>ci ulokowanych nieco na zachód i południe 

od miasta. Terytorialnie, rejon ten reprezentuje centralno południowy wycinek Małopolski, a 

dialektologicznie wchodzi w skład obszaru obj?tego dialektem krakowskim. Wymowa 

krakowska wraz z pozna�sk� obszarowo obejmuj� wi?ksz� cz?>
 Polski, gdzie jedn� z cech 

wyró�niaj�cych jest regresywna asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci, zachodz�ca tak�e przed głoskami 

sonornymi. Lokalnie, wymowa krakowska, akcent >l�ski, dialekt morawski j?zyka czeskiego 

oraz j?zyk słowacki stanowi� pod wzgl?dem asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci przed sonornymi 

kontinuum j?zykowe. Wymowa warszawska i dialekt mazowiecki, z powodu braku 

ud�wi?cznie� przed głoskami sonornymi, do tego kontinuum nie nale��. 

Badane osoby poproszone zostały o przeczytanie w stylu swobodnym dwóch list z 

krótkimi zdaniami i zwrotami, jednej w j?zyku polskim, a drugiej w j?zyku angielskim. 

Wszystkie osoby cechowała znajomo>
 j?zyka angielskiego jako drugiego j?zyka w stopniu 

zaawansowanym. Erednia i mediana czasu kontaktu z j?zykiem obcym wynosiła 11 lat, 

warto>
 modalna 12 lat. Elementy wchodz�dze w skład list do pozyskania danych pochodziły 

z korpusów internetowych: http://www.korpus.pl/ oraz http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/, 

odpowiednio dla j?zyka polskiego, i angielskiego. Badane konteksty morfologiczne to, w 

przypadku j?zyka polskiego granica wyrazów oraz morfemów (razem 116 elementów na 

li>cie), a w przypadku j?zyka angielskiego, oprócz granic wyrazów i morfemów, tak�e 

granica pomi?dzy dwoma tematami w wyrazach zło�onych. Dodatkow� ró�nic? w badanych 

kontekstach stanowiły słowa z sufiksami w j?zyku angielskim, natomiast lista polska 

zawierała partykuły stoj�ce po wyrazie. Osoby badane czytały ka�dy element z listy 

dwukrotnie; druga próba miała skutkowa
 wymow� bardziej swobodn� i zarazem miarodajn�
dla dalszego procesu analizy.  

Kontekst fonetyczny w przypadku obstruentów podlegaj�cych asymilacji w j?zyku 

polskim stanowiły prawie wszystkie bezd�wi?czne fonemy zwarte, zwarto-szczelinowe i 

szczelinowe wyst?puj�ce na ko�cu wyrazu/morfemu, za wyj�tkiem tych, których nie mo�na 
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porówna
 bezpo>rednio z odpowiednimi fonemami w j?zyku angielskim pojawiaj�cymi si? w 

podobnym kontek>cie. Do tej grupy głosek nale��: polskie zwarto-szczelinowe z?bowe /���/ , 

oraz grupa głosek szczelinowych: wargowo-z?bowe /
/, przednio-podniebienne /�/ oraz 

mi?kko-podniebienne /=/.  Pierwsza z głosek rzadko wyst?puje na ko�cu wyrazu, tak�e w 

efekcie ko�cowego ubezd�wi?cznienia d�wi?cznego fonemu //. Wyj�tek, w którym dwa 

polskie fonemy mog� stanowi
 ekwiwalent, lub s� zbli�one do pojedynczego angielskiego 

fonemu s� głoski: zadzi�słowa retrofleksyjna, zwarto-wybuchowe /TKL/ oraz przednio-

podniebienne /�IL��. Zamiennie mog� one mie
 odniesienie do bardziej lub mniej tylnych 

(palatalnych) wariantów angielskiego zwarto-szczelinowego zadzi�słowego /�#/. Kontekstem 

fonetycznym dla zbadania stopnia wyst?powania asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w angielszczy�nie 

u�ywanej przez polskich respondentów były wszystkie mocne fonemy obstruentów 

angielskich za wyj�tkiem głosek szczelinowych:  wargowo-z?bowego /
/ oraz z?bowego /�/. 

Drugi z fonemów nie ma swojego odpowiednika w j?zyku polskim. Hródło d�wi?czno>ci po 

prawej stronie granicy słowa/morfemu stanowiły d�wi?czne (w kontek>cie polskim) lub słabe 

(w kontek>cie angielskim) warianty obstruentów oraz głoski sonorne. Kryterium wyboru 

głosek była mo�liwo>
 porównania fonemów obu j?zyków. Pomini?to ró�nice co do miejsca i 

sposobu artykulacji pomi?dzy polskimi głoskami z?bowymi i ich angielskimi 

odpowiednikami dzi�słowymi, oraz pomi?dzy polskim uderzeniowym lub dr��cym /%~�/ a 

angielskim półotwartym /�/.  
Kontekstem morfologicznym poddanym badaniu wyst?powania i zasi?gu asymilacji 

d�wi?czno>ci były w obydwu j?zykach granice wyrazu oraz granice pomi?dzy prefiksem i 

rdzeniem po wybranych prefiksach, których pełna lista znajduje si? w Appendix C (cz?>ci 1 

oraz 2). Zostały tak�e uwzgl?dnione angielskie sufiksy zaczynaj�ce si? od fonemów zarówno 

obstruentów jak i głosek sonornych. W j?zyku polskim zbadano zasi?g asymilacji przed 

partykułami –�e oraz no. 

Istotnym dodatkowym przedmiotem badania były zbitki spółgłoskowe na granicy 

wyrazu przed samogłosk� rozpoczynaj�c� kolejny wyraz. Razem z pojedyncz� spółgłosk�
stanowiły one baz? do zbadania zjawiska wyst?powania pauzy fonetycznej przed samogłosk�
pomi?dzy wyrazami i na granicy morfemów w obydwu j?zykach. Alternatywnym zjawiskiem 

przewidzianym w tym kontek>cie była jednoczesna asymilacja d�wi?czna i resylabifikacja 

ko�cowego obstruentu do sylaby pierwotnie zaczynaj�cej si? od samogłoski. 

W toku analizy akustycznej próbek nagra�  poł�czonych z kilkukrotnym odsłuchem 

dokonano pomiaru nast?puj�cych parametrów: 

• obecno>
/brak d�wi?czno>ci (sygnału krtaniowego) w widmie bezd�wi?cznych 

fonemów obstruentów umieszczonych w  kontek>cie podlegaj�cym asymilacji 

• długo>
 trwania fazy zwarcia w głoskach zwartych i zwarto-szczelinowych, 

oraz długo>
 trwania frykcji w głoskach szczelinowych 

• procentowy udział d�wi?czno>ci w długo>ci trwania fazy zwarcia (voicing into 
closure) 

• obecno>
/brak pauzy (przerwy w sygnale akustycznym) na granicy 

wyrazu/morfemu pomi?dzy ko�cowym obstruentem i pocz�tkow� samogłosk�; 

długo>
 trwania samej pauzy i sposób jej realizacji fonetycznej. 

Sesje nagraniowe zostały przeprowadzone w laboratorium j?zykowym wyposa�onym w 

system ,,Mentor’’. Osoby bior�ce udział nie były poinformowane o celu badania.  
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Budowa rozprawy 

Rozdział pierwszy stanowi wprowadzenie do zjawiska d�wi?czno>ci, szczególnie 

pojmowanej jako cechy: artykulacyjna i fonologiczna głosek zwartych i szczelinowych. 

Pocz�tkowa cz?>
 rozdziału po>wi?cona jest charakterystyce fonologicznej typów 

obstruentów wyst?puj�cych w j?zykach germa�skich, w tym tak�e w j?zyku angielskim, oraz 

procesom fonologicznym, które doprowadziły do wyodr?bnienia si? cechy dystynktywnej 

[rozwarta gło>nia] ([spread glottis]). Ta cecha stanowi baz? porównawcz� j?zyków 

germa�skich z innymi j?zykami, w których podstaw� kontrastu fonologicznego w obr?bie 

obstruentów s� cechy dystynktywne odzwierciedlaj�ce odmienne konfiguracje aparatu 

krtaniowego, istotne dla tych j?zyków. Nast?pnie scharakteryzowane zostały cechy 

d�wi?czno>ci obstruentów w j?zykach słowia�skich, gdzie w odró�nieniu od germa�skich 

przydech (aspiration) nie jest cech� istotn�, a rozró�nienie pomi?dzy obstruentami opiera si?
na obecno>ci sygnału krtaniowego warunkuj�cego podział fonemów na d�wi?czne i 

bezd�wi?czne. Aktywno>
 tej cechy sprzyja wyst?powaniu asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci, gdy�
sygnał krtaniowy b?d�cy komponentem artykulacyjnym segmentów stanowi�cych 

potencjalnie �ródło d�wi?czno>ci jako cecha fonologiczna mo�e rozprzestrzenia
 si?
regresywnie na s�siaduj�ce głoski bezd�wi?czne. W dalszej cz?>ci rozdziału przedstawiona 

jest struktura anatomiczna aparatu głosowego, w szczególno>ci budowa krtani, rola 

poszczególnych mi?>ni steruj�cych ruchem i napi?ciem wi�zadeł głosowych, oraz pobie�ne 

wyniki bada� dotycz�cych relacji pomi?dzy konkretnymi mi?>niami lub ich grupami a 

istotnymi faktami akustycznymi stanowi�cymi element charakterystyki fonologicznej 

obstruentów. W dalszych cz?>ciach rozdziału nast?puje charakterystyka wybranych 

parametrów widma akustycznego głosek zwartych i szczelinowych, istotnych w ich 

klasyfikacji i podziale na kategorie: d�wi?czn� i bezd�wi?czn�. Jako wybrane parametry 

uwzgl?dniono: czas pocz�tku d�wi?czno>ci (Voice Onset Time), przydech, d�wi?czno>

poprzedzaj�ca zwarcie (prevoicing), d�wi?czno>
 cz?>ciowa, oraz rol? cz?stotliwo>ci 

podstawowej (F0) i tranzycji formantów samogłoski s�siaduj�cej z d�wi?cznym segmentem 

spółgłoskowym. Ko�cowa cz?>
 rozdziału pierwszego omawia specyfikacje fonologiczne 

obstruentów warunkuj�ce ich kategoryzacj? jako d�wi?czne lub bezd�wi?czne. Cecha [spread 

glottis] odzwierciedla konfiguracj? nagło>ni. Historyczny zarys jej utrwalenia si? w j?zykach 

germa�skich na podstawie wewn?trznej chronologii prawa Grimma wskazuje na jej 

ustabilizowanie si? jako cechy dystynktywnej wypieraj�cej poj?cie d�wi?czno>ci jako 

kategorii podziału obstruentów w tej grupie j?zykowej. 

Rozdział drugi stanowi wprowadzenie do teorii optymalno>ci (OT), prezentacj? jej 

głównych zało�e� oraz odniesienia tego modelu teoretycznego do zjawiska asymilacji 

d�wi?czno>ci i ko�cowego ubezd�wi?cznienia głosek. W pierwszej cz?>ci rozdziału nast?puje 

szczegółowa analiza poj?cia ogranicze� (constraints) w gramatyce j?zyka, ich uszeregowanie 

i wzajemne relacje dominacji w hierarchii prowadz�ce do selekcji kandydata optymalnego 

ilustrowane za pomoc� tabel u�ywanych w analizie typowej dla OT. W kolejnej cz?>ci 

rozdziału cecha dystynktywna [d�wi?czno>
] jako podstawa kontrastu fonologicznego w 

grupie obstruentów jest zaprezentowana z perspektywy poj?
 wierno>ci (faithfulness) oraz 

nacechowania (markedness) stanowi�cych kryteria w relacji pomi?dzy form� gł?bok� i 

powierzchniow�. Sam wybór formy optymalnej zale�y od uszeregowania ogranicze�
reprezentuj�cych zasady konserwatyzmu struktury b�d� redukcji nacechowania. Wzajemna 

relacja tych dwóch typów ogranicze�, zwłaszcza za> niskie uszeregowanie zasad 

gwarantuj�cych niezmienno>
 struktury w formie wej>ciowej (input) skutkuje doborem 

kandydatów optymalnych b?d�cych wynikow� procesu asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci. Aktywno>

asymilacji w gramatyce konkretnego j?zyka jest gwarantowana wysok� pozycj� ograniczenia 

zgodno>ci w d�wi?czno>ci (AGREEVOICE) i niskim uszeregowaniem ograniczenia 
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IDENTLAR nakazuj�cego formie wyj>ciowej pozostanie niezmienn� w specyfikacji cech 

krtaniowych w stosunku do formy wej>ciowej. Kolejne cz?>ci rozdziału prezentuj� konkretne 

uszeregowania ogranicze� odpowiedzialne za zgodno>
 w ud�wi?cznieniu oraz za ko�cowe 

ubezd�wi?cznienie głosek. Ko�cowe partie rozdziału prezentuj� zjawisko dystansu 

j?zykowego w dziedzinie ud�wi?cznie� i ubezd�wi?cznie� w obr?bie jednej grupy j?zykowej, 

zilustrowane na przykładach j?zyka angielskiego, holenderskiego i niemieckiego z 

zastosowaniem typów ogranicze� proponowanych przez ró�nych autorów. W pierwszym z 

j?zyków ograniczenie AGREEVOICE łatwo podlega naruszeniu zajmuj�c nisk� pozycj? w 

hierarchii. Natomiast ograniczenia typu identyczno>ci (IDENTLAR) s� nienaruszalne i, w 

konsekwencji, proces asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci jest w j?zyku angielskim nieaktywny. W 

j?zyku niderlandzkim, w odró�nieniu od angielskiego AGREEVOICE wysuwa si? na pozycj?
dominuj�c� w stosunku do pozostałych ogranicze�, ale pozycja ograniczenia typu IDENTLAR 

jest zale�na od typu identyczno>ci warunkowanego kontekstem morfo-fonologicznym. W 

rezultacie, ograniczenie IDENTLAR w obr?bie rdzenia wyrazu jest usytuowane do>
 nisko w 

hierarchii wzgl?dem ograniczenia IDENTLAR dotycz�cego głoski zwartej w słowie 

prozodycznym. Te wzajemne relacje podlegaj� dalszym modyfikacjom w zale�no>ci od 

dialektu j?zyka niderlandzkiego, a jednostopniowa promocja jednego z kluczowych 

ogranicze� w hierarchii skutkuje dezaktywizacj� procesu asymilacji d�wi?cznej. W j?zyku 

niemieckim ko�cowe ubezd�wi?cznienie głosek przy jednoczesnym braku asymilacji 

d�wi?czno>ci jest spowodowane nienaruszalno>ci� wysoko uszeregowanego ograniczenia 

chroni�cego d�wi?czn� specyfikacj? głoski w nast?pie sylaby (IDENTONSET) przy 

jednocze>nie niskim uszeregowaniu identyczno>ci w odniesieniu do głosek w innej pozycji, 

co zakłada utrat? d�wi?czno>ci form wyj>ciowych fonemów usytuowanych na ko�cu wyrazu.  

Rozdział trzeci po>wi?cony jest strukturze sylaby oraz ogólnie dziedzinie prozodii w 

j?zykach polskim i angielskim. Na pocz�tku zaprezentowane s� zasady uszeregowania typów 

głosek od nast?pu w kierunku rdzenia sylaby według kryterium wzrostu sonorno>ci i 

wynikaj�ce st�d ograniczenia j?zykowe w budowie sylaby, a w szczególno>ci  jej nast?pu 

(onset). W tej perspektywie druga cz?>
 rozdziału podkre>la szczególny status nast?pu i jego 

wydatno>
 w przeciwie�stwie do kody (coda), tak�e w kontek>cie analizy sylaby z 

odrzuceniem poj?cia kody (codaless syllable). W dalszej cz?>ci przedstawiono zarys 

hierarchii prozodycznej z uwzgl?dnieniem poszczególnych typów jednostek prozodycznych. 

Na uwag? zasługuj� tutaj artykulacyjne sposoby i mechanizmy oznaczania granic 

prozodycznych i mo�liwo>
 ich zacierania w zale�no>ci od hierarchicznej rangi danego typu 

granicy. Zaprezentowane s� tak�e wybrane wyniki bada� dotycz�cych interakcji mi?dzy 

granicami ró�nych poziomów prozodycznych podczas segmentacji wypowiedzi w testach 

percepcyjnych. Cz?>
 trzecia rozdziału omawia upodobnienia d�wi?czno>ci w kontek>cie 

afiksacji na granicy morfemu oraz w słowach zło�onych (compounds). Dodatkowo 

przedstawiono problem epentezy zwarcia krtaniowego (glottal stop) na granicy 

słowa/morfemu w przypadku sylaby pozbawionej spółgłoski w nast?pie i inne, alternatywne 

formy fonetycznego uaktywniania si? elementu spółgłoskowego nieobecnego w strukturze 

gł?bokiej nast?pu. W kolejnej cz?>ci rozdziału omawiane s� zasady linearno>ci 

poszczególnych jednostek prozodycznych i ich wzajemnego uszeregowania (alignment). 

Uwaga po>wi?cona jest tak�e innym istotnym modelom teoretycznym poza teori�
optymalno>ci, i ich zało�eniom w stosunku do sylaby i jej struktury. Wybrane modele 

teoretyczne przedstawiaj� sylab? jako pozbawion� kody i wprowadzaj� poj?cie nieaktywnego 

j�dra sylaby wypełnianego materiałem melodycznym w procesie derywacji (fonologia rz�du, 

Strict CV Approach) oraz próbuj� rozwi�za
 problem zło�onego nast?pu sylaby, szczególnie 

w kontek>cie j?zyka polskiego, gdzie hierarchia sonorno>ci cz?sto nie jest w nast?pie 

zachowywana. Fonologia Beats-and-Binding zakłada istnienie sekwencji jednostek 

okre>lanych jako beats stanowi�cych reprezentacje fonologiczne rozmiarem zbli�one do 
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pojedynczych segmentów i wła>ciwie odzwierciedlone na poziomie fonetycznym. Beats ł�cz�
si? za pomoc� wzajemnych powi�za� (bindings) z innymi elementami nie stanowi�cymi j�dra 

sylaby, okre>lanymi jako non-beats według sekwencyjnych zasad sonorno>ci. Spójno>

mi?dzy segmentami determinuje jakie typy fonemów mog� wchodzi
 we wzajemne 

sekwencyjne powi�zania, których spójno>
 warunkuje sam� struktur? sylaby. 

Rozdział czwarty omawia  szczegółowo procesy asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci, ko�cowego 

ubezd�wi?cznienia oraz braku asymilacji w konkretnych kontekstach j?zykowych. W>ród 

omawianych j?zyków znajduj� si? wybrane j?zyki stanowi�ce lub nie stanowi�ce kontinuum 

j?zykowego z j?zykami angielskim i polskim, cechuj�ce si? pełn� lub cz?>ciow� aktywno>ci�
procesów asymilacyjnych, albo ich brakiem. W przypadku j?zyka polskiego to nie tylko 

s�siednie j?zyki słowia�skie, ale tak�e j?zyki z innych grup, które niegdy> bezpo>rednio 

s�siadowały z polskim (np. w?gierski), lub jak j?zyk jidysz, były u�ywane przez du�e 

mniejszo>ci narodowe �yj�ce w diasporze jeszcze do połowy XX wieku. W ka�dym z 

przytoczonych kontekstów zilustrowane s� wzajemne interakcje ogranicze� oraz ich, typowe 

dla indywidualnych j?zyków, uszeregowania skutkuj�ce ró�nymi typami procesów 

asymilacyjnych lub ich brakiem. Osobne cz?>ci rozdziału po>wi?cone s� j?zykowi 

breto�skiemu i włoskiemu, gdzie asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci zachodzi tak�e przed głoskami 

sonornymi. Ostatnia cz?>
 rozdziału prezentuje w sposób szczegółowy proces asymilacji 

d�wi?czno>ci w obydwu głównych odmianach j?zyka polskiego z podkre>leniem specyfiki 

odmiany krakowsko - pozna�skiej, s�siedniego dialektu morawskiego oraz j?zyków 

czeskiego i słowackiego, w których wyst?puj� procesy analogiczne do tych stanowi�cych 

podstaw? badawcz� niniejszej rozprawy. W toku analizy opartej na przykładach kolejnych 

j?zyków i dialektów prezentowanych w rozdziale dla wzajemnego porównania u�yte s�
ograniczenia maj�ce nieraz odmienne brzmienie ale steruj�ce analogicznymi procesami, 

szczególnie w kontek>cie alternatywnego modelu Ternary Scales proponowanego przez 

Gnanadesikan (1997). Model zakłada istnienie wrodzonych typów d�wi?czno>ci 

charakteryzuj�cych głoski nale��ce do klasy obstruentów i głosek sonornych, a sama 

asymilacja typu d�wi?cznego lub bezd�wi?cznego jest przej>ciem z jednego poziomu 

odpowiednio w dół lub w gór? skali d�wi?czno>ci. Przej>cie obstruentu od bezd�wi?czno>ci 

do d�wi?czno>ci i kolejno, od d�wi?czno>ci do sonorno>ci wynika te� z zasady s�siedztwa i 

wzajemnego przybli�enia segmentów pierwotnie odmiennych pod wzgl?dem d�wi?czno>ci. 

Rozdział pi�ty po>wi?cony jest głównie procesowi akwizycji j?zyka, zarówno u dzieci 

jak i u osób dorosłych ucz�cych si? j?zyka obcego. Tematem pierwszej cz?>ci rozdziału jest 

akwizycja kontrastu d�wi?czno>ci w kontek>cie ogranicze� aparatu mowy rozwijaj�cego si?
we wczesnych okresach �ycia, niedostosowanego jeszcze do artykulacyjnych wymogów 

kontrastu w obr?bie fonemów d�wi?cznych i bezd�wi?cznych. Poruszone s� tak�e problemy 

zwi�zane z kategorialnym rozró�nianiem fonemów i zmianami w specyfikacji fonemów 

głosek zwartych w ró�nych okresach rozwoju dziecka. Podkre>lona jest równie� rola 

intensywnych 
wicze� j?zykowego poł�czonych z instrukta�em fonetyczno-stylistycznym 

koniecznym w procesie uczenia si? j?zyka obcego u dorosłych. Druga cz?>
 rozdziału 

omawia interakcje pomi?dzy zasadami konserwatyzmu struktury i zasadami redukcji 

nacechowania oraz zmiany w ich uszeregowaniu w systemie fonologicznym u dzieci, zgodnie 

z zasadami gramatyki uniwersalnej i stopniowym wyłanianiem si? cech charakterystycznych 

dla danego j?zyka. Porównywane s� tak�e uszeregowania typowe dla dzieci i dorosłych, 

ł�cznie z faz� j?zyka przej>ciowego (interlanguage), je�eli wchodzi w gr? proces uczenia si?
j?zyka obcego warunkowany odpowiednimi zmianami w hierarchicznej pozycji kluczowych 

ogranicze� j?zykowych. Cz?>
 trzecia rozdziału wprowadza perspektyw? kształtowania si?
pami?ci fonologicznej, istnienia ogranicze� wrodzonych, oraz natury skali ogranicze� typu 

ci�głego. Nast?puje tak�e porównanie dwóch modeli uczenia si?: algorytmu nauki stopniowej 

(Gradual Learning Algorythm) oraz metod� selekcji bł?dów (Error Selective Learning). 
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Cz?>
 czwarta podejmuje zjawisko transferu zasad d�wi?czno>ci i ubezd�wi?czniania z 

j?zyka rodzimego do obcego, odzwierciedlaj�cego typ procesu asymilacyjnego w danym 

j?zyku. Dodatkowo poruszane s� zagadnienia funkcjonowania mechanizmu osłabienia rangi 

ogranicze� w hierarchii oraz zró�nicowania kontekstualnego w odniesieniu do procesów 

asymilacyjnych. Ostatni� cz?>
 rozdziału po>wi?cono percepcji j?zykowej oraz zjawiskom i 

poj?ciom z ni� zwi�zanym, pocz�wszy od poj?cia redundancji fonologicznej, zdolno>ci 

postrzegania granic fonemów i morfemów, brakowi równowagi mi?dzy percepcj� i 

rozumieniem u dzieci, poj?ciom maksymalizacji zró�nicowania i maksymalizacji kontrastu, 

oraz hipotezie Licensing Cue. Zaprezentowano tak�e problem wpływu bł?dnej percepcji na 

asymilacje j?zykowe, z uwzgl?dnieniem mechanizmów neurofizjologicznych narz�du słuchu 

rz�dz�cego percepcj� czasu pocz�tku d�wi?czno>ci (VOT). Ostatnie cz?>ci rozdziału pi�tego 

podejmuj� kwesti? istnienia ró�nych typów form wej>ciowych i wyj>ciowych. Na szczególn�
uwag? zasługuje model Bidirectional Phonology (Boersma 2009) proponuj�cy rozró�nienie 

na typy ogranicze� reguluj�ce selekcj? optymalnych form wyj>ciowych na poziomach 

produkcyjnych i percepcyjnych z uwzgl?dnieniem leksyki, fonologii i fonetyki oraz 

odpowiednio morfemu, formy gł?bokiej, formy powierzchniowej, formy słyszanej i 

artykułowanej fonetycznie. Poszczególne formy stanowi� sprz?�enie pomi?dzy 

poszczególnymi poziomami, a interakcja jest dwukierunkowa, percepcyjno-artykulacyjna. 

Wynikaj�cy z powy�szego modelu typ analizy w teorii optymalno>ci pozwala na 

wielopoziomowe podej>cie do relacji pomi?dzy formami wej>ciowymi, a optymaln� form�
wyj>ciow�.  

Rozdział szósty wprowadza do głównego kontekstu bada� b?d�cych cz?>ci� niniejszej 

rozprawy poprzez prezentacj? podziału Polski na rejony dialektyczne z podkre>leniem statusu 

zjawiska asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w poszczególnych rejonach. Teren wyst?powania wymowy 

krakowskiej omówiony jest bardziej szczegółowo, wraz z lokalizacj� pochodzenia osób 

bior�cych udział w badaniu. Zdefiniowano poziom j?zykowy respondentów w kontek>cie 

j?zyka obcego oraz ogólnie przedstawiono ich to�samo>
 społeczn�. W dalszej kolejno>ci 

nast?puje opis kontekstu morfo-fonologicznego oraz fonetycznego wyeksponowanego w 

li>cie elementów prowokuj�cych odpowied� oraz poddanego badaniu i analizie osłuchowej 

oraz akustycznej. Kolejne cz?>ci rozdziału precyzuj� parametry oraz typy pomiaru brane pod 

uwag? w pó�niejszej analizie. Dodatkowo, krótko opisana jest metoda pozyskania danych 

oraz charakterystyka techniczna sprz?tu u�ytego podczas nagra�  oraz pomiarów. 

Rozdział siódmy przedstawia wyniki analizy materiału audio. Zaprezentowano skal?
wyst?powania asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w całym badanym materiale, osobno w ka�dym z 

dwóch kontekstów j?zykowych. Podczas prezentacji wyników szczegółowych, kolejno 

omawiane s� typy i miejsca artykulacji obstruentów ulegaj�cych procesowi asymilacji, oraz 

zakres wyst?powania procesu w zale�no>ci od typu �ródła ud�wi?cznie� ulokowanego po 

prawej stronie granicy wyrazu i morfemu. W tym przypadku, oprócz wyników dla 

d�wi?cznych obstruentów przedstawione s� równie� wyniki dla typów głosek sonornych 

stanowi�cych potencjalne �ródło asymilacji d�wi?cznej w polszczy�nie pozna�sko-

krakowskiej. Zarówno w przypadku przedmiotu asymilacji, jak i jej �ródła proponowane s�
odpowiednio uszeregowania ogranicze�, stanowi�cych odzwierciedlenie cz?stotliwo>ci 

wyst?powania asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w konkretnych kontekstach morfologicznych i 

fonetycznych w badanym materiale. Poszczególne typy ogranicze� tworz� wzajemne 

kombinacje według podatno>ci konkretnych segmentów na asymilacj? i aktywno>
 �ródła 

d�wi?czno>ci. W>ród wyników badania uj?ta jest tak�e długo>
 fazy zwarcia oraz jej 

korelacja z d�wi?czno>ci� zasymilowanych obstruentów. W ko�cowej cz?>ci rozdziału 

znaczn� uwag? zwrócono na kontekst przed samogłosk� na granicy wyrazu i morfemu, oraz 

sposób fonetycznej realizacji pauzy przed samogłosk� w nast?pie. Podsumowanie stanowi 

analiza w teorii optymalno>ci proponuj�ca hierarchie ogranicze� determinuj�ce 
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zró�nicowane, uwarunkowane kontekstem selekcje form wyj>ciowych zawieraj�cych 

obstruenty znajduj�ce si? na ko�cu wyrazu, tematu i morfemu przed samogłosk�. Asymilacja 

lub jej brak w tym kontek>cie wi��e si? odpowiednio z brakiem pauzy fonetycznej lub jej 

obecno>ci�. Pierwsze zjawisko mo�e wskazywa
 na stosowanie ł�cze� mi?dzywyrazowych i 

mi?dzy morfemami zamiast typowej dla j?zyka polskiego glotalizacji samogłoski w nast?pie 

sylaby.  

W rozdziale ósmym zawarte s� wnioski sformułowane na podstawie wyników bada�
zaprezentowanych w poprzednim rozdziale, oraz istotne uwagi dotycz�ce kwestii 

problematycznych pojawiaj�cych si? w toku analizy danych oraz dyskusji teoretycznej na ich 

temat. Dodatkowo zawarte s� sugestie dotycz�ce procesu instrukcji j?zykowej w toku 

nauczania j?zyka angielskiego jako j?zyka obcego oraz ogólny zarys kierunku dalszych bada�
w obszarze zjawiska asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci. 

Ko�cowe cz?>ci rozprawy obejmuj� niniejsze streszczenie, oraz dodatki zawieraj�ce 

ilustracje uzupełniaj�ce do wyników bada� statystycznych w postaci wykresów i diagramów 

nie zamieszczonych w rozdziale siódmym wraz z opisem, pełn� list? ogranicze� j?zykowych 

prezentowanych w tek>cie rozprawy, listy zwrotów i zda� stanowi�cych materiał badawczy 

oraz list? publikacji cytowanych i przytaczanych w tek>cie rozprawy. 

Wyniki badania 

Analiza widma akustycznego badanych głosek i pó�niejsza analiza statystyczna 

wykazały, �e proces asymilacji d�wi?cznej wyst�pił w połowie materiału w j?zyku polskim i 

w około 30 procentach w j?zyku angielskim. Istotne ró�nice statystyczne zaobserwowano 

pomi?dzy płciami tylko w j?zyku polskim, gdzie stopie� nat?�enia asymilacji był silniejszy u 

m?�czyzn, i nie był jednorodny w całej populacji. Umiarkowany, b�d� wysoki współczynnik 

korelacji pomi?dzy obecno>ci� asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w j?zyku polskim i angielskim 

wskazuje na wyra�ny transfer z j?zyka ojczystego do obcego, przy czym nat?�enie zjawiska u 

poszczególnych osób zawsze było wy�sze w j?zyku polskim. Znaczna liczba próbek bez 

asymilacji, szczególnie wysoka w j?zyku obcym, wskazuje na stopie� zachowawczo>ci w 

wymawianiu s�siaduj�cych par głosek o odmiennej specyfikacji d�wi?czno>ci, co w obydwu 

j?zykach skutkuje niezmienno>ci� struktury formy gł?bokiej głosek potencjalnie 

podlegaj�cych ud�wi?cznieniu. W>ród poszczególnych typów artykulacji asymilacja 

najcz?>ciej wyst?powała w j?zyku polskim w głoskach zwartych, a najrzadziej w 

szczelinowych, co cechowało równie� wymow? angielsk� u badanych osób. W j?zyku obcym 

badanie nie wykazało widocznej ró�nicy pomi?dzy głoskami zwartymi i zwarto-

szczelinowymi. Głoskami najcz?>ciej ulegaj�cymi ud�wi?cznieniu, powy�ej >redniej dla 

poszczególnych j?zyków, okazały si? segmenty szczelinowe: mi?kkopodniebienne /"/ w 

j?zyku polskim i dzi�słowe /�/ w j?zyku angielskim. Nisk� cz?stotliwo>
 asymilacji, 

widocznie poni�ej >redniej dla wszystkich próbek, charakteryzowała polskie zwarto-

szczelinowe retrofleksyjne /TKL/ i szczelinowe z?bowe /�/, oraz ich odpowiedniki angielskie: 

zwarto-szczelinowe zadzi�słowe /�#/, oraz szczelinowe dzi�słowe /�/. 

Stopie� nat?�enia asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci okazał si? by
 bardziej uwarunkowany 

typem morfemu, którego cz?>ci� była asymiluj�ca głoska, ni� samym miejscem artykulacji. 

Szczególnie wysoki procent zasymilowanych głosek stwierdzono w obydwu j?zykach w 

próbkach zawieraj�cych prefiks, a tak�e w j?zyku polskim na ko�cu tematu przed partykuł�. 

Najcz?>ciej, bo a� w 85 procentach przypadków, asymilacja d�wi?czna wyst�piła w 

kontek>cie polskim w głosce zwartej na ko�cu prefiksu przed samogłosk� w temacie wyrazu, 
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a tak�e w obydwu j?zykach w głosce /�/ w prefiksie. W tym ostatnim przypadku, w j?zyku 

angielskim cz?stotliwo>
 asymilacji dwukrotnie przewy�szała nat?�enie tego zjawiska w 

podobnym kontek>cie na granicy wyrazów oraz pomi?dzy tematami wewn�trz słów 

zło�onych (compounds). W ko�cowych obstruentach poprzedzaj�cych sufiks lub partykuł?
asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci wyst�piła cz?sto przed angielskim –dom (>rednia wyst?powania 

asymilacji: 85%) i przed polsk� partykuł� –�e (90% wyst?powania asymilacji), gdzie trzy 

czwarte populacji asymilowały poprzedzaj�c� głosk? we wszystkim przypadkach. Przed 

drug� polsk� partykuł� no, wyst?powanie asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci spadło poni�ej >redniej dla 

wszystkich próbek (<50%). W j?zyku angielskim, asymilacje przed sufiksami zaczynaj�cymi 

si? od głoski sonornej były rzadkie (10% próbek lub mniej). Ogólny brak ud�wi?cznie� przed 

głoskami sonornymi w sufiksie jest tutaj analogiczny do zachowania si? głosek w podobnym 

kontek>cie w j?zyku niemieckim (Wagner 2002), przed sufiksami niespójnymi (non-cohering 

suffixes). 

Jak wykazały badania statystyczne, wpływ miejsca artykulacji �ródła d�wi?czno>ci, 

czyli segmentu znajduj�cego si? po prawej stronie granicy wyrazu lub morfemu, na 

wyst?powanie asymilacji okazał si? istotny. W j?zyku polskim d�wi?czne obstruenty 

wywoływały asymilacj? na granicy wyrazu trzykrotnie cz?>ciej ni� głoski sonorne, a w j?zyku 

angielskim pi?cio-, sze>ciokrotnie. Ró�nice pomi?dzy poszczególnymi miejscami artykulacji 

były statystycznie istotne w obydwu j?zykach. W j?zyku polskim zaobserwowano, �e 

najmocniejszym kontekstem ud�wi?czniaj�cym s� głoski szczelinowe: wargowo-z?bowe // 

oraz z?bowe /�/, z cz?stotliwo>ci� wyst?powania d�wi?czno>ci w wyniku asymilacji w 

poprzedzaj�cych obstruentach si?gaj�c� 80-90%. W j?zyku obcym, mocno ud�wi?czniaj�c�
głosk� jest zwarte dwuwargowe /�/, przed którym cz?stotliwo>
 wyst?powania asymilacji 

si?gała 70%. W>ród polskich głosek sonornych najmocniejszym aktywatorem procesu 

asymilacji okazały si? uderzeniowe lub dr��ce /%~�/ oraz półotwarte dwuwargowe /�/ z 

cz?stotliwo>ci� asymilacji w głoskach poprzedzaj�cych znacznie rzadsz� ni� przed 

obstruentami, si?gaj�c� 35-40%. W kontek>cie angielskim, asymilacja przed głoskami 

sonornymi wyst?powała sporadycznie (maksymalnie 20% próbek). Bior�c pod uwag? polsk�
partykuł? –�e jako kontekst ud�wi?czniaj�cy nale�y zaznaczy
, �e jej inicjalny segment, czyli 

d�wi?czna szczelinowa retrofleksyjna głoska [�], stanowił najmocniejsze �ródło asymilacji w 

badanym materiale. W>ród m?�czyzn asymilacja w tym kontek>cie miała miejsce we 

wszystkich próbkach, a u kobiet w 90 procentach próbek. W materiale angielskim, 

cz?stotliwo>
 asymilacji przed zwart� głosk� dzi�słow� /�/ w sufiksie –dom przewy�szała 

ilo>
 asymilacji w podobnym kontek>cie fonetycznym na granicy wyrazu oraz tematu w 

słowach zło�onych. Polska partykuła no powodowała asymilacj? w poprzedzaj�cej głosce w 

50% przypadków, co znacznie przewy�sza wyniki dla głosek sonornych na granicy wyrazu. 

Pomiary długo>ci fazy zwarcia u obstruentów oraz ich korelacji z obecno>ci�
ud�wi?cznienia asymilacyjnego wykazały łagodnie negatywn� korelacj? (współczynnik r=-

0,4 i <-0,4) co wskazuje na umiarkowan� tendencj? do skracania zwarcia, je�eli obstruent 

ulega ud�wi?cznieniu. Podobne zachowanie głosek szczelinowych wynika z trudno>ci w 

utrzymaniu efektu frykcji, której aerodynamika jest przeciwstawna ró�nicy ci>nie� koniecznej 

do utrzymania drgania wi�zadeł głosowych gwarantuj�cego d�wi?czno>
 (Ruhlen 1987; 

Fuchs et al. 2007; Hutters 1984; Löfqvist and McGarr 1987; Van Bree 2003). U>rednione 

długo>ci fazy zwarcia u polskich i angielskich głosek [�], [�], [�] wyniosły mi?dzy 60-70 ms. 

Niezasymilowane odpowiedniki tych głosek były niewiele dłu�sze: o około 20-30 ms, a 

>rednia długo>
 nigdy nie przekraczała 100ms. Ta warto>
 była wyra�nie poni�ej warto>ci 

uzyskanych w badaniach głosek frykatywnych w innych j?zykach (Barthmeier & Sands 2002; 

Al-Khairy 2005). Dodatkowo zmierzono zale�no>
 pomi?dzy >rednim tempem wymowy, a 

długo>ci� ud�wi?cznionych głosek >wiszcz�cych (sybilantów). Najwy�sza pozytywna 
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warto>
 współczynnika korelacji (r=0,65) wyst�piła w przypadku polskiej głoski 

retrofleksyjnej [�] wymawianej przez m?�czyzn. Wskazała ona widoczn� podatno>
 tej głoski 

na ud�wi?cznianie asymilacyjne wraz ze wzrostem tempa wymowy. Ni�sze warto>ci 

pozytywne współczynnika korelacji (ok. 0.4) cechowały artykulacj? głosek >wiszcz�cych u 

kobiet w j?zyku polskim, a w j?zyku angielskim korelacja pozytywna na podobnym poziomie 

cechowała jedynie zadzi�słowe [�]. 

Innym wa�nym czynnikiem branym pod uwag? w trakcie analizy i pomiarów była 

obecno>
, typ i długo>
 pauzy artykulacyjnej na granicy słowa, prefiksu i tematu wyrazu 

przed samogłosk�. W tym kontek>cie, asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci wyst?powała bardzo rzadko, a 

ko�cowe obstruenty zachowały swoj� specyfikacj? bezd�wi?czna w ok. 90% przypadków. 

Brak asymilacji w wi?kszo>ci próbek zbiegał si? z obecno>ci� pauzy pełni�cej funkcj?
granicy słów/morfemów. Pauz? zidentyfikowano na granicy słowa po pojedynczej spółgłosce 

lub zbitkach spółgłoskowych w 80-95% przypadków w j?zyku polskim i w nieco mniejszej 

liczbie przypadków (70%) w j?zyku angielskim, na granicy słowa lub pomi?dzy tematami w 

słowach zło�onych (compounds). Po prefiksach pauzy pojawiały si? znacznie rzadziej w 

obydwu j?zykach, czyli w ok. 20% przypadków. Istotne ró�nice wyst�piły w obr?bie kategorii 

,,j?zyk” oraz pomi?dzy poszczególnymi osobami jedynie na granicy wyrazu, natomiast po 

prefiksach brak pauzy konsekwentnie cechował wi?kszo>
 badanej populacji. Stwierdzono 

tak�e zale�no>
 wyst?powania pauzy od typu poprzedzaj�cego obstruentu. W j?zyku polskim, 

pauza artykulacyjna nast?powała wyra�nie cz?>ciej po głoskach szczelinowych ni� zwartych 

lub zwarto-szczelinowych. Najwy�sza >rednia wyst?powania pauzy (95%) cechowała granic?
wyrazu po zbitkach spółgłoskowych w j?zyku polskim. W j?zyku angielskim, w 

analogicznym kontek>cie pauz? odnotowano w ok. 25% mniej przypadków. Niska >rednia 

wyst?powania pauzy po prefiksach była tak�e uwarunkowana typem prefiksu w obydwu 

j?zykach. Granica morfemu została zaznaczona fonetycznie w jedynie 5% przypadków po 

prefiksach ob-, pod- i trans- w j?zyku polskim, oraz po dis- w j?zyku angielskim. Najcz?>ciej 

pauza wyst�piła po polskim prefiksie nad-. Fonetycznymi typami segmentów 

funkcjonuj�cych jako oznaczenie pauzy były: zwarcie krtaniowe [!], d�wi?czno>
 skrzecz�ca 

(creaky voice) charakteryzuj�ca pocz�tkowy odcinek samogłoski po pauzie (np. [��$ ,� ���!�

itd.), oraz sekwencja składaj�ca si? z dwóch powy�szych typów (np. [!��$ ,� !���!). Zwarcie 

krtaniowe stanowiło fonetyczny sposób realizacji pauzy w ok. 50% słów z prefiksem w 

obydwu j?zykach. Erednia długo>
 trwania zwarcia krtaniowego wyniosła ok. 50 ms. Wy�sze 

>rednie warto>ci (do ok. 70 ms) wyst�piły na granicy tematów w angielskich słowach 

zło�onych, a nieco ni�sze (ok. 40 ms) po polskich prefiksach. Warto>ci ekstremalne w 

indywidualnych przypadkach przekraczały 90 ms. Skrzecz�ca d�wi?czno>
 wyst�piła w ok. 

40% przypadków w j?zyku polskim i ok. 25% przypadków w j?zyku angielskim. Najrzadziej 

ten typ artykulacji pojawił si? po angielskich prefiksach (w ok. 2% przypadków). W>ród osób 

badanych, m?�czy�ni oznaczali pauz? w ten sposób cz?>ciej ni� kobiety, a w>ród kontekstów 

poprzedzaj�cych najcz?>ciej pojawiały si? zbitki głosek zwarto-wybuchowych w obydwu 

j?zykach. Erednia długo>
 trwania fazy d�wi?czno>ci skrzecz�cej była zbli�ona do >redniej 

charakteryzuj�cej zwarcie krtaniowe. Sekwencja składaj�ca si? ze zwarcia krtaniowego i 

nast?puj�cej po nim d�wi?czno>ci skrzecz�cej słu�yła jako oznaczenie pauzy w przypadku 

raczej pojedynczych osób ni� całej badanej populacji. Została ona zidentyfikowana u 20-30% 

m?�czyzn, i u ok. 70% kobiet, ale głownie w j?zyku polskim. W obr?bie badanych próbek 

wy�ej wymieniona sekwencja słu�yła oznaczeniu pauzy w maksymalnie 7.5% przypadków na 

granicy słowa u kobiet, i do 1% przypadków u m?�czyzn niezale�nie od typu morfemu. 

Wzajemna proporcja długo>ci obydwu faz była mniej wi?cej równa u m?�czyzn, gdzie 

zarówno zwarcie krtaniowe jak i faza d�wi?czno>ci skrzecz�cej trwały ok. 35-55 ms. U kobiet 

długo>
 zwarcia krtaniowego przekraczała 55 ms w połowie przypadków, a warto>ci powy�ej 
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90 ms pojawiły si? w 15% przypadków. Przy długo>ci pierwszej fazy do 55 ms korelacja 

pomi?dzy trwaniem obydwu faz była silnie pozytywna (r>0,9). Wraz ze wzrostem długo>ci 

pierwszej fazy powy�ej 55 ms, trwanie drugiej fazy konsekwentnie si? skracało, przy 

umiarkowanie ujemnej korelacji (r=-0,5). 

Wnioski i komentarze 

W oparciu o >redni� cz?stotliwo>
 wyst?powania asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w 

poszczególnych kontekstach morfologicznych i fonetycznych sformułowano odpowiednie 

ograniczenia typu AGREE, wymuszaj�ce zgodno>
 głosek pod wzgl?dem d�wi?czno>ci, 

pocz�tkowo tylko z perspektywy kontekstu lewostronnego, bez odniesienia do typu �ródła 

ud�wi?cznienia.  W j?zyku polskim dominowała zgodno>
 pomi?dzy segmentem na ko�cu 

prefiksu a d�wi?czn� głosk� na pocz�tku tematu wyrazu. Zgodno>
 w d�wi?czno>ci na 

granicy wyrazu zajmowała ni�sz� pozycj? w hierarchii. W j?zyku angielskim u�ywanym 

przez badane osoby ograniczenia typu AGREE w wyniku transferu j?zykowego zdominowały 

ograniczenia IDENTLAR zachowuj�ce niezmienno>
 cech krtaniowych pomi?dzy form�
wej>ciow� i wyj>ciow�. Uszeregowanie ogranicze� było analogiczne do j?zyka polskiego, z t�
ró�nic�, �e pomi?dzy ograniczeniami AGREE dotycz�cymi prefiksu i rdzenia, oraz granic 

wyrazów znalazło si? ograniczenie dotycz�ce zgodno>ci na granicy tematów w słowach 

zło�onych (compounds). Zaproponowano tak�e uszczegółowione hierarchie ogranicze�, 

bior�ce pod uwag? zgodno>
 w d�wi?czno>ci w kontek>cie poszczególnych typów badanych 

prefiksów oraz głosek. W j?zyku polskim w pozycji dominuj�cej znalazło si? ograniczenie 

wymuszaj�ce d�wi?czno>
 obstruentów przed partykuł� –�e, potem, kolejno: w obr?bie 

prefiksów zako�czonych głosk� zwart� przed samogłosk� w temacie, w głoskach zwartych na 

granicy słowa, /�/ na ko�cu prefiksu, głoskach zwarto-wybuchowych na ko�cu słowa, oraz w 

szczelinowych w tym samym kontek>cie morfologicznym.  W j?zyku angielskim, jak 

wynikało ze stosunkowo rzadszego wyst?powania asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci, ograniczenia typu 

AGREE były degradowane w hierarchii kosztem IDENTLAR skutkuj�c blokad� asymilacji. W 

przypadku osób, u których transfer j?zykowy był silniejszy, miała miejsce sytuacja odwrotna, 

wymuszona przez odmienny status AGREE. W takich stadiach j?zyka przej>cowego, w 

hierarchii dominowały ograniczenia wymuszaj�ce zgodno>
 pomi?dzy obstruentem na ko�cu 

prefiksu a d�wi?czn� głosk� w temacie wyrazu. Kolejno w szeregu znajdowały si?
ograniczenia reguluj�ce d�wi?czno>
 w głosce zwartej niewelarnej na granicy słów, 

szczelinowej na granicy słów, obstruencie na granicy tematów w compounds,  zwartej 

welarnej na granicy słów, zwarto-szczelinowej w prefiksach i na granicy słów, oraz głosce na 

ko�cu rdzenia przed sonorantami w sufiksie. 

Drugi rodzaj ogranicze� proponowanych przez autora był zale�ny od typu �ródła 

asymilacji zlokalizowanego po prawej stronie granicy wyrazu/morfemu. W obydwu j?zykach 

ograniczenia wpływaj�ce na zgodno>
 głoski bezd�wi?cznej z nast?puj�cym d�wi?cznym 

obstruentem dominowały nad ograniczeniami podobnego typu reguluj�cymi zgodno>
 w 

d�wi?czno>ci przed sonorantami. W kontek>cie j?zyka polskiego zgodno>
 przed głoskami 

d�wi?cznymi szczelinowymi stała wy�ej w hierarchii od zgodno>ci przed d�wi?cznymi 

głoskami zwartymi. W kontek>cie j?zyka angielskiego u�ywanego przez osoby badane szczyt 

uszeregowania zajmowały ograniczenia wymuszaj�ce asymilacj? przed d�wi?czn� spółgłosk�
dwuwargow� i przed obstruentami dzi�słowymi. Obydwa typy ogranicze� – oparte o kontekst 

lewo- i prawostronny wchodziły we wzajemne kombinacje, które dokładnie okre>lały jakie 

bezd�wi?czne obstruenty powinny zgadza
 si? w d�wi?czno>ci z konkretnym typem 

segmentów d�wi?cznych po nich nast?puj�cych. Przykładowo, w>ród próbek w j?zyku 
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polskim niemal kategoryczna asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci dotykała głosek zwartych w pozycji 

przed d�wi?czn� głosk� szczelinow�, co było w hierarchii odzwierciedlone niemal 

bezwarunkowym osłabieniem rangi ograniczenia (IDLAR) zachowuj�cego d�wi?czn�
specyfikacj� segmentu w kontek>cie lewostronnym. Inne kombinacyjne warianty ogranicze�
reguluj�cych zgodno>ci w d�wi?czno>ci zajmowały kolejne miejsca w hierarchii stopniowo 

ulegaj�c coraz bardziej prawdopodobnej dominacji przez IDLAR, co w parciu o wyniki 

statystyczne oznaczało brak asymilacji w rosn�cej liczbie przypadków danego typu próbki. 

Przykładowo, na najni�szej pozycji w uszeregowaniu plasowały si? ograniczenia 

wymuszaj�ce d�wi?czno>
 w głosce szczelinowej przed nast?puj�cym po niej segmentem 

nosowym, /	/ lub samogłosk�. Tutaj IDLAR okazało si? dominuj�cym ograniczeniem, 

rozstrzygaj�cym o wyborze kandydatów optymalnych bez asymilacji d�wi?cznej. Powy�sze 

dane sugeruj�, �e podatno>
 na asymilacj?, zarówno w j?zyku rodzimym jak i w 

poszczególnych fazach interlanguage, jest uwarunkowana typem segmentu potencjalnie 

skłonnego do asymilacji, typem �ródła d�wi?czno>ci umiejscowionym w kontek>cie 

prawostronnym, jak równie� morfologicznym typem granicy dziel�cej obydwa segmenty. 

Rzadsze wyst?powanie pauzy w j?zyku angielskim przed samogłosk� w nast?pie 

wyrazu lub tematu wydaje si? sugerowa
 wymierny stopie� nabycia przez badan� populacj?
przyzwyczaje� artykulacyjnych typowych dla rodzimego j?zyka angielskiego, gdzie zjawisko 

ł�czenia mi?dzywyrazowego (liaison) stanowi norm?. W j?zyku polskim stosunkowo 

sporadyczne u�ycie pauzy po prefiksach >wiadczy o zatarciu granic mi?dzy morfemami. 

Wynika
 to mo�e ze swobody artykulacyjnej i braku potrzeby zachowania odr?bnego statusu 

komponentów morfologicznych słów przez znaczn� liczb? badanych osób (por. Cetnarowska 

i �ygis 2004). Wraz z brakiem pauzy po prefiksie, w wi?kszo>ci badanych słów nast?powała 

asymilacja d�wi?czna w poprzedzaj�cym obstruencie, co cechowało 90% materiału w j?zyku 

polskim i nieco ponad połow? w j?zyku angielskim. Nieobecno>
 pauzy, z równoczesnym 

brakiem asymilacji została zaobserwowana w około 10% słów w j?zyku polskim i 20-30% 

słów w j?zyku angielskim, po prefiksie i na granicy słowa.  W nikłej ilo>ci przypadków w 

j?zyku polskim, wył�cznie po prefiksie zako�czonym głosk� zwart�, wyst�piła nietypowa 

konfiguracja artykulacyjna: asymilacja d�wi?czna poł�czona z obecno>ci� pauzy.  

Z punktu widzenia swobody artykulacji, typ oznaczenia pauzy jakim jest zwarcie 

krtaniowe, które w widmie akustycznym a tak�e osłuchowo jawi si? jako widoczne 

przerwanie sygnału akustycznego, wydaje si? by
, jak pokazuj� wyniki pomiarów w 

niniejszej rozprawie, gestem kontrolowanym i cz?sto spotykanym w kontek>cie j?zyka 

obcego, gdzie stosowanie pauzy jest zachowaniem przeniesionym z j?zyka ojczystego. 

Alternatywnie, u�ycie zwarcia krtaniowego mo�e by
 uznane za cech? charakterystyczn�
kobiet, których wymowa jest zazwyczaj bardziej staranna i konserwatywna w porównaniu z 

wymow� m?�czyzn. Brak zwarcia krtaniowego i zamienne oznaczenie granicy 

wyrazu/morfemu poprzez d�wi?czno>
 skrzecz�c� (creaky voice) obecn� w pocz�tkowej fazie 

widma samogłoski na pocz�tku tematu/słowa zdaje si? by
 zjawiskiem mniej kontrolowanym 

artykulacyjnie. W badanym materiale charakteryzowało ono wymow? bardziej spontaniczn�, 

typow� dla swobodnego stylu w j?zyku rodzimym i obcym, w którego fazach przej>ciowych 

(interlanguage) ucz�cy si? nadal unika ł�cze� mi?dzywyrazowych, ale jednocze>nie słów 

b�d� ich komponentów nie oddziela wyra�nie. 

W hierarchii ogranicze�, wybór optymalnych form powierzchniowych, gdzie proces 

asymilacji d�wi?cznej zachodzi przy jednoczesnym braku pauzy przed samogłosk� i 

widocznej resylabifikacji ko�cowego obstruentu na granicy słowa/morfemu jest  skutkiem 

szczytowego usytuowania odpowiedzialnych z te procesy typów ogranicze�; odpowiednio 

AGREEVOICE  i ONSETMAXIMIZATION. To drugie ograniczenie wymusza przesuni?cie 

ko�cowej spółgłoski do kolejnej sylaby, je�eli ta nie posiada nast?pu i zaczyna si? od 

samogłoski. Skutkiem jest zamiana kody sylaby poprzedniej na nast?p kolejnej sylaby, je�eli 
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glotalizacja samogłoski w sylabie bez nast?pu spółgłoskowego nie jest preferowana. W 

rezultacie nast?puje bł?dne uszeregowanie segmentów na lewej kraw?dzi słowa 

prozodycznego, gdy� odpowiednie ograniczenie zapewniaj�ce wierne uszeregowanie jest 

usytuowane ni�ej w hierarchii i ulega naruszeniu przez kandydata optymalnego. Takie 

uszeregowanie ogranicze� w du�ej mierze uwarunkowane było w materiale polskim typem 

prefiksu. Zale�nie od tego, mówi�cy rozpoznawali dany prefiks jako niezale�ny element 

prozodyczny jednocze>nie zaznaczaj�c pauz? b�d� nie.  

W przypadku zbitek spółgłoskowych zło�onych z obstruentów stoj�cych na ko�cu 

słowa na granicy wyrazów przed samogłosk� mo�na było zaobserwowa
 dwojaki typ 

artykulacji. Jeden cechował styl bardziej potoczny i polegał na pomini?ciu drugiego elementu 

zbitki oraz ud�wi?cznieniu i przesuni?ciu pozostałego elementu do sylaby kolejnego słowa. 

Drugi sposób wymowy, bardziej staranny, polegał na zachowaniu całej zbitki spółgłoskowej 

oraz zaznaczeniu pauzy przed samogłosk� realizowane fonetycznie jako glotalizacja 

samogłoski, co z kolei ułatwiało unikni?cie asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci. Uszeregowanie 

ogranicze� wiod�ce do selekcji kandydatów optymalnych reprezentuj�cych ten drugi typ 

wymowy cechowała dominuj�ca pozycja ograniczenia poł�czonego ALIGNLEFT & 

GLOTTALONSET. Zapewniało ono jednoczesne wyrównanie lewej kraw?dzi słowa 

prozodycznego zaczynaj�cego si? od samogłoski, bez epentezy spółgłoski ko�cowej ze słowa 

poprzedniego, przy jednoczesnej epentezie zwarcia krtaniowego do nast?pu drugiego słowa. 

Fonetycznie, wyrazy tak wymawiane sprawiały wra�enie niepoł�czonych, odgrodzonych 

pauz�. W próbkach w j?zyku angielskim, badane osoby stosowały tak� wymow? cz?sto 

zarówno na granicy wyrazu jak i tematów w słowach zło�onych, przed nast?puj�c�
samogłosk�. W wymowie rodzimej w j?zyku angielskim preferowany jest typ wymowy z 

mow� ł�czon�, bez glotalizacji i asymilacji d�wi?cznej, ale z sylabifikacj� ostatniego 

elementu zbitki. Z punktu widzenia artykulacji, epenteza zwarcia krtaniowego prowadzi do 

powstania jednolitej sekwencji typu !+samogłoska, gdzie �aden z elementów nie wi��e si? z 

widocznymi konfiguracjami w obszarze ponad krtani� (�ygis 2010). Tym samym, zwarcie 

krtaniowe wraz z innymi głoskami gardłowymi (pharyngeals) postrzegane s� jako najbardziej 

optymalne w epentezie (Lombardi 2002) wymaganej w celu dostosowania si? do jednego z 

uniwersalnych ogranicze� j?zykowych, wymuszaj�cego obecno>
 nast?pu sylaby w formie 

wyj>ciowej słowa rozpoczynaj�cego si? w formie wej>ciowej samogłoskowym j�drem sylaby 

(Prince i Smolensky 1993). Wy�ej omówiony typ hierarchii ogranicze� stosowany był te� w 

j?zyku polskim przez niektóre osoby w słowach z prefiksami przed samogłosk� w temacie. W 

wyizolowanych przypadkach, glotalizacja nie blokowała asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci ko�cowego 

obstruentu, pomimo �e tracił on bezpo>redni� styczno>
 ze �ródłem d�wi?czno>ci, którym 

była nast?puj�ca samogłoska. W wi?kszo>ci przypadków, zwarcie krtaniowe funkcjonowało 

jako kontekst ubezd�wi?czniaj�cy, co zgadzało si? z zasad�, i� ,,w polskim pauza zachowuje 

si? jak obstruent bezd�wi?czny” (Rubach 1974), a zbitki składaj�ce si? z obstruentu i zwarcia 

krtaniowego s� zgodne pod wzgl?dem bezd�wi?czno>ci. 

Stosunkowo niewielka ilo>
 polskich słów zaczynaj�cych si? prefiksami od-, nad-, 

roz-, w których formach nast?powało oddzielenie prefiksu pauz� fonetyczn� i 

ubezd�wi?cznienie jego ko�cowej spółgłoski, >wiadczyła o nietypowym charakterze takiej 

wymowy. Osoby j� stosuj�ce wydawały si? >wiadomie rozbija
 sekwencje prefiks+rdze� na 

składowe komponenty morfologiczne, lub te� , alternatywnie, interpretowały tego typu słowa 

jako sekwencje dwóch tematów wyrazowych, traktuj�c granic? mi?dzy nimi jako granic?
wyrazu, i w efekcie ubezd�wi?czniaj�c element po lewej stronie domniemanej granicy. Taki 

typ artykulacji u badanych wywodz�cych si? z obszaru u�ywania wymowy krakowskiej 

wydawał si? by
 form� hiperkorekcji na>laduj�cej styl wymowy warszawskiej. Widoczne 

tutaj indywidualne zró�nicowanie artykulacji mo�e >wiadczy
 o niejednorodnym doborze 

form wej>ciowych wy�ej wymienionych prefiksów, zale�nie od tego, czy nast?puj�cy po nich 
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kontekst jest rozpoznawany jako ubezd�wi?czniaj�cy lub ud�wi?czniaj�cy. Sama pauza, 

której fonetycznie brakowało w wi?kszo>ci form wyj>ciowych słów z prefiksami, wydawała 

si? pozostawa
 w strukturze formy wej>ciowej, a badane osoby najprawdopodobniej były 

>wiadome jej istnienia. Asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci, przewa�aj�ca w tym kontek>cie w badanym 

materiale, nie mo�e zaj>
 w obr?bie morfemu, ale tylko na granicy morfemów/słów, i to jest 

warunkiem aktywno>ci tego procesu w wymowie krakowskiej (Rubach 1997). Strukturalnie, 

słowa u�yte w badaniu, jak i inne słowa tego typu zawieraj�ce prefiksy, mog� dla 

u�ytkownika by
 nieprzejrzyste zarówno semantycznie jak i morfologicznie, co skutkuje 

zatarciem granic morfemów i sylabifikacj� na ich kraw?dzi. Przejrzysto>
 strukturalna mo�e 

stanowi
 jedyny warunek dla dominacji ogranicze� zachowuj�cych kraw?dzie słów 

prozodycznych (ALIGNPWD) nad ograniczeniami wymuszaj�cymi resylabifikacj? i epentez?
(ONSET) celem wygenerowania nast?pu sylaby (Cetnarowska and �ygis  2004). W strukturze 

fonologicznej, samogłoski na pocz�tku polskich słów lub rdzeni wydaj� si? by
 bardziej 

zło�one od angielskich, zachowuj�c si? jakby zawierały wbudowane zwarcie krtaniowe 

(Schwartz 2012). Działa ono skutecznie jako blokada resylabifikacji na granicy słowa/tematu 

w j?zyku polskim, oraz stanowi kontekst ubezd�wi?czniaj�cy dla poprzedzaj�cych 

obstruentów. Jednak, jak >wiadcz� wyniki obecnego badania, znaczna cz?>
 osób upraszcza 

struktur? pojmowanej w ten sposób polskiej samogłoski usuwaj�c zwarcie krtaniowe i 

stosuj�c resylabifikacj?, szczególnie w słowach z prefiksami. 

Typ wymowy, skutkiem którego asymilacja d�wi?czno>ci nie zachodziła przed 

nast?puj�c� samogłosk�, przy jednoczesnym braku epentezy zwarcia krtaniowego i 

resylabifikacji ko�cowej spółgłoski, był zgodny z zasadami mowy ł�czonej na styku 

wyrazów, typowej dla j?zyka angielskiego. W hierarchii ogranicze� warunkuj�cej selekcj?
kandydatów optymalnych bez pauzy i bez asymilacji, najwy�szy szereg zajmowały 

odpowiednio ograniczenia MAXONSET oraz IDLAR. Takie uszeregowanie zostało 

zastosowane w przypadku wszystkich słów zło�onych zawieraj�cych samogłosk? po prawej 

stronie granicy tematów wyrazowych wymawianych przez Anglika u�ytego w badaniu jako 

modelu wymowy rodzimej. Polacy zastosowali t? typowo obcoj?zyczn� wymow? w około 

jednej trzeciej słów angielskich typu temat+temat. W pozostałych słowach nie u�ywali mowy 

ł�czonej, co jest charakterystyczne dla j?zyka polskiego. W angielskich sekwencjach 

prefiks+temat formy wyselekcjonowane przez wysokie uszeregowanie MAXONSET oraz 

IDLAR cechowały wymow? wszystkich słów u osoby pochodzenia angielskiego i jedynie 

25% form wymówionych przez Polaków. W kontek>cie polskim, wymowa tego typu 

wyst�piła w niewielkim odsetku form słowa transakcja, i charakteryzowała ostatni� głosk? w 

prefiksie trans-. S�dz�c z ogólnych wyników dotycz�cych kontekstu przed samogłosk�, 

formy wyj>ciowe zgodne z hierarchi� ogranicze� typow� dla wymowy angielskiej nie 

stanowiły wi?cej ni� 35% wszystkich próbek, co wskazuje na ograniczony stopie� wyuczenia 

si? zasad ł�czenia mi?dzywyrazowego w fazie po>redniej j?zyka angielskiego opanowanej do 

momentu badania przez populacj? respondentów. System gramatyczny j?zyka rodzimego 

skutecznie blokuje mow? ł�czon� wymagan� w naturalnym stylu rodzimej wymowy j?zyka 

angielskiego. 

Z perspektywy procesu nauczania j?zyka angielskiego, nauczyciel powinien zwraca

szczególn� uwag? na brak asymilacji d�wi?czno>ci w tym j?zyku w kontekstach przed 

samogłosk� na granicy wyrazu/morfemu, wraz ze stosowaniem mowy ł�czonej w celu 

wykształcenia odpowiedniej >wiadomo>ci u osób ucz�cych si?. Poprzez cz?ste 
wiczenie i 

na>ladowanie modelu wymowy rodzimych u�ytkowników j?zyka angielskiego pozbycie si?
przyzwyczaje� artykulacyjnych typowych dla wymowy własnego j?zyka powinno stanowi

istotny cel cało>ci procesu nauczania j?zyka angielskiego jako j?zyka obcego. Na poziomie 

gramatycznym, formy wyj>ciowe bł?dne w kontek>cie j?zyka obcego, ale ci�gle zgodne z 

uszeregowaniem ogranicze� typowym dla wymowy rodzimej powinny traci
 swój status 
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optymalny w wyniku zmiany uszeregowania odpowiednich ogranicze�. W hierarchii 

osłabieniu rangi powinny ulec ograniczenia: AGREEVOICE oraz 

ALIGNLEFT&GLOTTALONSET, a szczytow� pozycj? powinny zaj�
 IDENTLAR oraz 

MAXONSET. Proces zmiany kolejno>ci ogranicze� w hierarchii b?dzie stopniowy, post?puj�c 

w miar? uczenia si?, eliminacji bł?dów, na>ladowania modelów rodzimych j?zyka obcego, 

wraz z opanowaniem przez ucz�cego si? kolejnych faz j?zyka przej>ciowego (interlanguage) 

w kierunku form j?zyka jak najbardziej zbli�onych do formy rodzimej j?zyka obcego. 

Jak wskazuj� wyniki niniejszego badania, formy przej>ciowe j?zyka obcego dosy

wiernie odzwierciedlaj� formy j?zyka ojczystego osób ucz�cych si?. Procesowi asymilacji 

d�wi?czno>ci ulegaj� w szczególno>ci bezd�wi?czne obstruenty stoj�ce przed d�wi?cznymi 

obstruentami, w mniejszym stopniu te stoj�ce przed głoskami sonornymi. Tendencja do 

ulegania asymilacji przed tym drugim typem �ródła d�wi?czno>ci okazała si? w badanej 

populacji do>
 ograniczona, pomimo istnienia takiego zjawiska w wymowie krakowskiej. 

Tym samym, wymowa u poszczególnych osób skierowana ku artykulacji starannej lub z 

emfaz� w j?zyku ojczystym mo�e mie
 wpływ na wprowadzenie obcych przyzwyczaje� do 

struktury fonetycznej drugiego j?zyka, zwłaszcza w ł�czeniach przed samogłosk� na granicy 

wyrazów/morfemów. Z drugiej strony, u osób stosuj�cych w j?zyku ojczystym wymow?
bardziej niedbał� mo�e wyst?powa
 skłonno>
 do ł�cze� mi?dzywyrazowych przed 

samogłosk�, wprawdzie b?d�cych norm� w j?zyku angielskim (jako obcym) ale id�cych w 

parze z nie wyst?puj�c� w j?zyku angielskim asymilacj� ud�wi?czniaj�c�. Poniewa� badanie 

przebiegało w warunkach kontrolowanych metod� odczytu tekstu, w>ród osób badanych styl 

uwa�ny i staranny wyra�nie dominował nad niedbałym i swobodnym. 

W warunkach laboratorium j?zykowego podczas nauczania wymowy angielskich 

obstruentów zwykle po>wi?ca si? czas na wykształcenie umiej?tno>ci wymowy głosek 

zwartych z przydechem. Nauka swobodnego stosowania ł�cze� mi?dzywyrazowych i mi?dzy 

morfemami jest zwykle zaniedbywana. Unikanie ud�wi?cznie� oraz epentezy zwarcia 

krtaniowego przed samogłosk� jest tutaj kluczowe, i zarazem relatywnie trudne do 

opanowania, gdy� wi��e si? z mnogo>ci� kontekstów fonetycznych, w których obydwa 

procesy wyst?puj�. Trudno>
 tkwi tak�e w sferze percepcji, poniewa� audytoryjny wynik 

ka�dego z procesów jest cz?sto ignorowany lub klasyfikowany jako nieistotny, poniewa� w 

j?zyku rodzimym nie wi��� si? one z kontrastem fonologicznym. W rezultacie, bez 

u>wiadomienia teoretycznego i 
wicze� percepcyjnych, ucz�cy si? j?zyka obcego, nie widz�c 

ró�nicy mi?dzy formami niezasymilowanymi i zasymilowanymi, b?dzie bezwiednie stosował 

asymilacj? w j?zyku obcym. Postrzeganie u ucz�cych si?, zarówno w fazie pocz�tkowej jak i 

kolejnych fazach j?zyka przej>ciowego, jest oparte o rodzimy system percepcyjny b?d�cy 

głównym modelem i punktem odniesienia (Escudero i Boersma 2002). Ucz�cy si? powinien 

zdobywa
 wiedz? na temat zarówno formy gł?bokiej jak i powierzchniowej wyrazów w 

j?zyku obcym; w jaki sposób szczegóły natury fonetycznej maj� si? do poszczególnych 

fonemów (Boersma 2011). Instrukcja teoretyczna poł�czona z kontrolowanymi 
wiczeniami 

powtórzeniowymi z u�yciem stylu potocznego powinny sprzyja
 nabywaniu przyzwyczaje�
wła>ciwych mowie ł�czonej i unikaniu obcych j?zykowi angielskiemu form zasymilowanych.  

Zjawiska takie jak asymilacja, chocia� zwi�zane z powierzchniow� struktur�
fonologiczn�, ulegaj� podtrzymaniu i wzmocnieniu na poziomie fonetycznym, zawieraj�cym 

płaszczyzny słuchowe i artykulacyjne (Boersma 2011). W kontek>cie asymilacji 

d�wi?czno>ci, zasada stosowania uproszcze� artykulacyjnych wynika z niedogodno>ci jak�
mo�e sprawia
 istnienie zró�nicowanej konfiguracji nagło>ni podczas wymowy sekwencji 

spółgłoskowych na granicy wyrazu/morfemu, gdzie pierwszy segment jest bezd�wi?cznym 

obstruentem, a drugi obstruentem d�wi?cznym, lub głosk� sonorn�. Odpowiednie 

artykulacyjne ograniczenie j?zykowe redukuj�ce nacechowanie (markedness constraints) 

dyskwalifikuj�ce sekwencje głosek, podczas wymowy których nast?puj� po sobie kolejno 
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odwiedzenie i przywiedzenie wi�zadeł głosowych, zajmuje szczytowe miejsce w hierarchii. 

W konsekwencji, optymalne formy wyj>ciowe zawieraj� jednorodne pod wzgl?dem 

d�wi?czno>ci zbitki segmentów na granicy słowa/morfemu. Poj?cie łatwo>ci wymowy i 

zwi�zanych z nim uproszcze� artykulacyjnych jest zale�ne od kontekstu j?zyka lub dialektu, 

ich pojedynczych u�ytkowników lub grup u�ytkowników. W j?zyku angielskim, o czym 

>wiadcz� tak�e wyniki niniejszego badania, zjawiska zwi�zane z mow� ł�czon�, 

charakteryzuj�ce si? sylabifikacj� na granicy morfemu, s� odmienne od tych w j?zyku 

polskim lub zachodz� w innym nat?�eniu. Resylabifikacja na granicy słowa/morfemu przed 

samogłosk� w nast?pie jest skutkiem wysokiego uszeregowania ograniczenia wykluczaj�cego 

wyst?powanie sekwencji obstruent-zwarcie krtaniowe-samogłoska lub obstruent-fonacja 

niemodalna-fonacja modalna. W rezultacie, eliminowane s� wersje form wyj>ciowych 

zawieraj�ce samogłoski z glotalizacj� lub zaczynaj�ce si? od fonacji skrzecz�cej. Perspektywa 

łatwo>ci artykulacyjnej mo�e okaza
 si? niejasna, je�eli nast?puje jej przeło�enie z j?zyka 

ojczystego na obcy, a dane przyzwyczajenie artykulacyjne jest odmienne lub przeciwstawne 

w kontek>cie innego j?zyka lub dialektu. Ułatwieniem mo�e by
 nacisk na stosowanie 

wymowy swobodnej podczas 
wicze� j?zykowych, wraz z u>wiadomieniem istotnych ró�nic 

w fonetycznym formach mowy ł�czonej pomi?dzy j?zykiem ojczystym i obcym. 


